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Preface
Purpose of this manual
This manual explains the basic use and the functions of function blocks, with emphasis on
the corresponding technology and drive control component SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, as
well as the discontinued T400 and SIMADYN D products.
TDC: Technology and Drive Control

Basic knowledge required
This manual addresses programmers and commissioning engineers. Comprehension of this
manual requires general knowledge of automation engineering.

Scope of the manual
This manual is valid for SIMATIC D7-SYS as of version 9.1.
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Position in the information landscape
This manual is part of the documentation package for the Technology and Drive Control
components FM 458, SIMATIC TDC and SIMATIC D7-SYS.
Title

Contents

Just a few steps away from the first project
This section provides an extremely simple introduction into the methodology of the structure
and programming of the SIMATIC TDC control system. It is interesting especially for first-time
users.
System software
This section communicates basic knowledge of the structure of a CPU's operating system and
application programs. It should be used under the aspect of obtaining an overview of programming methodology and using this information as a basis for designing user programs.
Configuring communication
This section communicates basic knowledge of the communication possibilities and how to
configure links to communication partners.
D7-SYS - STEP 7,
Basic software
configuring CFCs and SFCs This section explains the principles of use and functions of the STEP 7 automation software.
(http://support.automation Beginners obtain an overview of the procedures to follow when configuring, programming,
.siemens.com/WW/view/de and commissioning a station.
/8776786/0/en)
While working with the basic software, you can directly rely on the Online Help system that
offers support when it comes to detailed questions on using the software.
CFC
The CFC language (Continuous Function Chart) offers you the possibility of designing graphic
interconnections for blocks.
While working with the particular software, you can always consult the Online Help to get
answers to detailed questions regarding the use of the editors/compiler.
SFC
Configuring sequential controls using SIMATIC S7 SFCs (Sequential Function Chart).
You create the sequential chart in the SFC Editor based on various graphic resources and position the SFC elements of the chart according to defined rules.
SIMATIC TDC hardware
These manuals form a reference for the complete hardware spectrum.
(http://support.automation Racks
.siemens.com/WW/view/de
CPU modules
/8776697/0/en)
Signal modules
Expansion modules
Communication modules
Interface modules
Submodules
D7-SYS Selecting function The Reference Manual provides you with an overview of all of the function blocks for the corblocks
responding Technology and Drive Control components SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP as well as
(http://support.automation the T400 and SIMADYN D systems which are being phased out.
.siemens.com/WW/view/de Section 1
/14952400/0/en)
This section describes the function blocks that can be configured in all target systems of
SIMATIC D7-SYS.
Section 2
This section describes the function blocks that can be configured only for SIMATIC TDC.
Section 3
This section describes the function blocks that can be configured only for the FM 458-1 DP
application module.
Section 4
This section describes the function blocks that can be configured only for SIMADYN D.
System and
Communication
Configuration D7-SYS
(http://support.automation
.siemens.com/WW/view/de
/8776461/0/en)
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Signpost
As first-time user, you should use the manual as follows:
• Read the initial sections before using the software so that you become familiar with the
terminology and procedural principles.
• You can then go ahead and use the respective sections of the manual, for example, if you
intend to run a specific task (e.g. loading programs).
If you have already gained some experience while running a small project, you can read
individual sections of the manual in order to obtain information on specific topics.

System status list (SSL)
The system status list describes the current status of an automation system. The content of
the SSL can be read by function blocks (e.g. RDSYS).
The system status list (SSL) is described in detail in the reference manual System and
Standard Functions for S7-300/400, Volume 2/2
(https://support.industry.siemens.com/cs/ww/en/view/44240604).

Special notes
The objective of the user part of this manual is to provide information on basic procedures,
but does not contain any detailed instructions with individual step sequences. For more
information on the software dialogs and their handling, refer to the Online Help.

Data protection
Siemens respects the principles of data privacy, in particular the data minimization rules
(privacy by design). For this SIMATIC product, this means: The product does not process or
store any personal data, only technical function data (e.g. time stamps). If a user links this
data with other data (e.g. shift schedules) or stores personal data on the same storage
medium (e.g. hard disk), and thus establishes a link to a person or persons, then the user is
responsible for ensuring compliance with the relevant data protection regulations.

Recycling and disposal
For environmentally friendly recycling and disposal of your old equipment, contact a certified
electronic waste disposal company and dispose of the equipment according to the applicable
regulations in your country.

Additional support
You can find the offer for technical documentation for the individual SIMATIC products and
systems on the Internet (https://support.industry.siemens.com/cs/).
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Siemens Industry Online Support
You can find current information on the following topics quickly and easily here:
• Product support
All the information and extensive know-how on your product, technical specifications,
FAQs, certificates, downloads, and manuals.
• Application examples
Tools and examples to solve your automation tasks – as well as function blocks,
performance information and videos.
• Services
Information about Industry Services, Field Services, Technical Support, spare parts and
training offers.
• Forums
For answers and solutions concerning automation technology.
• mySupport
Your personal working area in Industry Online Support for messages, support queries, and
configurable documents.
This information is provided by the Siemens Industry Online Support in the Internet
(https://support.industry.siemens.com).

Industry Mall
The Industry Mall is the catalog and order system of Siemens AG for automation and drive
solutions on the basis of Totally Integrated Automation (TIA) and Totally Integrated Power
(TIP).
You can find catalogs for all automation and drive products on the Internet
(https://mall.industry.siemens.com) and in the Information and Download Center
(https://www.siemens.com/automation/infocenter).
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Security information
Siemens provides products and solutions with industrial security functions that support the
secure operation of plants, systems, machines and networks.
In order to protect plants, systems, machines and networks against cyber threats, it is
necessary to implement – and continuously maintain – a holistic, state-of-the-art industrial
security concept. Siemens’ products and solutions constitute one element of such a concept.
Customers are responsible for preventing unauthorized access to their plants, systems,
machines and networks. Such systems, machines and components should only be connected
to an enterprise network or the Internet if and to the extent such a connection is necessary
and only when appropriate security measures (e.g. firewalls and/or network segmentation)
are in place.
Additional information on industrial safety measures can be found under
(http://www.siemens.com/industrialsecurity).
Siemens’ products and solutions undergo continuous development to make them more
secure. Siemens expressly recommends that product updates be applied as soon as they
become available and that only the latest product versions be used. Use of product versions
that are no longer supported, and failure to apply latest updates may increase customer’s
exposure to cyber threats.
To stay informed about product updates, subscribe to the Siemens Industrial Security RSS
Feed under (http://www.siemens.com/industrialsecurity).
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Function block library for all target systems
1.1

Arithmetic blocks

1.1.1

ACOS

1

Arc cosine function

Symbol

Short description
Calculating the arc cosine value for an argument

Functional principle
The function block calculates the arc cosine value in radians for an argument to be entered at
input X and returns the result at output Y.
Y = arccos X
Permissible input range: -1.0 <= X <= +1.0
Output range: 0.0 <= Y <= π
If the argument is outside the valid range, output Y is limited to π (with X < -1.0) or 0.0 (with
X > +1.0) and binary output QF=1 is simultaneously set.
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1.1 Arithmetic blocks

Transfer function

Connections
Name

Description

Default

X
Y
QF

Argument
Arc cosine
Input error

0.0
π/2
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

22

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

38.4
12.7
6.4
3.2
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Function block library for all target systems
1.1 Arithmetic blocks

1.1.2

ADD
Adder

Symbol

Short description
Adder with generic inputs of type real

Functional principle
The function block adds up the values entered at the generic inputs X with the correct sign.
The result is limited to the range from approx. -3.4 E38 to 3.4 E38 and returned at output Y.
Y = X01+..+Xnn

Connections
Name
X
Y

Description

Default

Addend
Total

0.0
0.0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Generic FB
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features:
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T400 / PM5
FM458 / PM6
CPU550 / 551
CPU555
Yes
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
X is a generic input

5.4 + 0.06 per input
1.8 + 0.02 per input
0.9 + 0.01 per input
0.45 + 0.005 per input
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Function block library for all target systems
1.1 Arithmetic blocks

1.1.3

ADD_D
Adder (Double integer type)

Symbol

Short description
Adder with generic inputs of the type double integer

Functional principle
The function block adds up the values entered at the generic inputs X with the correct sign.
The result is limited to the range from -2147483648 (-231) to +2147483647 (231-1) and
returned at output Y.
Y = X01+..+Xnn

Connections
Name

Description

Default

X
Y
QF

Addend
Total
Overflow

0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Generic FB
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features:

24

T400 / PM5
FM458 / PM6
CPU550 / 551
CPU555
Yes
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
X is a generic input

3.7 + 0.06 per input
1.2 + 0.02 per input
0.6 + 0.01 per input
0.3 + 0.005 per input
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Function block library for all target systems
1.1 Arithmetic blocks

1.1.4

ADD_I
Adder (Integer type)

Symbol

Short description
Adder with generic inputs of the type integer

Functional principle
The function block adds up the values entered at the generic inputs X with the correct sign.
The result is limited to the range from -32768 to +32767 and returned at output Y.
Y = X01+..+Xnn

Connections
Name
X
Y

Description

Default

Addend
Total

0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Generic FB
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400 / PM5
FM458 / PM6
CPU550 / 551
CPU555
Yes
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
X is a generic input

3.7 + 0.06 per input
1.2 + 0.02 per input
0.6 + 0.01 per input
0.3 + 0.005 per input
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Function block library for all target systems
1.1 Arithmetic blocks

1.1.5

ADD_M
Modulo adder for axis cycle compliant addition

Symbol

Short description
Function block ADD_M is used to add position values for drives.
It can be used to "add-up" offsets for position setpoints, or to compensate for deadtimes at
the real master.

Functional principle
The block adds input values X1 and X2. If the total of modulo value MOD ≥ axis cycle exceeds
or drops below 0, the modulo value MOD is subtracted or added and a QP or QN overflow bit
is set for the duration of one sampling time.

I/Os
Name
MOD
X1
X2
Y
QP

QN

26

Description

Default
230

Modulo value=axis cycle length, value range 1 . . .
Addition value 1
Addition value 2
Result of the addition (Y=X1+X2)
Positive overflow
Set if the result of the addition of X1 + X2 is greater than or equal to the
axis cycle length entered.
QP=1 → Y ≥ MOD (Y=Y–MOD)
Negative overflow
Set if the addition X1 + X2 returns a negative value.
QN=1 → Y < 0 (Y=Y + MOD)

0
0
0
0
0

0
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Function block library for all target systems
1.1 Arithmetic blocks

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.1.6

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

60.0
19.8
9.9
4.95

ASIN
Arc sine function

Symbol

Short description
Calculation of the arc-sine value for an argument.

How it works
The function block calculates the arc sine value in radians for an argument entered at input X
and returns the result at output Y.
Y = arcsin X
Valid input range: -1.0 <= X <=+1.0
Output range: -π/2 <= Y <= π/2
If the argument is outside the valid input range of |X| <= 1.0, then output Y is limited to -π/2
(with X < -1.0) or π/2 (with X > +1.0) and binary output QF is simultaneously set to 1.
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1.1 Arithmetic blocks

Transfer function

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

X
Y
QF

Argument
Arc sine
Input error

0.0
0.0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

28

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

17.3
5.7
2.9
1.45
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Function block library for all target systems
1.1 Arithmetic blocks

1.1.7

ATAN
Arc tangent function

Symbol

Short description
Calculates the arc tangent value for an argument

How it works
The function block calculates the arc tangent value in radians for an argument entered at
input X and returns the result at output Y.
Y = arctan X
Valid input range: -3.4 E38 to 3.4 E38
Output range: -π/2 <= Y <= π/2

Transfer function

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

X
Y

Argument
Arc tangent

0.0
0.0
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1.1 Arithmetic blocks

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.1.8

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

7.1
2.3
1.2
0.6

AVA
Absolute value generator with sign evaluation

Symbol

Short description
Arithmetic block for calculating absolute values of the type real

How it works
The function block generates the absolute value (input variable) at input X. The result is
returned at output Y.
Y = |X|
Binary output SN = 1 is set simultaneously if the input variable is negative.

30
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Function block library for all target systems
1.1 Arithmetic blocks

Block diagram

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

X
Y
SN

Input variable
Absolute value of input variable
Negative input variable

0.0
0.0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.1.9

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.6
0.9
0.5
0.25

AVA_D
Absolute value generator with sign evaluation (double integer type)

Symbol
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1.1 Arithmetic blocks

Short description
Arithmetic block for calculating absolute values of the type double integer

How it works
The function block generates the absolute value (input variable) at input X. The result is
returned at output Y.
Y = |X|
Binary output SN = 1 is set simultaneously if the input variable is negative.

I/Os
Name
X
Y
SN

Description

Default

Input variable
Absolute value of input variable
Negative input variable

0.0
0.0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.1.10

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.6
0.9
0.5
0.25

COS
Cosine function

Symbol

Short description
Calculation of an angle cosine value

32
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Function block library for all target systems
1.1 Arithmetic blocks

How it works
The function block calculates the cosine in radians for an angle entered at input X and returns
the result at output Y.
Y = cos X

Transfer function

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

X
Y

Angle
Cosine

0.0
1.0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

14.9
4.9
2.5
1.25
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1.1.11

DIV
Divider

Symbol

Short description
Divider with two inputs of the type real

How it works
The function block divides the value entered at X1 by the value entered at input X2.
The result is returned at the Y, YIN, and MOD outputs:
• The quotient with places before and after the decimal point is set at output Y
• The integer quotient is set at output YIN
• The remainder (absolute remainder) is set at output MOD
Output Y is limited to the range from approx. -3.4 E38 to +3.4 E38.
Y = X1 / X2
If output value Y exceeds the valid value range of approx. -3.4 E38 to 3.4 E38 (because
divisor X2 is very small or zero), then the output range limit is returned with the correct sign
at output Y. Binary output QF=1 is set simultaneously.
Block output Y remains unchanged with division by 0/0. Binary output QF is set to 1.

I/Os
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Name

Description

Default

X1
X2
Y
YIN
MOD
QF

Dividend
Divisor
Quotient
Integer quotient
Remainder
Divisor is zero

0.0
1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

T400/PM53
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

5.7
11.8
5.9
2.95

Example:

1.1.12

DIV_D
Divider (double integer type)

Symbol

Short description
Divider with two inputs of the type double integer

How it works
The function block divides the value entered at X1 by the value entered at input X2 with
correct sign. The quotient is limited to the range from -2147483648 (-231) to +2147483647
(231-1) and output at connection Y.
Y = X1 / X2
If output value Y exceeds the valid range from -2147483648 (-231) to +2147483647 (231-1)
(because the divisor X2 is very low or zero), then the output range limit is output at
connection Y with the correct sign. Binary input QF = 1 is set simultaneously.
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Block output Y remains unchanged with division by 0/0. Binary output QF is set to 1.

I/Os
Name
X1
X2
Y
QF

Description

Default

Dividend
Divisor
Quotient
Divisor is zero

0
1
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.1.13

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

5.3
1.8
0.9
0.45

DIV_I
Divider (integer type)

Symbol

Short description
Divider with two inputs of the type integer
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How it works
The function block divides the value entered at X1 by the value entered at input X2 with
correct sign. The quotient is limited to the range -32768 to +32767 and returned at output Y.
Y = X1 / X2
The division remainder is output at connection MOD. The sign of the remainder MOD is the
same as that of dividend X1.
MOD = X1 mod X2
If output value Y exceeds the valid range from -32768 to +32767 (because the divisor X2 is
very low or zero), the output range limit is returned at output Y with the correct sign. Binary
input QF = 1 is set simultaneously.
Block output Y remains unchanged with division by 0/0. Binary output QF is set to 1. The
remainder MOD is set to 0 if divisor X2 is zero.

I/Os
Name
X1
X2
Y
MOD
QF

Description

Default

Dividend
Divisor
Quotient
Remainder
Divisor is zero

0
1
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

5.3
1.8
0.9
0.45
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1.1.14

DIV_R
Divider (real type)

Symbol

Short description
Divider with two inputs of the type real.

How it works
Output variable Y is calculated based on the equation Y = X1 / X2.
The output is limited to the range from -3.4∙1038 to 3.4∙1038. If X2 = 0, output QF is set to 1.

I/Os
Name
X1
X2
Y
QF

Description

Default

Input variable
Input variable
Output variable
Overflow due to a division by 0

0.0
1.0
0.0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

5.0
1.7
0.9
0.45
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1.1.15

FRM
Formula block

Symbol

Short description
Formula block for calculating complex equations with up to 12 variables:
e.g.:
FRM = "(sin(x1) + 3.0 * i1) * (i2 * x2 + abs(sin(x3 +i3)))"
With: x1 = 1.0; x2 = 2.0; x3 = 3.0; i1 = 1; i2 = 2 and i3 = 3
→ Y = 16.4392509; YD = 16; YI = 16

How it works
The function block calculates the equation specified at input FRM. The algebraic laws apply
(multiplication/division before addition/subtraction, etc.). The nesting depth and length of
the formula is limited only by the length of the input string (<= 200). An error is output if the
formula has an incorrect syntax. The result of the formula is output at connectors Y, YD, and
YI.
An overflow in the result of a calculation with integer, double integer, or real numbers is
indicated at YFC, but not at QF.
Note
All values in binary operations are internally converted into a double integer and the
operation is then executed. If a conversion error occurs (e.g. real value too large for double
integer), an error is output (QF and YFC; refer to the error codes).
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It is not allowed to mix binary and arithmetic operations in a formula. Such operations will be
rejected with error (-10).
Arguments for shift operations are converted into unsigned integer and then reconverted to
integer. A logical shift is executed. If the number of bits to be shifted <= 0, then the result is
the input value. If 32 or more bits are shifted, then the result is always 0.
When entering tan(+-((1+ 2*n)*Pi/2)) an equivalent value is returned.

Valid expressions
Mathematical expressions
+, -, *, /
x**y, pow(x,y)
exp(x)
abs(x), fbas(x)
log(x), log10(x)
ln(x)
sqrt(x)
sin(x)
cos(x)
tan(x)
asin(x), arcsin(x)
acos(x), arccos(x)
atan(x), arctan(x)
sinh(x)
cosh(x)
tanh(x)
%, mod
ceil(x)

Basic arithmetic operations, i.e. addition, subtraction, multiplication and division
Exponentiation x to the power y
e to the power x
Absolute value of x
Logarithm to the base of ten
Natural logarithm
Square root function
Sine function
Cosine function
Tangent function
Arc sine function
Arc cosine function
Arc tangent function
Sine hyperbolic function
Cosine hyperbolic function
Tangent hyperbolic function
Modulo
Lowest integer number that is >= x.

Help functions
Min(x,y)
Max(x,y)

Constants

e.g. 2.3, -0.5
16#ABCD
0xABCD
pi
e
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Returns the minimum value of x, y
Returns the maximum value of x,y

Constant values
Hexadecimal value
Hexadecimal value
The number Pi
Euler's number
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Binary calculations
&
|
^
<<
>>

AND logic operation
OR logic operation
Exclusive OR logic operation
Shift logically to the left
Shift logically to the right

Table of the range of values of the arguments for the various functions and operations
Operation, function
+, -, *
/
x**y, pow(x,y)
exp(x)
abs(x),
fabs (x)
Log(x),
log10(x)
ln(x)
sqrt(x)
sin(x)
cos(x)
tan(x)
asin(x),
arcsin(x)
acos(x),
arccos(x)
atan(x),
arctan(x)
sinh(x)
cosh(x)
tanh(x)
%, mod
ceil
Help functions
Min(x,y)
Max(x,y)
Binary calculations
x&y
x|y
x^y
x<<y
x>>y

Range check, limit
check
no
yes
yes
no
no

Error code

-7
-8
-9

Minimum value /limit
value 1
- infinite
0
x<0 and y∈N
x=0 y=0
- infinite
- infinite

Maximum value /limit
value 2
+ infinite
± infinite
± infinite
+ infinite
+ infinite

yes

-8

x≤0

+ infinite

yes
yes
no
no
no
yes

-8
-8

-8

x≤0
x≤0
- infinite
- infinite
- infinite
-1

+ infinite
+ infinite
+ infinite
+ infinite
+ infinite
+1

yes

-8

-1

+1

no

- infinite

+ infinite

no
no
no
no
no

- infinite
- infinite
- infinite
- infinite
- infinite

+ infinite
+ infinite
+ infinite
+ infinite
+ infinite

no
no

- infinite
- infinite

+ infinite
+ infinite

-2147483648
-2147483648
-2147483648
-2147483648
-2147483648

+2147483647
+2147483647
+2147483647
+2147483647
+2147483647

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
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Meaning RDY
Value
0
1

Significance

Formula is analyzed (QF and YFC invalid)
Formula value is calculated (QF and YFC valid)

Error codes at QF
Value
0
1

Significance
No error
Errors

Error codes at YFC
Value Significance
0
>0
-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8
-9
-10

No error
Error occurred, the number specifies the position in the text
Internal fault
Error when requesting memory
Overflow in conversion from real to double integer for a binary operation
Integer overflow occurred
Double integer overflow occurred
Real overflow occurred
Division by 0, or 0**Y with Y < 0
Invalid range of argument
0**0 is not defined
It is not allowed to mix binary and arithmetic operations

In error case, the last valid values are retained at the output connectors Y, YD and YI.

I/Os
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Name

Description

Default

X1
X2
X3
X4
D1
D2
D3
D4
I1
I2
I3
I4

Real input variable 1
Real input variable 2
Real input variable 3
Real input variable 4
Double integer input variable 1
Double integer input variable 2
Double integer input variable 3
Double integer input variable 4
Integer input variable 1
Integer input variable 2
Integer input variable 3
Integer input variable 4

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Name
FRM
Y
YD
YI
RDY
QF
YFC

Description

Formula expression
Real value from result
Double integer value from the result
Integer value from the result
Formula value calculation
Group error
Error code

Default

Empty string
0.0
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.1.16

The computing time of the block for expressions must be determined
with the help of the PSL block.
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

MAS
Maximum evaluator

Symbol

Short description
Comparison block with real-type generic inputs for calculating the highest input value set at
the time of block execution.

Functional principle
The function block calculates the lowest value set at the generic inputs X. The result is
returned at output Y.
Y = Max { X01,...,Xnn }
If all inputs have the same values, then this value is output as the maximum input variable.
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Connections
Name
X
Y

Description

Default

Input variable
Maximum input variable

0.0
0.0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.1.17

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
X is a generic input

3.9 + 0.06 per input
1.3 + 0.02 per input
0.7 + 0.01 per input
0.35 + 0.005 per input

MIS
Minimum evaluator

Symbol

Short description
Comparison block with real-type generic inputs for calculating the lowest input value set at
the time of block execution.

Functional principle
The function block calculates the lowest value at generic inputs X. The result is returned at
output Y.
Y = Min { X01,...,Xnn }
If all inputs have the same value, this value is output as the minimum input variable.
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Connections
Name
X
Y

Description

Default

Input variable
Minimum input variable

0.0
0.0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Generic FB
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features:

1.1.18

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
X is a generic input

3.9 + 0.06 per input
1.3 + 0.02 per input
0.7 + 0.01 per input
0.35 + 0.005 per input

MUL
Multiplier

Symbol

Short description
Multiplier with generic inputs of the type real

Functional principle
The function block multiplies the values entered at inputs X with correct sign. The result is
limited to the range from approx. -3.4 E38 to +3.4 E38 and returned at output Y.
Y = X01 ∙..∙Xnn
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Connections
Name
X..
Y

Description

Default

Factor
Product

1.0
0.0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Generic FB
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features:

1.1.19

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
X is a generic input

5.5 + 0.06 per input
1.8 + 0.02 per input
0.9 + 0.01 per input
0.45 + 0.005 per input

MUL_D
Multiplier (Double integer type)

Symbol

Short description
Multiplier with generic inputs of the type double integer

Functional principle
The function block multiplies the values entered at inputs X with correct sign. The result is
limited to the range from -2147483648 (-231) to +2147483647 (231-1) and returned at
output Y.
Y = X01 ∙..∙ Xnn
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Connections
Name
X..
Y
QF

Description

Default

Factor
Product
Overflow

1
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Generic FB
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features:

1.1.20

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
X is a generic input

5.3 + 0.06 per input
1.8 + 0.02 per input
0.9 + 0.01 per input
0.45 + 0.005 per input

MUL_I
Multiplier (Integer type)

Symbol

Short description
Multiplier with generic inputs of the type integer

Functional principle
The function block multiplies the values entered at inputs X with correct sign. The result is
limited to the range from -32768 to +32767 and returned at output Y. The result is also
limited to the range from -2147483648 (-231) to +2147483647 (231-1) and returned at
output YDI.
Y = X01 ∙..∙ Xnn
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Connections
Name
X..
Y
YDI

Description

Default

Factor
Product INT
Product DINT

1
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Generic FB
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features:

1.1.21

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
X is a generic input

5.3 + 0.06 per input
1.8 + 0.02 per input
0.9 + 0.01 per input
0.45 + 0.005 per input

NATCON
Natural constants

Symbol

Short description
The function block returns the natural constants PI (π, 2π) and Euler's constant (e) with full
resolution of data type REAL at its outputs.

How it works
This function block already outputs the constants in the init mode. The block does not take
computing time.
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I/Os
Name
PI
DPI
E

Description

Value

Constant π
Constant 2*π
Constant e

3.14159274
6.28318548
2.71828174

Configuration data
Description

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.1.22

yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
-

PLI10
Polyline, 10 interpolation points

Symbol
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Short description
Function block of the type real
• For linearization of trends
• For simulating non-linear transfer elements
• For sectional definition of controller gain

How it works
This function block adapts output variable Y to input variable X using up to 10 interpolation
points in four quadrants. Interpolation between the interpolation points is linear. The trend is
horizontal outside the abscissa values A1 or A10.
Example:

Figure 1-1

Example: Simulation of the magnetizing characteristic (Ψ~i)

Notes on configuration
When configuring the data, verify that the values A1 to A10 are sorted in ascending order.
You may select any of the ordinate values B1 to B10, i.e. independent of the previous value. If
not all of the interpolation points are required (e.g. interpolation points from A7/B7 in the
example), the abscissa and ordinate values not needed must be assigned the value of the last
interpolation point (in the example A6/B6).

I/Os
Name
X
A1
...
A10
B1
...
B10
Y
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Description

Input variable
Abscissa value, interpolation point 1
...
Abscissa value, interpolation point 10
Ordinate value interpolation point 1
...
Ordinate value interpolation point 10
Output variable

Default
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.1.23

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

12.3
4.1
2.1
1.05

PLI20
Polyline, 20 interpolation points
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Symbol

Short description
Function block of the type real
• For linearization of trends
• For simulating non-linear transfer elements
• For sectional definition of controller gain
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How it works
This function block adapts output variable Y to input variable X using up to 20 interpolation
points in four quadrants.
Interpolation between the interpolation points is linear. The characteristic is horizontal
outside the abscissa values A1 and A20.

Mode of operation:
When configuring the data, verify that the values A1 to A20 are sorted in ascending order.
You may select any ordinate value from B1 to B20, i.e. independent of the previous value. If
not all of the interpolation points are required (e.g. as of A16/B16), the following abscissa
and ordinate values must be assigned the value of A15 or B15.
Example:

Simulating a magnetizing characteristic
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I/Os
Name
X
A1
...
A20
B1
...
B20
Y

Description

Default

Input variable
Abscissa value, interpolation point 1
...
Abscissa value, interpolation point 20
Ordinate value interpolation point 1
...
Ordinate value interpolation point 20
Output variable

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.1.24

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

14.9
4.9
2.5
1.25

SII
Inverter

Symbol

Short description
• Inverter with input of the type real
• Arithmetic block for sign reversal
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How it works
The function block inverts input variable X and transfers the result to block output Y
(according to the following transfer characteristic).
Y = -X

Transfer characteristic

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

X
Y

Input variable
Inverted input variable

0.0
0.0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

1.5
0.5
0.3
0.15
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1.1.25

SIN
Sine function

Symbol

Short description
Calculates the sine value of an angle

Functional principle
The function block calculates the sine value in radians of an angle entered at input X and
returns the result at output Y.
Y = sin X

Transfer function

I/Os
Name
X
Y
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Description
Angle
Sine

Default
0.0
0.0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.1.26

7.7
2.5
1.3
0.65

SQR
Square-root extractor

Symbol

Short description
Arithmetic block for calculation of the square root

How it works
The function block extracts the square root of a value entered at input X. The result is
returned at output Y.

A zero value is output at Y if the input variable is negative. Binary output Q is simultaneously
set to 1.

Truth table
Condition
X>0
X=0
X<0
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Y

SQR(X)
0
0

Q
0
0
1
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I/Os
Name
X
Y
Q

Description

Default

Input variable
Output variable
Negative input variable

0.0
0.0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.1.27

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

5.0
1.7
0.9
0.45

SUB_I
Subtractor (integer type)

Symbol

Short description
Subtractor with two inputs of the type integer.

How it works
The function block subtracts the value entered at input X2 from the value entered at
connection X1 and sets the correct sign. The result is limited to the range from -32768 to
+32767 and returned at output Y.
Y = X1 - X2
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I/Os
Name
X1
X2
Y

Description

Default

Minuend
Subtrahend
Difference

0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.1.28

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.8
0.9
0.5
0.25

SUB
Subtractor

Symbol

Short description
Subtractor with two real-type inputs

How it works
The function block subtracts the value entered at input X2 from the value entered at
connection X1 and sets the correct sign. The result is limited to the range from approx. -3.4
E38 to 3.4 E38 and returned at output Y.
Y = X1 - X2
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I/Os
Name
X1
X2
Y

Description

Default

Minuend
Subtrahend
Difference

0.0
0.0
0.0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.1.29

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

4.6
1.5
0.8
0.4

SUB_D
Subtractor (double integer type)

Symbol

Short description
Subtractor with two inputs of the type double integer.

How it works
The function block subtracts the value entered at input X2 from the value entered at
connection X1 and sets the correct sign. The result is limited to the range from -2147483648
(-231) to +2147483647 (231-1) and returned at output Y.
Y = X1 − X2
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I/Os
Name
X1
X2
Y
QF

Description

Default

Minuend
Subtrahend
Difference
Overflow

0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.1.30

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.8
0.9
0.5
0.25

TAN
Tangent function

Symbol

Short description
Determines the tangent value of an angle.

How it works
The function block calculates the tangent value in radians of an angle entered at input X and
returns the result at output Y
Y = tan X
Output range: -3.4 E38 to 3.4 E38
If the calculated tangent value is outside the range from -3.4 E38 to 3.4 E38, block output Y is
limited to -3.4 E38 or +3.4 E38 and binary output QW is simultaneously set to 1.
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Transfer function

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

X
Y
QW

Angle
Tangent
Tangent outside range of values

0.0
0.0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

23.1
7.6
3.8
1.9
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1.1.31

DCA
Offset calculation

Symbol

Short description
Calculation of an offset value for phase synchronization controls.

How it works
The function block DCA (Displacement Calculation) determines the offset between the
synchronization marks (e.g. zero pulses) of two drives. It provides a value to compensate for
the offset. This block can only be used in addition to the NAVS function block.
Based on the position actual values XP1 and XP2 and messages SS1 and SS2 about
synchronization, the offset value is calculated and output at DV. The difference of offset
actual value - position difference actual value (at the time the offset is calculated) is available
the output DVD.
The offset is calculated permanently with RTM = 0 (retrigger rmethod no) or again and again
with RTM = 1.
•

RTM = 0: synchronize permanently
Once the offset has been determined, i.e. both synchronization marks have been travelled
over, the offset is calculated each new time the synchronization mark is travelled over.
The number of synchronizations (Nx) is considered. The offset value can be formed over
several revolutions to synchronize machine parts. This requires the specification of the
number of encoder pulses per revolution at PR1 and PR2.

• RTM = 1: Retrigger
As soon as the offset has been determined, the calculation is restarted. In other words,
both synchronizations marks must be travelled over again to detemine a new offset. If an
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offset is made over several revolutions, the number of revolutions is lost. With an offset of
380 degrees, for example, an actual value of 20 degrees or -340 degrees can be
determined.
The offset actual value DV is calculated as follows.

N1 = Number of synchronization edges at SS1
N2 = Number of synchronization edges at SS2
N1 = N2 = 0 with RTM = 1
XP1 and XP2 are position actual values for the synchronization time (immediately after the
setting of the position actual value of the synchronizing signal detected by SS1 and SS2)
NM and DN is the transformation ratio of the number of pulses
PR1 and PR2 are the pulse counts (* 4) per rotation of the parts to be synchronized
("synchronization pulse count")

Once the offset has been determined, the output DC = 1.
The so-called offset correction involves the calculation of how often the position difference
actual value must be corrected by the value CPN or -CPN until the offset is compensated for: n
= DVD/CPN.
For the duration of sampling cycles, CVP = CPN or -CPN. CPN is thus the number of pulses by
which the position difference is corrected per sampling cycle (thereby compensated the
offset).
EN = 1 enables the offset correction; i.e. "synchronization" is peformed. With ENM = 1, the
EN input is edge-relevant, i.e. the offset correction occurs at a positive edge at EN. With ENM
= 0, EN is level-relevant, i.e. offset correction occurs when EN = 1 and DC = 1.
With R = 1, the offset determination is reset. The outputs FC, CVP and DC and the internal
counter for the number of synchronizations are set to 0. The block is then in the state it was
before the first synchronization.
The following overflows are displayed bit-coded at the FC output:
• Bit 0: Number of synchronizations 1 > 32 767 * synchronizations 2
• Bit 1: Number of synchronizations 2 > 32 767 * synchronizations 1
• Bit 2: Number of synchronizations 1*PR1 > 2 E31
• Bit 3: Number of synchronizations 1*PR2 > 2 E31
• Bit 8: DVD = DV - XPD can not be represented with 32 bits.
If one of the bits 0-3 is set, a faulty synchronization is probable; a reset is required.
If bit 8 is set, an additional synchronization is necessary.
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Configuration rules:
The DCA block must be after the NAVS function block in execution order and be configured in
the same sampling time as NAVS. A particular configuration of the NAVS and DCA function
blocks required:
• NAVS.RP = 1
• Connect DCA.XP1 to NAVS.YP (slave)
• Connect DCA.XP2 to NAVS.YP (master)
• Connect DCA.XDP to NAVS.YP (slave)
• Connect DCA.SS1 to NAVS.SS (slave)
• Connect DCA.SS2 to NAVS.SS (master)
• Connect DCA.CVP to NAVS.SVD (slave)
• Connect DCA.NM to NAVS.DN (slave)
• Connect DCA.DN to NAVS.NM (slave)
Note

DCA - DCA01
The DCA block is included in the supplementary library FBSLT1 for compatibility reasons.
The successor block DCA01 is recommended for a new configuration.

I/Os
Name
PR1
PR2
XP1
XP2
XDP
NM
DN
CPN
SS1
SS2
ENM
RTM
R
EN
DV
DVD
CVP

Description

Pulse count 1 per revolution
Pulse count 2 per revolution
Position actual value 1
Position actual value 2
Actual differential position
Transformation ratio counter
Transformation ratio denominator
Correction pulse count
Synchronization pulse 1 detected
Synchronization pulse 2 detected
Edge-triggered enable
Retrigger mode
Reset offset determination
Enable offset correction
Offset actual value
Offset position difference value
Correction value position difference
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Default
0
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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Name
FC
DC

Description

Default

Error ID
Offset determined

0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.1.32

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
no
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

97.0
32.0
15.5
7.75

DCA01
Offset calculation

Symbol

Short description
Calculation of an offset value for phase synchronization controls.
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Differences to DCA
Compared to the DCA block used in the SIMADYN D 16-bit technology, changes were made to
the specification of the transformation ratio and operation with linear axis were made.

Transformation ratio
The block uses the same definition for the transformation ratio as the speed detection blocks
NAVS and NAVSK. The ratio corresponds to the speed ratio.

Different encoder pulse counts are automatically included in the offset calculation:

N1 = Number of synchronization edges at SS1
N2 = Number of synchronization edges at SS2
N1 = N2 = 0 with RTM = 1

Linear axis
If synchronizing pulses occur due to reversing, an offset calculation is also performed.
However, the number of synchronization edges remains unchanged in this case.
This means synchronization can be performed for a linear axis even when only one
synchronization pulse is generated in the middle of the traversing distance. In this case, the
number of pulses for the entire traversing distance is at PR1 and PR2.

I/Os
Name
PR1
PR2
XP1
XP2
XDP
NM
DN
CPN
SS1
SS2
ENM
RTM
R
EN

Description

Pulse count 1 per revolution
Pulse count 2 per revolution
Position actual value 1
Position actual value 2
Actual differential position
Transformation ratio counter
Transformation ratio denominator
Correction pulse count
Synchronization pulse 1 detected
Synchronization pulse 2 detected
Edge-triggered enable
Retrigger mode
Reset offset determination
Enable offset correction
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0
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Name
DV
DVD
CVP
FC
DC

Description

Default

Offset actual value
Offset position difference value
Correction value position difference
Error ID
Offset determined

0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.1.33

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
no
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

97.0
32.0
15.5
7.75

POW
Exponential function

Symbol

Short description
Arithmetic block for exponential functions.

How it works
The block calculates the function:
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I/Os
Name
X
EXP
Y
QF

Description

Default

Mantissa
Exponent
Output variable
Input error: X is zero or negative 0

1.0
1.0
1.0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.1.34

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

10.0
3.3
1.6
0.8

PLI2
Polygon with two break points

Symbol

Short description
Polygon with two break points; symmetrical to the abscissa.

How it works
The PLI2 adjusts function block adjust the output variable Y to the amount of input variable X
via two break points.
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Interpolation between the break points A1 and A2 is linear. The characteristic is horizontal
outside the abscissa values A1 and A2.
During configuration, make sure that A1 and A2 are positive (or zero) and that A2 is greater
than or equal to A1. The ordinate values B1 and B2 can be arbitrary.
For the case:
A1 >= A2 then
for X >= A2
then

Figure 1-2

Y = B2
Y = B1 for X < A2

How PLI2 works

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

X
A1
A2
B1
B2
Y

Input variable
Abscissa value, interpolation point 1
Ordinate value interpolation point 1
Abscissa value, interpolation point 2
Ordinate value interpolation point 2
Output variable

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
no
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

33.0
10.9
5.3
2.65
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1.1.35

SPLFKT
Cam evaluation block

Symbol

Short description
The block calculates the ordinate value Y of a cam that is associated with input variable X
based on mathematical functions.

How it works
The SPLI32 block calculates the cam used based on up to 32 points and returns the result as
mathematical function at output FKT. This output is connected with input FKT of the SPLFKT
block.
The changeover to other cams is handled by switching input FKT to another SPLI32
calculation block. Changeover switches or multiplexers may be used accordingly.
The input and output variable is standardized using the input variables NX or NY according to
the following structure illustration.

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

X
V
FKT
NX
NY

Input variable
Velocity value (default: 0.0)
Computation function (default: 0)
X standardization (default: 1.0)
Y standardization (default: 1.0)

0.0
0.0
0
1.0
1.0
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Name
NV
Y
YV
QF

Description

Default

YV standardization (default: 1.0)
Output variable (default: 0.0)
Derivative of the curve (default: 0.0)
Error at input FKT. No connection to a valid curve function.

1.0
0.0
0.0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.1.36

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

15.0
5.0
2.4
1.2

SPLI32
Calculation of cam with 32 interpolation points

Symbol
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Short description
The SPLI32 block calculates a cam based on up to 32 interpolation points. The result of the
calculation is provided in tabular form as 3rd order functions. If necessary, a table with N
coordinate pairs with equidistant X values (N > 0) can also be generated from the cam.
The functions can be evaluated by a type SPLFKT or CAMD block. This block accesses the up to
31 cam segments that are defined by the interpolation points 1 to 32.
This complex calculation (SPLI32) should be completed in a slow time slice, whereas the cam
values (CAMD, SPLFKT) can be accessed in faster time slices.

How it works
Inputs X1, Y1 to X32, and Y32 are used to define up to 32 cam interpolation points. The X
values must be available in ascending order. The first point whose x value is less than / equal
to the X value of the previous point, determines the number of points used. All other points
are ignored.
Example: X5 = 10.0; X6 = 0.0; => 5 points are evaluated.
At a positive edge at input CAL, the block calculates the cams to which the points are
connected. The cam order is defined by the value at input TYP:

Type
0
1
2
3

Cam segments

3. order The slope in point Xi is equal to the slope between adjacent points = (Yi+1 - Yi-1) /
(Xi+1 - Xi-1)
1. order (linear segment)
2. order
3. order The slope in point Xi is equal to the average of the slopes of the adjacent section.

Specific segments may also be defined as straight line at the inputs LM1 and LM2 if TYP ≠ 1 is
set. LM1 and LM2 are accordingly evaluated bit by bit. Each bit is assigned another cam
segment. The segment is emulated as straight line if the bit is set.
Assignment:
For example: Segment 7 is between points (X7,Y7) and (X8,Y8).
Specific segments may also be defined as straight line at the inputs LM1 and LM2 if TYP ≠ 1 is
set. LM1 and LM2 are accordingly evaluated bit by bit. Each bit is assigned another cam
segment. The segment is emulated as straight line if the bit is set.
Assignment:
For example: Segment 7 is between points (X7,Y7) and (X8,Y8).
Bit of LM1 or LM2

Segment assigned to LM1
Segment assigned to LM2

15
16
-

14
15
31

13
14
30
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12
13
29

11
12
28

10
11
27

9

10
26

8

9
25

7

8
24

6

7
23

5

6
22

4

5
21

3

4
20

2

3
19

1

2
18

0

1
17
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I/Os
Name
N

CAL
LM1
LM2
X1, Y1
to
X32,
Y32
FKT
QF

Description

Number of table points For N > 0, the curve is stored as a table with N equidistant X values. The
table is evaluated by the TABCAM block, whose TAB input is connected to the output TAB. The
creation of the table increases the duration of the recalculation of a curve proportional to N.
(initialization I/O)
Start of calculation at the positive edge. The currently used cam remains valid until calculation
has been completed.
Linear segment 1. For specifying straight line segments.
Linear segment 2. For specifying straight line segments.
32 points for specifying the cam.

Default
0

0
0
0

Result function for SPLFKT. This output may only be connected to the input of the SPLFKT block
type with the same name. This is where SPLFKT gets the curve specification.
Input error. QF is set if X2 * X1 or insufficient memory is available.

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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T400/PM5
5.0
FM458/PM6
1.7
CPU550/551
0.8
CPU555
0.4
With recalculation:
50 µs + approx. 1.8 µs per table point
(e.g.: 1.8 ms with N = 1000)
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-
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1.2

I/O blocks
Assignment of the I/O blocks to processor devices and I/O devices
PM5

BII8
BIQ8
SBI
SBQ
ADC
DAC
NAV
NAVS

PM6

T400

X

X

X*)

X

X

X*)
X
X
X
X

X
X

IT41
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

IT42
X
X
X
X
X
X

EA12

EB11
X
X
X
X

FM 458
FM 458-1DP
X
X

X

EXM
438

CPU 550

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

CPU 551

X

SM500
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

*) The following assignment is derived from a configuration of function blocks BII8 and SBI at
the terminals 46 ... 49, 65, and 84 (XB2) of technology module T400:
Terminal

Binary output

Bit

46
47
48
49
65
84

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q8
Q7

1
2
3
4
8
7

The binary outputs/bits 5 and 6 are "not defined".
Terminals 46-49 are read only if not configured as output by means of the BIQT block.

1.2.1

ADC
Analog input via A/D converter

Symbol
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Short description
• Analog input with direct encoding of instantaneous values
• Adjustable scaling factor and offset
• Programmable synchronization times.

Functional principle
The function block converts the instantaneous value of an analog voltage into a digital value
by means of 12-bit A/D converter and returns the result at output Y, taking into account SF
and OFF. The hardware address of the analog input from which the analog voltage V is to be
read is specified at input AD.
The following rule is valid for conversion of the analog voltage V to the digital value Y:

With V, measured in volts
Input DM is parameterized for reading the converter value in standard mode or system mode.
If DM = 1 (direct mode) the input variable is read in standard mode, that is, if the function
block is executed within the sampling time according to its configured sequence. If DM = 0
(no direct mode), the input variable is read in the system mode. The system mode is always
calculated at the start of the sampling time.

Block diagram

Adjustment
The adjustment is controlled via binary input ADJ:
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ADJ

Adjustment instant

0
0 -> 1
1

No adjustment
Adjustment in the current sampling cycle
Adjustment after 65 536 sampling cycles
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T400
During adjustment, no actual value is available at block output Y for the duration one
sampling time. The last calculated value is retained.

IT41/IT42
During adjustment, no actual value is available at block output Y for the duration of two
sampling times. The last calculated value is retained. If the function block is configured for a
sampling time < 1 ms, the number of sampling times in which an actual value is not available
will increase.
An adjustment is always carried out during initialization.

Error messages
Output QF is set to 1 in case of a conversion error. In this case, the value at output Y is not
updated and the adjustment is discarded. The error cause is coded as follows in error word
YF:
YF

Bit 1
Bit 3
Bit 4
Bit 5

Bit 6
Bit 7
Bit 9
Bit 11

Error cause (bit = 1)

Hardware fault
A/D conversion could not be completed within approx. 30 µs.
The adjustment result is outside valid limits. The result was discarded.
The adjustment delay was too long. A requested adjustment is delayed if another
ADC is busy with an adjustment on the same module. The number of "valid" delays
depends on the sampling time and is at least 48 sampling times.
The converter could not be read four times in succession because an adjustment was
busy on the same channel. (This error can only occur if more than two ADCs that are
configured for a channel request an adjustment simultaneously or in direct succession.)
Hardware fault
During adjustment, the status bit was not set in the result that was read. The result
was discarded.
Hardware fault
The status bit for adjustment was set in a measurement result. The result was discarded.
Hardware fault
Same as bit 1, but during initialization (no adjustment; rated value is used.)
The adjustment result is outside valid limits. The rated value is used.

T400

IT41/IT42

*

*
*

*

*

*
*
*
*

*

The remaining bits are not in use. Bit 1 is the LSB and bit 16 the MSB.

Resolution
The A/D converter has a resolution of 1/4096 (12 bits). Based on a measuring range of 20 V,
this corresponds to a resolution of 4.9 mV.
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Connections
Name
AD
DM
OFF
SF
ADJ
Y
QF
YF

Description

Default

Hardware address
Direct mode (initialization connection)
Offset compensation
Scaling factor
X = 1.0 is mapped to 1 V if the default value is used.
Adjustment mode
Measured value
Group error message
Error ID

None
1
0.0
5.0

0
0.0
0
16#0000

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
-

18.6
15...19
3.1
1.55
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1.2.2

AENC
Absolute encoder (SSI/EnDat)

Symbol

Short description
Function block AENC is used to connect an absolute encoder with SSI or EnDat interface to
SIMATIC TDC and FM458 – 1 DP. It can be configured on the T400 and PM5 modules.
You may configure one AENC block per hardware input. An input used for absolute encoders
cannot be simultaneously used as serial communication interface.
Along with the calculation of the absolute position, the speed is calculated and the position
overflows are added up. Position overflow and speed value acquisition is only unambiguous if
no more one overflow event is triggered between two position acquisitions. If using singleturn encoders, you must therefore ensure that at least two measurements are completed per
revolution, even at the maximum operating speed.
Note
Many SSI encoders do not provide a test bit (parity) or alarm bit that could be used to validate
the position value. Observe the following aspects when using such encoders:
It is not possible to differentiate between valid and invalid position values. It is also
impossible to detect a missing/faulty encoder. In this case, output QNP does not return any
useful information.

Example
Half a revolution takes 5 ms at an operating speed of 6000 1/min. This corresponds to the
maximum valid clock cycle duration. In order to make allowances for extreme operating
conditions (disturbed signal transfer between the encoder and SIMADYN D module, increased
computer load), however, it is recommended to implement a safety factor 2 that results in a
maximum clock cycle duration of approx. 2.5 ms.
Selecting function blocks
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Functional principle
The data transmission format is specified during initialization of the block (Init connections:
RPT, NOT, PZB, ABP, MDF, MDT, MDC). On completion, the block starts to read the position
values of SSI encoders at cyclic intervals in accordance with the configured sampling time.
On completion of initialization, the block first reads the specific error and warning masks of
connected EnDat encoders. The encoder sets an alarm bit to indicate an internal error. The
AENC block then reads the alarm status word of the encoder and returns it at output YF. The
warning status word of the encoder returns information on encoder maintenance pending.
This information is not time critical. It is polled cyclically and output at YW (at intervals of
65536 sampling cycles; i.e. at a cycle duration of 10 ms at intervals of approximately 11
minutes).
Serial position transmission from EnDat encoders may take longer than 1 ms in extreme
situations. For this reason, position reading is split into two phases that are processed in two
successive sampling cycles. Once processing of the actual position has been completed, the
AENC block initiates the next position transfer. The new value is available on expiration of the
next sampling cycle. Position values are read and new measurements started in the system
mode in order to ensure constant cycle times for the measurements.
The block can be configured in alarm tasks. Note that the position value is not available until
the next task has started. For this reason, only cyclic alarm tasks are useful.
Certain encoders transmit position values and revolution counters (multi-turn encoders) at a
resolution higher than 23 bits. in this case, the position value is distributed to three outputs,
as information is possibly lost if output in real format (float): Angular position (YP), number
of revolutions (YRC), and the total of both (YSP). All three outputs are weighted with
normalization factor NFP

Example (code rotary encoder)
If the AENC block is operated in SSI mode (code rotary encoder) (MDT = 0) or EnDat mode
(code rotary encoder) (MDT = 2), then an absolute rotary encoder is specified.
Following an interruption of the operating voltage, the init value of all position outputs
equals the encoder position minus offset. All previous corrections of the revolution counter
will be lost, as mechanical position changes in the power-down phase that cannot be
detected by the function block cannot be excluded. This means that output YRC = 0 and that
YP assumes a value between 0 <= YP < (NFP).
If the encoder is turned in clockwise direction (= positive), YRC is incremented at each
completed revolution (zero mark) by the value of (NFP·NFG). This accumulation of the
position value is a function of the AENC block. YRC is also incremented accordingly if singleturn absolute encoders are used.
YP reflects the precise angular position within the revolution by a value between 0 <= YP <
(NFP).
If the encoder is turned counter-clockwise (=negative), YRC is decremented at each
completed negative revolution (zero mark) by the value of (NFP·NFG). YP reflects the precise
angular position within the revolution by a value between 0 <= YP < (NFP).
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However, the sign changes once the zero revolution has been reached (initial state after the
power-down phase with YRC = 0). The angular position is output as negative value on the left
of the zero point (zero mark of the encoder at the zero revolution). YP then assumes a value
of between - (NFP) <= YP < 0. YRC is decremented by the value of (NFP·NFG) at each
completed negative revolution (zero mark). In this case, YRC is negative.

The angle is output in degrees if NFP=360. YRC is a multiple of 360°.
To define a zero position, an offset OFF can be imposed on the output. The offset has the
same normalization as the position outputs and is subtracted from the encoder position.
An overflow of the position value from the encoder is taken into account by a correction of
the revolution counter. Conditional for error-free correction is that the AENC block is
processed at least twice per revolution. This must be taken into account when defining the
sampling time TA (recommendation: TA<=10 ms).

Code rotary encoder with modulo function at output YP
In contrast to the code rotary encoder mode, the AENC block can also be operated in SSI
mode (code rotary encoder modulo) (MDT = 10), or in EnDat mode (code rotary encoder
modulo) (MDT = 12).
Following an interruption of the operating voltage, the init value of all position outputs
equals the encoder position minus offset. All previous corrections of the revolution counter
will be lost, as mechanical position changes in the power-down phase that cannot be
detected by the function block cannot be excluded. This means that output YRC = 0 and that
YP assumes a value between 0 <= YP < (NFP).
If the encoder is turned in clockwise direction (= positive), YRC is incremented at each
completed revolution (zero mark) by the value of (NFP·NFG). This accumulation of the
position value is a function of the AENC block. YRC is also incremented accordingly if singleturn absolute encoders are used.
YP reflects the precise angular position within the revolution by a value between 0 <= YP <
(NFP).
If the encoder is rotated counter-clockwise (=negative) then YRC is reduced at each full
negative revolution (zero mark) by the value of (NFP·NFG). The difference of modulo
operation has an effect negative of the zero point (encoder zero mark at revolution zero).
From that point onwards, YRC is already decremented by the value of (NFP·NFG) at each
started negative rotation (zero mark). YRC is negative.
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YP reflects the precise angular position within the revolution by a value between 0 <= YP <
(NFP). With negative value of the zero point (encoder zero mark at the zero revolution) the
sign of YP also remains positive in modulo mode.
Output of the position total YSP = YP + YRC is identical both in modulo and non-modulo
operation.

Linear encoder with "position overflow"
Measuring systems that are operated in a limited range should be adjusted appropriately in
order to exclude overflows of the measured value. If an adjustment is not possible or not
required, you can select a mode with "Correction of the range" (refer to MDT). This
functionality allows you to shift the discontinuous location of the encoder outside the
operating range.
YP0 = measured value ∙ NFP - OFF ;
YP = YP0
YP = YP0 - RPT ∙ NFP
YP = YP0 + RPT ∙ NFP

YP0 = position not corrected
for: -RPT ∙ NFP/2 < YP0 < RPT ∙ NFP/2
for: YP0 > RPT ∙ NFP / 2
for: YP0 < -RPT ∙ NFP / 2

The following diagram explains the correction function. It should be observed that the
selection of an unfavorable offset OFF will lead to discontinuities of position value YP.
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Speed calculation
The AENC block calculates the speed (code rotary encoder) or velocity (length measuring
systems) based on the change of position values. Two system-related speed limits must be
observed for these operations. Firstly, the construction-related speed limit (connection LU) of
rotary encoders prevents the determination of valid positions above this limit. The actual
speed value is undefined if this limit is exceeded.
Secondly, a further speed limit is also derived from the configured sampling time. The speed
and position of single-turn encoders cannot be measured definitely unless at least two
measurements per revolution have been completed. Moreover, revolution counter YRC will
be rendered invalid if this cannot be ensured. Speed above this limit is identified by means of
plausibility check and evaluation of the magnitude of the speed change.
In both cases, the error code word and a group error message indicate this overspeed
situation. Speed calculation is continued, whereby the block is unable to identify the time at
which valid actual speed values are available again. As a result, the error messages are not
reset.
When determining the speed, it is assumed that the encoder used determines the position at
the start of the transmission of position data. If this is not guaranteed, the speed output is
discontinuous, regardless of whether or not the encoder is turning at a constant speed.

Connections
Name
AD

RPT

NOT

PZB

ABP

Description

Specification of the designation of the absolute encoder terminals. Each absolute encoder
input may only be configured once. XP2 and X02 (communication interface) cannot be
used concurrently on T400.
Terminal designations:
Module
Absolute encoder 1
Absolute encoder 2
T400
XP1
XP2
PM5
XP5
X5Q
(Initialization connection)
Number of steps which can be differentiated per revolution of rotary encoders. The number n of the corresponding binary digits of the data transfer format are derived from this
data. Rule for binary or Gray code is RPT = 2n (n is an integer; n>1); rule for Gray Excess
code is RPT < 2n (with n>2). For length measuring systems, RPT is derived from the number n of the relevant binary digits of the transmission log for RPT =2n.
(Initialization connection)
Number of distinguishable revolutions of a multi-turn encoder.
The number m of the corresponding binary digits of the transmission format is derived
from NOT = 2m (m is integer; m>=0). NOT = 0 for single-turn encoders or length measurement systems.
(Initialization connection)
Number of non-relevant bits at the start of the position value transfer. This option is only
available for SSI encoders and enables the specification of different protocol variants, e.g.
position transfer in the so-called "Christmas tree" format.
(Initialization connection)
Position of the alarm bit within the transfer protocol of an SSI encoder. ABP = 0 if there is
no alarm bit.
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Example: SSI multi-turn absolute encoder with alarm bit A and parity bit P
• NOT = 2048; ⇒ m = 11;
• RPT = 256; ⇒ n = 8;
• ABP=25; alarm bit in clock cycle 25
• PZB =3;' 0' bits before the revolution status
The FB calculates the necessary protocol variant based on the specifications above: 25 bits
(the hardware allows only for two variants for SSI: 13 or 25 clock cycles plus parity)

Mi

Binary digit i of the revolution coding (multi-turn)

Si

Binary digit i of the angle coding

A

Alarm bit

P

Parity bit

m

Number of binary digits for the revolutions

n

Number of binary digits for the angle position

Name

Description

Default

MDF

(Initialization connection)
Specifies one of four possible clock frequencies for data transmission:

0

MDF
0
1
2
3

Name
MDT

84

Clock frequency
100 kHz
500 kHz
1 MHz
2 MHz

Description

Period duration
10 µs
2 µs
1 µs
0.5 µs

(Initialization connection)
Specification of the encoder type. The differentiation between rotary encoders and length measurement systems has an influence on velocity
output (refer to connection Y).

MDT

Encoder type

0
1
2
3

SSI (rotary encoder)
SSI (coded length measurement system)
EnDat (rotary encoder)
EnDat (coded length measurement system)

Default
0
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MDT
4
5
10
12

Name
MDC

Encoder type

SSI (coded length measurement system with range correction)
EnDat (coded length measurement system with range correction)
SSI (rotary encoder) modulo
EnDat (rotary encoder) modulo

Description

Default

(Initialization connection)
Data coding of the connected absolute encoder

0

MDC

Coding

Valid for encoder type

0
1
2

Binary code
Gray code
Gray Excess code

EnDat and SSI
SSI
SSI single-turn encoder

Name

Description

ENP

Enables parity monitoring for an SSI encoder. It is checked for even parity. 0
The parity bit is transferred directly after the position value, i.e. as the 14th
bit or the 26th bit.

ENP
0
1

Name
RE

Coding

No parity monitoring
Parity monitoring (even parity)

Description

Default

Valid for

SSI, EnDat
SSI

Default

Reset of the block and deletion of error messages (QF, YF), warnings (YW), 0
and error word bits (refer to YFC). The warnings and alarm bits of a EnDat
encoder used will be reset.
SSI encoders must be reset after having been connected or activated.

RE

Meaning

0
1
0→1

No change
No change
Reset of the block and EnDat encoder
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Name
NFG

NFP

Description

Allowance for a gear ratio between the rotary encoder and the drive system. The position
and speed values are converted to the drive system.
NFG is ignored in length measurement systems. Rule:
Position (drive) = NFG position (encoder)
Normalization factor for the position outputs YP, YRC, YSP and normalization basis for
offset input OFF. NFP represents the position value for a drive revolution.
Principle:

Default
1.0

Example: The position of a multi-turn encoder is shifted by a 90° offset. The encoder is
turned out of the zero position (YP = 0) by 1.5 revolutions.

Required normalization

Inputs

Default
Degree
Radians

NFP
1
360
2 ∙ 3.14

OFF
0.25
90
3.14/2

Name

Description

Default

NFP

In length measurement systems, NFP specifies the distance per measuring
step (encoder resolution) in the required normalization. For example, all
position values are output in the reference unit [cm] if NFP is entered in
[cm]. This setting also specifies the reference unit for velocity output.
Example: Resolution of the measurement system/measuring step = 0.1
mm

Required reference unit
NFP value
(0.1 mm equal ...)
Velocity unit
(with NFY = 1)

Meter
0.0001

Millimeters
0.1

m/min

mm/min

Name

Description

NFY

Actual speed value normalization. NFY is multiplied by the internal actual speed value
1.0
(unit: 1/min) and returned at output Y. Internal calculation is based on 1/min units for
rotary encoders, or on reference units/min for length measurement systems (in the example: NFP = 0.0001 m/min).
Position offset. Input of an offset OFF ≠ 0 shifts the encoder zero position. The offset value 0.0
has the same normalization as the position outputs and is subtracted from the position
value of the encoder.

OFF
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Name
LU

YOP
YP

YRC

YSP
Y

QF

QRC
QNP

YF

Description

Maximum encoder operating speed (not of the drive if a transmission is used) at which
valid position values can still be calculated. The corresponding value is specified in the
normalization of speed output Y. The encoder speed is derived from the drive speed and
gear ratio NFG.
Original encoder position in steps. Since the most significant bit should always be 0 (positive position), the position may be coded with a maximum of 31 bits. Encoder overflows
above range limits lead to YOP steps.
Current angular position of the absolute encoder. The value for rotary encoders is in the
range 0 <= YP < NFP (cf. connection NFP). QF=0 indicates the valid state of the position
value. Rule for length measurement systems: YP = encoder position * NFP – OFF (without
range correction), or -NFP*RPT/2 < YP < NFP*RPT/2 (with range correction).
Revolution counter. With default normalization (NFP = 1), YRC outputs the number of
completed revolutions. YRC is a multiple of NFP for other normalizations. QF = 0 indicates
the valid state of the revolution counter.
The range of values range is limited to -223 < YRC < 223. A resolution of YRC <= 1 is applied
in this range, which means that each revolution can be differentiated (prerequisite: NFG =
NFP = 1).
Caution: The normalization possibly reduces the range of values, as no more than 231
encoder revolutions are taken into account (restrictions are applied if: NFG ∙ NFP<2-8). If
the range is exceeded, the value jumps to the opposite end of the range. Output QRC is
set to 1 for the duration one sampling time to signal the overflow.
Total of YP and YRC. Rising rotational speed proportionally reduces the resolution of the
angular position, which is a situation that is less suitable than YP for precise positioning.
QF=0 indicates the valid state of the totals position.
Returns the speed that is calculated based on position changes of the rotary encoder, or
on the velocity in coded length measurement systems. The actual speed value is derived
from the equation Y = speed [1/min] ∙ NFY. The velocity is referenced to the reference
units specified by NFP (cf. NFP and NFY, for example):
Y= velocity [reference unit/min] ∙ NFY.
QF=0 indicates the valid state of the speed value.
Group error message. QF indicates the valid/invalid state of the actual values for position,
revolution, and speed. Rule: QF=1 → YP, YRC, YSP, and Y are invalid! Possible causes of
invalid values:
•

No valid values available (initialization phase)

•

Incorrect configuration

•

Encoder hardware fault (for EnDat, additional error specifications are available at connection YF)

•

Alarm bit set on SSI encoders

Default
6000.0

0
0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

0

• The valid speed range has been exceeded
For more information on the cause of error, refer to the error vectors YFC and YF.
Revolution counter overflow. If the range of values of YRC is exceeded, output QRC = 1 will 0
be set for the duration of one sampling time.
Receive new position. QNP=1 indicates that a valid position value was received in the last
0
sampling interval.
Caution: With SSI encoders it is not possible to distinguish between the following
states:
valid – invalid positions
encoder available – unavailable
Error status word of an EnDat encoder. For information on the significance of the error
0
bits, refer to the manufacturer's data sheets. YF = 0 is set for SSI encoders that do not
transmit an alarm bit. YF = FFFFh when an SSI encoder transmits a set alarm bit.
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Name
YW

YFC

Description

Default

Warning word of an EnDat encoder. For information on the significance of the bits, refer
to the manufacturer's data sheets. The warning word is updated at intervals of 216 execution cycles. YW = 0 SSI is set for encoders.
Error bits of the AENC function block (except hardware fault of encoder YF).
•

Syntax error at the function block inputs (incorrect configuration)

•

Communication error (possibly incorrect encoder specification)

•

Operating error

0
0

Error bits at YFC
Bit

Delete

Meaning

>11
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4

Init
RE
RE
RE
RE
RE
autom.

3

autom.

2

autom.

Not specified
Invalid hardware address, or already in use
Format error: contradictory or invalid specifications
Invalid clock frequency
Invalid encoder type
Invalid data coding
Parity check is only possible in SSI mode.
Not specified
Communication error: On average, one parity or CRC error
occurs at each second position transfer (or more frequently). The error bit is reset automatically if the error rate
drops.
Communication error: The average rate of messages with
parity/CRC errors is 10 % and more. The error bit is reset
automatically if the error rate drops.
Timeout: EnDat encoder fails to respond within the specified response time (no start bit). Possible causes:

1

RE

0

RE

•

Encoder not connected

•

Encoder failure (e.g.: power supply)

•

Hardware fault on the SIMADYN D

module
Valid speed range exceeded
(speed > LU)
Valid speed range exceeded
(less than 2 measured values per revolution)

Information on the Delete column:
RE:Delete with 0->1 edge at input RE.
Init:Deletion requires cold restart (Power ON).
autom.: (automatic) Deleted by system function after the error condition
was cleared.
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features

1.2.3

T400/PM5
50.0
FM458/PM6
16.5
CPU550/551
8.3
CPU555
4.15
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
Only configure in cyclic alarm tasks! (Two consecutive calls to
determine the position are required)

BII8
Binary input

Symbol

Short description
• input of 8 binary variables
• In view of the screw terminals on the interface module, binary variable 1 (LSB) is the left
terminal, while binary variable 8 (MSB) is connected to the right terminal.
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Functional principle
This function block reads 8 binary variables at 8 binary inputs of a hardware module. Input
DM is parameterized for reading the input variable in the standard or system mode. With DM
= 1 (direct mode) setting, input is handled in standard mode, i.e., if the function block is
calculated according to its configured sequence in the sampling time. With DM = 0 (no direct
mode) setting, input is handled in system mode. The system mode is always calculated at the
start of the sampling time. Evaluation of the input variables is handled in standard mode. The
variables are available at Q1 to Q8 after execution of the function block. Each binary output
Q1 to Q8 of this function block is assigned a binary input on hardware side.

Block diagram

The hardware address of the binary inputs to be read is specified at AD.

Initialization
The function is also executed during initialization. Possibly configured initialization values will
be overwritten at the outputs.

Connections
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Name

Description

Default

AD
DM
Q1
...
Q8

Hardware address
Direct mode (initialization connection)
Binary variable 1
...
Binary variable 8

None
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features

1.2.4

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
-

13.4
4.4
2.2
1.1

BIQ8
Binary output

Symbol

Short description
• Output of 8 binary variables
• In view of the screw terminals on the interface module, binary variable 1 (LSB) is the left
terminal, while binary variable 8 (MSB) is connected to the right terminal.

Functional principle
This function block outputs 8 binary variables at 8 binary outputs of a hardware module.
Input DM is parameterized for output in standard or system mode. With DM = 1 setting, data
is output within the sampling time, that is, immediately at the time of FB calculation. With
DM = 0 setting, the data to be output will be saved. Data is output at the start of the sampling
time. Each connection I1 to I8 of this function block is assigned a binary output on hardware
side. The hardware address of the binary outputs is specified at connection AD.
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Block diagram

Connections
Name

Description

Default

DM
I1
...
I8
AD

Mode (initialization input)
Binary variable 1
...
Binary variable 8
Hardware address

0
0
0
None

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
-

12.7
4.2
2.1
1.05
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1.2.5

DAC
Analog output

Symbol

Short description
• Analog output with limiting
• Adjustable scaling factor and offset.

Functional principle
The function block converts an input variable set at input X into an analog value via D/A
converter after the addition of OFF, division by SF and limiting, and returns the result at the
analog output of a hardware module. The hardware address of the analog output to be used
for output of the analog value is specified at output AD. Input DM is parameterized for output
in standard or system mode.
With DM = 1 (direct mode) setting, output is handled standard mode, that is, if the function
block is executed according to its configured sequence. With DM = 0 (no direct mode)
setting, output is handled in system mode. The standard mode buffers the variable to be
output. The system mode of the next sampling time outputs the buffered variable.
The following rule applies to the conversion of input variable X into the analog output signal
VAD:

The expression (X + OFF)/SF is limited to the range from -2.0 to +2.0. If the expression
exceeds the low (high) limit, output QL is set to 1 (QU = 1) (refer to the truth table).

Truth table for QU and QL
(X + OFF) / SF

Output voltage

QU

QL

>= 2.0
<= -2.0
-2.0 < (X + OFF) / SF < 2.0

+10.0 V
-10.0 V
-10.0 V < UAD < 10.0 V

1
0
0

0
1
0
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Block diagram

Resolution
The resolution depends on the selected module. The following rule applies to the T400
module:
The DAC has a resolution of 1/4096 (12 bits). With reference to the range from 20 V or 400%,
this corresponds to a resolution of 4.88 mV, or 0.098 %.
The following rule applies to the EA12, IT41, and IT42 modules:
The DAC has a resolution of 1/65536 (16 bits). With reference to a range of 20 V or 400 %,
this corresponds to a resolution of 0.31 mV or 0.0061 %.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

DM
X
OFF
SF
AD
QU
QL

Direct mode (initialization connection)
Input variable
Offset
Scaling factor
Hardware address
Limit display positive
Limit display negative

0
0.0
0.0
5.0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks

12.8
4.2
2.1
1.05
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Description

Calculated in

Special features

1.2.6

Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
-

NAV
Actual speed/position value acquisition

Symbol

Short description
• Digital actual speed value acquisition with pulse encoder
• Output of an actual speed and position value
• The function block is to be configured in a sampling time TA <= 20ms.
• The NAV function block can be configured on the IT41, T400, and PM5 modules. Each
hardware input may only be configured once.
• The maximum pulse frequency that is specified for the CPU module may not be exceeded.
• The calculated actual speed and position value is inverted if a negative rated speed is
entered at input RS. The sign of PR is taken into account for the actual speed value, and
the sign of RP for the actual position value.
• The actual position value can be set or reset.
Note
It is not permissible to interconnect the function block on a hardware input with other
function blocks for speed/actual position value detection at the same time.
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Functional principle
Digital acquisition of the actual speed value with the NAV function block is handled by
hardware modules. The hardware address of the partial connector to which the pulse
encoder is connected must be specified at input AD. Each hardware address may only be
assigned once.
The function block calculates the actual speed and position value based on the output signals
of a pulse encoder and returns the result at the Y and YP outputs.
The measuring method integrates contiguously between 2 sampling instants. The duration of
measurement is approximately equivalent to the configured sampling time TA.
The function block reads the total of pulses on the hardware module at cyclic intervals and
calculates actual speed value Y according to the following equation:

Normalization factor NF is calculated using the configured values for the rated speed RS and
the encoder pulse count PR so that the rated speed RS is mapped to the actual speed value Y
= 1.0.
The rated speed of the motor is specified at RS in rev/min.
If no count pulses are detected (up pulses - down pulses) in a sampling period, output PRE is
set to 0 and each measuring cycle is extended by one sampling time up to the maximum of
the standstill limit. Value Y is set to 0 if the standstill limit is reached without any pulses
having been received. The standstill limit is set at operating mode input "MOD". This is 4 + the
correction factor set in "MOD" and is assigned a low limit of 1 and high limit of 127.
The standstill limit represents a number of sampling times TA within which a speed pulse
must be measured so that the output is Y ≠ 0.

Block diagram
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Actual speed value resolution
The measurement method determines the actual speed value resolution

The timer's count frequency fc is 16 MHz.
The maximum sampling time is limited to TAmax = 20 ms.
In addition to the actual speed value, the function block calculates the actual position value.
For this calculation, the number of new incoming pulses are added to the actual position
value in each sampling interval. The actual position value is calculated as follows.

*: since the "Set position" event
"Reset position",
"Set position for sync", or
"Reset"
As the equation shows, YP assumes the value 1 precisely at the time RP pulses have been
received.
For encoder type 1, the forward and reverse pulses are multiplied by factor four. If the actual
position value is not to be calculated from the quadruple pulses when using encoder type 1,
four times the pulse count at vvhich YP=1.0 is to be used must be entered at RP.
The actual position value assumes its maximum (= 2147483647 / RP) once the number of
incoming pulses has reached the value 2147483647 (hexadecimal 7FFFFFFF = 231 − 1). If one
additional pulse is received, the actual position value is toggled to its minimum (= 2147483648 / RP). Likewise, the actual position value is transformed from minimum to
maximum. QP is set to 1 for the duration of one sampling time if the maximum is exceeded in
positive direction; while QN is set to 1 for one sampling time if the minimum is exceeded in
negative direction.
It must be noted that the mantissa of YP (and of all other R variables) is limited to 23 bits due
to the floating-point format. It is therefore not possible to ensure that each incoming position
pulse triggers a change of YP across the entire range of values of YP.
The actual position value can be set and reset by the software. On hardware side it can be set
by an edge at the zero pulse of the pulse encoder, or by the input of a trigger signal.
Alternatively, a trigger signal can be used on the IT41 module for setting the actual position
value. The trigger signal can be set via binary input (connector X7C, binary inputs 1 to 4).

Truth table
Set/reset inputs
R
1

S
*
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*

Hardware

NAV actual position value

Syn
*

YPn
0
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Set/reset inputs

Hardware

0

1

*

*

0

0

0

*

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0->1

0

0

1

1

NAV actual position value

depending on the set mode in MOD:
SV or YPn-1 + pulse rate from the last acquisition interval - SV
YPn-1 + pulse rate from the last measuring
interval
YPn-1 + pulse rate from the last measuring
interval
depending on the set mode in SYM:
SV + pulse rate from the 0 - 1 edge at Syn
until the end of the measuring time, or
YPn-1 + pulse rate from the last measuring
interval - SV
YPn-1 + pulse rate from the last measuring
interval

* any
Syn zero pulse, or trigger signal input
On completion of synchronization on hardware-side, block output SS is set to 1 for the
duration of one sampling time.

Operating modes
Settings at input MOD:
• Encoder type
• Filter parameterization (track signal filtering)
• Set mode S
(handling of the actual position value when setting the signal via "S" input)
• Correction of the standstill limit

MOD format
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Standstill limit correction
Hexadecimal:
Equivalent to decimal

FD...7F
-3...127

Other values are limited

Source of the zero pulse (concerns only XE1 on T400)
0
1

From terminal XE1 on T400
From the baseboard to T400

Source of the incremental tracks (concerns only XE1 on T400)
0
1

From terminal XE1 on T400
From the baseboard to T400

Set mode S
0
1

Set YP to SV
Subtract SV from YP

Filter parameterization
Filtering

Encoder type 1

Encoder type 2

0
>0
001
010
011
100
>100

No filtering
Interference signals are suppressed up to the specified length
500 ns
2 µs
8 µs
16 µs
invalid

No filtering
125 ns
invalid
invalid
invalid
invalid

Encoder type
Two incremental encoder types are supported.
0

Encoder type 1

1

Encoder type 2
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One pulse track per direction of rotation, without zero pulse track.
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Synchronization
The function block uses a synchronizing signal for "Set position for sync" (zero pulse). On the
IT41 module, a trigger signal can be used instead for synchronization. The setting at input
SYM defines the synchronizing signal to be used (IT41 only) and, if SP = 1 and a
synchronization signal has been received, whether the actual position value is set to SV, or
whether SV is subtracted from the actual position value (SP setting mode).

Format of SYM

Rough pulse evaluation (T400 only)
0
>0

Rough pulse is evaluated
refer to the T400 hardware documentation, e.g. SYM = xx3x H activates case 3 of
rough pulse evaluation

0
1

Set YP to SV
Subtract SV from YP

0
1

By means of zero pulse
By means of trigger signal
(IT41 only)

Set mode SP

Synchronization

During synchronization, the function block employs an edge evaluation that is dependent on
the direction of rotation in order to ensure that the same edge is used for synchronization,
independent of the direction of rotation.
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Note
Observe the following aspects when using the NAV/NAVS/NAVMC blocks on the T400
module:
• Different zero pulse levels from speed acquisition 1 and speed acquisition 2

The two speed acquisition functions available on T400 use different levels for
synchronization with the help of the zero pulse.
– NAV/NAVS on speed acquisition 1:
Synchronization in positive direction of rotation at the positive edge

Synchronization in negative direction of rotation at the positive edge
– NAV/NAVS on speed acquisition 2:
Synchronization in positive direction of rotation at the negative edge

Synchronization in negative direction of rotation at the negative edge

• Selection of the zero pulse edge for NAV/NAVS, dependent on the direction of rotation

If the NAV and NAVS blocks are used on T400, the positive edge (for speed acquisition 1),
or the negative edge (for speed acquisition 2) of the zero pulse will always be used for
synchronization in both directions of rotation.

• Bit 7 of the MHW connector of a NAVMC block also determines the response of NAV/NAVS
blocks
A specific edge evaluation that is selected (bit 7) at one of the two speed acquisition
functions of T400 with an NAVMC block and, therefore, existing MHW connector, also
applies to a NAV/NAVS block of the other speed acquisition function.
Bit 7=0 dependent on the direction of rotation (position-compliant)

Bit 7=1 always the leading edge of the zero pulse

The setting selected at the original MHW connector remains active if this NAVMC block is
deleted and replaced by a NAV block without MHW connector.
The setting cannot return to the original state that is valid for a NAV/NAVS block until
power is switched off.
The behavior also applies if several blocks are used for the same speed acquisition.
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Error messages
The function block evaluates the alarm outputs of the pulse encoder and indicates an
encoder alarm separately from the other errors with a 1 signal at output QF. There is no
internal response to the encoder alarm. The alarm of an encoder type 2 is reset after reading
at each call.
All other errors are indicated by a 1 signal at output QFC. The cause of error is returned as
status word at output YFC.

Error word YFC
YFC

Bit 1
Bit 2
Bit 3
Bit 6

Bit 9

Meaning

Configuration error: At least one of
the inputs PR, RS, or RP is set to 0.
Sampling time configuration error:
The sampling time is > 20 ms
Incorrect filter parameterization:
An invalid value is specified in MOD
in the filter parameterization
Incorrect multiple configuration:
Several NAVs have been assigned
the same hardware address
(Set from the second and all other
function blocks assigned the same
address)
Pulse counter overflow error

Reaction

Invalid Y and YP output values
The function block outputs 0 at Y and YP until the
next reset
The next lower valid value is used for filter parameterization
The function block outputs 0 at Y and YP until the
next reset

With the exception of YFC, QF and QFC, no actual
output values are output for the current sampling
time

The other error word bits are not in use.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

AD
PR
RS
RP
MOD
SYM
R
S
SP
SV
Y
YP
DYP

Hardware address
Number of encoder pulses (initialization I/O)
Rated speed of the machine
Rated pulses
Operating mode (initialization I/O)
Synchronization mode (initialization I/O)
Reset position
Set position
Set position for sync
Position setting value
Actual speed value
Actual position value
Differential actual value,
DYP = YPn − YPn−1 with n = sampling cycle
Pulse difference, number of pulses in the last cycle

0
1024
1.1/min
1024
16#0000
16#0000
0
0
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

DP
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Name
SS
QP
QN
PRE
QF
QFC
YFC

Description

Default

Position set at synchronism
Positive position overflow
Negative position overflow
Pulse detected
Encoder alarm monitoring error
Group error
Error code

0
0
0
0
0
0
16#0000

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features

1.2.7

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
-

38.5
12.7
6.4
3.2

NAVS
Speed/position/position difference acquisition

Symbol
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Short description
• Digital actual speed value acquisition with pulse encoder
• Output of the speed, actual position value, and position difference
• The function block is to be configured in a sampling time TA <= 20 ms.
• Function block NAVS may only be configured once as master for each hardware input.
• The maximum pulse frequency specified for IT41, T400 and PM5 modules may not be
exceeded.
• The calculated actual speed and position values are inverted when a negative rated speed
is entered at input RS. The sign of PR is taken into account for the actual speed value, and
the sign of RP for the actual position value.
• Function block NAVS contains the functionality of the NAV function block. In addition, the
actual position value and the position are calculated when a synchronization event is
triggered. The actual position value can be set or reset.
Note
It is not permissible to interconnect the function block on a hardware input with other
function blocks for speed/actual position value detection at the same time.

Functional principle
Digital acquisition of actual speed values with function block NAVS is realized by means of
hardware modules. The hardware address (terminal designation) to which the pulse encoder
is connected must be specified at input AD. You may assign only one master, but several
slaves to each hardware address.
The measuring method integrates contiguously between two sampling instants. The duration
of measurement is approximately equivalent to the configured sampling time TA.
In configurations for synchronous controls, the pulse acquisition function of each drive
involved is assigned to a NAVS function block. A 1 ("master" or leading drive) or 0 ("slave" or
following drive) is configured at input MS to differentiate between master and slave drives.
Each master simultaneously saves the counter states of its own pulse acquisition and of the
pulse acquisition of its slaves. This ensures data consistency for calculation of the speed,
position and position difference of a master-slave cascade, i.e. the pulse rates for speed,
position and position difference calculation are derived from the same measuring interval.
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Block diagram

Master-slave cascade
A slave is assigned to a master based on the configured order. All NAVS that are configured
after a master and parameterized as slave are assigned to this master. A module
configuration can contain several masters. The same hardware address may be assigned only
one master, but several slaves. One master and multiple slaves can be assigned to the same
hardware address. However, these slaves must be configured before the master and related
to a previously configured master. The FB of a master-slave cascade must be configured in
the same sampling time. If these are distributed to different FPs, the sequence of the FPs
must be observed in order to maintain the master-slave order.
Only the master data is evaluated in a configuration where several NAVS are assigned the
same hardware address. If no master is configured at the specified address, the data of the
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first slave is used to set the filter parameterization, the encoder type, and the synchronization
signal. A configuration that assigns all NAVS function blocks to the same hardware address
may not contain any NAVS blocks that are connected to a different address.

Actual speed value
The function block reads the total of pulses on the hardware module at cyclic intervals and
calculates actual speed value Y according to the following equation:

Normalization factor NF is calculated based on the configured values for the rated speed RS
and encoder pulse rate PR so that the rated speed RS is mapped to the actual speed value Y =
1.0. The rated speed of the motor is specified at RS in rev/min.
If no count pulses are detected (up pulses - down pulses) in a sampling period, output PRE is
set to 0 and each measuring cycle is extended by one sampling time up to the maximum of
the standstill limit. Y is set to 0 if the standstill limit is reached without any pulses being
received. The standstill limit is set at operating mode input "MOD". This is 4 + the correction
factor set in "MOD" and is assigned a low limit of 1 and high limit of 127.
The standstill limit represents a number of sampling times TA within which a speed pulse
must be measured so that the output is Y ≠ 0.

Actual speed value resolution
Resolution of the actual speed, dependent on the measuring method:

The timer's count frequency fc is 16 MHz. The maximum sampling time is limited to TAmax =
20 ms.

Actual position value
In addition to the actual speed value, the function block calculates the actual position value.
For this calculation, the number of new incoming pulses are added to the actual position
value in each sampling interval. The actual position value is calculated as follows.

*: since the "Set position" event
"Reset position"
"Set position for sync", or
"Reset"
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As the equation shows, YP assumes a value of 1 once RP pulses have been received.
For encoder type 1, the forward and reverse pulses are multiplied by factor four. If the actual
position value is not calculated based on the quadrupled pulses when using encoder type 1,
enter the quadruple pulse rate at which YP = 1.0 is to be set at RP.
The actual position value assumes its maximum (= 2147483647 / RP) once the number of
incoming pulses has reached the value 2147483647 (hexadecimal 7FFFFFFF = 231 − 1). If one
additional pulse is received, the actual position value is toggled to its minimum (= 2147483648 / RP). Likewise, the actual position value is transformed from minimum to
maximum. QP is set to 1 for the duration of one sampling time if the maximum is exceeded in
positive direction; while QN is set to 1 for one sampling time if the minimum is exceeded in
negative direction.
It must be noted that the mantissa of YP (and of all other R variables) is limited to 23 bits due
to the floating-point format. It is therefore not possible to ensure that each incoming position
pulse triggers a change of YP across the entire range of values of YP.
The actual position value can be set and reset by the software. On hardware side, it can be
set with an edge at the zero pulse of the pulse encoder, or by entering a trigger signal (refer
to "Synchronization"). In your parameterization, you can decide to set the actual position
actual to SV, or subtract SV from it.
On completion of the hardware synchronization, block output SS = 1 is set for the duration of
one sampling period.

Truth table
Set/reset inputs

Hardware

R
1
0

S
*
1

SP
*
*

Syn
*
*

0

0

0

*

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0->1

0

0

1

1

NAVS actual position value

YPn
0
depending on the set mode in MOD:
SV or YPn-1 + pulse rate from the last acquisition interval - SV
YPn-1 + pulse rate from the last measuring
interval
YPn-1 + pulse rate from the last measuring
interval
depending on the set mode in SYM:
SV + pulse rate from the 0 - 1 edge at Syn
until the end of the measuring time, or YPn-1
+ pulse rate from the last measuring interval SV
YPn-1 + pulse rate from the last measuring
interval

* any
Syn zero pulse, or trigger signal input

Position difference
The NM/DN ratio specifies the master : slave ratio. If NM < 0, the slave is requested to rotate
in reverse direction to the master.
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Actual differential position
Each slave cyclically calculates the actual differential position relative to the master:

With

∆MPZ
NM/DN
PRM
PRS
RS
RP
sign (RS)

Pulse rate since the last time that the position difference was set
Master : Slave transformation ratio
Encoder pulse rate of the master
Encoder pulse rate of the slave
Rated speed
Rated pulses
Sign of RS; the value is 1 or -1

The position difference is the difference relative to the slave between the master and slave
positions, taking into account the transformation ratio and encoder pulse rate. This is the
position value that the slave must be moved in order to align the actual position value of the
slave to the actual position value of the master that is relative to the slave. The position
difference is referenced to the slave.
The actual position difference can be set to the setting value of the position difference SVD
by the software, or SVD can be subtracted from the actual position difference. The pulses
received from the master and slave since the last time the actual position difference was set
are used to calculate the actual position difference. It is therefore independent of the
setting/resetting of the actual position values of the master and slave.

Operating modes
Settings at input MOD:
• Encoder type
• Filter parameterization (track signal filtering)
• Set mode S (handling the actual position value when set via the "S" input)
• Set mode SD (handling the actual position difference when set via "SD" input)
• Correction of the standstill limit
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MOD format

Correction of the standstill limit
Hexadecimal:
equivalent to decimal:

FD...7F
-3...127

Other values are limited.

Source of the zero pulse (concerns only XE1 on T400)
0
1

From terminal XE1 on T400
From the baseboard to T400

Source of the incremental tracks (concerns only XE1 on T400)
0
1

From terminal XE1 on T400
From the baseboard to T400

0
1

Set YP to SVD
Subtract SV from YDP

0
1

Set YP to SV
Subtract SV from YP

Set mode SD

Set mode S
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Filter parameterization
Filtering

Encoder type 1

0
>0
001
010
011
100
>100

Encoder type 2

No filtering
No filtering
Interference signals are suppressed up to the specified length
500 ns
125 ns
2 µs
Invalid
8 µs
Invalid
16 µs
Invalid
Invalid
Invalid

Encoder type
Two incremental encoder types are supported.
Value

Encoder
type

Description

0

1

1

2

Two pulse tracks that are offset by 90°, with or without zero pulse track
Maximum track frequency: 1 MHz. The pulses are quadrupled.
One pulse track per direction of rotation, without zero pulse track.
Maximum track frequency: 2.5 MHz. Single pulses are counted.

Synchronization
The function block uses a synchronization signal for "Set position at Syn" (zero pulse; it is also
possible on IT41 to input a trigger signal via connector X7C - binary inputs 1 to 4). Input SYM
is used to select which of the synchronization signals is used (IT41 only) and, if SP=1 and a
synchronization signal has been received, whether the position actual value is set to SV, or
whether SV is subtracted from the actual position value (set mode SP). The T400 technology
module also supports evaluation of rough/fine pulses (for details, refer to the Hardware
Manual, section "Technology module T400").

Format of SYM
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Set mode SP and synchronization
Value
0
1
2
3

Set mode SP

Set YP to SV
Set YP to SV
Subtract SV from YP
Subtract SV from YP

Synchronization

By means of zero pulse
by means of trigger signal (IT41 only)
By means of zero pulse
by means of trigger signal (IT41 only)

Rough/fine pulse evaluation (T400 only)
Value
1
2
3
4
5

Evaluation

Fine pulse; coarse pulse is ignored (therefore, also with disturbances on the fine pulse)
Coarse and fine pulses have H signal level, but only one evaluation signal per coarse
pulse; fine-pulse disturbance is suppressed
Coarse and fine pulses have H signal level; fine-pulse disturbance is not suppressed.
A positive fine pulse edge is identified after the coarse pulse has been cleared, while
additional fine pulses (disturbance) are suppressed!
Coarse pulse inactive (L signal level) and fine pulses active (H signal level); fine-pulse
disturbance is not suppressed!

During synchronization, the function block employs an edge evaluation that is dependent on
the direction of rotation in order to ensure that the same edge is used for synchronization,
independent of the direction of rotation.
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Note
Observe the following aspects when using the NAV/NAVS/NAVMC blocks on the T400
module:
• Different zero pulse levels from speed acquisition 1 and speed acquisition 2

The two speed acquisition functions available on T400 use different levels for
synchronization with the help of the zero pulse.
– NAV/NAVS on speed acquisition 1:

Synchronization in positive direction of rotation at the positive edge

Synchronization in negative direction of rotation at the positive edge
– NAV/NAVS on speed acquisition 2:
Synchronization in positive direction of rotation at the negative edge

Synchronization in negative direction of rotation at the negative edge

• Selection of the zero pulse edge for NAV/NAVS, dependent on the direction of rotation
– If the NAV and NAVS blocks are used on T400, the positive edge (for speed acquisition
1), or the negative edge (for speed acquisition 2) of the zero pulse will always be used
for synchronization in both directions of rotation.
• Bit 7 of the MHW connector of a NAVMC block also determines the response of NAV/NAVS
blocks
A specific edge evaluation that is selected (bit 7) at one of the two speed acquisition
functions of T400 with an NAVMC block and, therefore, existing MHW connector, also
applies to a NAV/NAVS block of the other speed acquisition function.
Bit 7=0; dependent on the direction of rotation (with correct position)
Bit 7=1; always the leading edge of the zero pulse

The setting selected at the original MHW connector remains active if this NAVMC block is
deleted and replaced by a NAV block without MHW connector.
The setting cannot return to the original state that is valid for a NAV/NAVS block until
power is switched off.
The behavior also applies if several blocks are used for the same speed acquisition.

Error messages
The function block evaluates the alarm outputs of the pulse encoder and indicates an
encoder alarm separately from the other errors with a 1 signal at output QF. There is no
internal response to the encoder alarm. The alarm of an encoder type 2 is reset after reading
at each call.
All other errors are indicated by a 1 signal at output QFC. The cause of error is returned as
status word at output YFC.
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Error word YFC
YFC

Bit 1
Bit 2
Bit 3
Bit 4
Bit 5
Bit 6
Bit 7
Bit 9

Meaning

Configuration error: At least one of the PR, RS, RP, or
NM inputs is set to 0.
Sampling time configuration error: The sampling
time is > 20 ms
Incorrect filter parameterization:
An invalid value is specified in MOD in the filter parameterization
Slave with no master
A slave did not find an NAVS that is parameterized as
master among its "predecessor blocks"
Master and slave are not in the same sampling time
Multiple configuration of the master: Several masters
have been assigned the same hardware address.
Master and slave are at the same address and the
slave follows the master
Pulse counter overflow error

Reaction

The output values Y, YP, YDP and YPS are invalid
The function block outputs 0 at Y and YP until the
next reset
The next lower valid value is used for filter parameterization
The outputs are not updated until the next reset.
The outputs are not updated until the next reset.
The outputs of all masters following the first master
are not updated until the next reset.
The slave outputs are not updated until the next
reset.
With the exception of YFC, QF and QFC, no actual
output values are output for the current sampling
time

The other error word bits are not in use.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

AD
PR
RS
RP
MS
MOD
SYM
R
S
SP
SV
SD
SVD
NM
DN
Y
YP
YDP
YPS
SS
QP
QN

Hardware address
Number of encoder pulses (initialization I/O)
Rated speed of the machine
Rated pulses
Master/slave (initialization I/O)
Operating mode (initialization I/O)
Synchronization mode
Reset position
Set position
Set position for sync
Position setting value
Set position difference
Position difference setting value
Ratio numerator
Ratio denominator
Actual speed value
Actual position value
Position difference
Position with synchronization
Position set at synchronism
Positive position overflow
Negative position overflow

0
1024
1.0
1024
0
16#0000
16#0000
0
0
0
0.0
0
0.0
1
1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0
0
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Name
PRE
QF
QFC
YFC

Description

Default

Pulse detected
Encoder alarm monitoring error
Group error
Error code

0
0
0
16#0000

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features

1.2.8

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
-

48.5
16.0
8.0
4.0

SBI
Status byte input

Symbol

Short description
• Input of a status byte
• For further processing of input variables, it is necessary to convert the input byte to word
length (function block BW_4).
• In view of the screw terminals of the interface module, bit 1 (LSB) is the left terminal,
while bit 8 (MSB) is the right terminal.
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Functional principle
This function block reads 8 binary inputs of a hardware module. The inputs are combined to
form one byte that is returned at output QB. Use connection DM to parameterize reading of
the input variables in standard or system mode. If DM = 1 (direct mode) the input variable is
read in standard mode, that is, if the function block is executed within the sampling time
according to its configured sequence. If DM = 0 (no direct mode), the input variable is read in
the system mode. The system mode is always calculated at the start of the sampling time.
The hardware address of the binary inputs to be read is specified at AD.

Block diagram

Initialization
The function is also executed during initialization. A possibly configured initialization value is
therefore overwritten at the output.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

AD
DM
QB

Hardware address
Direct mode (initialization connection)
Output variable

None
0
16#00
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features

1.2.9

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
-

5.6
1.8
0.9
0.45

SBQ
Status byte output

Symbol

Short description
• Output of a status byte
• To output a status byte, it is necessary to convert the value from word length to byte
length (function block W_BY).
• In view of the screw terminals of the interface module, bit 1 (LSB) is the left terminal,
while bit 8 (MSB) is the right terminal.
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Functional principle
Function block SBQ works in combination with function block W_BY. Function block W_BY
converts 1 status word into 2 status bytes. Function block SBQ outputs input variable IB
(1 byte) via 8 binary outputs of a hardware module.
Input DM is parameterized for output in standard or system mode. If DM = 1 (direct mode),
the data is output in standard mode, that is, if the function block is executed in the sampling
time according to its configured order.
If DM = 0 (no direct mode), the standard mode saves the data to be output. The data is
output in the next system mode. The system mode is always calculated at the start of the
sampling time.

Block diagram

The hardware address of the binary outputs at which the binary values are to be output is
specified at AD.
Connections
Name

Description

Default

DM
IB
AD

Direct mode (initialization connection)
Input variable
Hardware address

0
16#00
None

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features
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FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
-

5.4
1.8
0.9
0.45
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1.2.10

NAVSK
Speed detection with position correction

Symbol

Short description
Similar to the NAVS function block, but with additional inputs CP and SVC for correcting the
position YP; and automatic position correction with a selectable pulse count RPM.
Note
It is not permissible to interconnect the function block on a hardware input with other
function blocks for speed/actual position value detection at the same time.

Functional principle
The CP input is used to correct the position output YP during configuration, which may be
necessary especially if there is no hardware synchronization pulse.
With the positive edge of CP, the setting value is subtracted from the current position actual
value:
YP = YP - SVC; for CP: 0 => 1
Here, the SS output is not affected.
The SP input has no effect on the position correction; i.e. SP = 0 cannot disable the function.
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Position correction
Activation with RPM > 0.
Purpose: Phase shift or simulation of a synchronization pulse.
If more than RPM position pulses come in, the pulse count is reduced by RPM. The position YP
jumps to approximately YP = 0.
QPM = 1 is output for the duration of a sampling time. Both rotational directions are
supported.
Note
Be aware of quadruple pulses with encoder type 1!

Connections
Name
PRM
CP
SVC
QPM

Description

Maximum pulse count
Corrected position
Correction setting value
Position maximum exceeded
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0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features
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T400 / PM5
FM458 / PM6
CPU550 / 551
CPU555
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
-

48.5
16
6
3.8
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1.3

GMC blocks

1.3.1

Overview - Motion control functions
Particularly in the production and packaging areas many machines can be classified according
to typical drive-specific tasks, e.g.
• Positioning
• Referencing
• Aligning
• Unlocking/shut-down
• Cams
• Engaging/disengaging
• Gearing
• and lots more
These elementary functions are available as individual function blocks and partially as a
combination of several functions. These blocks can be combined as required to facilitate
implementation of simple and complex drive functions.

Library
The blocks are included in the FBSGMC library that forms part of the D7-SYS product range as
of V5.2. This library must be added to the the STEP7 project using the following menu
command in the CFC:
• Options / Block types / Import

HW platform
The Motion Control functions can be integrated on the following T400, PM5, PM6, FM458,
and Simatic TDC hardware platforms.

1.3.1.1

Structure of a Motion Control application
A Motion Control application comprises the following parts
• Leading value generation (a real or virtual master). A real master is a position acquisition
function that evaluates a position encoder that is mechanically coupled to a master drive
or measuring system (servo wheel). A real master is therefore subject to many kinds of
disturbance that is transmitted to all slave drives and that may have a negative impact on
the dynamic performance of a plant or system. On the other hand, a virtual master
provides noise-free setpoints for the position and speed of the slave drives.
• Setpoint conditioning for all slave axes. This includes all drives whose position setpoint is
derived from the master setpoint. In this case, it is not necessary that the slave axis is
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continually in synchronism with the master axis. It can be "engaged or disengaged" at any
time.
• Actual value acquisition for all slave drives
• Position control for all slave drives
• Speed control for all slave drives

Figure 1-3

Control structure for Motion Control applications

The drives are usually operated in speed or position controlled mode. Torque control is
usually not implemented for this type of application. In this context, two versions of the
Motion Control software have been integrated in the control system:
• The position acquisition and position control are integrated in the drive (e.g. in
MASTERDRIVES MC). In this case, the function of the PLC ends at the “position interface”.
However, in addition to the position setpoint, the speed setpoint and additional control
information are transferred.
• Most of the drives provide a “speed interface”. In cases such as these, the PLC also handles
position acquisition and position control. In its simplest form, the speed interface consists
of an analog channel.
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1.3.2

Basics - Motion Control functions

1.3.2.1

Position and speed profiles
Motion Control drive applications are differentiated by drives with a linear axis and drives
with modulo axis.

Linear axis
The position of a linear axis moves between two natural mechanical limits (e.g.: crane
trolley, valve). Position overflows cannot develop. A linear axis connected to Motion Control
blocks is characterized by an axis cycle AZ = 0.
Modulo axis
Periodic position overflow conditions inevitably develop at a rotary axis (“modulo axis”) that
is moving at constant speed, whereby the position value is ramped from 0 to the axis cycle
and then returned to 0. This does not necessarily have to be a rotating system. For instance,
if the position represents the position of a product on a conveyor, one axis cycle will equal
the length of one product. The position is a measure of the progress of a current task such as
a print operation. Once the position has passed the axis cycle, the operation is repeated for
the next product.
Most applications in the production or packaging field involve rotary axis applications due to
the continuous product flow that has to be processed. Continuous position steps will develop
in this scenario due to the axis cycle overflow. In order to prevent these position steps from
being transferred to the position control, it is necessary to synchronize the steps of the
position setpoint and actual value.

Figure 1-4

Position profile in modulo axis applications

The overflow signals POV (positive position overflow) and NOV (negative position overflow),
as well as the COR value for correction of the position step are used for synchronization.
The setpoint generator generates these three signals and transfers these to the actual value
acquisition. This means that the actual value is corrected by precisely the same step as the
setpoint. The successive position control does not notice the position step.
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Observe the runtime sequence!
The timing of the correction sequence is vital! The following order of processing must be
strictly observed:
1. Setpoint processing
2. Actual value processing
3. Position control

Figure 1-5

Structure of the actual value correction on axis cycle overflows

Caution: Loss of POV, NOV
Synchronous operation of setpoint generation and actual value conditioning is just as
important as the processing sequence. The POV and NOV overflow signal are only set for the
duration of one processing cycle. If position acquisition is not processed in this cycle, the
position step information will be lost and the drive performs a (hard) mechanical
compensating motion by one axis cycle!
For example, if an asynchronous communication system is active between setpoint
generation and position acquisition, the position correction must be conditioned accordingly
to prevent the loss of corrections. The OVFHSK or DRVINT blocks handle this conditioning.

1.3.2.2

Block I/O and normalization
A standard schematic is applied when it comes to the naming and normalization of the I/O of
the Motion Control function blocks. These connections are usually of the type “floating point”
(abbreviated: "Float") . Rounding effects may have a negative impact on this particular data
type.
Example: Conversion of decimal 1.1 to a float value already generates an error of
0.000000238 as a result of the resolution. If a position value is to be incremented
continuously by the count of 1.1, these rounding errors are added up and an offset develops
between the required position and the actual position.
Connections of the type 32-bit integer are used in all scenarios where these rounding errors
will possibly develop.
Examples: Axis cycle, gear ratios
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Connections
The following block connections are of the same significance for the Motion Control blocks:
Table 1- 1
Connection
XP
YP
SV
SVV
S
NFX
XV
YV
NFV
AC
AZI
AZO
VMX

AMX
JRK
FWD
BWD
EN
COR
POV
NOV

I/O of Motion Control blocks
Significance

Input position setpoint
Output position setpoint
Set value for position output YP
Set value for the speed or velocity output YV
Set position output: If S = 1, then YP = SV
Position normalization (valid for all position I/O)
Input speed or velocity
Output speed or velocity
Position normalization (valid for all position I/O)
Axis cycle for input and output position values
Axis cycle for input position value XP
Axis cycle for output position value YP
Maximum velocity for compensating operations. This is usually a velocity increase or reduction relative to
the master axis (XV)
Maximum acceleration in 1/s², or in m/s². In compensating operations with respect to a master axis, the
drive's acceleration is derived from the superimposition of the compensating operation and acceleration of
the master axis.
Maximum jerk for a compensating operation in 1/s³, or in m/s³.
Specification of the “forwards” direction for compensating or positioning operations that would otherwise
be possible in both directions of rotation. FWD is dominant with respect to BWD.
Specification of the “backwards” direction for compensating or positioning operations that would otherwise be possible in both directions of rotation. Not effective if FWD = 1.
Enables block execution in order to reduce CPU computing time. If EN = 0, then YP = YV = 0.
Correction value for the actual position value. The correction value usually corresponds to the axis cycle.
Positive position overflow, or step of the position setpoint by –COR. If POV = 0→1, the value of COR is
deducted from the actual position value.
Negative position overflow, or step of the position setpoint by +COR. If POV = 0→1, the value of COR is
added to the actual position value.

Position normalization
The mathematical relation between distance and velocity is an essential factor for internal
calculation of time sequences by the block. INternally, the position is available in the units
[m] and velocity in [m/min] (modulo axis:. position in [revolutions]; speed in [1/m]) Usually,
the internal units deviate from the user units, which is why user units are converted by
means of normalization factors NFX and NFV.
In order to define the user-specific distance normalization, the following parameters are
specifed at connection NFX:
• Rotary systems: NFX = steps per revolution
• Linear systems: NFX = steps per meter
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Under this aspect it has to be noted that a linear arrangement with infinite product feed is
also treated as modulo axis system. This means that the distance unit [mm] and velocity unit
[m/s] can be used for a modulo axis.
Restriction:
In order to avoid rounding errors, it is important that the position normalization is selected
so that the smallest unit to be set is emulated as 1.0.
Example:
A machine is used to package products with a length of 120 mm. A resolution of 0.1 mm is
specified for the position. The resultant position normalization is
NFX = 10000 (with 0.1 mm being being equivalent to 10000 increments per meter)
Due to the product length, the processing cycle is repeated at intervals of 120 mm (modulo
axis!). The result of the distance normalization specified above is an axis cycle of AZ = 1200.

Speed normalization
Normalization factor NFV is used to convert the user-specific speed inputs and outputs to the
internal block normalization.
The speed value is specified at NFV in 1/min (or as velocity in [m/min]) and then displayed as
value 1.0.
Table 1- 2

Example of speed normalization

Selected user units
1/min
1 /s

inch/min

With reference to a rated speed of 3000 1/min
With reference to a plant velocity of 480 m/min
With reference to a plant velocity of 1500 mm/min
rad/s
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Conversion

1.0 1/min equals 1.0 1/min
1.0 1/s equals 60 1/min
1.0 inch/min equals 0.0254 1/min
1.0 equals 3000 1/min
1.0 equals 480 m/min
1.0 equals 1.5 m/min
1.0 rad/s is equivalent to 30/π 1/min

NFV

1
60
0.00254
3000
480
1.5
9.5493
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Marginal conditions
In most applications, several different blocks of the GMC library process the same axis (e.g.
motor).

Figure 1-6

Block sequence

In this scenario, it is vital that the GMC blocks that process the same axis use the same
normalization factors (NFX, NFV).

1.3.3

Example of an application with SIMOLINK coupling to the drive

1.3.3.1

SIMOLINK interface
SIMOLINK is a communication system in which the nodes are arranged in a ring topology by
means of fiber-optic cable. SIMOLINK transmits user data and synchronization information at
very short cycle times to up to 200 nodes.
For Motion Control applications, the FM 458 module is used in combination with expansion
module EXM 448-1 as SIMOLINK master. The setpoints for the drives are generated centrally
on FM 458. The drives operate via SIMOLINK in synchronism with FM548. This measure
ensures that the drives receive all essential control bits (POV, NOV) even if these bits are only
available for the duration of one processing cycle.
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1.3.3.2

FM 458 as SIMOLINK master

HW Config
The basic sampling time T0 and fastest cycle time T1 of the FM 458 should be set to the cycle
time at which SIMOLINK is to be operated. T1 is set to 1.6 ms in the following example. This
cycle time is appropriate, as the drive is operated at a pulse frequency of 5 kHz (factory
setting).
Select "process I/O" option in the hardware configuration of expansion module EXM448-1 and
assign names to the I/O addresses (I/O address 2 = “EXM 448_Slot”).

CFC, @SL
Configure the @SL block (recommended: in cyclic task T4). This block handles initialization
and the management of the SIMOLINK interface. Complete the following settings:
Table 1- 3

Settings at the SIMOLINK central block @SL

Connection

Setting

Significance

TAD
MOD
ASL
POW
EN

EXM 448_Slot
5
0
3
1

Connect to the sheet bar to specify the hardware address
Modus 5: Cyclic mode with FM458 as SIMOLINK master
Address of the master (always 0)
Optical transmission power (0 ... 3)
Enable

SLSVAV
Configure an SLSVAV block for every slave drive. This block transfers the setpoint to the drives
and also reads the actual values. These blocks must be processed at the end of the fastest
sampling time (T1), that is, after the drive setpoints were calculated.
Table 1- 4
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SLSVAV block: I/O assignment and drive interface

Connection

Setting

Significance

TAD
ASL
NSV
NAV
XS0
XS1
XS2
XS3

EXM448_Slot
Address
4
4
Setpoint 1
Setpoint 2
Setpoint 3
Setpoint 4

YA0
YA1

Actual value 1
Actual value 2

Connect to the sheet bar to specify the hardware address
SIMOLINK address of the slave
Number of setpoints (32-bit integer)
Number of actual values (32-bit integer)
Position setpoint
Correction value (COR)
Speed setpoint
Control words
Low word: Control word 1 for the drive
High word: Motion Control control bits
Actual position value
Measured value memory
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Connection
YA2
YA4

1.3.3.3

Setting

Actual value 3
Actual value 4

Significance

Following error
Status words
Low word: Status word 1 of the drive
High word: Motion Control status bits

Motion Control status and control bits
The upper word (word 8 at the slave drive) of setpoint 4 to the drive contains a combination
of control bits that are especially used to activate Motion Control functions (for more
information on the drive, refer to /1/).

Table 1- 5
Bit
0
1
2

Motion Control control bits
Control bit

POV
(active edge)
NOV
(active edge)
Enable measured
value memory
(active edge)

3

Enable referencing
(active edge)

4

Set actual position
value

5

Set position setpoint

6

Disable position controller

7
8

Speed controller
enable
Release brake

9 ... 15

-

Use

Actual position value correction: Xact = Xact - COR
Actual position value correction: Xact = Xact + COR
Measured value memory in the drive is used to save the actual position at the time an
external event is triggered, e.g. detection of a register mark. FM458 can use the the
measured value to calculate and compensate offsets. For this purpose, the measured
value is transferred to FM458 as actual value 2 (see the table above).
It is necessary to reference the drive if the absolute position is not known after power on
(e.g. if incremental encoders are used). The drive passes a proximity switch (BERO) during referencing. The BERO position is known and transferred to the position actual value
when the BERO is passed.
A positive signal edge at “enable referencing" enables the referencing logic in the drive
for a referencing operation.
Optional control bit.
This signal can be used to set the actual position value in the position acquisition function, or to set the low-pass filter in the actual value channel of the position controller.
Optional control bit.
This signal can be used to set the low-pass filter in the setpoint channel of the position
controller.
This bit is used for controlled (speed controlled) drive operation. At the instant the position controller is disabled, the speed controller setpoint is simultaneously switched to the
speed setpoint from FM458.
Controlled operation is useful, for example, if the drive has not been referenced.
The speed controller enable signal is wired to control word 2 bit 9 (cf. the MASTERDRIVES
MC documentation). It conditional for torque development in the drive.
Optional control bit.
This bit is used to release the holding brake of the connected motor if the integrated
brake control system of the drive is not to be used.
Not used
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The drive signals the actual Motion Control status in the high word of actual value 4.
Table 1- 6

Motion Control status bits

Bit

Status bit

1
2

NOV feedback
Measured value valid

3
4

Reference point detected
Position corrected

5 ... 15

-

0

1.3.3.4

POV feedback

Use

Feedback the POV bit of the control word.
This bit is only necessary for operating FM458 and the drive in synchronous mode (e.g.
for coupling via PROFIBUS). In this case, it is necessary to extend a POV pulse on FM458
until the feedback bit has been received.
Feedback of the NOV bit of the control word. (refer to POV feedback)
This bit indicates that a measured value was acquired after measured value memory was
enabled. The bit is set to 0 after the “Enable measured value memory" has been cleared.
This bit is set after the drive has reached the reference point. Once “enable referencing”
is cancelled (refer to the Motion Control control word), the bit is reset to 0.
Feedback of an actual position value correction. The bit is only set for the duration of one
sampling interval.
Not used

MASTERDRIVES MC settings
Only a fraction of converter functionality is needed for a configuration in which FM458
generates the setpoints and acts as SIMOLINK master. The low computing load of such a
configuration enables setpoint input from SIMOLINK in the sampling time T3 = 1 ms. For this
purpose, the converter must be operated at a pulse frequency of 8 kHz (provided thermal
conditions allow this procedure).
On completion of factory settings, the following components must be parameterized in the
commissioning phase:
• Converter type, motor selection, and pulse frequency
• Position detection
• SIMOLINK
• Control words
• Position control with torque pre-control
• Speed controller
• Formation of the Motion Control status word using free blocks
You do not need the F01 option package!
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Figure 1-7
Table 1- 7

Basic parameter settings for MASTERDRIVES MC converters

Param.

Value

P740.1
P741
P746.1
P749.1
P749.2
P749.3
P749.4
U950.12
U960.12
P755
P751.1
P751.2
P751.3
P751.4
P751.5
P751.6
P751.7
P751.8
P173
P174
P175.1
P175.2

Addr.
4.8 ms
1.6 ms
Addr.0
Addr.1
Addr.2
Addr.3
3
1
0x0100
120
120
122
122
130
130
32
431
0
7033
7801
7800

P353
P340

Structural diagram of the drive with position interface to FM458 and SIMOLINK coupling

3000
5.0 kHz

Significance

Reference speed. Use same value as for FM458
The cycle time T3 for SIMOLINK and the position control are specified by selecting the pulse frequency. (T3 = 8 · 1/ P340)
SIMOLINK address of the drive
Frame failure monitoring for SIMOLINK (3 T3)
SIMOLINK cycle time
Addresses for the 4 setpoint channels (receive data). Each slave reads the first 4 double words that
point to its address.

Process SIMOLINK in time slice T3
Process SIMOLINK in first place in the chronological order
SIMOLINK configuration: precise synchronization to the cycle time
1. Actual value: Actual position value (double word)
2. Actual value: Measured value memory (double word)
3. Actual value: Following error (double word)
4. Actual value (low): Status word 1 (word)
4. Actual value (high): Motion Control status bits (word)
Deactivate the set function of position acquisition
Transfer the correction value of position acquisition from SIMOLINK (as of word 3)
Use the NOV signal to correct the position by +COR
Use the POV signal to correct the position by -COR
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Param.
P177
P179
P190.1
P193.1
P197.1
P209.1
P210.1
P211.1
P212.1
P213.1
P220.1
P221.1

P262.1
P554.1
P555.1
P558.1
P561.1
P562.1
P563.1
P564.1
P565.1
P568.1
P569.1
P571.1
P572.1
P575.1
P585.1
U952.89
U076.1
U076.2
U076.3
U076.4
U076.5

Value

Significance

135
7700
7701
7702
7703
7704
7705
7706
7707
7708
7709
7711
7712
7715
7807
3
7800
7801
212
210
211

Inject the speed setpoint as setpoint for controlled operation
Disable position controller, with simultaneous changeover to controlled operation
Use position controller output as setpoint for the speed controller
Filter time for the speed setpoint (setpoint generation is slower, as the speed controller is processed 4 times while the position controller is processed once)
Transfer of the pre-control for the torque controller from the position controller
OFF1 for control word 1 (0 = stop)
OFF2 for control word 1 (0 = pulse inhibit)
OFF3 for control word 1 (0 = rapid stop)
Enable converter for control word 1
Enable ramp-function generator for control word 1
Start ramp-function generator for control word 1
Enable setpoint for control word 1
Acknowledge error for control word 1
Jogging bit 0 for control word 1
Jogging bit 1 for control word 1
Enable positive direction of rotation for control word 1
Enable negative direction of rotation for control word 1
External error for control word 1
Enable speed controller for control word 2
Process binector/connector converter in T3
POV in status word
NOV in status word
Measured value valid in status word
Reference point acquired in the status word
Position corrected in status word

7803
7802
7031
7804
7805
7035
1
1
7035
7806
131
0.8 ms

Enable referencing
Enable measured value saving
Position setpoint as input variable of the position controller
Set position setpoint (filter at position controller input)
Set actual position value (filter at position controller input)
Use the speed setpoint for pre-control of the position controller
Enable position controller with fixed value (actual enable in this case:) see P213)

The settings for position acquisition depend on the type of encoder used. This section only
deals with position normalization (not with encoder selection, power supply, etc.). In this
particular example, one revolution is to be mapped to 36000 increments, i.e. AC = 36000.
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Table 1- 8

Position normalization parameters (axis cycle)

Param.

Encoder

Resolver

P171
P180.1
P180.2
P183.1

20
36000
1048576
0x10*1

12
36000
4096
0x10*1

P205

108000

108000

108000

P770

0

0

0

P771

5760

5760

5760

Table 1- 9

10
36000
1024
0x10*1

Significance
Encoder resolution (in bits)
Axis cycle (increments per revolution)
Encoder resolution in increments
Encoder configuration; “*” specifies the variant for referencing (refer to /1/); Standard: 0x1001 referencing disabled
0.001 increments per revolution at reference speed (3000
36000 / 1000)
Setpoint input and position control operate in the same time
slice (for slow setpoint input, an interpolation is performed
to enhance setpoint grading)
Maximum step width of the position setpoint per sampling
time (increments at 6000 1/min in 1.6 ms)

Controller optimization

Step

Param.

2

P240

3

P773

4

P204

1

Pulse encoder,
resolution 1024

Significance and procedure

P235

1.3.3.5

Proportional gain of the speed controller
P240 = 1 s. Set controlled operation (disable position controller). FM458 specifies a constant speed
(500 1/min) with a superimposed square wave (50 1/min). Increase P235 until the transient response of the actual speed value is optimized. (Optimize proportional gain for different speeds;
specify by means of characteristic f(speed setpoint).)
Integral time of the speed controller
After P235 has been optimized, P240 is reduced until transient response is optimized.
Torque pre-control
Enable position controller. Select proportional gain P204 = 0.1. Specification of dynamic periodic
speed setpoints (e.g. engage/disengage mode). Increase P773 until the signal amplitude at the
speed controller output (K0153) is at a minimum.
Proportional gain of the position controller
On completion of 3, increase P204 until transient response of the actual position value is optimized.

Basic functions of setpoint generation

Drive On/Off
The must be in ready state (status word 1, bit 0) before it is switched on.
Any malfunction pending must first be eliminated and acknowledged (positive signal edge at
control word 1, bit 7). The drive is then switched on at a positive signal edge at OFF1 (control
word 1, bit 0) (control word for operation: 0x9C7F).
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DRVIF
The logic that is necessary for switching the drive on/off and for acknowledging faults can be
configured individually using discrete function blocks. For simple applications, it is
recommended to use the DRVIF (drive interface) block for these functions. DRVIF also
converts the setpoints from float to integer. For this reason, this block represents the
interface between setpoint generation and the SIMOLINK output (refer to the CFC below).
The drive is switched on/off via input EN. If ACK = 1, drive alarms are acknowledged
automatically at power on. An input is available for each Motion Control bit of the control
word. An exception is the "open brake" bit that is generated automatically at power on/off,
taking into account the brake delay time.

Figure 1-8

CFC for the SIMOLINK interface to the drive

Conversion of the type of setpoints
MASTERDRIVES MC devices exclusively use integer and bit variables. Before being transmitted
with SIMOLINK, the setpoints must be converted according to the following table. This
conversion is either carried out using discrete blocks, or interface block DRVIF.
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Table 1- 10
Setpoint
Position
Speed

Data types for the position interface to the drive
FM458
type

Float
Float

Correction value Integer
Control bits
Byte

Converter type

Module

Examples of FM458

MASTERDRIVES

Integer
Referenced to the reference speed
1073741824 = 100%
Integer
Bit

R_I
R_N4

12345.6
123.576 1/min

B_DW

36000
Grouped in a 32-bit
control word prior to
SIMOLINK transmission

12345
44186623 = 4.115%
at reference speed of
3000 1/min
36000
Bit evaluation of SIMOLINK
receive words

The DRVIF block provides input RS for speed conversion (corresponds to input NF at block
R_N4). The speed is specified in the user normalization that is transmitted to the converter as
100 % value (reference speed).
Example:
The following data is derived for a roller feed:
User speed normalization NFV = 1.0 (1.0 corresponds to 1 m/min)
Reference speed of the drive: P353 = 3000 1/min
→ Conversion value: RS = 188.496 (see the figure)

Figure 1-9

Example: Conversion of speed normalization

Initialization of position controlled mode
After power on of a plant, it must be expected that the position setpoint and actual value
generally differ by a more or less random amount. If the drive position controller is enabled in
this state, the drive performs a jerky compensating motion when synchronizing to the
setpoint. This response poses potential hazards for man and machine and is therefore
generally undesirable.
The MDCMP or MDCMP1 compensation blocks provide a solution for eliminating this effect.
These blocks ensure a defined and jerk-free (smooth) transition in different operating states,
or on changes of the operating mode. They are always configured directly before DRVIF as
the last block in the setpoint generation sequence.
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The function of these compensation blocks comes into effect as soon as the position
controller is enabled. The following steps must be carried out accordingly:
1. The actual position value of the drive is connected to set input SV of MDCMP(1) (must first
be converted into float!).
2. The set function is activated (S = 1) while the position controller is disabled. The effect is
that the actual position value is set as position setpoint YP. At the same time, it is verified
that the actual position value is within the specified axis cycle; i.e. whether the drive was
turned out of position in off state. An actual position value that is outside the axis cycle (i.e.
SV < 0 or SV > AZ [AC]) range is corrected automatically by n axis cycles (n is integer), i.e.,
the actual position actual value is set accordingly in the axis cycle.
3. The setpoint channel is disabled, i.e. speed is zero and the position is constant.
4. Position control is enabled. The setpoint equals the actual value, i.e., the drive will initially
stop.
5. The set operation generates an offset At the MDCMP(1) block between the input position
setpoint XP and output YP. This offset must be eliminated by means of a positive edge at
input SOC. The MDCMP(1) YP block will now execute a compensating movement towards
XP, i.e. the drive synchronizes itself itself to position XP. The drive is synchronized taking
into account the VMX, AMX and JRK limits, as well as the directional specifications in FWD
and BWD. The same effect is achieved with MDCMP1 at the transition from a local operating
mode (hold, jog, positioning, referencing) to the synchronous operating mode.
6. The risk of unwanted effects of compensation at plant standstill (e.g. web break) can be
avoided by ramping up the plant with the initial offset. Compensation can be completed at a
slow rate while the plant is in operation and be distributed across the flow of production.

Figure 1-10

Set function and synchronization of the drive

Virtual master
The virtual master serves to generate position and speed setpoints and forms the start of
setpoint generation. All drives in synchronous operation derive their setpoints from a virtual
master.
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INT_MR
In its simplest form, the virtual master consists of a ramp function generator and the INT_MR
block. The ramp function provides returns the plant speed, while INT_MR generates the
position setpoint based on this value taking into account the axis cycle.

Figure 1-11

Virtual master consisting of the RGE and INT_MR blocks

RGE
You can set different ramp-up and ramp-down times at the RGE ramp function generator.
Specifications refer to the speed value set at input NRM. In the example in Fig. 8, this means
that the drive accelerates to 1000 1/min (TU = 2000 ms) in 2 seconds, and brakes down down
to a standstill from 1000 1/min in 5 seconds (TD = 5000 ms).
The fact that Fig. 8 shows a speed normalization in [1/min] (possibly also in [m/min]) is based on
the speed normalization factor NFV = 1.0 at the INT_MR block (“Virt_Master”).

Virtual master for stop at a precise position (using FB CLUTCH)
The CLUTCH block can be used as virtual master. The block provides an integrated rampfunction generator with jerk limiting for the speed setpoint (input VLC). Moreover, it is
capable of stopping at the fastest rate possible (input HLT), or at a defined stop position XPS
(input STP).
The following example highlights operation with speed setpoint changes and precise stop at
a specific position.
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Figure 1-12
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Example: Virtual master with FB CLUTCH
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Inserting Motion Control functions

Figure 1-13

Simple example of gearing (CFC)

The setpoint generation sequence starts with the virtual master and ends with the
compensation block MDCMP(1). Depending on the application, you can interconnect blocks
that influence the setpoint (e.g. gear, cams, engage/disengage function).
In the configuration, make sure that the processing sequence corresponds to the setpoint
flow.

1.3.4

Example of an application with central position control

1.3.4.1

Plant schematics and tasks
The intention is to implement the plant shown in the following diagram. The products are
conveyed and discharged into compartments. The central position control controls the drive
by means of speed interface. All position values are specified in [mm] units (NFX = 1000);
while all velocities are specified in [m/min] units (NFV = 1).
The products are placed onto the conveyor at a variable pitch, but at least at a clearance of
200 mm. A sensor detects the last product on the conveyor (“product detection”). Once a
product has been detected, the compartment chain is shifted upwards by one compartment.
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Although the compartment height fluctuates, each compartment should be aligned precisely
to the top edge of the conveyor. For this purpose, the time at which the compartment base
reaches a sensor is monitored (“compartment base detection”).

Figure 1-14

Plant scheme for the application example

The following partial tasks are derived from the task profile:
• Central position acquisition
• Central position control
• Referencing with incremental encoder
• Real master (use product position as reference)
• Offset compensation (detecting and positioning each compartment base)
Generation of position setpoints for displacing the compartments by means of positioning,
engage function, and cam.
Three different solutions for shifting the compartments are presented. These illustrate the
differences between the various setpoint blocks.

1.3.4.2

Central position acquisition with incremental encoders

Conveyor drive
The NAVMC block is used to detect the position and speed. In the example, position is to be
output in [mm] units and velocity in [m/min] units. The zero position of the conveyor drive is
equivalent to the product position XP on reaching the product detection. The zero position of
a compartment is its idle position at which it is charged with the product.
The conveyor drive consists of a geared motor as shown in the following diagram.

Figure 1-15
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Conveyor drive
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Position normalization:
One revolution of the conveyor shaft is equivalent to 50 mm * = 157.08 mm. For a motor
without gear, the encoder turns by 1024 4 = 4096 pulses (“Quadruple evaluation” for
incremental encoders with 2 encoder tracks that are offset by 90°). In order to obtain integer
values, the equation includes the number of steps per 100 shaft revolutions.
Encoder step to position value conversion:

Example: The motor completes 19 revolutions
→ The shaft performs 3 revolutions
→ The conveyor feed length is 471.239 mm

The NAVMC block calculates the position based on the following equation:

Whereby NM, DN is used to define the effective gear ratio between the encoder and distance
(conveyor). For this reason, you must set the position normalization inputs as follows:
NPN = 15708
NPD = 409600
NM = 3
DN =19
The conveyor position derives its reference from the position at which product is initially
detected by the product detection function. The leading edge of the "product detected" signal
is used accordingly to set the actual position value to zero. The signal is connected to the zero
pulse input of the position acquisition function. (Caution: Edge evaluation moduledependent; use an inverted signal if necessary!)
Zero position:
The following settings are necessary for synchronization:
Table 1- 11

Settings for synchronization to the zero pulse

Input

Value

MSW
SVS
SP

0000 x00x xxxx xxxx b
0.0
1

MHW

0000 0xxx 00xx xxxx b

Significance

Bit 6=0 Synchronization by means of zero pulse
Bit 7=0 Edge dependent on the direction of rotation (always at the same position)
Bits 10, 9 = “00” Position YP = SVS is set for synchronization.
Position set value at the leading edge of product detection
Enable of the set mechanism with zero pulse
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Referencing is not necessary for the conveyor drive, as the position is synchronized to each
product.
Speed normalization:
The NAVMC calculates the speed YV based on the following equation:

The encoder resolution that is entered at input PR (PR = 1024) is required for speed
calculation.
A motor speed of 19 1/min corresponds to a conveyor feed of 3 · 157.08 mm/min = 0.47124 m/min.
Resultant reference speed RS (for output of the velocity in [m/min]):

In this case, the result corresponds to the number of drive shaft revolutions needed to
advance the conveyor by 1 m.
Rated speed:
At a rated motor speed of (3000 1/min), the conveyor is advanced by the amount of 74.41 m/min
, or 1.24 mm/ms.

Drive for the storage compartments
The compartments are driven via geared motor and drive chain. The position is normalized in
accordance with the normalization of the conveyor drive.

Figure 1-16

Chain drive for conveying the compartments

NPN= 31415 (314.15 mm/rev sprocket wheel)
NPD = 409600 (4096 steps/rev)
NM = 1 (gear nominator)
DM = 10 (gear denominator)
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The position of the compartment is derived from the compartment base detection (see Fig.
"Figure 1-14 Plant scheme for the application example (Page 140)"). The position is set as
soon as the compartment base reaches a proximity switch (BERO). This action is initially
performed in the referencing phase and whenever the next compartment base is detected
during operation.
The following settings are necessary for synchronization:
Table 1- 12

Settings for synchronization to the compartment base detection

Input

Value

MSW

0000 x00x xxxx xxxx b
0000 x10x xxxx xxxx b

SVS

35.0

SP

1

MHW

0000 0xxx 00xx xxxx b

Significance

Bit 6=0 Synchronization by means of zero pulse
Bit 7=0 Edge dependent on the direction of rotation (always at the same position)
Bits 10, 9 = “00” Position YP = SVS is set during referencing.
"10" : In cyclic mode, only the offset is calculated!
Position set value at the leading edge of compartment base detection (dF – 25
mm = 60 mm – 25 mm)
Enable of the set mechanism with zero pulse

Speed normalization and conveyor feed are calculated based on the same equation. A motor
speed of 10 1/min results in a feed velocity of 0.31415 m/min. The reference speed RS is
calculated as follows

Referencing the compartment bases
The position of the compartments is unknown at the time of plant startup. The conveying
chain is therefore driven at low speed until the first compartment base (reference point) is
detected. This action is performed in speed controlled mode, i.e. position control is inactive.
The compartment position is set to the setpoint as soon as the compartment base is detected.
The wait position of a compartment is approx. 60 mm (refer to the figure "Plant diagram for
the application example"), with detection position 25 mm upstream. The resultant setpoint is
35 mm. This result is available as set value (table "Settings for synchronization to the
compartment base detection").
After having passed the reference point, the axis can continue its movement in position
controlled mode. In this case, the compartment has to approach the idle position.
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In essence, 3 blocks are used for referencing:
• Setpoint generation for position and speed (MDCMP1)
• Position acquisition (NAVMC)
• Position control (PC)

Figure 1-17

Position controller structure and block I/O for referencing

REF = 1 (MDCMP1) is set for referencing. At the start of referencing, MDCMP1 disables the
position controller and specifies the speed setpoint (according to input VRF). At the reference
point, the NAVMC position acquisition generates a pulse at output SS. MDCMP1 then
activates the actual position value as position setpoint and re-enables position control.
Due to the selected referencing mode (MDR = 3), the chain approaches the idle position XHM
(60.0) and stops there. It is now possible to conclude referencing (REF = 0) and switch to the
setpoint channel, or force a standstill (HLT = 1).
The compartment bases are arranged at intervals of 60 mm. An axis cycle AZ = 60 is therefore
selected at the setpoint generation blocks (e.g. MDCMP1). The idle position XHM = 60
therefore corresponds to position XHM = 0.

Figure 1-18
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Offset compensation at the compartment bases
As the distances between the compartment bases fluctuate according to specifications, the
actual position value must be corrected for each base. This procedure is comparable with
referencing each time a compartment is raised. However, this action is performed while
position control is active, i.e. actual value correction must be bumpless.

Figure 1-19

Structure for offset compensation at each compartment

The position acquisition mode (NAVMC) is changed accordingly (cf. table "Settings for
synchronization to zero pulse"). The actual position value is no longer set if compartment
base detection responds. Instead, the offset is calculated and output at YDS. A pulse is
generated simultaneously at output SS.
Offset:
The offset represents the deviation of the actual value from the expected value. The offset is
zero if the base of the compartment is detected at the actual position value of 35 mm.
However, detection of an offset of the compartment base at actual position value 30 mm
leaves an offset of 5 mm, i.e. the actual position value must be corrected from 30 mm to
35 mm.
Offset and synchronization pulse SS are combined using the MDCMP1 block. An offset
compensation is initiated automatically at each synchronization pulse. MDCMP1 first corrects
the offset between the position setpoint and actual value and then transfers the setpoint to
the actual position setpoint in accordance with dynamic specifications. Usually, as offset
compensation only involves minor corrections, the only dynamic data taking effect are
acceleration (AMX) and jerk (JRK).
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1.3.4.3

Setpoint generation (basic structure and analog value output)
This section introduces three variants for generating position and speed setpoints for the
compartment bases. The setpoints are always entered at the XP1 and XV1 inputs of block
MDCMP1.

Figure 1-20

Rough structure for the compartment base drive (without control signals)

The value is output as analog speed setpoint, with 0 V representing a standstill, while 8 V
represents a speed of 1500 1/min. The corresponding scaling factor is calculated as follows:

→ SF = 937.5 1/min

Solution variant 1: Positioning
Positioning starts and advances the compartment bases by one compartment (60 mm) as
soon as the product detection responds (see the figure "Plant diagram for the application
example (Page 140)"). This is a relative positioning process. No movement would be
triggered for absolute positioning to position 60 mm, as 60 mm corresponds to 0 mm on a
modulo axis with an axis cycle of 60, i.e. the target and start positions would be identical.
Positioning is independent of the conveyor movement. It is characterized by the dynamic
parameters VMX, AMX, and JRK. With these parameters it must ensured that the
compartment chain has advanced by one compartment before the next product is inserted.
In this case you do not need position controlled operation to move the conveyor, as the
conveyor position is irrelevant, i.e. acquisition of the conveyor's position can be discarded.
The drive is controlled by means of speed setpoint.
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Figure 1-21

Structure of setpoint generation with positioning function

Solution variant 2: Engage function
The engage function represents an emulation of the approach (position) of an axis (master
axis) towards another axis (slave axis). In this case, the conveyor drive represents the master
axis, while the compartment base drive represents the slave axis. After detection of a
product, the slave (compartment base) is accelerated to the velocity of the belt. It is advanced
by the "engage distance", i.e. by 60 mm. The velocity of the compartment chain
automatically increases in proportion to the conveyor's velocity. During the engage
operation, there is an unambiguous position dependency between both axes.
Both axes must be position controlled due to these position dependencies. Both should be
assigned a defined axis cycle as this is conditional for precise position emulation. In this
example, this is not ensured for the conveyor position as the products are positioned at a
variable pitch on the conveyor.
This represents a special case! This situation is taken into account during implementation by
preventing the master from performing a position step in the engage process. The master
axis is defined as linear axis (AZI = 0), whereby the actual position value is set to zero on
response of the product detection.
The engage block (EDC1) is triggered simultaneously, i.e. the engage process starts as soon
as the position value of the conveyor (XP) exceeds the coupling position in the next cycle.
The coupling position XCP is selected so that it is exceeded shortly after XP is reset (max.
conveyor velocity is 1.24 mm/ms).
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Figure 1-22

Figure 1-23

Structure of setpoint generation with engage function

Timing of setpoint generating with engage function

Disadvantages of the engage function:
The interdependency between the conveyor and compartment positions is implemented for
the engaging function by means of a characteristic (output position = f(input position)). The
output velocity always ramps-up independent of the insertion length from a standstill to the
input velocity and then returns to a standstill. Very short engage lengths may trigger high
acceleration levels.
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Solution variant 3: Cam
The compartment base movement can be implemented by means of a cam, similar to the
engage function. The advantage of a cam in comparison to the engage function, is that the
output variable (compartment base setpoints) can be customized, i.e. the output velocity can
be less or greater than the input speed. This also enables the implementation of small
movements at low levels of acceleration.
A cam is formed by two blocks. The SPLINE block calculates mathematical functions that run
through the various cam interpolation points. The cam functions should be calculated in a
slow time slice (e.g. T5). The CAMD block evaluates this cam by calculating a slave position YP
(ordinate) as a function of the master position XP (abscissa). It simultaneously calculates the
velocity of the slave drive. The CAMD block is executed in the time slice for setpoint
generation.

Figure 1-24

Structure of setpoint generation with cam (SCX = SCY = SCV = 1.0)

The cam interpolation point i is specified by the Xi and Yi coordinates. It is also possible to
specify the cam gradient Gi at point i. The gradient setpoint is activated by setting the bit
assigned to point i to "1! at the GM1 or GM2 input. Specific segments between two points
can be considered having a linear characteristic. Within a linear segment, the master and
slave velocities are proportional to each other (refer to the SPLINE block documentation).
The cam definition can be set at the SPLINE block in the course of configuration in CFC, or at
runtime in CFC test mode, or using the "Spline Editor" tool. Cams that were downloaded to
the module using the Spline Editor are deleted as soon as the program is downloaded once
again to the module!
Cam definition using Spline Editor:
The Spline Editor tool is available as "p7sdspex.exe" in the path "..\Step7\s7bin".
The position of the compartment base (Y axis) corresponds to the profile shown in the figure
"Cam input with SplineEdit". A cam with two points is sufficient for defining the engage
function for the compartment bases. A cam of 3rd order cam is inserted between the two
points (with order = 0, or 3). Velocity therefore has a parabolic time profile.
After a product has been detected, the master position jumps to zero. The compartment
position is raised by one compartment, while the master advances by 100 mm. The
compartment then holds this position until the next product is detected. (Horizontal
segments up to ± ∞ are located to the left and right of the cam.)
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Figure 1-25

Cam input with SplineEdit

The cam can be saved as text file That contains the values of all relevant inputs of the SPLINE
block. These values can be entered at the block connections in the CFC in order to ensure that
the cam is retained during and after compilation of the project.
Alternatively, the cam can be transferred to the module via the online interface by selecting
the corresponding "SIMADYN D" → "Transfer Data" command.
Options provided in the transfer dialog:
• Scan of the configuration for blocks of the type "SPLINE" ("Search")
• Transfer of the cam to the selected block
("Transmit data")
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• Formation of a cam based on the cam points transferred
("Validate data")
• Reading the current curve of the selected block from the module (“Read back curve”)

Figure 1-26

Transfer dialog of SplineEdit

Write mode:
The “permanent” write mode should be selected during transfer of the cam to the module in
order to retain the cam at the restart of the module.

Scaling factor for cams
Cams can be expanded or compressed at runtime using the SCX and SCY scaling factors. This
procedure, for example, allows you to work with referenced cams that, are defined in the
range 0 to 1.0 along the X and Y axes.
In the example above, it is rather not useful to scale the Y axis, as the compartment bases are
always to be moved by 60 mm. However, you can scale the X axis in order to specify the
conveyor movement triggering the advance of compartment chain by one compartment at
runtime. Profile of the corresponding cam:

Figure 1-27

Cam definition with referenced X axis (e.g.: SCX = 100)

An X scaling of SCX = 100 means that output variable YP (compartment base position)
increases from 0 to 60 mm, while input variable XP (conveyor position) increases from zero
to 100 mm.
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If you increase the SCY scaling from 1.0 to 2.0 in this case, the compartment chain advances
by 120 mm, i.e. by two compartments, each time a product is detected.
Scaling of the cams (SCX, SCY) has no negative impact on automatic calculation of the
correct velocity setpoint for the compartment base. The scaling factor for the derivative of
SCV only has to be modified in exceptional situations, e.g. if different speed normalization is
required at the input (XV) and output (YV).

1.3.5

Integrating drives by means of DSC method via PROFIBUS
It is best practice to employ the DSC method for dynamic, distributed position controls (refer
to the references/2/). The integrated position control in the converter is used accordingly.
This method can be employed, for example, in combination with the SIMODRIVE 611U drive
converter system.
The PLC and an converter with one encoder communicate by means of a protocol specified in
/2/, namely standard frame 5. Frame type 105, a variant of this frame, includes a torque
reduction value.

Table 1- 13
Standard
frame 5
STW1
NSOLL_B
STW2
--G1_STW
XERR
KPC

Table 1- 14
Standard
frame 5
STW1
NIST_B
STW2
--G1_STW
G1_XIST1
G1_XIST2
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Transmission frames for DSC drives
Frame 105

Words

Significance

STW1
NSOLL_B
STW2
MomRed
G1_STW
XERR
KPC

1
2
1
1
1
2
2

Control word 1 (for the converter)
Speed setpoint
Control word 2 (including sign-of-life)
Torque reduction value (0 = no reduction)
Encoder 1 control word
Incremental following error in the controller
Proportional gain of the position controller of the converter (the position controller is deactivated with zero value)

Receive frames from DSC drives
Frame 105

Words

Significance

STW1
NIST_B
STW2
MeldW
G1_STW
G1_XIST1
G1_XIST2

1
2
1
1
1
2
2

Status word 1 (from the converter)
Actual speed value
Status word 2 (including sign-of-life)
Message word (refer to /3/)
Encoder 1 status word
Incremental actual position value from encoder 1
Second incremental actual position value from encoder 1 (used for
measured values, for example)
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Frames 5 and 105 can be configured using the standard resources in CFC. To simplify
matters, it is also possible to use FB RCVT5 and SNDT5 for type conversion and normalization
processes, in addition to the protocol activation. These blocks contain an "offset input" that
supports the transfer of several frames of this kind to an converter (necessary when using
double-axis modules, for example).
The following functions are necessary for drive control:
• Drive On/Off
• Rapid stop trigger
• Error acknowledgment
• Drive sign-of-life monitoring
• Generation of own sign-of-life
The DRVIF2 block handles these functions.
Moreover, the incremental actual position values of the encoder must be conditioned for the
specific application (normalization, set position, etc.). The NAVDP block handles this task. It
also controls referencing, or acquisition of measured values in the converter. The NAVDP
behaves similar to an NAVMC for encoders connected that are locally to the controller.
However, it supports both incremental and absolute encoder systems. Moreover, it does not
calculate any actual speed value, as this is already included in the frames.
Based on the position setpoint and actual value, the NAVDP also calculates the following error
in encoder increments for transfer to the converter as "XERR". At a constant speed, this value
is unequal to zero even if no real following error is pending. The fictitious error is from signal
runtimes on the communication network is automatically compensated for in the converter
by means of DSC method.
The following diagram illustrates the interaction of the specified FBs. The order of processing
must be strictly maintained in order to avoid unnecessary runtimes (deadtimes).
The diagram shows an example of setpoint generation by a virtual master (FB CLUTCH).
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Figure 1-28

Example of a DSC drive integration in the CFC (principle)

References
/1/ SIMOVERT MASTERDRIVES Compendium Motion Control (to be discontinued)
order no. 6SE7080-0QX50
/2/ PROFIdrive - Profile Drive Technology
PROFIBUS Profile order no.: 3.172
/3/ SIMODRIVE 611 Universal; Function Manual
Best.-Nr. 6SN1197–0AB20–0AP7
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1.3.6

ADDAZ
Adder with axis cycle limiting

Symbol

Short description
The block adds up 8 position values and limits the result to the specified axis cycle.

How it works
Position output YP is derived from

Output YP is limited to the range 0 ≤ YP < AC. On positive position overflow, YP jumps back
from a high (approx. AC) to a low value (approx. 0).

I/Os
Name
AC

XP1 ...
... XP8
YP

Description

Axis cycle for the position output and all position inputs (0 means linear
axis)
Actual position value 1 to ..
... Actual position value 8
Initial position value: (total of XP1 through XP8) modulo AZO
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in:
Special features

1.3.7

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

5
2
0.8
0.4

BRAKE
Braking distance calculation

Symbol

Short description
The block calculates the current braking distance of an axis and the next possible standstill
position. It indicates whether or not the axis is able to reach a standstill within the specified
limit positions.

How it works
The function block traces the movement of an axis (XP, XV) for calculating the currently
possible braking distance, taking into account the specified acceleration AMX (deceleration)
and valid jerk.
The stop time and the expected standstill position are calculated simultaneously.
Usually, this function is only used in linear axis applications, as modulo axes are usually not
operated in combination with limit switches. Moreover, the braking distance in a modulo axis
system may span across several modulo axis cycles.
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The standstill position in the modulo axis system may also be calculated by other function
blocks (e.g. ADDAZ).

Tolerances
The calculation presumes that the ramp-down begins immediately and that the axis is
ramped down with the same deceleration and jerk values.
Current acceleration can only be calculated as mean value for the last sampling interval. As a
result, minor deviations of the actual standstill position (and setpoints) will develop at the
axis stop position. These deviations may possibly increase the effect on the actual position
value of a real drive, due to the dynamic response of the drive. In case of doubt, you should
make corresponding allowances with regard to position limits and use lower acceleration
rates for calculations.
If the BRAKE function block is used as software limit switch, the calculated stop position is
always close to one of the two limit positions during braking. In unfavorable situations, the
corresponding QLU or QLH output may possibly flicker between the 0 and 1 state. You should
increase the hysteresis HYS if this effect occurs.

I/Os
Name
XP
XV
AMX
JRK
NFX

Description

Actual position
Current velocity
Max. acceleration (deceleration) during ramp-down of the axis.
Values below 10-12 are invalid.
Maximum jerk at axis stop.
Jerk limiting is excluded in calculations for values below 10-12.
Position normalization:
•

NFV

LU
LL
HYS
YDX

Default
0.0
0.0
10.0

500.0
1000.0

Linear axis: Number of LUs per meter

• (modulo axis: Number of LU per revolution)
The default unit [mm] is valid. Values below 10-12 are invalid.
For more information, refer to Normalization NFX (Page 250).
Velocity normalization: Factor for converting the user-specific speed normalization in
[rev/min] for a modulo axis, or in [m/min] for a linear axis. NFV is the velocity in m/min
(modulo axis: Speed in 1/min), to be displayed as 1.0. Affects connection XV.
The default 60.0 is valid if velocity is available in [m/s].
Values below 10-12 are invalid.
Examples:
User normalization
Conversion
NFV
1.0 = 1 m/s
1 m/s = 60 m/min
60.0
1.0 = 1 mm/s
1 mm/s = 0.06 m/min
0.06
1.0 = 1 1/s
1 1/s = 60 1/min
60.0
For more information, refer to Normalization NFV (Page 251).
Position high limit
Position low limit
Hysteresis for indicating limit violations (QLU, QLL)
Braking distance. The axis travels this distance if the braking process starts immediately
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Name
YDT
YP0
QLU
QLL
QF

Description

Braking duration in seconds
Earliest possible standstill position
The high limit has been exceeded or will be exceeded before the axis comes to a standstill.
The low limit has been exceeded or will be exceeded before the axis comes to a standstill.
Group error

Default
0.0
0.0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

1.3.8

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode

7.5
2.5
5.0
2.5

CAMD
Cam

Symbol
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Short description
The block calculates the ordinate value YP of a cam that is associated with input variable XP
based on mathematical functions.
The input position value represents the reference position of a master axis. The output
position YP is the position setpoint for a slave drive. Position steps at the input are transferred
to the slave in absolute output mode. In relative output mode, the slave remains at the actual
position value given at the position jump of the master axis.

How it works
The SPLINE block calculates the cam used based on up to 32 points and returns the result as
mathematical function at output FKT. This output is connected with input FKT of the CAMD
block.
The changeover to other cams is handled by switching input FKT to another SPLINE
calculation block. Changeover switches or multiplexers may be used accordingly.

The input and output position values are normalized with the help of the SCX or SCY scaling
factors according to the structural diagram shown above. The derivative of the cam is output
with the current velocity XV and weighting factor SCV as velocity setpoint YV.
In absolute output mode (ABS = 1), the input position values are uniquely assigned to the
output position values in accordance with the cam characteristic:

Absolute output
YP = characteristic(XP) modulo AZO
Absolute output is only useful if:
• The I/O are systems with linear axis (AZO = AZI = 0)
• The characteristic values for XP = 0 and XP = AZI are identical.
In both cases, position overflows (position jumps) only occur at position output YP if
characteristic values less than 0 or greater than AZO are set.
Examples for absolute output
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Relative output
With relative output of a cam, the return jump of the input position setpoint XP (sawtooth) is
not transferred to the slave axis. It is therefore possible to form a contiguous string of origin
characteristics (i.e.:Y(0) = 0 ).
Example of relative output:
The characteristic is appended at the return jump of the sawtooth signal, shifted by the value
Y(AZI). YP therefore increases by the value Y(AZI) in each cycle. If the high or low limit of the
range 0 ≤ YP < AZO is exceeded, a modulo AZO correction is performed and identified with
output POV, or NOV.
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I/Os
Name
XP
XV
FKT
AZI
AZ0
SCX
SCY
SCV
ABS
STP
TRG
EN
YP
YV
COR
POV
NOV
QST
QF

Description

Reference position of a master axis
Reference velocity of the master axis
Link to the characteristic definition (block type SPLINE)
Axis cycle for the reference position (0 = linear axis)
Axis cycle for the output position setpoint (0 = linear axis)
Scaling of the reference position (characteristic: X = XP / SCX ).
Scaling of position setpoint YP (characteristic: YP = Y(X) ∙ SCY)
Scaling the cam derivative (YV = dy/dx XV SCV / SCX)
Absolute output of the cam: 0 = relative output; 1 = absolute output
Stop if YP = AZO. If STP = 1
Restart with STP = 1 after the axis cycle limit AZO has been reached
Enable. If EN = 0 (disabled), then YP = 0 and YV = 0
Position setpoint
Velocity setpoint
Correction value for steps at YP caused by the limiting to the axis cycle in
modulo axis systems.
With position correction YP = YP - COR, POV is set to 1 for the duration of
one processing cycle (position overflow with positive direction of rotation).
With position correction YP = YP + COR, NOV is set to 1 for the duration
of one processing cycle (position overflow with negative direction of
rotation).
Indicates a stop with YP = AZO (to continue: TRG = 0→1).
Group error
Out of memory space, or invalid cam

Default
0.0
0.0
0
36000
36000
1.0
1.0
1.0
0
0
0
1
0.0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in:
Special features
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CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

35
12
5.6
2.8
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1.3.9

CAMSW
Output cam block with 2 output cams

Symbol

Short description
The block forms a cam controller for 2 output cams. The switching position and time offset
can be customized for each output cam. All output cams are referenced to the same actual
position value XP and velocity XV.
A positive time offset (advancing) can only be reliably executed if the velocity remains
approximately constant! Negative switching delay times (lagging output cams) are generated
by time delay functions independent of the velocity. This means that the velocity signal is
only required for advancing output cams

Functional principle
Due to the velocity V, position X* is calculated with an offset defined by the switching delay
time DT. Output Q is set if this position is in the switching interval between XA ≤ X* ≤ XB. The
switching time is advanced (deadtime compensation) for positive DT values and delayed for
negative values.
When a change of direction of actual position value XP takes place, the sign of the reference
velocity XV needs to change.
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XA = XB
If XA and XB are close to one another (extreme situation XA = XB), output Q is set at least for
the duration of one sampling time if the interval is exceeded {XA, XB}. This rule also applies if
X* skips the entire interval {XA, XB} in a sampling time.

If XA > XB, the output cam is active at both ends of the range. Q = 0 in the range {XB, XA}.

XA > XB
The direction of rotation can be reversed at runtime. This rule always applies to systems with
linear axis (AZI = 0). Only the selected effective direction of movement of the output cam will
be enabled (ENF, ENR). The enable signal only affects activation, but not deactivation.
If ENF = 1 and ENR = 0, for example, output Q = 1can only be set for a movement in forward
direction (if XA is exceeded). If the direction of rotation changes while the output active, Q =
0 will be set at the end of the switching interval.

Direction of rotation

AZI
The operating range of actual position value XP is limited to the range 0 ≤ XP < AZI in systems
with rotary axis (AZI > 0). If XP exceeds the value AZI (or XP < 0), the actual position value
performs a step by this value. This behavior is emulated by an internal block function for
output cams with time offset.

RM
Input RM (Reset Mode) allows you to specify that output cams can only be shifted in a single
cycle of the input sawtooth signal. RM = 1 deactivates an active output cam at the position
step.
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Examples

NFV, NFX
Velocity and position normalization is used to calculate the position offset as a function of the
velocity XV and delay time DT (specified in [ms]). The definition is valid for any applicationspecific normalization of XV and XP.
Example:

Connections
Name

Description

Default

XP
XV
NFX

Reference position
Reference velocity
Position normalization
Rotary axis: Number of LUs per revolution
Linear axis: Number of LUs per meter
For more information, refer to Normalization NFX (Page 250).

0.0
0.0
36000.0
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Name
NFV

AZ
ENF
ENR
RM
DM
XA1
XB1
DT1
XA2
XB2
DT2
Q
QN
Q1
QN1
Q2
QN2
QF

Description

Velocity normalization: Factor for converting user-specific speed normalization in [rpm]
for a rotary axis, or in [m/min] for a linear axis. This means that NFV is the speed in
[rpm] that is to be displayed as 1.0. Examples:
User normalization NFV
1 /s60.0
1 mm/s0.06
For more information, refer to Normalization NFV (Page 251).
High limit
Enable forward
Enable reverse
Reset mode: A 1 signal resets active output cams at the position step.
Deactivation mode: DM = 1 deactivates output cams if the on and off thresholds are
identical. DM = 0 activates the output cam for the duration of one processing cycle if the
on and off thresholds are identical.
On threshold output cam 1 works as Off threshold for reversing
Off threshold output cam 1; works as On threshold for reversing
Activation delay time output cam 1 in [ms]
On threshold output cam 2; works as Off threshold for reversing
Off threshold output cam 2; works as On threshold for reversing
Activation delay time output cam 2 in [ms]
Group output active, output cam; logical OR link of Q1 and Q2
Group output inactive, output cam (inverse to Q)
Output active, output cam 1
Output inactive, output cam 1
Output active, output cam 2
Output inactive, output cam 2
Group error: Insufficient work memory space.

Default
1.0

36000
1
1
0
0
1000.0
2000.0
0.0
5000.0
6000.0
0.0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in:
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

28
9
4.5
2.25
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1.3.10

CAMSW1
Cam controller for timing sequences

Symbol

Short description
The block generates an output cam as a function of the initial position of a motion sequence
(generated using type MCSB, MCSS blocks). The output cam activation times can be precisely
advanced (deadtime compensation) or delayed.

How it works
The XP and FKT block inputs, including the associated cam, are wired to the same outputs.
The block's reference to the cam is set by connecting input FKT to the outputs of block MCSB
of the same name (generation of the cam). The value of a sawtooth signal that is connected
to input XP rises by a value of 1.0 per millisecond.
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On threshold
DT1 = 0 triggers the actuation (Q = 0 → 1) as soon as the cam value Y1 is traversed.
Generally, the Y1 value may exist several times in the cam. A search range is defined in order
to limit the selected cam range. XS1 specifies the start of the search range. With negative XS1
values, the cam is scanned for value Y1 in reverse direction, starting at the time |XS1|.

Deadtime
The activation time can be offset with the help of input DT1. Positive values of DT1
compensate for deadtimes, i.e. activation is triggered by DT1 milliseconds before the
activation threshold is reached. Negative values delay the cam activation time.

Deactivating
An independent cam point Y2 with search range XS2 and time offset DT2 exists for triggering
the deactivation time.

Shift mode
For the activation offset (DT1, DT2), it is necessary to known whether the cam is cycled
sporadically or periodically. If the cam is cycled sporadically, this means that an undefined
time expires on completion of the cam cycle before the next cam cycle is started. In contrast,
a periodic cam cycle implies that a continuous sawtooth signal is set at input XP and the cam
will complete one within one sawtooth period.
In sporadic operating mode, the cam activation times can be shifted at the maximum to
range limits. TSM = 0 must be set accordingly. In periodic mode (TSM = 1), the cam activation
times can be shifted beyond range limits. Activation can therefore can be shifted to the
previous cycle, for example.

Computing time
The scan for the time associated with a selected activation generates high load on computing
time. The scan mechanism can be deactivated (UPD = 0) in order to avoid unnecessary
computing time. In this case, changes at the inputs (Y1, Y2, XS1, XS2, DT1, DT2 and TSM) will
not be detected.
If UPD =1, all inputs should be connected to fixed values, with the exception of XP. I/Os to
fluctuating values (e.g. analog values) lead to high computing loads!

Error codes
YFC
0
1
2
3

Significance

No error
Cam is currently invalid (no points defined)
Input FKT is not linked to a valid cam
Insufficient memory space
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YFC
4
5

Significance

Scan range is outside the cam range (e.g. scan start after the cam, with ascending scan
direction)
Point not found (Y1or Y2 are not located on the cam)

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

XP

Time since cam start. This input should be connected to a sawtooth signal that is raised
by 1.0 per millisecond in the cam cycle. Otherwise, it is impossible to compensate for
deadtimes!
Reference to the cam function. Connect the input with output FKT of the cam generation function (block MCSB).
Cam value for the activation threshold
Activation deadtime in [ms]. Negative values delay activation
Amount of XS1: Start of the scan range for activation.
Sign of XS1: Scan direction
Cam value for the deactivation threshold
Deactivation deadtime in [ms]. Negative values delay deactivation
Amount of XS2: Start of the scan range for deactivation.
Sign of XS2: Scan direction
Shift mode:

0.0

FKT
Y1
DT1
XS1
Y2
DT2
XS2
TSM

UPD
EN
Q
QN
QF
YFC

•

0: only in the cam range

•

1: beyond cam limits (periodic mode)

Activation of automatic input monitoring. If UPD = 1, changes to the activation settings
are immediately evaluated.
Block enable
The output is 1 if the output cam is active
Output inverted to Q.
Group error. Always 1 if YFC > 0.
Error code in accordance with the table above

0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0

1
1
0
1
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode

11 (... 168)
3.5 (... 56)
1.8..28).
0.9 (...14)
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1.3.11

COUPLE
Engage/disengage function (coupling)

Symbol

Short description
This block is used to engage or disengage a drive from a drive group. In disengaged state, the
drive runs at any local velocity that may also be zero.
The transition from local mode to synchronous operation (ramp-up), or vice versa (rampdown), is based on specified jerk and acceleration values.
The block calculates the selected transitions and outputs these according to its configured
sampling time. These values serve as pure setpoints for the sublevel drives in controlled
operation. Actual values of the drives that are read back are ignored (controlled operation).
The block can be operated in position- or speed-dependent mode. In speed-dependent mode,
the engage and disengage functions are executed as fast as possible. The standstill position,
or the offset between input position XP and output position YP are at random in speeddependent operation.
In position-dependent mode, the disengage or engage functions are superimposed with a
positioning value. The drive then comes to a standstill at the disengage position, or an offset
DYP exists between XP and YP on completion of the engage operation.
YP = XP + DYP
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All operating modes can be activated by means of an input and are classified based on their
priority. It is not possible to recalculate a compensating movement with the objective of
setting changed limits for speed (VMX), acceleration (AMX), or jerk (JRK).
The remaining duration of the current compensation movement is calculated in advance in
seconds units and returned at output YDT.

How it works
The block provides several operating modes. An operating mode is activated by setting the
corresponding input to 1. The control inputs are prioritized according to the following table
(* = any input; 1 is top priority):
Priority

S

HLT

STP

SYP

SYN

LOC

6
7

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
0

1
2
3
4
5

1
0
0
0
0

*
1
0
0
0

*
*
1
0
0

*
*
*
1
0

*
*
*
*
1

*
*
*
*
*

Operating mode

Set function: YP = SV
Disengage (as fast as possible; random position)
Hold at the disengage position XPS
Synchronous operation with YP = XP+DYP
Synchronous operation with undefined offset between XP and YP
Operation at local velocity VLC
Disengage (no active operating mode)

Input
XPS
DYP
VLC
-

Assigned inputs are monitored continuously in certain operating modes (refer to the table
above). Following a change of this input variable, the new operating point is approached
automatically.
Example:
Local velocity mode is active (LOC = 1). Following a change of VLC, output velocity YV is
adjusted to the new value YV = VLC according to the specified dynamic response (AMX, JRK).
Example – transition to synchronous positioning mode (SYP):
The transition from an operating mode to position controlled mode (SYP or STP) is performed
in a compensating cycle that is specified by the maximum velocity VMX, maximum
acceleration AMX, and jerk JRK.
In operating modes with defined end position (SYP, or STP), OVD = 0 is set to delay the
transition state until compensation is completed and the selected position has been reached.
Caution! If the master axis is at a standstill during the transition to synchronous position
operation, the slave axis remains in the previous operating mode until the master axis is
moving at a velocity that is unequal to zero.
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When the operating mode is changed while overdrive is enabled (OVD = 1), the axis
completes its transition at the shortest possible time. In this case, it is possible that the axis
will move at an excess speed up to VMX. It is also possible that the axis reverses its current
direction of movement during transition. It is even possible to synchronize to a master axis
that is currently at a standstill.
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The settings at the BDW and FWD connections are irrelevant for the pure transition to
synchronous position mode (SYP).
Example – Offset change in synchronous position mode (SYP):
A change of the value at input DYP while synchronous mode is active triggers a compensating
movement that results in the new offset DYP between YP and XP.
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The values at inputs FWD and BWD only take effect on a modulo axis (AC unequal 0)
transition if the velocity at the start and end of transition is identical (positioning from a
standstill to a standstill; offset change DYP in synchronous position mode).

The forward (FWD) and backward (BWD) direction of movement is defined by the:
FWD = positive velocity
BWD = negative velocity
If both inputs (FWD and BWD) are TRUE, the forward (FWD) direction of movement takes
priority.
Overdrive OVD=1 disables FWD / BWD evaluation and initiates a scan for the shortest distance
between the actual position and the position setpoint position, i.e. the fastest possible
transition.
Example – Stop at the disengage position (XPS) while synchronous mode is active
In synchronous operation, the drive should be stopped at position XPS. The drive continues
its movement in synchronous mode until the distance to the target equals the braking
distance and then brakes down to a stop at XPS.
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When the operating mode is changed while overdrive is enabled (OVD = 1), the axis
completes its transition at the shortest possible time. In this case, it is possible that the axis
will move at an excess speed up to VMX.
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Example:
The axis should change from disengaged to synchronous mode. However, the master axis
(XP, XV) is currently at a standstill. With OVD = 0, the system waits (any length of time!) until
the master axis starts. The drive is not synchronized until the standstill position has been
exceeded. However, OVD = 1 positions the drive immediately positioned to the stopped
master axis.

Maximum velocity VMX
The limiting of compensation velocity (YV) affects the maximum velocity (VMX) at the
change from speed controlled mode (HLT, SYN, LOC) to position controlled mode (STP, SYP).
The maximum velocity limit also affects compensation operations in position controlled mode
(STP, SYP), e.g. offset changes. However, the following two exceptions must be observed:
1. The max. velocity cannot be maintained unless the master axis does not continue
acceleration (XV = constant or lower) during compensation.
2. In order to maintain the max. velocity, the velocity of the master axis must be less than the
maximum velocity (VMX) of the slave axis.
In speed controlled modes, the maximum velocity (VMX) does not limit output velocity YP.
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Response with undefined dynamic values / Emergency Stop on error
The block immediately indicates errors it detects at output QF and also reports the cause of
error at output YF. Once the cause of error has been eliminated, the error ID will also be
cleared. It is not necessary to acknowledge the error.
Note
The motion dynamics the block employs to execute changes to the velocity and acceleration
are defined by means of the JRK, AMX and VMX parameters, as well as normalization factors
NFV and NFX. If one of the parameters is invalid due to an incorrect entry, the entire dynamic
response of the movement automatically enters an undefined state. Incorrect parameter
entries may therefore lead to operating situations in which the block continues acceleration
beyond limits, or fails to bring the axis to a standstill at the relevant position.
For this reason, the block contains an emergency strategy that must be initiated in the user
program: If a Hold command (HLT = 1) is triggered in an error situation, the block stops the
movement instantaneously. The block will execute this stop while ignoring the specified
dynamic parameters, as no information with regard to the selected dynamic response is
available in error case!
It is imperative to cancel the block enable signal after Emergency Stop has been executed.
The block is therefore initialized with a defined state when re-enabled.

Error codes YF
Value (hex)

Description

0001
0002

Velocity VMX is exceeded
Incorrect AMX parameters
AMX must be greater than zero. Check the value at AMX
Incorrect JRK parameters
JRK must be greater than or equal to zero. Check the value at JRK
Incorrect NFX parameters
NFX cannot be zero or negative. Check the value at NFX
Incorrect NFV parameters
NFV cannot be zero or negative. Check the value at NFV

0004
0008
0010
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I/Os
Name
XP
XV
XPS
DYP
VLC

VMX
AMX
JRK

NFX

NFV

AC
CV
CP
SV
S
HLT
STP
SYP
SYN
LOC

178

Description

Reference position
Reference velocity
Disengage position in position controlled mode (PN = 1)
Offset setpoint for synchronous operation in position controlled mode (PN = 1)
Local velocity setpoint for the local mode. On changes, output YV follows the ramp that
is defined by AMX and JRK.
Maximum velocity during offset compensation.
Maximum acceleration/deceleration for the transition states.
Unit: Rotary axis [1/s²]; linear axis [m/s²]
Jerk (da/dt time derivative of acceleration)
Unit: Rotary axis 1/s³]; linear axis [m/s³]).

Example:
If JRK = 2000, an acceleration of 50m/s² is reached after 25 ms.
JRK equal zero means no jerk limiting
Position normalization
Rotary axis: Number of LUs per revolution
Linear axis: Number of LUs per meter
Changes to normalization factors are only activated in disabled state (EN = 0)
For more information, refer to Normalization NFX (Page 250).
Velocity normalization: Factor for converting the user-specific speed normalization in
[rev/min] for a modulo axis, or in [m/min] for a linear axis. NFV is the velocity in m/min
(modulo axis: Speed in 1/min), to be displayed as 1.0. Affects the XV, YV and VMX connections.
Examples:
User normalization
Conversion
NFV
1
1
1
1.0 = 1 /s
1 /s = 60 /min
60.0
1.0 = 1 mm/s
1 mm/s = 0.06 m/ min
0.06
Changes to normalization factors are only activated in disabled state (EN = 0)
For more information, refer to Normalization NFV (Page 251).
Axis cycle for the input and output position value (O = linear axis)
Value for position correction
Correct the position by the position correction value (CV)
Setting value for the position. Activated with S = 1.
Set position YP = SV.
Stop as fast as possible: With HLT=1, the speed setpoint is ramped down to zero.
Stop at XPS: With STP = 1, the position setpoint freezes at XPS. OVD = 1 positions to XPS.
Synchronous operation with defined offset (DYP) between YP and XP. When the operating mode is activated, ramp-up is delayed until YP can "engage" with the required offset.
Synchronous operation with undefined offset between YP and XP. When the operating
mode is activated, YV immediately ramps up to XV.
Local velocity setting VLC. On changes to VLC, the speed setpoint follows via ramps.

Default
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

100.0
100.0
1000.0

360000

1.0

36000
0
0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Name
OVD

FWD
BWD
EN
YP
YV
YDT
COR
POV
NOV
QSY
QLC
QST
QTR
DON
QF
YF

Description

Overdrive is allowed. With OVD = 1, the new state is approached as fast as possible. In
this case, compensation is possibly faster than the reference velocity, or opposite to the
direction of movement!
With OVD = 1, positioning in the forward and reverse direction is always enabled, independent of the wiring of FWD and BWD.
Compansation movements must be in forward direction (see the table above)
The input value is irrelevant if OVD = 1.
Compansation movements must be in backward direction (see the table above)
The input value is irrelevant if OVD = 1.
Enable. If EN = 0 (disabled), then YP = 0 and YV = 0
Position setpoint output variable
Velocity setpoint output variable
Duration of compensation in seconds
Correction value for position setpoint steps
Positive overflow of the position setpoint (COR was subtracted)
Negative overflow of the position setpoint (COR was added)
Synchronous operating mode: Set to 1 as soon as XP and YP are in synchronous operation
Local velocity reached.
Standstill signal.
1: Compensation is busy
1: Compensation is completed
Group error
Initialization: Insufficient memory space at runtime: Inputs VMX, AMX, NFX and NFV
must be > 0; JRK must be ≥ 0.
StatusInfo block (refer to the "Error codes YF" table)

Default
0

0
0
1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
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T400/PM5
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CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode

23
7.5
3.8
1.9
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1.3.12

DRVIF
Interface to the drive

Symbol

Short description
The block forms the interface between Motion Control setpoint generation (position and
speed) and the communication interface (e.g. SIMOLINK) to the drive.
The position and speed setpoints are converted to integers and the control bits are combined
to form a control word (double word CTW). This control word consists of the control word 1
(low word) for a drive type Masterdrives MC and special bits for controlling Motion Control
functions (high word).
If the drive and setpoint generation are operated in asynchronous time slices with respect to
one another, the DRVIF block conditions the position setpoint and overflow signals (POV,
NOV, COR) in order to prevent the loss of short control pulses.

Functional principle
The EN, ENP, ACK and STS inputs are used to generate control word 1 (refer to the
MASTERDRIVES MC documentation, chart 180). Status word 1 of the drive must be set at the
low word of input STW.
Input EN can be used to activate and deactivate the drive. Activation requires generation of a
positive edge (EN = 0 → 1).
A malfunction detected on the drive at the time of its activation is acknowledged
automatically if ACK =1 is set. If error acknowledgment fails, activation is canceled on
expiration of 2 seconds. In this case, activation is only possible by triggering a new 0 → 1
edge at EN after the error has been eliminated.
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Rapid stop
Observe that the drive cannot be deactivated with an EN = 0 signal if it fails to reach a
standstill due to a plant fault. In this case, you can explicitly brake the drive by activating the
rapid stop function (STP = 1) and then deactivate it after it has reached a standstill.

Holding brake
If the connected drive is equipped with a holding brake, the setpoints must be held until the
brake has opened (i.e. position setpoint = actual position value; speed setpoint = 0). The
same state must be set when closing the brake prior to drive deactivation.
The DRVIF block generates the corresponding enable signals QE and QEN for controlling
setpoint generation. A time longer than 0 ms entered at input TBR is set as delay when the
holding brake is opened or closed. Output QE (enable setpoint generation) is then set to the
time TBR ms after the drive has returned the system status message (QE = 1; QEN = 0).
The following status diagram illustrates the runtimes and dependencies for activation and
deactivation of the drive.

At shutdown, the brake is not closed until the standstill signal STS = 1 has been set. The drive
is not disabled (pulse disable) until the brake has been closed.
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The assignment of the control word (CTW) and status word (STW) can be derived from the
following table. Only the status word entries that are identified by the "→" symbol will be
evaluated.
Bit

Status word STW

23
24
25
Rest

- not used - not used - not used - not used -

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

→ Ready for power on
Ready
→ Operation
→ Fault
No OFF2 in effect
No OFF3 in effect
Activation disable
Warning
No setpoint/actual value deviation
PZD control requested
Comparison value reached
Malfunction, undervoltage
Actuate main contactor request
Ramp-function generator is active
Positive speed setpoint
- Reserve → POV feedback
→ NOV feedback
Valid measured value → QMV
Reference point detected → QRP
Position corrected
- not used - not used -

Control word CTW

ON
No OFF2 (pulse disable)
No OFF3 (rapid stop)
Inverter enable
Ramp-function generator enable
Ramp-function generator start
Setpoint enable
Error acknowledgment edge
Jogging bit 0 (always 0)
Jogging bit 1 (always 0)
Control requested (always 1)
Enable positive direction of rotation (always 1)
Enable negative direction of rotation (always 1)
Increase motor potentiometer value (always 0)
Reduce motor potentiometer value (always 0)
No external fault (always 1)
POV
NOV
Enable measured value memory (optional)
Enable referencing (optional)
Set actual position value (optional)
Set position setpoint (optional)
Position controller disable (controlled operation)
Speed controller enable
- not used Release brake
- not used -

Asynchronous operation
For applications with modulo axis, the position setpoint is corrected (position step) by the
axis cycle length as soon as the modulo axis cycle has been exceeded. The same position step
must be performed simultaneously at the actual value channel in order to avoid the faking
of fictitious position errors at the position control. For this reason, an overflow signal (POV or
NOV) is generated simultaneously with the position step and used to add or subtract the
correction value COR to/from the actual position value.
This principle presumes that setpoint and actual value generation operate in absolute
synchronism, as the overflow signals are only set for the duration of a processing cycle. In
asynchronous mode (e.g. setpoint generation in the 1 ms cycle, actual value channel and
position control (drive) in 3.2 ms) the drive will not receive all overflow signals. A missing
overflow signal leads to a fictitious position error in an axis cycle, as the actual position is not
corrected.
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You need to perform the following steps to enable asynchronous operation:
1. Insert the POV and NOV signals of the control word in the drive according to the table
above. This setting loops back the overflow pulses to setpoint generation (feedback).
2. Set input ASY = 1. This setting extends the POV/NOV signals until they appear in the status
word via the feedback channel.
New overflows that develop between position correction and reception of the feedback pulse
are buffered and no position steps are transferred to the drive. In this case, a new position
correction that takes all buffered overflows into account is not initiated until the feedback
pulse has been received.

I/Os
Name
XP
XV
RS

COI
STW
TBR
POV
NOV
ASY
STS
STP
ACK
ENM
REF
SPA
SPS
ENP
EN
YP
YPI
COR
YVI
CTW
QOP
QE
QEN
BRK
ERR

Description

Reference position
Speed setpoint
Reference speed of the drive: The speed value used for speed normalization that is displayed in the drive as 100 %. Refer to parameter P353 for MASTERDRIVES MC, for example. RS cannot be 0.0!
Position correction value input
Drive status word (refer to the Table above)
Brake delay time; time to release or close the motor's holding brake
Positive position overflow (inserted in control word CTW)
Negative position overflow (inserted in control word CTW)
Asynchronous operation
Standstill detected. STS = 1 is conditional for deactivation of the drive!
Drive rapid stop: Brakes the drive down to a standstill along the current limit ramp.
Enable error acknowledgment. With ACK=1, faults pending prior to drive activation will
be acknowledged.
Enable saving of the measured position value in the drive
Enable the referencing function in the drive
Set the actual position value in the drive
Set the position setpoint in the drive
Enable the position controller in the drive. If the position controller is disabled, the drive
can be operated in speed controlled mode.
Drive enable. This input can be useed to activate and deactivate the drive. Refer to the
status diagram above.
Position setpoint output. In asynchronous mode of operation, XP and YP differ in so
much that YP may output position steps with delay and different step height.
Position setpoint as 32 bit integer for output to the drive.
Correction value (step height), for correcting the actual position value in the drive.
Speed setpoint as 32-bit integer in drive normalization.
Drive control word (refer to the table above)
Drive enable: Status bit for diagnostics
Setpoint enable. As long as QE = 0, the speed setpoint should be zero.
Inverse setpoint enable
Relase brake. This output is included as bit in control word CTW.
Drive malfunction.
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Default
0
0
3000.0
0
0
0 ms
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
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Name
QMV
QRP
QF

Description

Default

Measured value acquired
Reference point detected
Group error: Block initialization error

0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in:

1.3.13

T400/PM5
PM6/FM458
CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode

15
5
2.5
1.25

EDC1
Engage/disengage function

Symbol

Short description
This block is used for position-dependent engagement/disengagement of a drive from a drive
group when a trigger condition is met. The actual position value XP at the input represents
the reference position of a master drive. Output YP is the position setpoint for a slave drive.
In contrast to the EDC block, for EDC1 supports different settings of the axis cycles for the
input and output positions.
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Engage mode
In engage mode, the slave is initially at a standstill. The engage function is activated by
means of a trigger signal (SST or SSC). If the master XP now exceeds coupling position XCP,
the slave (YP) is moved by the distance of the engage length DXL and then stops at this
target.

The engage sequence can be extended by one or several additional engaging lengths by
generation of additional trigger edges (SST = 0 → 1) during engaging. The trigger edges must
be within the retriggering range. Once deceleration has started, the trigger event will not
take effect until the axis passes the next coupling position, whereby a new coupling position
is ignored until a standstill has been reached.
In the engage process, the master axis (reference position) travels the distance
dXP = engage length + ramp length = DXL + RMP

Disengage mode
In disengage mode, the slave is initially in synchronous operation with the master drive. Once
the master exceeds the coupling position following the trigger event, the slave decelerates
and then accelerates again to the synchronous velocity. Each disengage process increases the
offset between the master and slave by the disengage length DXL.
Retriggering to implement an offset by additional disengaging lengths is possible up to the
start of the synchronizing operation.
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In the disengage process, the master axis travels the distance
dXP = engage length + ramp length = DXL + RMP

Negative speed
Engage and disengage mode is also possible when reversing the drive (negative speeds). In
this case, the operation starts when the axis passes the coupling position in negative
direction. The engage/disengage length then becomes effective in the other direction. This
means for XV < 0 and for DXL = 90°, the slave moves by -90° when engaging.

Continuous operation
As well as the edge-triggered mode (with SST) described earlier, continuous operation is also
possible. Continuous mode is active as long as SSC = 1 is set. The following requirements
must also be met:
It is a system with linear axis, or the coupling position is passed a second time before the
engage/disengage operation has been completed.
In both scenarios, the engage/disengage operation is continuously extended by the value DXL
until SSC = 0 is set.
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In systems with rotary axis and one engage/disengage length

Intermittent mode
DXL < AZ - RMP
leads to intermittent mode. This means that engaging/disengaging is completed before the
coupling position is passed again. In this case, a sequence of separate engage/disengage
operations is generated and always starts when the axis passes the coupling position. The
sequence is continued as long as SSC = 1.

Ramps, rounding
The YP and YV signal profiles are dependent on input variables XP and XV (distance
dependent; no time dependency!). Acceleration and rounding are therefore defined as
distance-dependent variables. The acceleration ramp specifies the proportion of the distance
for which the slave drive accelerates or decelerates (ramp length). The rounding factor
specifies the percentage of the acceleration ramp used to build up the torque.
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Connections
Name
XP
XV
AZI
AZO
XCP
DXL
RMP

DRP
SV
S
SST
SSC
ED
EN
YP
YV
COR
POV
NOV
QSY
QST
QF

Description

Reference position
Reference velocity
Axis cycle for the input position value (0 = linear axis)
Axis cycle for the output position value (0 = linear axis)
Coupling position. Engage/disengage operations start if XP exceeds these position values
(or undershoots them at a negative speed)
Engage/disengage length. Engage mode: In each engage operation, the slave is traversed by the value DXL in the current direction of movement.
Disengage mode: The master-slave offset increases by the value of DXL.
Component of the distance that is used for acceleration or deceleration.
In each acceleration/deceleration process, the master travels the distance RMP, while the
slave only travels half this distance, RMP/2. (Caution: Occurs twice in each engage/disengage operation)
Percentage of the acceleration/deceleration ramp that is used for building up and reducing to maximum acceleration. Permissible range 0 ≤ DRP ≤ 100
Position setting value
Set position setpoint YP = SV
Edge-triggered start of an engage or disengage operation. Can be used to extend the
process if another 0→1 edge occurs within the retriggering range.
Level-dependent start of an engage or disengage operation for continuous or intermittent mode.
Operating mode selection: 0: Disengage function 1: Engage function
Enable. If EN = 0 (disabled), then YP = 0 and YV = 0
Position setpoint for the slave drive
Velocity setpoint for the slave drive
Correction value for jumps at YP caused by limitation to the axis cycle in rotary axis systems.
With position correction YP = YP - COR, POV is set to 1 for the duration of one processing
cycle (position overflow with positive direction of rotation).
With position correction YP = YP + COR, NOV is set to 1 for the duration of one processing cycle (position overflow with negative direction of rotation).
Synchronous mode: Indicates that the master and slave axes are operating in angular
synchronism
Standstill: Indicates slave velocity YV = 0.
Block error, not enough main memory. Block switches itself off.

Default
0.0
0.0
36000
36000
0.0
36000
12000

10%
0.0
0
0
0
0
1
0.0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
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Yes

27
9
4.5
2.25
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Description

Configurable in
Calculated in:

1.3.14

Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode

ENC2
Optional incremental encoder for NAVMC

Symbol

Short description
In a configuration with incremental encoder acquisition NAVMC, the ENC2 block supports the
runtime changeover to an incremental encoder that is connected at other terminals.

How it works
The ENC2 block behaves similar to an NAVMC that is configured as slave. For synchronous
position acquisition, the evaluating NAVMC should be configured in the same master-slave
sequence.
Output ENC should be connected to input ENC of block NAVMC. Input SEL at NAVMC is used
to specify the incremental encoder to be used. The changeover is effective immediately. If
both encoders return a different speed value, a speed step will be generated.

If it is necessary to change between more than two encoders, you can use switches or
multiplexers to change to additional blocks of the type ENC2.
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Gear ratio 1 will be set (NM = DN = 1) if all encoders used return the same position data per
increment.
In all other cases, you can use the gear ratio for conversion to the position normalization of
the NAVMC. This is necessary, for example, for encoders having a different resolution or a
mechanical transmission.
Example: Changeover to an encoder with higher resolution
Encoder 1: 512 increments/revolution
Encoder 2: 2048 increments/revolution
→ NM / DN = 512 / 2048 → NM = 1; DN = 4
Example: Changeover from motor encoder to machine encoder

→ NM = 19; DN = 37

MHW
Table 1- 15
Bit(s)

Hardware mode

Function

Value

2…0

Hardware filter

5…3

Rough pulse evaluation (T400 only)

6

Synchronization

7

Edge evaluation

000
001
010
011
100
101
Otherwise
0
1
0

Source of the tracks signals (only
concerns encoder 1 on T400)

1
0
1

8

190

000
001
010
011
100
Otherwise

Significance

Encoder type 1
Encoder type 2
No filter
No filter
500 ns
125 ns
2 µs
Invalid
8 µs
Invalid
16 µs
Invalid
Invalid
Invalid
Mode
Logic
0
Rough pulse ignored
1
Rough pulse ignored
2
Rough pulse and 1st fine pulse
3
Rough pulse and any fine pulse
4
Rough pulse inverse and 1st fine pulse
5
Rough pulse inverse and any fine pulse
>5
Rough pulse ignored
By means of zero pulse
By means of trigger signal (IT41 only)
Dependent on the direction of rotation (always the same
position value)
Always the leading edge of the zero pulse
From terminal XE1 on T400
From the basic inverter unit via backplane bus
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Bit(s)

Function

10

Encoder type

9

Source of the zero pulse (only
concerns encoder 1 on T400)

Value
0
1
0

1

Significance

From terminal XE1 on T400
From the basic inverter unit via backplane bus
Encoder type 1: Two tracks offset by 90°
Maximum frequency: 1 MHz
Quadruple pulses
Encoder type 2: Separate pulse track for each direction of
rotation
Maximum frequency: 2.5 MHz
No quadruple pulses!

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

AD
MHW
NM
DN
ENC
QF
YFC

Hardware address of the incremental encoder input
Hardware mode
Gear ratio numerator. Value NM = 0 is invalid.
Gear ratio denominator. Value DN = 0 is invalid.
Encoder output for NAVMC. This connection must be wired to input ENC of the NAVMC
Group error message
Error code

0
16#0002
1
1
0
0
0

YFC error codes
Bit
0
1
2
3
4
5
9

Significance

Input DN is zero
Input NM is zero
Invalid filter setting
The block was configured as slave; no master was found (in the same sampling time and in
the runtime sequence before the slave).
Master and slave are not configured in the same sampling time.
Block was configured in a sampling time > 20 ms
Insufficient memory space
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.3.15

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
no
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

4.5
1.5
0.8
0.4

GEAR
Gear block

Symbol

Short description
The gear block is used to convert speed values and/or axis cycles.

Functional principle
Output speed YV (slope of YP) is derived from:
YV = XV ∙ CYV ∙ NM / DN
The ratio and axis cycles can be modified at runtime. Modification of the ratio leads to a step
of the output speed according to the formula shown above. To prevent this effect,
inmplement a variable gear ratio by means of ramp-function generator.
When the compilation is changed during operation, the current position setpoint YP is
retained. During initialization only (first startup or change from EN=1), the reference position
XP is converted completely into the position setpoint YP according to the following formula:
YP = XP • NM / DM
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AZI ≠ AZO
Note
If AZI ≠ AZO, normalization for the velocity setpoint will possibly change. This depends on the
interpretation of the position values and is therefore application-specific.
Example: DN = NM = 1; AZI = 360; AZO = 720

Case 1:
The output axis cycle represents 1 revolution (double the resolution of the position value
compared to the input). In this case, the output velocity setpoint is only half the value of the
input velocity (YV = 2 ∙ XV).
Case 2:
One output axis cycle should equivalent to 2 motor revolutions (e.g. 720°). The input and
output speed values are then identical (YV = XV).

Connections
Name

Description

Default

XP
XV
CYV

Reference position of a master axis
Reference velocity of the master axis
Correction factor for adjusting the output velocity if the block for axis cycle conversion
(AZI ≠ AZO) is used
Axis cycle for the reference position (O = linear axis)
Axis cycle for the output position setpoint (O = linear axis)
Ratio numerator (must be ! = 0)
Ratio denominator (must be ! = 0)
Setting value for position output YP
Set position YP (level-active)
Enable. If EN = 0 (disabled), then YP = 0 and YV = 0
Position setpoint
Velocity setpoint
Correction value for jumps at YP caused by limitation to the axis cycle in rotary axis systems.
With position correction YP = YP Modulo COR, POV is set to 1 for the duration of one
processing cycle (position overflow with positive direction of rotation).
With position correction YP = YP Modulo COR, NOV is set to 1 for the duration of one
processing cycle (position overflow with negative direction of rotation).
Group error
Insufficient memory space, or DN = 0

0.0
0.0
1.0

AZI
AZ0
NM
DN
SV
S
EN
YP
YV
COR
POV
NOV
QF
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in:
Special features

1.3.16

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

25
8
4
2

INT_MR
Virtual master

Symbol

Short description
The virtual master generates a position setpoint for linear or modulo axis systems based on a
specified reference velocity (specify by means of ramp-function generator!).

How it works
The position/velocity relation is specified by means of the NFX and NFV normalization inputs.
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I/Os
Name
XV
NFX

NFV

AC
SV
S
HLT
EN
YP
YV
COR
POV
NOV
QF

Description

Reference velocity of the master axis
Position normalization
Rotary axis: Number of LUs per revolution
Linear axis: Number of LUs per meter
For more information, refer to Normalization NFX (Page 250).
Velocity normalization: Factor for converting the user-specific speed normalization in
[rev/min] for a modulo axis, or in [m/min] for a linear axis, i.e. NFV is the speed in
[rev/min] that is to be displayed as 1.0 value. Examples:
User normalization
NFV
1/s
60.0
mm/s
0.06
For more information, refer to Normalization NFV (Page 251).
Axis cycle for the output position setpoint (O = linear axis)
Setting value for position output YP
Set position YP (level-active)
Hold position (level-active)
Enable. If EN = 0 (disabled), then YP = 0 and YV = 0
Position setpoint
Velocity setpoint
Correction value for steps at YP caused by the limiting to the axis cycle in modulo axis
systems.
With position correction YP = YP - COR, POV is set to 1 for the duration of one processing
cycle (position overflow with positive direction of rotation).
With position correction YP = YP + COR, NOV is set to 1 for the duration of one processing cycle (position overflow with negative direction of rotation).
Group error: Insufficient memory space

Default
0.0
36000

1.0

36000
0.0
0
0
1
0.0
0.0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in:
Special features
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yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

15
5
2.4
1.2
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1.3.17

MCSB
Generation of motion sequences (basic block)

Symbol

Short description
The block is used to generate position setpoint cams (position = f(time)) that are output using
cam block CAMD. A cam may contain several segments. The first segment is always formed
by a block of the type MCSB block, while all following segments are derived from an MCSS
block type.
A different movement can be selected for each segment (e.g. positioning, accelerate to
velocity, wait). These combination option let you define complex motion sequences. The
block therefore generates a defined motion sequence over time that can be executed in
periodic or event-controlled mode.
You may assign different speed limits and acceleration values to each segment.

Functional principle
The MCSB block forms the basis od a motion sequence. It generates a cam that can be
extended by successor blocks (type MCSS). The number of successor blocks must be specified
at input NFB. The cam is a function of the position over time, with no position overflows
(here, modulo axis response is not supported!). The abscissa of the cam and all time data are
referenced to the unit [ms].
The diagram below shows the connections between the blocks of a motion sequence and to
the cam. For instance, an integrator is used to specify the time axis. You need to make the
following settings at the CAMD block:
XV = SCX = SCY =1.0 (deactivate scaling functions)
ABS = 1 (absolute output of the cam)
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Combination of blocks for composite motion functions (simplified)
The start and end conditions for the position, velocity and acceleration are specified at the
MCSB block. If successor blocks are used, their motion sequence starts with the end data of
the predecessor block.

CMD
Input CMD defines the selected variant of the motion sequence. 9 variants are available:
CMD

Command

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

No function
Absolute positioning
Relative positioning
Absolute positioning and wait until t > TX
Relative positioning and wait until t > TX
Accelerate to velocity VE
Accelerate to velocity VE and hold velocity for the duration TX
Accelerate to velocity VE and hold this velocity until t >TX
Positioning at the start position
Positioning to XE, VE, AE; TX is the absolute time of completion of the segment; cam X(t) is formed as polynomial
of the 5th order. It is not guaranteed that VMX, AMX and
JRK are maintained! Refer to alarm outputs QVM, QAM.
Positioning up to XE, VE, AE; TX is the duration of this
segment. Cam X(t) is formed as polynomial of the 5th
order. It is not guaranteed that VMX, AMX and JRK are
maintained! Refer to alarm outputs QVM, QAM.

7
8
9

10
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Full-scale
position

Full-scale velocity

Full-scale acceleration

Undefined
X0
XE

VE
V0
VE

0
A0
AE

XE

VE

AE

X0
XE
X0 + XE
X0
X0 + XE
Undefined
Undefined

V0
VE
VE
0
0
VE
VE

A0
AE
AE
0
0
0
0
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Maintain VMX, AMX
The VMX and AMX limits cannot be maintained with certain motion sequence settings. This is
especially true for CMD = 9, as this specifies the duration of the operation. Shorter time
settings will proportionally increase acceleration rates and velocities. If limits are exceeded,
an alarm is indicated at output QVM or QAM. The following rule applies:
No alarm is indicated if the limit is exceeded at the start or the end of the operation. For
example, if VMX = 5 m/s and the movement is started at the initial value of the velocity V0 =
10 m/s, this is interpreted as a transition from a fast to a slow motion segment. No alarm is
output in this case, i.e. QVM = 0.
However, if the operation starts at VMX = V0 = 5 m/s and A0 = 20 m/s², the velocity is
inevitably exceeded in the further sequence due to the initial acceleration (assumption: JRK ≠
0). QVM = 1 is set in this case.

Updating the UPD cam
The block internally distinguishes between 3 operating modes that are characterized by
widely differing computing times. UPD = 0 generates the shortest computing time. In this
mode, all changes to the block inputs are ignored (exception: input NFB). This also applies to
successor blocks of the type MCSS.
If UPD = 1, all inputs are scanned for changes at cyclic intervals. This procedure increases
computing time compared to UPD = 0. If at least one changed input is detected in the course
of this scan, all motion sequences are recalculated and computing time will drastically
increase. If UPD is permanently set to 1, all inputs should be constant in order to avoid excess
computing load. (For example, do not connect an analog value!) Moreover, it is advisable to
configure the block for a slow sampling cycle (e.g.: T3, T4).
The initial cam is invalid during the update of the sequences! The corresponding cam
block CAMD outputs the position YP = 0 and signals QF = 1 (group error).
This means that modifications may only be made while the drive is in a safe state!

Modulo/linear axis
MSCB and MCSS are conceived for generating time profiles (position = f(time) ) for linear axis
systems. The use these blocks is restricted for modulo axis applications, as they ignore
modulo axis cycles. This means that the modulo axis behavior must be emulated using
suitable position setpoints and the axis cycle must be set at the CAMD cam.

Example modulo axis
Initial position X0 = 0; modulo axis cycle = 1000; current position = 3500; the "positioning in
the initial position" command would initiate a drive movement from 3500 to 0, i.e. 3.5 axis
cycles would be executed. The same full-scale position can be approached in a shorter time
by setting target position 3000 (or 4000).
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Error codes
YFC
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Significance

No error
Invalid input value (VMX, AMX, NFV, NFX, TX must be greater than 0)
Invalid command CMD
Incorrect configuration of the number of successor blocks
Insufficient memory for additional blocks inserted in online mode. Restart required!
Insufficient memory
Operation not possible within the specified time TX, or the end of the previous segment is
after TX (concerns CMD = 3; 4; 7; 9)

I/Os
Name
X0
V0
A0
XE
VE
AE
TX
VMX

AMX
JRK

NFX

NFV

NFB
CMD
FKT

Description

Start position (initial position with regard to CMD = 8)
Start velocity (initial velocity with regard to CMD = 8)
Start acceleration (initial acceleration with regard to CMD = 8)
End position
Full-scale velocity
Full-scale acceleration
Time setting in [ms]. Interpreted as period or absolute time, depending on CMD.
Maximum velocity for all cam segments (QVM!). VMX can be set separately for each
successor block.
Max. acceleration for all cam segments (observe QAM!).
Unit: Rotary axis [1/s²]; linear axis [m/s²]
Jerk = change of acceleration over time.
Unit: Rotary axis [1/s³]; linear axis [m/s³]
JRK = 0 means no rounding.
Position normalization
Rotary axis: Number of LUs per revolution
Linear axis: Number of LUs per meter
For more information, refer to Normalization NFX (Page 250).
Velocity normalization: Factor conversion of the user-specific speed normalization in
[rev/min] for a modulo axis, or in [m/min] for a linear axis. NFV is the velocity in m/min
(modulo axis: Speed in 1/min), to be displayed as 1.0. This is effective for the V0, VE and
VMX I/Os.
Examples:
User normalization
Conversion
NFV
m
m
m
1.0 = 1 /s
1 /s = 60 /min
60.0
1.0 = 1 mm/s
1 mm/s = 0.06 m/ min
0.06
For more information, refer to Normalization NFV (Page 251).
Number of successor blocks. This input is used to reserve memory space for the cams. It
is also required for interaction with the successor blocks.
Motion command (refer to the table above)
Cross-reference to the calculated time profiles. This output must be connected to the
cam (input FKT)
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0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
10.0
10.0
1000.0

10000

60.0

0
0
0
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Name
DSO
YDT
YTT
YAZ
QVM
QAM
QF
YFC

Description

Sequence output for extending the cam by means of successor blocks. This output must
be connected with input DSI (block MCSS)
Duration of the cam segment in [ms] generated by block MCSB
Total duration of all cam segments in [ms] of the sequence
Rounded total duration of all cam segments in [ms] of the sequence for specifying the
input axis cycle AZI of cam CAMD.
Warning: Vmax exceeded The alarm indicates that the motion settings causes the maximum velocity VMX to be exceeded.
Warning: Amax exceeded The warning indicates that the motion settings cause the
maximum acceleration AMX to be exceeded.
Group error
Error code (refer to the table above)

Default
0

0.0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in:

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode

20 (... 300)
7 (...100)
3.3 (...50)
1.65 (...25)

The computing times in parenthesis are valid for a recalculation of the cam.

1.3.18

MCSS
Generation of motion sequences (successor block)

Symbol
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Short description
The block is used to extend a motion function that was generated by a type MCSB block. It is
possible to form a sequence of several successor blocks.
This allows you to create a complex time function distance = f(time) that is output with the
cam block CAMD. You can select different types of time functions (e.g. positioning,
acceleration to velocity, wait).

How it works
Input DSI should be connected to the block output that defines the preceding motion
segment. This means that block MCSS generates a motion function that is linked without jerk
to the final conditions (position, velocity, acceleration) of the predecessor block.
The VMX, AMX, JRK, NFX and NFV settings at the basic block (MCSB) of the motion function
apply to the MCSS block. VMX or AMX should be set to a value greater than zero if different
velocity and acceleration limits are to be valid for the segment being evaluated.

CMD
Input CMD defines the selected variant of the motion sequence. 9 variants are available.
Meanings in the table:
X0 start position (end position of the preceding segment)
V0 start velocity (final velocity of the preceding segment)
V0 start acceleration (final acceleration of the preceding segment)

Cam update
Note
Changes at the inputs only lead to an update of the cam sequences if input UPD =1 is set at
the basic block. While a cam is being recalculated, the old cam is no longer valid!
The corresponding cam block CAMD outputs the position YP = 0 and signals QF = 1 (group
error).
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CMD

Command

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

No function
Absolute positioning
Relative positioning
Absolute positioning and wait until t > TX
Relative positioning and wait until t > TX
Accelerate to velocity VE
Accelerate to velocity VE and hold velocity for the
duration TX
Accelerate to velocity VE and hold this velocity until t
>TX
Positioning at the start position
Position to XE. TX is the time at the end of the segment.
Cam X(t) is formed as polynomial of the 5th order. It is
not guaranteed that VMX, AMX and JRK are maintained!
Refer to alarm outputs QVM, QAM.
Position to XE. TX is the duration of the segment. Cam
X(t) is formed as polynomial of the 5th order. It is not
guaranteed that VMX, AMX and JRK are maintained!
Refer to alarm outputs QVM, QAM.

7
8
9

10

Full-scale
position

Full-scale velocity

Full-scale acceleration

X0
XE
X0 + XE
X0
X0 + XE
Undefined
Undefined

V0
VE
VE
0
0
VE
VE

Undefined

VE

0

X0
XE

V0
VE

A0
AE

XE

VE

AE

A0
AE
AE
0
0
0
0

Maintain VMX, AMX
The VMX and AMX limits cannot be maintained with certain motion sequence settings. This is
especially true for CMD = 9, as this specifies the duration of the operation. Shorter time
settings will proportionally increase acceleration rates and velocities. If limits are exceeded,
an alarm is indicated at output QVM or QAM (refer to MCSB).

Error codes
YFC
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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Significance

No error
Invalid input value (VMX, AMX, NFV, NFX must be greater than 0)
Invalid command CMD
Incorrect configuration of the number of successor blocks
Insufficient memory for additional blocks inserted in online mode. Restart required!
Insufficient memory
Operation not possible within the specified time TX, or the end of the previous segment is
after TX (concerns CMD = 3; 4; 7; 9)
Input DSI is not connected with a valid predecessor block
Predecessor block has reported an error
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I/Os
Name
DSI
XE
VE
AE
TX
VMX

AMX
CMD
DSO
YDT
YTE
QVM
QAM
QF
YFC

Description

Sequence input (connect to DSO of the predecessor block)
End position
Full-scale velocity
Full-scale acceleration
Time setting in [ms]. Interpreted as period or absolute time, depending on CMD.
Optional max. velocity for the current cam segments (observe QVM!). With VMX = 0.0,
the VMX setting at the basic block MCSB of the sequence applies.
Optional max. acceleration for the current cam segments (observe QAM!). With AMX =
0.0, the AMX setting at the basic block MCSB of the sequence applies.
Unit: Rotary axis [1/s²]; linear axis [m/s²]
Motion command (refer to the table above)
Sequence output for extending the cam by means of additional successor blocks.
Duration of the currently generated cam segment in [ms]
Time at the end of the current cam segment in [ms] relative to the cam start.
Warning: Vmax exceeded The alarm indicates that the motion settings causes the maximum velocity VMX to be exceeded.
Warning: Amax exceeded The warning indicates that the motion settings cause the
maximum acceleration AMX to be exceeded.
Group error
Error code (refer to the table above)

Default
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0
0.0
0.0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in:

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode

9 (...300)
3 (...100)
1.5 (...50)
0.75 (...25)

The computing times in parenthesis are valid for a recalculation of the cam.

1.3.19

MDCMP1
Basic and compensation functions for Motion Control
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Symbol

Short description
The block handles setpoint generation for different basic functions for position controlled
operation of a drive. These include the "local operating modes" jogging, referencing and
positioning to an initial position.
Along with the local mode, a synchronous operation mode is provided in which the position
and speed setpoints are looped from the block input (if necessary, with constant offset) to
the output. The setpoints can be switched to one of the two external sources without jerk.
All transition functions are subject to the specified velocity and acceleration values.

How it works
The following priority list ia valid for selecting the current operating mode (* = any; DOC and
SOC can be set simultaneously):
Priority
1
2

204

S

1
0

HLT
*
1

JGF
*
*

JGB
*
*

REF
*
*

POS
*
*

SOC
*
*

DOC
*
*

Operating mode
Set function
Stop
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Priority

S

HLT

JGF

JGB

REF

POS

SOC

DOC

3
4
5
6
7

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0

*
1
0
0
0

*
*
1
0
0

*
*
*
1
0

*
*
*
*
0→1

*
*
*
*
*

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

*

0→1

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Operating mode

Jog with speed VRF
Jog with speed -VRF
Referencing
Position to XHM
Static offset compensation for synchronous
operation (synchronizing)
Dynamic offset compensation in synchronous
operating mode (referencing on the fly, pass
mark synchronization)
Synchronous operation (if necessary. with internal offset between YP and XP)

Local mode
For HLT = 1, the velocity setpoint is ramped down to a standstill in accordance with AMX,
JRK. Standstill is indicated at output QST (QST=1).
In jogging mode, the velocity setpoint is ramped up to the values specified at VJG if JGF = 1
and to the value -VJG if JGB = 1. On changes to the VJG value, the new velocity is tracked by
means of ramp function (AMX, JRK).
With POS=1, the position setpoint is aligned to initial position XHM. VMX is the maximum
velocity for positioning. If XHM is changed, the position is set to the new initial position. In
stationary state, XHM should be set to a constant position value (i.e. do not set by means of
analog channel, for example) in order to avoid the continuous triggering of new positioning
procedures. This would impose unnecessarily computing load on the module.
The referencing mode is activated by setting REF=1. Outputs QRF=0 (not referenced) and
QER=1 (enable referencing) will be set at the start of referencing. The velocity is then ramped
up to VRF. A positive edge must be displayed at input SYN to indicate that the reference point
has been reached. Outputs QER = 0 and QRF = 1 is then set.
Four different referencing variants are available for selection at input MDR.
MDR
0
1
2
3
4

Behavior when referencing

Referencing not possible. Set this mode when using absolute encoders.
The velocity setpoint retains the VRF value even after the reference point has been passed
until REF=0 is set, or another operating mode is activated.
The drive stops after it has passed the reference point.
Upstream of the reference point the drive approaches initial position XHM and then stops.
Upstream of the reference point the drive positions itself to the initial position XHM. Positioning is based on the settings at the VMX, AMX, JRK, FWD and BWD inputs.

Terminating local mode
Once all local operating modes have been canceled (i.e. with S = HLT = JGF = JGB = POS = 0)
the position and speed values are transferred without jerk to the setpoint channel that is
selected with SEL. On completion, the block is synchronous operating mode.
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Set function and static compensation
The set function is conditional for jerk-free activation of a position controlled drive! The
position setpoint is set to the actual position value and position control then enabled. A
compensation is not initiated in the drive, as the position setpoint and actual value are
identical.
Practical approach:
1. Connect the actual position value to input SV.
2. While the drive is inactive, enter S=1 to set the setpoint YP to SV.
3. Once position control of the drive is active, the position setpoint YP is transferred (aligned)
to the initial position setpoint XP of the upstream setpoint generation. This operation is
triggered with a positive edge at input SOC (static offset compensation).
In the set operation, an internal offset is added to position setpoint XP so that the valoue
value YP = SV is set at output YP. This means that a step is generated at output YP. For this
reason, this set mechanism is only practical for operation with disabled drive.

Any incompleted compensating action is canceled with the setting. The internal offset is
static. It remains unchanged until a new set function or static offset compensation is
executed, or until a local mode is selected.

Changing the setpoint channel
In synchronous operation, the position and speed setpoints are transferred from the input to
the output. Two setpoint channels are available at the input. The following applies to
stationary operation:
SEL = 0 → YP = XP1; YV = XV1
SEL = 1 → YP = XP2; YV = XV2
You can select SEL to change between both setpoint channels at runtime without jerk.

Offset compensation
Dynamic offset compensation is used to compensate for offset at the actual position value
channel (e.g. for "on-the-fly" referencing). If an offset is detected in actual position value
acquisition, it is not corrected not directly by setting the actual value, but instead via the
setpoint channel. This has the advantage that the setpoint and actual value channel can be
processed in different time slices and the actual value channel does not have to calculate any
(time consuming) offset compensation.
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Procedure: The offset is first subtracted from the setpoint YP and actual value to obtain the
correction value. Setpoint YP is then corrected to the actual setpoint XP by means of
compensation.

Direction of compensation
Three compensation variants are available for applications with modulo axis (AC > 0). Inputs
FWD and BWD are evaluated for static offset compensation (SOC), on changes of the setpoint
channel (SEL) and for positioning (POS) and referencing in mode MDR=4.
AC

>0
>0
>0
0

FWD
0
0
1
*

BWD
0
1
*
*

Direction of movement ( * means any)
Shortest distance
Backward
Forward
Shortest distance

XCP, CP
If the actual position value and position setpoint are changed due to step response, the
connections XCP and CP become active. Along with the setpoint step, the position change is
entered simultaneously at XCP and transferred as correction to the actual position value at a
positive edge at CP. You need this function, for example, if the setpoint is to be adjusted
simultaneously for "on-the-fly referencing".

I/Os
Name
XP1
XV1
XP2
XV2
SEL
SV
OFS
XCP

VMX
AMX
JRK

Description

1. Position setpoint Evaluation with SEL=0
1. Velocity setpoint Evaluation with SEL=0
2. Position setpoint Evaluation with SEL=1
2. Velocity setpoint Evaluation with SEL=1
Selecting the setpoint channel: SEL=0 selects XP1, XV1
Position setting value
Dynamic position offset
Correction value for the actual position value. The actual position value is raised by the
value XCP by means of correction (outputs COR, POV, NOV) at the positive edge at CP.
Max. relative velocity for compensation (XV). Compensation is superimposed on
synchronous operation (XV), i.e. as the total of XV and dv takes effect on output YV,
values greater than the rated velocity of the can be expected!
Max. relative acceleration for compensation. The effective acceleration is the total of
compensation and synchronous operation.
Unit: Rotary axis [1/s²]; linear axis [m/s²]
Jerk = change of acceleration per time unit for compensation.
Unit: Rotary axis [1/s³]; linear axis [m/s³]
JRK = 0 means no rounding.
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0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0.0
0.0
0.0

100.0
100.0
1000.0
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Name
NFX

NFV

AC
S
CP
SOC
DOC
FWD
BWD
HLT
VJG
JGF
JGB
VRF
MDR
REF
SYN
XHM
POS
YP
YV
COR
POV
NOV
DON
QRF
QER
QST
QF

208

Description

Position normalization
Rotary axis: Number of LUs per revolution
Linear axis: Number of LUs per meter
For more information, refer to Normalization NFX (Page 250).
Velocity normalization: Factor for converting the user-specific speed normalization in
[rev/min] for a modulo axis, or in [m/min] for a linear axis. NFV is the velocity in m/min
(modulo axis: speed in 1/min), to be displayed as 1.0. Effective for XV, YV, VJG, VRF and
VMX connections.
Examples:
User normalization
Conversion
NFV
1.0 = 1 1/s
1 1/s = 60 1/min
60.0
mm
mm
m
1.0 = 1 /s
1 /s = 0.06 / min
0.0.6
For more information, refer to Normalization NFV (Page 251).
Axis cycle for input and output position value
Set position. S = 1 cancels incompleted compensation processes.
Actual position value correction. The actual position value is raised by XCP at the positive
edge.
Static offset compensation, edge triggered
Dynamic offset compensation, edge triggered. Input DOC is ignored if S = 1.
Compensation direction always forwards; dominant over BWD (not evaluated for DOC)
Compensation direction always backwards; (not evaluated for DOC)
Hold. With HLT=1, the velocity setpoint is ramped down to zero.
Velocity for jogging mode
Jogging at velocity VJG
Jogging at velocity -VJG
Velocity for referencing
Mode for the behavior after the reference point was passed (refer to the table above)
Enable referencing
A positive edge at SYN signals that the reference point is passed in the referencing
mode.
Initial position. This position is approached for positioning or referencing (MDR=3 or
MDR=4).
Positioning mode. The initial position XHM is approached as long as POS = 1.
Position setpoint output
Velocity setpoint output
Correction value for position setpoint steps
Positive overflow of the position setpoint (COR was subtracted)
Negative overflow of the position setpoint (COR was added)
0: Compensation (dynamic or static offset compensation, or mode changeover is active)
1: Compensation completed
Referenced. Serves, for example, to enable a position controller.
Enable referencing. Serves, for example, to enable synchronization (input SP at block
NAVMC)
Standstill: Indicates speed setpoint YV=0.
Group error: Initialization: Out of memory space; at runtime: Inputs VMX, AMX, NFX and
NFV must be > 0; JRK must be ≥ 0.

Default
36000

1.0

36000
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0.0
0
0
0.0
0
0
0
0.0
0
0.0
0.0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in:

1.3.20

T400/PM5
PM6/FM458
CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode

22
7.5
3.6
1.8

NAVMC
Actual speed/position value acquisition

Symbol
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Short description
Digital speed acquisition with pulse encoder and the following properites:
• Acquisition of the machine speed or velocity with selectable normalization (e.g.: in
[rev/min], [Hz], [m/min], [mm/s] ....), taking into account a gear between the encoder and
machine.
• Acquisition of the machine position with selectable normalization (e.g.: in [0.01°], [m],
[mm], ....), taking into account a gear between the encoder and machine.
• Master/slave principle in position detection. i.e. the block configured as master
simultaneously acquires all assigned actual position values of the slaves.
• Monitoring and output of a synchronization pulse (e.g. zero pulse) and correction of the
actual position value with this pulse.
• Correction of the actual position value for synchronizing the sawtooth signal at the
position output (rotary axis) with a reference sawtooth signal (virtual or real master)
• A sawtooth signal is generated automatically for real master operation.
• Runtime changeover between encoder tracks at different terminals (cf. block ENC2)
• Simulation of the encoder by setting the relevant speed
The block must be assigned a sampling time ≤ 20 ms. The module-dependent, maximum
pulse frequencies must be observed at the encoder inputs.
Note
It is not permissible to interconnect the function block on a hardware input with other
function blocks for speed/actual position value detection at the same time.

Functional principle
A master-slave sequence is formed using NAVMC blocks that are configured in the same
sampling time. The first block configured is assigned the master function by setting input MS
= 1. All successor blocks in the runtime sequence with MS = 0 setting are assigned to this
master as slave. It is also possible that the master and slaves evaluate the same encoder
(same hardware address). If several NAVMCs are assigned to the same hardware address,
only the hardware settings (input MHW) of the first configured NAVMC will be used.
The master simultaneously saves the counter values for itself and its assigned slaves for
encoder pulses received during the last interval, including the corresponding time slice. This
means that the position and speed values of all blocks in a master-slave sequence are
referenced precisely to the same time.
The following plant scheme applies to the speed and position:
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Speed
Output Y returns the machine speed based the following equation:

You can implement any speed or velocity normalization with the bhelp of the RS reference
speed.

Examples
Selected unit for YV
Revolutions / min
Hz
m/min
Inch / s

Machine feed per revolution
Any
Any
0.335 m
22.5 inches

RS value
1.0
60.0
1 / 0.335 = 2.985
60 / 22.5 = 2.66667

Position
The YP, YPS, YDP and COR position outputs are assigned the basic unit LU (length unit). If
angular degrees are to be used in systems with rotary axis it is recommended to use 1 LU =
0.001° as base unit and 1 LU = 1 µm in linear axis systems.
You may set any base unit. However, note that 1 LU represents the finest system resolution.
Certain inputs and outputs are therefore implemented exclusively as integers (type DINT).
This prevents the totaling of rounding errors and guarantees long-term stability of position
acquisition.
The actual position value is calculated based on

The NPN / NPD quotient defines the base unit. NPN sets the selected position value, while
NPD sets the corresponding number of encoder pulses. (Note: An encoder with a resolution
of 1024 ppr returns 4 ∙ 1024 = 4096 pulses per revolution, as each signal edge is evaluated.)

Example
Using an encoder with 2048 pulses/revolution, one revolution is to be emulated on a linear
system with 1 LU = 0.1 mm. One machine revolution generates a feed length of 525.8 mm.
NPN = 5258; ( 5258 ∙ 0.1 mm=525.8 mm)
NPD = 8192; ( 4 ∙ 2048 )
This data is also valid if a gear is used to connect the motor to the machine, as this is taken
into account based on the gear ratio (NM, DN).
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Sawtooth generation
A position overflow at YP must be prevented in systems with rotary axis. This means that YP
must be corrected at cyclic intervals (e.g. after each revolution) by the value of the traversed
distance (axis cycle). As a consequence, a sawtooth signal develops at output YP (at constant
speed). This result can be achieved with different methods.
1. Reset by means of synchronization signal (hardware; e.g. zero pulse). In this case, YP is
optionally set to SVS, or the value SVS is subtracted from YP (refer to MSW).
2. Correction by the value DYP with positive edge at CP or CN inputs. Usually, these signals are
returned from the setpoint channel. This method should not be combined simultaneously
with the two other methods.
3. Internal generation of the sawtooth signal. Bit 11 of MSW must be set to 1 accordingly. If YP
exceeds the value AZ, then
YP = YP - AZ will be set. If YP drops below 0, YP = YP + AZ will be set.

POV, NOV, COR
Each correction value is returned at output COR. On positive overflow, COR is subtracted from
YP and output POV is set for the duration of one cycle. On negative overflow, COR is added to
YP and a pulse is generated at the NOV output.
If a correction with the same sign is made in two or several consecutive sampling times, the
correction is displayed in alternating mode at POV and NOV. The sign of COR is adapted
accordingly, so that the successor blocks execute the correction with the correct sign.
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MSW
Software operating mode
Bit(s)

6 ... 0
7
8
10 .. 9

11

Function

Measuring interval for standstill detection
Not used
Behavior with S = 1
Behavior with synchronization
(zero pulse)
Requirement: SP = 1

Value

Meaning

0
1
00

Set position value: YP = SV
Subtract setting value: YP = YP - SV
Set position value: YP = SVS

01

Subtract setting value: YP = YP - SVS

1*

YP is not influenced. Synchronization only updates YPS and YDP. ("*" = any)
Position YP is not limited

0 ≥ X ≥127

If no track pulses are detected in X+1 sampling
cycles, actual speed value YV = 0 will be set.

Enable internal sawtooth
generation

0

12

Interpretation of AZ for internal sawtooth generation

0

Limiting: 0 ≤ YP < AZ; with automatic POV / NOV
generation on overflow/underflow.
AZ has the same normalization as YP

13

Interpretation of DYP for
position correction

1
0

AZ is interpreted as encoder increments
DYP has the same normalization as YP

14

Allowance for AZ during
synchronization (mode: YP =
SVS)

1
0

DYP is interpreted as encoder increments
Set YP = SVS for synchronization

1

When setting YP, the next possible value derived from {SVS, SVS+AZ, SVS-AZ} is used to
obtain a position step < ½ AZ

1

Comment regarding bit 14 in the MSW:
This operating mode simplifies the combination of automatic sawtooth generation and
synchronization (e. g. to print marks) for situations where the print mark is close to the
position step.
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MHW
Hardware mode
Bit(s)
2…0

Function

Hardware filter

5…3

Rough pulse evaluation (T400 only)

6

Synchronization

7

Edge evaluation

8

Source of the tracks
signals (only concerns
encoder 1 on T400)
Source of the zero
pulse (only concerns
encoder 1 on T400)
Encoder type

9
10

Value

1
0
1

Encoder type 1:
Encoder type 2:
No filter
No filter
500 ns
125 ns
2 µs
Invalid
8 µs
Invalid
16 µs
Invalid
Invalid
Invalid
Mode
Logic
0
Rough pulse ignored
1
Rough pulse ignored
2
Rough pulse and 1st fine pulse
3
Rough pulse and any fine pulse
4
Inverse rough pulse and 1st fine pulse
5
Rough pulse inverse and any fine pulse
>5
Rough pulse ignored
By means of zero pulse
By means of trigger signal (IT41 only)
Dependent on the direction of rotation (always the same
position value)
Always the leading edge of the zero pulse
From terminal XE1 on T400
From the basic inverter unit via backplane bus

0
1

From terminal XE1 on T400
From the basic inverter unit via backplane bus

0

Encoder type 1: Two tracks offset by 90°
Maximum frequency: 1 MHz
Quadruple pulses
Encoder type 2: Separate pulse track for each direction of
rotation
Maximum frequency: 2.5 MHz
No quadruple pulses!

000
001
010
011
100
Otherwise
000
001
010
011
100
101
Otherwise
0
1
0

1
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Note
Observe the following aspects when using the NAV/NAVS/NAVMC blocks on the T400
module:
• Different zero pulse levels from speed acquisition 1 and speed acquisition 2

The two speed acquisition functions available on T400 use different levels for
synchronization with the help of the zero pulse.
– NAV/NAVS on speed acquisition 1:
Synchronization in positive direction of rotation at the positive edge

Synchronization in negative direction of rotation at the positive edge
– NAV/NAVS on speed acquisition 2:
Synchronization in positive direction of rotation at the negative edge

Synchronization in negative direction of rotation at the negative edge

• Selection of the zero pulse edge for NAV/NAVS, dependent on the direction of rotation

If the NAV and NAVS blocks are used on T400, the positive edge (for speed acquisition 1),
or the negative edge (for speed acquisition 2) of the zero pulse will always be used for
synchronization in both directions of rotation.

• Bit 7 of the MHW connector of a NAVMC block also determines the response of NAV/NAVS
blocks
A specific edge evaluation that is selected (bit 7) at one of the two speed acquisition
functions of T400 with an NAVMC block and, therefore, existing MHW connector, also
applies to a NAV/NAVS block of the other speed acquisition function.
Bit 7=0; dependent on the direction of rotation (with correct position)
Bit 7=1; always the leading edge of the zero pulse

The setting selected at the original MHW connector remains active if this NAVMC block is
deleted and replaced by a NAV block without MHW connector.
The setting cannot return to the original state that is valid for a NAV/NAVS block until
power is switched off.

The behavior also applies if several blocks are used for the same speed acquisition.

Connections
Name
AD
PR
RS
MS
MHW
MSW
AZ
R
S
SV

Description

Hardware address
Encoder pulse rate (cannot be 0!)
Reference speed; YV = speed [1/min] / RS; (may not be 0!)
Master/Slave
Hardware mode
Software mode
Axis cycle for automatic sawtooth generation and offset calculation (may not be negative)
Reset position
Set position
Setting value for input S
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1024
1.0
1
0x0002
0x007F
36000
0
0
0.0
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Name
SVS
XPS
SP
ESP
CP
CN
DYP
NPN
NPD
NM
DN
REG
SEL
ENC
SIM

XSI
YV
YP
YPS
YDS
YPI
SS
SYP
QPI
COR
POV
NOV
QF
YFC
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Description

Setting value for synchronization
Position setpoint for synchronization. Serves for offset calculation
Synchronization enable
Enable pulse output at SYP
Subtract correction value DYP from YP (positive overflow)
Add correction value DYP to YP (negative overflow)
Correction value for the actual position value
Normalization for position; numerator (may not be 0!)
Normalization for position; denominator ( may not be 0!)
Gear ratio; numerator (may not be 0!)
Gear ratio; denominator (may not be 0!)
Position register at interrupt. The input value is converted into a position value and displayed at output YPI (cf. block POSREG) This function is not possible in simulation mode.
POSREG must be connected to the same hardware address that is evaluated at NAVMC.
Use encoder ENC (only effective with SIM = 0)
Alternative encoder. In order to use an alternative encoder, this connection must be
wired to the ENC output of block ENC2.
Activate simulation. SIM = 1 triggers the immediate changeover from the real encoder to
internally calculated encoder pulses. This action may lead to steps at the velocity output,
if the real encoder returns a different velocity than input XSI.
Synchronization (zero pulse evaluation) error in simulation mode. This error amounts to
the maximum distance change per sampling cycle.
Simulation speed. The speed normalization that is effective at output YV is used.
Actual velocity value
Actual position value
Actual position value at the synchronization event (zero pulse).
Actual offset value = ( XPS - YPS ) modulo AZ
Converted input REG, with allowances made for the set position normalization
The actual position value was set due to a synchronization pulse. Requirement: SP = 1
and mode MSW bit 10 = 0.
Synchronization pulse detected. Generated independent of SP and MSW for one processing cycle at each synchronizing signal and if ESP = 1
On a change at output YPI, a pulse is output at QPI for the duration of one cycle.
Correction value for the actual position value. On changes to the actual position value
due to CP, CN, synchronization or automatic sawtooth generation, the (signed) value is
displayed at COR.
With position correction YP = YP - COR, POV is set to 1 for the duration of one processing
cycle.
With position correction YP = YP + COR, NOV is set to 1 for the duration of one processing cycle.
Group error; always set if YFC is not equal to zero.
Error code (refer to the table)

Default
0.0
0.0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0x0000
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YFC error codes
Bit
0
1
2
3

4
5
7
8
9
10

Meaning

At least one of the block inputs PR, RS, DN, NM, NPN or NPD has a zero value.
The block was configured in a sampling time > 20 ms.
Invalid filter setting
The block was configured as slave; no master was found (in the same sampling time and in
the runtime sequence before the slave).
Master and slave are not configured in the same sampling time.
Several masters are assigned the same hardware address.
AZ is negative.
The measured sampling time was > 20 ms.
No valid ENC2 block connected at input ENC
External encoder at connection ENC signals a fault. (the fault is only displayed if this encoder
is selected)

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

30.0
10.0
5.0
2.5
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1.3.21

OFSGEN
Offset setting

Symbol

Short description
The block is used to generate or change a position offset in the setpoint channel. The position
offset is used to offset position setpoints of other synchronous operation functions.

How it works
Compensation is started at a positive edge at start input STR. Position offset output YP is
transformed to the new offset value, comparable to a positioning operation. The
compensation profile is specified by the maximum velocity VMX, maximum acceleration
AMX, and jerk JRK.

Absolute (ABS = 1)
In the ‘absolute’ operating mode (ABS =1), the offset YP changes towards the new offset
setpoint XP during compensation. At systems with modulo axis, the absolute offset is limited
to the axis cycle (XP modulo AC is used).
Three selectable compensation variants are available for applications with modulo axis (AC >
0) and ‘absolute’ operating mode (ABS = 1):
AC
>0
>0
>0
0
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FWD
0
0
1
*

BWD
0
1
*
*

Direction of movement ( * means any)
Shortest distance
Backward
Forward
Shortest distance
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Relative (ABS = 0)
In ‘relative’ operating mode (ABS = 0), the new offset value is derived from
YP(new) = YP(old) + XP
taking into account the axis cycle for modulo axis systems. If a new compensation operation
is started while another compensation is already active, the previous operation is extended
by the value XP. In relative mode, XP is not limited to the axis cycle.

I/Os
Name
XP
VMX
AMX
JRK

NFX

NFV

AC
SV
S
STR
FWD
BWD
EN

YP
YV
COR
POV
NOV

Description

Offset setpoint (absolute or relative)
Maximum velocity for compensation.
Maximum acceleration for compensation.
Unit: Rotary axis [1/s²]; linear axis [m/s²]
Jerk = change of acceleration per time unit for compensation.
Unit: Rotary axis [1/s³]; linear axis [m/s³]
JRK = 0 means no rounding.
Position normalization
Rotary axis: Number of LUs per revolution
Linear axis: Number of LUs per meter
For more information, refer to Normalization NFX (Page 250).
Velocity normalization: Factor for converting the user-specific speed normalization in
[rev/min] for a modulo axis, or in [m/min] for a linear axis, i.e. NFV is the speed in
[rev/min] that is to be displayed as 1.0 value. Examples:
User normalization
Conversion
NFV
1/s
60 s/min
60.0
mm/s
0.001 m/mm ∙ 60 s/min
0.0.6
For more information, refer to Normalization NFV (Page 251).
Axis cycle for input and output offset values
Setting value for the offset
With S = 1, the setting value is applied to the offset. An active compensation operation
will be cancelled. The set function is also effective if EN = 0.
Start offset change at the 0→1 edge at STR
Compensation operation always forwards; dominant over BWD
Compensation operation always backwards
1: Enable offset setting
0: No offset compensation
with S = 0: YP = 0; YV = 0
with S = 1: YP = SV;YV = 0
Position offset for addition in the setpoint channel
Velocity setpoint output during compensation
Correction value for position setpoint steps
Positive overflow of the position setpoint (COR was subtracted)
Negative overflow of the position setpoint (COR was added)
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Default
0.0
1.0
1.0

10.0

36000

1.0

360000
0.0
0
0
1
0
1

0.0
0.0
0
0
0
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Name
DON
QF

Description

Default

0: Compensation is busy
0
1: Compensation completed
Group error: Initialization: Out of memory space; at runtime: Inputs VMX, AMX, NFX and 0
NFV must be > 0; JRK must be ≥ 0.

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in:
Special features

1.3.22

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

30
10
4.8
2.4

OFSSAV
Offset calculation

Symbol

Short description
The block serves for position offset acquisition. It returns the deviation between the position
setpoint and actual position, as well as the shortest possible distance between two position
values in modulo axis systems.

How it works
The difference between the position setpoint and actual position is calculated at a positive
edge at input S ( 0 → 1).
YPD = XPS - XP with S = 0 → 1
The shortest position change for reaching the position setpoint from the actual position is
calculated simultaneously.
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Examples ( AC = 360 ):
XPS
350
190
10

XP
10
270
340

YPD
340
-90
-330

YPM
-20
-90
30

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

XP
XPS
AC
S
YPD
YPM

Actual position value
Position setpoint
Axis cycle for input and output position values
Calculate offset at the positive edge
Position difference (saved with S = 0 → 1)
Shortest distance between the actual position value and position setpoint.

0.0
0.0
36000
0
0.0
0.0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in:
Special features

1.3.23

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

1
0.3
0.2
0.1

OVFHSK
Overflow handshake procedure

Symbol
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Short description
The block transfers the position setpoint and position overflow control signals from a position
setpoint generation to a converter with the position control. These control signals are used to
synchronize the correction of actual position value acquisition of the converter with the
position setpoint. It must be ensured that short control pulses (duration: 1 processing cycle)
are also calculated at the converter.
This problem always arises, if setpoint generation, data transfer and position control in the
converter are not working in absolute synchronous mode, or if data frames fail due to
malfunctions.

Functional principle
The block receives the POI, NOI overflow signals and the correction value as input signals
simultaneously with a step at input position value XP (e.g. when the axis cycle limit is
exceeded) and transfers these to the converter via the communication interface. The
converter receives the signals and returns a response frame with receive acknowledgment via
the communication interface. These are connected to the feedback inputs PFB, NFB. An
overflow signal is not reset until it has been received at the feedback inputs. Usually, this
'overflow cycle' takes several processing cycles due to the double transmission.

If the block detects new input correction pulses during an overflow cycle it accumulates the
corrections. The position setpoint YP remains constant, i.e. it does not follow the correctionrelated steps at XP. The accumulated corrections are processed on completion of the
overflow cycle.
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Connections
Name
XP
COI
POI
NOI
PFB
NFB
YP
COR
POV

NOV
QF

Description

Reference position
Correction value input
Positive position overflow input
Negative position overflow input
POV feedback signal from the converter
NOV feedback signal from the converter
Position setpoint for the drive.
Correction value output
With position correction YP = YP - COR (e.g. position overflow with positive direction of
rotation), POV is set to 1 and maintained until feedback via PFB.
With position correction YP = YP - COR (e.g. position overflow with negative direction of
rotation), NOV is set to 1 and maintained until feedback via NFB.
Group error: Insufficient memory space

Default
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in:
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

10
3
1.6
0.8
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1.3.24

PHSFT
Phase shift function

Symbol

Short description
The block shifts a position value by an offset value and limits the result to a specified axis
cycle. This can by a static or dynamic offset.

How it works
Position output YP is derived from
YP = ( XP1 + XP2 ) modulo AC.
A sawtooth signal that is generated at YP is offset to XP1 by the amount of XP2. At positive
position overflow, YP returns from high to low values. A corresponding pulse is generated at
output POV for the duration of one sampling time.
Negative velocities result in a negative position overflow, whereby YP is increased by the
value AC and a pulse is generated at output NOV for the duration of one sampling time. The
rate of change of a dynamic offset value must be set at input XV2. XV1 and XV2 must have
the same velocity normalization!

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

XP1
XP2
XV1
XV2
AC
YP
YV
COR

Actual position value 1
Actual position value 2
Reference velocity 1
Reference velocity 2
Axis cycle of the position inputs and outputs (0 means linear axis)
Shifted position value: YP = ( XP1 + XP2 ) modulo AC
Velocity setpoint: YV = XV1 + XV2
Correction value by which YP jumps if the low or high limit of the range
0 ≤ YP < AC is exceeded.
At positive position overflow, POV = 1 for the duration of one processing
cycle.
At negative position overflow, NOV = 1 for the duration of one processing cycle.

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
36000
0
0.0
0

POV
NOV
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in:
Special features

1.3.25

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

10
3
1.6
0.8

POSMC
Positioning block

Symbol
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Short description
The POSMC block generates the position and velocity setpoints for positioning with linear or
modulo axes. The setpoint profiles are derived from the target position, maximum velocity,
maximum acceleration, and their derivatives (jerk). The velocity and position are calculated at
this condition, so that velocity and acceleration are set to zero when the target position is
reached.
Positioning within an axis cycle can be absolute or relative across any distance.
Select appropriate AMX and JRK acceleration parameters so that the drive is able to follow the
setpoints with minimum following error. This is conditional for precise positioning without
overshoot.

How it works
With EN = 0, the block is deactivated; outputs YP and YV are zero. With SET = 1, the block is
transparent, i.e.: YP = XP and YV = XV. The acceleration is calculated based on the change of
XV.
All positioning operations are initiated by a 0→1 edge at start input STR (start pulse). YP = XP
is set along with the start pulse. Positioning begins with the current velocity and acceleration
values.

Absolute positioning
In absolute positioning mode, the position setpoint YP runs from start value XP to the target
position XPD. The distance covered is always less than the axis cycle length. In systems with
modulo axis, the direction of movement is defined by means of the FWD and BWD inputs:
AC

FWD

BWD

>0
>0
0

0
1
*

1
*
*

>0

0

0

Direction of movement ( ABS = 1; * means any)

Shortest distance (the next possible standstill position is decisive for
positioning in an active movement)
Backward
Forward
No alternatives, as it involves a linear axis

Relative positioning
In relative positioning mode, the position setpoint YP changes by the value XPD compared to
the initial value. Since XDP may have any magnitude, positioning operations may cover
several axis cycles. The direction of movement is derived from the sign of XPD. The FWD and
BWD inputs do not affect relative positioning!
Position overflows (YP > AC) or underflows (YP < 0) are indicated at outputs POV and NOV
and corrected by modulo AC calculation in the range 0 ≤ YP < AC.
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Changes during the positioning sequence
It is possible to modify input variables while positioning is active. A corresponding new start
pulse must be generated. A compensation is then executed as transition to the new
positioning operation.

Jogging mode
Jogging mode is activated using the JGF or JGB inputs. Positioning is not possible in jogging
mode.

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

XP

Actual position value (normalization NFX). Transferred to output YP with SET=1. Serves
as initial position of YP at the start of positioning.
Actual velocity value. Transferred to output YV with SET=1. XV is the initial velocity at
the start of positioning.
Absolute positioning: Target position
Relative positioning: Positioning distance
Following error window (refer to QXE)
Target window (refer to DON)
Maximum positioning velocity. The value must be > 0. Normalization NFV applies. A
compensation is executed if the initial velocity is greater than VMX. YV > VMX during
this operation.
Maximum acceleration. Value must be > 0.
Unit: Rotary axis [1/s²]; linear axis [m/s²]
Jerk = change of acceleration per time unit for compensation.
Value must be ≥ 0. JRK = 0 means no rounding.
Unit: Rotary axis [1/s³]; linear axis [m/s³]
Position normalization
Rotary axis: Number of LUs per revolution
Linear axis: Number of LUs per meter
For more information, refer to Normalization NFX (Page 250).

0.0

XV
XPD
DXE
DYE
VMX
AMX
JRK

NFX
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100
1.0
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10.0
1000.0

36000
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Name
NFV

AC
VJG
JGF
JGB
FWD
BWD
ABS
STR
HLT
SET
EN
YP
YV
YA
COR
POV
NOV
QP
DON
QXE
QF

228

Description

Velocity normalization: Factor for converting the user-specific speed normalization in
[rev/min] for a modulo axis, or in [m/min] for a linear axis, i.e. NFV is the speed in
[rev/min] that is to be displayed as 1.0 value. Examples:
User normalization
Conversion
NFV
1/s
60 s/min
60.0
mm/s
0.001 m/mm ∙ 60 s/min
0.0.6
For more information, refer to Normalization NFV (Page 251).
Axis cycle for input and output position value
Velocity for jogging mode
Jog forwards (YV = VJG)
Jog backwards (YV = -VJG). JGB is only effective if JGF = 0.
Forward movement in absolute positioning mode and with modulo axis (refer to the
table above)
Backward movement in absolute positioning mode with modulo axis and if FWD = 0
0: Relative positioning
1: Absolute positioning
Start of positioning at the positive edge
Stopping (canceling) active positioning with HLT = 1. The velocity is brought zero along
the specified ramps. The resultant standstill position is at random.
With SET = 1, YP = XP and YV = XV will be set. An active positioning movement is canceled immediately and is not resumed even if SET = 0.
Enable input. If EN = 0, then YP = 0 and YV = 0.
Position setpoint output
Velocity setpoint output
Acceleration setpoint output (modulo axis: in [1/s²]; linear axis: in [m/s²]
Correction value for position setpoint steps
Positive overflow of the position setpoint (COR was subtracted)
Negative overflow of the position setpoint (COR was added)
0: Positioning completed (YP = target position; YV = YA = 0)
1: Positioning is busy
0: Positioning is busy, or the actual position value is outside the target window
1: Positioning completed and actual position value is in the target window
1: Setpoint/actual value deviation greater than the following error window (|XP - YP| >
DXE)
Group error: Initialization: Out of memory space; at runtime: Inputs VMX, AMX, NFX and
NFV must be > 0; JRK must be ≥ 0.

Default
1.0

36000
0.0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in:
Special features

1.3.26

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

35
12
5.6
2.8

POSREG
Read position register

Symbol

Note

SIMATIC TDC
The POSREG block cannot run on SIMATIC TDC.

Short description
The block serves for event driven position acquisition from an incremental encoder. It must
be assigned accordingly to an interrupt runtime group that is activated by the event (e.g. at
the positive edge on a binary input that supports alarm functions).
The block is always used in combination with the NAVMC position acquisition block that
should be assigned to a cyclic runtime group and used to handle all set and normalization
functions.
This type of position acquisition should not be used if the corresponding NAVMC is assigned
to a master-slave group that requires absolutely synchronous acquisition of all positions.

Functional principle
The POSREG block reads the current count value from the incremental encoder register and
outputs the counter status at REG. This output has to be connected to input REG of the
NAVMC block that is assigned to the same hardware address.
Selecting function blocks
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The NAVMC block calculates the corresponding position value and returns it at output YPI. A
change at output YPI is indicated by a pulse at output QPI.

I/Os
Name

Description

AD
EN
REG

Hardware address
Enable; "1": Block is being processed
Current position register value of incremental encoder acquisition. Connect this I/O to
input REG of the corresponding NAVMC.
Group error (insufficient memory space)

QF

Default
1
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
no
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2
1
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1.3.27

POSRG1
Position ramp-function generator

Symbol

Short description
The POSRG1 function block is a curve generator for positioning a linear axis. It generates the
position, velocity and acceleration setpoints that are derived from the target position,
maximum velocity, and maximum rate of acceleration (steepness). The velocity and position
are calculated at this condition, so that velocity and acceleration are set to zero when the
target position is reached.
The selected rate of rise of the acceleration must ensure that the drive is able to follow the
setpoints with minimum following error. This is conditional for precise positioning without
overshoot.
The FB must be configured for the fastest possible sampling time (< 5ms). If the selected
sampling time is to slow, steps at acceleration output YA, or oscillation at the target position,
cannot be excluded.

How it works
As long as no positioning is required, input S = 1 should be set and the measured position
and velocity be made available at set inputs SV and SVV. The actual values are initialized with
these settings. Moreover, in this state the block only takes a small time slice for calculations.
Positioning is started by setting S = 0 and the target position. Acceleration rises at the rate
DA1 up to max. AMX. In order to limit velocity or initiate braking, acceleration is reduced at
the same rate. Ramp slope DA2 cannot be used until the velocity YV and acceleration are
ramped down to zero in the last positioning phase.
You can select DA2 < DA1 to obtain a soft approach at the target position.
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The output variables are logically linked by means of the following integral condition:
YV = ∫ YA dt
YP = ∫ YV dt
The velocity (SV, VMX, YV) and position variables (XP, SV, YP) can be normalized for input and
output. For this purpose, normalization factor NFV must be selected for velocity and NFX for
position ≠ 1. Internal calculation of the block is based on physical values, e.g.:

Under the aspect of positioning principles, many variants are possible depending on the
distance to the target, the ramp rate of change, and the maximum values for velocity and
acceleration. If maximum acceleration is not reached in the process, the following diagram is
obtained.
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Over short distances, neither VMX, nor AMX are reached. Acceleration is ramped up and
down by means of a triangular function (DA1 = DA2 is selected in this example).

Changes during the positioning sequence
It is basically possible to change input variables while positioning is active. However, this has
a considerable influence on the output signals.
The reduction of AMX has an immediate effect. This is the only situation in which YA changes
instantly and generates a torque surge in the drive. If AMX is to be reduced, it is advisable to
do this while the drive is at a standstill, or at least by means of ramp-function generator.
The effect of a change to maximum velocity develops at a slow rate. Acceleration is adapted
to the new VMX value by means of the specified ramp slope. The result is a soft ramp for YV.
(However, this is only valid for operating points at which a change of VMX will possibly have
an effect on YV).
A change to the target position requires a completely new positioning operation, whereby
the current status variables YP, YV and YA) do not always allow overshooting of the target. It
is also possible that the new target is in the opposite direction. In this case, too, YA is reduced
by means of a ramp, braked down and then accelerated in opposite direction towards the
new target.
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Emergency Stop on errors pending
The block immediately indicates errors it detects at output QF and also reports the cause of
error at output YF. Once the cause of error has been eliminated, the error ID will also be
cleared. It is not necessary to acknowledge the error.
Note
The motion dynamics the block employs to execute changes to the velocity and acceleration
are defined by means of the JRK, AMX and VMX parameters, as well as normalization factors
NFV and NFX. If one of the parameters is invalid due to an incorrect entry, the entire dynamic
response of the movement automatically enters an undefined state. Incorrect parameter
entries may therefore lead to operating situations in which the block continues acceleration
beyond limits, or fails to bring the axis to a standstill at the relevant position.
For this reason, the block contains an emergency strategy that must be initiated in the user
program: If a Hold command (HLT = 1) is triggered in an error situation, the block stops the
movement instantaneously. The block will execute this stop while ignoring the specified
dynamic parameters, as no information with regard to the selected dynamic response is
available in error case!

Error codes YF
Value (hex)
0001
0002
0004
0008

Description

Incorrect AMX parameters
AMX must be greater than zero. Please check the value at AMX
Incorrect VMX parameters
The product of VMX and NFV must be greater than zero. Please check the values at
VMX and NFV.
Incorrect NFX parameters
The product of VMX and NFV must be greater than zero. Please check the values at
VMX and NFV.
Incorrect NFV parameters
NFV cannot be zero. Please check the value at NFV.

Multiple errors pending are output as combination.

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

XP
VMX

Target position
Maximum velocity
If VMX is changed while positioning is active, a limit is set that is based on
the specified acceleration ramps. In this case, YV may oscillate above VMX
and is then gradually reduced to VMX.
Maximum acceleration
A change has an immediate effect on positioning and on YA.
Maximum deceleration

0.0
100.0

AMX
DEC
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0.0
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Name
DA1
DA2
SV
SVV
NFX

NFV

S
HLT

EN
YP
YV
YA
ACC
BRK
QP
QF
YF

Description

Gradient of acceleration, except in the last phase of positioning. DA1 equal
to zero means that no jerk limit is active
Acceleration rate of change in the last phase of positioning. DA2 equal to
zero means that no jerk limit is active
Setting value for the position
Setting value for velocity
The block internally calculates with the value SVV * NFV / 60
Normalization factor for X, SV and YP
Changes to normalization factors are only activated in disabled state (EN =
0)
For more information, refer to Normalization NFX (Page 250).
Normalization factor for VMX, SVV and YV
Changes to normalization factors are only activated in disabled state (EN =
0)
For more information, refer to Normalization NFV (Page 251).
Set
Stop
With HLT = 1, the current positioning is brought to a standstill (acc. to
AMX, DA2).
Positioning is resumed with HLT = 0.
Enable
If EN = 0 (disabled), then YP = 0 and YV = 0
Position setpoint
Velocity setpoint
Acceleration setpoint
Display of acceleration
Display of braking mode
Display of the positioning state; QP = 1 means that positioning is not yet
completed.
Initialization error. Operation not possible
StatusInfo block

Default
1000.0
1000.0
0.0
0.0
1.0

1.0

0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

80.0
26.4
12.8
6.4
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1.3.28

SHEAR
Cross cutter/cross sealer

Symbol

Short description
The block calculates the reference position and speed for rotary shears or a cross-sealing
device as a function of the material position and product length. During operation, the shears
can be disengaged at the idle position that is with 180° offset opposite to the cut/sealing
position. The product length can be changed at runtime.

How it works
In stationary operation, the block behaves similar to a characteristic that emulates the
material position to the cutter position. The cut is made at position XP = 0 (corresponds to XP
= FMT). The slope (rate of rise) within the cutting range is 1, i.e. the circumferential velocity
of the cutter equals material velocity. In the cutting range, the shears are in synchronism with
the material. The synchronous range is specified in degrees at input SYR. The slope outside
the cutting range is a function of the ratio between cross cutter circumference and the
product length.

Transmission characteristic for large formats
(FMT > CIR)
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Transmission characteristic for small formats
(FMT < CIR)
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When processing large formats, the cutter brakes to a standstill (estimated value: as of
product length FMT > 2∙ CIR; dependent on SYR). In contrast, when processing product
lengths smaller than CIR, an overspeed of the shears compared to material velocity develops
outside the cutting range.
Input CUT is used to enable or disable cutting. In disabled state, the cutter is positioned in idle
position at ½ AZO. If cutting is then enabled with CUT = 1, the cutter accelerates up to the
material velocity and then cuts the product to the selected length.

Format change
A change of the cut format (product length) takes effect after the next cut. The change must
be synchronized with the axis cycle for the material position. XP must maintain the old axis
cycle limits until the new format is activated (old value of FMT)

Best practice is to change the format according to the following scheme. Output YFI
(currently valid format length) defines the axis cycle for the material position by specifying
the axis cycle of a gear block or virtual master (INT_MR).
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I/Os
Name
XP

FMT
CIR
SYR
NFV
AZO
CUT
EN
YP
YV
YFR
YFI
COR
POV
NOV
QST
QCO
QF

Description

Material position. Actual position value of the products or material web that is
cut, or cross sealed using the sealing device. (Position normalization as with
FMT)
Cut format. Shingle distance between two products. The material position must
be assigned axis cycle FMT. XP, FMT and CIR must be assigned the same position
normalization!
Circular circumference of the shears/sealing device. (position normalization: as
with FMT)
Synchronous range in degrees.
Speed normalization for the cutter speed YV.NFV is the reference speed, i.e. the
speed in 1/min to be displayed as YV = 1.0. (NFV must be > 0 )
For more information, refer to Normalization NFV (Page 251).
Axis cycle for the shears position (AZO must be > 0). This means a default value
of 36000 increments per revolution.
Enable cutting operation. With CUT = 0, the shears stop at AZO/2
Block enable
Position of the shears ( 0 ... AZO)
Speed of the shears (normalization according to NFV)
Currently used format length as floating-point value.
Currently used format length as 32-bit integer.
Correction value by which YP jumps if the low or high limit of the range 0 ≤ YP <
AC is exceeded.
At positive position overflow, POV = 1 for the duration of one processing cycle.
At negative position overflow, NOV = 1 for the duration of one processing cycle.
Shears standstill
Cutting is active. After cut enable is canceled (CUT = 0), QCO is set to 0 at shears
standstill.
Group error
Invalid values at the CIR, FMT, SYR, AZO, or NFV I/Os

Default
0.0

20000.0
50000.0
10.0
1.0
36000
0
1
0
0.0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
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T400/PM5
PM6/FM458
CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode

17
5.5
2.8
1.4
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1.3.29

SPLINE
Cam with 32 interpolation points (calculation)

Symbol

Short description
The SPLINE block calculates a cam based on up to 32 interpolation points. The result of the
calculation is provided in tabular form as 3rd order functions. The functions can be evaluated
by a type SPLFKT or CAMD block. These evaluation blocks access the up to 31 cam segments
that are defined by the interpolation points 1 to 32.
This complex calculation (SPLINE) should be completed in a slow time slice, whereas the cam
values (CAMD, SPLFKT) can be evaluated in faster time slices.

How it works
Inputs X1, Y1 to X32, and Y32 are used to define up to 32 cam interpolation points. The X
values must be available in ascending order. The first point with X value less than/equal to
the X value of the previous point identifies the end of the cam. This point and all successive
points are ignored.
Example: X5 = 10.0; X6 = 0.0;
→ 5 points are evaluated.
→ With X ≥ X5, Y = Y5 is output
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At a positive edge at input CAL, the block calculates the cams to which the points are
connected. The cam order is defined by the value at input TYP:
Type
0

1
2
3

Cam segments

Each segment between two points is calculated as function of the 3rd order. The point Xi
slope is specified by the value at input Gi if the corresponding bit is set in the GM1 or GM2
mask.
A slope as with type 3 is specified if the mask bit is not set.
1. order (linear segment)
2. order
3. order The slope at point Xi is equal to the slope between the adjacent points = (Yi+1 - Yi-1)
/ (Xi+1 - Xi-1 )

Specific segments may also be defined as straight line at the inputs LM1 and LM2 if TYP ≠ 1 is
set. LM1 and LM2 are accordingly evaluated bit by bit. Each bit is assigned another cam
segment. The segment is emulated as straight line if the bit is set.
The assignment of a linear characteristic to two adjacent segments, or specification of the
slope of a point at the end of a linear segment results in a cam breakpoint. (The slope is nonlinear at the point!)
Assignment: e.g.: Segment 7 is between points (X7,Y7) and (X8,Y8).

Specification of linear segments
Bit of LM1 or LM2
Segment assigned to LM1
Segment assigned to LM2

15
16
-

14
15
31

13
14
30

12
13
29

11
12
28

10
11
27

9
10
26

8
9
25

7
8
24

6
7
23

5
6
22

4
5
21

3
4
20

2
3
19

1
2
18

0
1
17

1
2
18

0
1
17

manual specification of slopes at the points
Bit of GM1 or GM2
Point assigned to GM1
Point assigned to GM2
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15
16
32

14
15
31

13
14
30

12
13
29

11
12
28

10
11
27

9
10
26

8
9
25

7
8
24

6
7
23

5
6
22

4
5
21

3
4
20

2
3
19
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I/Os
Name
Type
CAL

Description

Cam order (cf. the table)
Start of calculation at the positive edge. The currently used cam remains valid
until calculation has been completed.
LM1
Linear segment 1. For specifying straight line segments.
LM2
Linear segment 2. For specifying straight line segments.
GM1
Gradient specification 1. Mask for switching between automatic calculation or
manual specification of the slope for points 1 ... 16
GM2
Gradient specification 1. Mask for switching between automatic calculation or
manual specification of the slope for points 17 ... 32
X1,Y1 ... 32 points for specifying the cam.
X32,Y32
G1 ..
Manual specification of the slope for points 1 ... 32. The slope specification is only
evaluated if Typ=0 and the corresponding bit is set in the GM1 or GM2 masks.
G32
FKT
Result function. This output must be connected to the input of the same name of
evaluation block type CAMD or SPLFKT in order to define the cam specification.
QF
Input error. QF is set if X2 <= X1 or insufficient memory is available.

Default
0
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in:
Special features

1.3.30

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
Time for recalculation: 50 µs

5
2
0.8
0.4

TAB, TAB_D
Management of tabular values
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Symbol

Short description
The TAB and TAB_D function blocks are used in SIMATIC or SIMADYN D for management of
the tabular values. They only differ with regard to the managed data types. Function block
TAB manages tabular values of data type REAL, while the TAB_D function block manages data
type DINT.
The representation of function block TAB corresponds to that of function block TAB_D, with
the exception of the data types of the following I/Os:
• XP
• YP
• YXP
• YYP
These I/Os are of data type DINT at TAB_D.

I/Os
Name

Description

CTS

Coupling module name
Initialization I/O for specifying the configured name of the module that contains the data interface for receiving operation.
Initialization I/O for specifying the symbolic names and number of the "virtual" SIMATIC DBs for
the tabular values.
Initialization I/O for address data. The specification consists of a channel name and includes 1 or Empty string
2 address levels, dependent on the coupling type (e.g. DUST1 or SINEC H1).

XDB
US
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Name
MOD

TFT
NAM
SAV
ON

TVL

NP
XP
YP
IP
INV
RD
EN
TAB
PXY
DB
YNP
YXP
YYP
YIP
QTS
YTS
YTC

Description

Initialization I/O for setting the access mechanism; possible settings:
H = Handshake
R = Refresh
S = Select
M = Multiple
Monitoring time. Maximum frame failure time during reception of tabular values. (Initialization
I/O)
Table name (initialization I/O)
SAVE area (initialization I/O)
This initialization I/O is used to specify as to whether the table is to be set-up in battery-backed
RAM (SAV = 1), or in non-buffered RAM (SAV = 0).
Manual/automatic mode
Changeover between auto and manual mode
Automatic mode (AUT = 1)
Valid table
The table is validated and made available at output TAB at a positive edge at input TVL. This is
only effective in "manual mode"
Once the new tabular values were activated, response of the block to manual entries is possibly
delayed if larger tables have to be processed. Within this time, the data is copied internally
copied between the active and inactive table.
Number of points (initialization I/O)
X value point i
Y value point i
Index point i
Write point
Output point
Block enable. The block is not executed if EN=0
Table
Pointer to X/Y data pairs of the table
DB number of the table
Current number of points (with ascending value)
X value of the current point
Y value of the current point
Index of the current point
Block state
Block output QTS indicates whether the block is operating without error (QTS = 1), or whether it
became inactive (QTS = 0).
Detailed status display; for information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on
events" (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC
TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Number of frames received via the communication interface.
Note: FB WR_TAB transmits a conclusive frame after all data blocks were transmitted. Therefore,
one more frame than the number of data blocks that were required to transfer the table has
been received.
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R

100 ms
Empty string
0
1

0

0
0.0
0.0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0.0
0.0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in:
Special features

244

During creation of the table (at the 0 to 1 edge At WR) for
T400/PM5
4.5 µs / point
FM 458/PM6
1.5 µs / point
CPU550/CPU551
0.5 µs / point
CPU555
0.25 µs
otherwise:
T400/PM5
45
FM 458/PM6
15
CPU550/CPU551
5
CPU555
2.5
no
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Changeover from "manual mode" to auto mode: memory
card" is not possible after ramp-up
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1.3.31

TABCAM
Cam in tabular format

Symbol

Short description
Based on a table of X and Y values, the block calculates the ordinate value YP of an input
variable XP of a cam.
The input position value represents the reference position of a master axis. The output
position YP is the position setpoint for a slave drive. Position steps at the input are transferred
to the slave in absolute output mode. In relative output mode, the slave remains at the actual
position value given at the position jump of the master axis.

How it works
The block accesses a table of X and Y coordinates that is provided by the TBL block. The
reference to the table is set by connecting input TAB to the TBL output of the same name.
You c an rewire this connection to other tables (i.e. other blocks of type TBL) at runtime (e.g.
via multiplexer). The new table comes into effect immediately on completion of rewiring.

The input and output position values are normalized with the help of the SCX and SCY scaling
factors according structural diagram above. The slope of the current operating point is output
with the actual velocity XV and the scaling factors SCV and SCX as velocity setpoint YV.
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Absolute output
In absolute output mode (ABS = 1), the input position values are uniquely assigned to the
output position values in accordance with the cam characteristic:
YP = characteristic(XP) modulo AZO
Absolute output is only useful if:
• The I/O are systems with linear axis (AZO = AZI = 0)
• The characteristic values for XP = 0 and XP = AZI are identical.
In both cases, position overflows (position jumps) only occur at position output YP if
characteristic values less than 0 or greater than AZO are set. Examples of absolute output:

Relative output
With relative output of a cam, the return jump of the input position setpoint XP (sawtooth) is
not transferred to the slave axis. It is therefore possible to form a contiguous string of origin
characteristics (i.e.:Y(0) = 0 ).
Example of relative output:
The characteristic is appended at the return jump of the sawtooth signal, shifted by the value
Y(AZI). YP therefore increases by the value Y(AZI) in each cycle. If the high or low limit of the
range 0 ≤ YP < AZO is exceeded, a modulo AZO correction is performed and identified with
output POV, or NOV.
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I/Os
Name
XP
XV
TAB
AZI
AZ0
SCX
SCY
SCV
ABS
STP
TRG
EN
YP
YV
COR
POV
NOV
QST
QF

Description

Reference position of a master axis
Reference velocity of the master axis
Link to the table definition (block type TAB, output TAB)
Axis cycle for the reference position (O = linear axis)
Axis cycle for the output position setpoint (O = linear axis)
Scaling of the reference position (characteristic: X = XP / SCX ).
Scaling of position setpoint YP (characteristic: YP = Y(X) ∙ SCY)
Scaling of the cam slope (YV = dy/dx ∙ XV ∙ SCV / SCX)
Absolute output of the cam: 0 = relative output; 1 = absolute output
Stop if YP = AZO. If STP = 1
Restart with STP = 1 after the axis cycle limit AZO has been reached
Enable. If EN = 0 (disabled), then YP = 0 and YV = 0
Position setpoint
Velocity setpoint
Correction value for steps at YP caused by the limiting to the axis cycle in
modulo axis systems.
With position correction YP = YP - COR, POV is set to 1 for the duration of
one processing cycle (position overflow with positive direction of rotation).
With position correction YP = YP + COR, NOV is set to 1 for the duration of
one processing cycle (position overflow with negative direction of rotation).
Indicates a stop with YP = AZO (to continue: TRG = 0 →1).
Group error
Out of memory space, or invalid cam

Default
0.0
0.0
0
36000
36000
1.0
1.0
1.0
0
0
0
1
0.0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in:
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

35
12
5.6
2.8
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1.3.32

WEBSFT
Measured value shift

Symbol

Short description
The WEBSFT block is used for material tracing and in particular for tracing measured offset
values. For this purpose, the measured value is first saved and then output again after the
material web has been conveyed by the selected distance.

Functional principle
The difference (XM1 - XM2) is saved as measured value. This value can be used to calculate
an actual offset value based on the position setpoint and actual position value.
The result is saved at the positive edge at input SAV. Once position XP has changed by at least
DX, the measured value is returned at output YM. QV is simultaneously set to 1 for one
processing cycle.
This block can store up to NMX measured values. Measured values will be lost if the number
of values saved exceeds the value at NMX in the shift range!
A change of the position shift DX also affects the measured values that are already stored.
Consistency of the output data is ensured, as measured values are output in the order by
which they were saved.
Measured values should not be saved unless the machine is still moving in the same
direction. In all other situations, you should not save any values, or delete values that are of
no practical use by clearing measured value memory (CLR).
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Connections
Name
XP
XM1
XM2
DX
NMX
AZ
SAV
CLR
EN
YP
QV
QF

Description

Actual position value
Measured value 1
Measured value 2
Position offset
Maximum number of measured values (initialization I/O)
Axis cycle for the output position setpoint (O = linear axis)
Save measured value (edge-active; at positive edge at input SAV)
Clear measured value memory (active high)
Enable. If EN = 0 (not enabled), then YP = 0.0.
Position setpoint
Output YP is valid. With valid YP value, QV is set to 1 for the duration of
one cycle.
Group error: Insufficient memory space, or the number of measured
values exceeds the scope reserved with NMX

Default
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
32
36000
0
0
1
0.0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in:
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

15
5
2.4
1.2
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1.3.33

Normalization NFX

Linear axes
How many application length units of size 1.0 can be emulated to 1 meter?
1.0 [user] ∙ NFX = 1.0 [m]
Example:
The application employs decimeters as unit; i.e. the entry of number 1.0 at input X as
position setpoint is interpreted as 1.0 dm. The following is therefore derived for the equation:
1.0 [dm] ∙ NFX = 1.0 [m]

Answer:
10 application length units of the size 1.0 [dm] can be emulated to 1.0 [m].

Modulo axes
How many application angular units of the size size 1.0 can be emulated to one revolution?
1.0 [user] ∙ NFX = 1.0 [revolution]
Example:
The application employs 0.1° as unit, i.e. the entry of a number 1.0 at input X as position
setpoint is interpreted as 0.1° (degrees). The following is therefore derived for the equation:
1.0 [(0.1)°] ∙ NFX = 1.0 [revolutions]

Answer:
3600 application angular units of the size 1.0 [tenth of a degree] can be emulated to 1.0
[revolution].
Examples of normalization factors NFX for typical application units:
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Length units

Angular units

Unit

meter (m)
millimeter (mm)
micrometer (µm)
kilometer (km)
inches (inc)
feet (ft)
yards (yd)
Degrees (°)
Gon (gon)
RAD (rad)
Arc minute (’)
Arc second (’’)

NFX

1.0
1000.0
1,000,000.0
0.001
39.370079041
3.28083992
1.093613267
360
400
6.28318530718
21600
1296000

The specified values are valid if 1.0 at input X is also synonymous with 1.0 [base unit], i.e. 1.0
at input X is interpreted as 1.0 m.
Note
In most applications, several different blocks of the GMC library process the same axis (e.g.
motor).
In this scenario, it is vital that the GMC blocks that process the same axis use the same
normalization factors (NFX, NFV).

1.3.34

Normalization NFV

Pure linear axes
How many components of reference velocity 1.0 [m/min] correspond to an application
velocity of the size 1.0?
1.0 [m/min] ∙ NFV = 1.0 [user]
Example:
The application employs the millimeters per second unit, i.e. the entry of a number 1.0 at
input XV as velocity setpoint is interpreted as 1.0 mm/s. The following is therefore derived for
the equation:
1.0 [m/min] ∙ NFV = 1.0 [mm/s]

Answer:
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0.060 components of a velocity of 1.0 [m/min] correspond to an application velocity of the
size 1.0 [mm/s].

Pure modulo axes
How many components of reference velocity 1.0 [rev/min] correspond to an application
velocity of the size 1.0 ?
1.0 [1/min] ∙ NFV = 1.0 [user]
Example:
The application employs the Hz unit, i.e. the entry of a number 1.0 at input XV as velocity
setpoint is interpreted as 1.0 hz = 1.0 s-1. The following is therefore derived for the equation:
1.0 [1/min] ∙ NFV = 1.0 [1/s]

Answer:
60 components of velocity of 1.0 [1/min] correspond to an application velocity of the size 1.0
[1/s].
Examples of normalization factors NFV for typical application units:

Length units

Angular units

252

Unit

meters per minute (m/min)
meters per second (m/s)
meters per hour (m/h)
millimeters per minute (mm/min)
millimeters per second (mm/s)
kilometers per hour (km/h)
inches per minute (inc/min)
inches per second (inc/s)
inches per hour (inc/s)
feet per minute (ft/min)
feet per second (ft/s)
feet per hour (ft/h)
yards per minute (yd/min)
yards per second (yd/s)
yards per hour (yd/h)
miles per hour (miles/h)
revolutions per minute (1/min)
revolutions per second (1/s = hz)

NFV

1.0
60.0
0.016666
0.001
0.060
16.666
0.0254
1.524
0.000423
0.3048
18.288
0.00508
0.9144
54.864
0.01524
26.8224
1.0
60.0
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The specified values are valid if 1.0 at input XV is also synonymous with 1.0 [base unit], i.e.
1.0 at input XV is interpreted as 1.0 m/s.
Note
In most applications, several different blocks of the GMC library process the same axis (e.g.
motor).
In this scenario, it is vital that the GMC blocks that process the same axis use the same
normalization factors (NFX, NFV).
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1.4

Communication blocks

1.4.1

Process data communication utility

1.4.1.1

CCC4
Process data collect block

Symbol

Short description
The function block receives data from up to 4 receive channels, arranges this data in
successive order in a large data block and transfers this data block to a transmission channel.
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Functional principle
Function block CCC4 collects the data from up to 4 receive channels and copies it to a
transmission channel. Function blocks CTV, CRV, CDC4 and CCC4 are available as direct
coupling partners. The data length of the transmission channel is derived from the total data
lengths of the configured receive channels. At least 2 receive channels must be configured to
enable faultless operation of the function block. The configured data interfaces must always
be specified in ascending order, i.e. it is always necessary to define valid CT1 and CT2
connection data. Only the specifications at inputs CT3 and CT4 are optional. The function
block processes 5 channels in succession, starting with the 4 receive channels and ending
with the transmission channel. The user data of the transmission channel consists of the user
data of the configured receive channels. Temporary malfunctions at the receive channels do
not interrupt data transmission. If one of the receive channels goes into an irreparable error
condition, the function block enters the inactive state and a corresponding error message is
entered in the communication error field. The channels can be configured for different data
transmission modes. At a receive channel that is configured with handshake or select mode,
data is not read from this channel until the previous data was transmitted via the
transmission channel. In the case of irreparable errors, the block sets a corresponding error
message in the communication error field and stops its task execution. Temporary errors are
indicated at YEV connection; processing is continued. The computing time of CCC4 is
significantly dependent on the number of bytes to be copied.
Temporary faults are displayed at the YEV output. Detailed information is shown in addition
at the YTS or YT1 to YT4 status outputs. Processing is continued.
Note
In normal mode, transmission and receiving does not start at the first cycle, but rather after
the data interface of the module configured at input CTS has been enabled and the
corresponding coupling partner has been identified (cf. connection output YEV). This may last
for the duration of several sampling times.

Connections
Name
CTS

CT1-4
AR1-4

AT

Description

Initialization I/O for specifying the configured name of the module that contains the data interface
to be used for transmissions.
Name of the configured modules that contains the data interfaces for the 4 receive channels.
Initialization I/O for the address settings of the receive channels.
The specifications consist of a channel name and include 1 or 2 address levels, dependent on the
coupling type (e.g. DUST1 or SINEC H1).
If this data is used in a static network, you also need to configure the necessary network data.
Initialization I/O for the address settings of the transmission channel.
The specification consists of a channel name and includes 1 or 2 address levels, dependent on the
coupling type (e.g. DUST1 or SINEC H1).
If this data is used in a static network, you also need to configure the necessary network data.
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0
Empty
string

Empty
string
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Name

MO1-4

MOD

LT1-4
EN
QTS

YEV
YTS
YT1
YT2
YT3
YT4

256

Description

Default

Transmission modes for receiving channels
•

H = Handshake

•

R = Refresh

•

S = Select (not allowed for direct CPU-CPU coupling)

•

M = Multiple (not allowed for direct CPU-CPU coupling)

'R'

Initialization I/O for specifying the access mechanism on transmission side: Handshake, Refresh,
Select, Multiple. Possible settings:
•

H = Handshake

•

R = Refresh

•

S = Select (not allowed for direct CPU-CPU coupling)

• M = Multiple (not allowed for direct CPU-CPU coupling)
(only the letters R, M and I (=Image) are valid for FM 458-1 DP.)
Data length (in bytes) for receive channels 1-4.
Range of values: 0 <= LT1...4 <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set.
Block enable. The block is not executed if EN = 0.
Block output QTS indicates if the block is operating without error.
•

QTS = 1: No error

•

QTS = 0: Became inactive after a communications error.

Status display; For more information, refer to the "System and Communication Configuration D7SYS" system manual, section "Communication service process data".
Detailed additional display for the send channel; for information on the meaning of values, refer to
the D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events". (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events"
topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Detailed additional display for the receive channel 1; for information on the meaning of values,
refer to the D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events". (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on
events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Detailed additional display for the receive channel 2; for information on the meaning of values,
refer to the D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events". (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on
events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Detailed additional display for the receive channel 3; for information on the meaning of values,
refer to the D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events". (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on
events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Detailed additional display for the receive channel 4; for information on the meaning of values,
refer to the D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events". (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on
events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

'R'

0
1
0

16#0000
16#0000
16#0000
16#0000
16#0000
16#0000
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.4.1.2

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

249.3
82.3
41.2
20.6

CDC4
Process data distribution block

Symbol
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Short description
Function block CDC4 distributes data blocks it receives to four data blocks of different lengths
and writes these to channels at the configured data interfaces.

Functional principle
Function block CDC4 distributes the data from the receive channel to up to 4 transmission
channels. Function blocks CTV, CRV, CCC4 and CDC4 can be configured as direct coupling
partners. The data length of the receive channel is derived from the total data lengths of the
configured transmission channels. You need to configure at least two transmission channels
to ensure faultless operation of the function block. The configured data interfaces must
always be specified in ascending order, i.e. it is always necessary to define valid CT1 and CT2
connection data. Only the specifications at inputs CT3 and CT4 are optional. The function
block processes 5 channels in successive order, i.e. starting with the receive channel, it
processes the 4 transmission channels. The user data of the transmission channels consist of
the user data of the receive channels. Temporary error states of the transmission channels do
not interrupt receiving. If one of the transmission channels goes into an irreparable error
state, the function block enters the inactive state and enters an error message in the
communication error field. The channels can be configured for different data transmission
modes. In the case of irreparable errors, the block sets a corresponding error message in the
communication error field and stops its task execution. Temporary errors are indicated at YEV
connection; processing is continued. The computing time of CDC4 is primarily dependent on
the number of bytes to be copied.
Temporary faults are displayed at the YEV output. Detailed information is shown in addition
at the YTR or YT1 to YT4 status outputs. Processing is continued.
Note
In normal mode, transmission and receiving does not start at the first cycle, but rather after
the data interface of the module configured at input CTS has been enabled and the
corresponding coupling partner has been identified (cf. connection output YEV). This may last
for the duration of several sampling times.

Connections
Name
CTS

CT1-4
AR

AT1-4

258

Description

Initialization input for specifying the name of the configured module that contains the data
interface data to be used for receiving.
Specifies the name of the configured module that contains the data interfaces for the 4 transmission channels.
Input for initializing the address settings for the receive channel.
The specification consists of a channel name and includes 1 or 2 address levels, dependent on
the coupling type (e.g. DUST1 or SINEC H1).
If this data is used in a static network, you also need to configure the necessary network data.
Input for initializing the address settings for the transmission channels.
The specifications consist of a channel name and include 1 or 2 address levels, dependent on
the coupling type (e.g. DUST1 or SINEC H1).
If this data is used in a static network, you also need to configure the necessary network data.

Default
0
0
Empty string

Empty string
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Name
MOD

MO1-4

LT1-4

EN
QTS

YEV
YTR
YT1
YT2
YT3
YT4

Description

Initialization connection for specifying the access mechanism on receiving side: Handshake,
Refresh, Select, Multiple. Possible settings:
•

H = Handshake

•

R = Refresh

•

S = Select (not allowed for direct CPU-CPU coupling)

• M = Multiple (not allowed for direct CPU-CPU coupling)
(only the letters R, M and I (=Image) are valid for FM 458-1 DP.)
Transmission modes for receiving channels
•

H = Handshake

•

R = Refresh

•

S = Select (not allowed for direct CPU-CPU coupling)

•

M = Multiple (not allowed for direct CPU-CPU coupling)

Data length (number in bytes) for transmission channels 1-4.
Range of values: 0 <= LT1...4 <= 32767.
The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is set.
Block enable. The block is not executed if EN = 0.
Block output QTS indicates if the block is operating without error.
•

QTS = 1: No error

•

QTS = 0: Became inactive after a communications error.

Status display; For more information, refer to the "System and Communication Configuration
D7-SYS" system manual, section "Communication service process data".
Detailed additional display for the receive channel; for information on the meaning of values,
refer to the D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events". (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help
on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Detailed additional display for the send channel 1; for information on the meaning of values,
refer to the D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events". (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help
on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Detailed additional display for the send channel 2; for information on the meaning of values,
refer to the D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events". (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help
on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Detailed additional display for the send channel 3; for information on the meaning of values,
refer to the D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events". (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help
on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Detailed additional display for the send channel 4; for information on the meaning of values,
refer to the D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events". (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help
on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
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'R'

'R'

0

1
0

16#0000
16#0000
16#0000
16#0000
16#0000
16#0000
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.4.1.3

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

185.9
61.4
30.7
15.35

CRV
Process data receive block

Symbol

Short description
Receive block for distributing up to 10000 values from a data interface to function block
inputs on the same CPU.

Functional principle
The function block only distributes virtual connections (consisting of virtual connection name
and four-digit sequence number) of the CPU on which it is configured. The receive block
distributes the values from the data interface to block inputs using the configured virtual
connection at which the virtual setting is identical with setting at the CRR I/O.
The configuration engineer specifies value is to be copied to a specific block input by means
of the sequence number. All 1-byte, 2-byte-, 4-byte and float I/O formats of block inputs can
be numbered in any order (e.g. BO, I, R). Strings (S I/O type) cannot be transferred!
it is allowed to assign redundant sequence numbers to a virtual connection (receiving); this
means that a value is to be copied to different block inputs. It is also allowed to set gaps in
the numbering, e.g. for reserves. The virtual connection can only be specified at block inputs
that were assigned a constant. A receiving reference cannot be set for function block
interconnections.
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The receive block checks consistency of the following data with the transmission side:
• Total data volume
• Sequence of the different data formats
• Amount of data per data format
If several data packets of the same format are received, it cannot be determined as to
whether or not this data was entered in the same sequence on transmission side. The
configuration engineer is responsible in ensuring this consistency.
If irreparable errors are detected, the function block enters an error alarm in the
communication error field and enters the inactive state.
Receiving (i.e. the actual data transmission) can always be interrupted (I/O EN = 0).
In standard mode, receiving does not start at the first cycle, but rather after the data interface
of the module configured at input CTS has been enabled and the corresponding coupling
partner was identified (cf. connection output YEV). This may last for the duration of several
sampling times.
CRV computing time primarily depends on the number of bytes to be copied (basic
computing time = approx. 50 µs). Set a time of 5 µs per 4 bytes as benchmark. The
computing time definition in the technical specifications must be interpreted accordingly.

Time monitoring
If no new/valid data is received within the frame failure time specified at input TMX, output
QT is set to 1. After switch on, time monitoring is initially disabled and QT = 0. and is enabled
on completion of communication commissioning, i.e., after several valid frames have been
received.
Special case PROFINET IO: Time monitoring is not yet active for PNIO devices. When frames
fail completely or partially, the gaps are filled with substitute values (0) so that data is always
pending. The message 16#6007 is signaled at the QTS connection in this case.

Connections
Name
CTS
AR
MOD

EN
TMX

Description

Initialization I/O for setting the configured name of the module that contains the data interface to be used for receiving.
Initialization connection for address data. The specification consists of a channel name and 1
or 2 address levels, depending on the coupling type (for example, PROFINET).
Initialization connection for specifying the access mechanism on receiving side: Handshake,
Refresh, Select, Multiple. Possible settings:
•

H = Handshake

•

R = Refresh

•

S = Select (not allowed for direct CPU-CPU coupling)

• M = Multiple (not allowed for direct CPU-CPU coupling)
(only the letters R, M and I (=Image) are valid for FM 458-1 DP.)
Block enable. EN=0 disables block processing.
Monitoring time. Maximum frame failure time.
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Empty string
'R'

1
100 ms
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Name
CRR
QTS

QT
YEV
YTS

Description

Default

I/O for assigning the virtual connection setting (receiving).
Block output QTS indicates if the block is operating without error.
•

QTS = 1: No error

•

QTS = 0: Became inactive after a communications error.

0

Timeout. The output is set to 1 if an existing communication link does not provide new/valid
data for a time longer than TMX. QT=0 after communication is resumed.
Status display; For more information, refer to the System and Communication Configuring
D7-SYS (http://support.automation.siemens.com/WW/view/de/8776461/0/en) system manual,
section "Communication utility process data".
Detailed status display; for information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on
events" (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC
TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

16#0000
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.4.1.4

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

71.7 + 5 per 4 bytes
23.7 + 5 per 4 bytes
11.9 + 5 per 4 bytes
5.95 + 5 per 4 bytes

CTV
Process data send block

Symbol

Short description
Send block for transferring up to 10000 I/O values to a data interface.
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Functional principle
The function block only acquires and transmits output values from function blocks of the CPU
on which it is configured. A virtual connection (consisting of virtual connection setting and a
four-digit sequence number) must be configured for the block output values to be
transmitted. The virtual I/O setting must correspond to the setting at the CRT I/O.
The configuration engineer specifies the order in which the I/O values are written to the
channel by means of the sequence number. The 1-byte, 2-byte, 4-byte and float I/O formats
can be numbered in any order (for example, BO, I, R). Strings (S I/O type) cannot be
transferred!
The redundant assignment of sequence numbers to a virtual connection (transmit) is not
allowed and leads to an error message of the CFC compiler. It is allowed to set gaps can in the
numbering, for example, for reserves.
The send block checks consistency of the following data with the receiving side:
• Total data volume
• Sequence of the different data formats
• Amount of data per data format
If multiple data of the same data format is transferred, it is not possible for the CFC compiler
or send block to determine whether or not the data was read in the same order on receiving
side. The configuration engineer is responsible in ensuring this consistency.
If irreparable errors are detected, the function block enters an error alarm in the
communication error field and enters the inactive state. Data transmission (i.e. the actual
data transmission) can be interrupted at any time (I/O EN = 0).
In standard mode, data transmission does not start at the first cycle. Instead, it is not started
until the data interface on the module configured at input CTS has been enabled and the
existence of the appropriate coupling partner has been identified (refer to output YEV). This
may last for the duration of several sampling times.
CTV computing time primarily depends on the number of bytes to be copied (basic
computing time = approx. 50 µs). Set a time of 5 µs per 4 bytes as benchmark. The
computing time definition in the technical specifications must be interpreted accordingly.
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Connections
Name
CTS
AT
MOD

EN
CRT
QTS

YEV
YTS

Description

Default

Initialization I/O for setting the configured name of the module that contains data interface to
be used for transmission.
Initialization connection for address data.
Empty string
The specification consists of a channel name and 1 or 2 address levels, depending on the
coupling type (for example, PROFINET). (Default: empty string)
Initialization connection for specifying the access mechanism on receiving side: Handshake,
'R'
Refresh, Select, Multiple. Possible settings:
•

H = Handshake

•

R = Refresh

•

S = Select (not allowed for direct CPU-CPU coupling)

• M = Multiple (not allowed for direct CPU-CPU coupling)
(only the letters R, M and I (=Image) are valid for FM 458-1 DP.)
Block enable. The block is not executed if EN = 0.
I/O for assigning the virtual connection setting (transmitting).
Block output QTS indicates if the block is operating without error.
•

QTS = 1: No error

•

QTS = 0: Became inactive after a communications error.

1
0

Status display; For more information, refer to the System and Communication Configuring
D7-SYS (http://support.automation.siemens.com/WW/view/de/8776461/0/en) system manual,
section "Communication utility process data".
Detailed status display; for information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on
events" (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC
TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

16#0000
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

66.9 + 5 per 4 bytes
22.1 + 5 per 4 bytes
11.1 + 5 per 4 bytes
5.55 + 5 per 4 bytes
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1.4.2

Message system communication utility

1.4.2.1

@MSC
Message system central block

Symbol

Short description
• The central block @MSC initializes and monitors the message system. Moreover, it
evaluates the communication error field and the message buffer in the SAVE area.
• If you configure a central block @MSC, you need to configure at least one message output
block MSI or MSIPRI.
• You may only configure one central block @MSC for each message system, i.e. per CPU.
A multiple configuration of central blocks is identified at system startup. This results in an
entry in the communication error field at all central blocks that attempt to log on after the
first central block.
This will not have an impact on message system functionality, as the first central block
was able to log on.
• The message system consists of three types of function blocks:
Central block for managing and monitoring the message buffer (@MSC)
Message input blocks (MER ... )
Message output blocks (MSI and MSIPRI)

Functional principle
The message system can be used to detect and manage local messages on the CPU.
Use initialization I/O SAV to specify as to whether the message buffer is to be created in local
non-buffered RAM (SAV = 0), or in battery-backed RAM (SAV = 1). If the message buffer is
located in battery-backed RAM, the central block synchronizes itself again to the message
buffer after system startup. In this case, logged messages will be retained. The central block
reports failure of the creation of the message buffer at system startup by means of an entry
in the communication error field.
The size of the message buffer corresponds to the setting at the NOM block input. Once the
message buffer has been created in the SAVE area, its size can no longer be varied in the
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SAVE area: If SAV=1 after a system reset, the setting at input NOM is no longer evaluated if
SAV = 1 was already valid at a previous system startup.
A message consists of a text, a two-stage number (prefix and suffix), a type, as well as an
optional measured value.
The two-stage numbering (prefix, suffix) serves to organize the messages into two classes
(e.g. upper and lower class).
A differentiation is made between the following message types:
• S
System alarms (specified by the system): Following a system crash, the central block
enters a system error message in the message buffer on restart. The cause of the crash is
entered as suffix, while the value of block input RP is entered as prefix. The message is of
the type S.
The "system message" text entry cannot be edited.
• C
Communication error message (specified by the system): The communication function
blocks enter the cause of irreparable errors detected in the communication error field.
The central block evaluates this error field at cyclic intervals. The cause of the error is
entered as suffix, while the value of block input RP is entered as prefix.
As soon as the central block recognizes that the number of communication errors exceeds
logging capacity in the error field, the @MSC enters a final C message. In this case, the
negative number of communication errors that were not logged is entered as suffix.
All of these messages are of the type C.
The configured text is entered as message text at initialization input CMT.
• F
Communication error message (specified by the configuration engineer): This type of
message is used to identify serious message system errors. This message type is assigned
in the configuration of the message entry function blocks.
• W
Warning message (specified by the configuration engineer): This is used to identify
message that do not represent serious message system errors. This message type is
assigned in the configuration of the message entry function blocks.
Central block @MSC initializes, manages and monitors the message system. The number of
messages that can be entered in the message buffer is specified at block input NOM. If a
value less than 15 is set, a message buffer is automatically initialized with a capacity of 15
entries.
The message system can be disabled for additional entries by setting block input MUN = 0.
This setting prevents the overwriting of unread messages. The number of messages is limited
to 32767.
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Connections
Name
CMS
CMT
NOM
SAV
RP

MUN
QTS

Description

Initialization connection for naming the message system. The name is not verified. You can
enter a name string consisting of a maximum of 6 characters.
The text to be displayed upon output of communication errors is configured at this initialization
input. If no setting is made, only the number of the error entry and message type "C" will be
output.
The number of entries that can be saved to the message buffer is specified at this initialization
I/O. The minimum number of entries is 15 (even if the a lower value is set at this connection),
while the maximum is limited to 32767.
Use initialization I/O SAV to specify as to whether the message buffer is to be created in batterybacked RAM (SAV = 1), or in non-buffered RAM (SAV = 0).
Message prefix setting. This number is used as prefix for communication error messages that
are evaluated by central block @MSC. The suffix represents the actual cause of error.
Range of values: 0 <= RP <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set.
Enable of the message buffer for message entries (MUN = 1). If MUN = 0, no messages can be
acquired. This setting is useful to prevent unread messages from being overwritten by new
messages (e.g. on "message surge").
Output QTS is used to indicate whether or not the block was successfully initialized (QTS = 1),
or whether the block has entered the inactive state following the entry of a communication
error message (QTS = 0).

Default

Empty string
15
0
0

0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
8.1
FM458/PM6
2.7
CPU550/551
1.4
CPU555
0.7
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may not be disabled by way of task group and
must be configured for a sampling time > 32 ms.
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1.4.2.2

MSI
Message evaluation block

Symbol

Short description
• Message evaluation block MSI returns the messages that were entered in the message
buffer at the data interface that was configured in accordance with the CTS I/O.
• If using this function block, you must configure the central block of the message system
(@MSC).
• You may configure multiple instances of function block MSI to enable the output of
message entries at different data interfaces.

Functional principle
The function block MSI first initializes a transmission channel for message output at the
configured data interface (CTS output). The channel is set up for the "Select" mode. This
setting enables the output messages from different message systems with several MSI using
only a single channel.
MSI starts to output messages on completion of all initialization tasks (after execution of
several sequences in standard mode). MSI outputs one message per task cycle.
MSI outputs an overflow message if messages are overwritten due to the FIFO structure of
the message buffer. The overflow message is of the type W (warning). The value set at input
RP is entered as prefix, while the number of lost messages is entered as suffix. MSI enters the
message text "sequence buffer overflow". The automatically generated text cannot be
configured. The overflow message is repeated at intervals of 10 seconds as long as messages
are overwritten. If no further buffer overflow is detected on expiration of 10 seconds, the
block outputs an "end of overflow" message. The "end of overflow" message is of type W
(warning). The value specified at input RP plus 1 is entered as prefix; the suffix is always 0.
MSI enters as message text "sequence buffer overflow end". The automatically generated text
cannot be configured.
When reading messages from the message buffer, the block prepares the oldest unread
message (from the perspective of the particular MSI function block) and outputs it at the
assigned data interface. If the message buffer does not contain any messages, the block will
not take any action until new messages have been entered.
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If messages are entered in the message buffer faster than they can be read by the message
evacuation block, the oldest unread messages will be lost. In this case, a corresponding
overflow message is generated. The overflow message contains the number of overwritten
messages.
The message output format is specified at the SNV, STM, STC and SSF inputs.

Connections
Name
CMS
CTS
AT
RP

SNV
STM
STC
SSF
EN
QBO
QTS
YTS

Description

Initialization connection for naming the message system. The name is not verified. You can
enter a name string consisting of a maximum of 6 characters.
Connection for initialization of the name of the configured coupling module name; name of the
module (and optionally of connector X01, X02, or X03) to be used to output the messages.
Initialization connection for address data.
The specification consists of a channel name and includes 1 or 2 address levels, dependent on
the coupling type (e.g. DUST1 or SINEC H1).
After having detected an overflow of the message buffer, the MSI block generates an overflow
message with the prefix specified at this position. An end of overflow message with RP+1 prefix
is output if no overflow event has been detected on expiration of a timeout of 10 seconds.
Range of values: 0 <= RP <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set. (Initialization connection)
Connection for initializing the specification to include the output of a two-stage message number that is assigned to a message. If SNV = 1, the message number is included in the output.
Connection for initializing the output of a message text that is assigned to a message. If STM =
1, the message text is included in the output.
Connection for initializing output of the message text with a constant length (60 characters). A
message text that is shorter than the maximum length, or not available, is padded with space
characters. If STC = 0, the actual length of the message text is used for output.
Connection for initializing message output in standardized format, or in hexadecimal format. If
SSF = 1, the message is output in standardized format
Input EN enables message output. If message output is disabled (EN=0), the function block will
not perform any action.
Indicates message buffer overflow. If this is the case (QBO = 1), the MSI function block generates and outputs an overflow message.
Indicates function block errors. The function block is in error state (QTS = 0) if the communication channel was not correctly initialized or disrupted, or if proper initialization of the message
system fails (e.g. no memory for the message buffer).
Block output YTS indicates the status of the MSI block in normal operation.
If the function block entered the inactive state after an entry was made in the communication
error field, a corresponding error ID is returned at output YTS.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key
in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
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Empty string
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.4.2.3

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

13.0
4.3
2.2
1.1

MSIPRI
Message output block (printer)

Symbol

Short description
• Message output block MSIPRI outputs messages entered in the message buffer at the data
interface configured at the CTS I/O. It is assumed that a printer is connected to this data
interface.
• If using this function block, you must configure the central block of the message system
(@MSC).
• You may configure multiple instances of function block MSIPRI to enable the output of
message entries at different data interfaces.
• The function principle of function block MSIPRI is identical with that of function block MSI,
the only difference being the output format.
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Functional principle
Function block MSIPRI first initializes a transmission channel for message output at the
configured data interface (CTS output). The channel is set up for the "Select" mode. This
setting enables message output from various message systems and several MSIPRI via one
channel.
MSIPRI starts message output on completion of all initialization tasks (following several
standard mode sequences). MSIPRI outputs one message per task cycle.
MSIPRI outputs an overflow message if messages are overwritten due to the ring structure of
the message buffer. The overflow message is of the type W (warning). The value set at input
RP is entered as prefix, while the number of lost messages is entered as suffix. MSIPRI enters
the "sequence buffer overflow" message text. The automatically generated text cannot be
configured. The overflow message is repeated at intervals of 10 seconds as long as messages
are overwritten.
If no further buffer overflow is detected on expiration of 10 seconds, the block outputs an
"end of overflow" message. The "end of overflow" message is of type W (warning). The value
specified at input RP plus 1 is entered as prefix; the suffix is always 0. MSI enters as message
text "sequence buffer overflow end". The automatically generated text cannot be configured.
When reading messages from the message buffer, the block prepares the oldest unread
message (from the perspective of the particular MSIPRI function block) and outputs it at the
assigned data interface. If the message buffer does not contain any messages, the block will
not take any action until new messages have been entered.
If messages are entered in the message buffer faster than they can be read by the message
evacuation block, the oldest unread messages will be lost. In this case, a corresponding
overflow message is generated (QBO = 1 is displayed). The overflow message contains the
number of overwritten messages.
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Connections
Name
CMS
CTS
AT
RP

EN
QBO
QTS
YTS

Description

Initialization connection for naming the message system. The name is not verified. You can
enter a name string consisting of a maximum of 6 characters.
Connection for initializing the configured communication port; name of the module (and
optionally of connector X01, X02 or X03) to be used for message output.
Connection for initializing address settings.
The specification consists of a channel name and includes 1 or 2 address levels, dependent on
the coupling type (e.g. DUST1 or SINEC H1).
After having detected a message buffer overflow, MSIPRI generates an overflow message
with the prefix specified at this position. An end of overflow message with RP+1 prefix is
output if no overflow event has been detected on expiration of a timeout of 10 seconds.
Range of values: 0 <= RP <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set. (Initialization connection)
Input EN enables message output. If message output is disabled (EN=0), the function block
will not perform any action.
Indicates message buffer overflow. If this is the case (QBO = 1), function block MSIPRI
generates and outputs an overflow message.
Indicates function block errors. The function block is in error state (QTS = 0) if the communication channel was not correctly initialized or disrupted, or if proper initialization of the message system fails (e.g. no memory for the message buffer).
Block output YTS indicates the status of the MSIPRI block in normal operation.
If the function block entered the inactive state after an entry was made in the communication
error field, a corresponding error ID is returned at output YTS.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1
key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
0
0
Empty string
0

0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

22.4
7.4
3.7
1.85
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1.4.2.4

MER, MER_I, MER_D
Message block for an incoming message with measured value

Symbol

Short description
• This function block saves a message specifying a value (real type) and unit to the message
system at the positive edge of a binary variable.
• If using this function block, you must configure the central block of the message system
(@MSC) and at least one message output block (MSI).
• Function blocks MER_I, MER_D and MER have identical functions and differ only with
regard to the data type of measured value I/O X:
MER: REAL
MER_I: INT
MER_D: DINT

Functional principle
The message numbers are classified in two stages using the RP and RS input. The prefix is set
at the RP input, while the suffix is set at the RS input. The configuration engineer is
responsible for unique numbering of the prefix and suffix for differentiation between the
messages. The message system does not verify the uniqueness of the numbering!
Block input EN = 0 suppresses output of the message.
A message is output and the block input is set to Q1 = 1 at the 0 to 1 transition of block input
I1. Block output Q1 is reset if block input SM is set to SM = 0 at least for the duration of one
sampling time. Message output cannot be repeated as long block output Q1 is set. Using the
block input SM=1 setting, it is therefore possible to suppress the repeated output of a
message. Block output Q1 is always updated independent of block input EN.
If EN = 1, SM = 1, Q1 = 0, an incoming message is entered and Q1 = 1 is set at the I1 = 0 to I1
= 1 transition.
The measured value set at I/O X is transferred in the generated message.
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Connections
Name
CMS
T1
MT
RP
RS
EN
I1
SM
X
Q1
QTS

Description

Initialization connection for naming the message system. The name is not verified. You can
enter a name string consisting of a maximum of 6 characters.
Initialization connection for the message text. The message text may have a maximum length
of 60 characters.
Initialization connection for message classification. Messages are assigned the error (MT=1) or
warning (MT=0) class by means of the MT connection.
Message prefix.
Range of values: 0 ≤ RP ≤ 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is set.
Message suffix.
Range of values: 0 ≤ RP ≤ 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is set.
Block enable. If EN = 0, the function block does not output a message.
Input for message events. A message is output at the I1 = 0 to I1 = 1 transition (condition: Q1 =
0 and EN = 1).
Connection SM can be used to prevent the repeated sending of a message (with SM = 1).
Measured value input.
Indicates I1 = 0 to I1 = 1 transitions. A message is entered if Q1 = 1.
Output QTS is used to indicate whether or not the block was successfully initialized (QTS = 1),
or whether the block has entered the inactive state following the entry of a communication
error message (QTS = 0)

Default
0

Empty string
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
MER

MER_I

MER_D

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

8.1
2.7
1.4
0.7
7.8
2.6
1.3
0.65
9.6
3.2
1.6
0.8
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1.4.2.5

MER0
Message block for 16 incoming messages

Symbol

Short description
• This function block saves up to 16 messages to the message system at a positive edge of a
bit of the bit vector.
• If using this function block, you must configure the central block of the message system
(@MSC) and at least one message output block (MSI).

Functional principle
The message numbers are classified in two stages using the RP and RS input. The prefix is set
at the RP input, while the suffix is set at the RS input. The configuration engineer is
responsible for unique numbering of the prefix and suffix for differentiation between the
messages. The message system does not verify the uniqueness of the numbering!
Block input EN = 0 suppresses output of the message.
At the 0 to 1 transition of a bit at block input IS1 a message is output, the corresponding bit is
set in feedback vector QS1, and the block output is set to Q1 = 1. Block output QS1 is reset if
block input SM = 0 is set at least for the duration of one sampling period. As long as the
corresponding bit of block output QS1 is set, the repeated output of the message is
prevented. Using the block input SM=1 setting, it is therefore possible to suppress the
repeated output of a message. Block outputs QS1 and QN are always updated, independent
of block input EN.
If EN = 1, SM = 1 and i-th bit of QS1 = 0, an incoming message is entered and the
corresponding bit in QS1 is set at the transition of the i-th bit from IS1 = 0 to IS1 = 1. A
message that is generated for the i-th bit of the message entry is assigned the message text
Ti+1 and the bit position is added to the suffix.
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Connections
Name
CMS
MT
RP
RS

EN
IS1
SM
QS1
QN
QTS

Description

Initialization connection for naming the message system. The name is not verified. You can enter
a name string consisting of a maximum of 6 characters.
Initialization connection for message classification. The messages are assigned the error (MT = 1)
or warning (MT = 0) class using the MT input.
Message prefix.
Range of values: 0 <= RP <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is set.
Message suffix. The specified suffix represents the base value to which the bit position of the
generated message is added (example: The value 1 is added to the suffix for a message signal
0x0002, as the first bit is set).
Range of values: 0 <= RS <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is set.
Block enable. If EN = 0, the function block does not output a message.
Input for message events. A message is output at the transition of a bit from IS1 = 0 to IS1 = 1
(condition: corresponding bit Q1 = 0 and EN = 1).
Connection SM can be used to prevent the repeated sending of a message (with SM = 1).
Indicates a corresponding IS1 = 0 to IS1 = 1 bit transition. Bit status QS1 = 1 indicates that a
message ha been generated for this bit.
Indicates whether one or several of the 16 messages have been entered.
Output QTS is used to indicate whether or not the block was successfully initialized (QTS = 1), or
whether the block has entered the inactive state following the entry of a communication error
message (QTS = 0)

Default
0
0
0
0

0
16#0000
0
16#0000
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

7.0
2.3
1.2
0.6
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1.4.2.6

MER1
Message block for an incoming message with text

Symbol

Short description
• This function block saves a message to the message system at the positive edge of a
binary variable.
• If using this function block, you must configure the central block of the message system
(@MSC) and at least one message output block (MSI).

Functional principle
The message numbers are classified in two stages using the RP and RS input. The prefix is set
at the RP input, while the suffix is set at the RS input. The configuration engineer is
responsible for unique numbering of the prefix and suffix for differentiation between the
messages. The message system does not verify uniqueness!
Block input EN = 0 suppresses output of the message.
A message is output and block output Q1 = 1 is set at the 0 to 1 transition at block input I1.
Block output Q1 is reset if block input SM is set to SM = 0 at least for the duration of one
sampling time. Message output cannot be repeated as long block output Q1 is set. Using the
block input SM=1 setting, it is therefore possible to suppress the repeated output of a
message. Block output Q1 is always updated independent of block input EN.
If EN = 1, SM = 1, Q1 = 0, an incoming message is entered and Q1 = 1 is set at the I1 = 0 to I1
= 1 transition.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

CMS

Initialization connection for naming the message system. The name is not verified. You can enter a
name string consisting of a maximum of 6 characters.
Initialization connection for the message text. The message text may have a maximum length of
60 characters.
Initialization connection for message classification. The messages are assigned the error (MT = 1)
or warning (MT = 0) class using the MT input.

0

T1
MT
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Name
RP

RS

EN
I1
SM
Q1
QTS

Description

Message number stage 1 prefix.
Range of values: 0 <= RP <= 32767
The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is set.
Message number stage 2 suffix.
Range of values: 0 <= RS <= 32767
The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is set.
Block enable. If EN = 0, the function block does not output a message.
Input for message events.
A message is output at the I1 = 0 to I1 = 1 transition (condition: Q1 = 0 and EN = 1).
Connection SM can be used to prevent the repeated sending of a message (with SM = 1).
Indicates I1 = 0 to I1 = 1 transitions. A message is entered if Q1 = 1.
Output QTS is used to indicate whether or not the block was successfully initialized (QTS = 1), or
whether the block has entered the inactive state following the entry of a communication error
message (QTS = 0)

Default
0

0

0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

4.0
1.3
0.7
0.35
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1.4.2.7

MER16
Message block for 16 incoming messages with text

Symbol

Short description
• This function block saves up to 16 messages to the message system at a positive edge of a
bit of the bit vector.
• If using this function block, you must configure the central block of the message system
(@MSC) and at least one message output block (MSI).

Functional principle
The message numbers are classified in two stages using the RP and RS input. The prefix is set
at the RP input, while the suffix is set at the RS input. The configuration engineer is
responsible for unique numbering of the prefix and suffix for differentiation between the
messages. The message system does not verify the uniqueness of the numbering!
Block input EN = 0 suppresses output of the message.
A message is output at the 0 to 1 transition of a bit at block input IS1. The corresponding bit
is set in feedback vector QS1 and block output QN = 1 is set. Block output QS1 is reset if block
input SM = 0 is set at least for the duration of one sampling period. Repeated output of the
message is prevented as long as the relevant bit is set at block output QS1. Using the block
input SM=1 setting, it is therefore possible to suppress the repeated output of a message.
Block outputs QS1 and QN are always updated, independent of block input EN.
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If EN = 1, SM = 1 and i-th bit of QS1 = 0, an incoming message is entered and the
corresponding bit in QS1 is set at the transition of the i-th bit from IS1 = 0 to IS1 = 1. A
message that is generated for the i-th bit of the message entry is assigned the message text
Ti+1 and the bit position is added to the suffix.

Connections
Name
CMS

T1-T16
MT
RP
RS

EN
IS1
SM
QS1
QTS

Description

Initialization connection for naming the message system. The name is not verified. You can
enter a name string consisting of a maximum of 6 characters.
Connection for initializing the message texts. Message bit i is assigned message text Ti+1.
Initialization connection for message classification. Connection MT is used to assign messages
the error (MT = 1) or warning (MT = 0) class.
Message prefix.
Range of values: 0 <= RP <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set.
Message suffix. The specified suffix represents the base value to which the bit position of the
generated message is added (example: The value 1 is added to the suffix for a message signal
0x0002, as the first bit is set).
Range of values: 0 <= RS <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set.
Block enable. If EN = 0, the function block does not output a message.
Input for message events. A message is output at the transition of a bit from IS1 = 0 to IS1 = 1
(condition: corresponding bit QS1 = 0 and EN = 1).
Connection SM can be used to prevent the repeated sending of a message (with SM = 1).
Indicates a corresponding IS1 = 0 to IS1 = 1 bit transition. Bit status QS1 = 1 indicates that a
message ha been generated for this bit.
Output QTS is used to indicate whether or not the block was successfully initialized (QTS = 1),
or whether the block has entered the inactive state following the entry of a communication
error message (QTS = 0)

Default
0

Empty string
0
0
0

0
16#0000
0
16#0000
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

13.1
4.3
2.2
1.1
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1.4.2.8

MERF, MERF_I, MERF_D
Message block for incoming and outgoing messages with measured value.

Symbol

Short description
• This function block saves two messages each of which contain a value (real type) to the
message system at the positive or negative edge of a binary variable.
• If using this function block, you must configure the central block of the message system
(@MSC) and at least one message output block (MSI).
• Function blocks MERF, MERF_I and MERF_D have identical functions and differ only with
regard to the data type of measured value connection X:
MERF: REAL
MERF_I: INT
MERF_D: DINT

Functional principle
The message numbers are classified in two stages using the RP, RS1 and RS2 inputs. The
prefix is configured at input RP, the suffix for incoming messages at input RS1, and the suffix
for the outgoing message at input RS2. The configuration engineer is responsible for unique
numbering of the prefix and suffix for differentiation between the messages. The message
system does not verify the uniqueness of the numbering!
A message containing the message text set at input T1 and the suffix set at input RS1 is
output at the I1 = 0 to I1 = 1 transition. At the I1 = 1 to I1 = 0 transition, a message
containing the text set at input T2 and the suffix set at RS2 is output.
Block input EN = 0 suppresses the output of messages.
Block output Q1 = 1 is set at the I1 = 0 to I1 = 1 transition. Q2 = 1 is set at the 1 to 0
transition. If SM = 0, block outputs Q1 and Q2 are reset in the next sampling time. Repeated
output of the message is prevented as long as SM = 1 is set. Block outputs Q1 and Q2 are
always updated independent of block input EN.
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If EN = 1, SM = 1, Q1 = 0, an incoming message is entered and Q1 = 1 is set at the I1 = 0 to I1
= 1 transition. The rule is also valid for Q2.
The measured value set at block input X is transferred when the message is generated.

Connections
Name
CMS
T1
T2
MT
RP
RS1
RS2
EN
I1

SM
X
Q1
Q2
QTS

282

Description

Initialization connection for naming the message system. The name is not verified. You can
enter a name string consisting of a maximum of 6 characters.
Connection for initializing the text for incoming messages. The message text may have a maximum length of 60 characters.
Connection for initializing the text for outgoing messages. The message text may have a maximum length of 60 characters.
Initialization connection for message classification. Connection MT is used to assign messages
the error (MT = 1) or warning (MT = 0) class.
Message prefix.
Range of values: 0 <= RP <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set.
Suffix for incoming messages.
Range of values: 0 <= RS1 <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set.
Suffix for outgoing messages.
Range of values: 0 <= RS2 <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set.
Block enable. If EN = 0, the function block does not output a message.
Block input for message triggering. A message containing the text from connection T1 and the
suffix from connection RS1 is output at the 0 to 1 transition (condition: Q1 = 0 and EN = 1).
A message containing the text set at input T2 and the suffix set at input RS2 is output at the 1
to 0 transition (condition: Q2 = 0 and EN = 1).
Input SM can be used to prevent the repeated output of a message (for SM = 1).
Measured value input.
Indication of incoming messages. Q1 = 1 indicates the entry of an incoming message and a
completed transition from I1 = 0 to I1 = 1.
Indication of outgoing messages. For Q2=1, indicates the entry of an incoming message and a
completed transition from I1 = 1 to I1 = 0.
Output QTS is used to indicate whether or not the block was successfully initialized (QTS = 1),
or whether the block has entered the inactive state following the entry of a communication
error message (QTS = 0)

Default
0

Empty string
Empty string
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
MERF

MERF_I

MERF_D

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.4.2.9

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

10.5
3.5
1.8
0.9
7.6
2.5
1.3
0.65
11.1
3.7
1.9
0.95

MERF0
Message block for 16 incoming and outgoing messages

Symbol

Short description
• This function block saves 32 messages to the message system at the positive or negative
edge of a binary variable.
• If using this function block, you must configure the central block of the message system
(@MSC) and at least one message output block (MSI).
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Functional principle
The message numbers are classified in two stages using the RP, RS1 and RS2 inputs. The
prefix is configured at input RP, the suffix for incoming messages at input RS1, and the suffix
for outgoing messages at input RS2. The configuration engineer is responsible for unique
numbering of the prefix and suffix for differentiation between the messages. The message
system does not verify the uniqueness of the numbering!
A message is output with prefix RP and the suffix set at input RS1 and the bit position is
added to the suffix at a bit transition from IS1 = 0 to IS1 = 1. A message is output with prefix
RP and the suffix set at input RS2 and the bit position is added to the suffix at a bit transition
from IS1 = 1 to IS1 = 0.
Block input EN = 0 suppresses the output of messages.
At a bit transition changes from IS1 = 0 to IS1=1, the corresponding output bit QS1 = 1 and
output QN will be set. The corresponding bit QS2 = 1 is set at the 1 to 0 transition.
The QS1 and QS2 block outputs are reset in the next sampling time, provided SM = 0.
Repeated output of the message is prevented as long as SM = 1 is set. Block outputs QS1,
QS2 and QN are always updated independent of block input EN.
If EN = 1, SM = 1 and i-th bit QS1 = 0, an incoming message
is entered at the IS1 = 0 to IS1 = 1 bit transition and the i-th bit is set to QS1 = 1. The rule is
also valid for Q2.

Connections
Name
CMS
MT
RP
RS1

RS2
EN
IS1

SM
QN
QS1
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Description

Initialization connection for naming the message system. The name is not verified. You can
enter a name string consisting of a maximum of 6 characters.
Initialization connection for message classification. Connection MT is used to assign messages
the error (MT = 1) or warning (MT = 0) class.
Message prefix.
Range of values: 0 <= RP <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set.
Suffix for incoming messages. The bit position of the message signal is added to the suffix
(example: The value 6 is added to the suffix if the value 0x0040 is set for the message signal, as
the 6th bit is set).
Range of values: 0 <= RS1 <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set.
Suffix for outgoing messages. The bit position of the message signal is added to the suffix.
Range of values: 0 <= RS2 <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set.
Block enable. If EN = 0, the function block does not output a message.
Block input for message triggering. A message containing the RP prefix and the suffix set at
input RS1 is output at the 0 to 1 transition (condition: corresponding bit QS1 = 0 and EN = 1).
A message containing the RP prefix and the suffix set at input RS2 is output at the bit transition
from 1 to 0 (condition: corresponding bit QS2 = 0 and EN = 1).
Connection SM can be used to prevent the repeated sending of a message (with SM = 1).
Indicates generation of incoming or outgoing messages.
Indication of incoming messages. Bit QS1 = 1 indicates the entry of an incoming message and
transition of the corresponding bit from IS1 = 0 to IS1 = 1.

Default
0
0
0
0

0
0
16#0000

0
0
16#0000
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Name
QS2
QTS

Description

Indication of outgoing messages. Bit QS2 = 1 indicates an outgoing message and transition of
the corresponding bit from IS1 = 1 to IS1 = 0.
Output QTS is used to indicate whether or not the block was successfully initialized (QTS = 1),
or whether the block has entered the inactive state following the entry of a communication
error message (QTS = 0)

Default

16#0000
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.4.2.10

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

18.0
5.9
3.0
1.5

MERF1
Message block for an incoming and outgoing message

Symbol

Short description
• This function block saves 2 messages to the message system at the positive or negative
edge of a binary variable.
• If using this function block, you must configure the central block of the message system
(@MSC) and at least one message output block (MSI).
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Functional principle
The message numbers are classified in two stages using the RP, RS1 and RS2 inputs. The
prefix is configured at input RP, the suffix for incoming messages at input RS1, and the suffix
for the outgoing message at input RS2. The configuration engineer is responsible for unique
numbering of the prefix and suffix for differentiation between the messages. The message
system does not verify the uniqueness of the numbering!
A message containing the text from input T1 and the suffix from input RS1 is output at the I1
= 0 to I1 = 1 transition. A message containing the text from input T2 and the suffix from input
RS2 is output at the I1 = 1 to I1 = 0 transition
Block input EN = 0 suppresses the output of messages.
Block output Q1 = 1 is set at the I1 = 0 to I1 = 1 transition. Q2 = 1 is set at the 1 to 0
transition. If SM = 0, block outputs Q1 and Q2 are reset in the next sampling time. Repeated
output of the message is prevented as long as SM = 1 is set. Block outputs Q1 and Q2 are
always updated independent of block input EN.
If EN = 1, SM = 1, Q1 = 0, an incoming message is entered and Q1 = 1 is set at the I1 = 0 to I1
= 1 transition. The rule is also valid for Q2.
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Connections
Name
CMS
T1
T2
MT
RP
RS1
RS2
EN
I1

SM
Q1
Q2
QTS

Description

Initialization connection for naming the message system. The name is not verified. You can
enter a name string consisting of a maximum of 6 characters.
Connection for initializing the text for incoming messages. The message text may have a maximum length of 60 characters.
Connection for initializing the text for outgoing messages. The message text may have a maximum length of 60 characters.
Initialization connection for message classification. Connection MT is used to assign messages
the error (MT = 1) or warning (MT = 0) class.
Message prefix.
Range of values: 0 <= RP <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set.
Suffix for incoming messages.
Range of values: 0 <= RS1 <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set.
Suffix for outgoing messages.
Range of values: 0 <= RS2 <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set.
Block enable. If EN = 0, the function block does not output a message.
Block input for message triggering. A message containing the text from connection T1 and the
suffix from connection RS1 is output at the 0 to 1 transition (condition: Q1 = 0 and EN = 1). A
message containing the text set at input T2 and the suffix set at input RS2 is output at the 1 to
0 transition (condition: Q2 = 0 and EN = 1).
Input SM can be used to prevent the repeated output of a message (for SM = 1).
Indication of incoming messages. Q1 = 1 indicates the entry of an incoming message and a
completed transition from I1 = 0 to I1 = 1.
Indication of outgoing messages. For Q2=1, indicates the entry of an incoming message and a
completed transition from I1 = 1 to I1 = 0.
Output QTS is used to indicate whether or not the block was successfully initialized (QTS = 1),
or whether the block has entered the inactive state following the entry of a communication
error message (QTS = 0)

Default
0

Empty string
Empty string
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

10.1
3.3
1.7
0.85
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1.4.2.11

MERF16
Message block for 16 incoming and outgoing text messages

Symbol

Short description
• This function block saves 32 messages to the message system at the positive or negative
edge of a binary variable.
• If using this function block, you must configure the central block of the message system
(@MSC) and at least one message output block (MSI).
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Functional principle
The message numbers are classified in two stages using the RP, RS1 and RS2 connections.
The prefix is configured at the RP connection, the suffix for incoming messages at the RS1
connection, and the suffix for outgoing messages at the RS2 connection. The configuration
engineer is responsible for unique numbering of the prefix and suffix for differentiation
between the messages. The message system does not verify the uniqueness of the
numbering!
A message with prefix RP and the suffix set at connection RS1 is output and the bit position is
added to the suffix at the IS1 = 0 to IS1 = 1 transition of the i-th bit. The text T: 2(i+1)-1 is
entered in the message.
A message with prefix RP and the suffix set at the RS2 connection is output the bit position is
added to the suffix at the IS1 = 1 to IS1 = 0 transition of the i-th bit. The text T: 2(i+1) is
entered in the message.
Block input EN = 0 suppresses the output of messages.
At the IS1 = 0 to IS1 = 1 transition of a bit, the corresponding bit at QS1 = 1 is set and output
QN is set. The corresponding bit QS2 = 1 is set at the 1 to 0 transition. The QS1 and QS2 block
outputs are reset in the next sampling time, provided SM = 0. Repeated output of the
message is prevented as long as SM = 1 is set. Block outputs QS1, QS2 and QN are always
updated independent of block input EN.
If EN = 1, SM = 1 and i-th bit QS1 = 0, an incoming message is entered and the i-th bit QS1 =1
is set at the IS1 = 0 to IS1 = 1 transition of the i-th bit. The rule is also valid for Q2.
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Connections
Name
CMS

T1-T32
MT
RP
RS1

RS2
EN
IS1

SM
QN
QS1
QS2
QTS

Description

Initialization connection for naming the message system. The name is not verified. You can
enter a name string consisting of a maximum of 6 characters.
Connection for initializing the message texts. The texts assigned odd numbers are used for
incoming messages, while texts with even numbers are used for outgoing messages
Initialization connection for message classification. Connection MT is used to assign messages
the error (MT = 1) or warning (MT = 0) class.
Message prefix.
Range of values: 0 <= RP <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set.
Suffix for incoming messages. The bit position of the
message signal is added to the suffix (example: The value 6 is added to the suffix if the value
0x0040 is set for the message signal, as the 6th bit is set).
Range of values: 0 <= RS1 <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set.
Suffix for outgoing messages. The bit position of the message signal is added to the suffix.
Range of values: 0 <= RS2 <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set.
Block enable. If EN=0, the function block does not output messages.
Block input for message triggering. A message containing the RP prefix and the suffix set at
input RS1 is output at the 0 to 1 transition (condition: corresponding bit QS1 = 0 and EN = 1). A
message containing the RP prefix and the suffix set at input RS2 is output at the bit transition
from 1 to 0 (condition: corresponding bit QS2 = 0 and EN = 1).
Connection SM can be used to prevent the repeated sending of a message (with SM = 1).
Indicates generation of incoming or outgoing messages.
Indication of incoming messages. Bit QS1 = 1 indicates the entry of an incoming message and
transition of the corresponding bit from IS1 = 0 to IS1 = 1.
Indication of outgoing messages. QS2 = 1 indicates the entry of an outgoing message and a IS1
= 1 to IS1 = 0 transition of the corresponding bit.
Output QTS is used to indicate whether or not the block was successfully initialized (QTS = 1),
or whether the block has entered the inactive state following the entry of a communication
error message (QTS = 0)

Default
0

Empty string
0
0
0

0
0
16#0000

0
0
16#0000
16#0000
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

17.2
5.7
2.9
1.45
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1.4.3

Parameter processing communication utility

1.4.3.1

@DPH
Parameter processing central block

Symbol

Short description
• This central block is used to process the PKW interface of SIMOREG and SIMOVERT
converters (to be discontinued).
• SIMADYN D and the drive devices can be linked by means of PROFIBUS DP or USS.
• A net data structure (PPO type) with a PKW component with a length of 3 or 4 words must
be set in the drive device. This setting must coincide with the setting at input PHL of the
PKW central block @DPH.
• If PHL=0, a PKW interface with a length of 3 words is processed. In this case, the XWL, YWL
and SPL connections will not be processed (i.e. the setting at the XWL connection can be
configured as required).
If PHL=1, a PKW interface with a length of 4 words is processed. In this case, the XWS,
YWS and SPS connections will not be processed (i.e. the setting at the XWS connection
can be configured as required).
• You need to configure a central block for each drive at which the PKW interface is to be
evaluated.
• This function block supports the processing of device parameters in word and double
word format (no text, index value 255 is invalid).
• The name set at the PHS connection may not be assigned to another PKW central block. A
scan is made for multiple assignments at system startup and leads to an entry in the
communication error field if a name that was already assigned was found.
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Functional principle
You can view and edit device and Technology parameters (also permanently in changes
memory of the device) via the PKW interface. It is also possible to receive and acknowledge
parameter change reports of the devices.
This function block serves to transfer parameter jobs that were configured using the DPI
function blocks to the corresponding CTV send block, or to receive the corresponding
response frames from receive block CRV and transfer these to the DPI function blocks.
Function block @DPH evaluates all incoming parameter change reports from the device and
also acknowledges these if the correct input value is set at connection APR.

Connections
Name
PHS
UP

RCM
PHL

XW1
XW2
XWS
XWL

APR

292

Description

Connection for initializing the naming of the PKW interface for a device. The name may only be
configured at one PKW central block.
Connection for initializing the setting for the protocol used. This setting is indispensible, as the
PKW interface is not uniform for all protocols:
1 = PROFIBUS DP
2 = USS
Other specifications are invalid and initiate an entry in the communication error field.
Connection for initializing the maximum number of repetitions of a parameter job that is repeated
until it is returned to the corresponding function block with "terminated with error" status.
Range of values: 0 <= RCM <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is set.
Connection for initializing the length setting of a PKW interface:
PHL = 0
PKW interface with a length of 6 bytes. The XWS, YWS and SPS connections are being
processed. The XWD connection can be set as required, as the XWD, YWD and SPD connections will
not be processed.
PHL = 1
PKW interface with a length of 8 bytes. The XWD, YWD and SPD connections are being
processed. The XWS connection can be set as required, as the XWD, YWD and SPD connections will
not be processed.
First word in the PKW component of the response frame from the drive (response ID, parameter
change report ID, and parameter number).
Second word in the PKW component of the response frame from the drive (Index).
Third word in the PKW component of the response frame from the drive (2-byte parameter
value).This input is processed on the condition that PHL=0; in this case, connection XWL is not
processed.
Third and fourth word in the PKW component of the response frame from the drive (parameter
value with a length of 4 bytes).
This input is processed on the condition that PHL = 1; in this case, connection XWS is not processed.
Acknowledgment of a parameter change report:
APR = 1: Parameter change reports are acknowledged automatically without output of the values at
the SRI, SPN, SPI, SPS, or SPL connection.
APR = 0: Parameter change reports are output at the SPR, SPN, SPI, SPS, or SPL connections. The
parameter change report can then be acknowledged with APR = 1 Processing of a response frame
that was interrupted by the parameter change report is resumed and the data is transferred to the
corresponding DPIxy function block. APR may only be set to 1 for one sampling time in order to
enable the display parameter change reports that were received in direct succession.

Default

1

0
1

16#0000
16#0000
0
0

0
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Name
YW1
YW2
YWS
YWL
SPR
SRI

SPN
SPI
SPS
SPL
QTS
YTS

Description

First word in the PKW component of the job frame transmitted to the drive (response ID, parameter
change report bit, and parameter number).
Second word in the PKW component of the job frame transmitted to the drive (index).
Third word in the PKW component of the job frame transmitted to the drive (parameter value with
2-byte format). The output is only processed if PHL = 0; in this case, the YWL connection will not b
processed.
Third and fourth word in the PKW component of the job frame transmitted to the drive (parameter
value with 4-byte format).
The output is only processed if PHL = 1; in this case, the YWS connection will not be processed.
Parameter change report ID bit; the output is always set (SPR = 1) if a new parameter change report
is output. This action is not performed unless SPR = 0 was set before the output and depends on
input the APR connection.
Connection used for interpretation of the current parameter change report:
0 = no parameter change report
1 = parameter change report (2-byte format)
2 = parameter change report (4-byte format)
3 = parameter change report (array, 2-byte format)
4 = parameter change report (array, 4-byte format)
Output of the number of the parameter used to generate the parameter change report. Output SPN
is not processed if SRI = 0.
Output of the index of the parameter used to generate the parameter change report.
Output of the value of the parameter used to generate the parameter change report.
If SRI = 0, SRI = 1 and SRI = 3, output SPL will not be processed.
Output of the value of the parameter used to generate the parameter change report.
If SRI = 0, SRI = 2 and SRI = 4, output SPS will not be processed
Output QTS indicates whether or not the block was successfully initialized (QTS = 1), or whether it
entered the inactive state (QTS = 0) after a communication error message was entered.
Block output YTS indicates the current block status in normal operation.
If the function block entered the inactive state after an entry was made in the communication error
field, a corresponding error ID is returned at output YTS.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default

16#0000
16#0000
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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1.4.3.2

DPI
Drive parameter block

Symbol

Short description
• This function block is used to define the parameter job for the converters with regard to
the PKW interface and to receive the response frames from the converters.
• The function block can only be used in combination with the PKW central block @DPH.
• Function block DPI is capable of processing 2-byte and 4 byte parameter values.
The XS, YS, XL, or YL will be processed depending on the job and response (PR and PRR
connections).

Functional principle
The function block only works on the condition that its cascade input IC was inverted
(toggled). If the IC input is changed and EN=1, the function block transfers a parameter job
corresponding to inputs PR, PN, PI and XS or XL. After the job has been transferred, the
function block waits for a response from the PKW central block, but this is only received in
one of the next operating cycles. After having received the response frame, the function
block inverts (toggles) its cascade output QC. This action triggers the step to the next
parameter block of a cascade.
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Connections
Name
PHS
PR

PN
PI
XS
XL
EN
IC
PRR

PNR
PIR
YS
YL
QS1

Description

Connection for initializing the naming of the PKW interface to a drive. The name is referenced to
the PKW central block @DPH that has the same setting.
Parameter job ID:
0 = no job
1 = request parameter normalization factor
2 = request parameter value
3 = change parameter value (2-byte format)
4 = change parameter value (4-byte format)
5 = request parameter value (array)
6 = change parameter value (array, 2-byte)
7 = change parameter value (array, 4-byte)
8 = change parameter value and save to changes memory (2-byte)
9 = change parameter value and save to changes memory (4-byte)
10 = change parameter value and save to changes memory
(array, 2-byte)
11 = change parameter value and save to changes memory
(array, 4-byte)
The index of all array jobs must be < 255.
Parameter number of the job; valid values: 0 to 31999
Parameter index of the job; valid values: 0 to 254. PI should be 0 for non-indexed jobs.
Parameter value for change jobs; values in 2-byte format.
Parameter value for change jobs; values in 4-byte format.
Job enable: No job is assigned if EN = 0.
Cascade input. The function block always responds if input IC was inverted (toggled) since the
last task cycle.
Response ID:
0 = no response
1 = transfer parameter normalization factor
2 = transfer parameter value (2-byte format)
3 = transfer parameter value (4-byte format)
4 = transfer parameter value (array, 2-byte)
5 = transfer parameter value (array, 4-byte)
The index of all array jobs must be evaluated.
On responses PRR = 0, the YS and YL connections will not be processed.
On responses PRR = 2 and 4, the XL connection will not be processed.
On responses PRR = 1, 3 and 5, the XS connection will not be processed.
Parameter number of the response.
Parameter index of the response.
Parameter value of the response if PRR = 2 or PRR = 4.
Parameter value of the response if PRR = 1, 3 or 5.
Result of job verification. The block output is not calculated unless a job was completed and a
new job was requested (EN = 1).
QS1 = 1: job is OK
QS1 = 0: Incorrect specification at PR, PN and PI; detailed analysis is displayed at block output
YTS.
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
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Name
QS2

QTS
YTS

QC

Description

Result of the response verification. The block output is not calculated until a job is completed.
QS2 = 1: response is OK
QS2 = 0: response error; detailed analysis is displayed at block output YTS.
Output QTS indicates whether or not the block was successfully initialized (QTS = 1), or whether
it entered the inactive state (QTS = 0) after a communication error message was entered.
Block output YTS indicates the current block status in normal operation.
If the function block entered the inactive state after an entry was made in the communication
error field, a corresponding error ID is returned at output YTS.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Cascade output to trigger a further parameter block (or its local block). The cascade output is
inverted (toggled) after evaluation of a parameter response and processing of all outputs.

Default
0

0
0

0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.4.4

Trace communication utility

1.4.4.1

@TCI

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
--

4.7
1.6
0.8
0.4

System trace central block

Symbol
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Short description
• The central block @TCI for system trace controls and monitors trace value acquisition and
output.
• When configuring a @TCI control block, you need to configure at least one @TRI
acquisition block (the acquisition blocks are assigned to the control block by means of
setting at input TRC).
• You may configure any number of @TCI control blocks on a CPU, provided these are
assigned different settings at the TRC connection. Otherwise, a system trace will not be
set up with a setting that is already assigned at the TRC connection.

Functional principle
Use initialization I/O SAV to specify whether to create the trace buffer in local non-buffered
RAM (SAV = 0), or in battery-backed RAM (SAV = 1). If the trace buffer is located in batterybacked RAM, the control block synchronizes itself once again to the trace buffer after system
startup and acquired traced values are retained. The control block reports failure of the setup
of the trace buffer at system startup by means of an entry in the communication error field.
The size of the trace buffer corresponds to the setting at the TBL block input. Once the trace
buffer has been created in the SAVE area, its size can no longer be varied in the SAVE area: If
SAV = 1 or was already set at any previous system startup, the TBL input value is no longer
evaluated after a system reset.
The control block then initializes the two channels (one job and one response channel) at the
data interface used to control its functions (in accordance with the CTS and US inputs).
The control block supports the following commands or jobs:
• LOAD job:
The connections to be traced are prepared, for example, with regard to their format or
address and then assigned to the configured acquisition blocks @TRI. The number of
connections specified in the frame may not exceed the maximum number of connections
that can be acquired (connection NTV).
• START job:
Trace value acquisition is initiated by the @TRI acquisition blocks on the condition that a
previous LOAD job was successfully completed.
• END job
Trace value acquisition is terminated by the @TRI acquisition blocks (if necessary, with
delay).
• DATA job
Requests logged trace data.
• RESET job:
Resets system trace. Any active trace value acquisition is terminated immediately. Logged
trace values will be lost by a RESET job.
The control block rejects invalid or faulty jobs and outputs a corresponding response frame.
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All connection types with 1-byte, 2-byte, 4-byte and float format can be traced. Strings
cannot be acquired. The total number of connection values that can be acquired
simultaneously is specified at block input NTV.
You may select any size of the response channel for the output of trace values (block input
CHA). If the amount of acquired trace values exceeds the capacity of a response frame, the
data will be segmented and output in blocks.
The number of blocks remaining until output is completed is reported in each block.
Each block must be requested explicitly by means of DATA job, as the blocks are not output
automatically.

Connections
Name
TRC
CTS
US
MOD
SAV
CHA
TBL

NTV

QTS
YTS
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Description

The system trace ID to which the acquisition block is assigned is specified at initialization I/O
TRC.
The name assigned to the module that contains the data interface and the job and response
channel is specified at initialization I/O CTS.
The address of the job and response channel is specified at initialization I/O US. The specification consists of a channel name and includes 1 or 2 address levels, dependent on the coupling
type (e.g. DUST1 or SINEC H1).
The response channel mode is specified at initialization I/O MOD (0 = Handshake, 1 = Select).
The job channel mode is set permanently to Handshake; the mode cannot be changed.
Use initialization I/O SAV to specify whether to create the @TCI management structure in buffered RAM (SAV = 1), or in non-buffered RAM (SAV = 0)
The size of the response channel is selected at initialization I/O CHA. The size is specified in
bytes and may not be less than 200.
The length of the buffer that is used to buffer recorded trace values is specified at initialization
I/O TBL (interpretation as 32-bit words)
Range of values: 0 <= TBL <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set.
Initialization I/O for specifying the total number of connections for which the values can be
traced.
Range of values: 0 <= NTV <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set.
Block output for indicating whether or not the block was successfully initialized (QTS = 1), or
whether it entered the inactive state (QTS = 0) after a communication error message was
entered.
Block output YTS indicates the current status of the @TCI block in normal operation. If the function block entered the inactive state after an entry was made in the communication error field,
a corresponding error ID is returned at output YTS.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key
in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default

Empty string
0
0
200
0

0

0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

50.0
16.5
8.3
4.15
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1.4.4.2

@TCP
Single trace central block

Symbol

Short description
• Central block @TCP controls single-trace value acquisition and trace value output.
• When configuring a @TCP central block, you need to assign this block at least one TRP,
TRP_B, TRP_I, or TRP_D acquisition block (the acquisition blocks are assigned to the central
block by means of the setting at the TRC input). In addition, you may configure a TRHI
header block.
• You may configure any number of @TCP blocks on a CPU, provided they have been
assigned different settings at the TRC connection. If the same TRC connection setting is
configured at multiple instances, the corresponding @TCP blocks will enter the inactive
state.

Functional principle
Use initialization I/O SAV to specify whether to create the trace buffer in local non-buffered
RAM (SAV = 0), or in battery-backed RAM (SAV = 1). If the trace buffer is located in batterybacked RAM, the function block synchronizes itself once again to the trace buffer after
system startup and acquired traced values are retained. The trace block reports failure of the
creation of the trace buffer at system startup by means of an entry in the communication
error field.
The size of the trace buffer corresponds to the setting at the TBL block input. Once the trace
buffer has been created in the SAVE area, its size can no longer be varied in the SAVE area: If
SAV = 1 or was already set at any previous system startup, the TBL input value is no longer
evaluated after a system reset.
The block starts by initializing an output channel at the data interface that is to be used to
output response frames that contain the logged trace values in block segments (in
accordance with the settings at the CTS and RT connections).
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You may select any size of the output channel variable for output of the trace values
(initialization I/O CHA). If the amount of acquired trace values exceeds the capacity of a
response frame, the data will be segmented and output in blocks.
The number of blocks remaining until output is completed is reported in each block.

Tracing
Trace recording is controlled by means of the STA block input. The @TCP reports the start of
trace recording to the assigned TRPx at the STA = 0 to STA = 1 transition. All previous trace
values that were not yet output will be lost at the start of tracing. No values can be output
(block input TBR is not evaluated) while tracing is active (i.e. with STA = 1). Block input R = 1
cancels tracing immediately. In this case, all traced values can no longer be accessed. Tracing
is interrupted as long as R = 1. On reset of R = 0, tracing is not restarted until an STA = 0 to
STA = 1 transition has been detected. Tracing is terminated as usual at the STA = 1 to STA = 0
transition, or continued until the number of processing cycles specified at block input TDC
(number of tracking cycles) is reached.

Output
Trace value output is controlled by means of block input TBR. Output is started at the TBR = 0
to TBR = 1 transition. The following two output modes can be specified accordingly at
initialization I/O OUT:
• Group frame output (OUT = 1)
In this mode, the values of all acquisition blocks are output in a frame packet. and you can
configure a TRHI block that provides the parameters for the group frame. The size of the
output channel is checked at the start of the cyclic phase in order to ensure that the
configured output channel is capable of handling the size of the group frame. If the
capacity of the output channel is insufficient for the output of the group frame, a
communication error message is generated and the block is deactivated automatically.
The setting at input CID is not evaluated in this mode.
• Single frame output (OUT = 0)
In this mode, only the values of one of the configured acquisition blocks are output. The
number at block input CID specifies the trace values to be output. No value is output if the
setting at block input CID does not match any setting at the CID initialization I/Os of the
TRPx acquisition blocks. Once trace output has been started for a valid CID block input
value, the acquired values are grouped in blocks and output at the configured data
interface in an appropriate number of processing cycles. Only one block of trace values is
output per processing cycle. Repeated output can be initiated by a 0 to 1 transition at the
TBR input.
Once all trace values have been output to a CID, trace value output is terminated
automatically.
Other trace values cannot be output until the next TBR = 0 to TBR = 1 transition, output of the
previous trace value, and the corresponding change of the CID setting was completed. No
values can be traced (block input STA is not evaluated) during output (i.e. if TBR = 1). If block
input R is set to 1 during trace value output, all acquired values are no longer accessible. A
subsequent R = 1 to R = 0 transition (while TBR = 1) will not initiate any further output of
trace values. and @TCP responds as if a trace has not yet been completed.
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If R = 1, the trace buffer will be reformatted, i.e. a currently busy trace or output is going to
be canceled and the trace buffer will be cleared.

Connections
Name
TRC
CTS
AT
MOD
SAV
SSF
OUT
CHA
TBL
STA

TBR

R
CID
TDC
QTS
YTS
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Description

You must specify a single trace identifier at initialization I/O TRC. This ID can be customized.
However, this ID must be unique for each single trace you configure.
The name of the configured module that contains the data interface and output channel to
be set up must be specified at the CTS initialization I/O.
The address of the output channel is specified at the AT initialization I/O. The setting consists of a channel name and optional address levels.
The mode of the output channel is specified at initialization I/O MOD (0 = Handshake, 1 =
Select).
Initialization input SAV is used to define as to whether the trace buffer is to be created in
buffered RAM (SAV = 1), or in non-buffered RAM (SAV = 0)
The output format of the trace values is specified at initialization I/O SSF (0 = binary, 1 =
standard format)
Initialization I/O OUT is used to specify whether the values are output as group frame (OUT
= 1), or as single frame (OUT = 0)
The size of the output channel must be specified at initialization I/O CHA. The size is specified in bytes and may not be less than 200.
The length of the buffer that is used to buffer recorded trace values is specified at initialization I/O TBL (interpretation as 32-bit words) Range of values: 0 <= TBL <= 32767.
The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is set.
Block input recording:
Start of trace recording: 0 to 1 transition
End of trace recording: 1 to 0 transition
Block input for output:
Start of trace output: 0 to 1 transition
End of trace output: 1 to 0 transition
The single trace is reset by setting input R to 1. Logged trace values will be lost and the trace
buffer is going to be reformatted. Resetting remains active until R reset to 0.
The ID of acquisition block TRP, TRP_B, TRP_I, or TRP_D of which the logged trace values are
to be output is selected at this input. Range of values: 0 <= CID <= 32767.
The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is set.
The number of function block calls by which the end of trace value acquisition end should
be delayed is specified at this input (tracking phase). Range of values: 0 <= TDC <= 32767.
The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is set.
Block output for indicating whether or not the block was successfully initialized (QTS = 1),
or whether it entered the inactive state (QTS = 0) after a communication error message was
entered.
Block output YTS indicates the @TCP block status in normal operation.
If the function block entered the inactive state after an entry was made in the communication error field, a corresponding error ID is returned at output YTS.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1
key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default

Empty string
0
0
0
0.0
200
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.4.4.3

T400/PM5
50.0
FM458/PM6
16.5
CPU550/551
8.3
CPU555
4.15
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may not be deactivated by means of runtime
group

@TRI
System trace acquisition block

Symbol

Short description
• Acquisition block @TRI acquires the values from all of its assigned inputs.
• When using this acquisition block, you must configure exactly one central block of the
system trace (@TCI) that is assigned the same trace ID (input TRC) as this function block.
• Moreover, this function block may only be used once per configured sampling time for
each configured system trace.

Functional principle
The corresponding @TCI control block instructs this function block to trace a specific number
of specific input values, as well as the reduction ratio to be used. The control block is also
used to report the start and end of acquisition to this function block @TRI.
In each task cycle, the acquisition block traces exactly one value for each of its assigned
inputs, provided trace value acquisition was activated by @TCI central block. Otherwise, no
trace will be initiated.
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Connections
Name
TRC

QTS
YTS

Description

The system trace ID to which the acquisition block is assigned is specified at initialization I/O
TRC.
Block output QTS indicates the active state of the block (QTS = 1), or the block's deactivated
state (QTS = 0) that was triggered by the entry in a communication error message.
In normal operation, block output YTS indicates the current status of the @TRI block. On detection of a communication error, the number of the communication error is output at the
YTS connection and the function block is deactivated automatically.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1
key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default

0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
16.0
FM458/PM6
5.3
CPU550/551
2.7
CPU555
1.35
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may not be deactivated by means of runtime
group
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1.4.4.4

TRCC, TRCC_I, TRCC_D
Analog trace acquisition block

Symbol

Short description
• The function block traces an input variable and saves its profile.
• The TRCC, TRCC_I, and TRCC_D blocks are identical, save for the data type of the trace
value input and output:
TRCC: REAL
TRCC_I: INT
TRCC_D: DINT

Functional principle
Use initialization I/O SAV to specify whether to create the trace buffer in local RAM (SAV = 0),
or in battery-backed RAM (SAV = 1). If the trace buffer is located in battery-backed RAM, the
function block is synchronized automatically to the trace buffer after system startup. In this
case, all recorded values will be retained. If creation of the trace buffer fails at system startup,
the trace block reports this failure by means of an entry in the communication error field and
at the YTS block output.

Trace recording
If RW = 0 and EN = 1, trace recording is started in the mode set at input SSE. Recording can be
interrupted by resetting the EN connection to 0. Termination of the trace recording is
initiated at a 0 to 1 transition at the RW connection. Trace recording in single-step mode (SSE
= 1) is terminated immediately. If trace recording is executed while SSE = 0 is set (continuous
trace), the TDC block input is evaluated for the analysis of the tracking phase (see below).
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Tracking phase (TDC)
The number of trace cycles to follow cancellation of tracing is specified at block input TDC.
Tracing is canceled by means of RW = 0 of RW = 1 transition at the block input. A change at
block input TDC no longer influences the current tracking phase while a tracking phase is still
active. No tracking phase will be initiated if TDC = 0 is set. If TDC = 1, one final value will be
acquired after cancellation, etc.

Continuous/single-step control
Tracing as well as the output of trace values can be handled by means of continuous control
or single-step processing (SSE = 0: continuous control; SSE = 1: single-step processing).
It is possible to change between the two control modes while a trace recording or output
operation is currently active. In continuous control mode, the trace cycle or output clock cycle
is oriented towards the sampling time in which the function block was configured.
In single-step processing mode (SSE = 1), the trace and the output cycle are controlled by
means of block input SSS (0 to 1 transition at SSS: trace or output signal).

Reduction ratios (CNX, CNY)
In continuous control mode, you can specify reduction ratios for the recording and output of
trace values at the CNX and CNY block inputs in order to delay the tracing/output (e.g. CNX =
5: recording at each fifth call of the function blocks; CNY = 3: output at each third call of the
function blocks). CNX = 0 disables continuous trace value acquisition and CNY=0 disables
continuous trace value output. The values set at the CNX and CNY connections are not
evaluated in single-step processing.

Trace output
Trace output is started with RW=1 and EN=1 in the mode set at input SSE. Output can be
interrupted by setting the EN connection to zero. It is always possible to change between
output and trace mode. Once the entire content of the trace buffer has been output, its
output can be repeated by means of 0 to 1 transition at the EN connection.

Reset
A trace is reset with R=1. Any active output or recording of trace values is immediately
canceled. The trace buffer will be reformatted and logged traced values will no longer be
accessible. A reset remains active until connection R is reset to 0. R = 1 cancels an active trace
immediately and already recorded values are no longer available.
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Connections
Name
TBL

SAV
TDC
CNX

CNY
X
RW
EN

R
SSE
SSS
Y
YTS

QTS

Description

The number of trace values that can be acquired is specified at initialization I/O TBL.
Range of values: 0 <= TBL <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative
value is set.
The setting at initialization input SAV specifies whether the trace buffer is created in
battery-backed RAM (SAV = 1), or in the local RAM (SAV = 0).
Tracking counter. Specifies the number of task cycles during which values will still be
acquired after tracing has been canceled. Range of values: 0 <= TDC <= 32767.
The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is set.
Reduction ratio for tracing. Specifies the n-th processing cycle for acquisition of a value in
trace mode. CNX = 0 disables tracing.
Range of values: 0 <= CNX <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative
value is set.
Reduction factor for output. Specifies the n-th processing cycle for acquisition of a value
in output mode. CNY = 0 disables output. Range of values: 0 <= CNY <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is set.
Input variable to be traced.
The block is in trace mode if RW = 0 is set and in output mode if RW = 1 is set.
EN = 0 disables tracing and output, while EN = 1 enables operation of the block in accordance with its other inputs.
On completion of the output of trace buffer contents, output can be repeated with an EN
= 0 to EN = 1 transition.
If R = 1 is set, the block is in RESET state (formatting of the trace buffer) and output or
tracing is disabled. Values already recorded are no longer available for output.
Single-step processing. Tracing and output can be handled in continuous or single-step
mode. With SSE = 0, the function operates in continuous mode; if SSE = 1, the tracing or
output is dependent on the setting at block input SSS.
Single-step trigger (only effective if SSE = 1). On detection of a 0 to 1 transition at this
block input (i.e. the status is SSS = 0 in one and SSS = 1 in the next processing cycle), the
block is executed in accordance with the other block inputs.
Trace value output.
In normal operation, block output YTS indicates the current status of the TRCC2 block
(TRCC4, TRCCF). Once a communication error has been detected, the number of this
communication error number is set at output YTS.
For information on YTS values in the case of errors, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help
on events" (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for
SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
If the blocks are working without errors, create one of the following internal states at
YTS:
•

0 (16#0000): Off

•

43 (16#002b): Normal operation

•

44 (16#002c): After-run phase

Block output QTS indicates the active state of the block (QTS = 1), or the block's deactivated state (QTS = 0) that was triggered by the entry in a communication error message.
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Default
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
TRCC; TRCC_D

TRCC_I

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.4.4.5

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

50.0
16.5
8.3
4.15
18.0
5.9
3.0
1.5

TRHI
Single trace header block

Symbol

Short description
• Function block TRHI is used to provide the parameters for the single trace in group frame
output mode.
• If using this header block, you must configure exactly one control block of the single trace
(@TCP) that is assigned it the same trace ID (TRC I/O) as this function block. You also need
to configure at least one of the TRP, TRP_B, TRP_I, or TRP_D acquisition blocks.
• Caution: It is not allowed to configure multiple instances of the TRHI block for a trace
system.
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Functional principle
TRHI provides the parameters set at its I/Os for the @TCP block. The number of valid
parameters is specified at the HIA I/O. If the value at the HIA I/O is set to 2, for example, the
parameters HI0 and HI1 will be valid. If @TCP generates a group frame, the valid parameters
are transferred to the group frame header.
This block serves adding user information to a group frame. You must make sure that the
group frame does not contain data regarding the actual number of parameters. In order to
interpret a group frame, it is therefore necessary to know the precise number of parameters
the group frame contains.

Connections
Name
TRC
HIA

HI0-HI9
QTS
YTS

Description

Initialization connection for the name assigned to a @TCP control block.
Number of valid parameters. Range of values: 0 <= HI0...9 <= 2767.
The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is set.
Parameters 0 - 9 (DI type).
Range of values: 0 <= HI0...9 <= 2147483647. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative
value is set.
Block output QTS indicates the active state of the block (QTS = 1), or the block's deactivated state
(QTS = 0) after a communication error message was entered.
Once a communication error was detected, the number of this communication error is output at
the YTS I/O and TRHI is deactivated automatically.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.4.4.6

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

0.2
0.1
0.1
0.05

TRP, TRP_B, TRP_I, TRP_D
Single trace acquisition block
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Symbol

Short description
• The TRP function block serves for trace value acquisition.
• If using this acquisition block, you need to configure exactly one central block of the single
trace (@TCP) that is assigned the same trace ID (TRC connection) as the acquisition block.
• The TRP, TRP_B, TRP_I and TRP_D function blocks have the same functionality and differ
only with regard to the data type of trace value input X:
TRP: REAL
TRP_B: BOOL
TRP_I: INT
TRP_D: DINT

Functional principle
FB TRP is controlled by the corresponding @TCP control block. The @TCP instructs the TRP
block to read its block input X and copy it to the trace buffer.
Block input CID is used to assign the race value X an ID that is relevant for output (cf. control
block @TCP). This setting must be unambiguous! A check is made for multiple configuration
of the ID. The TRP block will be deactivated if multiple configurations of the same ID were
found.

Connections
Name
TRC
CID

X
QTS
YTS

310

Description

Initialization connection for the name assigned to a @TCP control block.
Connection for initializing a trace value ID.
Range of values: 0 <= CID <= 32767. The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is
set.
Trace value input.
Block output QTS indicates the active state of the block (QTS = 1), or the block's deactivated
state (QTS = 0) after a communication error message was entered.
Block output YTS indicates the TRP block status in normal operation.
On detection of a communication error, the communication error ID is output at the YTP connection and TRP will be deactivated.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1
key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]
(TRP;TRP_B;TRP_I;
TRP_D)
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

5.0
1.7
0.9
0.45
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1.4.5

Communication utility time synchronization

1.4.5.1

RTCABS
Date and time output

Symbol

Short description
This function block outputs the system time as date (year, month, day) and time of day
(hours, minutes, seconds, milliseconds).

Functional principle
The function block reads the actual time from the system, converts it and outputs it as date
(YYR, YMO, YDA) and time of day (YHR, YMI, YSE, YMS).

Connections

312

Name

Description

Default

YYR, YMO, YDA
YHR, YMI, YSE, YMS

Output of the current date in year, month, and day format.
Output of the current time in hours, minutes, seconds, and
milliseconds

0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.4.5.2

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

7.0
2.3
1.2
0.6

RTCREL
Relative time output

Symbol

Short description
Function block that serves to output the system time with reference to 01.01.1988 00:00.

Functional principle
Function block RTCREL outputs the current system time. The system time is specified in
seconds and 1/10 milliseconds. The system time is output at the CSH, CSL and CSM block
outputs.

Connections
Name

CSH, CSL
CSM

Description

Default

Output of the number of seconds with reference to 01.01.1988 00:00. 16#0000
Output of the number of 1/10 milliseconds with reference to one sec- 16#0000
ond.
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.4.6

Coupling central block

1.4.6.1

@CPN

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

5.0
1.7
0.9
0.45

Local coupling central block

Symbol

Short description
• This function block is responsible for initializing and monitoring local CPU coupling. The
data interface for this coupling is located in local RAM of the CPU.
• The function block may only be configured once for each CPU module, as only one local
coupling is available per CPU. Multiple configuration of the function block is detected
during initialization and triggers an entry in the communication error field.
• The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256
ms. Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.
Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
Once coupling is enabled the central block monitors the correct logon of the senders and
receivers. If necessary, the block also launches a re-organization and updates block output
CDM at each processing cycle.
The function block cannot be used to initialize or monitor the local coupling of the CPU if the
coupling was initiated by an "external" source. The block must have been configured on the
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CPU at which it is to initialize the local coupling. The setting of a module name other than the
own at input CTS will lead to an entry in the communication error field.
You can set input CDV to re-organize (format) the entire data interface. This option should be
used, if
• an application (e.g. message evaluation function block MSI)
• the network manager (function block @NMC)
reports that you cannot logon additional channels to the data interface due to insufficient
memory resources.
Repeated setting of the CDV block input is only taken into account if the input was reset (i.e.
to 0) for the duration of at least 2 sampling times on completion of re-organization.
Otherwise, the connection setting will be ignored.
The CDM block output provides information on the coupling state. The connection is set to 1
if the coupling is enabled for general transmission/receiving operation. The CDM block output
is set to 0 as long as initialization of the coupling is still busy or resumed (on temporary
malfunction), or while memory is being reorganized (cf. the CDV connection).

Connections
Name
CTS

CDV
CDM
QTS

Description

The name assigned to the local CPU is specified at this initialization connection.
A CDV = 0 to CDV = 1 transition initiates reorganization of the data interface memory.
Specifies the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1).
Operating state of the function block. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable
error, while QTS = 1 indicates faultless operation of the function block.

Default

0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

50.0
16.5
8.3
4.15
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1.4.7

PROFIBUS DP coupling

1.4.7.1

DIAPRO
Diagnostics DP (PROFIBUS DP coupling)

Symbol

Short description
• This function block outputs the diagnostic data of a PROFIBUS DP master (SS52, CP50M0,
CP50M1).
• You may only use a module and connector with PROFIBUS functionality (CS7 with SS52,
CP50M0, CP50M1, FM458-1 DP) as communication module at the CTS I/O. The function
block may only be configured once for each interface.
• The function block should be configured for a slow sampling time (e.g. 300 ms).

Functional principle
The block initializes a slave diagnostics channel for each configured slave and an additional
overview diagnostics channel at the data interface to the PROFIBUS connection. (A
diagnostics channel is not initialized until selected at input SEL.)
In normal operation, the block always processes a single diagnostics channel.
Diagnostics data is read in two steps:
1. Select a specific set of diagnostics data at input SEL.
2. Wait until OK = 1 that initiates output of the valid diagnostic data at D01 to D08.
If SEL is not modified, the selected diagnostic data is output at cyclic intervals.
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Connections
For more information on the SEL and D01 to D08 connections, refer to the Communication
Configuration Manual, section "PROFIBUS DP coupling".
Name

CTS
ST1, ST2

SEL

OK
D01...D08
QTS
YTS

Description

Module name and connector (initialization I/O)
PROFIBUS address range for slave stations for which diagnostics data is output.
Limiting of the address range saves memory resources.
The following rule applies: 3 <= ST1 <= ST2 <= 123 (initialization I/O)
Selection of the diagnostics data currently displayed.
0: No output of diagnostics data
3...123: Slave diagnostics, including the corresponding station number
126: System diagnostics
127: Data transmission list
128: Master status
1003...1123: Slave diagnostics part 2:
Note:
If you configure the blocks DIAPRO and DPSLDG together on one CPU, you cannot configure these with the same slave address.
Current diagnostics data is valid.
Diagnostics data (see the PROFIBUS DP coupling Configuration Manual)
Operating state of the function block. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS =
1 indicates faultless operation of the function block.
Output of errors that relate to the actual block, or the current diagnostics channel.
YTS = 0: No error.
YTS = 1: Invalid setting at connection SEL.
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
3, 123

0

0
16#0000
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.4.7.2

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

30.5
10.1
5.1
2.55

SYNPRO
SYNC/FREEZE DP (PROFIBUS DP coupling)
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Symbol

Short description
• This function block transmits SYNC and/or FREEZE commands to a group of slaves via the
PROFIBUS DP coupling.
• You may only use a module and connector with PROFIBUS functionality (CS7 with SS52,
CP50M0, CP50M1, FM458-1 DP) as communication module at the CTS I/O. The function
block may only be configured once for each interface.
• The settings at the SEL, SYN and FRE inputs must be harmonized with the COM PROFIBUS
(CS7/SS52, CP50M0) or HW Config (CP50M1, FM458-1 DP) configuration.
• For more information and in particular with regard to consistency assurance, refer to:
Communication Configuration Manual, section "PROFIBUS DP coupling".

Functional principle
The command is triggered by means of basic clock cycle, or in system mode of the function
block. If the block is configured for sampling time T1 and T1 = T0 is selected, the command is
triggered by means of the basic clock cycle; in all other cases, the command is triggered in
the block's system mode.
Output SOK serves to support consistency assurance:
• If only SYNC commands (FRE = 0) are configured, output SOK is not set to "0" until the
sampling time that follows triggering of the SYNC command. SYNPRO must be configured
before the send blocks that are to be disabled.
• If FREEZE commands configured as well (FRE = 1 and CNX > 1), output SOK will be set to
"0" one sampling time in advance of command triggering. In the time sequence, SYNPRO
must be configured after all receive and send blocks that are to be disabled.
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Connections
Name
CTS
SEL

SYN
FRE
CNX

EN
SOK

QTS
YTS

Description

Module name and connector (initialization I/O)
Selection of the slave group to which the SYNC/FREEZE command is transmitted. Range of values: 1...8.
The slaves are assigned to the groups by means of COM PROFIBUS (CS7 with SS52, CP50M0), or
HW Config (CP50M1, FM458-1 DP).
You can specify only one group. (Initialization connection)
Specifies whether or not to transmit SYNC commands to the slaves.
SYNC commands are transmitted if SYN = 1. (Initialization connection)
Specifies whether or not to transmit FREEZE commands to the slaves.
FREEZE commands are transmitted if FRE = 1. (Initialization connection)
Reduction ratio for triggering SYNC/FREEZE commands:
If CNX > 1, a SYNC/FREEZE command is triggered at each CNX cycle.
CNX = 1 triggers only a SYNC, but no FREEZE command in each processing cycle (FRE = 0 is
mandatory). CNX = 0 is invalid. (Initialization connection)
If EN = 1, the configured SYNC/FREEZE commands are transmitted to the slaves. If EN=0,
SYNC/FREEZE functionality is disabled and data is transmitted in asynchronous mode.
SYNC/FREEZE processing completed. SOK = 0 indicates that processing of the last command has
not yet been completed, while SOK = 1 indicates completion. This connection can be used to
enable/disable receive and send blocks (consistency assurance).
If EN = 0, SOK = 1 is always set.
Operating state of the function block. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1
indicates faultless operation of the function block.
Output of errors related to the block.
YTS = 0: No error.
YTS = 1: SYNC/FREEZE command was initiated, although the previous command is not yet completed. (=> increase CNX)
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in CFC
and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
1

1
0
2

0
0

0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features
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T400/PM5
10.0
FM458/PM6
3.3
CPU550/551
1.7
CPU555
0.85
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
The function block may not be deactivated by means of runtime group.
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1.4.8

Pointer-based communication

1.4.8.1

CPY_P
Copy block for pointer-based processing

Symbol

Short description
Copies a selectable number of bytes between data buffers (e.g. frame buffers, data block)
that can be addressed by means of pointers.

How it works
The block copies bytes from a source buffer to a target buffer using the pointer interface of
the source and target buffers. You may specify an offset to select the memory area to be
copied within the larger buffers.
Swap byte/word
Data downloaded to the data block DB_P from a PROFIBUS DP station or SIMATIC CPU (CRV_P,
S7RD_P) by means of the copy block is available in the "SIMATIC format", i.e. the bytes and
words have not yet been swapped. The SWP connection of the DRD… read block must be set
to 1 during read access to data in the data block. The rule applies accordingly to the write or
transmission direction.

Associated blocks
The following blocks can be connected to this block (pointer input): CRV_P, CTV_P, DB_P,
S7RD_P, S7WR_P, BRCV
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I/Os
Name
PT1

OF1

PT2

OF2

LEN
EN
QF
YF

Description

PtrSourceBuffer
Pointer to the source frame/data buffer containing the data to be copied.
The CFC connection can be changed in online mode. The connection also contains control information that monitors correct configuration.
OffsSourceBuffer
Offset for addressing the start of the buffer area to copy.
Max. offset: Buffer length - number of bytes to copy
PtrTargetBuffer
Pointer to the target frame/data buffer to which the data is to be copied.
The CFC connection can be changed in online mode. The connection also contains control information that monitors correct configuration.
OffsTargetBuffer
Offset for addressing the start of the buffer area to which the data is to be copied.
Max. offset: Buffer length - number of bytes to copy
Length / number of bytes to copy
Number of bytes to copy. Observe the length of the target buffer.
Enable/Copy command
Block enable. The specified data bytes are copied at each call.
Block error state
QF=1: Error pending; for details, refer to YF
StatusInfo block §§ as for the DRD block

Default

16#00000000

0

16#00000000

0

0
0
0
16#0000

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
9.0
FM458/PM6
3.0
CPU550/551
1.5
CPU555
0.75
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The block must be configured for the same sampling time as
the blocks that are connected via the pointer interface (CFC
connection via connections PTR).
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1.4.8.2

CRV_P
Receive frame block with pointer

Symbol

Short description
The block receives frames and provides the data to the write blocks (DRD..., CPY_P) by means
of the pointer interface.
The functionality and function principle, except the pointer interface, corresponds to the CRV
block.

Functional principle
After having received a frame from a serial or parallel interface, the block outputs the address
of the relevant alternating buffer and updates its status displays.
The set buffer length must match the frame length. After having detected (configuration)
errors, the block enters a communication error in the diagnostics buffer and then disables
itself.
Receiving will start after the interface of the module that is configured at connection CTS has
been enabled and the corresponding coupling partner was found (cf. diagnostics output
YEV). This may take several sampling times.
As a rule, bytes or words are not swapped if PROFIBUS DP stations or SIMATIC CPUs are
connected. Any necessary swapping is set at the SWP connection of the read/write blocks.
The computing time is largely dependent on the message frame length and hardware
platform. A basic computing time of 20 µs can be assumed as guideline for FM458 / PM6, as
well as approx. 0.05 µs/byte. The computing time specified for technical data must be
interpreted accordingly!

Time monitoring
If no new/valid data is received within the frame failure time specified at input TMX, output
QT is set to 1. After switch on, time monitoring is initially disabled and QT = 0. It is only
activated after communication has been commissioned, i.e. after several frames have been
received.
Special case PROFINET IO: Time monitoring is not yet active for PNIO devices. When frames
fail completely or partially, the gaps are filled with substitute values (0) so that data is always
pending. The message 16#6007 is signaled at the QTS connection in this case.
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Associated blocks
The following blocks can be connected to this block (pointer output): CPY_P, DRD, DRD_8,
DRD_8D, DRD_8I, DRD_BY, DRD_D, DRD_I

Connections
Name
CTS

AR

MOD

Description

ComPartner (interface, module)
Selection of the transport system, i.e. the serial or parallel interface. Enter the module name
and the connector in accordance with HW Config.
Configuration note: Select the connection and then right-click: "Interconnection with operand"; selection from the initialization I/O list field: A restart must be performed to activate the
changes!
AddrName.Number
You may specify a custom unique name, as well as a channel number. The number serves to
interconnect (reference) the sender and receiver; for more information, refer to the "Systemand communication configuring D7-SYS" Manual, section "Communication service process
data". The address depends on the interface type (protocol). As a general rule, the channel
number of the sender and receiver must match.
Initialization I/O: A restart must be performed to activate the changes!
Receive mode
•

Default

"Empty string"

'R'

R = Refresh:
Overwriting of received data is allowed if evaluation is relatively slow; represents the
standard setting.

•

H = Handshake:
New frames are rejected as long as received data has not yet been read.

•

S = Select (not allowed for direct CPU-CPU coupling)
After the receiver has acknowledged the receipt of the last data record, the sender writes a
new data record to the channel.

•

EN
TMX
NBY

PTR

M = Multiple (not allowed for direct CPU-CPU coupling)

The sender always saves the latest data record in the channel without the receiver acknowledging the receipt of the last data record.
Initialization I/O: A restart must be performed to activate the changes!
Enable
Block enable. EN=0 disables block processing.
Monitoring Tlg
A new frame must have been received within the specified time. No frame received: QT=1;
YEV = error code
TlgLength = buffer length (bytes)
Specifies the buffer length (in bytes) for incoming frames. NBY must agree with the frame
length.
Initialization I/O: A restart must be performed to activate the changes!
PtrBuffer
Pointer to the frame buffer and control information. The output is connected with PTR inputs
of other pointer-based communication blocks that read the received data.
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Name
QTS

QT

YEV

YTS

Description

Default

Block OK state
Status indication of faultless block initialization and operation.

0

•

QTS=0: The block is not operating; a communication error was entered in the diagnostics
buffer (and also displayed, for example, by the "CF" LED, flashing "C")

•

QTS=1: Block operation without error

Timeout (no frame in TMX)

0

•

QT=1: No frame received within the specified time (TMX).

•

QT=0 as soon as a frame is received.

TlgStatus, coupling state
Coupling state that indicates, for example, whether or not a frame was received in the last
sampling time.
For more information, refer to the System and Communication Configuring D7-SYS
(http://support.automation.siemens.com/WW/view/de/8776461/0/en) manual, section "Communication utility process data".
InfoTlgStatus, additional info
For more information on the status display and values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on
events" (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC
TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

16#0000

16#0000

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
60.0 + 1 per byte
FM458/PM6
20.0 + 1 per byte
CPU550/551
10.0 + 1 per byte
CPU555
5.0 + 1 per byte
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The block must be configured for the same sampling time as
the blocks that are connected via the pointer interface (CFC
connection via connections PTR).
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1.4.8.3

CTV_P
Transmission frame block with pointer

Symbol

Short description
Transmits a telegram containing the data that was previously downloaded with the write
blocks (DWR…, CPY_P) to the frame buffer via the pointer interface.
The functionality and function principle, except the pointer interface, corresponds to the CRV
block.

Functional principle
Initially, the frame alternating buffer is filled using the write blocks and the pointer to the free
alternating buffer. This buffer is then transmitted as frame via the specified serial or parallel
interface.
The set buffer length must match the frame length. After having detected (configuration)
errors, the block enters a communication error in the diagnostics buffer and then disables
itself.
Transmission will start after the interface of the module that is configured at connection CTS
has been enabled and the corresponding coupling partner was found (cf. diagnostics output
YEV). This may take several sampling times.
As a rule, bytes or words are not swapped if PROFIBUS DP stations or SIMATIC CPUs are
connected. Any necessary swapping is set at the SWP connection of the read/write blocks.
The computing time is largely dependent on the message frame length and hardware
platform. A basic computing time of 35 µs can be assumed as guideline for FM458 / PM6, as
well as approx. 1 µs/byte. The computing time specified for technical data must be
interpreted accordingly!

Associated blocks
The following blocks can be connected to this block (pointer output): CPY_P, DWR, DWR_8,
DWR_8D, DWR_8I, DWD_BY, DWR_D, DWR_I,
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Connections
Name
CTS

AT

MOD

Description

ComPartner (interface, module)
Selection of the transport system, i.e. the serial or parallel interface. Enter the module
name and the connector in accordance with HW Config.
Configuration note: Select the connection and then right-click: "Interconnection with
operand"; selection from the list field
Initialization I/O: A restart must be performed to activate the changes!
AddrName.Number
You may specify a custom unique name, as well as a channel number. The number
serves to interconnect (reference) the sender and receiver; for more information, refer
to the "System- and communication configuring D7-SYS" Manual, section "Communication service process data".
The address depends on the interface type (protocol). As a general rule, the channel
number of the sender and receiver must match.
Initialization I/O: A restart must be performed to activate the changes!
Transmission mode
•

Default

"Empty string"

'R'

"R" = Refresh:
Overwriting of received data is allowed if evaluation is relatively slow; represents the
standard setting.

•

"H" = Handshake:
No new transmitted data is accepted as long as other data is pending transmission.

•

"S" = Select (not allowed for direct CPU-CPU coupling)
After the receiver has acknowledged the receipt of the last data record, the sender
writes a new data record to the channel.

•

EN
NBY

PTR

QTS

326

"M" = Multiple (not allowed for direct CPU-CPU coupling)

The sender always saves the latest data record in the channel without the receiver
acknowledging the receipt of the last data record.
Initialization I/O: A restart must be performed to activate the changes!
Enable
Block enable. EN=0 disables transmission
TlgLength = buffer length (bytes)
Specifies the buffer length (in bytes) for frames to transmit. NBY must correspond to the
message frame length. Initialization I/O: A restart must be performed to activate the
changes!
Initialization I/O: A restart must be performed to activate the changes!
PtrBuffer
Pointer to the frame buffer and control information. The output is connected to PTR
inputs of other pointer-based communication blocks that enter data to be transmitted in
the transmission buffer.
Block OK state
Status indication of faultless block initialization and operation.
•

QTS=0: The block is not operating; a communication error was entered in the diagnostics buffer (and also displayed, for example, by the "CF" LED, flashing "C")

•

QTS=1: Block operation without error

1
0

16#00000000

0
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Name
YEV

YTS

Description

TlgStatus, Coupling Status, status of the coupling.
For more information, refer to the System- and Communication Configuring D7-SYS
(http://support.automation.siemens.com/WW/view/de/8776461/0/en) manual, section
"Communication utility process data".
InfoTlgStatus, additional info
For more information on the status display and values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help,
"Help on events" (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under
"CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default

16#0000

16#0000

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
105.0 + 1 per byte
FM458/PM6
35.0 + 1 per byte
CPU550/551
17.5 + 1 per byte
CPU555
8.75 + 1 per byte
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The block must be configured for the same sampling time as
the blocks that are connected via the pointer interface (CFC
connection via connections PTR).
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1.4.8.4

DB_P
Data block for pointer-based processing

Symbol

Short description
General purpose data memory that can be accessed via pointer interface by a write, read, or
copy block. The type of stored data is determined by the read/write blocks.
The data is only saved to volatile memory (RAM). This means that is data will be lost at power
off or restart!
The data block defined with a DB_P may contain several buffers (of similar type) that can be
selected at runtime using a corresponding input. Available buffer length depends on work
memory, i.e. on the expansion of RAM on the particular module and the configuration of
program load on RAM resources.

Functional principle
The block generates a data memory (empty) that may consist of several similar buffers. The
buffer length must be specified (bytes). Read/write access to data memory by means of
pointer interface is handled with the help of the DWR…, DRD… and CPY_Y blocks.

Associated blocks
The following blocks can be connected to this block (pointer input): CPY_Y, DRD, DRD_8,
DRD_8D, DRD_8I, DRD_BY, DRD_D, DRD_I, DWR, DWR_8, DWR_8D, DWR_8I, DWD_BY, DWR_D,
DWR_I

I/Os
Name

Description

LEN

BufLength,BufferSize,Bytes
0
Length of the data buffers (in bytes); initialization value! Activation of modified values requires a restart!
BufNumber
1
Number of data buffers; initialization value! Activation of modified values requires a restart!
BufferSelection
1
Selection of a buffer; 1 selects the first buffer; it is always possible to change to another buffer
in any sampling time.

NBF
BSL

328
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Name
PTR

QF
YF

Description

PtrBuffer
Pointer to the frame/data buffer; for connections to the same I/O type of other pointer-based
communication blocks. The CFC connection can be changed in online mode. The I/O also
contains control information that monitors correct configuration.
Block error state
QF=1: Error pending; for details, refer to YF
StatusInfo block
0001 Out of RAM for the data block;
Remedy: Reduce the DB length or configuration.
0002 Incorrect setting at BSL input;
Remedy: 0 < value at input BSL <= value at the NBF I/O;
0008 Invalid setting at the LEN I/O
Remedy: Adjust the value at input LEN (0 to 65536)

Default

16#00000000

0
16#0000

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.4.8.5

T400/PM5
3.9
FM458/PM6
1.3
CPU550/551
0.7
CPU555
0.35
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The block must be configured for the same sampling time as
the blocks that are connected via the pointer interface (CFC
connection via PTR I/Os).

DRD, DRD_D, DRD_I, DRD_8, DRD_8D, DRD_8I, DRD_BY
DRD… Read blocks for pointer-based communication

Symbol
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Short description
These blocks read specific data from frame receive or data buffers. These buffers are accessed
with the help of the pointer interface. The value to be read is identified by means of an offset
that you must specify. It is imperative to select offsets that ensure correct addressing
particularly with regard to 2-byte or 4-byte values! Corresponding block are available for each
data type (BYTE, INT, DINT, REAL). Blocks that read 1 or 8 values are also available.

Functional principle
Receive frame block CRV_P provides the read blocks a pointer to its receive buffer (CFC
connection via PTR I/Os) at the start of the sampling time. The read blocks can use this pointer
along with the offset data to read one or several values from the buffer and set these values
at their outputs. These blocks can also be used to read data from a data memory with pointer
interface (DB_P).

Associated blocks
The following blocks can be connected to this block (pointer input): CRV_P, DB_P, S7RD_P,
BRCV

Connections
Name
PTR

OF1

OF2
SWP

EN
Y

330

Description

PtrBuffer
Pointer to the frame/data buffer; for connections to the same connection type of other
pointer-based communication blocks. The CFC connection can be changed in online
mode. The connection also contains control information that monitors correct configuration.
Off1 buffer
Offset in bytes that is relative to the start of the buffer and used to address specific values. 2 identical offset inputs are available.
Offset = OF1 + OF2;
This allows you, for example, to set a constant at OF1 and use a shared CFC connection
(e.g. including CFC blocks) to control the OF2 connections of all read blocks in order to
read multiple similar data packets.
Max. offset: Buffer length - data type length
The offset must fall within the buffer length and OF1/OF2 >= 0.
Off2 buffer; refer to the description of OF1!
SwpBy/Wd; for DB_P with Profibus/S7 CPU data
If data is transmitted to a PROFIBUS DP station or SIMATIC CPU, you must swap the bytes
(with INT) and words of the value to be transferred (with REAL, DINT).
If this block is linked to the S7RD_P block, input SWP is not evaluated (S7RD_P is
swapped automatically).
SWP =1: Swap
The reset of input EN to 0 deactivates the entire block. No data is read from the buffer.
QF and YF will be reset. The last value read is retained at Y.
DataOut buffer
Received value; in error case (e.g. due to incorrect offset; see the specs at QF, YF), the
last value that was successfully read is output. The correct REAL type setting is verified!

Default

16#00000000

0

0
0

1
0.0
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Name
QF
YF

Description

Default

Block error status
0
QF=1: Error pending; for details, refer to YF
StatusInfo block
16#0000
In error case, the last value that was successfully read is output.
0001: Out of memory for the buffer;
Remedy: Reduce the buffer length or the configuration.
0002: No valid buffer pointer at the PTR I/O; possibly no link to the PTR I/O; with DB_P:
The BSL connection is set to 0, or is incompatible with the number of created buffers
Remedy: Check the CFC links to PTR I/Os; check buffer Select for DB_P.
0003: The block linked by means of PTR is assigned a different sampling time.
Remedy: All pointer-based communication blocks linked with a PTR-CFC connection
must have the same sampling time.
0004: unsuitable block combination with regard to the read/write direction
Remedy: Ensure that the read blocks are only linked to CRV_P and write blocks only to
CTV_P, as well as the correct assignment of source and target pointers for the CPY_P
copy block.
0005 invalid offset
Remedy: The offset must not exceed the buffer length.
0006: Invalid REAL value (not a number, denormalized)
Remedy: Verify the correct offset (value limit). Verify that REAL types were transferred/saved.
0007: No data available;
Remedy: Verify proper initialization and operation of the CRV_P/CTV_P frame blocks and
that data is transferred.
0008: Invalid length
Remedy: Check whether the LEN data is greater than the length of the connected buffer,
or whether the offset contains a negative value
0009: Incompatible module
Remedy: Check the blocks and HW platform used:
S7RD_P/S7WR_P blocks can only be configured for FM458!
000A: Error during data transfer with the S7RD_P/S7WR_P block
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]
DRD, DRD_D, DRD_I

DRD_8

DRD_8D

DRD_8I

DRD_BY

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.4.8.6

T400/PM5
3.6
FM458/PM6
1.2
CPU550/551
0.6
CPU555
0.3
T400/PM5
11.4
FM458/PM6
3.8
CPU550/551
1.9
CPU555
0.95
T400/PM5
30.0
FM458/PM6
10.0
CPU550/551
5.0
CPU555
2.5
T400/PM5
13.8
FM458/PM6
4.6
CPU550/551
2.3
CPU555
1.15
T400/PM5
3.0
FM458/PM6
1.5
CPU550/551
0.8
CPU555
0.4
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The block must be configured for the same sampling time as
the blocks that are connected via the pointer interface (CFC
connection via connections PTR).

DWR, DWR_D, DWR_I, DWR_8, DWR_8D, DWR_8I, DWR_BY
DWR… Write blocks for pointer-based communication

Symbol

332
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Short description
These write blocks are used to write specific data to a transmission buffer (CTV_P) or data
block (DB_P) with the help of a pointer interface. The position of value to be written in the
frame or buffer is specified by setting an offset. It is imperative to ensure proper selection of
the offset to prevent overwriting of values that were not yet saved (partially).
Corresponding block are available for each data type (BYTE, INT, DINT, REAL). Blocks that
write 1 or 8 values are also available.

How it works
Using a pointer and their offset settings, the write blocks fill a frame buffer that is transmitted
by the CTV_P block that are assigned by means of the CFC pointer connection.
These blocks may also be sued to write data to a data memory with pointer interface (DB_P).

Associated blocks
The following blocks can be connected to this block (pointer input): CTV_P, DB_P, S7WR_P

I/Os
Name
PTR

OF1

OF2
SWP

X
EN

Description

PtrBuffer
Pointer to the frame/data buffer; for connections to the same connection type of other
pointer-based communication blocks.
The CFC connection can be changed in online mode. The connection also contains control information that monitors correct configuration.
Off1 buffer
Offset in bytes that is relative to the start of the buffer and used to address specific values; 2 identical offset inputs are available for convenient configuration of indexed accesses.
Offset = OF1 + OF2; This allows you, for example, to set a constant at OF1 and use a
shared CFC connection
(e.g. including CFC blocks) to control the OF2 connections of all read blocks in order to
read multiple similar data packets.
Max. offset: Buffer length - data type length
Note:In contrast to other blocks, the data type for DWR_8I is I.
Off2 buffer; refer to the description of OF1!
SwpBy/Wd; for DB_P with Profibus/S7 CPU data
If data is transmitted to a PROFIBUS DP station or SIMATIC CPU, you may need to swap
the bytes (with INT) and words (with REAL, DINT) of the value to be transferred.
If this block is linked to the S7WR_P block, input SWP is not evaluated (S7WR_P is
swapped automatically).
SWP =1: Swap
DataIn buffer; value to transmit
The reset of input EN to 0 deactivates the entire block. No data is written to the buffer.
QF and YF will be reset.
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0

0
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1
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Name
QF
YF

Description

Block error state
QF=1: Error pending; for details, refer to YF
StatusInfo block; §§ as with the DRD block!

Default
0

16#0000

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
DWR, DWR_D, DWR_I

DWR_8

DWR_8D

DWR_8I

DWR_BY

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
3.6
FM458/PM6
1.2
CPU550/551
0.6
CPU555
0.3
T400/PM5
12.0
FM458/PM6
4.0
CPU550/551
2.0
CPU555
1.0
T400/PM5
30.0
FM458/PM6
10.0
CPU550/551
5.0
CPU555
2.5
T400/PM5
25.8
FM458/PM6
8.6
CPU550/551
4.3
CPU555
2.15
T400/PM5
5.4
FM458/PM6
1.8
CPU550/551
0.9
CPU555
0.45
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The block must be configured for the same sampling time as
the blocks that are connected via the pointer interface (CFC
connection via connections PTR).
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1.4.8.7

S7DB_P
S7 DB for pointer blocks

Symbol

Short description
General purpose data memory that can be accessed by means of read or write blocks via
pointer interface. The type of stored data is determined by the read/write blocks.
It is possible to use the read/write blocks for simultaneous read/write access to the same data
buffer.
The data can also be saved to battery-backed RAM for retention after power off or restart!
The data block defined with an S7 DB_P may contain several buffers (of similar type) that can
be selected at runtime using a corresponding input. The available (contiguous) buffer length
depends on work memory, i.e. on the expansion of RAM on the particular module and the
configuration of program load on RAM resources.

Functional principle
The block generates an (empty) S7-compliant data block that may also consist of several
similar buffers. The buffer length must be specified (bytes).
Consistent read/write access to the data buffer, i.e. simultaneous access from WinCC and
from the configured application is possible.
Read/write access to data memory is handled by means of pointer interface with the help of
the DWR… and DRD... blocks.
The write blocks (DWR…) must be deactivated by means of runtime groups after the data was
written in order to avoid unintentional overwriting of data in the data buffers while data is
read from the S7DB_P block.
Note
The LEN, NBF, and SAV I/Os may not be modified in online mode. Online changes at these
connections will trigger the "0x0D" error message at output YF at the next restart.
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Associated blocks
The following blocks can be connected to this block (pointer input):
DRD, DRD_8, DRD_8D, DRD_8I, DRD_BY, DRD_D, DRD_I, DWR, DWR_8, DWR_8D, DWR_8I,
DWD_BY, DWR_D, DWR_I,

Connections
Name
XDB
LEN

NBF
BSL

SAV
PTR

DPT

Description

Data block number
Initialization I/O for setting the symbolic name and number of the "virtual" S7 DB
BufLength
Buffer length, bytes; data buffer length in bytes
Note: Total length of the DB LEN*NBF
This setting enables generation of a data block of a length > 64 KB that cannot be addressed completely by external applications (e.g. WinCC). Initialization value!
BufNumber
Number of data buffers stored in this data block; initialization value!
BufferSelection
Selection of a buffer; 1 selects the first buffer; it is always possible to change to another
buffer.
If BSL=0, no error is output; the NULL pointer (and length 0) is output as pointer instead
DB in SAVE area
Data block in the SAVE area (SAV = 1); initialization value!
PtrBuffer
Pointer to data buffer management; the output serves for integrating pointer-based
communication blocks of the same I/O type. The connection also contains control information that monitors correct configuration.
PtrData
Pointer to user data; the I/O serves as pointer to the following structure:
•

QF
YF

336

Default

0

1
1

0
16#00000000

16#00000000

Length of the data buffer in bytes

• Pointer to the "real" data buffer
This output serves for integrating other pointer-based user function blocks. The I/O
contains no control information for monitoring the correct configuration state.
Block error status
QF=1: Error pending; for details, refer to YF
StatusInfo block
0001 Out of RAM for the data block;
Remedy: Reduce the DB length or configuration.
0002 Incorrect setting at BSL input;
Remedy: 0 < value at input BSL <= value at the NBF I/O;
0008 Invalid setting at the LEN I/O
Remedy: Adjust the value at input LEN (0 to 65536)
000D Online configuration change invalid

0
16#0000
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/CPU551
CPU555
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

3.9
1.3
0.7
0.35
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1.5

Conversion blocks

1.5.1

Type converter

1.5.1.1

B_DW
Conversion of 32 binary variables to double words (32-bit)

Symbol

Short description
32 binary variables are mapped to a 32-bit double word.

Functional principle
Binary variable I32 is mapped to the most significant binary digit of output variable Q
(corresponds to a weighting of 231). The remaining binary inputs are transferred to the
corresponding least significant binary digits.
Inputs
Output Q

I32
231

I31
230

I30
229

I29
228

I28
227

I27
226

I26
225

... I6
... 25

I5
24

I4
23

I3
22

I2
21

I1
20

Connections

338

Name

Description

Default

I1 .. I32
Q

Binary variables 1 to 32
Double word output variable

0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.5.1.2

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

15.0
5.0
2.5
1.25

B_W
Converter for 16 binary variables to status word

Symbol

Short description
Status word generation based on 16 binary variables

Functional principle
The block groups the binary variables I1 to I16 in a status word and returns the result at
output QS. Each binary variable at inputs I1 to I16 is assigned the binary equivalent 20 to 215
that is used to form the status word.
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Block diagram

Conversion scheme

Connections
Name
I1
..
I16
QS

Description

Default

Binary variable 1
...
Binary variable 16
Status word

0

0
16#0000

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

20.8
6.7
3.4
1.7
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1.5.1.3

BY_W
Status byte to status word converter

Symbol

Short description
Combines 2 bytes to form a word.

Functional principle
The function block combines 2 bytes to form a word. Input byte IBL is assigned to the least
significant byte [low byte] and input byte IBH to the most significant byte [high byte] of the
output word. The output word is set at QS according to the following conversion scheme.
The 2 bytes can be read from the I/O by means of the SBI function blocks, for example.

Conversion scheme

Connections
Name

Description

Default

IBH
IBL
QS

Input byte High
Input byte Low
Output variable (word)

16#00
16#00
16#0000
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.5.1.4

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.5
0.8
0.4
0.2

D_I
Double integer to Integer converter

Symbol

Short description
Conversion of a double integer to an integer variable

Functional principle
This block converts a double integer to two integer variables, i.e. the two most significant
bytes of the 4-byte double integer input variable are transferred to integer output Y, while
the two least significant bytes are transferred to integer output YF.

Conversion scheme

342
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Connections
Name
X
Y
YL

Description

Default

Input variable (double word)
Output word High
Output word Low

0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.5.1.5

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

1.3
0.4
0.2
0.1

D_R
Double integer to Real converter

Symbol

Short description
Conversion of a double integer to a Real variable

Functional principle
This function block converts a double integer to a Real variable.

Connections
Name
X
Y

Description

Input variable
Output variable
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0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.5.1.6

1.8
0.6
0.3
0.15

DW_B
Conversion of a double word (32-bit) to 32 binary variables

Symbol

Short description
A 32-bit double word is distributed to 32 binary variables.

Functional principle
The most significant binary digit of input variable X (corresponds to a weighting of 231) is
mapped to Q32; while the remaining binary digits are mapped to outputs Q31 to Q1.
Input X
Outputs

231
Q32

230
Q31

229
Q30

228
Q29

227
Q28

226
Q27

225
Q26

...
...

25
Q6

24
Q5

23
Q4

22
Q3

21
Q2

20
Q1

Connections
Name
X
Q1 ..
Q32

344

Description

32-bit input variable

Default
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.5.1.7

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

15.0
5.0
2.5
1.25

DW_W
Conversion of a 32-bit double word to two 16-bit words

Symbol

Short description
A 32-bit double word is distributed to two 16-bit words.

Functional principle
The output variables are calculated according to the following rule
YWL = X mod 216
YWH = X / 216.

Connections
Name
X
YWH
YWL

Description

32-bit input variable
Output word High
Output word Low
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.5.1.8

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

1.5
0.5
0.3
0.15

I_D
Integer to double integer converter

Symbol

Short description
Conversion of an integer to a double integer variable

Functional principle
This block converts an integer to a double integer variable. The two bytes of the input
variable are transferred to the two least significant bytes of the output variable.

Conversion scheme

346
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Connections
Name
X
Y

Description

Default

Input variable
Output variable

0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.5.1.9

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

1.6
0.5
0.3
0.15

I_R
Integer to Real converter

Symbol

Short description
Converts an Integer to a Real variable

Functional principle
This block converts an integer to a Real variable.

Connections
Name
X
Y

Description

Input variable
Output variable
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.5.1.10

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

1.5
0.5
0.3
0.15

N2_R
Conversion of a 16-bit fixed-point format (N2) to Real

Symbol

Short description
Converts a 16-bit fixed-point to a Real variable. If X = 16384 (corresponds to 100%), output Y
assumes the value set at input NF.

Functional principle
Input variable X is mapped to output Y according to the equation

(the result is rounded).

Connections
Name
X
NF
Y

348

Description

Input variable
Normalization factor
Output variable

Default
0
1.0
0.0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.5.1.11

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.0
0.7
0.4
0.2

N4_R
Conversion of a 32-bit fixed-point format (N4) to Real

Symbol

Short description
Conversion of a 32-bit fixed-point to a Real variable. If X = 1073741824 (corresponds to
100%), output Y assumes the value set at input NF.

Functional principle
Input variable X is mapped to output Y according to the equation

(the result is rounded).

Connections
Name
X
NF
Y

Description

Input variable
Normalization factor
Output variable
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.5.1.12

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.0
0.7
0.4
0.2

R_D
Real to Double integer converter

Symbol

Short description
Conversion of a real to double integer variable

Functional principle
This block converts a real variable to a double integer variable. The result is limited to + 2.147∙E9 in accordance with the data type of the output variable.
If the output variable is limited, the maximum value + - 2.147∙E9 is output and Q = 1 is set
simultaneously.

Connections
Name
X
Y
Q

350

Description

Input variable
Output variable
Overflow

Default
0.0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.5.1.13

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

5.2
1.7
0.9
0.45

R_I
Real to Integer converter

Symbol

Short description
Conversion of a real to an integer variable

Functional principle
This block converts a real to an integer variable. Places after the decimal point of the input
variable are truncated during conversion. The result is not rounded. The result is limited to
+32767 or -32768 in accordance with the data type of the output variable. Q = 1 is set if the
output variable is limited.

Connections
Name
X
Y
Q

Description

Input variable
Output variable
Overflow
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.5.1.14

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

4.8
1.6
0.8
0.4

R_N2
Real to 16-bit fixed-point format (N2) conversion

Symbol

Short description
Conversion of a real to a 16-bit fixed-point variable. If X = NF, output Y assumes the value
16384 (corresponds to 100 %).

Functional principle
Input variable X is mapped to output Y according to the equation

Y is limited to the range-32768 ≤ Y ≤ 32767 (corresponds to -200% ≤ Y < 200 %).

Connections
Name
X
NF
Y
Q

352

Description

Input variable
Normalization factor
Output variable
Overflow. The input is set to '1' if X cannot be mapped to Y because the
range was exceeded, or if NF = 0 was set.

Default
0.0
1.0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.5.1.15

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.0
0.7
0.4
0.2

R_N4
Real to 32-bit fixed-point format (N4) conversion

Symbol

Short description
Conversion of a real to a 32-bit fixed-point variable.
If X = NF, output Y assumes the value 1073741824 (corresponds to 100%).

Functional principle
Input variable X is mapped to output Y according to the equation

Y is limited to the range -2147483648 ≤ Y ≤ 2147483648 (decimal) or 16#8000000 ≤ Y ≤
16#7FFFFFF(hexadecimal) (corresponds to -200 % ≤ Y < 200 %).

Connections
Name
X
NF

Description

Input variable
Normalization factor
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Name
Y
Q

Description

Output variable
Overflow. The input is set to '1' if X cannot be mapped to Y because the
range was exceeded, or if NF = 0 was set.

Default
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.0
0.7
0.4
0.2
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1.5.1.16

W_B
Conversion of a status word to 16 binary variables

Symbol

Short description
Status word decoding into 16 binary variables

Functional principle
The block decodes status word IS to 16 binary variables and returns the result at its outputs
Q1 to Q16. The binary variable of outputs Q1 to Q16 is assigned to each binary equivalent 20
to 215 of the status word.

Block diagram
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Conversion scheme

Connections
Name

Description

Default

IS
Q1
..
Q16

Status word
Binary variable 1
...
Binary variable 16

16#0000
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.5.1.17

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

16.2
5.3
2.7
1.35

W_BY
Status word to status byte converter

Symbol

Short description
Conversion of a word to two bytes
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Functional principle
The function block distributes the input word at IS to two bytes. These bytes can be output to
the I/O by means of the SBQ function blocks. The most significant byte of the word at input IS
is output at QBH, while the least significant byte is output at QBL (see the following
conversion scheme).

Conversion scheme

Connections
Name

Description

Default

IS
QBH
QBL

Input variable (word)
Output byte High
Output byte Low

16#0000
16#00
16#00

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.5.1.18

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.4
0.8
0.4
0.2

W_DW
Conversion of two 16-bit words to one 32-bit double word
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Symbol

Short description
Two 16-bit words are copied to a 32-bit double word.

Functional principle
The input variables are mapped to output Y based on the equation
Y = XWL + XWH ∙ 216.

Connections
Name
XWH
XWL
Y

Description

Default

Input word High
Input word Low
Output variable

0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.5.2
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

1.5
0.5
0.3
0.15

Special functions
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1.5.2.1

BNR
Binary numerical switch input

Symbol

Short description
Reading values via BCD or binary coded numerical switch

Functional principle
Operation of the function block is based on the multiplexer method. Digits 100 to 104 for BCD
coding or 160 to 164 for binary coding of the numerical switch are selected in succession at
cyclic intervals by setting the relevant binary outputs Q1 to Q4 to 1. The selected numerical
switch position is read as 4-byte number to the function block via the 4 binary inputs EE, EZ,
EV, and EA. The value of the numerical switch is calculated at cyclic intervals based on the
selected digits and is set during data transfer at output Y at the positive edge on binary input
DU, taking into account normalization factor NF.

Normalization factor NF:
• Specifies the numerical switch value that is to be interpreted as 100 % value.
• Range of values: 1 ... 32767 (decimal).
The function block is enabled if enable input EN = 1. If EN=0, all block outputs are reset to 0.
If input BCD = 1, the numerical switch digit that was read is interpreted as BCD coded number
(range of values 0 to 9) and if BCD = 0 as binary coded number (range of values 0 to F).
The number of digits of the numerical switch is specified at input STZ and must be in the
range from 2 to 5.
If sign input VZ = 0, all 4 bits of the most significant digit of the numerical switch are
interpreted as number. If VZ = 1, the most significant bit of the most significant digit of the
numerical switch is interpreted as sign (1 = negative). If VZ = 1, the most significant value of
the numerical switch may not be outside the range from max. 7 (0111B = 7H) to min. -7
(1111B = FH).
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Error messages
Output QW is set to 1 the positive edge was detected at binary input DU if the value of a
numerical switch position read for BCD coded numbers (BCD = 1) is > 9, or a different value
was returned for a numerical switch position in each one of three successive read attempts.

Suggested circuit

Example
Numerical switch with 4 digits: STZ = 4
100% ≅ 5000 (decimal): NF = 5000
BCD code: BCD = 1
Unsigned: VZ = 0
Function block enabled: EN = 1
Value at output Y derived from the numerical switch value 3225:
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Connections
Name
STZ
NF
BCD
VZ
EI
EZ
EV
EA
DU
EN
Y
Q0
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
QW

Description

Default

Number of digits (initialization input)
Normalization factor
BCD/binary code selection
Sign
Input 20
Input 21
Input 22
Input 23
Data transfer
Enable
Numerical switch value output
Actuation of digit 100 or 160
Actuation of digit 101 or 161
Actuation of digit 102 or 162
Actuation of digit 103 or 163
Actuation of digit 104 or 164
Errors

2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

6.6
2.2
1.1
0.55
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1.5.2.2

SWB_DW
Byte swapper for double-word connections

Symbol

Short description
Swapping of the High and Low words of up to 8 double words, while simultaneously
swapping the High and Low bytes in the words

Functional principle
The function block swaps the High and Low words of the double words at inputs X1 to X8
(while simultaneously swapping the High and Low bytes in the words) and returns the result
at outputs Y1 to Y8 (see the conversion scheme):
• The Low word of the Dword at input Xn is set as High word of the Dword at output Yn.
The High and Low byte of the Low word are swapped simultaneously.
• The High word of the Dword at input Xn is set as Low word of the Dword at output Yn.
The High and Low bytes of the High word are swapped simultaneously.
The number of inputs to be processed (1 to 8) is specified at input XN. This value has an
influence on the computing time of the function block.
If input XN = 0, all block outputs will be reset to zero. If XN >= 9, the function block calculates
with the value XN = 8.
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Conversion scheme

Connections
Name

Description

Default

XN
X1-X8
Y1-Y8

Number of X connections
Input 1-8
Output 1-8

0
16#0000 0000
16#0000 0000

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

1.6
0.5
0.3
0.15
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1.5.2.3

SWB_W
Byte swapper for Word connections

Symbol

Short description
Swapping of the High and Low bytes of up to 8 words.

Functional principle
The function block swaps the High and Low bytes of the words at inputs X1 to X8 and returns
the result at the outputs Y1 to Y8 (see the conversion scheme):
• The Low byte of the word at input Xn is set as High byte of the word at output Yn.
• The High byte of the word at input Xn is set as Low byte of the word at output Yn.
The number of inputs to be processed (1 to 8) is specified at input XN. This value has an
influence on the computing time of the function block.
If input XN = 0, all block outputs will be reset to zero. If XN >= 9, the function block calculates
with the value XN = 8.

Conversion scheme
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Connections
Name
XN
X1-X8
Y1-Y8

Description

Default

Number of X connections
Input 1-8
Output 1-8

0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.5.2.4

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

1.5
0.5
0.3
0.15

SWBI
Byte swapper for Real connections (input)

Symbol

Application notes
Swapping of the High and Low words of up to 8 double words, while simultaneously
swapping the High and Low bytes in the words
• Import of floating-point values from a Big Endian system
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Functional principle
The function block swaps the High and Low words of the double words at inputs X1 to X8
(while simultaneously swapping the High and Low bytes in the words) and returns the result
at outputs Y1 to Y8 (see the conversion scheme):
• The Low word of the Dword at input Xn is set as High word of the Dword at output Yn.
The High and Low byte of the Low word are swapped simultaneously.
• The High word of the Dword at input Xn is set as Low word of the Dword at output Yn.
The High and Low bytes of the High word are swapped simultaneously.
The number of inputs to be processed (1 to 8) is specified at input XN. This value has an
influence on the computing time of the function block.
If input XN = 0, all block outputs will be reset to zero. If XN >= 9, the function block calculates
with the value XN = 8.

Conversion scheme

Connections
Name

Description

Default

XN
X1-X8
Y1-Y8

Number of X connections
Input 1-8
Output 1-8

0
16#0000 0000
0.0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks

1.5
0.5
0.3
0.15
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Description

Calculated in
Special features

1.5.2.5

Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

SWBO
Byte swapper for Real connections (output)

Symbol

Short description
• Swapping of the High and Low words of up to 8 double words, while simultaneously
swapping the High and Low bytes in the words
• Export of floating-point values to a Big Endian system

Functional principle
The function block swaps the High and Low words of the double words at inputs X1 to X8
(while simultaneously swapping the High and Low bytes in the words) and returns the result
at outputs Y1 to Y8 (see the conversion scheme):
• The Low word of the Dword at input Xn is set as High word of the Dword at output Yn.
The High and Low byte of the Low word are swapped simultaneously.
• The High word of the Dword at input Xn is set as Low word of the Dword at output Yn.
The High and Low bytes of the High word are swapped simultaneously.
The number of inputs to be processed (1 to 8) is specified at input XN. This value has an
influence on the computing time of the function block.
If input XN = 0, all block outputs will be reset to zero. If XN >= 9, the function block calculates
with the value XN = 8.
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Conversion scheme

Connections
Name

Description

Default

XN
X1-X8
Y1-Y8

Number of X connections
Input 1-8
Output 1-8

0
0.0
16#0000 0000

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

1.5
0.5
0.3
0.15
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1.5.2.6

BSR
Byte-serial reading
Note
The function block BSR cannot be used with SIMATIC TDC.

Symbol

Short description
Read a 16-bit word via 8 binary inputs.

Functional principle
This function block converts the bytes read (8-bit) from the hardware address AD into a real
size and returns the value at output Y.
The bytes must be present as high and low bytes. The distinction between high and low byte
is made with the binary value of HBE. It is not possible to read a single byte as the high or low
byte (e.g. with a constant value at HBE).
Upon completion of a conversion, the binary output QAV is set to 1 for the duration of a
sampling time.
The conversion is enabled with EN = 1. EN = 0 disables the conversion or aborts it.
The read bytes must be constantly present for the period specified at TC in order for them to
be applied for the conversion. In other words, to apply the value of Y, the high byte and low
byte must consecutively return the same value n times (n = TC / sampling time).
The output can be scaled using the scaling factor, SF.

Configuration notes
The HBE signal should be read before executing the BSR block.
The bytes for AD should be output before the output of the signal for HBE.
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I/Os
Name

Description

Default

GI
TC
HBE
EN
SF
Y
QAV

Hardware address
Time constant
High byte enable
Enable
Scaling factor
Output variable
Value new

0 ms
0
0
0.0
0.0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
no
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Normal mode, system mode
-

2.5
1.0
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1.5.2.7

RAT
Conversion transformation ratio

Symbol

Short description
Conversion of a speed transformation ratio into a pulse count transformation ratio. Applicable
for phase synchronization controls with NAV, NAVS or NAVMC.

How it works
Based on the encoder pulse counts PZ1 and PZ2, the desired resolution PR for the
transformation ratio and the current speed transformation ratio UEB, the function block
calculates a pulse rate transformation ratio as numerator MN and denominator DN. The
current speed transformation ratio at the input UEB is defined as:
UEB = Speed 1 / Speed 2
and is based on the input RR resolution of the transformation ratio.
The maximum possible transformation ratio is output at the output of the RRM. The output
QW becomes 1 when the resolution specified at RR cannot be maintained for each value of
UEB.
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• The resolution of the transformation ratio is 2000 (RR = 2000.0), i.e. the speed
transformation ratio can assumes values from 0 to 8.192.

For example, if the current speed transformation ratio (= n1 / n2) is exactly 2.0, 4000.0
must be entered at the input UEB.
• The encoder pulse count 1 (PI1) is 1000 and the encoder pulse count 2 (PZ2) is the 1500.
If we assume the lowest possible speed transformation ratio n1 / n2 = 0.0005 for the
selected resolution of the transformation ratio, the value 1 must be entered at UEB.
Now, however, the output would be
NM = 0.0005 * 1000 = 0.5
QM = 1500
for the assumed encoder pulse counts. However, since the outputs NM and QM return
integers, the block detects a conflict here and automatically multiplies the output value of
NM and QM by a factor of 2:
NM = 0.0005 * 1000 * 2 = 1
QM = 1500 * 2 = 3000
For a speed transformation ratio of 2.0, the outputs would therefore be:
NM = 2.0 * 1000 * 2 = 4000
QM = 1500 * 2 = 3000
.

Configuration notes
PZ1, PZ2 and RR are initialization inputs.
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I/Os
Name
PZ1
PZ2
RR
DNM
UEB
NM
DN
RRM
QW

Description

Default

Pulse count 1
Pulse count 2
Transformation resolution
Maximum value DN
Speed conversion
Counter value pulse count conversion
Denominator pulse count conversion
Maximum speed transformation
Warning

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
No
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Normal mode, system mode
-

4.5
2.0
1.3
0.65
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1.6

Logic blocks

1.6.1

Gates

1.6.1.1

AND
AND block (Boolean)

Symbol

Short description
AND function block (AND gate) with generic Boolean inputs.

Functional principle
The function block links the binary variables at the generic inputs I by means of AND logic
operation and outputs the result at its binary output Q.
Q = I01 ∧ .. ∧ Inn
Output Q = 1 if all generic inputs I01 to Inn are set to 1. Otherwise, output Q = 0.

Truth table
Input

I01
0
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
1
*8 = any
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I02
*
0
*
*
*
*
*
*
1

I03
*
*
0
*
*
*
*
*
1

I04
*
*
*
0
*
*
*
*
1

I05
*
*
*
*
0
*
*
*
1

. ..
*
*
*
*
*
0
*
*
1

. ..
*
*
*
*
*
*
0
*
1

Inn
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
0
1

Output Q
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
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Connections
Name
I..
Q

Description

Default

Binary variable input
Binary variable AND

1
0; changed as of
V6.0!

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Generic FB
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.1.2

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

5.0 + 0.06 per input
1.7 + 0.02 per input
0.9 + 0.01 per input
0.45 + 0.005 per input

AND12
AND block status word (word type)

Symbol

Short description
• AND function block for a status word with one word-type input
• Block for test operations

How it works
A status word contains 16 binary states.
The function block sets binary output Q to 1 if all bits of status word IS are equal to 1, i.e.
bit1IS ... bit16IS. Binary output Q = 0 if one or several bits of the status word at block input IS
are equal to 0.
Q = bit1IS ∧ … ∧ bit16IS
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Truth table

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

IS
Q

Status word
Binary variable AND

16#0000
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

1.5
0.5
0.3
0.15
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1.6.1.3

AND_W
AND block (word type)

Symbol

Short description
AND block with generic inputs of the type word.

Functional principle
One status word represents 16 binary states.
The function block links the bits of the status words I01 to Inn by means of logic OR
operation. The corresponding bits of the AND status word are then set at block output QS.
Rule for the k-th bit of status word AND:

A bit of the status word AND is equal to 0 if at least one of the equivalent bits at the generic
block inputs I01 to Inn is equal to 0.
Binary output Q = 1 if at least one bit of the status word AND is set to 1.

Sequential state diagram (for 3 inputs)
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Connections
Name

Description

Q

Binary variable

I01
I...
Inn
QS

Default

Status word 1 input
...
Status word nn input
Status word AND

16#FFFF
16#FFFF
16#FFFF
16#0000;
changed as of
V6.0!
0; changed as
of V6.0!

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Generic FB
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.1.4

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
I is a generic connection

4.2 + 0.06 per input
1.4 + 0.02 per input
0.7 + 0.01 per input
0.35 + 0.005 per input

NAND
NAND function block (BOOL type)

Symbol

Short description
NAND block [NAND gate] with generic inputs of the type BOOL.
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Functional principle
The function block logically links the binary variables at generic inputs I by means of AND
operation, inverts the result and transfers it to its binary output Q.

Output Q is 0 if all generic inputs I01 to Inn are set to 1. Otherwise, output Q = 1.

Truth table
Input

I01
0
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
1
*8 = any

I02
*
0
*
*
*
*
*
*
1

I03
*
*
0
*
*
*
*
*
1

I04
*
*
*
0
*
*
*
*
1

I05
*
*
*
*
0
*
*
*
1

. ..
*
*
*
*
*
0
*
*
1

. ..
*
*
*
*
*
*
0
*
1

Inn
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
0
1

Output Q
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

Connections
Name

Description

Default

I...
Q

Binary variable input
Binary variable

1
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Generic FB
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
I is a generic connection

3.2 + 0.06 per input
1.1 + 0.02 per input
0.6 + 0.01 per input
0.3 + 0.005 per input
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1.6.1.5

NOR
NOR block (BOOL type)

Symbol

Short description
NOR block with generic inputs of the type BOOL.

Functional principle
The function block logically links the binary variables at generic inputs I by OR operation,
inverts the result and transfers it to its binary output Q.

Output Q is 1 if all generic inputs I01 to Inn are set to 0. Otherwise, output Q = 0.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

I1
I...
Inn
Q

Binary variable 1
...
Binary variable nn
Binary variable NOR

0
0
0
1

Truth table
Input
I01
1
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
0
* = any
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Output Q
I02
*
1
*
*
*
*
*
*
0

I03
*
*
1
*
*
*
*
*
0

I04
*
*
*
1
*
*
*
*
0

I05
*
*
*
*
1
*
*
*
0

...
*
*
*
*
*
1
*
*
0

...
*
*
*
*
*
*
1
*
0

Inn
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Generic FB
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.1.6

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
I is a generic input

3.5 + 0.06 per input
1.2 + 0.02 per input
0.6 + 0.01 per input
0.3 + 0.005 per input

NOT
Inverter (BOOL type)

Symbol

Short description
Inverter of the type BOOL

How it works
The function block inverts the variable at input I and transfers the result to output Q.

Truth table
Input I

Output Q

0
1

1
0
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I/Os
Name
I
Q

Description

Default

Binary variable
Inverted binary variable

0
1

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.1.7

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

1.6
0.5
0.3
0.15

NOT_W
Status word inverter (word type)

Symbol

Short description
• inverter for status words of the type Word
• Generation of the one's complement of IS

How it works
One status word represents 16 binary states. The function block inverts status word IS bit-bybit and transfers it to output QS. Rule for the k-th bit of the inverted status word:
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Generating the complement

I/Os
Name
IS
QS

Description

Default

Status word
Inverted status word

16#0000
16#FFFF

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.1.8

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

1.6
0.5
0.3
0.15

OR
OR block (BOOL type)

Symbol

Short description
OR block with generic inputs of the type BOOL.
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Functional principle
The function block links the binary variables at the generic inputs I by means of logic OR
operation and returns the result at its binary output Q.
Q = I01 ∧ .. ∧ Inn
Output Q is 0 if all generic inputs I01 to Inn are set to 0. Otherwise, output Q = 1.

Connections
Name
I1
I...
Inn
Q

Description

Default

Binary variable
...
Binary variable
Binary variable OR

0
0
0
0

Truth table
Input

I01
1
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
0
* = any

I02
*
1
*
*
*
*
*
*
0

I03
*
*
1
*
*
*
*
*
0

I04
*
*
*
1
*
*
*
*
0

I05
*
*
*
*
1
*
*
*
0

...
*
*
*
*
*
1
*
*
0

...
*
*
*
*
*
*
1
*
0

Inn
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
1
0

Output Q
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
I is a generic input

2.8 + 0.06 per input
0.9 + 0.02 per input
0.5 + 0.01 per input
0.25 + 0.005 per input
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1.6.1.9

OR_12
OR gate for status word (WORD type)

Symbol

Short description
OR block (OR gate) for status word of the type Word

How it works
One status word represents 16 binary states. The function block sets binary output Q = 0 if all
bits of status word IS = 0. Binary output Q = 1 if one or several bits of the status word at block
input IS equal 1.
Q = bit1IS ∨ … ∨ bit16IS

Truth table
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I/Os
Name
IS
Q

Description

Default

Status word
Binary variable AND

16#0000
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.1.10

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

1.5
0.5
0.3
0.15

OR_W
OR block for status word (type word)

Symbol

Short description
OR block with generic inputs of the type Word.

Functional principle
One status word represents 16 binary states. The function block links the status words I01 to
Inn bit-by-bit by means of logic OR operation. The result is transferred to block output QS
(status word OR).
Rule for the k-th bit of the status word OR:
QSk = I01k ∨ I02k, k = 1…16
A bit of the status word OR is equal to 1 if one of the equivalent bits at the generic block
inputs I01 to Inn is equal to 1.
Binary output Q is 1 if at least one bit of status word OR is equal to 1.
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Sequential state diagram

Connections
Name

Description

Default

I..
QS
Q

Status word input
Status word OR
Binary variable

16#0000
16#0000
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Generic FB
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

3.9 + 0.06 per input
1.3 + 0.02 per input
0.7 + 0.01 per input
0.35 + 0.005 per input
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1.6.1.11

XOR
XOR gate (BOOL type)

Symbol

Short description
XOR block with generic binary inputs of the type BOOL.

Functional principle
The function block links the binary variables at the generic inputs I by means of logical XOR
operation and transfers the result to its binary output Q.
Output Q is 0 if all generic inputs I01 to Inn are 0, or an even number of the inputs I01 to Inn
is set to 1.
Output Q is 1 if an uneven number of the inputs I01 to Inn is set to 1.

Truth table
Input
I01
0
0
1
1

I02
0
1
0
1

Output Q
0
1
1
0

Connections
Name
I..
Q

388

Description

Binary variable input
Binary variable XOR

Default
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Generic FB
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.1.12

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
I is a generic input

3.2 + 0.06 per input
1.1 + 0.02 per input
0.6 + 0.01 per input
0.3 + 0.005 per input

XOR_W
XOR gate for status word (WORD type)

Symbol

Short description
XOR block with generic inputs of the type Word.

Functional principle
One status word represents 16 binary states. The function block links the status words I01 to
Inn bit-by-bit by means of logic XOR operation. The result is transferred to block output QS
(status word XOR).
Rule for the k-th bit of the status word XOR:

The bit of the status word XOR are equal to 1 if an uneven number of equivalent bits at the
generic inputs I01 to Inn is equal to 1.
Binary output Q is 1 if at least one bit of the status word XOR is equal to 1.
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Sequential state diagram

Connections
Name

Description

Default

I..
QS
Q

Status word input
Status word XOR
Binary variable

16#0000
16#0000
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Generic FB
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

3.9 + 0.06 per input
1.3 + 0.02 per input
0.7 + 0.01 per input
0.35 + 0.005 per input
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1.6.2

Timers

1.6.2.1

MFP
Pulse shaper (BOOL type)

Symbol

Short description
• Timer for generating pulses with fixed duration
• Used as pulse contracting or stretching element (pulse scaler)

How it works
A positive edge of a pulse at input I sets output Q to 1 for pulse duration T. The pulse shaper
cannot be retriggered.

Initialization
The initialization routine defines the initial state for the first cyclic operation. If the
downstream block output sets input I to 1 while initialization is active, the function block
cannot identify a positive edge in the initial cyclic operation. If output Q is preset to 1, output
Q = 1 will be set for the pulse duration T on completion of initialization.

Block diagram
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Timing diagram

I/Os
Name
I
T
Q

Description

Default

Input pulse
Pulse duration
Output pulse

0
0 ms
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.2.2

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

3.8
1.3
0.7
0.35

PCL
Pulse contractor (BOOL type)

Symbol
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Short description
Timer for limiting the pulse duration.

How it works
The positive edge of a pulse at input I sets output Q to 1. Output Q will be reset to 0 when
input I = 0, or on expiration of the pulse period T.

Initialization
The initialization routine defines the initial state for the first cyclic operation.
If the downstream block output sets input I to 1 while initialization is active, the function
block cannot identify a positive edge in the initial cyclic operation.
If output Q is preset to 1, output Q = 1 will be set for the pulse duration T on completion of
initialization.

Block diagram

Timing diagram

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

I
T
Q

Input pulse
Pulse duration
Output pulse

0
0 ms
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.2.3

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

2.1
0.7
0.4
0.2

PDE
On delay element (BOOL type)

Symbol

Short description
Timer with on delay function of the type BOOL

How it works
The positive edge of a pulse at block input I sets output Q to 1 on expiration of the pulse
delay time T.
I = 0 resets output Q to 0. Q retains 0 state if the duration of the input pulse I is shorter than
the pulse delay time T.
A time T that exceeds the maximum value that can be represented internally (T/ta as 32-bit
value, with ta = sampling time) is limited to the maximum value (e.g. for ta=1 ms approx. 50
days).

Initialization
The initialization routine defines the initial state for the first cyclic operation. If the
downstream block output sets input I to 1 while initialization is active, the function block
cannot identify a positive edge in the initial cyclic operation. If output Q receives the value 1
during initialization, I = 1 immediately sets output Q = 1 on completion of initialization.
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Block diagram

Timing diagram

I/Os
Name
I
T
Q

Description

Default

Input pulse
Pulse delay time
Output pulse

0
0 ms
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

2.2
0.7
0.4
0.2
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1.6.2.4

PDF
Off delay element (BOOL type)

Symbol

Short description
Timer with off delay function

How it works
The negative edge of a pulse at block input I resets output Q to 0 on expiration of the pulse
stretching time T. I = 1 resets output Q to 1. Output Q is reset to 0 if input pulse I = 0 and the
off delay time T has expired. Output Q retains the 1 state if input I is set to 1 before the time T
has expired.

Initialization
The initialization routine defines the initial state for the first cyclic operation. If the
downstream block output sets input I to 1 while initialization is active, the function block can
identify a negative edge in the initial cyclic operation. If output Q receives the value 1 while
initialization is active, output Q = 1 is set for the duration of pulse stretching time T on
completion of initialization.

Block diagram
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Timing diagram

I/Os
Name
I
T
Q

Description

Default

Input pulse
Pulse stretching time
Output pulse

0
0 ms
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.2.5

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

4.0
1.3
0.7
0.35

PST
Pulse stretching element (BOOL type)

Symbol
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Short description
Function block for generating a pulse of minimum duration and with an additional reset
input.

How it works
The positive edge of a pulse at block input I sets output Q to 1. Output Q is not reset to 0 until
input pulse I = 0 and pulse duration T has expired. Output Q can always be reset to zero by
setting reset input R = 1.

Initialization
The initialization routine defines the initial state for the first cyclic operation. If the
downstream block output sets input I to 1 while initialization is active, the function block
cannot identify a positive edge in the initial cyclic operation. If output Q receives the value 1
during initialization, output Q = 1 is set for the duration of pulse period T on completion of
initialization.

Block diagram

Timing diagram
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I/Os
Name
I
R
T
Q

Description

Default

Input pulse
Reset input
Pulse duration
Output pulse

0
0
0 ms
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.3

Counters

1.6.3.1

CTR

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

4.4
1.5
0.8
0.4

Counter (BOOL type)

Symbol
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Short description
Function block for up/down counting with the following count functions:
• Set counter to zero
• Hold counter at zero (lock)
• Set counter to initial value
Separate setting of the high and low count limit.

How it works
This function block forms an edge-triggered up/down counter A positive edge at input IU
increments the count value. A positive edge at input ID decrements the count value. The
count value is set at output Y. Counter control (cf. the truth table).
You can load the count value Y with the default setting value SV by setting S = 1. However,
the reset input R takes priority over the set input, i.e. Y is held at 0 as long as R = 1. The
counter is disabled.
The counting range can be preset accordingly by means of LU (high count limit) and LL (low
count limit) setting. The count stops on reaching the limits and display QU (counter at high
limit) or QL (counter at low limit) will be set. Output Q0 is set to 1 as soon as the count value
is zero.

Block diagram

Truth table
Binary command
S
0
0
1
1

Count value Y
R
0
1
0
1

Y is retained
Y=0
Y = SV (setting value)
Y=0

Count value at the time of the set/reset command
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Initialization
The initialization routine defines the initial state for the first cyclic operation. If the
downstream block output sets input ID or IU to 1 while initialization is active, the function
block cannot identify a negative edge in the initial cyclic operation.
Marginal conditions:
LL <= Y <= LU for LL<LU
Y = LU for LL >= LU

I/Os
Name
IU
ID
R
S
SV
LU
LL
Y
QU
Q0
QL

Description

Default

Up pulse
Down pulse
Reset
Set
Setting value
Counter high limit
Counter low limit
Count value
Counter at high limit
Count value zero
Counter at low limit

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.3.2

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

6.3
2.1
1.1
0.55

UDI
Up/down pulse evaluation block (BOOL type)
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Symbol

Short description
Boolean function block for
• digital incremental position acquisition
• direction of rotation detection
• pulse evaluation

How it works
The function block generates the binary values QU (up count pulses) and QL (down count
pulses) by comparing the timing of input pulse I1 (pulse sequence 1) and I2 (pulse sequence
2).
At the 0 to 1 transition of I2 and if I1 = 1, output QU = 1 (up count pulse) until I1 or I2 is reset
to 0. At the 0 to 1 transition of I1 and if I2 = 1, output QL = 1 (down count pulse) until I1 or I2
is reset to 0.
In error-free operation, only one of the two outputs QU or QL can output pulses. The
simultaneous rise of both inputs indicates an error state and output QF = 1 (error) will be set
while QU = QL = 0.

Initialization
The initialization routine defines the initial state for the first cyclic operation. If the
downstream block output sets input I1 or I2 to 1 while initialization is active, the function
block cannot identify a negative edge in the initial cyclic operation. The block detects a
positive edge in the first cyclic operation. The I1 and I2 values are saved to buffer memory
while the INIT mode is active.

Block diagram
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Timing diagram

I/Os
Name
I1
I2
QU
QL
QF

Description

Default

Pulse sequence 1
Pulse sequence 2
Up direction
Down direction
Errors

0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

4.4
1.5
0.8
0.4
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1.6.4

Comparators

1.6.4.1

NCM
Numerical comparator (real type)

Symbol

Short description
Function block to comparing two numerical variables of the type Real

How it works
The block compares the X1 and X2 input variables and sets one of the binary outputs QU, QE
or QL depending on the result of this comparison.

Truth table
Comparison of the

output signals

input variables
X1 > X2
X1 = X2
X1 < X2

QU
1
0
0

QE
0
1
0

QL
0
0
1

I/Os
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Name

Description

Default

X1
X2
QU
QE
QL

Input variable 1
Input variable 2
X1 > X2
X1 = X2
X1 < X2

0.0
0.0
0
1
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.4.2

3.7
1.2
0.6
0.3

NCM_I
Numerical comparator (integer type)

Symbol

Short description
Integer type function block for comparing two numerical variables.

How it works
The block compares the X1 and X2 input variables and sets one of the binary outputs QU, QE
or QL depending on the result of this comparison.

Truth table
Comparison of the

output signals

input variables
X1 > X2
X1 = X2
X1 < X2

QU
1
0
0
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0
1
0

QL
0
0
1
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I/Os
Name
X1
X2
QU
QE
QL

Description

Default

Input variable 1
Input variable 2
X1 > X2
X1 = X2
X1 < X2

0
0
0
1
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.4.3

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.6
0.9
0.5
0.25

NCM_D
Numerical comparator (double integer type)

Symbol

Short description
Double integer type function block for comparing two numerical variables.

How it works
The block compares the X1 and X2 input variables and sets one of the binary outputs QU, QE
or QL depending on the result of this comparison.
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Truth table
Comparison of the
input variables
X1 > X2
X1 = X2
X1 < X2

output signals
QU
1
0
0

QE
0
1
0

QL
0
0
1

I/Os
Name
X1
X2
QU
QE
QL

Description

Default

Input variable 1
Input variable 2
X1 > X2
X1 = X2
X1 < X2

0
0
0
1
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.5

Switches

1.6.5.1

ANS

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.6
0.9
0.5
0.25

Automatic numerical changeover switch (Real type)

Symbol
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Short description
Automatic changeover to the currently changing variable (Real type)

Functional principle
The function block is only active if output QTS = 1.
The generic input (from X01 to Xnn) at which the value has changed in the current sampling
interval compared to the previous value is transferred to output Y.
If several generic inputs change their values in the current sampling interval, the value of the
input that has the lowest number is transferred to output Y. The successive inputs are
ignored.
Example:
Let us assume that the X01 and X02 inputs of the X01 to X09 generic inputs have not
changed. X03 as the first input at which the value has changed is transferred to output Y. The
values of inputs X04 to X09 are not queried.
INIT operating state:
While the INIT operating state is active, memory space is reserved for storing the values of the
generic input variables. If this is not possible (e.g. out of memory), the QTS operating state is
set to 0 and 0 is output as output variable.
If it was possible to reserve the necessary memory space:
• The current values of all generic input variable will be saved
• The value of input variable X01 is transferred to output Y
• The QTS operating state is set to 1

Connections
Name
X..
Y
QTS

Description

Default

Input variable
Output variable
Operating state

0.0
0.0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Generic FB
Configurable in
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks

4.8 + 0.06 per input
1.6 + 0.02 per input
0.8 + 0.01 per input
0.4 + 0.005 per input
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Description

Calculated in
Special features

1.6.5.2

Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

ANS_I
Automatic numerical changeover switch (Integer type)

Symbol

Short description
Automatic changeover to a currently changing generic variable (Integer).

Functional principle
The function block is only active if output QTS = 1.
The generic input (from X01 to Xnn) at which the value has changed in the current sampling
interval compared to the previous value is transferred to output Y.
If several generic inputs change their values in the current sampling interval, the value of the
input that has the lowest number is transferred to output Y. The successive inputs are
ignored.
Example:
Let us assume that the X01 and X02 inputs of the X01 to X09 generic inputs have not
changed. X03 as the first input at which the value has changed is transferred to output Y. The
values of inputs X04 to X09 are not queried.
INIT operating state:
While the INIT operating state is active, memory space is reserved for storing the values of the
generic input variables. If this is not possible (e.g. out of memory), the QTS operating state is
set to 0 and 0 is output as output variable.
If it was possible to reserve the necessary memory space:
• The current values of all generic input variable will be saved
• The value of input variable X01 is transferred to output Y
• The QTS operating state is set to 1
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Connections
Name
X..
Y
QTS

Description

Default

Input variable
Output variable
Operating state

0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Generic FB
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.5.3

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

4.5 + 0.06 per input
1.5 + 0.02 per input
0.8 + 0.01 per input
0.4 + 0.005 per input

BSW
Binary changeover switch (BOOL type)

Symbol

Short description
The Boolean function block switches one of two binary input variables to the output

How it works
If input I = 0, I1 is transferred to output Q. If input I = 1, I2 is transferred to output Q.

Initialization
The function block is also executed while initialization is active. A possibly configured default
output value will be overwritten.
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Block diagram

Truth table
Switch setting I

Output variable Q

0
1

Q = I1
Q = I2

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

I1
I2
I
Q

Input variable 1
Input variable 2
Switch setting
Output variable

0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.5.4

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

2.2
0.7
0.4
0.2

NSW
Numerical changeover switch (Real type)
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Symbol

Short description
The function block routes one of two numerical input variables (Real type) to the output.

How it works
If input I = 0, X1 is transferred to output Y. If input I = 1, X2 is transferred to output Y.

Initialization
In contrast to function block NSW_I, the NSW function block is not executed while
initialization is active. You may therefore specify a numerical init value that will be
overwritten in the first cyclic operation.

Block diagram

Truth table
Switch setting I
0
1

Output variable Y
Y = X1
Y = X2

I/Os
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Name

Description

Default

X1
X2
I
Y

Input variable 1
Input variable 2
Switch setting
Output variable

0.0
0.0
0
0.0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.5.5

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.1
0.7
0.4
0.2

NSW_D
Numerical changeover switch (Double Integer)

Symbol

Short description
The function block routes one of two numerical input variables (Double Integer) to the
output.

How it works
If input I = 0, X1 is transferred to output Y. If input I = 1, X2 is transferred to output Y.

Initialization
In contrast to function block NSW_I, the NSW_D function block will not be executed while
initialization is active. You may therefore specify a numerical init value that will be
overwritten in the first cyclic operation.
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Block diagram

Truth table
Switch setting I

Output variable Y

0
1

Y = X1
Y = X2

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

X1
X2
I
Y

Input variable 1
Input variable 2
Switch setting
Output variable

0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.5.6

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.1
0.7
0.4
0.2

NSW_I
Numerical changeover switch (Integer)
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Symbol

Short description
The function block routes one of two numerical input variables (Integer) to the output

How it works
If input I = 0, X1 is transferred to output Y. If input I = 1, X2 is transferred to output Y.

Initialization
Function block NSW_I is also executed while initialization is active. A possibly configured
default output value will be overwritten.

Block diagram

Truth table
Switch setting I
0
1

Output variable Y
Y = X1
Y = X2

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

X1
X2
I
Y

Input variable 1
Input variable 2
Switch setting
Output variable

0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.6

Multiplexer

1.6.6.1

DX8

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

2.5
0.8
0.4
0.2

Demultiplexer, 8 outputs, cascadable (Real type)

Symbol

Short description
• Function block of type Real for demultiplexing. The block can be cascaded.
• Configuration of an expandable communication system from an OP station to SIMADYN D.

How it works
The function block routes its input X to one of the 8 selectable outputs Y1 to Y8, depending
on inputs ENC, R, MS and XS = 1 to 8 (example: XS = 3 means that Y3 = X).
If XS = 0 or XS >= 9, none of the block outputs Y1 to Y8 will be selected. Outputs that are not
selected are set to zero, or retain their current value until the next change.
Prioritization rule for the control inputs: ENC before R before MS
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If ENC = 0, all outputs Y1 to Y8 remain unchanged, independent of R and MS.
If ENC = 1, outputs Y1 to Y8 are enabled for changes.
If R = 1, all outputs Y1 to Y8 will be set to 0, independent of MS.
If MS = 0 (non-retention mode), all outputs Y1 to Y8 that have not been selected by XS will be
set to 0.
If MS = 1 (retention mode), all outputs not selected by XS remain unchanged.

Truth table
ENC

R

MS

XS

1
1

0
0

0
1

XS = 0 or XS >= 9
1 <= XS <= 8

1

0

1

XS = 0 or XS >= 9

0
1
1

*
1
0

*
*
0

*
*
1 <= XS <= 8

Outputs Y1 to Y8

Previous values are retained
Y1 to Y8 = 0
Selected output = X
Non-selected output = 0
Y1 to Y8 = 0
Selected output = X
Non-selected outputs remain unchanged
Previous values remain unchanged

If XS = 0 to 8, then YS = 0
Rule for XS > 8: YS = XS-8
(used for cascading).

Cascading
Block output YS must be connected to block input XS of the successor function block.

I/Os
Name
X
XS
MS
R
ENC
Y1
...
Y8
YS

Description

Input variable
Control input
Save mode
Reset
Enable change
Output variable 1
...
Output variable 8
Control output
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Default
0.0
0
0
0
0
0.0
0.0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.6.2

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

4.2
1.4
0.7
0.35

DX8_I
Demultiplexer, 8 outputs, cascadable (Integer)

Symbol

Short description
• Integer function block for demultiplexing. The block can be cascaded.
• Configuration of an expandable communication system from an OP station to SIMADYN D.

How it works
The function block routes its input X to one of the 8 selectable outputs Y1 to Y8, depending
on inputs ENC, R, MS and XS = 1 to 8 (example: XS = 3 means that Y3 = X).
If XS = 0 or XS >= 9, none of the block outputs Y1 to Y8 will be selected. Outputs that are not
selected are set to zero, or retain their current value until the next change.
Prioritization rule for the control inputs: ENC before R before MS
If ENC = 0, all outputs Y1 to Y8 remain unchanged, independent of R and MS.
If ENC = 1, outputs Y1 to Y8 are enabled for changes.
If R = 1, all outputs Y1 to Y8 will be set to 0, independent of MS.
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If MS = 0 (non-retention mode), all outputs Y1 to Y8 that were not selected by XS will be set
to 0. If MS=1 (retention mode) all outputs that were not selected by XS remain unchanged.

Truth table
ENC

R

MS

XS

1

0

0

1

0

1

XS = 0 or XS >?
9
1 <= XS <= 8

1

0

1

0
1
1

*
1
0

*
*
0

*
*
1 <= XS <= 8

XS = 0 or XS >=
9

Outputs Y1 to Y8

Previous values are retained
Y1 to Y8 = 0
Selected output = X
Non-selected output = 0
Y1 to Y8 = 0
Selected output = X
Non-selected outputs remain unchanged
Previous values remain unchanged

* any
If XS = 0 to 8, then YS = 0
Rule for XS > 8: YS = XS-8
(used for cascading).

Cascading
Block output YS must be connected to block input XS of the successor function block.

I/Os
Name
X
XS
MS
R
ENC
Y1
...
Y8
YS

Description

Input variable
Control input
Save mode
Reset
Enable change
Output variable 1
...
Output variable 8
Control output
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.6.3

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

4.2
1.4
0.7
0.35

MUX8
Multiplexer, cascadable (Real type)

Symbol

Short description
Real-type function block for 8-channel multiplexing. The block can be cascaded.

How it works
The block outputs the value of cascading input CCI at Y as long as enable input EN is logical 0.
If EN is 1, one of the input variables X1, ..., X8 is routed to output Y as long as the 16-bit
control word XCS has a value between 1 and 8. If the value of input XCS > 8, output Y is set
to 0, while output QF is set to 1. The cascading control word is set to the value CCS = XCS-8;
see the truth table.
Outputs Y, CCS and QF can be used for cascading the blocks. In this cascade, output Y of the
first block is connected to input CCI of the downstream multiplexer; output CCS to the
downstream input XCS, and output QF to the downstream input EN.
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Block diagram

Truth table
EN

XCS

Y

CSS

QF

0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

any
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
>8

CCI
0
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
XCS-8

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Name

Description

Default

X1
...

Input variable 1
...

0.0
...

Cascading

I/Os
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Name
X8
CCI
XCS
EN
Y
CCS
QF

Description

Input variable 8
Cascading input
Control word, range of values: 0 <= XCS <= 32767
The value at the XCS connection is limited to 0 if a negative value is
entered.
Enable
Output variable
Cascading control word
Error message

Default
0.0
0.0
0
0
0.0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

4.6
1.5
0.8
0.4
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1.6.6.4

MUX8_I
Multiplexer, cascadable (Integer type)

Symbol

Short description
Integer function block for 8-channel multiplexing. The block can be cascaded.

How it works
The block outputs the value of cascading input CCI at Y as long as enable input EN is logical 0.
If EN is 1, one of the input variables X1, ..., X8 is routed to output Y as long as the 16-bit
control word XCS has a value between 1 and 8. If the value of input XCS > 8, output Y is set
to 0, while output QF is set to 1. The cascading control word is set to the value CCS = XCS-8;
see the truth table.
Outputs Y, CCS and QF can be used for cascading the blocks. In this cascade, output Y of the
first block is connected to input CCI of the downstream multiplexer; output CCS to the
downstream input XCS, and output QF to the downstream input EN.

Block diagram
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Truth table
EN

XCS

Name

Description

0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

any
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
>8

Y

CCI
0
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
0

CSS

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
XCS-8

QF
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Cascading

I/Os
X1
...
X8
CCI
XCS
EN
Y
CCS
QF

424

Input variable 1
...
Input variable 8
Cascading input
Control word, range of values: 0 ≤ XCS ≤ 32767
The value at the XCS connection is limited to 0 if a negative value is
entered.
Enable
Output variable
Cascading control word
Error message

Default
0
...
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.7

Memory

1.6.7.1

CNM

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

3.4
1.1
0.6
0.3

Controllable numerical memory (Real type)

Symbol

Short description
Real-type function block for saving an instantaneous input value (also known as sample-andhold function), with
• selectable input
• selectable time of saving
• positive-edge triggering
Blocks CNM_I and CNM_D fulfill the same function. They only differ with regard to the data
type used.

How it works
X1 is routed to output Y at the positive edge on I1. X2 is routed to output Y at the positive
edge on I2. The saved input variable is retained at Y until the next positive edge at I1 or I2
routes the next instantaneous value. On simultaneous positive edges at I1 and I2, I1 takes
priority and X1 is routed to Y.
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Initialization
If the downstream block output sets input I1 or I2 to 1 while initialization is active, the block
cannot identify a positive edge in the initial cyclic operation. The block detects a positive edge
in the first cyclic operation. The I1 and I2 values are saved to buffer memory while the INIT
mode is active.

Block diagram

Truth table
Input
I1
*
*
0 -> 1
0 -> 1

Output Y at the time of triggering
I2
*
0 -> 1
*
0 -> 1

Yn = Yn-1
Yn = X2n
Yn = X1n
Yn = X1n

*: No positive edge
0 -> 1: Positive edge

I/Os
Name
X1
X2
I1
I2
Y
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Description

Input variable 1
Input variable 2
Save input variable 1
Save input variable 2
Stored input variable

Default
0.0
0.0
0
0
0.0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.7.2

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

2.9
1.0
0.5
0.25

CNM_D
Controllable numerical memory (Double Integer)

Symbol

Short description
Double Integer function block for saving an instantaneous input value (also known as sampleand-hold function) with
• selectable input
• selectable time of saving
• positive-edge triggering
Blocks CNM and CNM_I fulfill the same function. They only differ with regard to the data type
used.

How it works
X1 is routed to output Y at the positive edge on I1. X2 is routed to output Y at the positive
edge on I2. The saved input variable is retained at Y until the next positive edge at I1 or I2
routes the next instantaneous value. On simultaneous positive edges at I1 and I2, I1 takes
priority and X1 is routed to Y.
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Initialization
If the downstream block output sets input I1 or I2 to 1 while initialization is active, the block
cannot identify a positive edge in the initial cyclic operation. The block detects a positive edge
in the first cyclic operation. The I1 and I2 values are saved to buffer memory while the INIT
mode is active.

Block diagram

Truth table
Input
I1
*
*
0 -> 1
0 -> 1

Output Y at the time of triggering
I2
*
0 -> 1
*
0 -> 1

Yn = Yn-1
Yn = X2n
Yn = X1n
Yn = X1n

*: No positive edge
0 -> 1: Positive edge

I/Os
Name
X1
X2
I1
I2
Y
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Description

Input variable 1
Input variable 2
Save input variable 1
Save input variable 2
Stored input variable

Default
0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.7.3

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

2.9
1.0
0.5
0.25

CNM_I
Controllable numerical memory (Integer)

Symbol

Short description
Integer function block for saving an instantaneous input value (also known as sample-andhold function) with
• selectable input
• selectable time of saving
• positive-edge triggering
Blocks CNM and CNM_D fulfill the same function. They only differ with regard to the data
type used.

How it works
X1 is routed to output Y at the positive edge on I1. X2 is routed to output Y at the positive
edge on I2. The saved input variable is retained at Y until the next positive edge at I1 or I2
routes the next instantaneous value. On simultaneous positive edges at I1 and I2, I1 takes
priority and X1 is routed to Y.
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Initialization
If the downstream block output sets input I1 or I2 to 1 while initialization is active, the block
cannot identify a positive edge in the initial cyclic operation. The block detects a positive edge
in the first cyclic operation. The I1 and I2 values are saved to buffer memory while the INIT
mode is active.

Block diagram

Truth table
Input
I1
*
*
0 -> 1
0 -> 1

Output Y at the time of triggering
I2
*
0 -> 1
*
0 -> 1

Yn = Yn-1
Yn = X2n
Yn = X1n
Yn = X1n

*: No positive edge
0 -> 1: Positive edge

I/Os
Name
X1
X2
I1
I2
Y
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Description

Input variable 1
Input variable 2
Save input variable 1
Save input variable 2
Stored input variable

Default
0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.7.4

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

2.6
0.9
0.5
0.25

DFR
D flip-flop, R-dominant (BOOL)

Symbol

Short description
Boolean function block for use as D flip-flop with reset priority

Functional principle
If both inputs S and R are 0, the D input information is routed to output Q at the positive edge
on trigger input I. The value at output QN is always inverse to Q. A logic 1 at input S sets
output Q to 1. If input R is 1, then output Q is set to 0. Output Q does not change if both
inputs are 0. However, if both inputs S and R are 1, the reset input dominates and Q will be 0.

Initialization
If the downstream block output sets input I to the value 1 while initialization is active, the
block cannot identify a positive edge in the initial cyclic operation. The block detects a
positive edge in the first cyclic operation. If INIT mode is active, the value for I is saved to
buffer memory.
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Block diagram

Truth table
D

I

Binary command

0
1
*
*
*
*

0 -> 1
0 -> 1
1 -> 0
*
*
*

S
0
0
0
0
1
1

Output states
R
0
0
0
1
0
1

Q
0
1
Qn-1
0
1
0

QN
1
0
Qn-1
1
0
1

Timing diagram with D and I

Output pulse Q as a function of the D input and input pulse I for S = R = 0

Connections

432

Name

Description

Default

I
D
S
R
Q
QN

Trigger input
D input
Set
Reset
Binary variable
Inverted binary variable

0
0
0
0
0
1
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.7.5

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

6.0
2.0
1.0
0.5

DFR_W
D flip-flop with dominant Reset (Word type)

Symbol

Short description
Word-type function block for use as D flip.flop with dominant Reset.

Functional principle
If both inputs S and R = 0, the D input information is routed to output QS at the positive edge
on trigger input I. The value at output QSN is always inverse to output QS. If S = 1, all bits of
output variable QS are set to 1. If R = 1, all bits of output variable QS are reset to 0. Output QS
does not change if both inputs S and R = 0. If both inputs S and R = 1, all bits of output
variable QS are set to 0, as the reset input R dominates.

Initialization
If the downstream block output sets input I to the value 1 while initialization is active, the
block cannot identify a positive edge in the initial cyclic operation. The block detects a
positive edge in the first cyclic operation. If INIT mode is active, the value for I is saved to
buffer memory.
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Block diagram

Truth table
I

Binary command

0 -> 1
*
*
*

S
0
0
1
1

Output states
R
0
1
0
1

QS
IS
0
1
0

QSN
IS inverted
1
0
1

* any

Timing diagram with I and IS

Output variables QS and QSN as a function of trigger input I and D input IS for S = R = 0 (n is
the bit number)

Connections

434

Name

Description

Default

IS
I
S
R
QS
QSN

D input
Trigger input
Set
Reset
Output variable
Inverted output variable

16#0000
0
0
0
16#0000
16#FFFF
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.7.6

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

4.2
1.4
0.7
0.35

RSR
RS flip-flop, R-dominant (BOOL)

Symbol

Short description
For use as static binary value memory

Functional principle
A logic 1 at input S sets output Q to 1. If input R is 1, then output Q is set to 0. Output Q does
not change if both inputs are 0. However, if both inputs are 1, Q is 0 as the Reset input
dominates. The value at output QN is always inverse to Q.

Block diagram
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Truth table
Binary values for set/reset commands
Binary command
S
0
0
1
1

R
0
1
0
1

Output Q state
Q does not change
Q=0
Q=1
Q=0

Connections
Name
S
R
Q
QN

Description

Default

Set
Reset
Binary variable
Inverse binary variable

0
0
0
1

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.7.7

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

3.5
1.2
0.6
0.3

RSS
RS flip-flop, S-dominant (BOOL type)

Symbol

Short description
Boolean function block for use as static binary value memory
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Functional principle
A logic 1 at input S sets output Q to 1. If input R is 1, output Q is set to 0. Output Q does not
change if both inputs are 0. However, if both inputs are set to 1, then Q is also 1 as the set
input dominates. The value at output QN is always inverse to Q.

Block diagram

Truth table
Binary values for set/reset commands
Binary command
S
0
0
1
1

Output Q state
R
0
1
0
1

Q does not change
Q=0
Q=1
Q=1

Connections
Name
S
R
Q
QN

Description

Default

Set
Reset
Binary variable
Inverse binary variable

0
0
0
1

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
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FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes

3.5
1.2
0.6
0.3
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Description

Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.8

Buffers

1.6.8.1

DAT

Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

Block for the input/output of Real values of a data memory (Real type)

Symbol

Short description
The function block writes an input variable of the type Real to a specific area in data memory,
or outputs the variable.

Functional principle
The block is only active if input EN = 1 (block enabled) and output QTS = 1 (data memory
available). In this case, input RW defines the block mode (trace/output).
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In both modes, the memory cell offset (relative to the start of data memory) must be
specified as address input (connection ADR) in which the input variable is entered, or from
which the output variable is to be read. The rule is 0 <= ADR <= (TBL-1). If the ADR value is
too high, it is limited to (TBL-1). The following operating modes are supported:
• Trace mode (EN = 1, QTS = 1, RW = 0):
The input variable is entered in the memory cell that is addressed at ADR.
Address output ADV is set to 0.
Outputs Y and QTS remain unchanged.
• Output mode (EN = 1, QTS = 1, RW = 1):
The content of the memory cell that is addressed at ADR is read and output as output
variable Y.
The ADR value is output as address output (connection ADV).
Output QTS remains unchanged. If the ADR value is too high, it is limited to (TBL-1).
All outputs remain unchanged if EN = 0 and/or QTS = 0.

Initialization
In the initialization mode, data memory space is reserved for storing Real values. The number
of Real values is specified at input TBL. Use initialization input SAV to specify whether to
create the data memory in local RAM (SAV = 0), or in battery-backed RAM (SAV = 1).
If data memory is in battery-backed RAM, the function block synchronizes itself to data
memory after system startup. In this case, all recorded values will be retained.
The function block reports failure of the creation of data memory during initialization by
setting QTS = 0; otherwise, QTS =1 will be set in initialization mode.

Connections
Name
TBL

SAV
X
RW
EN
Y
QTS

Description

The number of values that can be saved is specified at initialization input TBL.
The connection is limited to 0 if a negative value is entered. Range of values:
0 <= TBL <= 32767
Use initialization input SAV to specify whether to create the data memory in
local RAM (SAV = 0), or in battery-backed RAM (SAV = 1).
Input variable to be traced.
The block is in trace mode if RW = 0 is set and in output mode if RW = 1 is set.
EN=0 disables tracing and output; if EN=1, the block operates in accordance
with the setting at the RW connection.
Output variable.
Block output QTS indicates the active state of the block (QTS = 1).
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.8.2

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

2.8
0.9
0.5
0.25

DLB
Delay block (Real type)

Symbol

Short description
Real-type function block for output of an input variable that is delayed by a configurable
number of sampling times.

Functional principle
If the operating state QTS=1, the function block contains a delay memory of the size of TBL.
The input variable specified at input X is output as output variable Y on expiration of a delay
time. The delay is defined by the integer multiple ADR of sampling steps. Delay memory is
deactivated if the operating state QTS = 0. In this case, the input variable specified at input X
is immediately output as output variable Y.

Initialization
The initialization routine reserves space for a delay memory for TBL input variables. If the
required delay memory can be requested with TBL > 0, then QTS is set to 1. Otherwise QTS =
0.
Output variable Y is assigned an undefined value if a selected address ADR that is greater
than the number of stored input variables is set after system restart. The value of the ADR
delay is limited to the memory size TBL.
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Connections
Name
TBL

X
ADR
Y
QTS

Description

Memory capacity; range of values 0 <= TBL <= 32767
The connection value is limited to 0 if a negative value is set.
Input variable
Select address (read offset)
Output variable
Operating state

Default
0

0.0
0
0.0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.8.3

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

2.6
0.9
0.5
0.25

SAV
Value buffer (Real type)

Symbol

Short description
• Real-type function block for saving process variables to battery-backed RAM on a CPU
module.
Suitable for all connection formats of a length of 4 bytes.
• Function blocks SAV_I, SAV_B, SAV_D and SAV fulfill the same function. They only differ
with regard to the data type used.

Functional principle
The function block is a read/write memory for a 4-byte input variable.
Selecting function blocks
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The variable to be saved is set at input X, e.g. for retention on power failure.
The operating mode of the block is set at input M.
• Write mode (M = 1)
Input variable X is available at connection Y. X is also written to battery-backed RAM of the
CPU module. The previous value will be overwritten.
• Read mode (M = 0)
The input variable most recently saved in write mode is available at connection Y. The
block changes to write mode if an error is pending in battery-backed memory.

Connections
Name
X
M
Y
QF

Description

Default

Input variable
Operating mode
Output variable
No free memory

0.0
0
0.0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

4.1
1.4
0.7
0.35
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1.6.8.4

SAV_B
Value buffer (BOOL type)

Symbol

Short description
• Boolean function block for saving binary variables to battery-backed RAM on a CPU
module.
• Function blocks SAV_I, SAV_B, SAV_D and SAV fulfill the same function. They only differ
with regard to the data type used.

Functional principle
The function block serves as read/write memory for a binary variable. The variable to be saved
is set at input I, e.g. for retention on power failure.
The following block modes are set at input M.
• Write mode (M = 1)
Binary variable I is available at connection Q. In addition, I is written to battery-backed
RAM of the CPU module. The previous value will be overwritten.
• Read mode (M = 0)
The binary variable most recently saved in write mode is available at connection Q. The
block changes to write mode if an error is pending in battery-backed memory.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

I
M
Q
QF

Binary value
Operating mode
Binary value
No free memory

0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.8.5

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

4.0
1.3
0.7
0.35

SAV_D
Value buffer (Double Integer)

Symbol

Short description
• This Double Integer function block for saving process variables to battery-backed RAM on a
CPU module.
It is suitable for Double Integer connection types.
• Function blocks SAV_I, SAV_B, SAV_D and SAV fulfill the same function. They only differ
with regard to the data type used.

Functional principle
The function block serves as read/write memory for a Double Integer input variable.
The variable to be saved is set at input X, e.g. for retention on power failure.
The following block modes are set at input M.
• Write mode (M = 1)
Input variable X is available at connection Y. X is also written to battery-backed RAM of the
CPU module. The previous value will be overwritten.
• Read mode (M = 0)
The input variable most recently saved in write mode is available at connection Y. The
block changes to write mode if an error is pending in battery-backed memory.
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Connections
Name
X
M
Y
QF

Description

Default

Input variable
Operating mode
Output variable
No free memory

0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.8.6

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

3.8
1.3
0.7
0.35

SAV_I
Value buffer (Integer)

Symbol

Short description
• INTEGER function block for saving process variables to battery-backed RAM on a CPU
module.
Suitable for all connection formats of a length of 2 bytes.
• Function blocks SAV_I, SAV_B, SAV_D and SAV fulfill the same function. They only differ
with regard to the data type used.

Functional principle
The function block serves as read/write memory for a word. The variable to be saved is set at
input X, e.g. for retention on power failure.
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The following block modes are set at input M:
• Write mode (M = 1)
Input variable X is available at connection Y. X is also written to battery-backed RAM of the
CPU module. The previous value will be overwritten.
• Read mode (M = 0)
• The process variable most recently saved in write mode is available at connection Y. The
block changes to write mode if an error is pending in battery-backed memory.

Connections
Name
X
M
Y
QF

Description

Default

Input variable
Operating mode
Output variable
No free memory

0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.8.7

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

3.5
1.2
0.6
0.3

TSAV, TSAV_B, TSAV_I, TSAV_D
TSAV…saving values to the Technology Save area (TSAVE area)
Note

T400
The function block cannot be used with the technology module T400.
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Symbol

Short description
• Function block for saving a value battery-backed RAM area (TSAVE) on a CPU module. The
stored value is retained on reloading of the user program as long as the battery buffers
the memory, or until the delete ID is explicitly set during loading of the user program.
• The blocks TSAV, TSAV_B, TSAV_I and TSAV_D fulfill the same function. They only differ
with regard to the data type used at I/Os X and Y.

Functional principle
This function block serves as read/write memory for an input variable. The variable to be
saved is set at input X, e.g. for retention on power failure.
The following block modes are set at input M:
• Write mode (M = 1)
Input value I is available at connection Y. In addition, X is written to the TSAVE area of the
CPU module. The previous value will be overwritten.
• Read mode (M = 0)
The value most recently saved in write mode is available at connection Y. The block
changes to write mode if an error is pending in battery-backed memory.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

X
M
Y
VTM

Input value
Operating mode
Output value
Valid TSAVE memory
The VTM value indicates whether or not the Y value was restored from the
TSAVE memory during start-up.
A 1 at VTM indicates that the value most recently saved to TSAVE memory
has been retrieved and that it is valid.
A 0 at VTM indicates that the TSAVE memory no longer contains a value.
Substitute value 0.0 is then output at Q.
Free TSAVE memory
FTM indicates the number of free bytes available in TSAVE memory. Observe that each TSAV block occupies a certain amount of memory for
management.

0
0
0
0

FTM
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Name
MTM

QF

Description

Maximum TSAVE memory
MTM indicates the length of TSAVE memory in bytes. This corresponds to
the setting in HW Config (CPU --> Properties/Addresses/Size of the TSAVE
area), minus the component required for management.
No free memory

Default
0

1

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.9

Special functions

1.6.9.1

BF

FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

2.4
0.3
0.15

Flash function for a binary variable (BOOL)

Symbol

Short description
Boolean function block
• for controlling signal generators
• as clock generator

Functional principle
If input EN = 1, the function block toggles its output Q between 1 and 0 state, based on the
time interval T. Output Q = 0 if the enable input EN = 0. T is both the on and off period here.
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Block diagram

Timing diagram

Flash pulse Q as a function of flash duration T and enable EN

Connections
Name

Description

Default

T
EN
Q

Flash duration
Enable
Flash output

0 ms
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.9.2

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

3.2
1.1
0.6
0.3

BF_W
Flash function for a status word (Word type)
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Symbol

Short description
Word-type function block for controlling signal generator combinations

Functional principle
The function block sets all of the bits of the input status word IS, which have the logical value
1, to 1 and 0 alternately in the output status word QS in the rhythm of period T. T is both the
on and off period here.

Block diagram

Connections
Name
IS
T
QS

Description

Default

Status word
Flash duration
Flash output status word

16#0000
0 ms
16#0000

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks

6.0
2.0
1.0
0.5
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Description

Calculated in
Special features

1.6.9.3

Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

DTS
Synchronization delay time (BOOL)

Symbol

Short description
The Boolean function block is used to change the delay time and to restart a synchronization
cycle that is configured in HW Config after this fails. The block only affects synchronized CPU
modules. The delay time is limited to min. 0.01 ms.

Functional principle

Delay time
The function block attempts to change the delay time specified in HW Config to the value
specified at block input DT if a 0 to 1 transition at input at ISE is detected.
If the required delay time at DT is equal to or greater than the basic sampling time configured
in HW Config minus 0.01 ms, the delay time is not changed to the requested value and block
output QF is set to 1 to indicate the error.
At a 0 to 1 transition at input ISY, an attempt is made to fetch the basic clock cycle from the
source configured in HW Config (if required, with the configured delay time).

Synchronization
If persistent failure of the source prevents the restart of synchronization, cyclic processing will
be interrupted for the duration of four basic sampling times and then continued in
"emergency operation" based on the internal basic clock cycle.
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The function block may only be configured once per CPU module. It can be configured for any
sampling time. It is advisable to set an extended sampling time due to the block's low update
potential.
Note

FM458-1DP
The function block DTS cannot be used simultaneously on the same CPU with the function
block SYN. If the CPU detects the simultaneous use of the blocks, the block output QF is set to
1 (see also: Help on the function block SYN).

Connections
Name
DT
ISE
ISY
QSY

QF

Description

Default

Delay time in ms
Delay time activation
Re-activation of synchronization
Synchronization status

0.01 ms
0
0
0

•

0 = Basic clock cycle is not synchronized but instead clocked internally
("emergency operation")

•

1 = Basic clock cycle is synchronized

Error status

0

•

0 = Delay time OK

•

1 = Delay time too long
With FM458-1DP: Conflict with the function block SYN

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

5.3
1.8
0.9
0.45
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1.6.9.4

ETE
Edge evaluation block (BOOL type)

Symbol

Short description
Edge evaluation

Functional principle
The function block detects signal transitions at input I. Output QP = 1 is set for the duration of
one sampling time TA at the positive edge (0→1) on input I. Output QN = 1 is set for the
duration of one sampling time TA at the negative edge (1→0) on input I.

Initialization
The initialization routine defines the initial state for the first cyclic operation. If the upstream
block sets the value 1 at input I while initialization is active, the function block cannot identify
a positive edge in the first cyclic operation. If the upstream block sets the value 0 at input I
while initialization is active, the function block cannot identify a negative edge in the first
cyclic operation.

Block diagram
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Timing diagram

Connections
Name

Description

Default

I
QP
QN

Input pulse
Output pulse
Output pulse

0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.9.5

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

3.0
1.0
0.5
0.25

FUI_W
Initial value detection block (Word type)

Symbol
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Short description
Monitoring of status word changes

Functional principle
The function block sets the bits at output QS that initially changed at IS after the block was
enabled (EN = 1). All of the bits at output QS are at 0 as long as EN=0. The sequential state
diagram illustrates a case whereby the enable signal is provided at a time at which status
word ISn-1 is present.

Sequential state diagram

Connections
Name

Description

Default

IS
EN
QS

Monitored status word
Enable
Initial value status word

16#0000
0
16#0000
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.9.6

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.5
0.8
0.4
0.2

LVM
Limit monitoring block with window discriminator function (BOOL)

Symbol

Short description
• The Boolean function block monitors an input variable by comparing it with selectable
reference variables.
• Suitable for:
– Monitoring setpoints, actual values, and measured values
– Suppression of frequent switching actions (jitter)
• The function block provides a window discriminator function.

Functional principle
The function block calculates an internal interim value based on a transmission characteristic
(see transmission characteristic) with hysteresis. This interim value is compared with the
interval limits and the result is returned at the QU, QM and QL outputs. The transmission
characteristic is configured based on the mean values M, interval limit L, and hysteresis HY.
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Block diagram

Transmission characteristic valid for HY <L
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Transmission characteristic valid for HY = 2L

With HY = 2L setting, the hysteresis covers the entire interval. The result is a hysteresis range
with center definition based on mean value M.
With HY > 2L setting, HY is limited to 2L and the diagram is valid for HY=2L.
Response of the outputs is undefined if negative values are set at HY or L.

Connections
Name
X
M
L
HY
QU
QM
QL

Description

Default

Input variable
Interval mean value
Interval limit
Hysteresis
Input variable above interval
Input variable within interval
Input variable below interval

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in

458

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks

4.9
1.6
0.8
0.4
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Description

Calculated in
Special features

1.6.9.7

Standard mode
-

NOP1
Dummy block (Real type)

Symbol

Short description
Real-type function block that serves as dummy block (No Operation).

Functional principle
This function block returns the variable set at input X at output Y without changes. The FB is a
so-called DUMMY or No Operation block. The NOP1_1, NOP1_B, NOP1_D and NOP1 blocks
only differ with regard to their data type.

Connections
Name
X
Y

Description

Default

Input variable
Output variable

0.0
0.0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

1.5
0.5
0.3
0.15
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1.6.9.8

NOP1_B
Dummy block (BOOL type)

Symbol

Short description
Boolean function block that serves as dummy block (No Operation).

Functional principle
This function block returns the variable set at input I at output Q without changes. The FB is a
so-called DUMMY or No Operation block. The NOP1_1, NOP1_B, NOP1_D and NOP1 blocks
only differ with regard to their data type.

Connections
Name
I
Q

Description

Default

Input variable
Output variable

0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

1.5
0.5
0.3
0.15
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1.6.9.9

NOP1_D
Dummy block (Double Integer type)

Symbol

Short description
Double Integer function block that serves as dummy block (No Operation).

Functional principle
This function block returns the variable set at input X at output Y without changes. The FB is a
so-called DUMMY or No Operation block. The NOP1_1, NOP1_B, NOP1_D and NOP1 blocks
only differ with regard to their data type.

Connections
Name
X
Y

Description

Default

Input variable
Output variable

0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

1.5
0.5
0.3
0.15
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1.6.9.10

NOP1_I
Dummy block (Integer type)

Symbol

Short description
Integer function block that serves as dummy block (No Operation).

Functional principle
This function block returns the variable set at input X at output Y without changes. The FB is a
so-called DUMMY or No Operation block. The NOP1_1, NOP1_B, NOP1_D and NOP1 blocks
only differ with regard to their data type.

Connections
Name
X
Y

Description

Default

Input variable
Output variable

0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

1.2
0.4
0.2
0.1
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1.6.9.11

NOP1_W
Dummy block (WORD type)

Symbol

Short description
Dummy block of WORD type

How it works
The input is passed through to the output unchanged.

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

X
Y

Input variable
Output variable

0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

1.2
0.4
0.2
0.1
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1.6.9.12

NOP8
Dummy block (Real type)

Symbol

Short description
Real-type function block that serves as dummy block (No Operation).

Functional principle
This function block returns the variable set at input X1 to X8 at output Y1 to Y8 without
changes The FB is a so-called DUMMY or No Operation block.

Connections

464

Name

Description

Default

X1
X..
X8
Y1
Y..
Y8

Input variable
Input variable
Input variable
Output variable
Output variable
Output variable

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.9.13

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

6.7
2.2
1.1
0.55

NOP8_B
Dummy block for 8 binary variables (BOOL)

Symbol

Short description
Boolean function block that serves as dummy block (No Operation).
Functional principle
This function block returns the variables set at input I1 to I8 at the Q1 to Q8 outputs without
changes.

Connections
Name
I1
I..
I8
Q1
Q..
Q8

Description

Input variable
Input variable
Input variable
Output variable
Output variable
Output variable
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0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.9.14

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

6.8
2.2
1.1
0.55

NOP8_D
Dummy block for 8 4-byte variables (Double Integer)

Symbol

Short description
Double Integer function block that serves as dummy block (No Operation).
Functional principle
This function block outputs the variables set at inputs X1 to X8 at the Y1 to Y8 outputs.

Connections
Name
X1
X..
X8
Y1
Y..
Y8
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Description

Input variable
Input variable
Input variable
Output variable
Output variable
Output variable

Default
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.9.15

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

6.5
2.2
1.1
0.55

NOP8_I
Dummy block for 8 word variables (Integer)

Symbol

Short description
Integer function block that serves as dummy block (No Operation).
Functional principle
This function block outputs the variables set at inputs X1 to X8 at the Y1 to Y8 outputs.

Connections
Name
X1
X..
X8
Y1
Y..
Y8

Description

Input variable
Input variable
Input variable
Output variable
Output variable
Output variable
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0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.9.16

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

6.9
2.3
1.2
0.6

NOP8_W
Dummy block (WORD type)

Symbol

Short description
Dummy block of WORD type

I/Os
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Name

Description

Default

X1 .. X8
Y1 .. Y8

input variables
Output parameters

0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.6.9.17

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

6.8
2.2
1.1
0.55

PIN8
Priority evaluation block

Symbol

Short description
Function block for selecting priority 1 of 8

Functional principle
Of the block inputs I1 to I8 at which binary value 1 is set, the input having top priority is
routed to the corresponding output Q1 to Q8 if EN = 1. Prioritization is defined based on the
numbering of inputs I1 to I8. I1 is assigned top priority and I8 the lowest. Output Q is set to 1
if the enable is set and all inputs are 0. EN and Q can be used to cascade the priority
evaluation blocks.
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Cascading example:

Example a.) shows the extension of an 8-bit priority to a 16-bit priority evaluation block. The
downstream priority evaluation block is only enabled on the condition that inputs I1 to I8 of
the upstream priority evaluation block are 0. The circuit shown is suitable for evaluating the
priority of a status word.
Example b.) shows a further circuit variant. 8 priority evaluation blocks of which only one is
enabled can be cascaded via the Q1 to Q8 outputs of a priority evaluation block.

Truth table
Input
I1
*
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I2
*
*
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I3
*
*
*
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

I4
*
*
*
*
1
0
0
0
0
0

I5
*
*
*
*
*
1
0
0
0
0

I6
*
*
*
*
*
*
1
0
0
0

I7
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
1
0
0

I8
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
1
0

EN
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Output = 1
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q

- = all outputs are 0
* = any
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Connections
Name
I1
...
I8
EN
Q1
...
Q8
Q

Description

Default

Binary variable priority 1
...
Binary variable priority 8
Enable
Binary variable priority 1
...
Binary variable priority 8
All binary variables are zero

0
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.9.18

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

13.7
4.5
2.3
1.15

SH
Shift block (Word type)

Symbol

Short description
The word-type function block left- or right-shifts a status word bit-by-bit.
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Functional principle
The function block shifts the status word set at input IS bit.by.bit by the number of digits
specified at input XD.
New digits generated at the output variable QS by the shift operation are padded with zeros,
independent of the shift direction.
The last bit shifted-out is output at QC.
The rule is: if XD = 0, then QC = 0.
If |XD| > 15, then QC = 0, QS = 0, QZ = 1
Left shift
Example: XD = 2; IS = 15
-> QS = 60; QC = 0

Right shift
Example: XD = -2; IS = 15
-> QS = 3 (remainder is discarded); QC = 1

Connections
Name
IS
XD
QS
QC
QZ

472

Description

Status word
Number of shift operations; range of values: XD is limited to +/-15
Output variable
Last bit shifted out
XD>15

Default

16#0000
0
16#0000
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.9.19

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

3.7
1.2
0.6
0.3

CAM4
Output cam block with 4 output cams

Symbol

Short description
The block forms a cam controller for 4 output cams. The switching position and time offset
can be customized for each output cam. All output cams are referenced to the same actual
position value and velocity V.
A positive time offset (advancing) can only be reliably executed if the velocity remains
approximately constant! Negative switching delay times (lagging output cams) are generated
by means of time functions independent of the velocity, i.e. the velocity signal is only
required for advancing output cams.
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How it works
Due to the velocity V, position X* is calculated with an offset defined by the switching delay
time DT. Output Q is set if this position is in the switching interval between XA ≤ X* ≤ XB. The
switching time is advanced (deadtime compensation) for positive DT values and delayed for
negative values.

If XA and XB are close to one another (extreme situation XA = XB), output Q is set at least for
the duration of one sampling time if the interval is exceeded {XA, XB}. This rule also applies if
X* skips the entire interval {XA, XB} in a sampling time.

XA = XB
If XA > XB, the output cam is active at both ends of the range. Q = 0 in the range {XB, XA}.

Direction of rotation
In a linear arrangement, the rotation direction changes during operation. Only the selected
effective direction of movement of the output cam will be enabled (ENF, ENR). The enable
signal only affects activation, but not deactivation. If ENF = 1 and ENR = 0, for example,
output Q = 1can only be set for a movement in forward direction (if XA is exceeded). If the
direction of rotation changes while the output active, Q = 0 will be set at the end of the
switching interval.
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LL, LU
The range limits LL and LU are used to handle position overruns. For systems with rotary axis,
the position actual value jumps to position minimum when the position maximum is
exceeded. This behavior is emulated internally by the time offset position X*. For systems
with linear axis or with varying limits, these limits are configured large enough that they
cannot be reached during operation.

DXM
DXM is used for detecting the position steps (as opposed to reverse direction). If the position
changes against the current direction of rotation by more than DXM within a processing
cycle, it is assumed to be a position change caused by a set function (see also RM).

NFV
The velocity normalization NFV is used to calculate the position offset as a function of the
velocity V and delay time DT (specified in [ms]). The procedure is valid for any applicationspecific normalization of V and X.

Example with rotary axis:
Position and speed are determined by the block type NAV (outputs Y and YP).
Speed normalization
Position normalization

NAV.RS = 1500 1/min = 25 1/s
NAV.RP = 4096 (for 1024 pulse encoder)
=> YP=1.0 corresponds to 1 revolution

Example with linear axis:
Velocity normalization
Position normalization
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Input RM = 1 (Reset Mode) allows you to specify that output cams can only be shifted in a
single cycle of the input sawtooth signal. An active output cam becomes inactive with the
position step.
Examples:

I/Os
Name

Description

Default

X
V
NFV
ENF
ENR
RM
LU
LL
DXM

Actual position value
Speed
Velocity normalization
Enable forward
Enable reverse
Reset mode: A 1 signal resets active output cams at the position step.
High limit
Low limit
Maximum X change during operation Required for detecting location
jumps (rotary axis).
On threshold output cam 1; effective as off threshold for reversing
Off threshold output cam 1; effective as on threshold for reversing
Activation delay time output cam 1 in [ms]
On threshold output cam 2; effective as off threshold for reversing
Off threshold output cam 2; effective as on threshold for reversing
Activation delay time output cam 2 in [ms]
On threshold output cam 3; effective as off threshold for reversing

0.0
0.0
25.0
1
0
0
1.0
0.0

XA1
XB1
DT1
XA2
XB2
DT2
XA3
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0.5
0.6
0.0
0.5
0.6
0.0
0.5
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Name
XB3
DT3
XA4
XB4
DT4
Q
QN
Q1
QN1
Q2
QN2
Q3
QN3
Q4
QN4
QF

Description

Off threshold output cam 3; effective as on threshold for reversing
Activation delay time output cam 3 in [ms]
On threshold output cam 1; effective as off threshold for reversing
Off threshold output cam 1; effective as on threshold for reversing
Activation delay time output cam 1 in [ms]
Group output active, output cam; logical OR link of Q1 to Q4
Group output inactive, output cam (inverse to Q)
Output active, output cam 1
Output inactive, output cam 1
Output active, output cam 2
Output inactive, output cam 2
Output active, output cam 3
Output inactive, output cam 3
Output active, output cam 4
Output inactive, output cam 4
Insufficient work memory space.

Default
0.6
0.0
0.0
0.6
0.0
0.6
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.6.9.20

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

30.0
10.0
4.8
2.4

INI_B, INI_W, INI_R, INI_DW, INI_I
Dummy block (BOOL)

Symbol
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Short description
Dummy blocks for various data types with initialization in advance.

How it works
The input is passed through to the output. In cyclic mode, there is no difference between
NOPxx dummy blocks of the same type.
However, the initialization of these dummy blocks takes place before the initialization of
standard blocks (see below for exceptions). In other words, the output is set to the input
value before other blocks are executed regardless of the configured sampling time.

Example
The type INI_I TEST block is configured in T5. The Y output goes to an initialization input of a
XYZ block configured in T1. Before the XYZ block is initialized, TEST has already been
executed and TEST.Y = TEST.X.
In order to have the value at the TEST.Y I/O available during the initialization of the XYZ, the
input of XYZ connected to it must contain the pseudo comment @DATX:

Exceptions
All special communication blocks (denoted by "@" in the name) are also initialized in advance.
The order of all early initialized blocks corresponds to the configuration sequence.

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

1.2
0.4
0.2
0.1
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1.6.9.21

MUX32
Multiplexer, cascadable (REAL type)

Symbol

Short description
Multiplexer with 32 inputs of the type REAL. The block can be cascaded.

How it works
The block outputs the value of cascading input CCI at Y as long as enable input EN is logical 0.
If EN is 1, one of the input variables X1, ..., X32 is routed to output Y as long as the 16-bit
control word XCS has a value between 1 and 32. If the value of input XCS > 32, output Y is set
to 0, while output QF is set to 1. The cascading control word is set to the value CCS = XCS-32;
see the truth table.
Outputs Y, CCS and QF can be used for cascading the blocks. In this cascade, output Y of the
first block is connected to input CCI of the downstream multiplexer; output CCS to the
downstream input XCS, and output QF to the downstream input EN.

Block diagram
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Truth table
EN
0
1
1
1
1
1
1

XCS
any
0
1
2
:
32
>32

Y

CCI
0
X1
X2
:
X32
0

CSS

0
0
0
0
:
0
XCS-32

QF
0
1
0
0
:
0
1

Cascading

I/Os
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Name

Description

Default

X1 ... X32
CCI
XCS
EN
Y
CCS
QF

Input variable 1 to input variable 32
Cascading input
Control word
Enable
Output variable
Cascading control word
Error message

0.0
0.0
0
0
0.0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.6.9.22

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.4
0.8
0.4
0.2

MUX32I
Multiplexer, cascadable (INT type)

Symbol

Short description
Multiplexer with 32 inputs of the type Integer. The block can be cascaded.

How it works
The block outputs the value of cascading input CCI at Y as long as enable input EN is logical 0.
If EN is 1, one of the input variables X1, ..., X32 is routed to output Y as long as the 16-bit
control word XCS has a value between 1 and 32. If the value of input XCS > 32, output Y is set
to 0, while output QF is set to 1. The cascading control word is set to the value CCS = XCS-32;
see the truth table.
Outputs Y, CCS and QF can be used for cascading the blocks. In this cascade, output Y of the
first block is connected to input CCI of the downstream multiplexer; output CCS to the
downstream input XCS, and output QF to the downstream input EN.
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I/Os
Name

X1 ... X32
CCI
XCS
EN
Y
CCS
QF

Description

Default

Input variable 1 to input variable 32
Cascading input
Control word
Enable
Output variable
Cascading control word
Error message

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Block diagram

Truth table
EN

XCS

Y

CSS

QF

0
1
1
1
1
1
1

any
0
1
2
:
32
>32

CCI
0
X1
X2
:
X32
0

0
0
0
0
:
0
XCS-32

0
1
0
0
:
0
1

Cascading
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I/Os
Name

X1 ... X32
CCI
XCS
EN
Y
CCS
QF

Description

Default

Input variable 1 to input variable 32
Cascading input
Control word
Enable
Output variable
Cascading control word
Error message

0.0
0.0
0
0
0.0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.6.9.23

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.4
0.8
0.4
0.2

MUX32B
Multiplexer, cascadable (BOOL type)

Symbol

Short description
Multiplexer with 32 inputs of the type BOOL. The block can be cascaded.
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How it works
The block outputs the value of cascading input CCI at Y as long as enable input EN is logical 0.
If EN is 1, one of the input variables X1, ..., X32 is routed to output Y as long as the 16-bit
control word XCS has a value between 1 and 32. If the value of input XCS > 32, output Y is set
to 0, while output QF is set to 1. The cascading control word is set to the value CCS = XCS-32;
see the truth table.
Outputs Y, CCS and QF can be used for cascading the blocks. In this cascade, output Y of the
first block is connected to input CCI of the downstream multiplexer; output CCS to the
downstream input XCS, and output QF to the downstream input EN.

Block diagram

Truth table
EN
0
1
1
1
1
1
1

XCS
any
0
1
2
:
32
>32

Y

CCI
0
X1
X2
:
X32
0

CSS

0
0
0
0
:
0
XCS-32

QF
0
1
0
0
:
0
1

Cascading
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I/Os
Name

X1 ... X32
CCI
XCS
EN
Y
CCS
QF

Description

Default

Input variable 1 to input variable 32
Cascading input
Control word
Enable
Output variable
Cascading control word
Error message

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

2.4
0.8
0.4
0.2
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1.6.9.24

STATE
Combinatorial logic with memory

Symbol

Short description
The block includes a configurable 2-stage combinational AND / OR logic with memory. The Q
output is reset if the set condition is met. The Q output is reset if the reset condition is met.
Reset is dominant.
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How it works
The first level is AND operations from selected binary inputs or inverted inputs. The selection
is based on selection masks (MS1 .. MS4 and MR1 .. MR3) according to the example below.
The masks can be changed during operation, whereby the entire block logic can be
influenced.
With the general reset mask MR, the inputs or inverted inputs are selected which in each case
result in a reset of memory. The background is that there is often several unique bits of
logical information in a configuration that will lead to disabling of a state.

Example
Q should mean "Controller enable". States such as "inverter fault" OR "stop active user input"
OR "Velocity measurement fault" should result in blocking the controller enable and can be
selected with MR.

Mask = 0
Masks with the value 0 are ignored.
The mask MS1 = 16#4826 implements the following logical AND (see figure above.):

Example
inputs
Mask bit
Example for
MS1

I8
16
0

I7
15
1

I6
14
0

I5
13
0

I4
12
1

I3
11
0

I2
10
0

I1
9
0

I8
8
0

I7
7
0

I6
6
1

I5
5
0

I4
4
0

I3
3
1

I2
2
1

I1
1
0

I/Os
Name

I1 ... I8
MS1 ... MS4
MR1 ... MR3
MR
Q
QN
QE
QEN

Description

Binary variables 1 to 8
Masks for selecting the inputs for the set condition
Masks for selecting the inputs for the reset condition
General reset mask for selecting the inputs, each of which lead to
reset the memory.
Output variable
Inverted output variable
Positive edge at Q
Negative edge at Q
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.6.9.25

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

10.0
3.3
1.6
0.8

VARIN
Input of variable data types

Symbol

Short description
The function block allows variable interpretation of a 32-bit input variable.
The use of the block is required if a virtual connection to a receiver module (CRV) should be
used for different data types.

How it works
The block passed the input variable through to the outputs unchanged.
Only the output corresponding to the actual data type of the virtual connection should be
used!
The replacement value at input XRS is output at output YR for invalid floating-point values .
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I/Os
Name
X
XRS
YWL
YWH
YDI
YR

Description

Default

Input variable
Substitute value for invalid floating point value
Low word output
High word output
Double word output
Floating point output

0
0.0
0
0
0
0.0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.6.9.26

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

1.2
0.4
0.2
0.1

VAROUT
Output of variable data types

Symbol

Short description
The function block enables the output of different data types on a virtual connection of type
double word. This enables the virtual connection to be used without re-compilation for
different data types.
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How it works
The block is one of three possible input variants as a 32-bit value. The selection is made with
the selection input.
SEL

Output

1
2
other

XDI
XR
XWL + 65536 * XWH

I/Os
Name
XWL
XWH
XDI
XR
SEL
Y

Description

Default

Low word input variable
High word input variable
Double work input variable
Floating point output variable
Selection input
Output variable

0
0
0
0.0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

1.2
0.4
0.2
0.1
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1.6.10

Generation of process interrupts

1.6.10.1

PAC
Hardware interrupt counter

Symbol

Short description
• Function block for triggering hardware interrupts when a runtime limit is reached.
• Alarm IDs C1 and C2 are valid. The block will not be processed if a different alarm ID is
specified.
• The runtime limit entered at LU may not exceed the range from 0.1 ms to 128 ms.
Otherwise, it is limited by the function block.

Functional principle
The function block uses one of two hardware timers to trigger hardware interrupts. The timer
and hardware interrupt processing are selected by specifying alarm ID "C1" or "C2" at
connection AI.
As soon as the selected time has expired, hardware interrupt processing is triggered in an
alarm-controlled task. The hardware timer resets automatically and starts a new cycle with
the same time. Once started, the hardware timer automatically triggers cyclic hardware
interrupts until it is stopped or reset. An active timer may always be stopped, reset and
restarted by means of input STA.
The function block differentiates between two operating modes, namely edge and level
triggering which are configured at input TMB. The timer is reset and started:
• if TMB is 0, at the 0 to 1 transition at input STA (edge trigger), or
• if TMB is 1 and input STA is set to 1 (level trigger). In level trigger mode and if STA is 1, the
hardware timer is reset and then restarted (retriggered) each time the PAC block is
processed. A different runtime limit can be set at LU for each operation. Runtime is never
reached if the sampling time configured for the block is shorter than the time set at LU.
Runtime is stopped by a 1 to 0 transition at input STA.
A once started timer is reset and then restarted after expiration of the run time, if a 1 is still
pending at input STA.
A new runtime limit value at LU is not activated unless the timer has been restarted or reset.
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Connections
Name
TMB
STA
LU
AI

Description

Default

Trigger mode for STA
Start/stop
Runtime limit
Alarm ID

0
0
0 ms
None

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.10.2

T400/PM5
4.0
FM458/PM6
1.3
CPU550/551
0.7
CPU555
0.35
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Only alarm ID C1 is available on T400

PAI
Hardware interrupt, I/O input
Note

CPU555
The function block PAI has no function in the CPU555, because CPU555 does not have alarmcapable digital inputs.

Symbol
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Short description
• Function block for triggering hardware interrupts by means of alarm-capable binary inputs
of CPU modules.
• Alarm IDs E1 to E4 are valid. The block is not processed if a different alarm ID is set.
E1 corresponds to binary input 1
E2 corresponds to binary input 2
E3 corresponds to binary input 3
E4 corresponds to binary input 4
E5 corresponds to binary input 5 (only for FM 458)
E6 corresponds to binary input 6 (only for FM 458)
E7 corresponds to binary input 7 (only for FM 458)
E8 corresponds to binary input 8 (only for FM 458)

Functional principle
The function block initializes the four alarm-capable binary inputs of a CPU module. Hardware
interrupts can therefore be triggered by means of binary variables that originate from the I/O.
The binary input is selected by means of the alarm IDs E1, E2, E3 or E4 set at output AI. The
binary inputs are initialized at the 0 to 1 transition on input INI in accordance with the
settings at the block inputs POS and NEG, i.e. the binary inputs are enabled for triggering
hardware interrupts:
If a binary variable is set to 1 at input POS, the hardware interrupt is triggered at the 0 to 1
transition.
If a binary variable is set to 1 at input NEG, the hardware interrupt is initiated at the 1 to 0
transition.
The binary variable that was read is available for further processing at block output Q
(inverted with CPU550/1). The binary input value is inverted for a binary variable that is set to
1 at input INV.
The value at input INV has no influence on edge detection by means of POS and NEG.

Initialization
The value at input INI will not be not saved. The alarms will be enabled on completion of
initialization. If the initialization routine sets the POS or NEG inputs to 1, the hardware
interrupt specified by AI will be enabled, independent of a signal transition at input INI.
Output variable Q is not yet affected.
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Connections
Name
INV
POS
NEG
INI
AI
Q

Description

Default

Invert binary variable
Hardware interrupt at positive edge
Hardware interrupt at negative edge
Initializing
Alarm ID
Output size (inverted with CPU550/1)

0
0
0
0
None
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.6.10.3

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

5.0
1.7
0.9
0.45

PAS
Process interrupt software

Symbol

Short description
Function block for triggering software process interrupts.
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Functional principle
The function block immediately starts hardware interrupt processing in an alarm-controlled
task of the CPU.
This hardware interrupt processing is specified by the alarm ID set at output AI. One of eight
alarm IDs S1 to S8 can be set.
Processing is started depending on the setting at input TMB:
• With TMB = 0, at the 0 to 1 transition at input I
• With TMB = 1, at any transition at input I.

Connections
Name
I
TMB
AI

Description

Default

Alarm trigger
Trigger mode both edges
Alarm ID

0
0
None

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

4.0
1.3
0.7
0.35
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1.7

Controller blocks

1.7.1

DEL
Deadband element

Symbol

Short description
• Adjustable deadband
• Setting the range of values that is symmetrical to the zero point to zero

Functional principle
• If X is less than B, then Y = 0
• If X is greater than or equal to B, then Y = X - B
• If X is less than or equal to -B, then Y = X + B
The deadband that is symmetrical to the zero point can be adjusted using response value B.
Algorithm:

with marginal condition B >= 0. For B < 0, the following is valid for all X: Y = X.

Block diagram
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Transition function

Connections
Name
X
B
Y

Description

Default

Input variable
Response threshold
Output variable

0.0
0.0
0.0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.1
0.7
0.4
0.2
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1.7.2

DEZ
Deadzone element

Symbol

Short description
• Adjustable deadzone
• Setting the range of values that is symmetrical to the zero point to zero

Functional principle
If X is less than TH, then Y = 0
If X is greater than or equal to TH, then Y = X
The deadzone that is symmetrical to the zero point can be adjusted response value TH.
Algorithm:

with marginal condition TH >= 0. For TH < 0, the following is valid for all X: Y = X.

Block diagram
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Transition function

Connections
Name
X
TH
Y

Description

Default

Input variable
Response value
Output variable

0.0
0.0
0.0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.5
0.8
0.4
0.2
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1.7.3

DIF
Derivative action element

Symbol

Short description
Function block with derivative action

Functional principle
Output variable Y is proportional to the rate of change of input variable X, multiplied by the
derivative action time constant TD. The discrete values are calculated based on the following
algorithm:

Yn

Value of Y in sampling interval n

Xn

Value of X in sampling interval n

Xn–1

Value of X in sampling interval n-1

The rate of change of the amplitude at Y is proportional to the increase of TD/TD at each
sampling interval. TA is the sampling time assigned to the function block. TD is limited
internally limited to TD >= 0.
Caution: Overdrive is possible!

Block diagram
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Transition function

Connections
Name

Description

Default

X
TD
Y

Input variable
Derivative action time constant
Output variable

0.0
0.0 ms
0.0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

9.5
3.1
1.6
0.8
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1.7.4

DT1
DT1 element

Symbol

Short description
Function block with derivative action characteristic and filtering. Output DT1 can be set.

Functional principle
Set function deactivated (S = 0)
Input variable X is dynamically delayed by the filter time constant T1 and transferred to a
differential element and block output YPT. Output variable Y of the entire DT1 element is
proportional to the rate of change of YPT (difference quotient) multiplied by the derivative
action time TD. T1 determines the slope of the output variable decay. It specifies the time at
which the transfer function has decayed to 37 % of X·TD/T1 after smoothing and
differentiation. With appropriate T1/TA value ( T1/TA>10 ) the transmission function
corresponds sequence Y(t) = X·(TD/T1)·e-t/T1 (with t = n·TA)
The discrete values are calculated based on the following algorithm:

YPTn

Value of YPT in sampling interval n

Yn

Value of Y in sampling interval n

Xn

Value of X in sampling interval n

YPTn–1

Value of Y2 in sampling interval n-1

An increasing T1/TA proportionally reduces the amplitude change at Y and YPT between the
sampling cycles. TA is the sampling time assigned to the function block. The rate of change of
the amplitude at Y is proportional to the increase of TD/TD at each sampling interval. TD and
T1 are limited internally: TD >= 0, T1 >= TA.
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Set function enabled (S = 1)
With active set function, setting value SV is transferred to DT1 output Y, while the output of
the filter element is derived from:

for TD ≠ 0
The internal T1 and TD limits apply accordingly. The output variables remain unchanged if
TD=0 and as long as S = 1.
Caution: Overshoot is possible both with active and inactive set function!

Block diagram

Transition function
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Connections
Name
X
T1
TD
SV

Y
YPT

Description

Input variable
Smoothing time constant
Derivative action time constant
Apply setting value
If S = 0, setting value SV has no influence on the output variables of the
DT1 element.
If S = 1, then Y = SV and the output of DT1 is calculated based on the equation above
Output variable DT1
Output variable filter element

Default
0.0
0.0 ms
0.0 ms
0

0.0
0.0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.7.5

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

13.3
4.4
2.2
1.1

FUZ
Fuzzy controller (Real type)
Note

ProFuzzy tool
The function block FUZ is described here only for compatibility reasons, as the ProFuzzy tool
to be ordered separately is no longer available. Use of the function block FUZ is no longer
recommended for new plants.
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Symbol

Short description
• General purpose quadruple fuzzy controller, each unit with 10 Real format inputs
• The controller parameters are assigned on the PC (connection via DUST1) using the
ProFuzzy tool (no longer available).
• The controller supports up to 7 trapezoidal membership functions per input.
• Support is provided for up to 7 singleton-type membership functions per output.
• The controller may contain up to 50 controllers.

Functional principle
The controller provides seven trapezoidal membership functions for fuzzification. Up to 50
IF...AND...THEN assignments are available for the inference mechanism.
Seven singleton-type membership functions are provided per output for defuzzification. The
controller, as well as its I/O and membership functions can by assigned symbolic names.
Moreover, the min./max. limits are entered for each input.
All parameters are saved to battery-backed RAM and may also be saved to non-volatile
EEPROM.
The PC and SIMADYN D can communicate via the DUST1 interface. Up to 256 FUZ blocks can
be addressed via logical interface. The controller can be simulated in offline and online mode.
The diagram and its sections can be visualized on a graphic interface (3- and 2 dimensional).
The runtime code for fuzzification, inference and defuzzification is permanently integrated in
the block and optimized for the particular processor in order to achieve short computing
times.
For fuzzification, each discrete signal value is assigned appropriate linguistic variables
corresponding to the level of membership. The inference mechanism is based on the
MIN/MAX principle. Each one of the 10 inputs can be included in each of the 50 rules
(logically combined with fuzzy AND operator). A fuzzy OR operator is realized indirectly by
entering several rules.
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Defuzzification is realized according to the gravity method. In this case, the gravity of the
output fuzzy quantity, which is obtained from all of the fuzzy quantities results according to
the inference scheme rule, formed as a function of output quantity and its abscissa is defined
as discrete output quantity. For this block, the degree of fulfillment is multiplied for each rule
by the modal value of the singletons in the rule. These products are totaled over all rules and
divided by the total of the fulfillment degrees.
The computing time of FUZ depends decisively on the number of inputs, outputs and rules
used. The basic computing time is approximately 50 µs. The computing time definition in the
technical specifications must be interpreted accordingly.

Connections
Name
CTS
US
X1
X10
EEP
Y1
Y4
YT1
YT2
YTF
QTS

Description

Initialization input for specifying the configured name of the module
whose data interface is to be used for configuring operation
Initialization input for address data. The data consists of a channel name
plus an additional channel number (DUST1 syntax)
Controller input 1
Controller input 10
If a 1 is entered, all controller data that has changed since the last time it
was saved to EEPROM will be saved to non-volatile EEPROM. It is best practice to save all controller data to EEPROM after "fine tuning"
Controller output 1
Controller output 4
Status display of the receive channel: refer to "Communication Configuration D7-SYS"
Status display of the transmission channel: refer to "Communication Configuration D7-SYS"
Status display of the fuzzy controller
Block output QTS indicates whether or not the block works without error
(QTS = 1), or whether it has entered the inactive state following the entry
of an error message (QTS = 0).

Default

Empty string
0.0
0.0
0
0.0
0.0
16#0000
16#0000
16#0000
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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-

70.0
23.1
11.6
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1.7.6

FUZ_I
Fuzzy controller (Integer)
Note

ProFuzzy tool
The function block FUZ_I is described here only for compatibility reasons, as the ProFuzzy tool
to be ordered separately is no longer available. Use of the function block FUZ_I is no longer
recommended for new plants.

Symbol

Short description
• General purpose quadruple fuzzy controller, each with 10 integer format inputs
• The controller parameters are assigned on the PC (connection via DUST1) using the
ProFuzzy tool (no longer available).
• The controller supports up to 7 trapezoidal membership functions per input.
• Support is provided for up to 7 singleton-type membership functions per output.
• The controller may contain up to 50 controllers.

Functional principle
The controller provides seven trapezoidal membership functions for fuzzification. Up to 50
IF...AND...THEN assignments are available for the inference mechanism. Seven singleton-type
membership functions are provided per output for defuzzification. The controller, as well as
its I/O and membership functions can by assigned symbolic names. Moreover, the min./max.
limits are entered for each input.
All parameters are saved to battery-backed RAM and may also be saved to non-volatile
EEPROM. The PC and SIMADYN D can communicate via the DUST1 interface. Up to 256 FUZ_I
blocks can be addressed via logical interface. The controller can be simulated in offline and
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online mode. The diagram and its sections can be visualized on a graphic interface (3- and 2
dimensional).
The runtime code for fuzzification, inference and defuzzification is permanently integrated in
the block and optimized for the particular processor in order to achieve short computing
times.
For fuzzification, each discrete signal value is assigned appropriate linguistic variables
corresponding to the level of membership. The inference mechanism is based on the
MIN/MAX principle. Each one of the 10 inputs can be included in each of the 50 rules
(logically combined with fuzzy AND operator). A fuzzy OR operator is realized indirectly by
entering several rules.
Defuzzification is realized according to the gravity method. In this case, the gravity of the
output fuzzy quantity, which is obtained from all of the fuzzy quantities results according to
the inference scheme rule, formed as a function of output quantity and its abscissa is defined
as discrete output quantity. For this block, the degree of fulfillment is multiplied for each rule
by the modal value of the singletons in the rule. These products are totaled over all rules and
divided by the total of the fulfillment degrees.
The computing time of FUZ_I depends decisively on the number of inputs, outputs and rules
used. The basic computing time is approximately 50 µs. The computing time definition in the
technical specifications must be interpreted accordingly.

Connections
Name
CTS
US
X1
X10
EEP
Y1
Y4
YT1
YT2
YTF
QTS
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Description

Initialization input for specifying the configured name of the module whose
data interface is to be used for configuring operation
Initialization input for address data. The data consists of a channel name
plus an additional channel number (DUST1 syntax)
Controller input 1
Controller input 10
If a 1 is entered, all controller data that has changed since the last time it
was saved to EEPROM will be saved to non-volatile EEPROM. It is best practice to save all controller data to EEPROM after "fine tuning"
Controller output 1
Controller output 4
Status display of the receive channel: refer to "Communication Configuration D7-SYS"
Status display of the transmission channel: refer to "Communication Configuration D7-SYS"
Status display of the fuzzy controller
Block output QTS indicates whether or not the block works without error
(QTS = 1), or whether it has entered the inactive state following the entry of
an error message (QTS = 0)

Default

Empty string
0
0
0
0
0
16#0000
16#0000
16#0000
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.7.7

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
No
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

50
16.5
6
4

INT
Integrator

Symbol

Short description
• Function block with integrating action
• Integrator functions:
– Set initial value
– Adjustable integral time constant
– Adjustable limits
– For normal integrator operation, a positive limit must be specified at LU and a negative
limit at LL.

Functional principle
The change at output variable Y is proportional to input variable X and inversely proportional
to the integration time constant TI. Output Y of the integrator can be limited by means of the
LU and LL inputs. If the output reaches one of the two limits, a message is output via the QU
or QL outputs.
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If LL >= LU, then output Y = LU. The discrete values are calculated based on the following
algorithm (TA is the sampling time assigned to the function block):

Yn
Yn–1
Xn

Value of Y in sampling interval n
Value of Y in sampling interval n-1
Value of X in sampling interval n

If S = 1, output variable Y is set to the setting value SV.
Two functions can be implemented by means of S:
Integrator tracking (Y = SV)
Binary input S = 1 and setting value SV is changed. The output immediately jumps to the
setting value after SV was set.
Set integrator to start value SV
S is set to 1. S is then set to 0 and the integrator starts at SV in the direction that is specified
by the polarity of input X.
TI is limited internally: TI >= TA.

Block diagram

Truth table for LL<LU
S

0
0
0
1
1
1

510

Condition

LL<Yn-1+X∙TA/TI<LU
Yn-1+X∙TA/TI >= LU
Yn-1+X∙TA/TI <= LL
LL<SV<LU
SV >= LU
SV <= LL

Y

Yn
LU
LL
SVn
LU
LL

QU
0
1
0
0
1
0

QL
0
0
1
0
0
1

Operating mode
Integrate
INT at high limit
INT at low limit
Set
INT at high limit
INT at low limit
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Truth table for LL>=LU
S

*

Condition
LL >= LU

Y

LU

QU
1

QL
1

Operating mode
INT at high limit

* = any

Connections
Name

Description

Default

X
LU
LL
SV
TI
S
Y
QU
QL

Input variable
High limit
Low limit
Setting value
Integral time constant
Set
Output variable
Integrator at high limit
Integrator at low limit

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 ms
0
0.0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

7.5
2.5
1.3
0.65
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1.7.8

LIM
Limiter

Symbol

Short description
• Function block for limiting
• Adjustable high and low limit
• Indication on reaching set limits

Functional principle
The function block transfers input variable X to its output Y, whereby the input variable is
limited depending on the LU and LL setting.
Output QU is set to 1 if the input quantity reaches the high limit LU.
Output QL is set to 1 if the input reaches the low limit LL.
If the low limit is greater than or equal to the high limit, output Y is set to the high limit LU.
Algorithm:

with marginal condition: LL<LU

Block diagram
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Truth table for LL<LU
Condition

LL < X < LU
X >= LU
X <= LL

Y

X
LU
LL

QU
0
1
0

QL
0
0
1

Operating mode
Input variable at high limit
Input variable at low limit

Truth table for LL >= LU
Condition

Y

LL >= LU

LU

QU
1

QL
1

Operating mode

Input variable at high limit

Connections
Name

Description

Default

X
LU
LL
Y
QU
QL

Input variable
High limit
Low limit
Output variable
Input variable at high limit
Input variable at low limit

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1
1

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

3.0
1.0
0.5
0.25
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1.7.9

LIM_D
Limiter (Double Integer type)

Symbol

Short description
• Function block for limiting
• Adjustable high and low limit
• Indication on reaching set limits

Functional principle
The function block transfers input variable X to its output Y, whereby the input variable is
limited depending on the LU and LL setting.
Output QU is set to 1 if the input quantity reaches the high limit LU.
Output QL is set to 1 if the input reaches the low limit LL.
If the low limit is greater than or equal to the high limit, output Y is set to the high limit LU.
Algorithm:

with marginal condition: LL<LU

Block diagram
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Truth table for LL<LU
Condition

LL < X < LU
X >= LU
X <= LL

Y

X
LU
LL

QU
0
1
0

QL
0
0
1

Operating mode
Input variable at high limit
Input variable at low limit

Truth table for LL >= LU
Condition

Y

LL >= LU

LU

QU
1

QL
1

Operating mode

Input variable at high limit

Connections
Name

Description

Default

X
LU
LL
Y
QU
QL

Input variable
High limit
Low limit
Output variable
Input variable at high limit
Input variable at low limit

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1
1

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

3.0
1.0
0.5
0.25
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1.7.10

PC
P controller

Symbol

Short description
• P controller with 3 setpoint inputs and 1 actual value input
• Inversion of the sign of the actual value in the block
• Indication on reaching set limits
• A positive value must be set at LU and a negative value at LL for normal controller
operation.

Functional principle
The three setpoints W1, W2 and W3 are added up and actual value X is subtracted from the
setpoint total. The result YE is multiplied by the proportional coefficient KP and transferred to
output Y.
Algorithm:
Y = KP ∙ YE = KP ∙ (W1 + W2 + W3 − X)
YE = W1 + W2 + W3 − X
Error signal YE is always calculated independent of the operating mode and output
separately. Output Y of the controller can be limited via by means of the LU and LL inputs. If
output Y reaches one of the two limits, a message is output via the QU and QL outputs. If LL
>= LU, then output Y = LU. EN = 1 enables the controller. If EN = 0, output variable Y will be
set to zero. The controller is disabled. In this case, the QU and QL binary outputs are treated
as if KP * YE equals zero. The controller operates in inverting mode if a negative KP value is
set (inverting amplifier).
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Block diagram

Truth table for LL<LU
EN
0
0
0
1
1
1

Condition

LL< 0 <LU
LU <= 0
LL >= 0
LL<YE ∙ KP<LU
YE ∙ KP >= LU
YE ∙ KP <= LL

Y

QU

QL

Operating mode

0
0
0
KP ∙ YE
LU
LL

0
1
0
0
1
0

0
0
1
0
0
1

Controller disable
Controller disable
Controller disable
Controller enable
Controller at high limit
Controller at low limit

Truth table for LL>=LU
EN

Condition

Y

QU

QL

Operating mode

0
1

None
LL >= LU

0
LU

1
1

1
1

Controller disable
Controller at high limit

Connections
Name
W1
W2
W3
X
LU
LL
KP
EN
Y
YE
QU
QL

Description

Setpoint 1
Setpoint 2
Setpoint 3
Actual value
High limit
Low limit
Proportional coefficient
Controller enable
Output variable
Control error
Controller at high limit
Controller at low limit
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0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0.0
0.0
1
1
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.7.11

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

11.7
3.9
2.0
1.0

PIC
PI controller

Symbol

Short description
• General purpose PI controller that can be switched to P action or I action operating modes
Suitable for use as speed controller or superimposed controller. Suitable for dynamic
override controls
• Flexible integrator functions:
– Set initial value → load SV to integrator
– Hold instantaneous value of the integrator → P controller
– Integrator control by means of SV
– Integrator control by limiting the controller
– Disable P component → I controller
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• Overall controller functions: Runtime adjustment and change of the following variables:
– Proportional coefficient KP
– Integral action time TN
– Controller limits LU and LL
– Pre-control value WP, e.g. for inertia compensation
• Second actual value input X2, e.g. for input of a droop factor.
• Indication on reaching set limits.

Functional principle
The actual value total (X1+X2) is subtracted from the setpoint total (W1+W2) in accordance
with the equation:
YE = (W1 + W2) − (X1 + X2)
The resultant control error YE is then multiplied by the adjustable proportional coefficient KP.
The product is routed to the output adder and to the integrator. The adjustable integral
action time TN defines the integration characteristics of the controller. The change at output
variable YI is proportional to input variable KP·YE and inversely proportional to the integral
action time TN. The integrator value YI is also transferred to the output adder An further
value can be added with correct sign to output value Y via the WP input. The discrete values
are calculated based on the following algorithm:

with the marginal conditions: LL<Y<LU, und LL<LU
Yn

Value of Y in sampling interval n

Yn–1

Value of Y in sampling interval n-1

TA is the sampling time assigned to the function block.

Block diagram
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Transition functions

Trends 1 and 2 illustrate the characteristics of Y and YI at YE steps:
• Trend 1, normal operation, no limiting
• Trend 2, with limiting ( e.g. LL)
The decay by YE·KP that can be expected in 2) can be compensated for by further integration
in 1)!
Output value Y and integrator value YI of the controller can be limited by means of inputs LU
and LL. A message is output with QU = 1 or QL = 1 when output variable Y reached the set
limits.

Controller operating modes and controls
Prioritization rule for the control inputs: EN before IC before S before HI.

Command input at the control inputs:
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Control input

Value

Function

EN
IC
S
HI

1
1
1
1

Controller enable
Changeover from PI to I action controller
Activate the integrator setting value; do not integrate
Hold integrator output YI; do not integrate
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The combination of commands at the control inputs and the possible operating modes can be
viewed in the truth tables.
LL <= 0 <= LU and LL < Yn < LU is conditional for normal controller operation. However, other
settings are possible which will now be explained. The algorithm is suitably adapted:
Yn = KP ∙ YEn + YIn + WPn
A differentiation can be made between 5 operating conditions, depending on LU and LL.
No.

LL < LU
1
2
3
LL = LU
4
LL > LU
5

Condition

Yn

LL < KP·YEn + YIn + WPn <LU
KP·YEn + YIn + WPn >= LU
KP·YEn + YIn + WPn <= LL

KP·YEn+ YIn + WPn
LU
LL

None

LU

None

LU

Integrator control by internal limiting
If output Y reaches the set limits LL or LU during a control operation, integrator YI continues
its operation until it also reaches the limit where it will then be held.
Output Y immediately assumes the new value if the controller is at the limit and if the limit is
changed, provided overshoot is specified. However, the integrator is corrected to the new
limit value at the rate of change ΔYIn.

Truth table for controller disable
EN

IC

S

HI

ΔYIn

YIn

Yn

Operating
mode

Comment

0

*

*

*

*

0

0

Controller disable

KP,RN, WP, LU,
LL, YE any

Truth table for condition 1, with LL < LU and LL< Yn < LU: Normal operation
E
N

I
C

S H ΔYIn
I

YIn

Yn

Operating mode

0 0

KP∙YEn∙TA/TN

YIn-1+ΔYIn

KP∙YEn+YIn+WPn

PI controller

1
1
1
1

1
0
1
0

0
1
1
0

KP∙YEn∙TA/TN
*
*
0

YIn-1+ΔYIn
SVn
SVn
YIn-1

YIn+WPn
KP∙YEn+YIn+WPn
YIn+WPn
KP∙YEn+YIn+WPn

1

1

0 1

0

YIn-1

YIn+WPn

1

0

0
*
*
1
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Comment

Controller enable for
normal operation
I controller
P component = 0
P controller, integrator control YIn = SVn
P controller, integrator control YIn = SVn
P controller, integrator = con- YIn = YIn-1
stant
I controller, integrator = conYIn = YIn-1
stant
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EN

IC

S

HI

ΔYIn

YIn

Yn

Operating mode

1
1

1
0

0
1

0
*

KP∙YEn∙TA/TN
*

YIn-1+ΔYIn
SVn

YIn+WPn
KP∙YEn+YIn+WPn

1

1

1

*

*

SVn

YIn+WPn

1

0

0

1

0

YIn-1

KP∙YEn+YIn+WPn

1

1

0

1

0

YIn-1

YIn+WPn

I controller
P controller, integrator
control
P controller, integrator
control
P controller, integrator =
constant
I controller, integrator =
constant

1

0

0

0

KP∙YEn∙TA/TN

YIn-1+ΔYIn

KP∙YEn+YIn+WPn

* = any

Comment

PI controller

Controller enable
for normal operation
P component = 0
YIn = SVn
YIn = SVn
YIn = YIn-1
YIn = YIn-1

Truth table for condition 2, with LL < LU and Yn = LU: Controller overshoot with LU limiting
EN

IC

S

HI

ΔYIn

YIn

1

0

0

0

KP∙YEn∙TA/TN

1

1

0

0

KP∙YEn∙TA/TN

1

0

1

*

*

1

1

1

*

*

1

0

0

1

0

YIn-1+ΔYIn for YIn-1 <
LU
YIn-1- ΔYIn for YIn-1 >
LU
LU for YIn-1 = LU
YIn-1+ΔYIn for YIn-1 <
LU
YIn-1- ΔYIn for YIn-1 >
LU
LU for YIn-1 = LU
SVn for SVn < LU
LU for SVn >= LU
SVn for SVn < LU
LU for SVn >= LU
YIn-1

1

1

0

1

0

YIn-1

* = any
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Yn

Operating mode

Comment

LU

PI controller at high limit

YIn integrates -> LU,
possibly with (-)

LU

I controller at high limit

YIn integrates -> LU,
possibly with (-)

LU

P controller at high limit

YIn = SVn or YIn = LU

LU

I controller at high limit

YIn = SVn or YIn = LU, P
component = 0

LU

P controller, integrator =
constant
I controller, integrator =
constant

YIn = YIn-1 or YIn-1 = LU

LU

YIn = YIn-1 or YIn-1 = LU,
P component = 0
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Truth table for condition 3, with LL < LU and Yn = LL: Controller overshoot with LL limiting
EN

IC

S

1

1

0 0

KP∙YEn∙TA/TN

1

0

1 *

*

1

1

1 *

*

1

0

0 1

1

1

0 1

1

0

HI

0 0

ΔYIn

KP∙YEn∙TA/TN

YIn

Yn

Operating mode

Comment

LL

I controller at low limit

YIn integrates -> LU,
possibly with (-)

LL

P controller at low limit

YIn = SVn or YIn = LL

LL

I controller at low limit

YIn = SVn or YIn = LL, P
component = 0

LL

P controller, integrator =
constant
I controller, integrator =
constant

YIn = YIn-1 or YIn = LL

0

YIn-1+ΔYIn for YIn-1 < LL
YIn-1- ΔYIn for YIn-1 > LL
LL for YIn-1 = LL
YIn-1+ΔYIn for YIn-1 < LL
YIn-1- ΔYIn for YIn-1 > LL
LL for YIn-1 = LL
SVn for SVn > LL
LL for SVn <= LL
SVn for SVn > LL
LL for SVn <= LL
YIn-1

LL

0

YIn-1

LL

* = any

PI controller at low limit

YIn integrates -> LU,
possibly with (-)

YIn = YIn-1 or YIn = LL,
P component = 0

Truth table for condition 4, with LL = LU and Yn = LU = LL: Controller control with LL and LU
EN

IC

1
*
* = any

S

HI

ΔYIn

YIn

Yn

Operating mode

*

*

0

Yn - KP∙YEn - WPn

L = LU

Controller control; see LL and LU

Comment

Truth table for condition 5, with LL > LU and Yn = LU: Controller control with LU limiting
EN

IC

S

HI

ΔYIn

YIn

Yn

Operating mode

1

*

*

*

KP∙YEn∙TA/TN

YIn-1+ΔYIn for YIn-1 < LU
YIn-1- ΔYIn for YIn-1 > LU
LU for YIn-1 = LU

LU

PI controller at high limit

* = any

Comment

If necessary, the sign of integration is inverted depending on the direction of the limit
change.
Transmission function for controller overshoot at conditions 2 to 5:
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Section 1:

Profile with LUn>LUn-1 according to cond. 2

Section 2:

Profile with LLn<LLn-1 according to cond. 3

Section 3:

Profile with LLn>LLn-1 according to cond. 3, with limit shift in opposite direction of
control and with sign inversion at the integrator input

Section 4:

Profile with LLn<LUn-1 according to cond. 5

1)

Jump by KP * YE, as the integrator reached the limit.

Changeover from the PI to the I mode
If EN = 1 and IC = 1, the P component is frozen at 0 and the controller is switched from PI to I
characteristics. Output Y assumes integrator value YI. A step by -KP·YE is triggered at output Y
if these actions are performed in the control process.
On reset to IC = 0, the P component is reset to the current value of KP∙YE. The controller
resumes PI characteristics. A step by KP * YE is triggered at output Y if these actions are
performed in the control process.
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Changeover from the PI to P mode
With block input settings EN = 1 and HI = 1, integrator YI is frozen and the controller performs
a bumpless changeover from PI to P characteristics. YI will still affect output Y as addend and
the integrator is re-enabled on reset of HI = 0. The controller resumes PI characteristics.
Transition function at changeover without controller overshoot: Example for EN=1∧S=0

The control error YE is always calculated and output independent of the active control
commands and operating modes.
The integrator operates internally with enhanced precision that allows for continuous
integration even with small control errors. You need to ensured an appropriate short duration
of the sampling time compared to the integral action time TN. TI is limited internally: TN >=
TA.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

W1
W2
X1
X2
WP
LU
LL
SV
KP
TN
IC
EN
S

Setpoint 1
Setpoint 2
Actual value 1
Actual value 2
Pre-control value
High limit
Low limit
Integrator setting value
Proportional coefficient
Integral action time
I controller
Controller enable
Set integrator

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 ms
0
0
0
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Name
HI
Y
YE
YI
QU
QL

Description

Default

Hold integrator value
Output value
Control error
Integrator value
Controller at high limit
Controller at low limit

0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1
1

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

526

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

14.3
4.7
2.4
1.2
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1.7.12

PIDCC
Compact controller block

Symbol

Note
For experts in the field of control technology: The symbol with the inputs and outputs that
are hidden by default is shown below.
Note
The compact PID compact controller automatically optimizes its internal controller
parameters for standard controlled systems. You should nonetheless take suitable measures
for counteracting process value oscillation.

Short description
PID controllers are particularly suitable for controlling a wide range of process variables due
to their robust control functionality and absence of persistent control errors.
A properly set PID controller will always attempt to compensate for time delay between the
change of the control value and response of the actual value so that the required actual value
of the process variable will be reached within the shortest time possible (or be kept constant).
This compact PID controller automatically determines the controller parameters (PID
parameters) that are necessary for the connected controlled system.
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Two phases are available for the self-tuning:
• Initial commissioning with inactive controller state
• Fine tuning of the controller parameters at the operating point for increased control
quality

Functional principle
The compact PID controller offers a simple means of controlling linear process variables. The
following commissioning procedure is recommended:
1. Interconnect input INP with the process value to be controlled and output OUT or PWM with
the final control element
2. Parameterize the limits of the controlled system and define the direction of control
3. Select a setpoint value that is typical for your application. This value should approximately
correspond to the operating point.
4. Start initial commissioning and watch out for any oscillation.
5. Start a tuning sequence at the operating point in order to enhance control performance.
During optimization, the controller switches between two setpoints in order to calculate the
controller parameters. This oscillation is a normal operation.
The compact PID controller optimizes its internal controller parameters and structure for the
most common controlled systems. It is not necessary to manipulate the calculated
parameters.
The output values are calculated according to the general principle for PID elements whose
transfer function can be represented as follows:

with the definition of the rate time Tv
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and the definition of the integral action time Tn

the general transfer function of the PID element follows:

Block diagram

Sampling and control performance
The controller determines the characteristic parameters of the controlled system in the
commissioning and tuning phase. You can enhance parameter precision by setting an
appropriate sampling rate for the controlled system. Control performance will therefore
increase if you set a higher sampling rate in order to improve calculation of the controlled
system's characteristic parameters.
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However, note that the process value and the control value usually have to be processed on
I/O modules with corresponding conversion time. It is appropriate to set a cycle time that is
shorter than this actual value conversion time.
A technically appropriate sampling time for the controller is determined based on the
controlled system's parameters. In normal operation, the process value is settled at the
necessary speed (however, not as fast as possible) in order to reduce load on the CPU.
The compact PID controller can therefore be processed with high control quality at a fast
sampling rate, without causing unnecessary load on the CPU.

Marginal conditions for setting the limits
The limits to be set denote vital parameters of the PID compact controller. These define the
physical limits of the controlled system (e.g. temperature range from 0 °C to 100 °C, or valve
position from 0 % to 100 %) and therefore the characteristics of the control loop.
Correct limit settings are of fundamental importance and conditional for proper operation.
Limits that can be set:
Symbol
SHL
SLL
IHL
ILL
IHW
ILW
OHL
OLL

Description
Setpoint high limit
Setpoint low limit
Actual value high limit
Actual value low limit
Actual value high limit warning
Actual value low limit
Controller output high limit
Controller output low limit

Default
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

The limits can be set in online and offline mode. However, the changes are only applied
online if the controller status changes from "inactive" (STA = 0) to another controller status.
Modification of any one of the values changes the entire characteristics of the control loop.
This means that you must re-commission (ST) the controller and optimize it at the operating
point (TR) after having modified the limits. In contrast, it is not necessary to re-commission
the controller if the actual value warning limit for display purposes has changed.
Moreover, the following conditions must be met for the limit values settings:
• The high limit value is greater than the low limit value
• The adjustment range includes the manipulated value null as neutral setting
• The high/low warning limit is not greater/less than the actual value high/low limit
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Re-commissioning the controller after parameter changes
A lot of the information entered at the controller's inputs characterize both the controller as
well as the controlled system. Upon changes to this data, it will be necessary to recommission (ST) the controller and optimize it at the operating point (TR). These are in
particular:
• All absolute limits, except actual value warning limits
• The minimum on and off duration of PWM
• Activation of control sense inversion
• Modification of the block's sampling time

Conditions to meet for controller self-tuning
The following conditions must be met during self-tuning:
• The setpoint must remain stable. Self-tuning is aborted with error code 0x00000008 if the
setpoint changes. You may use the deadband element in order to suppress setpoint noise.
• Explicit superimposition of an offset on the control value during optimization at the
operating point (TR) will generate an oscillation. For this reason, you need to select an
operating point that safely prevents the setpoint from being exceeded during
optimization.
• The value of the operating point selected for self-tuning must be less than the maximum
process variable that the final control element can reach.

Manual mode (ENM)
The manual mode takes a special status compared to other operating modes. Thus mode is
specifically conceived for manual control strategies (e.g. test of the final control element,
approach to an operating point in manual mode). Since it is only necessary to check the basic
safety conditions when operating in manual mode, users must acts with particular
responsibility with regard to process safety.
Manual mode has top priority over all other operating modes (including changeover to the
inactive operating mode). Moreover, the ENM input for enabling manual mode is level
triggered, i.e. as long as EMN is set to logical TRUE, the controller remains in manual mode
and returns to the last known mode at the negative 1->0 edge.
The controller is deactivated immediately if an error occurs in manual mode (ENM = TRUE). In
order to resume manual mode, a new 0->1 edge must be triggered at input ENM.

Acknowledging errors and warnings
In principle, there are two possible ways to acknowledge errors and warnings:
• You can set input Reset (R) to logical TRUE. If the cause of error persists, the
corresponding error code will be set once again at output ERR.
• The second option is to change the operating mode by triggering a
0 > 1 edge at one of the inputs ST, TR, ON, or OFF.
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It is impossible to change to any other operating mode save for the INACTIVE mode if a
parameter error (ERR bit 8 is set) at PIDCC was detected, or the logon of a TSAVE memory
(ERR bit 32 is set) failed. These two errors are critical. You must eliminate the cause of these
errors before using the PIDCC block.

ERR error codes
Bit
1
2
3

Meaning

7
8
32

The actual value has exceeded limits and was limited
Optimization at operating point: Successful completion of oscillation failed.
Insufficient setpoint to actual value difference during initial commissioning. The
difference must be greater than 30 % of the selected actual value range.
Change of the setpoint in the optimization phase - the setpoint must remain
stable
Start of initial commissioning failed due to incorrect startup mode is present
(inactive mode must be set upon initiation of optimization)
A step of the control value for reaching the setpoint is no longer possible, as a
min./max. control value is already output.
Invalid control loop parameters, or optimization was not yet not started.
Parameter error – check whether the limit values meet conditions
Logon of TSAVE memory failed

Bit

Meaning

4
5
6

Hex value

0x00000001
0x00000002
0x00000004
0x00000008
0x00000010
0x00000020
0x00000040
0x00000080
0x80000000

WRN warnings
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
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The reversing point could not be reached during initial commissioning (ST)
Error at operating point transient during optimization at the operating point (TR)
– Start of oscillation was set
Setpoint setting exceeds set limits. Setpoint was limited to the high/low limit
Optimization with setup rules according to controller type 0 to 2 is not allowed
unless startup tuning (ST) has been completed.
Operating mode changeover failed
The calculated optimum controller sampling time is less than the block sampling
time and therefore limited to the block sampling time. The block should be processed at a faster sampling rate
Actual value at warning limit
Requested operating mode is not available. The old operating mode is retained
Manual manipulated value was limited
Invalid parameter value for setup rule
The controller parameter was not recalculated.
Minimum on/off duration of the PWM output is greater than calculated optimum
controller sampling time.
The PPT and PBT values must be checked

Hex value

0x00000001
0x00000002
0x00000004
0x00000008
0x00000010
0x00000020
0x00000040
0x00000080
0x00000100
0x00000200
0x00000400
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Connections
Name
SET
INP
ENM
MAV
R
SHL
SLL
IHL
ILL
IHW
ILW
OHL

OLL

PPT
PBT
UND
INV
ST
TR
ON
INA
OUT
PWM
ALH
ALL
WHL
WLL
STA

QF

Description

Setpoint
Actual value
Manual mode enable
Manual manipulated value
Controller reset (level triggered)
Setpoint high limit
(value is not activated unless the inactive controller state STA = 0)
Setpoint low limit
(value is not activated unless the inactive controller state STA = 0)
Actual value high limit
(value is not activated unless the inactive controller state STA = 0)
Actual value low limit
(value is not activated unless the inactive controller state STA = 0)
Actual value high limit warning
(value is not activated unless the inactive controller state STA = 0)
Actual value low limit
(value is not activated unless the inactive controller state STA = 0)
Manipulated variable high limit; max. 100.0
(value is not activated unless the inactive controller state STA = 0)
Values > 100.0 are limited to 100.0 without a separate error message.
Manipulated variable low limit; min. -100.0
(value is not activated unless the inactive controller state STA = 0)
Values < -100.0 are limited to -100.0 without a separate error message.
Minimum on duration of the PWM output [s]
Minimum off duration of the PWM output [s]
Restore old controller values
Inversion of the sense of control
Start of initial commissioning (edge triggered)
Start of optimization at the operating point (edge triggered)
Activate controller (auto mode) on successful optimization
Deactivate controller (inactive state)
Manipulated value
Manipulated value, pulse width modulated
Setpoint alarm high limit reached
Setpoint alarm low limit reached
Actual value at alarm limit
Actual value at alarm low limit
Controller state:
0 = inactive
1 = initial commissioning busy
2 = optimization at the working point is busy
3 = auto mode
4 = manual mode
Block error
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Default
0.0
0.0
FALSE
0.0
FALSE
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
0.0
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
0

FALSE
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Name
ERR
WRN

Description

Default

Error code
Warnings

0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
Initialization mode

4
3
1.5

PIDCC (only for control technology experts)
Compact controller block

Symbol
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Changing the ST or TR optimization method
Changes to the TRS and TRT parameters are activated immediately, provided that initial
commissioning and optimization at the operating point has been completed.
If both parameters are changed unintentionally while optimization at the operating point has
already been completed, the new setup rule for optimization at the operating point is
activated and calculated. Otherwise, the changed setup rule for the initial commissioning is
activated.
If the setup rule for the completed initial commissioning is changed while current control
parameters originate from a successful optimization at the operating point, the PID
parameters will be recalculated based on the results of the completed initial commissioning.
Parameters calculated during optimization at the operating point will be discarded.
Warning 0x0200h is output if an invalid parameter value is set for TRS or TRT. Recalculation is
discarded.
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Connections
Name

SET
INP
ENM
MAV
R
RSM *)

SHL
SLL
IHL
ILL
IHW
ILW
OHL

OLL

PPT
PBT
UND
INV
ST
TRS *)

TR

536

Description

Setpoint
Actual value
Manual mode enable
Manual manipulated value
Controller reset (level triggered)
Restart mode
FALSE = no restart – controller retains inactive state
TRUE = restart to last controller state
The restart mode comes into effect at the Stop/Run transition and reset
of the controller.
Setpoint high limit
(value is not activated unless the inactive controller state STA = 0)
Setpoint low limit
(value is not activated unless the inactive controller state STA = 0)
Actual value high limit
(value is not activated unless the inactive controller state STA = 0)
Actual value low limit
(value is not activated unless the inactive controller state STA = 0)
Actual value high limit warning
(value is not activated unless the inactive controller state STA = 0)
Actual value low limit
(value is not activated unless the inactive controller state STA = 0)
Manipulated variable high limit; max. 100.0
(value is not activated unless the inactive controller state STA = 0)
Values > 100.0 are limited to 100.0 without a separate error message.
Manipulated variable low limit; min. -100.0
(value is not activated unless the inactive controller state STA = 0)
Values < -100.0 are limited to -100.0 without a separate error message.
Minimum on duration of the PWM output [s]
Minimum off duration of the PWM output [s]
Restore old controller values
Inversion of the sense of control
Start of initial commissioning (edge triggered)
Optimization method for initial commissioning
0 = controller optimization with D component
1 = controller optimization without D component
This parameter is only intended for control technology experts. The parameter is hidden by default.
(value is not activated unless the inactive controller state STA = 0)
Start of optimization at the operating point (edge triggered)

Default
0.0
0.0
FALSE
0.0
FALSE
FALSE

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
0

FALSE
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Name

TRT *)

ON
INA
OUT
PWM
ALH
ALL
WHL
WLL
STA

QF
ERR
WRN
KP *)
TI *)
TD *)
WFA *)
WFB *)
WFC *)
RCT *)

Description

Method for optimization at the operating point
0 = automatic controller optimization with D component
1 = fast controller optimization without D component
2 = slow controller optimization with D component
3 = Ziegler-Nichols setup rules for PID controllers
4 = Ziegler-Nichols setup rules for PI controllers
5 = Ziegler-Nichols setup rules for P controllers
This parameter is only intended for control technology experts. The parameter is hidden by default.
(value is not activated unless the inactive controller state STA = 0)
Activate controller (auto mode) on successful optimization
Deactivate controller (inactive state)
Manipulated value
Manipulated value, pulse width modulated
Setpoint alarm high limit reached
Setpoint alarm low limit reached
Actual value at alarm limit
Actual value at alarm low limit
Controller state:
0 = inactive
1 = initial commissioning busy
2 = optimization at the working point is busy
3 = auto mode
4 = manual mode
Block error
Error code
Warnings
Proportional gain
This parameter is only intended for control technology experts. The parameter is hidden by default.
Integral action time [s]
This parameter is only intended for control technology experts. The parameter is hidden by default.
Lead time [s]
This parameter is only intended for control technology experts. The parameter is hidden by default.
Weighting factor A
This parameter is only intended for control technology experts. The parameter is hidden by default.
Weighting factor B
This parameter is only intended for control technology experts. The parameter is hidden by default.
Weighting factor C
This parameter is only intended for control technology experts. The parameter is hidden by default.
Recommended max. sampling time [s]
If you detect oscillation, check whether the system is controlled at an
appropriate sampling rate. The parameter is hidden by default.

Default
0

FALSE
FALSE
0.0
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
0

FALSE
0
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

*) Inputs/outputs are hidden by default
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1.7.13

PT1
PT1 element

Symbol

Short description
• Delay element of the 1st order with set function
• Used as smoothing element

Functional principle
Set function deactivated (S = 0)
Input variable X is transferred to output Y with dynamic delay based on smoothing time
constant T. T defines the steepness of the slope of the output variable. It specifies the time at
which the transition function has increased to 63 % of its end value. The transition function
has reached approximately 95 % of its final value on expiration of t = 3T. The proportional
gain is set internally to the fixed value 1 and cannot be varied. With T/TA (T/TA > 10) of
appropriate length, the transition function corresponds to the profile of
Y(t) = X ∙ (1 − e-t/T), with t = n·TA.
The discrete values are calculated based on the following algorithm:

Yn
Yn–1
Xn

Value of Y in sampling interval n
Value of Y in sampling interval n-1
Value of X in sampling interval n

Set function enabled (S = 1)
The current setting value SVn is transferred to output variable SVn if the set function is active:
Yn = SVn
An increase of T/TA proportionally reduces amplitude changes at Y between the sampling
intervals. TA is the sampling time assigned to the function block. T is limited internally: T ??
TA.
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Block diagram

Transition function

Connections
Name

Description

Default

X
T
SV
S

Input variable
Smoothing time constant
Setting value
Apply setting value
With S = 0 setting, the block operates as delay element
If S = 1, then output YP = SV
Output variable

0.0
0.0 ms
0.0
0

Y

0.0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes

5.5
1.8
0.9
0.45
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Description

Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.7.14

Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

PWM
Pulse width modulator

Symbol

Short description
• Actuating DC controllers (choppers)
• Actuator for 2-point controllers
• Generation of trigger signals

Functional principle
The function block generates square-wave pulses with period TP and width PW. PW is derived
from the following product:
PW = X ∙ XF, on the condition that TL <= PW <= TU. Pulse width PW is defined in ms units.
With positive sign of X∙XF, pulses are output at QP, while pulses are output at QN if the sign is
negative.
The time interval that limits pulse width variation can be defined at the TL and TU inputs.
EN = 1 enables the function block, while EN = 0 disables it. Make sure that you select T <=PW
<=TU<TP when configuring the function. TP is dominant over TU, TL, and PW. A new period
starts on expiration of TP, independent of TU, TL, and PW.
Note
TU, TL and TP are limited internally of as follows: 0.0 <= TU,TL,TP <= (232-1)* TA
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Block diagram

Pulse diagram

Connections
Name

Description

Default

X
XF
TP
TU
TL
EN
QP
QN

Input variable
Gain
Period duration
Max. pulse width
Min. pulse width
Enable
Output for positive pulses
Output for negative pulses

0.0
0.0
0.0 ms
0.0 ms
0.0 ms
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.7.15

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

3.1
1.0
0.5
0.25

RGE
Ramp-function generator

Symbol
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Short description
• Ramp function generator for limiting the rate of change of input variable X.
• The output variable can be limited.
• The following variables can be set up and edited independently at runtime:
– Ramp-up and ramp-down times
– Output limits LU and LL
– Setting value.
• Flexible ramp generator functions:
– Integrating to setpoint X tracking
– Set initial value of the ramp-function generator (→ load SV to integrator)
– Increase and reduce integration at the output of the ramp-function generator

Functional principle
The function block contains an integrator with two separately adjustable integration time
constants. Output Y changes according to the algorithm
Yn = Yn − 1 + YAn.
Acceleration value YE is separately calculated for ramp-up and for ramp-down and returned at
an output. The term ramp-up denotes an operation with output value Y moving away from
zero. The term ramp-down denotes an operation with output value Y approaching zero.

Block diagram

Rule for acceleration at ramp-up:
YA = (TA / TU) ∙ NRM for Y > 0
YA = - (TA / TU) ∙ NRM for Y < 0
Rule for deceleration at ramp-down:
YA = - (TA / TD) ∙ NRM for Y > 0
YA = (TA / TD) ∙ NRM for Y < 0
Selecting function blocks
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The changeover between ramp-up and ramp-down time is triggered at direction reversals, or
at the zero crossover of the transfer function. The operating mode is specified by means of
control logic, dependent on the logical states of control inputs S, CF, CU, and CD. The output
variable can be limited by means of the LU and LL inputs. Once Y reaches set limits, binary
output QU or QL is set to 1. Binary output QE = 1 if Y=X.

Ramp-up and ramp-down time
Ramp-up time TU represents the time interval in which the value of the output variable is
raised by the value at NRM. The ramp-down time TD represents the time interval in which the
value of the output variable is reduced by the value at NRM. You may select different ramp-up
and ramp-down times. A reduction of TA/TU or TA/TD proportionally reduces amplitude
changes at Y between the sampling intervals. TA represents the sampling time during which
the function block is processed.

Operating modes and control of the ramp-function generator
Prioritization rule for the control inputs: S before CF before CU and CD.

Function of the control inputs:
S=1
CF = 1
CU = 1
CD = 1

Load setting value SV into the integrator; no integration
Track output Y to setpoint X with integration
Track output Y to LU with integration
Track output Y to LL with integration

The combination of commands at the control inputs and the possible operating modes can be
viewed in the truth tables. LL <= 0 <= LU und LL < Yn < LU is conditional for normal operation
of the ramp function generator. However, other settings are possible which will now be
explained. Rule for the setting with LL >= LU: Limit LU is dominant over limit LL.

Behavior of the integrator at the limit
The integrator value is frozen if output Y reaches one of the set limits LL or LU during control
operation. Output value Y is then held constant until the integrator value leaves the limit as a
result of changes to input variables.
If the integrator has reached the limit and this limit is changed, it behaves differently
depending on the direction of the limit change.
If you increase a limit value while the control logic specifies the same sense of direction of
the ramp-function generator, integration is resumed starting at the previously frozen value in
accordance with the set ramp-up time until the output once again reaches the limit.
If you reduce the limit value, integration is resumed starting at the previously frozen value in
accordance with the set ramp-up time until the output once again reaches the limit.
The integrator work internally with enhanced precision that allows for integration even
at small setpoint-actual value differences. Ensure that you set a sampling time of an
appropriate duration for the ramp-up or ramp-down time.
TU and TD are limited internally: TU >= TA, TD >= TA.
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Truth table for ramp-function generator stop
S

CF

0

CU

0

0

CD
0

YAn
0

Yn

Yn-1

Operating mode
Stop

Comment

Y is constant

LL < LU und LL < actual value Yn-1 < LU
S

CF

CU

CD

YAn

Yn

Operating mode

Comment

1
0

*
1

*
*

*
*

Step
TA/TU;
TA/TD

SVn
Yn-1+YAn

Set output to SV
Standard mode Y -> X

0

0

1

0

Yn-1+YAn

Approach high limit Y -> LU

0

0

0

1

TA/TU
(TA/TD)
TA/TD
(TA/TU)

Yn-1+YAn

Approach low limit Y -> LL

SV fixed or variable
TU for [X > Y ∧ Y >= 0] ∨ [X
< Y ∧ Y <= 0]
TD for [X > Y ∧ Y < 0] ∨
[X < Y ∧ Y > 0]
TU,TD as before, dependent on the initial position
TU,TD as before, dependent on the initial position

* = any

Transition functions
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Example 1
CF = 1 with LL < LU and LL < X < LU, as well as X1=1.5, X2=X4 =0.0, X3=–1.5, LU=2.0, LL=–
2.0, TU > TD

Example 2
Motor potentiometer function with CU, CD, and LL<LU
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Example 3
Set integrator with LL < LU

Example 4: Modifying and swapping limits

Connections
Name

Description

Default

X
NRM
LU
LL
SV
TU
TD
CU
CD
CF
S
Y
YA
QE
QU
QL

Input variable
Normalization
High limit
Low limit
Output setting value
Rampup time
Ramp-down time
Higher
Lower
Output equals input
Set
Output variable
Acceleration value
Output Y = input X
High limit reached
Low limit reached

0.0
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0
0
0
0
0.0
0.0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.7.16

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

29.5
9.9
5.0
2.5

RGJ
Ramp-function generator with jerk limiting

Symbol
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Short description
• Ramp-function generator with jerk limiting and tracking
• Ramp generator functions:
– Set output Y or acceleration YA
– Track ramp-function generator with integration and jerk limiting to setpoint X
– Increase and reduce integration at the output of the ramp-function generator
– Ramp-function generator tracking corresponding to the control error of a sublevel
controller when limiting

Functional principle
The function block limits the acceleration (speed change) and jerk (change of acceleration) of
setpoints.
The following algorithms are valid:
Yn = Yn − 1 + YAn
YAn = YAn − 1 + YBn
Acceleration value YA and jerk value YB are calculated separately for ramp-up and rampdown. The specified ramp-up time TU and rounding-off time at ramp-up TRU as well as rampdown time TD and the rounding-off time at ramp-down TRD must be configured.
For acceleration value YA outside the rounding-off time during ramp-up, the following is
valid:
YA = YAmax = (TA / TU) ∙ NRM (for Y > 0)
YA = YAmax = - (TA / TU) ∙ NRM (for Y < 0)
For acceleration value YA outside the rounding-off time at ramp-down, the following is
valid:
YA = YAmax = - (TA / TD) ∙ NRM (for Y > 0)
YA = YAmax = (TA / TD) ∙ NRM (for Y < 0)
The following is valid for jerk value YB during the rounding-off time at ramp-up:
YB = (TA ∙ YAmax) / TRU
or
YB = (TA ∙ YAmax) / TR1

YB = (TA ∙ YAmax) / TR2

The following is valid for jerk value YB during the rounding-off time at ramp-down:
YB = (TA ∙ YAmax) / TRD
or
YB = (TA ∙ YAmax) / TR3

YB = (TA ∙ YAmax) / TR4

The operating mode is specified by means of control logic, dependent on the logical states of
binary variable EN, S, SA, CF, CU, and CD. Input variable X and therefore indirectly output
variable Y are limited by means of the LU and LL block inputs. A message is sent to the binary
outputs with QU = 1 or QL = 1 when the limit configured by Y is reached.
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Binary output QE = 1 as soon as the output variable Y
• Equals the input variable X.
• Exceeds the high limit or falls below the low limit.
A ramp-up operation is split into three phases:
• Phase 1
On increase setpoint X, the max. jerk YB is specified in the first phase (depending on TRU
or TR1). Acceleration is increased proportionally over the time, while output variable Y
increases quadratically over time in this rounding-off phase.
• Phase 2
After maximum acceleration YA has been reached, acceleration is constant in accordance
with the specified ramp-up time TU. Output variable Y increases proportionally as a
function of time.
• Phase 3
In the third phase, acceleration is reduced proportionally as a function of time. In this
rounding-off phase, output variable Y approaches input variable X quadratically as a
function of time (depending on TRU or TR2).
A ramp-down operation is handled likewise.
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Transition function; RGJ, normal ramp-up

Rounding-off times if TRU=00.0 ms or TRD=0.0 ms:
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Ramp-up and ramp-down time
Ramp-up time TU is defined as the time interval during which the value of the output variable
is increased proportionally as a function of time by the value NRM. The ramp-down time TD is
defined as the time interval during which the value of the output variable is reduced
proportionally as a function of time by the value NRM You may select different ramp-up and
ramp-down times.
Invalid values for NRM are automatically limited to the value 1 (example: 0 -> 1).

Rounding-off time at ramp-up and ramp-down
The rounding-off time is defined as the time required by the output variable to reach the
maximum acceleration value, starting at a constant initial value. The jerk value is constant
and is unequal to zero within this time (cf. phase 1).
The rounding-off time is also defined as the time required by the output variable to reach a
constant final value, starting at its maximum acceleration value (cf. phase 3).
The rounding-off time at ramp-up is specified by means of TRU, or TR1 and TR2 and with TRD,
or TR3 and TR4 in a ramp-down operation.
At each change of direction of the setpoint, or at the zero crossover of the transfer function, a
changeover is triggered from ramp-up to ramp-down operation, or vice versa depending on
the initial position, including the corresponding rounding-off operations. Likewise, this is
valid for runtime changes of the ramp-up-or the ramp-down time.
If a ramp-up follows a ramp-down, with TRD and TD having a low value and TRU and TU a
high value, YA is reduced while ramp-down is still active in order to prevent overshoot in the
subsequent ramp-up phase, provided the target value (X, LL or LU) and ramp function
generator times (TU, TD, TRU, TRD) do not change.
If rounding-off is disabled and normalization is 1.0, RGJ behaves similar to function block
RGE.

Enabling rounding-off (jerk limiting)
Rounding-off at ramp-up or ramp-down is active if RQN=1.
Transition function; Disabling rounding-off during ramp-up
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Rounding-off is disabled if RQN = 0. Ramp-up/ramp-down is executed in accordance with the
ramp-up/ramp-down time specified at TU or TD. If jerk limiting is disabled in the rounding-off
time, further ramp-up/ramp-down operations are also executed based on the ramp-up/rampdown time specified at TU or TD.
Note
If input connectors that influence kinematics (e.g. X, TU, TD, TRU, ...) are modified the
rounding-off phase, the braking action of the ramp-function generator is possibly more
significant than that specified by the rounding-off setting.

"Rounding-off disabled" mode
Proceed as follows if you want to operate the function block in this mode:
• Set connections TRU, TR1, TR2, TRD, TR3 and TR4 to "0" (all rounding-off times are "0").
• Set the RQN connection to the value "1" ("Rounding-off enabled" mode).
With these settings, function block RGJ behaves as described in the "rounding-off disabled"
mode (RQN=0).

Operating modes and control of the ramp-function generator
The control inputs have the following significance:
EN = 1
S=1
SA = 1
CF = 1

Ramp-function generator enable
Set output Y to setting value SV; do not integrate
Set acceleration YA to setting value ASV; do not integrate
Track output Y to setpoint X with integration
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CU = 1
CD = 1

Track output Y to LU with integration
Track output Y to LL with integration

Prioritization rule for the control inputs: EN before S before SA before CF before CU and
CD.
The combination of commands at the control inputs and the possible operating modes can be
viewed in the truth tables. LL <= 0 <= LU und LL < Yn < LU is conditional for normal operation
of the ramp function generator. However, other settings are possible which will now be
explained. Rule for the setting with LL >= LU: Limit LU is dominant over limit LL. Acceleration
and jerk values are not exceeded in all transitional operations. Depending on the setpoint or
limit shift, you may possible obtain only a profile with rounding-off transitions in accordance
with phases 1 and 3 and output variable Y not having as profile in proportion over time.

Truth table for ramp-function generator stop
EN

S

SA

0
*
1
0
* = any

*
0

CF

CU

*
0

CD

*
0

*
0

YAn

Yn

0
0

0
Yn-1

Operating mode
Disable
Disable

Comment

Y=0
Y = constant

LL < LU und LL < actual value Yn-1 < LU
EN

S

CF

CU

CD

YAn

1

0 0

1

*

*

1

0 0

0

1

1

0 0

0

0

1
1

SA

1 *
0 1

*
*

*
*

Operating mode

Comment

TA/TU (TA/TD)

SVn
Yn-1 +
YAn
Yn-1 + YAn

Standard mode Y -> X

0

TA/TU (TA/TD)

Yn-1 + YAn

Approach high limit Y -> LU

1

TA/TD (TA/TU)

Yn-1 + YAn

Approach low limit Y -> LL

TU for
[X>Y∧Y≥0]∨[X<Y∧Y<=0]
TD for
[X>Y∧Y<0]∨[X<Y∧Y>0]
TU, TD as above, dependent
on the initial position
TU, TD as above, dependent
on the initial position

*
*

Step
ASVn

Yn

* = any

Set output to SV
Set output to integrator 1 to
ASV

SV fixed or variable
ASV user-specific, fixed, or
variable

Ramp-function generator tracking
Usually, output Y of the ramp-function generator is used as setpoint for a secondary control
loop (e.g. speed controller). If this controller reaches a limit after a change (e.g. at ramp-up),
the ramp-function generator may not continue to increase the output according to the rampup times. In this case, output Y is tracked based on the control error EV and weighting factor
WD:
Yn = Yn − 1 − EVn + WD ∙ EVk
n = sampling interval n
k = time at which the controller initially overshoots limits (0->1 edge at ULR or LLR)
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Usually, tracking can only be used for "classic control loops" (e.g. PI speed controllers). In this
case, the controller limits must be properly set (e.g. similar to current limits).
Usually, WD has a value from 1.01 to 1.1 (>1.0!). Jerk limiting is inactive during tracking. The
controller's binary outputs ("high/low limit reached") are fed back to binary inputs ULR and
LLR. On reaching the limit, one of the two binary inputs ULR = 1 or LLR = 1 is set by means of
the feedback at function block RGJ in order to enable tracking.
ULR and LLR must be set to 0 if tracking is not be used.

Block diagram:
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Note
The ramp-function generator works internally with enhanced precision in order to maintain
integration even with small setpoint to actual value differences. Make sure that the sampling
time is short enough with regard to TU, TD, TRU, TR1, TR2, TR3, TR4 and TRD.
If a limit (LU or LL) is set to a G1 value that is less than the value already reached during
ramp-up, the output jumps to this limit value. If tracking is enabled and the limit increased to
the G2 value in the next step, the output will approach the new value G2 (input value
remains unchanged). The output performs a return jump to the G1 limit that was set initially
if tracking is now disabled. This behavior is only undone after the input value has changed.

Connections
Name
X
NRM
EV
LU
LL
SV
ASV
WD
TU
TD
TRU
TR1
TR2
TRD
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Description

Input variable
Normalization TD/TU
Control error
High limit
Low limit
Output setting value
Acceleration setting value
Weighting of the control error
Rampup time
Ramp-down time
Rounding-off time at ramp-up
Rounding-off time at ramp-up
Rounding-off time at ramp-up
Rounding-off time at ramp-down

Default
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 ms
0.0 ms
0.0 ms
0.0 ms
0.0 ms
0.0 ms
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Name
TR3
TR4
CU
CD
CF
ULR
LLR
RQN
SA
S
EN
Y
YL
YA
YB
QE
QU
QL

Description

Default

Rounding-off time at ramp-down
Rounding-off time at ramp-down
Higher
Lower
Output equals input
High limit reached
Low limit reached
Rounding-off on
Set acceleration
Set
Enable
Output variable
Limited output variable
Acceleration value
Jerk value
Output Y = input X
High limit reached
Low limit reached

0.0 ms
0.0 ms
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

40.0
13.3
6.7
3.35
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1.7.17

KINT
Correction integrator

Symbol

Short description
The block allows soft correction of position values. This is needed if the position actual value
is set by the synchronizing signal, although the subsequent processing of position actual
value is not to receive any sudden changes in position.
The block is particularly suitable in combination with the position detection block NAVSK,
since the position actual value can be corrected by software with NAVSK.
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Application scheme

How it works
The synchronizing signal is connected to the input IS, X is the actual value and W the setpoint
for the synchronization time. The offset (W - X) is determined with a positive edge at the
sample input IS. At the same time, the synchronization XP is set to the setpoint W (see NAVS,
NAV), which results in a step of the input variable XP.
XP and Y were identical prior to synchronization. After synchronization, Y is determined from
XP and the measured offset, whereby no step occurs at Y. In each calculation interval, this
offset correction is reduced by the value DY until Y = XP. This completes the offset correction.
No additional synchronizations are accepted during the correction phase.
The offset correction can be interrupted with the input HLD = 1 and continued with HLD = 0.

AC
In rotary axis systems (AC > 0), the shortest path between the setpoint and actual value is
determined with the offset calculation.
Examples with: W = 350; X = 15
AC = 0
AC = 360

Offset = W - X = 335
Offset = -25
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I/Os
Name
XP
W
X
DY
AC
IS
R
Y
QTR
DON

Description

Actual position
Setpoint
Actual value
Correction increment
Axis cycle of the rotary axis
Used to determine the shortest route for the offset compensation
Sample input
Used to transfer a control deviation with the positive edge
Reset. If R = 1, then Y = XP
Output variable. Stepless tracked position value
Compensation in progress (Y ¹ XP)
Compensation completed (Y = XP)

Default
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.01
0.0
0
0
0.0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.7.18

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

4.0
1.3
0.6
0.3

Filtering
Universal digital filter

Symbol
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Short description
The function block FILT is a digital filter of the order 1 to 10. You can select four different
filter types: Lowpass, highpass, bandpass and bandstop.

Functional principle
The input signal X passes through several filter stages and is output at Y. The number of filter
stages depends on the selected order of the filter.
0
1
2
3

Lowpass
Highpass
Bandpass
Bandstop (restricted to high orders and low quality)

Bandpass and bandstop filters are formed by combining highpass and lowpass filters. This
why there is not the usual zero transfer function for the bandstop as is the case with the
BSFILT block. Using the FILT block, however, enables a more broadband and more steeply
sloping bandstop to be realized in comparison to BSFILT. For bandstops, however, it is
recommend to use only high-order filters, since the stop effect would be lost with low-order
filters under certain circumstances.

NOTICE
Input signal
The phase shift is for the cutoff frequency is:

• ORD * 45° for high and lowpass

• ORD * 90° for bandpass and bandstop.
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Frequency / Hz
FG represents the center frequency for bandpass and bandstop filters. The corner frequencies
F1.2 is derived from FG and the filter quality Q:

Characteristics
There are three filter characteristics available for determining the slope of the transition from
bandpass to the bandstop at the input CHA:
0
1
2

Bessel
Butterworth
Chebyshev with 0.5 dB ripple in the bandpass range

It should be noted that the tendency to vibrate increases with increasing slope.
The transfer function with various characteristics are shown using a lowpass filter in the
following figure.
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Maximum frequency
The frequency at which the output to input ratio is decreased to 1/O2 (3 dB corner frequency)
is set with input FG. The maximum cutoff frequency depends on the sampling time TA from
where the block is calculated and must be less than 1 / (2 × TA) = 0.5 × its FA (FA sampling
frequency). It is recommended, however, to use only cutoff frequencies up to 0.2×FA. If FG is
over 0.2×FA, therefore, bit 5 of the error code YF is set to warning.

Changing the filter characteristics
The inputs FG, Q, TYPE and ORD are initialization inputs. Changing these inputs during
operation initially has no influence on the transfer characteristic of the filter. The current
input values are included in the transfer characteristic only after a positive edge at input S.
This can lead to discontinuity at the output Y.

Error codes YF
The output YF indicates unacceptable conditions or input values. If one of the error bits
indicates that the filter is invalid, the other error bits are no longer relevant.

Bit

Significance

Reaction of the block

1
2
3
4
5
6, 7
8

Invalid value at the input ORD
Invalid value at the input TYP
Invalid value at the input CHA
Internal fault
FG > 0.2×FA
Not used
Not enough memory

Filter invalid: Y = X
Filter reacts as a lowpass
Butterworth characteristic is used
Filter invalid: Y = X
for FG > 0.5 FA, FG = 0.5 FA is set
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I/Os
Name
X
FG
Q
TYP
ORD
CHA

S
Y

Description

Input variable
Cutoff frequency
Quality, relates only to bandpass and bandstop
Filter type: Lowpass, highpass, bandpass and bandstop.
Order of the filter (0 ... 10); with 0, the filter is invalid; i.e. Y = X
Filter characteristics:
0 Bessel
1 Butterworth
2 Chebyshev with 0.5 dB
Ripple in bandpass range
Accept changes
The changes to the inputs FG, Q, TYPE, ORD and CHA are applied with 0 =>
1 edge.
Output variable

Default
0.0
10.0
2.0
0
2
0

0
0.0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

564

yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Init mode
normal mode
-

10.0 with 2nd order
30.0 with 10th order
3.3 with 2nd order 9.9 with
10th order
1.6 with 2nd order
4.8 with 10th order
0.8 with 2nd order, 2.4 with
10th order
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1.7.19

BSFILT
Bandstop

Symbol

Short description
The function block BSFILT is a 2nd order bandstop filter.

Functional principle
The transfer function of the filter is a zero at the frequency FG, i.e. this frequency cannot pass
through the filter. The corner frequencies F1.2 at which the transfer function drops to -3 dB is
derived from FG and the filter quality Q:

The maximum cutoff frequency depends on the sampling time TA, in which the block is
calculated and must be less than 1/(2×TA).

I/Os
Name
X
FG
Q
Y

Description

Input variable
Cutoff frequency
Quality
Output variable
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1.7.20

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

7.0
2.3
1.1
0.55

MVS
Mean value generation

Symbol

Short description
The function block calculates a floating mean value via input variable X.

How it works
The mean is calculated over the last N cycles.
Xk = X in cycle k
k = 0 is the current cycle
The number of cycles can be changed in the range 1 ≤ N ≤ NMX. N is limited to NMX here.
The maximum number of cycles cannot be changed during operation. NMX determines the
memory requirements of the block during initialization. Therefore, NMX should be set
operationally to the maximum required value of N.
The mean value is set to the setting value SV as long as S = 1 (entire buffer is filled with
setting value SV).
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If S is set to 0, the mean is formed by the incoming values X and the setting value still in the
buffer (until after N cycles the incoming values X have overwritten the setting value SV).

Areas of application
The block may be used to form the mean value as a ramp-function generator or filter block. It
acts as a lowpass and bandstop filter for frequencies fk.
k = 1, 2, ...

I/Os
Name
X
N
NMX
SV
S
Y
QF

Description

Input variable
Cycle number over which the mean should be formed
Maximum cycle number (initialization I/O)
Setting value
Apply setting value
Output variable
Logic 1 means error (not enough memory available)
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

1.8

Utility/diagnostics blocks

1.8.1

ADCAH

5.0
1.7
0.8
0.4

Advanced cache error handling

Symbol

Short description
Function block for advanced cache error handling for CPU551 (MLFB 6DD1600-0BA2).

Functional principle
This block enables the advanced cache error handling of CPU551. With this, errors in the data
caches of the CPU551 are handled in addition to the instruction cache errors. When errors are
detected in the data cache, a handling function attempts to restore the correct data so that
the CPU can continue to run.
Using this block reduces the CPU performance.
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.8.2

CPU551
0,3
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode (empty)
Special block for CPU551 (MLFB 6DD1600-0BA2). The block shows no effect
on other CPU types.

ASI
Acknowledge signal (BOOL type)

Symbol

Short description
The Boolean function block is integrated in the @SIMD1 and @SIMD2 system charts.
This function block is dedicated to diagnostics and should not be employed in the user
program.

Functional principle
Acknowledge output Q = 1 as long as the acknowledge button on the CPU module is pressed.

Connections
Name
Q

Description

Acknowledge output
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.8.3

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

4.2
1.4
0.7
0.35

EPE
Delete change memory

Symbol

Short description
Function block for deleting change memory.

Functional principle
The function block deletes change memory of the module on which it is configured.
Change memory is deleted, if
• deletion is requested by means of a 0 to 1 transition at input ERA, while
• code 165 is set at the KEY input.
The input combination KEY = 165 and ERA = 0 must therefore be set in the sampling time
that is active prior to the triggering of a delete action.
Even if a delete job has not been requested, a check is made in each sampling time to see
whether or not change memory is (still or already) deleted. A 1 set at output EPE indicates
accordingly: Change memory is cleared.
If change memory could not be (completely) deleted in the sampling time in which delete job
was requested, the delete job is repeated automatically in the next sampling times. EPE = 1
indicates the successful deletion of change memory.
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INIT operating state
An input combination
KEY = 165 and ERA = 0 is ignored while the function block is in INIT operating state. This
means that you must first set KEY = 165, ERA = 0 and then immediately set KEY = 165, ERA =
1 in the subsequent RUN operating state in order to delete change memory.

Connections
Name
KEY
ERA
EPE

Description

Default

Code value
Delete
Change memory is empty

0
0
1

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.8.4

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

6.7
2.2
1.1
0.55

PNO
CPU number (INTEGER type)

Symbol
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Short description
This integer function block is integrated in the @SIMD system FC.
This function block is dedicated to diagnostics and should not be employed in the user
program.

Functional principle
This function block transfers the configured CPU number to output Y.

Connections
Name
Y

Description

Default

CPU number

1

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.8.5

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

5.0
1.7
0.9
0.45

PSL
Processor load (Real type)

Symbol
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Short description
The Real-type function block is used to measure the load of five cyclic tasks. It is also possible
to simulate the effect of additional computing load in the tasks.
NOTICE
Inactivity in the case of multiple configuration
The PSL block may only be configured once in a CPU555!
If you instantiate the PSL block multiple times, it becomes inactive. In so doing, QTS is set to
0 and outputs Y1 to Y5 and Y are set to 1.

Functional principle
The function block calculates the time interval between the start and end of the cyclic task
(runtime). This runtime is divided by the sampling time configured for the particular task in
order to calculate load level T1 to T5.
The load level is returned at the Y1 to Y5 outputs. Values less than 1 at these outputs indicate
that the particular task can be calculated within its assigned sampling time.
Output values Y1 to Y5 greater than 1 indicate that the task concerned is too complex for
computing in a single sampling cycle.
Output value 1.3, for example, indicates that completion of the associated task required 30 %
of the second sampling cycle after it was started. For this reason, the task can only be
restarted at each second sampling cycle, i.e. sampling time failures will occur.
In this case, extend the sampling time or reduce the scope of the task, e.g. by swapping
specific blocks from this task to a slower one.
Note
A (statistical) mean value is not formed during calculation of the runtime, as the result
represents the time it actually takes to complete the task. This time may fluctuate due to
different time-based nesting depths of the cyclic tasks and interim processing of alarm tasks
or hardware interrupts.
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Note

Total load Y
The calculation of the individual loads Y1 to Y5 and the calculation of the total load Y are
based on different calculation methods. This can result in Y being less than the sum of Y1 to
Y5.
Include all values Y1 to Y5 and Y in a load analysis.
If there is an overload (a value from Y1 to Y5 is 1), a total load = 1 is always displayed.
Differences in CPU555 and CPU551:
When the PSL is used on a CPU555, the load caused by alarm tasks is also included in the
calculation of the total load. On a CPU551, only the cyclic tasks are used for the calculation.
On a CPU551, alarm tasks only have an indirect effect on the total load when alarm tasks
interrupt cyclic tasks and extend their runtime.
A computing time can be added for each task at inputs T1 to T5. Input values greater than 0
ms therefore correspond to additional simulated computing load. An input value of 0 ms
indicates the absence of additional computing load.
These additional simulation computing loads can be used to analyze the influence of
additional function blocks on task load.
Binary output QW is 1 if at least one simulated computing load was specified. QW = 0
indicates the absence of simulated computing load.

Connections
Name

T1...T5
Y1...Y5
Y
QW
QTS

Description

Simulated computing load T1 to T5
Measured value: Load T1 to T5
Calculated total load
Simulated computing time
Block state
Whether or not the block is operating correctly is indicated at block
output QTS.
QTS = 1: No error
QTS = 0: Error and the block is inactive because it was configured multiple times

Default
0 ms
0.0
0.0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
--

36.6
12.1
6.1
3.05
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Description

Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.8.6

Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

RFG
Ramp function (REAL type)

Symbol

Short description
Real-type function block for generating test functions (ramp) with adjustable amplitude and
rate of rise.

Functional principle
If binary input I = 0, then output Y = 0. I = 1 enables the function block. Y is calculated based
on the previous output value Y and slope A within the rise time of the ramp.
Gradient A specifies the percentage by which Y changes relative to an output change of
100 % within a sampling period (rate of change).
Algorithm:
Yn = Yn − 1 +A

Block diagram
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Timing diagram

The timing diagram illustrates following situations with reference to the time T:
• End value not yet reached Y(T) < X: T(X) > T
• End value just reached Y(T) = X: T(X) = T
• End value already reached Y(T) > X: T(X) < T
With T(X) being the time in which the ramp function would or has reached the value of
amplitude X.
Ramp-up time T influences the ramp function if
• the output value Y < X at the time T; in this case, step is imposed on the ramp at the time
T. Value X is routed to Y (Fig. 1).
• The output value Y > X; in this case, value Y is limited to the amplitude of X (Fig. 3) at the
time T.
If timing is required as shown in Fig. 2, the following rule applies:

With TA representing the sampling time. With v representing the number of sampling
intervals, then
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Connections
Name
X
A
T
I
Y

Description

Default

Amplitude
Gradient per sampling time
Rampup time
On button
Rise function

0.0
0.0
0 ms
0
0.0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

2.7
0.9
0.5
0.25
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1.8.7

SER
Service block

Symbol

Short description
Function block used for commissioning, service and diagnostics, e.g. by means of CFC in test
mode.
The SER block is not required to connect the CFC to the local CPU interface. This functionality
is included as system service and does not have to be configured!
Function block for controlling and monitoring connections on the CPU using display devices
(e.g. SIMATIC OPs, WinCC etc.) provided within the scope of the configuration.
The function block responds to the jobs requested by the display devices and processes these
jobs. If you want to define fixed reaction times for these jobs, you should retain the default
value 0 at input NOS and configure function block S7OS (as it is not possible to assign a
channel to a display device, the reaction time cannot be ensured).

Functional principle
Function block SER initializes and processes the number of communication connections
specified at the NPG and NOS inputs to CFC PCs and display devices (SIMATIC OPs, WinCC
etc.).
Configuration changes in CFC test mode are saved to change memory (EEPROM) of the
program memory and fetched from there after restart.
The card programming date is used in both cases to differentiate between an initial start and
a restart. Repeated loading of program memory leads to an initial start even if the program
code was not changed.
The frame size (PDU length) can be set at connection TLF. An invalid setting initiates an entry
in the communication error field and the PDU length is set automatically.
Note
If the number of CFC PCs and display devices (SIMATIC OPs, WinCC, etc.) at the SER function
block exceeds 20, initialization error #6201 is output (insufficient RAM available).
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Connections
Name
CTS
US
NOS
NPG
TLF

QTS
YTS

Description

Connection for initializing the naming of configured coupling modules. Name of the module
(and optionally of connectors X01, X02, or X03) to which the coupling partner is connected.
Initialization connection for address data. The specification consists of a channel name with a
length of max. 6 characters and 1 or 2 address levels, depending on the coupling type.
Address level 1: Two-digit specification of the module slot (e.g. 01)
Connection for initializing the number of display devices that access the CPU.
Connection for initializing the number of CFC PCs that access the CPU.
Frame format; the user data length (PDU length) of a frame can be declared at this parameter:
TLF = 0 → automatically sets the maximum possible PDU length (currently max. 240 bytes possible)
TLF = 1 → PDU length = 112 bytes
TLF = 2 → PDU length = 240 bytes
TLF = 3 → PDU length = 480 bytes (for future expansions)
TLF = 4 → PDU length = 960 bytes (for future expansions)
Output for indicating the proper initialization of the block (QTS=1). QTS = 0 indicates that the
block was deactivated after the entry of a communication error message.
Output for displaying all temporary errors, irreparable faults, or channel initialization errors at
the data interface. For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help "General help on
dialogs". (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC
TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default

Empty string
0
2
0

0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

2.0
0.7
0.4
0.2

Configuration of SER for use of SymTrace-D7
Configuration for connection over SIMATIC TDC TCP/IP when using the communication
module CP51M1
One SER function block is to be configured for each CPU per TCP/IP interface:
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Figure 1-29

Connection over SIMATIC TDC TCP/IP

You must make the following settings for communication of the SER over TCP/IP:
CTS
US
NPG

TCP/IP coupling module name (here D1400C.X01) of the CP51M1
Address parameter, consisting of channel name and address level 1 (T-<port number>)
The port number must be entered in SymTrace-D7 in the coupling parameters of the TCP/IP coupling as "Port
number SER-FB".
Number of service channels ready to receive ("1" must be entered here)

Configuration for connection via CPU555 when using the PROFINET interface PNIO
One SER function block is to be configured for each CPU per PNIO interface:

Figure 1-30

Connection over CPU555

You must make the following settings for communication of the SER over PNIO:
CTS
US
NPG
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CPU555 module name.PN (here D01P01.PN)
Address parameter, consisting of channel name and address level 1 (T-<port number>)
The port number (here: "1024") must be entered in the coupling parameters of the TCP/IP coupling as "Port number SER-FB" in SymTrace-D7.
Number of service channels ready to receive ("1" must be entered here)
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1.8.8

SQG
Square-wave generator (Real type)

Symbol

Short description
Real-type function block for generating square-wave pulses with adjustable
• amplitude
• period duration
• pulse/pause duration.

Functional principle
This function block is a square-wave generator with variable pulse amplitude, period and
pulse duration. If binary input I = 0, output Y is set to zero, while I = 1 enables the function
block. The square-wave pulses at output Y are defined by X (amplitude), T1 (off period) and
T2 (on period). This is visualized in the timing diagram.

Block diagram
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Timing diagram

Connections
Name
X
T1
T2
I
Y

Description

Default

Amplitude
Pause duration
Period duration
On button
Square-wave pulses

0.0
0 ms
0 ms
0
0.0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

5.0
1.7
0.9
0.45
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1.8.9

SQGB
Clock generator for binary signals (BOOL type)

Symbol

Short description
Boolean function block for generating a pulse sequence (pulse train) with variable
pulse/pause duration.

Functional principle
The function block forms a clock generator for binary signals. If binary input I = 0, then
output Q will be set to 0. If binary input I = 1, binary signals with variable pulse duration T2
and pause duration T1 are output at Q. If T2 <= T1, then output Q is set to 0. The configured
pulse duration T2 must be greater than the sampling time of the function block.

Block diagram

Timing diagram
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Connections
Name
T1
T2
I
Q

Description

Default

Pause duration
Period duration
On button
Square-wave pulses

0 ms
0 ms
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.8.10

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

3.1
1.0
0.5
0.25

SSD
Output to 7-segment display (WORD type)

Symbol

Short description
This WORD-type function block is integrated in the @SIMD system FP.
This function block is dedicated to diagnostics and should not be employed in the user
program.

Functional principle
The function block outputs the least significant 7 bits of the input value to the seven-segment
display of the CPU module.
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Connections
Name
IS

Description

Default

Input value

16#0000

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.8.11

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

4.6
1.5
0.8
0.4

STG
Step function (REAL type)

Symbol

Short description
Real-type function block for generating test functions (step function) with adjustable
• Amplitude
• Delay time

Functional principle
This function block forms a step function. If binary input I = 0, then output Y = 0. If binary
output I = 1, the value X is transferred to output Y on expiration of the time T. The delay time
T is variable.
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Block diagram

Timing diagram

Connections
Name
X
T
I
Y

Description

Default

Amplitude
Delay time
On button
Step function

0.0
0 ms
0
0.0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

2.7
0.9
0.5
0.25
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1.8.12

SYF1
System error field (WORD, 1 word length)

Symbol

Short description
• This WORD-type function block is integrated in the @SIMD system FP.
• Memory area in the operating system for hardware and software errors.
• In error case, the appropriate bit is set in the error field.

Functional principle
This function block provides the image of the error field that is associated with the number of
the error field at input NO at output Y. If at least one bit is set in this status word (error field),
the group error message at output QF is simultaneously set to 1.
If the acknowledge signal at input IAC is 1, the corresponding error field, the image of the
error field at output Y, and the group error message will be reset.
This block may only be used to read error fields with a length of one word. Function block
SYF4 must be used for 4-word error fields.
If an error field number is entered that is not included in the following table, identified as
being reserved or labeled with "4 words", the block returns the value 0 as image of the error
field and logical 0 as group error message. In this case, a set acknowledge signal will be
ignored.

Assignment table
Number NO
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Error field image

Initial error
Fatal system error
Initialization error
PN initialization and IB error
Task Manager error (cyclic tasks)
HW monitoring
User error
Number of communication errors
Communication errors (reserve)
1st communication error
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Error field length
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
4 words
4 words
1 word
1 word
1 word
4 words
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Number NO
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
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Error field image

2nd communication error
3rd communication error
4th communication error
5th communication error
6th communication error
7th communication error
8th communication error
9th communication error
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Task Manager error (alarm-driven tasks)
Module fault (CPU error)
Module fault (slot 1)
Module fault (slot 2)
Module fault (slot 3)
Module fault (slot 4)
Module fault (slot 5)
Module fault (slot 6)
Module fault (slot 7)
Module fault (slot 8)
Module fault (slot 9)
Module fault (slot 10)
Module fault (slot 11)
Module fault (slot 12)
Module fault (slot 13)
Module fault (slot 14)
Module fault (slot 15)
Module fault (slot 16)
Module fault (slot 17)
Module fault (slot 18)
Module fault (slot 19)
Module fault (slot 20)
Module fault (slot 21)
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved

Error field length
4 words
4 words
4 words
4 words
4 words
4 words
4 words
4 words

4 words
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
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Connections
Name
NO
IAC
Y
QF

Description

Default

Error field number
Acknowledge signal
Error field image
Group error message

0
0
16#0000
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

5.3
1.8
0.9
0.45
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1.8.13

SYF4
System error field (WORD type, 4 words long)

Symbol

Short description
• This WORD-type function block is integrated in the @SIMD system FP.
• Memory area in the operating system for hardware and software errors.
• In error case, the appropriate bit is set in the error field.

Functional principle
This function block provides the image of the error field associated with the number of the
error field at input NO at the Y1...Y4 outputs as image of the error words 1...4. If at least one
bit is set at these outputs Y1...Y4, the group error message is set simultaneously to 1 at
output QF.
A logical 1 acknowledge signal at input IAC initiates the reset of the corresponding error field,
of the outputs of error word image 1...4, as well as the group error message.
This block may only be used for reading 4-word error fields. Function Block SYF 1 must be
used for 1-word error fields.
If an error field number is entered that is not included in the following table is identified as
being reserved or labeled with "1 word", the block returns the value 0 as image of the error
field 1..4 and logical 0 as group error message. In this case, a set acknowledge signal will be
ignored.

Assignment table
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Number NO

Error field image

Error field length

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Initial error
Fatal system error
Initialization error
PN initialization and IB error
Task Manager error (cyclic tasks)
HW monitoring
User error
Number of communication errors

1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
4 words
4 words
1 word
1 word
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Number NO
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Error field image

Communication errors (reserve)
1st communication error
2nd communication error
3rd communication error
4th communication error
5th communication error
6th communication error
7th communication error
8th communication error
9th communication error
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Task Manager error (alarm-driven tasks)
Module fault (CPU error)
Module fault (slot 1)
Module fault (slot 2)
Module fault (slot 3)
Module fault (slot 4)
Module fault (slot 5)
Module fault (slot 6)
Module fault (slot 7)
Module fault (slot 8)
Module fault (slot 9)
Module fault (slot 10)
Module fault (slot 11)
Module fault (slot 12)
Module fault (slot 13)
Module fault (slot 14)
Module fault (slot 15)
Module fault (slot 16)
Module fault (slot 17)
Module fault (slot 18)
Module fault (slot 19)
Module fault (slot 20)
Module fault (slot 21)
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
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Error field length
1 word
4 words
4 words
4 words
4 words
4 words
4 words
4 words
4 words
4 words

4 words
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
1 word
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Connections
Name
NO
IAC
Y1-Y4
QF

Description

Default

Error field number
Acknowledge signal
Image of error word 1-4
Group error message

0
0
16#0000
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.8.14

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

8.2
2.7
1.4
0.7

USF
User flags (WORD type)

Symbol

Short description
WORD-type function block for saving user-defined error states in the system error field.
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Functional principle
This function block reads the "user error field", "ORes" it with input ES and writes back the
result of this operation to the user error field. The user error field is integrated in the system
error field and can be read and reset using function blocks SYF1 and SYF4. The function block
sets bit 11 of the initial error field to 1 on initial occurrence of a user-defined error state if no
bit of the initial error field was set previously.

Connections
Name
IS

Description

Default

User error status word

16#0000

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

2.0
0.7
0.4
0.2
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1.9

SFC blocks

1.9.1

SFC
SFC control block

Symbol

Short description
The SFC control block is used to verify control SFCs. This functionality allows you to use an
SFC to influence other SCFs. The SFC control block can be sued to query the SFC state and
control its sequence. The SFC control block is copied from the block catalog to the CFC,
interconnected and parameterized.
Similar to other function blocks of the CFC, you can use the SFC control block in the steps and
transition properties dialog of the SFC. This means, that other SFCs can also be controlled
using the SFC control block of an SFC.
The SFC control block is not a control block in the context of S7, but rather an SFC function
block as it must be configured separately for each SFC.
The SFC control block carries the SFC functionality. It scans the system for the corresponding
SFC based on the name configured at input SFC and interprets this as program. For this
reason, only the position at which block is installed in the task decides over the position of
the SFC sequence. In order to avoid misinterpretation with regard to the SFC runtime
properties, you should
• always configure the associated SFC before the corresponding SFC block
• and include the associated SFC block when removing the SFC.
Note that an SFC block configured in an alarm task is executed once only each time that the
task is activated.
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Functional principle
In the initialization phase, the SFC control block identifies the SFC assigned at input SFC.
Output QTS will be set to 0 if the SFC cannot be identified, or an additional error occurs
during chart initialization. The error word is set simultaneously at output QFA.
An SFC can be operated in manual or auto mode (refer to the SFC Online Help, "Operating
modes"). In automatic mode, the SFC control block handles control of the SFC, and in manual
mode, the operator control and monitoring system. Certain inputs of the SFC control block
are not evaluated in manual mode (see also "I/Os").
The SFC is processed in standard mode. An SFC can be in the "Active", "Cancel", "Hold", "End"
or "Off" state (also refer to the SFC Online Help, "Operating states"). Status transitions can be
initiated accordingly in automatic mode via the RUN, STP, BRE, RES, and RST inputs.
Steps are processed as long as the chart is in "active" state. The chart can perform only one
status transition per sampling cycle, i.e. the transitions belonging to the active steps are
evaluated and initiate the transition to the next steps. The currently active steps are not
evaluated again until the next sampling cycle has started.

Connections
Name
SFC
EN

EMO

AO
RUN

STP

BRE

RES

RST

Description

Name of the assigned SFC
Processing the block
EN = 0: The block is not computed
Allow manual operating mode selection
EM0 = 1: The O&M system may change the operating mode to manual
EM0 = 0: It is not allowed to set the manual mode
Automatic mode selection
The SFC enters the automatic mode at a positive edge. It can only be reset to
manual mode by means of the O&M system.
Start SFC
The chart enters the "active" state at a positive edge (verified only in the
"Idle", "Hold" and "End" states).
This I/O is only evaluated in automatic mode.
Hold SFC
The chart enters the "Hold" state at a positive edge (verified only in the "active" state).
This I/O is only evaluated in automatic mode.
Stop SFC
The chart enters the "Cancel" state at a positive edge (verified only in the
"active" and "hold" state).
This I/O is evaluated in the "hold" state and in automatic mode.
Restart SFC
The chart enters the "active" state at a positive edge and begins with the
processing of the start step (verified only in the "Hold" state).
This I/O is only evaluated in automatic mode.
Reset SFC
The chart enters the "Off" state at a positive edge (verified only in the "Hold",
"Cancel" and "End" states).
This I/O is only evaluated in automatic mode.
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Default

Empty string
1
1

0
0

0

0

0

0
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Name
SMT

SOT

CYC

TMC

SFQ

TOQ

QTS

596

Description

Switching mode transition
If this I/O equals 1, the block operates in automatic mode with transition (T)
switching mode.
If SMT = 0, the block operates with switching mode control with a stepspecific acknowledgment by the operator (T/T and B).
This I/O is only evaluated in automatic mode.
Command output
SOT = 0: No command output
SOT = 1: Command output
This I/O is only evaluated in automatic mode.
Cyclic operation
CYC = 0: No cyclic mode
CYC = 1: Cyclic operation
This I/O is only evaluated in automatic mode.
Time monitoring
TMC = 0: No timeout monitoring:
TMC = 1: Time monitoring
This I/O is only evaluated in automatic mode.
Step error acknowledgment
Step errors (QSF = 1) can be acknowledged at input SFQ. Step errors are
always acknowledged as long as SFQ = 1.
This I/O is only evaluated in automatic mode.
Operator acknowledgment
An operation request (QTO = 1) can be acknowledged at the TOQ input. An
operation acknowledgment is always issued as long as TOQ = 1.
This I/O is only evaluated in automatic mode.
Block active
QTS=0: Block inactive
QTS=1: Block active

Default
1

1

1

0

0

0
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Name
QFA

QMO

QCT
QRC
QRU
QAB
QHT
QTM
QID
QSM

QSF

Description

Error word (error display)
If the block is inactive (QTS=0), this logs the number of the error that prevents proper block operation.
The following error numbers are defined:
0 = no error
1 = no memory
Program too large → reduce the program size
2-14 = incorrect structure of the load object
System fault → inform Siemens AG
15 = The SFC is incompatible with the user program (CPU-OID)
System fault → inform Siemens AG
16 = SFC and user program have different versions
System fault → inform Siemens AG
17 = the time and date of user program compilation is more recent than in
the SFC
SFC not compiled → Compile the complete program
18-31 = load object contains information that cannot be interpreted
System fault → inform Siemens AG
32 = chart does not exist
SFC not configured → Configure the SFC control block with this name or
correct the SFC connection
33 = multiple control blocks are configured for an SFC → Use only one SFC
control block for this SFC
Current operating mode
QMO=0: Automatic
QMO=1: Manual
Number of chart sequences since the last start/restart command
Number or processing operations (cycles) in the current chart sequence
Active chart state
"Active" operating state
Chart state cancel
"Cancel" operating state
Chart state hold
"Hold" operating state
Chart state end
"End" operating state
Chart state off
"Off" operating state
Switching mode
0: Step control with transition (SSMT)
1: Step control with transition or operator input (SSMTOB)
2: Step control with transition and operator input (SSMTUB)
3: Step control with operator input (SSMB)
4: Step group control (SGS)
Step error
QSF=0: No step error
QSF=1: Step error
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Name
QTO

SRT

RRT

Description

Operator prompt
QTO=0: No operator prompt
QTO=1: Operator prompt
Step runtime in ms
This I/O has the constant value 0.
An I/O that is used in a chart designated by the SFC control block determines
the step runtime in the chart in which it is used.
If the I/O is configured in a transition, the step runtime precedes the transition.
If several steps precede the transition (parallel merge), this is the runtime of
the left step.
Remaining step runtime in ms
Specifies the maximum runtime to reach. The value is 0 if the maximum
runtime is exceeded or not configured.
This I/O has the constant value 0.
An I/O that is used in a chart defined by means of the SFC control block specifies the remaining runtime of the step in the chart in which it is used.
If the I/O is configured in a transition, the remaining step runtime precedes
the transition.
If several steps precede the transition (parallel merge), this is the remaining
runtime of the left step.

Default

The commands are prioritized with regard to their I/O position. Of two simultaneously
active commands, the command with higher priority will be valid.
The following table list the priorities for verification of the I/Os in a specific chart state:
I/O priority

Chart state

1
2
3

Active
STP
BRE
-

Cancel
RUN
RES
-

Hold
RUN
RES
RST

End
RUN
RST
-

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Generic FB
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
75
FM458/PM6
25
CPU551
12
CPU555
6
No
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The SFC control block cannot be configured more than once per
SFC.
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1.9.2

SFCSI
SFC step information block

Symbol

x is placeholder for the numbers 1 to 9

Short description
The SFCSI block is used to provide step information.
The block also provides an input for single-step error acknowledgments.
The block outputs the state of up to nine assignments in the initialization/cyclic/final
processing modes. When configuring the block, you can reset the default hidden state of the
connections with assignment 2 to 9 to the visible state.

Functional principle
In the initialization phase, the SFC control block identifies the SFC assigned at input SFC.
Output QF will be set to 1 if the SFC cannot be identified, or an additional error occurs during
chart initialization. The error indication is set simultaneously at output YFC.
If properly initialized (output QF = 0), the block transfers the current step data to the outputs
in each cycle.
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Connections
Name
SFC
SN
SFQ
QF

YFC

ST

SGS
ZS
MIN
MAX
ACT
REM

600

Description

Name of the assigned SFC
Step name
Step error acknowledgment
A step error acknowledgment is set for the selected step at the positive edge.
Group error
QF=0: No block error pending.
QF=1: Block error pending (see connection YFC)
Error word (error display)
If the block is inactive (QTS=0), this logs the number of the error that prevents proper block
operation.
The following error numbers are defined:
0 = no error
1 = no memory
Program too large → reduce the program size
2-14 = incorrect structure of the load object
System fault → inform Siemens AG
15 = The SFC is incompatible with the user program (CPU-OID)
System fault → inform Siemens AG
16 = SFC and user program have different versions
System fault → inform Siemens AG
17 = the time and date of user program compilation is more recent than in the SFC
SFC not compiled → Compile the complete program
18-31 = load object contains information that cannot be interpreted
System fault → inform Siemens AG
32 = chart does not exist
SFC not configured → Configure the SFC control block with this name or correct the SFC connection
33 = multiple control blocks are configured for an SFC → Use only one SFC control block for this
SFC
Step state
The step state may assume the following values:
0 = inactive step not executed
1 = inactive step executed
2 = step active
3 = step held
4 = step error
Confirmation
(refer to the SFC Online Help)
Target step
(refer to the SFC Online Help)
Minimum runtime in ms
If 0: No minimum runtime configured
Maximum runtime in ms
If 0: No maximum runtime configured
Current runtime in ms
Time remaining to maximum runtime in ms

Default

Empty string
Empty string
0

0

FALSE

0
0
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Name
IUx

ITx

IDx

ISx

ZUx

ZTx

ZDx

Description

Indicates whether or not the assignment has been configured (Init processing)
x is placeholder for the numbers 1 to 9
IUx=0: Assignment not configured in this step
IUx=1: Assignment configured in this step
Data type of the assignment (Init processing)
x is placeholder for the numbers 1 to 9
The data type is coded as follows:
BOOL
1
BYTE
2
WORD
4
INT
5
DWORD
6
DINT
7
REAL
8
SDTIME
81
This connection is updated on the condition that the assignment is configured (IUx=1).
Target value of the assignment (Init processing)
x is placeholder for the numbers 1 to 9
The value is always output as DINT and should be interpreted according to the data type of the
assignment.
This connection is updated on the condition that the assignment is configured (IUx=1).
Source value of the assignment (Init processing)
x is placeholder for the numbers 1 to 9
The value is always output as DINT and should be interpreted according to the data type of the
assignment.
This connection is updated on the condition that the assignment is configured (IUx=1).
Indicates whether or not the assignment has been configured (cyclic processing)
x is placeholder for the numbers 1 to 9
ZUx=0: Assignment not configured in this step
ZUx=1: Assignment configured in this step
Data type of the assignment (cyclic processing)
x is placeholder for the numbers 1 to 9
The data type is coded as follows:
BOOL
1
BYTE
2
WORD
4
INT
5
DWORD
6
DINT
7
REAL
8
SDTIME
81
This connection is updated on the condition that the assignment is configured (ZUx=1).
Target value of the assignment (cyclic processing)
x is placeholder for the numbers 1 to 9
The value is always output as DINT and should be interpreted according to the data type of the
assignment.
This connection is updated on the condition that the assignment is configured (ZUx=1).
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0
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Name
ZSx

EUx

ETx

EDx

ESx

602

Description

Source value of the assignment (cyclic processing)
x is placeholder for the numbers 1 to 9
The value is always output as DINT and should be interpreted according to the data type of the
assignment.
This connection is updated on the condition that the assignment is configured (ZUx=1).
Indicates whether or not the assignment has been configured (final processing)
x is placeholder for the numbers 1 to 9
EUx=0: Assignment not configured in this step
EUx=1: Assignment configured in this step
Data type of the assignment (final processing)
x is placeholder for the numbers 1 to 9
The data type is coded as follows:
BOOL
1
BYTE
2
WORD
4
INT
5
DWORD
6
DINT
7
REAL
8
SDTIME
81
This connection is updated on the condition that the assignment is configured (EUx=1).
Target value of the assignment (final processing)
x is placeholder for the numbers 1 to 9
The value is always output as DINT and should be interpreted according to the data type of the
assignment.
This connection is updated on the condition that the assignment is configured (EUx=1).
Source value of the assignment (final processing)
x is placeholder for the numbers 1 to 9
The value is always output as DINT and should be interpreted according to the data type of the
assignment.
This connection is updated on the condition that the assignment is configured (EUx=1).

Default

0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

Generic FB
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
30
FM458/PM6
10
CPU551
4.8
CPU555
2.4
No
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The block must be configured for the same sampling time as the
assigned SFC control block. This is conditional for data consistency at the outputs (all data originate from the same sampling
time) and proper functioning of single-step error acknowledgment. The SFCSI block does not verify this configuration rule.
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1.9.3

SFCTI
SFC transition information block

Symbol

x is placeholder for the numbers 1 to 16

Short description
The SFCTI block can be used to define transition information. It also provides an input for
single operator acknowledgment.
The block outputs the states of all sixteen comparisons. When configuring the block, you can
reset the default hidden state of the comparison connections 2 to 16 to the visible state.

Functional principle
In the initialization phase, the SFC control block identifies the SFC assigned at input SFC.
Output QF will be set to 1 if the SFC cannot be identified, or an additional error occurs during
chart initialization. The error indication is set simultaneously at output YFC.
If properly initialized (connection QF = 0), the block transfers the current transition data to
the outputs at cyclic intervals.
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Connections
Name
SFC
TN
TOQ
QF

YFC

ACT

QTO

Description

Name of the assigned SFC
Transition name
Operator acknowledgment
An operator acknowledgment is output for the selected transition at a positive edge.
Group error
QF=0: No block error pending.
QF=1: Block error pending; for the code, see connection YFC
Error word (error display)
If the block is inactive (QTS=0), this logs the number of the error that prevents proper block
operation.
The following error numbers are defined:
0 = no error
1 = no memory
Program too large → reduce the program size
2-14 = incorrect structure of the load object
System fault → inform Siemens AG
15 = The SFC is incompatible with the user program (CPU-OID)
System fault → inform Siemens AG
16 = SFC and user program have different versions
System fault → inform Siemens AG
17 = the time and date of user program compilation is more recent than in the SFC
SFC not compiled → Compile the complete program
18-31 = load object contains information that cannot be interpreted
System fault → inform Siemens AG
32 = chart does not exist
SFC not configured → Configure the SFC control block with this name or correct the SFC
connection
33 = multiple control blocks are configured for an SFC → Use only one SFC control block for
this SFC
Transition active
ACT=0: The transition is inactive.
ACT=1: The transition is active (will be evaluated)
Operator prompt
QTO=0: The transition does not wait for an operator acknowledgment
QTO=1: The transition waits for an operator acknowledgment
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Empty string
0
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Name
BE

Description

Default

Boolean expressions
Syntax of the Boolean expressions:

Up to seven Boolean logic operations (E1 to E7) are available for generating the overall logical link result. Each Boolean logic operation can assume the values AND, OR, NAND or NOR.
Each Boolean structure is now represented by a 2-bit value in which the comparison mode is
coded as follows:
0 AND
1 OR
2 NAND
3 NOR
In turn, the comparison types are grouped in a bit vector that has the following syntax:
Bit 0.1 logic link E7
Bit 2.3 logic link E5
Bit 4.5 logic link E1
Bit 6.7 logic link E2
Bit 8.9 logic link E6
Bit 10.11 logic link E3
Bit 12.13 logic link E4
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Name
TR

LR
FR
Ux

Dx

Description

Transition results and intermediate results
Structure of the transition results:
Up to 16 comparison results, as well as seven Boolean logic operation results are available.
These results are output as follows at this connection (bit-by-bit coding):
Bit 0 transition interim result, comparison 1
Bit 1 transition interim result, comparison 2
Bit 2 transition interim result, comparison 3
Bit 3 transition interim result, comparison 4
Bit 4 transition interim result, comparison 5
Bit 5 transition interim result, Boolean expression E1
Bit 6 transition interim result, comparison 6
Bit 7 transition interim result, comparison 7
Bit 8 transition interim result, comparison 8
Bit 9 transition interim result, comparison 9
Bit 10 transition interim result, comparison 10
Bit 11 transition interim result, Boolean expression E2
Bit 12 transition interim result, Boolean expression E5
Bit 13 transition interim result, comparison 11
Bit 14 transition interim result, comparison 12
Bit 15 transition interim result, comparison 13
Bit 16 transition interim result, Boolean expression E3
Bit 17 transition interim result, comparison 14
Bit 18 transition interim result, comparison 15
Bit 19 transition interim result, comparison 16
Bit 20 transition interim result, Boolean expression E4
Bit 21 transition interim result, Boolean expression E6
Bit 22 transition interim result, Boolean expression E7
Last transition results and intermediate results
Structure as for connection TR
Transition results and intermediate results in the case of a step error
Structure as for connection TR
Indicates whether or not a comparison is configured
x is placeholder for the numbers 1 to 16
Ux=0: The comparison is not configured in this transition
Ux=1: The comparison is configured in this transition
Data type of the assignment
x is placeholder for the numbers 1 to 16
The data type is coded as follows:
BOOL
1
BYTE
2
WORD
4
INT
5
DWORD
6
DINT
7
REAL
8
SDTIME
81
This connection is only updated on the condition that the comparison is configured (Ux=1).
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Name
Cx

Lx

Rx

Description

Comparison type of the operators
x is placeholder for the numbers 1 to 16
The comparison type is coded as follows:
0 = less
1 = less than or equal to
2 = unequal
3 = equal
4 = greater than
5 = greater than or equal to
This connection is only updated on the condition that the comparison is configured (Ux=1).
Value of the left address
x is placeholder for the numbers 1 to 16
The value is always output as DINT and must be interpreted according to the data type of the
comparison.
This connection is only updated on the condition that the comparison is configured (Ux=1).
Value of the right address
x is placeholder for the numbers 1 to 16
The value is always output as DINT and must be interpreted according to the data type of the
comparison.
This connection is only updated on the condition that the comparison is configured (Ux=1).

Default

Configuration data
Description
Computing times
[µs]

Generic FB
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

608

T400/PM5
30
FM458/PM6
10
CPU551
4.8
CPU555
2.4
No
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The block must be configured for the same sampling time as the assigned SFC
control block. This is conditional for data consistency at the outputs (all data
originate from the same sampling time) and proper functioning of single operator acknowledgment. The SFCTI block does not verify this configuration rule.
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1.10

Special blocks

1.10.1

FGEN
Format generator

Symbol

Short description
The FGEN function block generates the setpoint for the position and speed of a direct crosscutter. For flying shears with linear blade motion, the block can be used to synchronize the
cutting device at a precise position. In addition, it provides diverse auxiliary variables for
controlling the cutting device.
The block operates exclusively with referenced variables:
• Position values or angles are referenced to the mechanical synchronous format
• Velocities are referenced to the rated velocity
For comprehensive information on the function, refer to chapter 4 of the documentation of
the standard configuration for cross cutters/shears control.
The element can only be executed on the FM458, FM458-1 DP and T400 module with
inserted hardlock.
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Functional principle
The velocity profile is characterized by the following input variable that are transferred when
CAL = 1:
AX
AY
AC
FMT
MOD

Shears position as of which the shears and material operate in asynchronous mode
(contact between the shears and material is interrupted)
Shears position as of which the shears and material operate in synchronous mode
(shears in contact with the material)
Symmetry between the acceleration and synchronizing phase. The value range is 0 to
1, whereby 0.5 represents symmetrical distribution.
Relative format of the panel to cut
(relative to the mechanical synchronous format).
Profile of the acceleration phases
0: Sine-wave sections
1: Linear ramps
2: Linear ramps with rounding

A constant material velocity VRF results in the following typical velocity profiles. The velocity
setpoint for the shears drive (Vblade) is derived from the total of material velocity (Vmaterial)
plus output variable YDV:

The position setpoint YDS is derived from reference position ARF. After the cut, the reference
position must be reduced by the cut format to enable repeated operations. On systems with
modulo axis, the reference position and the actual value of the shears position must be set to
zero at the center of the cutting range.

610
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Overspeed OVS
If the blade has to move faster than the material (oversynchronous), input OVS must be set to
a value greater than 1. At the same time, the velocity setpoint must be externally multiplied
by the overspeed factor.
With OVS = 1.05 setting, the shears move faster than the material by 5 %. OVS is limited to
the range 0.5< OVS < 2.0.

Error codes
Bit
0
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

Significance

Specified FMT format is too small
AX less than 0.01, or (AY – AX) < 0.1
Comment: (AY – AX) should be greater than 0.5, as the asynchronous movement to the
material must be in the angular range between AX and AY.
AY greater than 1.0 (warning only), or (AY – AX) < 0.1
AZ outside the range 0 ≤ AZ ≤ 1.0
Invalid operating mode (MOD)
Invalid overspeed factor
OVS = 0: Error (QF = 1)
0 < OVS < 0.5: Warning and limiting to 0.5
2.0 < OVS: Warning and limiting to 2.0
Hardlock not detected
Out of memory
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I/Os
Name
ARF
VRF
AX
AY
AC
FMT
OVS
MOD
NRM
CAL
DS1
DS2
YDS
YDV
FEL
PST
LST
DXN
DXS
YAR
AM1
AM2
SIN

DG1
DG2
QCR
QFR
QHL
QF
YFC

612

Description

Reference position
Reference velocity
End of cut angle
Start of cut angle
Standard cam interpolation point
Format
Overspeed factor (only activated if CAL=1)
Cam selection
Position normalization for displaying DXS (only activated if CAL=1)
Calculate constants
Select diagnostics DG1 (only for diagnostics purposes)
Select diagnostics DG2 (only for diagnostics purposes)
Position setpoint
Velocity setpoint; auxiliary setpoint that must be added to the material velocity in order
to calculate the velocity of the blade drive
Electrical format: Product of FMT and OVL
Start position: Shears standstill position
Start length: Reference position at which shears synchronization starts
Normalized start distance
Start distance in [mm]; (DXS = DXN × NRM)
Waiting range start: Reference position at which desynchronization is completed
Acceleration phase 1: Maximum acceleration in the desynchronization phase
Acceleration phase 2: Maximum acceleration in the synchronization phase
f( sinus(arg1) ): Distance-dependent auxiliary function
Range ARF < AX: SIN = 0
Range AX < ARF < AZ: SIN = sin²( π × (ARF- AX) / (AZ – AX) )
Range AZ < AR: SIN = 1.0
Diagnostics output 1 (only for diagnostics purposes)
Diagnostics output 2 (only for diagnostics purposes)
Shears in the cutting range
Shears in the format range
Hardlock missing: The block checks availability of the copy protection (hardlock). If no
hardlock is found, the block wil be disabled.
Input error
Error code (see above), or warning (QF = 0)

Default
0
0
0.1
0.9
0.5
1.0
1.0
0
1.0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.10.2

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

105.0
35.0
17.5
8.75

STATIS
Statistical evaluation

Symbol

Short description
The block calculates the relative frequency of the occurrence of evaluation variable X in a
specific range of values.
The range of values is distributed to 9 ranges using 8 limit values (XL1 ... XL8). The frequency
of the occurrence of the evaluation variable in the relevant range in the last N traced values is
determined for each range.
The ranges must be unambiguous, i.e.:
XL1 ≤ XL2 ≤ XL3 ≤ XL4 ≤ XL5 ≤ XL6 ≤ XL7 ≤ XL8
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Example
N = 100
XL1 = 0.0
XL2 = 1.0
XL3 ... XL8 > 1.0
For example, 100 measured values contain:
26 values ≤ 0.0
14 values with 0.0 < value ≤ 1.0
→ YL1 = 26/100 = 0.26
→ Y12 = 14/100 = 0.14

Trigger inputs
The trigger inputs are used to enable evaluation. As long as TGL = 1 (level triggering), a new
calculation is triggered at every processing interval. With edge triggering (TGL = 0), the
current measured value is transferred to the statistics at the TGE = 0 → 1 transition.

I/Os
Name
X
XL1
XL2
XL3
XL4
XL5
XL6
XL7
XL8
TGE
TGL
R
ABS
N
NMX
YL1
Y12
Y23
Y34
Y45
Y56
Y67
Y78
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Description

Evaluation variable
1. Range limit
2. Range limit
3. Range limit
4. Range limit
5. Range limit
6. Range limit
7. Range limit
8. Range limit
Edge trigger input
Level trigger input
Reset. Deletes the existing evaluation
Use the value of input variable X for evaluation
Number of measured values (0 < N = NMX)
Maximum number of measured values (initialization I/O)
Component ≤ XL1
XL1 < component ≤ XL2
XL2 < component ≤ XL3
XL3 < component ≤ XL4
XL4 < component ≤ XL5
XL5 < component ≤ XL6
XL6 < component ≤ XL7
XL7 < component ≤ XL8

Default
0.0
0.1
0.25
0.5
0.75
1.0
1.5
2.0
5.0
0
1
0
1
100
100
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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Name
YG8
VAL
QF

Description

> XL8 component
Outputs are valid. Set after N valid measured values.
Requirement: The range limits XL1 ... XL7 are sorted in ascending order
(the range limits are verified only once per processing cycle).
Initialization error (out of memory)

Default
0.0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.10.3

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

27.0
9.0
4.5
2.25

TRACK
Cut optimization for cross-cutters

Symbol
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Short description
The block evaluates a sensor for detecting material faults or markings and that is installed at
the distance DXD upstream of a cross-cutter. The block also uses this signal to calculate the
optimum length of the panels to cut.
This function block should be computed in a fast cycle to enable the location of the fault to
be determined with maximum possible precision.

Functional principle
The block traces the actual position value of the material to cut (input XP). Once XP has
reached the value actual position value at cut (XPC), the next cut is executed. This value can
be used to calculate the distance to go to the next cut.
It is presumed that the actual position value XP increases and is reduced by the length of the
currently cut panel while the cut is performed. The length of the cut for the next panel is
output at YCL. Once completion of the cut has been detected, the cutting length for the next
panel is output.
The distance between fault acquisition and the shears (DXD) must equal at least twice the
synchronous cutting length of the shears (blade drum circumference).

Usually, the sensor for detecting material faults is further away from the shears than the
largest panel to cut. In this case, the cut length can be determined before the front ewde of
the panel was cut.
If the necessary cut length is greater than the distance between the detector and the shears,
the cut length of the current panel may still change if a material fault is detected. This
situation is indicated by a pulse at output QFC. The cut length is then reduced from a very
long (>DXD) to a slightly shorter measure. Due to the large measure of cut lengths, the
shears remain in idle position during the format change in order to prevent steps of its
position setpoint.
The start and end of a material fault are recognized at input ERR. Up to 32 faults can be
traced simultaneously and are then included in the cut optimization.
Four different variants for cutting optimization are available for selection based on the MOD
operating mode.
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MOD = 0 = cut standard format (CL) or substitute format (CLS)
Requirements:
DXD > CL > CLS
The distance between fault detection and the cut must be greater than the largest format to
cut
The standard format is larger than the substitute format. (if CLS > CL, a substitute format
cannot be cut)

Strategy:
This mode is intended for applications for cutting the maximum possible number of panels to
the length CL or CLS.
If no flawless length CL is available due to a material fault, an attempt is made to cut a panel
to the length of CLS.
If this is not possible, a cut is made downstream of the fault (waste panel).
If successive faults are detected at short intervals and panel sections with a length of CL or
CLS do not fit in between these faults, the cut is made after the last fault.
The MIN and MAX limits apply to waste panels.

MOD = 1 cutting out fault locations
Requirements:
CLS > CL (not in effect)
The distance between fault detection and the cut must be less than the largest format to cut
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Strategy:
This mode is suitable for use in cutting applications for removing fault locations with the
focus set on minimum waste production. The standard CL format is only used as maximum
format for limiting the panel length and if no faults are detected.
The first cut is made at the beginning, while the second is made at the end of the fault
location, however, offset by the minimum distance MIN.
If successive faults are detected at short intervals (< MIN), the panel length is increased up to
MAX.

MOD = 2 cut at the beginning of the fault location
Requirements:
CLS > CL (not in effect); MAX > CL (not in effect)
The distance between fault detection and the cut must be less than the largest format to cut

Strategy:
This mode is intended for synchronizing the cut to an irregular material marking. The
standard CL format is only used as maximum format for limiting the panel length and if no
faults are detected.
The cut is made before the fault.
In the case of successive faults at short intervals, a minimum panel length of MIN is
maintained.

MOD = 3 cut at the end of the fault
Requirements:
CLS > CL (not in effect); MAX > CL (not in effect)
The distance between fault detection and the cut must be less than the largest format to cut
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Strategy:
This mode is intended for synchronizing the cut to an irregular material marking. The
standard CL format is only used as maximum format for limiting the panel length and if no
faults are detected.
The cut is made after the fault location.
In the case of successive faults at short intervals, a minimum panel length of MIN is
maintained.

MOD = 4 material change (gap between the old and new material sheet)
Requirements:
CLS > CL (not in effect); MAX > CL (not in effect)
MIN < ½ ∙ CL ;
The gap may not exceed 1000∙DXD

Strategy:
If MOD = 4, the cut length is controlled for two successive material sheets. A minimum length
of the residual section of the old material sheet that has to be maintained must be specified
at input MIN (sections of inappropriate lengths are liable to cause seizures in the machine).
The first panel of the new material sheet has a length of CL.
If the new material sheet has to be cut to different sections than the old one, CL must be set
to the new cutting length as soon as output END = 1 is set.
The next cutting position must be known at the last cut before the gap in order to enable
calculation of the associated cutting length. This is not possible for extremely large gaps, as
the new start of the material was still not detected at this instant in time. In this case, the
format length is initially set to an extremely large format (1000DXD) and corrected to the
actual format (displayed by QFC = 1) once the start of the material has been detected.
This method cannot be employed for larger gaps.
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I/Os
Name
XP
CL

CLS

MAX
MIN
MEG
DXD
TOL

XPC
NE
MOD

ERR
CAL

RES
EN
YCL
YEC
QE
QFC

QFE
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Description

Actual position value of the material sheet
Cutting length setpoint (standard format; top priority). This standard format is not limited by MIN or MAX!
Substitute cutting length (substitute format; second to top priority) that comes into
effect if the available flawless material sheet is greater than CLS and less than CL. To
enable the use of CLS, it must be less than CL.
The substitute format is not limited by MIN or MAX!
Maximum waste panel length. If many material faults prevent you from cutting panels
with length CL or CLS, MAX represents the maximum size of the waste sections to cut.
Minimum format. Shortest waste panel length that may be cut. The following rule applies: MAX ≥ MIN
Special case MAX = MIN: All waste panels have the length of MAX.
Minimum distance between faults. If the distance between two material faults is less
than MEG, these are handled as single fault.
Distance between the shears and the material fault detector.
Fault detection tolerance. The start and end of the detected material fault is shifted by
the value TOL in order to increase the length of the fault location by the value 2 ∙ TOL.
This allows you to compensate for inaccuracies in fault detection and tracing if it is imperative to prevent the cut from being made within the fault location.
Actual value of the material position where the cut is made.
Maximum number of faults that can be traced simultaneously. Permissible range of
values 4 to 32.
Operating mode
0: Cutting standard format (CL), or substitute format (CLS)
1: Cutting out fault locations (cut upstream and downstream of the fault location)
2: Cut at the start of the fault location
3: Cut at the end of the fault location
4: Material change
Fault detection. Connection of the signal from material fault detection (1 = fault present)
Start of cutting pattern calculation. A positive signal edge (0→1) at CAL initiates evaluation of the detected faults, whereby the lengths for the next cuts are calculated.
This function is optional, as the automatic cut pattern is calculated immediately before
each cut.
Delete fault memory. Res = 1 deletes all material faults currently traced.
Enable for cut optimization. With EN = 0, the cutting length setpoint is routed to the
output (YCL= CL).
Cutting length setpoint for the next cut (not for the current panel).
Fault counter. Number of detected material faults since the block was enabled, or since
fault memory was deleted
Material fault. QE = 1 while material faults are being traced.
QE = 0 indicates that no fault is currently being processed.
Immediate format change required.
Usually, the cutting length (format) for the next cut is output at YCL. This cutting length
is transferred at the cutting instant.
For the special case of the cutting length being greater than the distance to the fault
detector (CL > DXD), the currently active cutting length must be corrected. This is indicated at output QFC (pulse duration of 20 cycles).
Current cutting length is substitute format

Default
0
1000
600

5000
500
50
5000
1

1000
4
0

0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0

0
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Name
QFS
QFF
QNC
END

Description

Waste cut. The current cutting length is neither the standard, nor the substitute format.
QFF indicates that the current panel has a fault location.
Indicates that the cut is made in the fault location. With large fault locations and restricted cutting conditions, it may not be possible to avoid the cut being made in the
fault location. (e.g., with MIN = MAX, waste panels are always cut to the length MAX)
End of the material sheet. This output not activated unless MOD = 4. It indicates that a
change to the cutting length CL only has an effect on the next material sheet.

Default
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
CPU550/551
CPU555
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

13.5
4.5
2.3
1.15
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1.11

WinCC-PMC blocks

1.11.1

CI
Interface between VC and SER02

Symbol

Short description
The CI block serves as interface between the VC and SER02 blocks.

Functional principle
When logging-on with VC, it transfers channel control to the VC. After his, CI has no further
tasks.

Connections
Name
CTS
AT

AR
ADT
CCV
YTS
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Description

Connection for initializing the configured name of the coupling block (and
optionally, of connector X01, X02 or X03) with the data interface containing
the three channels to set up.
The transmission channel (frames to SER02) are addressed at initialization
input AT. The entry consists of a channel name and 1 or 2 address level, depending on the coupling type. The addressing at the AT connection must
agree with the addressing at the AR connection of SER02.
Initialization I/O for addressing the receive channel (frames from SER02).
Specification(s) similar to the AT connection. The addressing at the AR
connection must agree with the addressing at the AT connection of SER02.
Initialization I/O for addressing the receive channel (data from SER02).
Specification(s) similar to the AT connection. The addressing at this connection must agree with the addressing at the ADT connection of SER02.
Connection input to the VC. Must be connected to the output CVP of the corresponding VC.
Error/status display regarding the operating state (refer to "Status
messages").

Default
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Name
YTZ

QTS

Description

Additional error/status details regarding the operating state (refer to "Status
messages").
Connection QTS = 0 is displayed in error case.

Default

Status messages
YTS

YTZ

Comment

0001

<status>

0002

<status>

0003

<status>

0004

<status>

System error when requesting the necessary memory area.
The operating system call returned the <status> return value.
System error when initializing the transmission channel.
The operating system call returned the <status> return value.
System error during initialization of the receive channel (data).
The operating system call returned the <status> return value.
System error during initialization of the receive channel (acknowledgments).
The operating system call returned the <status> return value.

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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PM5
PM6
CPU550 / 551
CPU555
No
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Memory requirements in bytes:
Data (per FB): 800 + CLD + CLR

0.1
0.03
0.012
0.008
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1.11.2

LI
Interface for communication between WinCC and the VDM Manager block

Symbol

Short description
This interface block handles communication between WinCC and the relevant VDM manager
block. The LI block must be configured with a sampling time TA, which is less than/equal to
the sampling times of all connected manager blocks. The sampling time of LI should always
be less than the shortest cycle time that is configured in WinCC for cyclic variables.

Functional principle
The block sets up the necessary channels for communication with WinCC during startup and
logs on to all manager blocks to which it is "wired" via connection inputs (CCV, ... , CCM).
On successful completion of the logon to the connected manager blocks, the block executes
the logon procedure expected by WinCC (logical communication setup) serves as "relay
station" between WinCC and the configured manager blocks in the further process. Each LI
represents the access point to a VDM under the aspect of WinCC (or an AS as in S5
terminology).

Connections
Name

Description

CTS

Connection for initializing the name of the configured coupling module (and optionally, of
connectors X01, X02 or X03) with the data interface containing both channels to be set up.
The transmission channel (frames to WinCC) are addressed at initialization I/O AT.
The setting consists of a channel name and 1 or 2 address levels, depending on the coupling
type (e.g. DUST1 or SINEC H1).
Connection for initializing the addressing of the receive channel (frames from WinCC). Specification(s) similar to the AT connection.

AT
AR
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Default
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Name
NA

NC

COM

CCV
CCF
CCB
CCM
YTS
LFZ
SUC
TRY

QTS

Description

The number of tasks which are simultaneously possible via this LI is specified at this initialization input. NA must be appropriately dimensioned in order to facilitate processing of the
largest screen configured in WinCC (operator control / monitoring jobs for VM) as well as
simultaneously active jobs for/from the MM manager block.
Range of values: 1 <= NA <= LI_NA_MAX
LI_NA_MAX : Maximum number of simultaneous jobs = 43.
Select an NA size that enables reservation of at least one job for each connected manager
block. Based on the configured value at NA, one task is reserved for each connected type MM
manager block. ( NAMMmax = 1). The remainder is made available to VM: NAVM = NA NAMM .
Depending on the resultant value NAVM, the LI sets the number of NACO_ZYKL cyclic monitoring tasks that WinCC may request from LI. WinCC is provided this value in the course of the
logon procedure. You must distinguish between three scenarios:
a) NAVM = 1: NACO_ZYKL = 1
b) 1 < NAVM < 17: NACO_ZYKL = NAVM – 1
c) NAVM >= 17: NACO_ZYKL = 16
LI uses the remainder (NAVM - NACO_ZYKL) as reserve for transmission of O&M jobs to the
VM. On the failure of repeated attempts to transfer a WinCC job to the VM at runtime (because the jobs reserved for the VM have already been activated), this WinCC job is rejected
(with corresponding error message) because the receive channel would otherwise be blocked
by the job that cannot be transferred.
Connection for initializing the assignment of a number (WinCC ID). The number is used for
logical addressing of the LI concerned by the connected manager blocks.
Range of values: 0 <= NC <= LI_NC_MAX
LI_NC_MAX : Highest possible WinCC ID = 31.
Each one of multiple LI that are connected to the manager block must be assigned a different
WinCC ID
Connection for initializing the definition of the communication medium
COM | Communication medium
0
SINEC H1
1
SINEC L2
2
serial, 3964R
3
TCP/IP
Note:
The LI block sets up channels of different lengths to the communication medium (SINEC H1
channel length = 512 bytes), depending on the type of communication medium used
I/Os to the manager blocks VM (CCV), FM (CCF), BM (CCB) and MM (CCM). These inputs must
be interconnected with output CVP (communication port) of the corresponding manager
block. Set the corresponding input to 0 if you do not need a connection. Only the CCV and
CCM inputs are relevant to SIMADYN D.

Default

Error/status display regarding the operating state (refer to "Status messages").
Additional error/status details regarding the operating state (refer to "Status messages").
At this output, LI indicates the number of frames it successfully transferred to the transmission channel during the last 10 seconds. The value is updated at intervals of 10 seconds and
represents the actual message throughput Nact / (10 sec).
Number of attempts to transfer a frame to the transmission channel; consists of the number
of successful frame transmissions, in the case of data backlog, the number of first retries.
The value at this output is updated at intervals of 10 seconds and represents the required
message throughput. Nsetp / (10 sec)
Block output QTS indicates whether the block is operating without errors, or whether it is
properly configured (QTS = 1), or whether it was deactivated (QTS = 0) after an error message
was output (at YTS/LFZ).
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Name
ALE
RCT
STS
TEL
QKF

Description

Pointer to ALE
Counter for RECV channel calls
Status of RECV channel calls
Type identification - main body length
Connection QKF = 0 in normal operation. QKF = 1 on violation of a security function.

Default

Status messages
YTS

LFZ

0002

<param>

0003

0000

0004

0FF0

0011

<status>

0012

<status>

0110

<param>

0120

<param>

0130

<param>

0140

<param>

0160

<param>

0170

<param>

0180

<param>

0001

626

<param>

Comment

Error: Incorrect configuration of the NA connection. It must be assigned a value greater than 0 and
less or equal to the value indicated in <param>.
Error: Incorrect configuration of the NC connection. The value configured at this connection must be
less than or equal to the value in <param>.
Error: Incorrect configuration of the NA connection. The value configured value is inadequate for
providing sufficient job buffer resources to all connected manager blocks (refer to the information in
the block description with regard to the NA connection).
Error: Incorrect configuration of the COM connection. The configured value cannot be assigned to a
supported communication medium. ( COM : 0 = SINEC H1; COM : 1 = SINEC L2 COM : 2 = serial,
3946R
Error: Unrecoverable error at the transmission channel. OS status = <status> was returned when
transmitting data to the channel.
Error: Unrecoverable error at the receive channel. Operating system status <status> was returned
when reading data from the channel.
Error: LI was "wired" to an incorrect block.
<param>: Connection concerned
0001:CCV
0002:CCF
0004:CCB
0008:CCM
Error: A manager block rejected the LI logon, as the number of LI blocks configured in accordance
with connection NL was already logged on to the relevant manager block.
<param>: Connection concerned (refer to YTS = 0110).
Error: A manager block rejected the LI logon, as the LI sampling time exceeds the sampling of the
manager block.
<param>:Connection concerned (refer to YTS = 0110).
Error: A manager block rejected the LI logon, as the logon parameter "pointer to the data transfer
area" is not set. This is possibly caused by the incorrect "wiring" of a connection.
<param>: Connection concerned (refer to YTS = 0110).
Error: A manager block rejected the LI logon, as the WinCC ID configured at LI (connection NC) exceeds the valid high limit.
<param>:Connection concerned (refer to YTS = 0110).
Error: A manager block rejected the LI logon, because the WinCC ID configured at LI (connection NC)
is already in use by another LI block for logging on to the relevant manager block.
<param>:Connection concerned (refer to YTS = 0110).
Error: A manager block rejected the LI logon, as it is not (no longer) able to provide the number of
jobs requested from the LI.
<param>: Connection concerned (refer to YTS = 0110).
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YTS

LFZ

0620

<param>

0630

<param>

0703

<param>

0704

<param>

0705

<param>

0E01
0E02
0E03

0FF0
0FF0
<param>

0E04

<param>

0E05

<param>

0E06

<param>

0E10

<param>

0F01

<status>

0F02

<status>

0F03

<status>

0F04

<status>

4010

0000

4011

<status>

4012

<status>

4013
4014

0001
0001

01A0

<param>

Comment

Error: A manager block rejected the LI logon, as the COM type logged on from the LI is not (yet)
supported (possibly different, incompatible block versions).
<param>: Connection concerned (refer to YTS = 0110).
Error: Internal interface error (incorrect semaphore handling). This is possibly caused by the incorrect "wiring" of a connection.
<param>: Connection concerned (refer to YTS = 0110).
Error: Unexpected action or response of a manager (incorrect buffer type).
This could possibly be the result of an incorrect "wiring" of a connection.
<param>: Connection concerned (refer to YTS = 0110).
Error: VM rejects a cyclic monitoring job that cannot be processed. The requested WinCC cycle time
exceeds the range of values supported in SIMADYN D (WinCC configuration error).
<param>: Connection concerned (refer to YTS = 0110).
Error: VM rejects a cyclic monitoring job that cannot be processed (at least one triple with incorrect
length setting).
<param>: Connection concerned (refer to YTS = 0110).
Error: VM rejects a cyclic monitoring job that cannot be processed (expected response is longer than
the valid maximum length of the frame to WinCC).
<param>: Connection concerned (refer to YTS = 0110).
System error when initializing the required buffer area.
System error: Invalid internal state.
System error during buffer handling (incorrect buffer type).
<param>: Internal module ID.
System error during buffer handling (pool overflow).
<param>: Internal module ID.
System error during buffer handling (pool handling).
<param>: Internal module ID.
System error at internal interface (incorrect manager type).
<param>: Internal module ID.
System error at internal interface (manager sampling time is 0). Possibly incorrect wiring of a connection.
<param>: Connection concerned (refer to YTS = 0110).
System error when reading the configured sampling time. The operating system call returned the
<status> return value.
System error when requesting the necessary memory area.
The operating system call returned the <status> return value.
System error when initializing the receive channel.
The operating system call returned the <status> return value.
System error when initializing the transmission channel.
The operating system call returned the <status> return value.
Warning: The LI block has not yet logged on to all connected manager blocks. If this warning persists, the connected manager blocks are possibly not or no longer ready for operation, or the following configuration error has been made: All connected manager blocks have already accepted their
maximum configured number of LI logons so that this LI block is ignored.
Warning: Temporary malfunction at the transmission channel. OS status = <status> was returned
when transmitting data to the channel.
Warning: Temporary malfunction at the receive channel. Operating system status <status> was
returned when reading data from the channel.
Warning: An attempt to transmit a logon request to WinCC failed after startup.
Warning: A WinCC logon was not yet received after successful transmission of a logon request. The
logon request to WinCC is repeated on expiration of no more than 10 seconds.
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YTS

LFZ

4016

<param>

4017

<param>

4018

<param>

4015

<param>

402x
<param>
x = 1, 2,
4, 8
403x
<param>
x = 1, 2,
4, 8
4702

<param>

4706

<param>

4707

<param>

4708

<param>

4709

<param>

470A

<param>

470B

<param>

628

Comment

Warning: A WinCC job could not be transferred, because the LI block is out of job free resources (all
job buffers set with NA(LI) are already activated). The frame is discarded.
Remedy: Increase NA(LI) and NA(VM) accordingly.
LI_NA_MAX : 43
VM_NA_MAX: 150
<param>: Internal module ID.
Warning: A frame addressed to WinCC could not be transferred to the transmission channel because
it is too large. The frame will be lost.
<param>: Internal module ID.
Warning: WinCC has a different scope compared to SIMADYN D. A negative acknowledgment is
returned to the WinCC logon.
<param>: WinCC scope: Bit 0 = 1: Operating / monitoring available. In this case, LI must be connected to a VM.
Bit 1 = 1: Reporting available. LI required must be connected to an MM.
Bit 2 to 7: Must contain a 0 value.
Warning: After having received a WinCC logon, the LI reports this logon to the connected manager
blocks via RESET ID. No logon acknowledgment is transmitted to WinCC as long as this RESET has not
been acknowledged by all manager blocks.
<param>: RESET acknowledgment pending from ...
Bit 0 = 1:... VM.
Bit 1 = 1:... FM.
Bit 2 = 1:... BM.
Bit 3 = 1:... MM.
Warning: A WinCC job could not be transferred due to insufficient free job resources for the responsible manager block. A retry to transfer the job is initiated at a later time.
x = relevant manager block: 1 = VM, 2 = FM, 4 = BM, 8 = MM.
<param>: Internal module ID.
Warning: A WinCC job could not be transferred due to insufficient free job resources for the responsible manager block. The job is discarded in order to prevent data backlog at the receive channel.
x = relevant manager block (see YTS = 402x).
<param>: Internal module ID.
Warning: A WinCC frame with unknown type ID was received.
<param>: Internal module ID.
Warning: A WinCC logon frame with incorrect structure was received.
<param>: Internal module ID.
Warning: A WinCC logon frame with incorrect structure was received. The frame is discarded.
<param>: Internal module ID.
Warning: A WinCC operator frame was received. However, the job cannot be transferred because no
VM is connected. The frame will be lost.
<param>: Internal module ID.
Warning: A WinCC monitoring frame with incorrect structure was received. The frame is discarded.
<param>: Internal module ID.
Warning: A monitoring frame was received from WinCC. However, the job cannot be transferred
because no VM is connected. The frame will be lost.
<param>: Internal module ID.
Warning: A WinCC index archive frame with incorrect structure was received.
The frame is discarded.
<param>: Internal module ID.
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YTS

LFZ

470D

<param>

470E

<param>

470F

<param>

4E05

<param>

470C

Comment

Warning: An index archive frame was received from WinCC. However, the job cannot be transferred
because no FM is connected. The frame will be lost.
<param>: Internal module ID.
Warning: A WinCC message acknowledgment frame with incorrect structure was received from
WinCC. The frame is discarded.
<param>: Internal module ID.
Warning: A message acknowledgment frame was received from WinCC. The job cannot be transferred because no MM is connected. The frame will be lost.
<param>: Internal module ID.
Warning: A WinCC sign-of-life frame with incorrect structure was received. The frame is discarded.
<param>: Internal module ID.
Warning: System error at a connected manager block (pool handling).
<param>: Internal module ID.

<param>

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.11.3

PM5 / PM6
CPU550 / CPU551 / CPU555
No
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Memory requirements in bytes:
Data (per FB): 9500 + NA * 1052

200 – 400
100 – 200

MM
Manager block for processing SIMADYN D messages

Symbol
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Short description
Manager block for processing SIMADYN D messages. The SIMADYN D messages are reformatted to WinCC status messages and transmitted to WinCC at cyclic intervals
(configurable transmission cycle). The MM block must be configured with a sampling time TA
that is greater than/equal to the sampling time of all connected LI blocks. The valid maximum
MM sampling time is limited to MM_TA_MAX.

Functional principle
At startup, the MM block receives the logon of all LI blocks connected to its communication
port (output connection CVP) negotiates the bi-directional data transfer areas. On completion
of successful startup, the block initializes a SELECT receive channel (multiple senders, single
receiver) that can be used to receive SIMADYN D messages. The MSI blocks that are allocated
for clearing SIMADYN D message buffers act as senders. The @MSC central blocks initialize
and manage the SIMADYN D message buffers. The MERxx blocks generate SD messages and
write these to the SIMADYN D message buffer. The SIMADYN D messages must have a
specific format. The necessary settings must be configured accordingly.
The following fields in the SIMADYN D messages of particular relevance to the MM:

<format> <type> <prefix> <suffix>
• Format
Set at the relevant SIMADYN D message blocks by means of connection triplet SNV / STM /
SSF. The triplet must always be assigned the values 1 / 0 / 1.
• Type
The message types "W", "F", "C" and "S" are available. Users may only configure the "F" at
the MERxx message blocks (user messages). The MM interprets messages with any of the
other type IDs as SIMADYN D system events.
• Prefix, suffix
MM interprets these two fields in a different way, depending on whether the message is a
user message or a SIMADYN D system event.

User messages
• Prefix
Three-digit decimal number with "aab" format.
"aa": WinCC ID of the LI block (connection NC) that is to be used to transmit SIMADYN D
alarms to WinCC.
• Range of values
0 <= aa <= LI_NC_MAX
LI_NC_MAX : Highest possible WinCC ID = 31.
"b": 1000s offset for the WinCC message number.
Range of values:0 <= b <= 9

630
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• Suffix
Five-digit decimal number with "cdddd" format.
"c": WinCC message status.
• Range of values
c = 0: Outgoing message
c = 1: Incoming message
c = 2: Message triple consisting of the incoming + outgoing + acknowledged messages
""dddd": Four-digit decimal number (base) for the WinCC message number.
• Range of values for the resultant message number
0 <=1000 * b + dddd <= 9999

SIMADYN D system events
• Prefix
Five-digit decimal number with "xxyyy" format.
"xx": WinCC ID of the LI block (connection NC).
• Range of values
0 <= xx <= LI_NC_MAX
LI_NC_MAX : Highest possible WinCC ID = 31.
"yyy": 10s offset for the WinCC message number.
• Value range
0 <= yyy <= 999
• Range of values for the resultant message number
0 <= 10 * yyy + z <= 9992, with MM forming z ; with
z = 0: SIMADYN D system error
z = 1: SIMADYN D communication error
z = 2: SIMADYN D message buffer overflow
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• Suffix
Error number of the SIMADYN D system event. Activated as message parameter in the
WinCC message.
• Interpretation of this message parameter
z = 0 (SIMADYN D system error): Parameter = error number
z = 1(SIMADYN D communication error):
Positive parameter: Error number.
Negative parameter: Negative number of lost
communication error messages
z = 2(SIMADYN D message buffer overflow): Parameters = number of
lost message buffer entries

Comment
SIMADYN D system events are always transmitted to WinCC as message triplet (incoming +
outgoing + acknowledged message).

Connections
Name
CTS
AR
NZ

NL

NQ
NG

MEM

632

Description

Connection for initializing the names of the configured coupling module with the data interface containing the receive channel to set up.
The receive channel (SIMADYN D messages) is addressed at initialization I/O AR. The setting
consists of a channel name and 1 or 2 address levels, depending on the coupling type.
Initialization I/O: Minimum number of MM block cycles to perform between the transmission
of two successive message frames (via the same LI). As WinCC is only capable of process approximately 2 message frames per second, the maximum frame rate must be accordingly at
the NZ input. Multiple SIMADYN D messages generated in the interval between two transmissions are grouped in message blocks.
Initialization I/O: Number of connected LI blocks The MM is not ready to receive and process
SIMADYN D messages unless the corresponding number of LI blocks are successfully logged
on.
Range of values: 0 <= NL <= LI_NL_MAX
MM_NL_MAX : Maximum number of connected LI blocks = 32.
Initialization I/O: Use this connection to specify whether or not to automatically generate an
acknowledge message (NQ=0) or not (NQ=1) for incoming/outgoing messages (2dddd setting in the suffix, see above)
Use this connection to specify whether an outgoing message should be sent ahead of each
incoming message.
NG=0: with outgoing message
NG=1: without outgoing message
Initialization I/O: Diagnostics IDs (YTS/IFC/LFZ) will be buffered if this connection is set to
logical 1. The buffered diagnostics triples can be routed successively to the YTS/IFC/LFZ connections by means of a positive edge transition at input TGL. Output DIA remains at logical 1
as long as further diagnostic triplets are buffered. Only a maximum number of MM_DIA_MAX
diagnostic triplets can be saved (MM_DIA_MAX: Maximum number of diagnostics triplets =
10). Once the maximum buffer depth has been reached, the most recently saved diagnostics
triplet will be overwritten with new triplets.

Default
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Name
TGL
CVP

YTS
IFC
LFZ
DIA
QTS
ALE

Description

Input connection: Refer to the MEM description
Connection to the LI blocks. Must be "wired" to the CCM input connections of the corresponding LI blocks. On successful initialization of the block, the MM displays the pointer to its connection port at this connection. The communication port represents the memory area that is
used to handle the logon procedure with the LI blocks.
Error/status display regarding the operating state (refer to "Status messages").
Additional error/status details regarding the operating state (refer to "Status messages").
Additional error/status details regarding the operating state (refer to "Status messages").
Output connection: Refer to the MEM description
Block output QTS indicates whether or not the block is operating without error, or whether it
is properly configured (QTS = 1), or whether it has entered the inactive state (QTS = 0) following the output of an error message (to YTS/IFC/LFZ).
Pointer to ALE

Default

Status messages
YTS

IFC

LFZ

0004

0FF0

<param2>

0012

<status1>

0FF0

0E01

0FF0

<status2>

0E02

0FF0

<status2>

0F01

0FF0

<status2>

0F02

0FF0

<status2>

0F03

0FF0

<status2>

4001

0FF0

<status2>

4003

<status1>

0FF0

4012

<status1>

0FF0

4020

<status1>

0FF0

0002

0FF0

<param2>

Comment

Error: Incorrect configuration of the NL connection. It must be assigned a value
greater than 0 and less or equal to the value indicated in <param2>.
Error: Incorrect configuration of sampling time.
<param2>: Maximum ("slowest") sampling time in ms.
Error: Unrecoverable error at the receive channel. Operating system status <status1>
was returned when reading data from the channel.
System error when initializing the required buffer area. <status2> : Internal function
call status.
System error: Invalid internal state.
<status2>: Internal module ID.
System error when reading the configured sampling time.
The operating system call returned the <status2> return value.
System error when requesting the necessary memory area. The operating system call
returned the <status2> return value.
System error when initializing the receive channel.
The operating system call returned the <status2> return value.
Warning: Not all of the expected LI blocks have successfully logged on to MM.
<status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: The last message read cannot (yet) be entered in a WinCC message frame,
as no more resources are currently available (data backlog).
<status1>: Internal module ID.
Warning: Temporary malfunction at the receive channel. Operating system status
<status1> was returned when reading data from the channel.
Warning: An SD message with incorrect task ID was read in (spontaneous ID missing).
The message is discarded. <status1>: Incorrect job ID.
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YTS

IFC

LFZ

4022

<status1>

0FF0

4023

<status1>

0FF0

4024

<status1>

0FF0

4025

<status1>

0FF0

4026

0FF0

<status2>

4110

0FF0

<status2>

4130

0FF0

<status2>

4140

0FF0

<status2>

4160

0FF0

<status2>

4170

0FF0

<status2>

41A0

0FF0

<status2>

4021

634

<status1>

0FF0

Comment

Warning: An SD message with incorrect message format was read in. The message is
discarded.
Check the connection triplet (SNV/STM/SSF) of the MSI message evaluation block
(must be set to 1 / 0 / 1)
<status1>: Incorrect message format:
Bit 0: Value of the SNV connection .
Bit 1: Value of the STM connection .
Bit 2: Value of the SSF connection .
Warning: An SD message with invalid prefix value was read in (refer to the MM block
description). The message is discarded.
<status1>: Incorrect prefix.
Warning: An SD message with invalid suffix value was read in (refer to the MM block
description). The message is discarded.
<status1>: Incorrect suffix.
Warning: An SD message was read in for which the MM determined an invalid WinCC
message number when reformatting (refer to the MM block description). The message is discarded.
<status1>: Invalid WinCC message number.
Warning: An SD message of invalid type was read in (see the MM block description).
The message is discarded.
<status1>: Invalid message type
Warning: An SD message that is not assigned a WinCC ID was read in (see the MM
block description). The message is discarded.
<status1>: Non-configured WinCC ID.
<status2>: SD message prefix.
Warning: A block type unknown to the MM attempted to log on while the MM was
still waiting for logon attempts of other LI blocks. The logon is rejected.
"Wiring" error: Check all blocks connected to the CVP connection of the MM!
<status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: Incorrect LI logon; the LI is configured for a sampling time that is greater
than the sampling time of the MM. The logon is rejected. The relevant LI block goes
into "Stop" state (QTS = 0)
<status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: Incorrect LI logon
(no identification of its data transfer area)
The logon is rejected.
The relevant LI block goes into "Stop" state (QTS = 0). <status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: Incorrect LI logon (WinCC ID too high). The logon is rejected.
The relevant LI block goes into "Stop" state (QTS = 0). <status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: Incorrect LI logon (WinCC ID too high). The logon is rejected.
The relevant LI block goes into "Stop" state (QTS = 0). <status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: Incorrect LI logon
(unsupported communication medium) The logon is rejected. The relevant LI block
goes into "Stop" state (QTS = 0) Block versions possibly incompatible!
<status2>: Internal module ID.
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in:
Special features

1.11.4

PM5 / PM6
CPU550 / CPU551 / CPU555
No
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Memory requirements in bytes:
Data (per FB): 2000 + NL * 1560

100
50

SER02
List management and "actual" reading and writing connectors

Symbol

Short description
It is possible to write connections and $ signals. The block provides a set of functions that can
be processed via input and output channels. In contrast to the SER standard block, the SER02
block is capable of simultaneous management of several lists of values to be acquired. It is
parameterized by means of command channel. Acknowledgments are transmitted via
acknowledge channel. Data is transmitted via the data channel independent of
acknowledgments. These channels can be directly connected to an interface that intelligent
peripherals (e.g. PC) can use for access, or be interconnected with additional SIMADYN D
blocks (e.g. the CI block for WinCC connections).
An SER02 function block cannot process more than one data interface at any time (according
to CTS I/O settings). If you need SER02 functionality for multiple applications, you must
configure the corresponding number of SER02 blocks. The sampling interval should be 16 <=
TA <= 512 ms. Otherwise, you must expect extended response times and increased system
load.
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Functional principle
The block sets up three channels, i.e. one job channel, one response channel, and one data
channel. Jobs are received via the job channel and acknowledged via the response channel.
Only one job is received and acknowledged per sampling cycle.
The possible jobs include:
• loading a measured value list (with or without immediate start)
• deletion of a measured value list
• start of a measured value list
• stop of a measured value list
• modification of connection values
The values are acquired for the active measured value lists and transmitted via the data
channel. If possible, the values for several measured value lists will be compressed into one
data frame. Only one data frame is transmitted per sampling cycle. The scope of the jobs,
responses and data
may vary widely. The channel lengths are configured by means of the CLR, CLT and CLD
inputs. If the length of a response or of the data of a measured value list exceeds the limit, a
corresponding signal is generated the response channel. The default minimum specified for
the CLR, CLT and CLD values are appropriate for generation of receive and response frames of
a practical minimum length. Frame errors are not indicated at the QTS, YTS and YTZ outputs.
The data transmission status is specified at block output YTS. This block indicates channel
initialization errors, irreparable errors during data exchange, or temporary malfunctions. After
having logged off on detection of an irreparable error, the block indicates the cause of error
(possibly indicated at YTZ, as well). The computing time of the SER02 depends decisively on
the scope of the loaded and started measured value lists. It is therefore not possible to
explicitly specify the computing time.

Connections
Name
CTS
AT
AR
ATD
CLT
CLR
CLD
TPD

636

Description

Initialization I/O CTS is used to specify the coupling module (and optionally connectors
X01, X02 or X03) with the data interface containing the channels to set up (names at AR,
AT and ADT)
The name of the transmission channel is specified at initialization I/O AT. If the channel is
routed via a static network, you also need to specify the network address.
The name of the receive channel is specified at initialization I/O AR. If the channel is routed
via a static network, you also need to specify the network address.
The name of the data channel is specified at initialization I/O ADT. If the channel is routed
via a static network, you also need to specify the network address.
The length of transmission channel AT is specified in bytes at initialization I/O CLT. (The
value 116 must be set for this length if you connect the SER02 to a CI.)
The length of receive channel AR is specified in bytes at initialization I/O CLR. (The value
524 must be set for this length if you connect the SER02 to a CI.)
The length of data channel ADT is specified in bytes at initialization I/O CLD. (The value 432
must be set for this length if you connect the SER02 to a CI.)
At the initialization I/O TPD, it is specified as to whether the data channel type is Handshake
(0) or Refresh (1). (Handshake (0) must be set at TPD if you connect the SER02 to a CI.)

Default
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Name
NL

NV
UL
UV
YTS
YTZ
YTT
YTR
YTD
QTS
GLO
QKF

Description

Initialization I/O NL is used to specify the maximum number of lists that can be loaded
simultaneously. (One list occupies 20 bytes.)
Range of values: 1 <= NL <= 250
Initialization I/O NV is used to specify the maximum number of values that can be acquired
simultaneously over all loaded lists. (One value occupies 12 bytes.)
Range of values: 1 <= NV <= 10 000
Block connection UL indicates the number of lists used to date.
Block connection UV indicates the number of values that have been acquired to date.
A value unequal to 0 is indicated at connection YTS in error case.
With YTS <> 0, connection YTZ displays additional information.
Connection YTT displays the transmission channel status at cyclic intervals.
Connection YTR displays the receive channel status at cyclic intervals.
Connection YTD displays the data channel status at cyclic intervals.
Connection QTS = 0 is displayed in error case.
Connection GLO displays the address of an internal data structure for diagnostics purposes.
Connection QKF = 0 in normal operation. QKF = 1 on violation of a security function.

Default

Status messages
YTS

YTZ

Comment

0001

<status>

0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
<status>

0008
0009
000A
000B
000C
000D
000E

<status>
<status>
<status>
<status>
<status>
<status>
0000

000F

0000

Error: The system has not allocated memory space for the central data structure (OS status = <status>).
Error: The value at connection CLR exceeds the valid range.
Error: The value at connection CLT exceeds the valid range.
Error: The value at connection CLD lies outside the valid range.
Error: The value at connection NL exceeds the valid range.
Error: The value at connection NV exceeds the valid range.
Error: The internal sampling time could not be read
(OS status = <status>).
Error: The system has not allocated memory space for the MWL list (OS status = <status>).
Error: The system has not allocated memory space for the connection list (OS status = <status>).
Error: The system has not allocated memory space for the transmission list (OS status = <status>).
Error: Setup of the transmission channel (CTS, AT) failed (OS status = <status>).
Error: Setup of the receive channel (CTS, AR) failed (OS status = <status>).
Error: Setup of the data channel (CTS, ADT) failed (OS status = <status>).
Warning: Temporary malfunction of a block channel.
Refer to connections YTT, YTR, or YTD.
Error: Persistent malfunction of a block channel.
Refer to connections YTT, YTR, or YTD.
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.11.5

PM5
2.0
PM6
0.7
CPU550 / 551
0.4
CPU555
0.2
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Memory requirements in bytes:
Data (per FB): 700 + CLT + CLR + CLD + 20 * NL + 12 + NV

VC
Visualization concentrator

Symbol

Short description
Along with the CI blocks, the VC block (visualization concentrator) interfaces WinCC "VDM"
Manager and the SER02 blocks on the various CPUs. It serves to distribute the frames received
from its VI block to its sublevel CI blocks and to collect their frames at the VI block. The VC
sampling time should be less than the shortest cycle time configured in WinCC for cyclic
variables.

Functional principle
At system startup, the block registers the logon of the connected CI blocks from which it
receives information with regard to processor numbers and rack names of the connected
SER02 blocks, and sets up one transmission and one receive channel for VI. The read, write
and delete commands received from VI are analyzed and routed by means of CI block to the
addressed SER02 block. Acknowledge and data frames of the SER02 blocks are collected and
transferred to the VI block.
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Connections
Name

Description

CTS

Initialization input CTS is used to specify the coupling module with the data interface containing the channels (names at AT and AR) to be set up from/to the associated VI block, e.g.
D08_P2.
The name of the transmission channel to the VI block is specified at initialization input AT.
If the channel is routed via a static network, you also need to specify the network address.
This setting must correspond to the setting at the AR connection of the VI block.
The name of the receive channel from the VI block is specified at initialization input AR. If
the channel is routed via a static network, you also need to specify the network address.
This setting must correspond to the setting at the AT connection of the VI block.
The number of CI blocks whose inputs are connected to the CVP output is specified at connection NC.
Range of values: 1 <= NC <= VC_NC_MAX
VC_NC_MAX: Maximum number of CI blocks = 99.
The block outputs the address of a communication structure to the connected CI blocks at
connection CP.
In error case, connection YTS displays a value unequal to 0 (refer to "Status displays")
If YTS <> 0, supplementary information is displayed at connection YTZ in certain situations.
Connection YTT displays the transmission channel status at cyclic intervals.
Connection YTR displays the receive channel status at cyclic intervals.
Connection QTS = 0 is displayed in error case.
Connection QKF = 0 in normal operation. QKF = 1 on violation of a security function.
Connection GLO displays the address of an internal data structure for diagnostics purposes.

AT
AR
NC

CVP
YTS
YTZ
YTT
YTR
QTS
QKF
GLO

Default

Status messages
YTS

YTZ

0002
0003
0004

<status>
<status>
<status>

0005
0006
0007

<status>
0
<status>

0008

<status>

0009
000A

<status>
0

000B

0

0001

<status>

Comment

Error: The system has not allocated memory space for the central data structure (OS status = <status>).
Error: The system has not allocated memory space for the CI list (OS status = <status>).
Error: The system has not allocated memory space for the VPORT (OS status = <status>).
Error: The system has not allocated memory space for the acknowledgement buffer (OS status =
<status>).
Error: The system has not allocated memory space for data buffers (OS status = <status>).
Error: The value at connection NC exceeds the valid range.
Error: The internal sampling time could not be read
(OS status = <status>).
Error: Setup of the transmission channel (CTS, AT) failed
(OS status = <status>).
Error: Setup of the receive channel (CTS, AR) failed (OS status = <status>).
Warning: Temporary malfunction of a block channel.
Refer to connections YTT or YTR.
Error: Persistent malfunction of a block channel.
Refer to connections YTT or YTR. The block has deactivated itself.
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.11.6

PM5 / PM6
100 – 400
CPU550 / CPU551 / CPU555
50 – 200
No
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Memory requirements in bytes:
Data (per FB): 480 + 28 * NC + 2 * CLT + CLR

VI
VM Manager block interface

Symbol

Short description
Interface block of the VM manager block. The block is responsible for the coupling to a
sublevel VDC system (VC - CI0 ... , ... , CIn). The sampling time TA configured for VI must less
than/equal to the VM sampling time. The VI sampling time should also be less than the
shortest cycle time configured in WinCC for cyclic variables.

Functional principle
At system startup, the VI block logs on to the VM containing the communication port (output
connection CVP) that is connected to its input CCVv and negotiates a corresponding bidirectional data transfer area. After successful completion of the logon to VM, it sets up a
transmission and receive channel to the VC block. It transmits a RESET frame to the VC via the
transmission channel (request from CPU logon actions used to inform the VM the sub-system
IDs of the currently available CPUs). It acts as runtime "relay" station between VM and VC by
transferring partial jobs of the VM to the VC, and partial responses of the VC to the VM.
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Connections
Name

Description

CTS

Connection for initializing the configured name of the coupling module with the data interface containing the two channels to be set up.
The transmission channel (frame to VC) is addressed at initialization input AT. The entry
consists of a channel name and 1 or 2 address level, depending on the coupling type. The
addressing at the AT connection must agree with the addressing at the AR connection of
the VC.
Initialization I/O for addressing the receive channel (frames from VC). Specification(s) similar to the AT connection. The addressing at the AR connection must agree with the addressing at the AT connection of the VC.
Connection input to the VM. CCV must be connected to output CVP of the corresponding
VM.
In error case, connection YTS displays a value unequal to 0 (refer to "Status displays")
If YTS <> 0, supplementary information is displayed at connection YTZ in certain situations.
Connection QTS = 0 is displayed in error case.

AT

AR
CCV
YTS
YTZ
QTS

Default

Status messages
YTS

YTZ

0002

<status>

0003

<status>

0004

<status>

0011

<status>

0012

<status>

0110
0130

0
0

0140

0

0150

0

0E02
4011

0
<status>

4012

<status>

0001

<status>

Comment

System error when requesting the necessary memory area. The operating system call returned the
<status> return value.
System error when initializing the transmission channel. The operating system call returned the
<status> return value.
System error when initializing the receive channel. The operating system call returned the <status>
return value.
System error when reading the configured sampling time. The operating system call returned the
<status> return value.
Error: Unrecoverable error at the transmission channel. OS status = <status> was returned when
transmitting data to the channel.
Error: Unrecoverable error at the receive channel. Operating system status <status> was returned
when reading data from the channel.
Error: VI was "wired" to an incorrect block (connection CCV).
Error: The VM block rejected the VI logon because the VI sampling time exceeds the VM sampling
time.
Error: VM rejected the VI logon because logon parameter "pointer to the data transfer area" is not
set. Possibly due to the incorrect "wiring" of a communication connection.
Error: The VI logon was rejected, because the configured number of VI blocks specified at connection NV have already logged on to the relevant VM.
System error: Invalid internal state.
Warning: Temporary malfunction at the transmission channel. OS status = <status> was returned
when transmitting data to the channel.
Warning: Temporary malfunction at the receive channel. Operating system status <status> was
returned when reading data from the channel.
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1.11.7

PM5 / PM6
100 – 400
CPU550 / CPU551 / CPU555
50 – 200
No
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Memory requirements in bytes: Data (per FB): 2200

VM
Manager block for processing WinCC jobs

Symbol

Short description
This function block is a manager block for processing WinCC O&M jobs. The sampling time TA
configured at the VM block must be greater than/equal to the sampling time of all connected
LI and VI blocks. The valid maximum VM sampling time is limited to VM_TA_MAX .
VM_TA_MAX : Maximum sampling time in ms = 1024.
A maximum of 9 CPUs are supported in the rack.

Functional principle
During system startup, the VM block receives the logon of all interface blocks (LI/VI)
connected at its communication port (output CVP) and negotiates the bi-directional data
transfer areas. It then receives and buffers WinCC O&M jobs from the LI blocks and splits
these into job segments for distribution to the VDC subsystems via the connected VI blocks. It
receives the corresponding response segments from the VDC systems via the VI blocks,
inserts these into the corresponding WinCC response frame and then transfers the response
to the relevant LI block for transmission to WinCC. Each VM can be connected via multiple LI
blocks to a corresponding number of WinCC systems and/or several times to the same WinCC
system.
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Connections
Name
NA

NL

NV

MEM

TGL
CVP

YTS
IFC
LFZ
DIA
QTS
ALE

Description

The number of jobs that can be handled simultaneously by this VM is specified at this
initialization I/O. The value at NA must be at least equal to the total from the NAVM of all
connected LI blocks (see the LI block description).
The NA value selected should not exceed this total, for this would result in a large remainder of unused memory reserve. Exception: Additional resources can be made available if
VM runs into resource problems at runtime (YTS = 0x4650).
Range of values: 1 <= NA <= VM_NA_MAX
VM_NA_MAX: Maximum number of simultaneous jobs = 150.
Initialization I/O: Number of connected LI blocks The VM will not be ready for processing
WinCC jobs until an appropriate number of LI blocks have successfully logged on.
Range of values: 0 <= NL <= VM_NL_MAX
MM_NL_MAX: Maximum number of connected LI blocks = 32.
Initialization I/O: Number of connected VI blocks The VM will not be ready for processing
WinCC jobs until an appropriate number of VI blocks have successfully logged on.
Range of values: 0 <= NV <= VM_NV_MAX
VM_NV_MAX: Maximum number of connected VI blocks = 32.
Initialization I/O: Diagnostics IDs (YTS/IFC/LFZ) will be buffered if this connection is set to
logical 1. The buffered diagnostics triples can be routed successively to the YTS/IFC/LFZ
connections by means of a positive edge transition at input TGL. Output DIA remains at
logical 1 as long as further diagnostic triplets are buffered. Only a maximum number of
VM_DIA_MAX diagnostic triplets can be saved (VM_DIA_MAX: Maximum number of buffered diagnostics triplets = 10). If the maximum buffer depth has been reached, the most
recently buffered diagnostics triplet will be overwritten by the new triplets.
Diagnostics buffer output
Input connection: Refer to the MEM description.
Communication connection to interface blocks LI and VI. CVP must be "wired" to the CCV
inputs of the required LI and VI blocks. On successful block initialization, the VM reports its
pointer to its communication port at this connection. The communication port represents
the memory area that is used to handle the logon procedure with the interface blocks.
Error/status display regarding the operating state (refer to "Status messages").
Additional error/status details regarding the operating state (refer to "Status messages").
Special runtime feature
Output connection: Refer to the MEM description.
Block output QTS indicates whether or not the block is operating without error, or whether
it is properly configured (QTS = 1), or whether it has entered the inactive state (QTS = 0)
following the output of an error message (to YTS/IFC/LFZ).
Pointer to ALE

Default

Status messages
YTS

IFC

LFZ

0002

0FF0

<param2>

0003

0FF0

<param2>

0001

0FF0

<param2>

Comment

Error: Incorrect configuration of the NA connection. It must be assigned a value
greater than 0 and less or equal to the value indicated in <param2>.
Error: Incorrect configuration of the NL connection. It must be assigned a value
greater than 0 and less or equal to the value indicated in <param2>.
Error: Incorrect configuration of the NV connection. It must be assigned a value
greater than 0 and less or equal to the value indicated in <param2>.
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YTS

IFC

LFZ

0E01

0FF0

<status2>

0E02

0FF0

<status2>

0E03

0FF0

<status2>

0E04

0FF0

<status2>

0E05

0FF0

<status2>

0F01

0FF0

<status2>

0F02

0FF0

<status2>

4001

0FF0

<status2>

4002

<param1>

<param2>

4003

<param1>

<param2>

4004

<param1>

<param2>

4005

<param1>

<param2>

0004

644

0FF0

<param2>

Comment

Error: Incorrect configuration of sampling time.
<param2>: Maximum ("slowest") sampling time in ms.
System error when initializing the required buffer area. <status2> : Internal function
call status.
System error: Invalid internal state.
<status2>: Internal module ID.
System error during buffer handling (incorrect buffer type).
<status2>: Internal module ID.
System error during buffer handling (pool overflow).
<status2>: Internal module ID.
System error during buffer handling (pool handling).
<status2>: Internal module ID.
System error when reading the configured sampling time.
The operating system call returned the <status2> return value.
System error when requesting the necessary memory area. The operating system call
returned the <status2> return value.
Warning: Not all of the expected LI or VI blocks have successfully logged on to VM.
<status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: Unexpected user data length at one of the monitoring response segments
transmitted by the VDC subsystems. The response segment will be discarded.
<param1>: x0yy, with x = WinCC assignment
yy = WinCC ID of the LI used to transmit the WinCC job.
<param2>: CPU ID (subsystem ID) of the processor module from which the faulty
response segment originates. The least significant decimal place represents the CPU
number, while the most significant decimal places represent the rack number.
Warning: A monitoring response segment was received from the VDC subsystems,
although an operator acknowledgment was expected. The response segment will be
discarded.
<param1>: 00yy, with yy = WinCC ID of the LI used to transmit the WinCC job.
<param2>: CPU ID (subsystem ID) of the processor module from which the unexpected response segment originates. The least significant decimal place represents
the CPU number, while the most significant decimal places represent the rack number.
Warning: An unexpected monitoring response segment was received from the VDC
subsystems. The response segment will be discarded.
<param1>: 00yy, with yy = WinCC ID of the LI used to transmit the WinCC job.
<param2>: CPU ID (subsystem ID) of the processor module from which the unexpected response segment originates. The least significant decimal place represents
the CPU number, while the most significant decimal places represent the rack number.
Warning: An operator acknowledgment was received from the VDC subsystems,
although a monitoring response segment was expected. The acknowledgment will be
discarded.
<param1>: x0yy, with x = WinCC assignment
yy = WinCC ID of the LI used to transmit the WinCC job.
<param2>: CPU ID (subsystem ID) of the processor module from which the unexpected acknowledgment originates.
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YTS

IFC

LFZ

4007

<param1>

<param2>

4008

<param1>

<param2>

4009

<param1>

<param2>

4110

0FF0

<status2>

4120

0FF0

<status2>

4130

0FF0

<status2>

4140

0FF0

<status2>

4150

0FF0

<status2>

4006

<param1>

<param2>

Comment

Warning: An unexpected acknowledgment was received from the VDC subsystems.
The acknowledgment will be discarded.
<param1>: 00yy, with yy = WinCC ID of the LI used to transmit the WinCC job.
<param2>: CPU ID (subsystem ID) of the processor module from which the unexpected response segment originates. The least significant decimal place represents
the CPU number, while the most significant decimal places represent the rack number.
Warning: A monitoring response segment was not yet received on expiration of the
monitoring time VM_CO_TIMEOUT (max. timeout = 3 s) for at least one of the monitoring job segments that were distributed to the VDC subsystems. The corresponding
field in the response frame to WinCC is marked "invalid".
<param1>: x0yy, with x = WinCC assignment
yy = WinCC ID of the LI used to transmit the WinCC job.
<param2>: CPU ID (subsystem ID) of the processor module from which the response
segment is missing. The least significant decimal place represents the CPU number,
while the most significant decimal places represent the rack number.
Warning: A monitoring response segment was not yet received on expiration of the
monitoring time VM_CO_TIMEOUT (max. timeout = 3 s) for at least one of the operator job segments that were distributed to the VDC subsystems.
The job is discarded and a negative acknowledgment is transmitted to WinCC.
<param1>: 00yy, with yy = WinCC ID of the LI used to transmit the WinCC job.
<param2>: CPU ID (subsystem ID) of the processor module from which the response
segment is missing. The least significant decimal place represents the CPU number,
while the most significant decimal places represent the rack number.
Warning: A negative acknowledgment was received from the VDC subsystems.
<param1>: 00yy, with yy = WinCC ID of the LI used to transmit the WinCC job.
<param2>: CPU ID (subsystem ID) of the processor module from which the acknowledgment originates. The least significant decimal place represents the CPU number,
while the most significant decimal places represent the rack number.
Warning: A block type unknown to the VM attempts to log on while the VM is still
waiting for the logon of other LI/VI blocks. The logon is rejected.
"Wiring" error: Please check all interface blocks connected to the CVP connection of
the VM.
<status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: An LI block attempts to log on while the VM is still waiting for the logon of
other VI blocks, although the appropriate number of LIs for the NL connection are
already logged on. The logon is rejected. The relevant LI block goes into "Stop" state
(QTS = 0)
<status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: Incorrect LI/VI logon; the configured LI/VI sampling time is greater than the
VM sampling time.
The logon is rejected. The relevant LI / VI block goes into the "Stop" state (QTS = 0)
<status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: Incorrect LI/VI logon (data transfer area not communicated). The logon is
rejected. The relevant LI / VI block goes into the "Stop" state (QTS = 0)
<status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: A VI block attempts to log on while the VM is still waiting for the logon of
other LI blocks, although the appropriate number of VIs for the NV connection are
already logged on. The logon is rejected. The relevant VI block goes into "Stop" state
(QTS = 0)
<status2>: Internal module ID.
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YTS

IFC

LFZ

4170

0FF0

<status2>

4180

0FF0

<status2>

4620

<param1>

<status2>

4630

0FF0

<status2>

4640

0FF0

<status2>

4650

<param1>

<status2>

4701

<param1>

<status2>

4702

<param1>

<status2>

4703

<param1>

<status2>

4160

646

0FF0

<status2>

Comment

Warning: Incorrect LI logon (WinCC ID too high). The logon is rejected. The relevant
LI block goes into "Stop" state (QTS = 0)
<status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: Incorrect LI logon (the WinCC ID was already used by another LI). The logon
is rejected. The relevant LI block goes into "Stop" state (QTS = 0)
<status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: Incorrect LI logon; the number NAVM of jobs requested by the LI is no
longer available (refer to the LI block description). The logon is rejected. The relevant
LI block goes into "Stop" state (QTS = 0). <status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: Internal interface error at an LI block while transmitting a monitoring or
delete job (incorrect semaphore handling). The relevant LI block goes into "Stop" state
(QTS = 0) Possibly incorrect "wiring". Check whether the CCV connection of the relevant LI is actually connected to the CVP connection of the VM!
<param1>: x0yy, with x = WinCC assignment
yy = WinCC ID of the LI used to transmit the WinCC job.
<status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: Internal interface error at an interface block (incorrect buffer type). Possibly
incorrect "wiring". Please check all interface blocks connected to the CVP connection
of the VM.
<status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: Internal interface error at an interface block (no return of the job segment
buffer). Possibly incorrect "wiring". Please check all interface blocks connected to the
CVP connection of the VM.
<status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: A current job cannot be accepted because no more resources are available
at this time. The job is returned to the LI with a warning.
<param1>: 00yy, with yy = WinCC ID of the LI used to transmit the WinCC job.
<status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: Incorrect block list structure of a WinCC job. The job is discarded.
<param1>: 00yy, with yy = WinCC ID of the LI used to transmit the WinCC job.
<status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: Incorrect structure of a WinCC job. The job is discarded. Possibly due to
incorrect "wiring". Verify that the CCV connection of the indexed LI is actually wired to
the CVP connection of the VM!
<param1>: 00yy, with yy = WinCC ID of the LI used to transmit the WinCC job.
<status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: Cyclic monitoring job that cannot be processed. The requested WinCC cycle
time exceeds the range of values supported in SIMADYN D (WinCC configuration
error). The job is discarded. The relevant LI goes into "Stop" state (QTS = 0).
<param1>: x0yy, with x = WinCC assignment
yy = WinCC ID of the LI used to transmit the WinCC job.
<status2>: Internal module ID.
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YTS

IFC

LFZ

4705

<param1>

<status2>

4704

<param1>

<status VI
blocks>

Comment

Warning: Monitoring job that cannot be processed (at least one triple with incorrect
length setting). The job is discarded. The relevant LI goes into "Stop" state (QTS = 0).
<param1>: x0yy, with x = WinCC assignment
yy = WinCC ID of the LI used to transmit the WinCC job.
<status2>: Internal module ID.
Warning: Monitoring job that cannot be processed
(expected response exceeds the valid length limit of the frame to WinCC ). The job is
discarded. The relevant LI goes into "Stop" state (QTS = 0).
<param1>: x0yy, with x = WinCC assignment
yy = WinCC ID of the LI used to transmit the WinCC job.
<status2>: Internal module ID.

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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PM5 / PM6
100 – 400
CPU550 / CPU551 / CPU555
50 – 200
No
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Memory requirements in bytes:
Data (per FB): 11800 + 1052 * NL + 592 * NV + 108 * NA
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Block library for SIMATIC TDC
2.1

I/O blocks
Assignment of the I/O blocks to processor and peripheral devices:
CPU 550/551
AFC

2.1.1

SM 500
X

AFC
Analog input via V/f/D converter

Symbol

Short description
• Analog input with V/f/D (voltage/frequency/digital conversion)
• each hardware address may only be assigned once due to the measuring method.
• The sampling times that can be configured for the function block are limited.

Functional principle
This function block converts an analog voltage into a digital value by means of V/f/D
conversion, multiplies the value with SF, subtracts OFF and then returns the result at its Y
output.
The hardware address of the analog input from which the analog voltage is to be read is
specified at input AD.
Each hardware address cannot be assigned more than once.
The following rule is valid for conversion of the analog voltage V to the digital value Y:
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with: V - input voltage
ti - Integration (measurement) time
The measuring method integrates contiguously between the start and end of the
measurement.
The valid sampling time is limited due to the measuring method employed.
Rule: 1 ms <= TA <= 130 ms.

Block diagram

TRG - binary signal fed in via the front panel

Operating modes
The operating mode is set at input MOD.
MOD = 0
MOD = 1

MOD = 2

650

The integration time is the sampling time.
A conversion is performed in each sampling time.
Conversion is triggered via "trigger" input TR.
A 0->1 edge at TR terminates the current measuring time, initiates calculation of the output value and
retriggers a new measuring cycle. The integration time is a multiple of the sampling time. The first edge at
TR after the reset starts the first measurement.
External signal triggering.
An external signal determines the end of the current measuring cycle and triggers the start of a new measuring cycle. The last trigger signal entered between the end of the initialization mode and start of the first
system mode starts the first conversion (refer to 1 in the following diagram). The integration time is terminated by the last trigger signal between two consecutive FB calculations (refer to 2 in the following diagram), i.e. of several triggers received between two consecutive FB calculations, only the last is effective
and terminates the current measuring cycle. The trigger signal is input at the front connector of the module.
If a trigger is simultaneously received when the FB is being read-accessed, the trigger is suppressed and has
no effect (refer to 3 in the following diagram).
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Figure 2-1

Mode = 2

Adjustment
The adjustment is controlled via binary input ADJ:
ADJ

Adjustment mode

0
0>1
1

No adjustment
Adjustment in the current sampling cycle
Adjustment after 65 536 sampling cycles

An adjustment is always performed during initialization. During adjustment, no actual value
is available at output Y for 5 sampling cycles. The last calculated value is retained.

Resolution
Due to the measuring method the V/f/D conversion has a resolution of

With fc = 16 MHz and
ti being dependent on the MOD operating mode

Error messages
Output QF is set to 1 in case of a conversion error. The error cause is coded in the error word
at block output YF. Bits 1 to 8 contain errors from cyclic operation and bits 9 to 16 the
initialization errors. The errors and response of the function block are listed in the following
table.
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Bit 1 is the LSB, bit 16 the MSB of the error word.
YF

Bit 1

Bit 2
Bit 3
Bit 4

Bit 5
Bit 6
Bit 7
Bit 8

Bit 9

Bit 10
Bit 11
Bit 12
Bit 13
Bit 14
Bit 15

Bit 16

652

Meaning

Hardware fault in the V/f converter.
No measuring pulses have been received in the last measurement interval. Channel malfunction.
Reaction: Y = 0 is output until the next reset.
n.c.
n.c.
Timer overflow.
Reaction: on conversion: Y will not be updated
on adjustment: adjustment is canceled and then repeated.
n.c.
n.c.
Multiple configuration – The block was configured multiple times at the same input channel.
Adjustment error.
The values received during adjustment are outside tolerances. Channel malfunction.
Reaction: Y = 0 is output until the next reset.
Sampling time configuration error.
Sampling time TA out of the range from 1 ms to 130 ms.
Reaction: TA < 1 ms: Adjustment only during initialization, independent of ADJ.
TA < 130 ms: Risk of timer overflow. Channel malfunction; returns Y = 0.
System error, sampling time cannot be determined.
Reaction: Y = 0 is output until the next reset.
n.c.
n.c.
n.c.
n.c.
Adjustment error.
The values received during adjustment are outside tolerances. Channel malfunction.
Reaction: Y = 0 is output until the next reset.
Incorrect operating mode
Invalid entry at input MOD.
Reaction: MOD = 0 is assumed internally.
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Connections
Name
AD
MOD
OFF
SF
TR
ADJ
Y
QF
YF

Description

Hardware address
Operating mode with range of values: 0 <= MOD <= 2 (initialization I/O)
Negative I/O values and values >= 3 are limited to 0.
Offset compensation
Scaling factor
Trigger
Adjustment mode
Output
Group error
Error ID

Default
None
0

0.0
0.0
0
0
0.0
0
16#0000)

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features
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CPU 550/551
1.0
CPU555
0.5
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
Sampling time: 1 ms <= TA <= 130 ms
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2.2

GMC blocks

2.2.1

ALMIF
Interface for active infeed of SINAMICS (Active Line Module)

Symbol

Short description
Different types of infeed signals are available for SINAMICS drive solutions. The active infeed
(Active Line Module - in short ALM) represents a special feature, as it reports the current state
and requires control commands similar to a motor module. Standard frame 370 is used to
exchange data between the ALM and the higher-level controller (FM458 -1 DP, or TDC).
The following figure shows frame 370 for Sinamics ALM:

This function block is used to connect the active infeed of the SINAMICS (Active Line Module)
to SIMATIC FM458-1 DP or SIMATIC TDC in accordance with the standard frame 370
specification.
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The ALMIF block controls and monitors the active infeed of the SINAMICS (Active Line
Module).
The active SINAMICS infeed (Active Line Module) is activated and deactivated by means of
this function block. The complete control word is generated according to the standard frame
370. The status word of the active SINAMICS infeed (Active Line Module) will be evaluated.
Errors pending can be acknowledged.

Activating/deactivating the active infeed
The inputs EN and ACK are used to generate the control word to the ALM.
Input EN can be used to activate and deactivate the active infeed. Activation requires
generation of a positive edge (EN = 0 → 1).
An error during activation of the active infeed is acknowledged automatically if ACK = 1. If
error acknowledgment fails, activation is canceled on expiration of 2 seconds. In this case,
activation is only possible by triggering a new 0 → 1 edge at EN after the error has been
eliminated.

Status diagram

The drive changes directly from the S3 to the S4 state because bit 3 of CTW is set.
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Control word, CTW
The drive is controlled primarily by changes of the bits 0 and 7.
Phase

Value

infeed on

0x040B

infeed off

0x0402

Cause

Error (STW, bit 3), EN = 0, error cannot be acknowledged
Positive edge of EN and successful acknowledgment

Control word overview:
Bit

Function

Value

Meaning

0

Off
On
Operating condition
Enable operation
Disable motor mode
Disable generator mode
No significance
Acknowledge
Control from AS

0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1

Infeed off and on

1
3
5
6
7
10

All OFF2 commands are canceled
Enable operation
Disable motor mode of the infeed
Disable generator mode of the infeed
Acknowledge message
Control via interface

Status word, STW
Bit
0
1
2
3
4
6
7
9
11
12
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Function

Off
Ready for power on
Ready
Disable operation
Operation enabled
No malfunction
Malfunction
Off2 active
No Off2 active
Activation disable is inactive
Activation disable is active
No warning
Warning is active
Control from PLC
PLC control requested
Pre-charging not completed
Pre-charging completed
Power contactor open
Power contactor closed

Value
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Meaning

Infeed OFF
Infeed ON
No evaluation
Infeed ON
Deactivate infeed on malfunction
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Note
The function block evaluates the values printed in italic font.
Certain signals of the status word are output separately as Boolean output signals.
Bit
0
1
2
3
6
7
11
12

Signal
SON
SOP
SOE
ERR
SOI
WRN
PCC
LCC

Name

General State Diagram

ready to switch on
ready to operate
operation enable
Error
switching on inhibited
Warning
pre-charging completed
line contactor closed

S2
S3
S4
S1

Connections
Name

Description

Default

STW
EN
ACK
IMO
IRO
CTW
SON
SOP
SOE
ERR
SOI
WRN
PCC
LCC
QF

Status word
Enable infeed, bit 3 of STW
Acknowledge error, bit 7 of STW
Disable motor operation, bit 5 of STW
Disable regenerative operation, bit 6 of STW
Control word
Ready to start, bit 0 of STW
Ready to run, bit 1 of STW
Operation enabled, bit 2 of STW
Drive malfunction, bit 3 of STW
Activation disable, bit 6 of STW
Warning, bit 7 of STW
Pre-charging completed, bit 11 of STW
Line contactor closed, bit 12 of STW
Group error

0x0000
0
0
0
0
0x0000
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
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CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode

2
1
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2.2.2

DRVIF2
Interface to the drive

Symbol

Short description
This function block is used in combination with the RCVT5, SNDT5 and NAVDP function blocks
to connect drives in compliance with the PROFIdrive profile specifications (e.g. SIMODRIVE,
SINAMICS).
The use of certain drive functions (for example DSC) requires isochronous PROFIBUS
operation.
The DRVIF2 block controls and monitors the drive.
The function block is used to activate and deactivate the drive. The two control words are
completely generated in accordance with the PROFIdrive profile. Device-specific settings are
possible. The status words of the drive are evaluated.
The function block monitors the sign-of-life signals of a DP slave and generates its own signof-life signal. The maximum number of failed or incorrect sign-of-life signals can be
parameterized.
Errors pending can be acknowledged.
Signals for brake control must be generated externally.

Activating and deactivating the drive
The inputs EN, ACK and STP are used to generate control word 1.
Input EN can be used to activate and deactivate the drive. Activation requires generation of a
positive edge (EN = 0 → 1).
A drive activation error is acknowledged automatically
if ACK = 1. If error acknowledgment fails, activation is canceled on expiration of 2 seconds. In
this case, activation is only possible by triggering a new 0 → 1 edge at EN after the error has
been eliminated.
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Rapid stop
Note that you cannot deactivate the drive with EN = 0 if a system fault prevents it from
coming to a standstill. In this case, you can explicitly brake the drive by activating the rapid
stop function (STP = 1) and then deactivate it after it has reached a standstill.

Status diagram

If bit 3 of CT1 is set the drive changes directly from S3 to S4 state.

Control word 1, CT1
The drive is controlled primarily by changes to the bits 0, 2, and 6.
Phase

Value

Drive on

0x047F

Drive rapid stop
Drive off

0x043A
0x043E

Cause

STP = 1
Fault (SW1, bit 3), EN = 0, fault cannot be acknowledged
Positive edge of EN and successful acknowledgment

Bit 6 from CT1 is additionally output as a separate Boolean output signal CES (control word,
enable setpoint).
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Overview of control word 1
Bit
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Function

Off
On
Operating condition
OFF3
Operating condition
Enable operation
Operating condition
Enable the ramp-function
generator
Disable setpoint
Enable setpoint
No significance
Acknowledge
Jogging 1 off
Jogging 2 off
Control from AS

Value
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1

Meaning

Deactivate/activate the drive
All OFF2 commands are canceled
Rapid stop
All OFF3 commands are canceled
Enable operation
Do not disable the ramp-function generator
Enable the ramp-function generator

0
1
0
1
0
0
1

Traverse drive

Value

Meaning

0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0

Drive OFF
Drive ON
No evaluation
Drive ON

Acknowledge message
n.c.
n.c.
Control via interface

Status word 1, SW1
Bit

Function

Off
Ready for power on
1
Ready
2
Disable operation
Operation enabled
3
No malfunction
Malfunction
4-10 Refer to the PROFIdrive profile
0

Disable the drive on malfunction
No evaluation

Note
The function block evaluates the values printed in italic font.
Certain signals of status word 1 are output as separate Boolean output signal.
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Bit

Signal

Name

General State Diagram

0
1
2
3
6
7

SON
SOP
SOE
ERR
SOI
WRN

ready to switch on
ready to operate
operation enable
Error
switching on inhibited
Warning

S2
S3
S4
S1
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Device-specific inputs
You can link device-specific signals with control words CT1 and CT2 by means of the CW1 and
CW2 inputs. The following bits of control words CW1 and CW2 can be influenced in the
device-specific control words:
CW1, bit 11 - 15 with CT1,
CW2, bit 0 - 11 with CT2.
The software implemented in the drive controller facilitates user-specific wiring of the bits of
the control word received from PROFIBUS to the drive control bits. For this reason, your
parameterization of the device-specific signals CT1 and CT2 OR possibly has to be different
compared to the default.

Signoflife monitoring
The sign-of-life monitoring is compliant with PROFIBUS specifications.
The first valid sign-of-life signal of the slave initiates sign-of-life monitoring of the slave.
If a DP slave sign-of-life error occurs and transmission is disrupted for this reason, the
function block uses the old values for calculations.
The sign-of-life error output QLZ goes to zero as soon as the slave resumes transmission of
sign-of-life signals.
The sign-of-life error status QSL goes to zero at the positive edge of EN and if ACK = 1 and STP
= 0.
The DRVIF2 generates the sign-of-life signal for the PROFIBUS master in CT2.
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Connections
Name
SW1
SW2
STP
EN
ACK
CW1
CW2
MXE
CT1
CT2
SON
SOP
SOE
ERR
SOI
WRN
CES
QF
QSL
QLZ

Description

Default

Status word 1 (STW1)
Status word 2 (STW2)
Drive rapid stop, bit 2 of STW1
Enable drive, bit 3 of STW1
Acknowledge fault, bit 7 of STW1
Control word 1 (STW1), device-specific inputs
Control word 2 input (STW2), device-specific inputs
Max. number of faulty cycles
(STW1) control word 1
(STW2) control word 2
Ready for power on, bit 0 of STW1
Ready for operation, bit 1 of STW1
Operation enabled, bit 2 of STW1
Drive malfunction, bit 3 of STW1
Power-on disabled, bit 6 of STW1
Warning, bit 7 of STW1
Enable setpoint, bit 6 of STW1
Group error
Sign-of-life error state
Sign-of-life error for slaves

0x0040
0xF000
1
0
0
0x07FF
0xF000
10
0x0000
0xF000
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
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6.7
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2.2.3

NAVDP
Actual position value acquisition

Symbol

Short description
This function block is used in combination with the function blocks RCVPD, SNDPD and
DRVIF2 to integrate drives (e.g. SIMODRIVE or SINAMICS) in accordance with the PROFIdrive
profile specification.
The use of certain drive functions (for example DSC) requires PROFIBUS/PROFINET in
isochronous mode. On the FM458-1 DP, the block can then only be operated via the
integrated PROFIBUS interface with activated, constant bus cycle time and synchronization to
"PROFIBUS DP: Receive data ready". TDC enables isochronous mode only with the CPU555.
Please also see the additional documentation for the drive control unit.
The NAVDP block handles digital position detection with the following properties:
• The function block calculates the actual position value based on the actual encoder value
and gear ratios. This actual encoder value may originate from an incremental or absolute
encoder may consist of 8 to 32 binary digits. The actual position value of incremental
encoders is always zero after their activation.
• The position can be set or reset by means of software function (referencing/absolute
encoder adjustment).
• The function block may return a position value with limited modulo.
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• The function block returns an encoder control word for error acknowledgment, including
the request of position measured values and the absolute value or for referencing.
• The function block supports the absolute cyclic mode by saving the absolute values to
retentive TSAVE memory in order to enable reconstruction even on failure of the rack or of
communication to the drive. Overflows in the numerical range of the encoder are taken
into account.
Additional output variables comprise the position, position measured value, offset of the
measured position value (in the modulo cycle, if necessary), as well as the status bits.
Note
It is not permissible to interconnect the function block on a hardware input with other
function blocks for speed/actual position value detection at the same time.

Structure of the actual position values of the encoders (Gx_XIST1 and Gx_XIST2)
Each encoder returns two 32-bit data double words for transmission of the actual encoder
values.
The first data word Gx_XIST1 returns the incremental actual value. It is also known as cyclic
actual value. On activation of the drive, the encoder's actual value 1 (Gx_XIST1) is equal to
zero. The encoder pulses counted during a position change are cumulated and multiplied by
the multiplication factor. This left shift of the encoder pulses is also known as fine resolution.
The encoder resolution is a parameter of the encoder used. The fine resolution is a parameter
in the drive unit. The factory setting of a fine resolution of 11 bits applies to actual encoder
value 1 for Siemens AG drive units. However, this parameter can always be changed.

Fine resolution
Encoder resolution
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Simodrive 611U
P1042
P1005

Masterdrive

Implicitly via P171
P136

Sinamics
P418
P408
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As each encoder pulse is split into the fine resolution, the number of pulses per revolution
that are transferred in the actual encoder value Gx_XIST1 is derived from:
Number of pulses/rev=2(encoder resolution + fine resolution)
The example shows an encoder with a resolution of 2048, i.e. an encoder resolution of 11
bits. These 2048 pulses are scaled to the fine resolution of 11 bits. This means that exactly
222 bits = 4194304 pulses are transferred per encoder revolution.
You must specify the number of data bits from Gx_XIST1 per revolution at parameter BD 1. In
this example, you would have to set BD1 = 22.
In the selected example – to reach the full data width of encoder actual value Gx_XIST1 10
bits still remain. These bits are used to count the number of encoder revolutions.
The second actual encoder value 2 (Gx_XIST2) can transfer different function values:
• Absolute value
• Position value measured at a measuring input
• Actual position value of a reference mark
It has a structure similar to that of actual encoder value 1 (Gx_XIST1). However, the fine
resolution can be different. A fine resolution of 9 bits is set as factory default for actual
encoder value 2 (Gx_XIST2) for Siemens AG drive units. However, this parameter can always
be changed. Usually, actual encoder value 2 (Gx_XIST2) it set to a lower fine resolution
compared to actual encoder value 1 (Gx_XIST1) because the multi-turn information must also
be transmitted in actual encoder value 2 (Gx_XIST2).

Fine resolution
Encoder resolution
Multi-turn resolution

Simodrive 611U

Masterdrive

Sinamics

P1043
P1005
P1021

Implicitly via P171
P136
P148

P419
P408
P421
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The example shows an encoder with a resolution of 2048, i.e. an encoder resolution of 11
bits. These 2048 pulses are scaled to the fine resolution of 9 bits. This means that exactly 220
bits = 1048576 pulses are transferred per encoder revolution.
Declare the number of Gx_XIST2 data bits per revolution at parameter BD 2. In this example,
you would have to set BD2 = 20.
The data width must be included in the transfer of the multi-turn information. In this
example, this is a width of 12 bits. This means that you can acquire 4096 encoder
revolutions.
Note that the multi-turn information does not necessarily have to utilize the remaining bits of
the 32-bit data width. Specify the number of user data bits to include in actual encoder value
2 (Gx_XIST2) at input BIT.
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Calculating the position
The YP, YPM, YDM and COR position outputs are assigned the base unit LU (length unit).
When using angular units on systems with rotary axis, it is advisable to use the base unit
1 LU = 0.001° and the base unit 1 LU = 1 µm on systems with linear axis.
You may set any base unit. However, note that 1 LU represents the finest system resolution.
Certain inputs and outputs are therefore implemented exclusively as integers (type DINT).
This prevents the totaling of rounding errors and guarantees long-term stability of position
acquisition.
The actual position value is calculated based on

The NPN / NPD quotient defines the base unit. NPN sets the selected position value, while
NPD sets the corresponding number of encoder pulses.
It is best practice to specify the number of pulses per encoder revolution at NPD, i.e. 2BD1, and
the value that equals one encoder revolution at NPN.
Example:
For an encoder generating 2048 pulses/revolution and a fine resolution of 11 bits, a
revolution should be mapped on a linear system with 1 LU = 0.1 mm. One machine
revolution generates a feed length of 525.8 mm.
NPN = 5258; ( 5258 * 0.1 mm = 525.8 mm)
NPD = 4194304; ( 222 = 4194304 pulses/rev)
If a transmission is installed between the motor and machine, you must take the gear ratios
in NPN and NPD into account.

Sawtooth generation
For systems with rotary axis, a position overflow must be prevented for YP. This means that
YP must be cyclically corrected (e.g. after every revolution) by the distance moved (axis
cycle). As a consequence, a sawtooth signal develops at output YP (at constant speed). Two
different methods of correction are available.
1. Correction by the value DYP at the positive edge at inputs CP and CN. Usually, these signals
are returned from the setpoint channel. However, this method should not be combined with
other methods.
2. Internal generation of the sawtooth signal. Set bit 11 of MOD to 1 accordingly.
If YP exceeds the value AZ, then YP = YP - AZ will be set. If YP drops below 0, YP = YP + AZ
will be set. The POV and NOV outputs will be set for the duration of one cycle.

Position correction
Each correction value is returned at output COR. On positive overflow, COR is subtracted from
YP and output POV is set for the duration of one cycle.
On negative overflow, COR is added to YP and a pulse is generated at the NOV output.
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If a correction with the same sign is made in two or several consecutive sampling times, the
correction is displayed in alternating mode at POV and NOV. The sign of COR is adapted
accordingly, so that the successor blocks execute the correction with the correct sign.

Valid data
The block has a QDV input, receive data is valid. This input value signals the block that the
GX1 and GX2 data received are trustworthy (high confidence level). This input should also be
set to a logical 0 if communication to the drive is interrupted. You should use output value
QDV of the receive block RCVPD to display the validity of the data.
During configuration of an absolute encoder (MOD bit 2 = 1 and G1S = 16#2000 (Bit 13 = 1)),
the transfer of the current absolute actual value from the encoder is initiated by a positive
edge at QDV.

Operating mode
Relevant bits of input MOD
Bit

Function

Value

2

Defines the encoder type
(only evaluated during initialization.)
Behavior during synchronization,
(e.g. zero pulse)

0
1
0

0

9

Edge for measured value acquisition

0
1

1
11

Internal enable
Sawtooth generation

0
1

Meaning

Measurement at the positive edge of the
measuring input
Measurement at the negative edge of the
measuring input
Incremental encoder
Absolute encoder
The actual position value is the same as the
setting value for synchronization:
YP = SVS + pulse since synchronization
Subtract setting value from actual position
value during synchronization:
YP = YP – SVS
No limiting of the actual position value YP
Limiting: 0  YP < AZ; with automatic POV /
NOV generation on overflow/underflow.

The "cyclic, absolute" operating mode is enabled automatically when you configure an
absolute encoder (MOD bit 2 = 1). As it is necessary to save the relevant values to retentive
memory when operating in "cyclic absolute" mode, you need to release the TSAVE memory in
HW Config to use the full functionality.

Absolute mode
The absolute mode has been created for using absolute encoders.
All absolute encoders return an absolute position that remains valid even after power has
cycled off and on. However, this absolute position is limited depending on the encoder
design. On reaching a finite number of revolutions, the encoder value returns to zero.
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Absolute encoder
Position with overflows

In absolute mode, the NAVDP block takes overflows of the encoder values into account and
saves the corresponding necessary information to non-volatile TSAVE memory. This means
that the position calculated by the NAVDP block is constant and stays retentive as long as
TSAVE data is not deleted due to user requests and the controller is not switched off without
battery backup.

On-the-fly measurement and referencing (synchronizing)
Both of these functions run in a similar fashion. They are started using the respective input
signals. The block generates the necessary encoder control word in accordance with the
PROFIdrive specification, sets the outputs, and evaluates the encoder status word. This
sequence can be roughly split into three phases:
• Activation: the function has been activated and waits for acknowledgement from the
drive
• Measurement: the acknowledgement has been received, waits until the measured value
is received.
• Read measured value: fetches the measured value from G1_XIST2
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Set the position, absolute encoder adjustment
Input S (set position) and SV (position setting value) are available for setting the current
position and for absolute encoder adjustment. The position setting value at SV is activated at
a positive edge at input S. If the setting value exceeds the modulo range of a configured
modulo function (MOD bit 11 = 1), it is converted to the modulo range. The offset that is
obtained by setting the actual position or by absolute encoder adjustment is saved to nonvolatile TSAVE memory, i.e. it is retained as long as the TSAVE information is not deleted as
the result of a user request, or deactivation of the controller without battery backup.
Example of absolute encoder adjustment
An absolute encoder adjustment adapts the absolute value of the encoder to an absolute
value of the axis.
In the example shown, a tool block is positioned in reverse and forward direction between
two mechanical end stops by means of a driven threaded rod. The actual position of the tool
block is determined by the thread pitch and an absolute encoder mounted to the drive motor.

The absolute value adjustment is used to assign the start point of the traversing range of the
tool block to a corresponding absolute value of the absolute encoder.

MES, SYN inputs
A positive edge at MES activates the measurement and sets output QMA. MES = 0 indicates
that a no measurement has been requested and clears output QMD.
A positive edge at SYN activates the measurement and sets output QSA. SYN = 0 indicates no
synchronization and clears output QSD.
The transfer of the absolute value is activated by a positive edge at QDV and configured
absolute encoder and sets output QAT. Output QAT is reset automatically on successful
activation of the absolute value.
The measurement has priority if a positive edge is simultaneously triggered at SYN and MES.
The two measuring (MES) and synchronization (SYS) operations cannot override each
another.
Activation of the absolute value has priority over all other functions. The start of activation of
an absolute value (AT) cancels any currently active measurement (MES) or synchronization
(SYS).
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Encoder control word G1C
Depending on the status of input MOD bit 0, the bit 7, 4 to 5, as well as bit 0 or bit 1 are set
in encoder control word G1C.
Relevant bits in encoder control word G1C
Bit

Function

1

On-the-fly measurement or
referencing

4-5

Command

7

On-the-fly measurement or
referencing

15

Acknowledge encoder fault

0

On-the-fly measurement or
referencing

Value
0
1
0
1
00
01
10
11
0
1
0
1

Meaning

No function request
Measuring input pos. edge, or reference mark 1
No function request
Negative edge at measuring input
No function request
Activate referencing
Read value
Cancel
Referencing
On-the-fly measurement
No function request
Reset request for encoder fault

G1S encoder status word
Bit 8 = 1 signals deflection of the measuring input. Output QM will be if the measuring input
is deflected. Bit 15 signal encoder errors and triggers command 3 for cancellation of the
measurement
in bits 4 and 5 of encoder control word G1C. Bit 15 is set in control word G1C after an
encoder fault and corresponding acknowledgment ACK.

Error codes YFC
Bit

Meaning

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Invalid parameter at input BIT. The value is outside the interval 8...32
Zero value at input NPN
Zero value at input NPD
Negative value at input AZ
Error when transferring the absolute value, as no absolute encoder was configured
Fault when acquiring the TSAVE memory
Encoder not referenced warning.
Encoder error
Incorrect parameter assignment at BD2. BD2 must be less than BIT.

Errors caused by incorrect parameter assignment are signaled once at the change of the input
value. In error case, the old parameters are not overwritten and remain valid. All further
calculations are stopped. The composite error signal is output.
Once the fault is acknowledged, the error code is not output again as long as nothing has
changed at the input.
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ERR error codes
Value Meaning
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
A

Encoder composite error
Zero mark monitoring
Cancel parking encoder
Cancel reference mark search
Cancel reference value retrieval
Cancel on-the-fly measurement
Cancel measured value retrieval
Cancel absolute value transfer ON
Errors when reading the absolute track of the absolute encoder

In case of an encoder fault, ERR contains bits 0...4 from GX2; refer to the documentation of
PROFIBUS DP communication.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

XP
GX1
BD1
GX2
BD2
BIT
G1S
MOD
AZ

Position setpoint
Actual encoder value
Data bits per revolution from actual encoder value 1 (GX1)
Encoder measured value
Data bits per revolution from actual encoder value 2 (GX2)
Encoder resolution. Values between 8.. 32 are possible.
Encoder status word
Operating mode
Axis cycle for automatic sawtooth generation and offset calculation (may
not be negative)
Position normalization numerator. The value may not be zero.
Position normalization denominator. The value may not be zero.
Reset position
Set position
Position setting value
Request synchronization
Setting value for synchronization
Request measurement
Position setpoint of measured value
Subtract position correction value
Add position correction value
Position correction value
Receive data valid
Encoder fault acknowledgment
Incremental position difference
Actual position value
Position measured value
Actual offset value XPM-YPM

0.0
0
32
0
32
32
0
0
36000

NPN
NPD
R
S
SV
SYN
SVS
MES
XPM
CP
CN
DYP
QDV
ACK
XER
YP
YPM
YDM
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36000
4194304
0
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0
360000
1
0
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
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Name
G1C
QM
QMA
QMD
QSA
QSD
QAT
COR
POV
NOV
QF
YFC
ERR

Description

Encoder control word
Measuring input status
Measurement active
Measurement completed
Synchronization active
Synchronization completed
Transfer of absolute value active
Correction value for the actual position value. On changes to the actual
position value due to CP, CN, synchronization or automatic sawtooth generation, the (signed) value is displayed at COR.
With position correction YP = YP - COR, POV is set to 1 for the duration of
one processing cycle.
With position correction YP = YP + COR, NOV is set to 1 for the duration of
one processing cycle.
Group error
Error code (refer to the table)
Encoder fault code

Default
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special feature
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4.5
CPU555
2.25
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
TSAVE memory size =36 bytes
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2.2.4

RCVPD
Receive block

Symbol

Short description
This function block is used in combination with the function blocks NAVDP, DRVIF2 and
SNDPD, as well as SNDT5 to integrate drives (e.g. SIMODRIVE, SINAMICS) in accordance with
the PROFIdrive profile specification.
The use of certain drive functions (for example DSC) requires PROFIBUS/PROFINET in
isochronous mode. On the FM458-1 DP, the block can then only be operated via the
integrated PROFIBUS interface with activated, constant bus cycle time and synchronization to
"PROFIBUS DP: Receive data ready". TDC enables isochronous mode only with the CPU555.
Please also see the additional documentation for the drive control unit.
RCVPD returns the user data from the PROFIdrive frames 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 81, 102, 103, 105 or
106. The relevant frame is set by means of configuration at the TLG input.
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Functional principle

The RCVPD accesses the receive data using a pointer operation. It provides the receive data as
individual elements at the output corresponding to the telegram specification. A function
block CRV_P can, for example, provide the pointer for the receive data.
The function blocks must be executed in the following order:
CRV_P → RCVPD → NAVDP*) → DRVIF2 → SNDPD → CTV_P
*) The function block NAVDP cannot be used, because SIMATIC TDC does not currently
support isochronous PROFIBUS operation.
On completion of block initialization, a plausibility check determines whether or not the PTR
pointer points to a valid memory area. The defaults remain active at the outputs as long as
pointer PTR has no valid value. The value is applied once as soon as a correct pointer is
detected. New pointers are subsequently only activated following block initialization.
Only the PROFIdrive frames listed in the table can be received.
The frame is selected by means of input TLG during initialization.

TLG
1
2
3
4
5
6
81
102
103
105
106

Frame

Data buffer length

1
2
3
4
5
6
81
102
103
105
106

2 words (4 bytes)
4 words (8 bytes)
9 words (18 bytes)
14 words (28 bytes)
9 words (18 bytes)
14 words (28 bytes)
4 words (8 bytes)
10 words (20 bytes)
15 words (30 bytes)
10 words (20 bytes)
15 words (30 bytes)

MLD

x
x
x
x

The total length of the frame that can be received from a DP slave is specified in bytes at
input NBY (frame length) of block CRV_P. These can also be frames from multiple axes
(double axis modules) that can be selected using the OFF address offset.
Example of double axis module:
The OFF input receives the address offset in bytes in the frame buffer for axis 1 or axis 2.
The input is read at cyclic intervals. OFF may only have a value of between 0 and 240.
Axis

Frame

OFF

1
2
1
2

5
5
105
105

0
18
0
20

The reference speed in rpm is set at input RS. This value should not be zero.
NIST_B contains the percentage speed normalized to RS with 100% = 0x40000000H.
Max. value is 200% = 0x7FFFFFFFH. Negative values are possible.
All output values are rotated.
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Error codes
QF

Meaning

YF

Meaning

0
1

1
2

3

5

7

C

No error identified; valid pointer to the frame buffer
Error detected, for cause see YF, not when YF=7

Out of buffer memory;
Remedy: Reduce the buffer length or the configuration.
No valid buffer pointer at the PTR connection;
possibly no link to the PTR connection;
Remedy: Check CFC links to PTR connections;
Block connected via PTR does not have the same sampling time.
Remedy: All pointer-based communication blocks linked by means of PTR-CFC
connection must have the same sampling time.
Offset exceeds the buffer length, cyclic check because OFF
can be changed in online mode.
Remedy: The offset must not exceed the buffer length.
No data available;
Remedy: Check for proper initialization and operation of the CRV_P/CTV_P blocks
and for the correct transfer of data.
Incorrect frame setting.
Remedy: Check the parameter setting at input TLG.

Connections
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Name

Description

Default

PTR
OFF
RS
TLG
ST1
NIA
NIB
MLD
ST2
G1S
G11
G12
G2S
G21
G22
Y
QF
YF

Pointer to frame buffer
Offset in bytes
Reference speed
Frame number
Status word 1 (STW1)
Actual speed value A (NIST_A)
Actual speed value B (NIST_B)
Message with frame 105 (MELDW)
Status word 2 (STW2)
Encoder 1 status word (G1_ZSW)
Encoder 1 actual position value 1 (G1_XIST1)
Encoder 1 actual position value 2 (G1_XIST2)
Encoder 2 status word (G2_ZSW)
Encoder-2 actual position value 1 (G2_XIST1)
Encoder-2, actual position value 2 (G2_XIST2)
Actual speed value
Error status block (for error codes, refer to the table above)
StatusInfo block (for error codes, refer to the table above)

0
0
3000.0
5
0x0040
0
0
0x0000
0xF000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0
0
16#0000
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Name
QDV
NBY

Description

Default

Receive data is valid
Frame length in bytes

0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

2.2.5

CPU 550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode

5.4
2.7

SNDPD
Send block

Symbol

Short description
This function block is used in combination with function blocks NAVDP, DRVIF2 and RCVPD as
well as RCVT5 to integrate drives (e.g. SIMODRIVE, SINAMICS) in accordance with the
PROFIdrive profile specification.
The use of certain drive functions (for example DSC) requires PROFIBUS/PROFINET in
isochronous mode. On the FM458-1 DP, the block can then only be operated via the
integrated PROFIBUS interface with activated, constant bus cycle time and synchronization to
"PROFIBUS DP: Receive data ready". TDC enables isochronous mode only with the CPU555.
Please also see the additional documentation for the drive control unit.
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SNDPD returns the user data from the PROFIdrive frames 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 81, 102, 103, 105 or
106. The relevant frame is set by means of configuration at the TLG input.

Functional principle
The SNDPD accesses the transmission data buffer using the pointer operation and fetches the
individual values from the inputs in accordance with the frame specification. A CTV_P
function block, for example, can return the data buffer pointer.
The function blocks must be executed in the following order:
CRV_P → RCVPD → NAVDP*) → DRVIF2 → SNDPD → CTV_P
*) The function block NAVDP cannot be used, because SIMATIC TDC does not currently
support isochronous PROFIBUS operation.
On completion of block initialization, a plausibility check determines whether the PTR pointer
points to a valid memory area. Data is not written to the transmission data buffer as long as
pointer PTR does not have a valid value. The value is applied once as soon as a correct pointer
is detected. New pointers are subsequently only activated following block initialization.
Only the PROFIdrive frames listed in the table can be used.
The frame is selected by means of input TLG during initialization.
TLG
1
2
3
4
5
6
81
102
103
105
106

Frame
1
2
3
4
5
6
81
102
103
105
106

Data buffer length

2 words (4 bytes)
4 words (8 bytes)
5 words (10 bytes)
6 words (12 bytes)
9 words (18 bytes)
10 words (20 bytes)
2 words (4 bytes)
6 words (12 bytes)
7 words (14 bytes)
10 words (20 bytes)
11 words (22 bytes)

TRQ

0-100%
0-100%
0-100%
0-100%

The total length in bytes of a frame that can be transmitted to a DP slave is specified at input
NBY (frame length) of block CTV_P. These can also be frames from multiple axes (double axis
modules) that can be selected using the OFF address offset.
Reference speed (RS) and reference torque (RT)
The speed setpoint speed and torque reduction values (only for frames 102, 103, 105 and
106) are transmitted to the drive as a percentage. An identical normalization in the drive and
PLC is conditional for proper transmission.
The reference speed in rpm is set at input RS. This value should not be zero. The speed
setpoint transmitted (NSOLL_A or NSOLL_B) is normalized as percentage to RS with 100 % =
0x40000000h. Max. value is 200% = 0x7FFFFFFFH. Negative values are possible.
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Check whether the reference speed in the drive and controller have the same value. The
following drive parameters are valid for Siemens drives:
Reference speed
RS =

Simodrive 611U
P0880

Masterdrive
P353

Sinamics
P2000

Caution - the reference speed and rated speed of the drive do not necessarily have to be
identical. The suitable reference speed mainly depends on the maximum operational drive
speed and on the width of data transmission (NSOLL_A = 16 bits, NSOLL_B = 32 bits).
Analog to the setpoint speed, the torque reduction is also transferred to the drive as
percentage. Drive torque reduction must be calculated based on the following equation:

As a consequence, the ideal reference torque is approx. 25 %:

A higher reference torque proportionally reduces the resolution:
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Check whether the values of drive reference torque and in the controller are identical. The
following drive parameters are valid for Siemens drives:
Reference torque

Simodrive 611U

Masterdrive

Sinamics

16384.0*)

RT =
P0881
P1544
*) Torque reduction for Masterdrive can only be implemented by means of BICO wiring as userspecific solution. A reference torque of 16384 is used accordingly.

Only reference torque (RT) values greater than 0.0 and less than 65535.0 are valid. Values
exceeding this range trigger an error message.
Only values between 0.0 % and 100.0 % are practical at input TRQ. The block only allows
transmission of values that do not exceed this range. Values exceeding the range from 0.0 %
to 100 % are limited to the range.
Prior to its transfer to the buffer, the position controller gain KPC (unit = 1/s) is
multiplied by 1000 and transmitted as data type DI.
All input values are rotated byte-by-byte prior to their transmission.
Example of double axis module:
The OFF input receives the address offset in bytes in the frame buffer for axis 1 or axis 2.
The input is read at cyclic intervals. OFF may only have a value of between 0 and 240.
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Axis

Frame

OFF

1
2
1
2

5
5
105
105

0
18
0
20
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Error codes
QF

Meaning

YF

Meaning

0
1

1
2

3

5

C
D

No error identified; valid pointer to the frame buffer
Error identified; for the cause refer to YF

Out of buffer memory;
Remedy: Reduce the buffer length or the configuration.
No valid buffer pointer at the PTR connection;
possibly no link to the PTR connection;
Remedy: Check CFC links to PTR connections;
Block connected via PTR does not have the same sampling time.
Remedy: All pointer-based communication blocks linked by means of PTR-CFC
connection must have the same sampling time.
Offset exceeds the buffer length, cyclic check because OFF
can be changed in online mode.
Remedy: Offset may not exceed the buffer length.
Incorrect frame setting.
Remedy: Check the parameter setting at input TLG.
Incorrect parameterization
Remedy: Check the value set at input RT.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

PTR
OFF
CT1
Y
CT2
TRQ
G1C
G2C
XER
KPC
RS
RT
TLG
NSA
NSB
QF
YF
NBY

Pointer to frame buffer
Offset in bytes
Control word 1 (STW1)
Speed setpoint
Control word 2 (STW2)
Torque reduction (only values 0.0 to 100.0)
Encoder control word (G1_STW)
Encoder control word (G2_STW)
Control deviation (XERR)
Position controller gain (KPC)
Reference speed
Reference torque
Frame number
Speed setpoint A (NSOLL_A)
Speed setpoint B (NSOLL_B)
Error status block (for error codes, refer to the table above)
StatusInfo block (for error codes, refer to the table above)
Frame length in bytes

0
0
0x0000
0
0x0000
0.0
0
0
0
1.0
3000.0
100.0
5
0
0
0
16#0000
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

682

CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode

3.4
1.7
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2.3

Communication blocks

2.3.1

Communication utility time synchronization

2.3.1.1

RTCM
System time broadcast

Symbol

Short description
This function block is used to synchronize and broadcast the system time throughout the rack
and to adjust the system time. The term system time denotes the date and time of day. The
system time is broadcast via CP52A0 / CP53M0.
the RTCM function block can only be configured in a sampling interval 128 ms <= TA <= 512
ms.
The RTCM function block may only be configured once for each rack and only on the CPU that
is inserted "on the extreme left" of the rack.

Functional principle
Based on the TM input settings and while initialization mode is active, the RTCM function
block searches for the module that controls the system time source (master system time) for
the entire rack. The master system time may originate its "own" CPU, or from a
CP51M1/CP5100, CP53M0, or CP52A0.
The function block then searches all CP52A0/CP53M0 modules in order to broadcast the
system time to other racks.
On completion of all initialization jobs, the function block updates the system time at cyclic
intervals of 10 seconds in coupling memory (for system time synchronization on the
particular rack) and on all CP52A0/ CP53M0 modules.
The system time is synchronized automatically between the CPUs of the rack.
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If the configured name of its own CPU is specified at input TM, it defines the system time
itself. In this case, the block inputs XYR, XMO, XDY, XHR, XMI, XSE and XMS are read at the 0
to 1 transition at input IS and applied as system time. The system operates with the time
buffered by the battery, or with the default 1.1.1993 00:00, as long as the IS block input is
not set.
Valid settings for the manipulated variables:
Set input
XYR
XMO
XDA
XHR
XMI
XSE
XMS

Set input range
00, 01, ... , 80 und 94, 95, ... , 99
01, 02, ... , 12
01, 02, ... , 31
00, 01, ... , 23
00, 01, ... , 59
00, ... , 59
00, ... , 999

Unit
Year
Month
Day
Hour
Minute
Second
Millisecond

If invalid values are entered at the block inputs for setting the year, month, day, hour,
minute, second and millisecond, the error number is output at the YTS connection.
If a module name other than the own configured module name is set at the TM connection,
the XYR, XMO, XDA, XHR, XMI, XSE XMS and IS block inputs are only evaluated when the
configured source has failed.
Block output TS indicates whether the system time was received only in the current
processing cycle (TS = 0), or whether it was self-controlled (TS = 1).
Usually, the system time is received from the module whose configured name was specified
at input TM. If the system time is no longer generated there, then the RTCM automatically
changes to its internal system time and uses this as master system time. This changeover is
indicated at output TS.
Block output TUC reports the number system time deviations the function block has already
identified.
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Connections
Name
TM

XYR

XMO
XDA
XHR
XMI
XSE
XMS
IS

TS
TUC

YTS
QTS

Description

Initialization connection for configured coupling module names (own CPU, CP52A0) or module
names containing the interface (CP53M0, CP51M1) to be used for the master system time.
Valid year setting;
XYR = 00 to XYR = 80 and XYR = 94 to XYR = 99.
The block input is only read when IS changes from 0 to 1 and if the configured name of its own CPU
module is specified at TM.
Valid month setting; XMO = 01 to XMO = 12
(requirement as for block input XYR).
Valid day setting; XDA = 01 to XDA = 31
(requirement as for block input XYR).
Valid hour setting; XHR=00 to XHR=23
(requirement as for block input XYR).
Valid minute setting: XMI=00 to XMI=59
(requirement as for block input XYR).
Valid second setting: XSE=0 to XSE=59 (requirement as for block input XYR).
Valid millisecond setting: XMS=0 to XMS=999 (requirement as for block input XYR).
Adjustment trigger:
The master system time is updated at the 0 to 1 transition in accordance with the block inputs XYR,
XMO, XDA, XHR, XMI, XSE and XMS and the block output TUC is incremented.
The IS connection is only processed if its own module name was configured at the TM connection.
System time source
This output indicates whether the master system time is received from the module configured at
input TM (TS = 0), or whether it is self-controlled (TS = 1), e.g. on failure of the master system time.
System time version counter
Depending on the time source the TUC block output counts various events:
Time source
TUC display
CPU itself
Is incremented with each time adjustment
CP51M1 / NTP
Is incremented with each lost synchronization
CP52A0 / CP53M0
The TUC of the time source is applied. If the system time source fails, a
switchover to the own system time takes place and the TUC is also incremented.
All temporary and irreparable errors are indicated at this block output.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Output QTS indicates whether or not the block was successfully initialized (QTS = 1), or whether it
entered the inactive state (QTS = 0) after a communication error message was entered.
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1
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

2.3.1.2

CPU550/551
CPU555
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

8.3
4.15

SNTPR
Time reception and redundant routing

Symbol

Functional principle
The SNTPR block receives a TCP-IP time frame in accordance with RFC 2030, and converts the
time to the internal TDC format. If the CP51M1/CP5100 configured at the CT1 is also
configured as time source at RTCM, the function block will handle the synchronization
function. The second CP51M1/CP5100 (configured at CT2) can then be used as redundant
time source. Only a SICLOCK time sender can be used as time source.
Requirements for use:
• The block expects a time server to send an (S)NTP frame to UDP port 123 of the CP51M1
every 10 seconds. SNTPR does not send any queries to a server.
• The (S)NTP frame must be sent to the CP51M1 by broadcast (not multicast).
• The (S)NTP frame is only accepted with accuracy stratum 1 or 2.
• The (S)NTP frame should arrive in a 10-second cycle with the greatest possible accuracy
because different configuration is not possible.
• Deviations from this cycle time have a direct effect on the accuracy of the TDC time of day.
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Note

• SNTPR must run on the first CPU with a fast sampling time in order to keep the time
fluctuations low.
• SNTPR does not set the internal clock of the CP51M1. This synchronizes itself
independently using NTP mode.

• If SNTPR and RTCM run together, SNTPR determines the source of the time of day. RTCM
then no longer has a function, apart from distribution of the time of day in the rack, but
this is also guaranteed without RTCM by the system performance.

Redundancy failover
The 'Master Clock' time is received via the first CP51M1/CP5100 and the 'Standby Clock' time
via the second CP51M1/CP5100. On failure of the frames from the 'Master Clock', the
'Standby Clock' frame is used for synchronization based on the time set at input TIO. The
block changes to the internal clock on failure of these sources, or if these are not configured.
Once an error has been eliminated, the source time is evaluated automatically with top
priority (master before slave before internal clock).

Connections
Name

Description

CT1

Name of the first coupling module for
Receive channel 1. (must be a CP51M1/CP5100)
Name and parameter of the first receive channel.
(The channel name can be edited, but not the parameter.)
Name of the coupling module for receive channel 2.
You can configure a CP51M1/CP5100, or zero.
Name and parameter of the second receive channel.
(The channel name can be edited, but not the parameter.)
Receive channel mode
("H" = Handshake, "R"=Refresh, "S"=Select, "M"=Multiple)
Time zone. This value is added to the time received, or subtracted if TZ
is negative (valid: -12 to 12).
Timeout - time for monitoring the receive channels.
Fault output; in error case, an ID is output for diagnostics.
Supplementary information is displayed if YTS <> 0.
Receive channel 1 status
(SIMATIC TDC/SIMADYN D communication (error) code, for example
0x6001).
Receive channel 2 status
(SIMATIC TDC/SIMADYN D communication (error) code, for example
0x6001).
Error status; displays the last error status occurred. In contrast to connector YTS, LFZ is never deleted.
Status output; operational readiness is indicated with a 1.

AR1
CT2
AR2
MOR
TZ
TIO
YTS
YTZ
YT1
YT2
LFZ
QTS
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SNTP_R.U-00123
R
0
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Name
CP
TO1
TO2

Description

Default

Displays the currently used clock (0, 1 or 2).
Timeout receive channel 1; time setting at input TIO.
Timeout receive channel 2; time setting at input TIO.

Error states
The following error states are defined: (NR = TDC error number derived from D7-SYS Online
Help)
YTS

YTZ

15

0

0
1
2
3
4
5
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

0
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Meaning

Ok
Fault NR when requesting memory
Error when setting up channel 1
Error when setting up channel 2
Temporary channel fault
Persistent channel fault
Module not found
Module parameters not found
Invalid time zone
Invalid module state
Bus access error (read access to module CP51M1/CP5100)
SNTP frame mode is not BROADCAST
SNTP frame year exceeds the valid range
(1988 - 2072)
Bus access error (write access to module CP51M1/CP5100)

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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CPU 550/551
37
CPU555
18.5
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
This block must be installed once on the first processor. The RTCM block is
indispensable,
As its cycle time determines the accuracy of the time used, it should be
configured in the fastest sampling time (T1).
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2.3.2

Coupling central blocks

2.3.2.1

@GLOB
Communication buffer module central block

Symbol

Short description
The central block @GLOB initializes and monitors the communication buffer coupling.
Communication buffer coupling can be set up on all communication buffer modules.
The function block may only be configured once on each rack, as there is only one
communication buffer module available per rack. Multiple configuration is identified during
initialization and results in an entry in the communication error field.
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
Once coupling is enabled the central block monitors the correct logon of the senders and
receivers. If necessary, the block also launches a re-organization and updates block output
CDM at each processing cycle.
You can set the CDV input to reorganize (format) the entire data interface. You should use
this option if an application (e.g. the message evaluation function block MSI)
reports that you cannot logon additional channels to the data interface due to insufficient
memory resources.
Repeated setting of the CDV block input is only taken into account if the input was reset (i.e.
to 0) for the duration of at least 2 sampling times. Otherwise, the connection setting will be
ignored.
The CDM block output provides information on the coupling state. The connection is set to 1
if the coupling is enabled for general transmission/receiving operation. The CDM block output
is set to 0 as long as initialization of the coupling is still busy or resumed (on temporary
malfunction), or while memory is being reorganized (cf. the CDV connection).
The computing time information in the technical specification refers to the typical job
processing.
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During re-organization, the computing time is extended up to 370 µs across several
processing cycles.

Connections
Name
CTS

CDV
CDM
QTS

Description

The configured name of the communication buffer is specified at this initialization input.
A CDV = 0 to CDV = 1 transition initiates reorganization of the data interface
memory.
Specifies the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1).
Operating state of the function block. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error,
while QTS = 1 indicates faultless operation of the function block.

Default

0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

2.3.2.2

CPU 550/551
CPU555
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

3.5
1.75

@LOCAL
Local coupling central block

Symbol

Short description
This function block is responsible for initializing and monitoring local CPU coupling. The data
interface for this coupling is located in local RAM of the CPU.
The function block may only be configured once for each CPU module, as only one local
coupling is available per CPU. Multiple configuration of the function block is detected during
initialization and triggers an entry in the communication error field.
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.
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Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
Once coupling is enabled the central block monitors the correct logon of the senders and
receivers. If necessary, the block also launches a re-organization and updates block output
CDM at each processing cycle.
The function block cannot be used to initialize or monitor the local coupling of the CPU if the
coupling was initiated by an "external" source. The block must have been configured on the
CPU at which it is to initialize the local coupling. The setting of a module name other than the
own at input CTS will lead to an entry in the communication error field.
You can set input CDV to re-organize (format) the entire data interface. You should use this
option if an application (e.g. the message evaluation function block MSI)
reports that you cannot logon additional channels to the data interface due to insufficient
memory resources.
Repeated setting of the CDV block input is only taken into account if the input was reset (i.e.
to 0) for the duration of at least 2 sampling times on completion of re-organization.
Otherwise, the connection setting will be ignored.
The CDM block output provides information on the coupling state. The connection is set to 1
if the coupling is enabled for general transmission/receiving operation. The CDM block output
is set to 0 as long as initialization of the coupling is still busy or resumed (on temporary
malfunction), or while memory is being reorganized (cf. the CDV connection).

Connections
Name
CTS
CDV

CDM
QTS

Description

The name assigned to the local CPU is specified at this initialization connection.
A CDV = 0 to CDV = 1 transition initiates reorganization of the data interface
memory.
Specifies the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1).
Operating state of the function block. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error,
while QTS = 1 indicates faultless operation of the function block.

Default
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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CPU 550/551
CPU555
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

8.0
4.0
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2.3.2.3

@MPI
MPI coupling central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors MPI coupling (CP50M0 / CP50M1).
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed. After the coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors the proper logon
of senders and receivers as well as the operating state of the CP50M0 / CP50M1 interface.
Block outputs ECL, ECO and CDM are updated at each processing cycle. The computing time
information in the technical specification refers to the typical job processing.

Connections
Name
CTS
ECL
ECO

CDM
QTS

692

Description

The configured name of the CP50M0 / CP50M1 module and connector X01 or
X02 is specified at this initialization input.
Error class output. ECL > 0 indicates an irreparable error.
The output should always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECO block
output.
Error code output. ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates that no error is pending.
If ECO > 0 indicates a configuration error (ECL = 0), or an irreparable error
(ECL > 0). The output should always be evaluated in direct relationship to the
ECL block output. For more information on ECL and ECO, refer to: Section
"Connection ECL, ECO" in the system manual "System and Communication
Configuring D7-SYS".
Indicates the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1)
Block state:
QTS = 1: Block is in operation
QTS = 0: Block is deactivated with an entry in the communication error field.

Default
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

2.3.2.4

CPU 550/551
24.0
CPU555
12.0
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may not be deactivated by means of
runtime group

@PRODP
PROFIBUS DP central block

Symbol

Short description
the function block initializes and monitors PROFIBUS DP coupling (CP50M0 / CP50M1).
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed. After the coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors the proper logon
of senders and receivers as well as the operating state of the CP50M0 / CP50M1 interface.
Block outputs ECL, ECO and CDM are updated at each processing cycle. The computing time
information in the technical specification refers to the typical job processing.
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Connections
Name
CTS

MAA
BDR

SLA

LCC

ECL
ECO

CDM
QTS

694

Description

This initialization I/O is used to specify the configured name of the
CP50M0 / CP50M1 module and of connector X01 or X02.
The PROFIBUS address for the CP50M0 interface is set at this initialization I/O. The setting consists of
a number from 1 to 123.
Not analyzed with CP50M1 (configuration in HW Config)
The baud rate is set at this initialization input. The valid value settings are coded as follows:
0 = 9.6 kBd
1 = 19.2 kBd
2 = 93.75 kBd
3 = 187.5 kBd
4 = 500 kBd
5 = 1.5 MBd
6 = 3 MBd
7 = 6 MBd
8 = 12 MBd
Not analyzed with CP50M1 (configuration in HW Config)
Initialization connection for only-slave functionality:
0: CP50M0 operates as PROFIBUS master and/or slave. A COM PROFIBUS database must be loaded.
1 or 2: CP50M0 operates only in PROFIBUS slave mode and without COM PROFIBUS database
1: Slave with inputs or outputs
2: Slave with inputs and outputs
Not analyzed with CP50M1 (configuration in HW Config)
Initialization I/O for the time in which the CP50M0 module monitors the SIMATIC TDC host CPU:
<0: No monitoring
0...10: Monitoring time = 1 s (default)
>10: Monitoring time in 1/10 s
not analyzed for CP50M1
Error class output. ECL > 1 indicates an irreparable error.
The output should always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECO block output.
Error code output. ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates that no error is pending.
ECL = 0 and ECO > 0 indicates a configuration error. The output should always be evaluated in direct
relationship to the ECL block output. For more information on ECL and ECO, refer to: Section "Connection ECL, ECO" in the system manual "System and Communication Configuring D7-SYS".
Specifies the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1).
Block state. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1 indicates faultless operation of the
function block.

Default

1
5

0

10

0
0

0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

2.3.2.5

CPU 550/551
24.0
CPU555
12.0
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may not be deactivated by means of
runtime group
The MAA,BDR,SLA and LCC are not evaluated in a configuration with CP50M1!

@SRACK
Rack coupling central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors GDM coupling via a CP52A0 module in the
SIMATIC TDC system.
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.
Functional principle
While the function block is being initialized, general preparations are made to enable the
coupling on CP52A0 side. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences
have been completed.
After the coupling has been enabled, the central block checks whether
• the master side is still available
• the coupling is enabled from the CP52M0 side.
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The central block also monitors:
• the number of active racks (CP52A0)
• the status of the logged on coupling partners on CP52A0 side
Transmitters and receivers in the rack can only access the data interface in GDM memory if
the @SRACK central block has enabled the coupling.
The enable is never set on CP52A0 side unless it has been set on CP52M0 side.
The NCP, An, CDM and YTS block outputs are updated at each processing cycle.
In order to keep a clear overview of the block length, only the first four connections (N01N04; A01-A04) are visible by default at the Nn and An connections. You may always view the
other connections (N05-N44; A05-A44).
Racks to be monitored by the central block must be declared successively at from N01
(without empty string). The central block will not process connections following an empty
string.

Connections
Name
CTS
Nn
CDM
NCP
An
QTS

YTS

Description

The configured name of the CP52A0 module is set at this initialization I/O.
Name of the rack whose activity is to be displayed at output An.
Specifies the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1).
Specifies the number of active racks (range of values 0...44)
Indicates the activity of the rack whose name is configured at input Nn.
Operating state of the function block.
QTS = 0: Fault (QTS = 0 is shown during startup or before initial coupling)
QTS = 1: Function block operating without errors.
Block output YTS indicates the @SRACK block state in normal operation. If
the function block entered the inactive state after an entry was made in the
communication error field, a corresponding error ID is returned at output
YTS.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help "Help on events"
(Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for
SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
Empty string
0
0
0
0

0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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CPU 550/551
CPU555
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

6.3
3.15
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2.3.2.6

@TCPIP
TCP/IP coupling central block
Note

CPU555
The function block @PNIO, and not @TCPIP, should be used for all PROFINET, TCP/IP and UDP
communication on the CPU555.

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors the TCP/IP (UDP) coupling via a CP51M1/CP5100
module in the SIMATIC TDC system.
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
Once the coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors the proper logon of senders
and receivers as well as the operating state of the CP51M1/CP5100 module.
The YTS and CDM block outputs are updated at each processing cycle.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

CTS

The configured name of the CP51M1/CP5100 module is specified at this
initialization input.
Indicates the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1)

None

CDM
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Name
QTS

YTS

Description

Block state:
QTS = 1: Block is in operation
QTS = 0: Block is deactivated with an entry in the communication error
field.
Block output YTS indicates the @TCPIP block state in normal operation. If
the function block entered the inactive state after an entry was made in
the communication error field, a corresponding error ID is returned at
output YTS.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help "Help on
events" (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic
under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default

0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

2.3.2.7

CPU 550/551
CPU555
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

24.0
12.0

@CS1
Rack coupling (master) central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors the master side of a rack coupling. The data
interface for this coupling is located on a CP53M0 module.
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.
Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
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Once the coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors the proper logon of senders
and receivers as well as the logged on coupling partner on slave side (CP53M0, CS22). It also
performs a re-organization, if necessary. The CDM, NCP and SAn block outputs are updated at
each processing cycle.
You can set the CDV input to reorganize (format) the entire data interface. This option should
be used, if
• an application (e.g. message evaluation function block MSI)
reports that you cannot logon additional channels to the data interface due to insufficient
memory resources.
Caution: This operation may take several minutes.
Repeated setting of the CDV block input is only taken into account if the input was reset (i.e.
to 0) for the duration of at least 2 sampling times. Otherwise, the connection setting will be
ignored.
Block output CDM indicates the coupling state. The connection is set to 1 if the coupling is
enabled for general transmission/receiving operation. The CDM block output is set to 0 as
long as initialization of the coupling is still busy or resumed (on temporary malfunction), or
while memory is being reorganized (cf. the CDV connection).
The computing time information in the technical specification refers to the typical job
processing. During re-organization, the computation time is extended over several processing
cycles.

Connections
Name
CTS

SNn
VER
CDV
CDM
NCP
SAn
QTS
YTS

Description

The configured name of the CP53M0 module and connector XFO are specified at this initialization input.
Name of the slave rack whose activity is to be indicated at output SAn.
Version of the slave rack (e.g. 42 for STRUC versions V4.2.x, or 61 for library
version xxxxxxV61x for D7-SYS)
A CDV = 0 to CDV = 1 transition initiates reorganization of the data interface
memory.
Specifies the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1).
Specifies the number of active slave racks (value range 0...2)
Indicates the activity of the slave whose rack name is configured at SNn.
Operating state of the function block. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error,
while QTS = 1 indicates faultless operation of the function block.
Block state/Error code
If the block entered the inactive state after an entry was made in the communication error field, a corresponding error number is output.
For the values of YTS, see: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events". (Press the
F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC
TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
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Empty string
42
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

2.3.2.8

CPU551
CPU555
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

49.5
24.75

@CS2
Rack coupling (slave) central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors rack coupling on the slave side. The term slave
side denotes the rack in which the CP53M0 slave module is inserted.
The data interface (master side) for this coupling is located on a CP53M0 (SIMATIC TDC),
CS12, CS13, or CS14 module (SIMADYN D).
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field. Moreover, the function block
@CS2 must be configured in a faster sampling time than the @CS1 (however, identical
sapling times are allowed in the case of basic clock synchronization).
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Functional principle
General preparations are made to enable the coupling on slave side during initialization of
the function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have
been completed.
Once the coupling has been enabled, the central block checks whether
• the master side is still available (deactivation of the rack in which the master is inserted),
• a re-organization (formatting the data interface) was initiated of the master side,
• the coupling is enabled from master side.
The central block also monitors the number of active slaves. The CDA, NCP and CDM block
outputs are updated at each processing cycle.
Transmitters and receivers in the slave side rack can only access the data interface on master
side after the @CS2 central block has enabled the coupling. The enable is never set on the
slave side until it has been set on the master side.

Connections
Name
CTS

MTS
CDA
CDM
NCP
QTS
YTS

Description

The configured name of the CP53M0 module and connector XFO are
specified at this initialization input.
The configured name of the CP53M0/CS12/13/14 module (the master)
that contains the interface is specified at this initialization input
CDA = 1 that the data interface is currently being re-formatted. In this
case, CDM = 0.
Specifies the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1).
Specifies the number of active slaves (including itself) Range of values:
0...8.
Operating state of the function block. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable
error, while QTS = 1 indicates faultless operation of the function block.
Block state/Error code
If the block entered the inactive state after an entry was made in the
communication error field, a corresponding error number is output.
For the values of YTS, see: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events". (Press
the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for
SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default

Empty string
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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CPU555
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

62.7
31.35
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2.3.2.9

@PNIO
PROFINET IO coupling
Note

CPU555
The function block @PNIO can be used only on the CPU555.
The function block @PNIO should be used for all PROFINET, TCP/IP and UDP communication
on the CPU555.

Symbol

Short description
The @PNIO function block is used to initialize and monitor the PROFINET coupling. The data
interface for this coupling is located in local RAM of the CPU.
The @PNIO function block may only be configured once for each CPU555 , since there is only
CPU for a PROFINET coupling.
Multiple configuration of the @PNIO function block is detected during initialization and
triggers an entry in the communication error field.
The @PNIO function block may only be configured in the following sampling interval.
32 ms ≤ TA ≤ 256 ms
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.
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Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the @PNIO
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed. Once the coupling is enabled, the central block monitors the correct logon of the
senders and receivers.
Note

Initialization of the local coupling
The @PNIO function block can only initialize the coupling for the CPU on which it was
configured (local coupling). If a module name is specified other than the own one at CTS
input, this leads to an entry in the communication error field.
The @PNIO function block cannot be used to initialize an "outside" PROFINET coupling or
monitor it.
The CDM output indicates the coupling state.
• 0: Disrupted:
– Coupling still running
– Coupling running again (after a temporary fault)
This case can only be caused by a hardware fault but not by the user.
• 1: Not distrupted: The coupling is enabled for general send / receive operation.

Connections
Name
CTS
CDM
QTS
YTS

Description

Configured name of the own CPU and the interface (e.g. D01P01.PN)
Coupling state (0 = disturbed / 1 = not disturbed).
Operating state of the @PNIO function block
(0 = disturbed / 1 = not disturbed).
Block state/Error code
If the block entered the inactive state after an entry was made in the
communication error field, a corresponding error number is output.
For the values of YTS, see: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events". (Press
the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for
SIMATIC TDC/FM
458-1 DP".)
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0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

CPU555
4.2
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may not be deactivated by means of runtime group.

2.3.3

PROFIBUS DP coupling

2.3.3.1

DPDIAG
PROFIBUS DP diagnostics overview

Symbol

Short description
The DPDIAG function block serves to provide the following information to the user program
(i.e. of CFC configuration):
• System diagnostics (an overview of which slave had signaled diagnostics)
• Data transfer list (overview of with which slave data transfer took place within the
PROFIBUS-DP time frame)
• Master status (master-specific information such as the Stop, Operate and Clear states)
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Functional principle
The PROFIBUS DP interface is selected using the CTS I/O.
The function block only enters a communication error for errors detected during initialization.
As communication error cannot be acknowledged and this function block is only used for
diagnostics, a communication error will not be entered in normal operation. Merely the cause
of error is reported at output YTS.

Connections
Name
CTS
EN
OK
DG1

DG2

DG3

DG4

DL1

DL2

Description

The configured name of the CP50M1 module and of connectors X01 or X02 is specified at this initialization I/O.
Block enable
The block is not processed if EN=0; output OK=0 and YTS=1 and the last value is retained at the other
outputs
Diagnostics data valid
Overview of the slave that reported diagnostics data. This output is bit-coded. Every bit is assigned to
a slave with its Profibus address. For example, bit 3 of the 32-bit word is assigned to the slave with
Profibus address 3.
Note: The bits 0 through 2 are always 0 because the associated addresses (0 to 2) should be reserved
for the DP master, for a programming device and an OP.
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section "PROFIBUS DP coupling".
Overview of the slave that reported diagnostics data. This output is bit-coded. Every bit is assigned to
a slave with its Profibus address. For example, bit 0 of the 32-bit word is assigned to the slave with
Profibus address 32.
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section "PROFIBUS DP coupling".
Overview of the slave that reported diagnostics data. This output is bit-coded. Every bit is assigned to
a slave with its Profibus address. For example, bit 0 of the 32-bit word is assigned to the slave with
Profibus address 64.
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section "PROFIBUS DP coupling".
Overview of the slave that reported diagnostics data. This output is bit-coded. Every bit is assigned to
a slave with its Profibus address. For example, bit 0 of the 32-bit word is assigned to the slave with
Profibus address 96.
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section "PROFIBUS DP coupling".
Overview of the slave that handled data transmission. This output is bit-coded. Every bit is assigned
to a slave with its Profibus address. For example, bit 3 of the 32-bit word is assigned to the slave with
Profibus address 3.
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section "PROFIBUS DP coupling".
Overview of the slave that handled data transmission. This output is bit-coded. Every bit is assigned
to a slave with its Profibus address. For example, bit 0 of the 32-bit word is assigned to the slave with
Profibus address 32.
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section "PROFIBUS DP coupling".
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1
0
0

0

0

0

0

0
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Name
DL3

DL4

MST
ID
QTS
YTS

Description

Overview of the slave that handled data transmission. This output is bit-coded. Every bit is assigned
to a slave with its Profibus address. For example, bit 0 of the 32-bit word is assigned to the slave with
Profibus address 64.
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section "PROFIBUS DP coupling".
Overview of the slave that handled data transmission. This output is bit-coded. Every bit is assigned
to a slave with its Profibus address. For example, bit 0 of the 32-bit word is assigned to the slave with
Profibus address 96.
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section "PROFIBUS DP coupling".
DP master status:
Stop (0x40 ), Clear (0x80), or Operate (0xC0)
ID number of the master: (0x815E with CP50M1 as PROFIBUS interface)
Block output QTS indicates whether or not the block works without error (QTS = 1), or whether it has
entered the inactive state following the entry of a communication error message (QTS = 0).
Detailed status display
- YTS=0 → o.k.
- YTS=1 → Block processing disabled (EN=0)
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in the
CFC and call up the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
0

0

0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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CPU 550/551
39.0
CPU555
19.5
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
This function block may only be configured once for each
PROFIBUS communication module.
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2.3.3.2

DPEVT
PROFIBUS DP alarm information

Symbol

Short description
The DPEVT (DP Event) function block returns additional information pertaining to a PROFIBUS
DP hardware or diagnostics interrupt. The information provided at the outputs corresponds to
the information that is also available to a SIMATIC S7 module when executing the
corresponding alarm OBs (e.g. OB40, OB55, etc.).

Functional principle
All output values are updated if an alarm event is output. In addition, output ALR is set to "1".
DPEVT reads the alarm information within a cyclic task. A new alarm of the same type is only
detected in the following cyclic task. The corresponding alarm type can be set at input OB
that is monitored by this block.
A communication error also triggers the output of an error code at output YTS and QTS is set
to "0".
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Connections
Name
CTS

EXT
OB
ALR
STA
SLO
SUB
SBN
Y01

Y02
Y03
Y04
Y05
Y06
to
Y21
QTS

YTS
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Description

The configured name of the CP50M1 module and of connectors X01 or X02 is specified at this
initialization I/O.
If EXT=0, only the information at outputs Y01 to Y05 is updated.
If EXT=1, the information at outputs Y06 to Y21 is updated as well.
The number of the corresponding SIMATIC S7 organization block (OB) is entered at this output
40, 55, 56, 57, 82, 83 and 86 are possible as valid values.
ALR is set to 1 in case of an alarm.
Station address of the slave that triggered the alarm. Values between 1 to 126 are valid for this
address.
Slot of the module that triggered the alarm. Values between 1 and 244 are valid slot settings.
Submodule of the alarm-triggering module. Values between 1 and 31 are valid for the submodule
setting. A value of 0 means no submodule.
Subnet to which the alarm-triggering module is connected. Values between 1 and 255 are valid
for the subnet setting. You can find the number of the subnet in the properties dialog in NetPro or
HW Config.
The first set of 4 bytes of information about the last alarm event is available at this output. The
actual significance corresponds to the first 4 bytes of the local data of the respective S7-OB. Local
data consists of a total of 20 bytes; support for structuring this data is available in the help of the
relevant OB (see "Local data for OB40, Local data for OB55, Local data for OB56, Local data for
OB57, Local data for OB82, Local data for OB83 and Local data for OB86").
The second set of 4 bytes containing information about the last alarm event is available at this
output.
The third set of 4 bytes with information about the last alarm event is available at this output.
The fourth set of 4 bytes containing information about the last alarm event is available at this
output.
The fifth set of 4 bytes containing information about the last alarm event is available at this output.
These outputs are not supported and are hidden.

Block state

Default

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0

•

0: The block is inactive because an entry on a communication error message was made.

•

1: The block is working without error.

Detailed status display; for information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on
events" (Press the F1 key in the CFC and call up the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC
TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

0
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Local data for OB40
Connector name / Data type
offset
Y01 Byte 0

Y01 Byte 1

BYTE

BYTE

Description
•

0x41: Alarm via interrupt line 1

•

0x42: Alarm via interrupt line 2 (S7-400 only)

•

0x43: Alarm via interrupt line 3 (S7-400 only)

•

0x44: Alarm via interrupt line 4 (S7-400 only)

•

0x45: WinAC: Alarm triggered by PC

Event class and identifiers:
•

Y01 Byte 2

BYTE

Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y02 Byte 2..3
Y03 Byte 0..3

WORD
DWORD

0x11: Alarm is active

Configured priority class:
Default values: 16 (OB 40) to 23 (OB 47)
OB number (40 to 47)
Reserved
•

Input module: 0x54

•

Output module: 0x55

Logical base address of the alarm-triggering module
•

With digital modules:
bit field with the states of the module's inputs
For information on the specific bit of
OB40_POINT_ADDR that belongs to a specific module,
refer to the description of the respective module.

•

For analog modules:
bit field that contains the information about the channel
that has exceeded a specific limit (for more information
on the structure; refer to /71/ or /101/).

•
Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

DATE_AND_TIME
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For CPs or IMs:

Module alarm status (not user-relevant)
Date and time of the OB call
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Local data for OB55
Connector name / Data type
offset
Y01 Byte 0
Y01 Byte 1
Y01 Byte
Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y02 Byte 2..3

WORD

Y03 Byte 0
Y03 Byte 1
Y03 Byte 2

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y03 Byte 3

BYTE

Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

DATE_AND_TIME

Description
•

0x55: Status alarm for DP

•

0x58: Status alarm for PN IO

Event class and identifiers: 0x11 (incoming event)
Configured priority class, default value: 2
OB number (55)
Reserved
•

Input module: 0x54

•

Output module: 0x55

Logical base address of the alarm-triggering
component (submodule or module)
Data block length returned by the alarm
ID for the "Status alarm" type
Slot number of the alarm-triggering component (module or
submodule)
Specifier:
•

Bit 0 to 1: Alarm specifier

•

Bit 2: Add_Ack

•

Bit 3 to 7: Seq. no.

Date and time of the OB call

Local data for OB56
Connector name / Data type
offset

Description

Y01 Byte 0

•

0x56: Update alarm for DP

•

0x59: Update alarm for PN IO

Y01 Byte 1

BYTE
BYTE

Event class and identifiers:
•

Y01 Byte 2
Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1
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BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y02 Byte 2..3

WORD

Y03 Byte 0
Y03 Byte 1
Y03 Byte 2

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

0x11: Incoming event

Configured priority class, default value: 2
OB number (56)
Reserved
•

Input module: 0x54

•

Output module: 0x55

Logical base address of the alarm-triggering component
(module or submodule)
Data block length returned by the alarm
ID for the "Update alarm" type
Slot number of the alarm-triggering component (module or
submodule)
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Connector name / Data type
offset
Y03 Byte 3

Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

Description

BYTE

Specifier:

DATE_AND_TIME

•

Bit 0 to 1: Alarm specifier

•

Bit 2: Add_Ack

•

Bit 3 to 7: Seq. no.

Date and time of the OB call

Local data for OB57
Connector name / Data type
offset

Description

Y01 Byte 0

•

0x57: Manufacturer alarm for DP

•

0x5A: Manufacturer alarm for PN IO

•

0x5B: IO: Profile-specific alarm

Y01 Byte 1

BYTE

BYTE

Event class and identifiers:
•

Y01 Byte 2
Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y02 Byte 2..3

WORD

Y03 Byte 0
Y03 Byte 1
Y03 Byte 2

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y03 Byte 3

BYTE

Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

DATE_AND_TIM
E
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0x11 (incoming event)

Configured priority class, default value: 2
OB number (57)
Reserved
•

Input module: 0x54

•

Output module: 0x55

Logical base address of the alarm-triggering component
(module or submodule)
Data block length returned by the alarm
ID for the "Manufacturer-specific alarm" type
Slot number of the alarm-triggering component
(submodule or module)
Specifier:
•

Bit 0 to 1: Alarm specifier

•

Bit 2: Add_Ack

•

Bit 3 to 7: Seq. no.

Date and time of the OB call
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Local data for OB82
Connector name / Data type
offset
Y01 Byte 0
Y01 Byte 1

Y01 Byte 2

BYTE

Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y02 Byte 2..3
Y03 Byte 0.0
Y03 Byte 0.1
Y03 Byte 0.2
Y03 Byte 0.3
Y03 Byte 0.4
Y03 Byte 0.5
Y03 Byte 0.6
Y03 Byte 0.7
Y03 Byte 1

Y03 Byte 2.0
Y03 Byte 2.1
Y03 Byte 2.2
Y03 Byte 2.3
Y03 Byte 2.4
Y03 Byte 2.5
Y03 Byte 2.6
Y03 Byte 2.7
Y03 Byte 3.0
Y03 Byte 3.1
Y03 Byte 3.2
Y03 Byte 3.3
Y03 Byte 3.4
Y03 Byte 3.5
Y03 Byte 3.6
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BYTE
BYTE

WORD
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BYTE

BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL

Description
Error code (0x42)
Event class and identifiers:
•

0x38: Outgoing event

•

0x39: Incoming event

Priority class; can be configured in STEP 7 (hardware configuration)
OB number (82)
Reserved
•

Input module: 0x54

•

Output module: 0x55

Logical base address of the module where the fault occurred
Module malfunction
Internal fault
External fault
Channel fault
External auxiliary voltage missing
Front connector missing
Module not parameterized
Incorrect parameters in module
•

Bit 0 to 3: Module class

•

Bit 4: Channel information available

•

Bit 5: User information available

•

Bit 6: Diagnostics interrupt from substitute

•

Bit 7: Reserve

Incorrect/missing user module
Communication error
Operating state (0: RUN, 1: STOP)
Time monitoring responded
Internal supply voltage of the module failed
Battery is low
Buffer failure
Reserved
Expansion rack failure
Processor failure
EPROM error
RAM error
ADC/DAC error
Fuse tripped
Hardware interrupt lost
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Connector name / Data type
offset
Y03 Byte 3.7
Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

BOOL
DATE_AND_TIM
E

Description
Reserved
Date and time of the OB call

Local data for OB83
Connector name / Data type
offset

Description

Y01 Byte 0

BYTE

Y01 Byte 1

BYTE

Error code (possible values: 0x51, 0x54, 0x55, 0x56, 0x58,
0x61, 0x63, 0x64, 0x65, 0x66, 0x67, 0x68, 0x84)
Event class and identifiers:

Y01 Byte 2

BYTE

Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y02 Byte 2..3

WORD

•

0x32: End of module reconfiguration

•

0x33: Start of module reconfiguration

•

0x38: Module inserted

•

0x39: Module removed or not responding, or end of
reconfiguration

Priority class; can be configured in STEP 7 (hardware configuration)
OB number (83)
ID of the module, submodule, or interface module
Range:
•

0x54: I/O area of inputs (PI)

•

0x55: I/O area of outputs (PQ)

•

Central or distributed PROFIBUS DP:
Logical base address of the module affected; for a mixed
module, this is the lowest logical address used in the
module. If the I and O addresses in the mixed module
are identical, the
logical base address is assigned the I identifier.

Y03 Byte 0..1

WORD

•

Distributed PROFINET IO: Logical base address of the
module/submodule

•

If OB83_RESERVED_1 = 0xA0: number of the submodule/interface module (low byte)

•

If OB83_RESERVED_1 = 0xC4:
- central: rack number
- distributed PROFIBUS DP: no. of the DP station (low
byte)
and DP master system ID (high byte)
- distributed PROFINET IO: physical address:
ID bit (bit 15, 1 = PROFINET IO), IO system ID
(bit 11 to 14) and station number (bit 0 to 10)
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Connector name / Data type
offset
Y03 Byte 2..3

WORD

Description
•

Central or distributed PROFIBUS DP:
Type of the affected module (X: not user-relevant):
- W 0xX5XX: Analog module
- W 0xX8XX: Function module
- W 0xXCXX: CP
- W 0xXFXX: Digital module

•

Distributed PROFINET IO:
- W 0x8101: Type of the inserted module
equivalent to the module type of the removed
module
- W 0x8102: Type of the inserted module
not equivalent to the module type of the removed

Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

DATE_AND_TIME

module
Date and time of the OB call

Local data for OB86
Connector name / Data type
offset

714

Y01 Byte 0

BYTE

Y01 Byte 1

BYTE

Y01 Byte 2

BYTE

Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1
Y02 Byte 2..3
Y03 Byte 0..3
Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
WORD
DWORD
DATE_AND_TIME

Description
Error code (possible values: 0xC1, 0xC2, 0xC3, 0xC4, 0xC5,
0xC6, 0xC7, 0xC8, 0xCA, 0xCB, 0xCC, 0xCD, 0xCE)
Event class and identifiers:
•

0x38: Outgoing event

•

0x39: Incoming event

Priority class; can be configured in STEP 7 (hardware configuration)
OB number (86)
Reserved
Reserved
Depends on the error code
Depends on the error code
Date and time of the OB call
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

2.3.3.3

CP550 / 551
25.5
CPU555
12.75
No
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Only one DPEVT/DPPEVT block per interface may be assigned to
each alarm event.

DPPEVT
PROFIBUS DP hardware interrupt information

Symbol

Short description
The DPPEVT (DP process event) function block returns additional information pertaining to
the PROFIBUS DP hardware interrupt (OB40 alarm). In contrast to DPEVT, only selected
information is available, although in prepared form.

Functional principle
All output values are updated if an alarm event is output. In addition, output ALR is set to "1".
A communication error also triggers the output of an error code at output YTS and QTS is set
to "0".
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Connections
Name
CTS

ALR
STA
SLO
SUB
SBN
EVC
IOF

IN
OUT
MDL
PAD

YYR
YMO
YDA
YHR
YMI
YSE
QTS
YTS
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Description

The configured name of the CP50M1 module and of connectors X01 or
X02 is specified at this initialization I/O.
ALR is set to 1 in case of an alarm.
Station address of the slave that triggered the alarm. Values between 1
to 126 are valid for this address.
Slot of the module that triggers the alarm. Values between 1 and 244
are valid for the slot settings.
Submodule of the alarm-triggering module. Values between 1 and 31
are valid for the submodule setting. A value of 0 means no submodule.
Subnet to which the alarm-triggering module is connected. Values between 1 and 255 are valid for the subnet setting. You can find the number of the subnet in the properties dialog in NetPro or HW Config.
This output corresponds to the local data tag OB40_STRT_INF of OB40 on
a SIMATIC S7. A value of 0x0041 (41 hexadecimal) means an alarm over
interrupt line 1.
This output corresponds to the local data variables OB40_IO_FLAG of the
OB40 on a SIMATIC S7.
Significance:
0X54 (54 hexadecimal) → input module
0X55 (55 hexadecimal) → output module
The (currently) possible information is available in processed form at the
IN and OUT connections.
IN=1 → input module triggered alarm
IN=0 → alarm was not triggered by an input module
OUT=1 → output module triggered an alarm
OUT=0 → alarm was not triggered by an output module
This value outputs the logical base address of the module. The value
corresponds to the local data variables OB40_MDL_ADDR of OB40 on a
SIMATIC-S7.
This value provides additional information about the cause of the hardware interrupt. The value corresponds to the local data variables
OB40_POINT_ADDR of OB40 on a SIMATIC-S7. For more information,
refer to the SIMATIC documentation.
Year (specifies the year in which the alarm was triggered)
Month (specifies the month in which the alarm was triggered)
Day (specifies the day on which the alarm was triggered)
Hour (specifies the hour at which the alarm was triggered)
Minute (specifies the minute at which the alarm was triggered)
Second (specifies the second at which the alarm was triggered)
Block output QTS indicates whether or not the block works without error
(QTS = 1), or whether it has entered the inactive state following the
entry of a communication error message (QTS = 0).
Detailed status display; for information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS
Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in the CFC and call up the
"Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

2.3.3.4

CP550/551
22.0
CPU555
11.0
No
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Only one DPEVT/DPPEVT block per interface may be assigned
to each alarm event. DPPEVT corresponds to DPEVT with OB40
alarm.

DPSLDG
PROFIBUS DP slave diagnostics

Symbol

1) usually

hidden

Short description
The DPSLDG function block provides diagnostics data from a DP slave to the user program.
With the exception of the maximum possible length, this diagnostics data is compliant with
EN 50170, which specifies a maximum length of 244 bytes for diagnostics data. The function
block supports a maximum of 234 bytes.
Consistency of the outputs is not ensured. When new diagnostics data is received, some
outputs may contain "new" information and some outputs "old" information.
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Functional principle
The PROFIBUS DP interface is selected using the CTS I/O.
The function block only enters a communication error for errors detected during initialization.
As communication errors cannot be acknowledged and the DPSLDG is only used for
diagnostics, a communication error will not be entered in normal operation. Merely the cause
of error is reported at output YTS.

Connections
Name
CTS
SLA

LEN

EN
OK
ST1

ST2

ST3

MPA
ID
D01
to
D59
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Description

The configured name of the CP50M1 module and of connectors X01 or X02 is specified
at this initialization I/O.
Diagnostics data is requested from the slave with appropriate station number (3 to 123)
(initialization I/O)
Note:
If you configure the blocks DIAPRO and DPSLDG together on one CPU, you cannot configure these with the same slave address.
Number of device-related diagnostics bytes, i.e. the diagnostics bytes that extend beyond standard diagnostics. A maximum value of 234 may be set at this parameter. Information on the availability of device-related diagnostics data and on the significance
of that data is available in the user documentation of the DP slave in question. (Initialization connection)
Block enable. If EN=0, the block is not processed; output OK=0 and YTS=1 and the last
value is retained at the other outputs.
Diagnostics data valid
Status 1 of diagnostics in accordance with the standard (byte 1).
For a more detailed description, refer to: System and communication configuration D7SYS (http://support.automation.siemens.com/WW/view/de/8776461/0/en), section
"PROFIBUS DP coupling (CP50M1)".
Status 2 of diagnostics in accordance with the standard (byte 2).
For a more detailed description, refer to: System and communication configuration D7SYS (http://support.automation.siemens.com/WW/view/de/8776461/0/en), section
"PROFIBUS DP coupling (CP50M1)".
Status 3 of diagnostics in accordance with the standard (byte 3).
For a more detailed description, refer to: System and communication configuration D7SYS (http://support.automation.siemens.com/WW/view/de/8776461/0/en), section
"PROFIBUS DP coupling (CP50M1)".
Master PROFIBUS address (byte 4 of diagnostics in accordance with the standard)
Slave ID number (bytes 5 and 6 of diagnostics in accordance with the standard)
Device-related diagnostic bytes; 4 bytes are grouped in a single 32-bit word. Bytes 7, 8,
9 and 10 of the diagnostics frame are available in D01.
The LEN setting affects the update of the outputs. If LEN=0, these outputs are not updated.
If LEN=234, outputs D01 to D59 are updated.
Note: Bytes 1 to 6 of a diagnostics frame for
PROFIBUS DP correspond to standard diagnostics, while the bytes as of 7 depend on the
specific slave (device-related).

Default

3

0, (i.e. only standard
diagnostics, no
device-related diagnostics bytes)
1
0
0

0

0

0
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Name
QTS
YTS

Description

Block output QTS indicates whether or not the block works without error (QTS = 1), or
whether it has entered the inactive state following the entry of a communication error
message (QTS = 0).
Detailed status display
YTS=0 → o.k.
YTS=1 → Block processing disabled (EN=0)
YTS=2 → an initialization I/O (SLA or LEN) was modified in cyclic mode and this change
will not be activated until the next restart of SIMATIC TDC
YTS=3 → the block has already been configured once for the slave addressed by means
of SLA
YTS=4 → The slave with the address specified at SLA is not configured in the Profibus
network.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the
F1 key in the CFC and call up the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM
458-1 DP".)

Default
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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CPU550/551
150.0
CPU555
75.0
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may only be configured once for each
slave.
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2.3.3.5

RDREC
Read data record PROFIBUS DP and PROFINET IO

Symbol

Short description
With the "RDREC" (read record) function block, you read a data record with the number IDX
from a DP slave/PROFINET IO device component (module or submodule) that has been
addressed via ID.
Specify the maximum number of bytes you want to read in MLN. Within the block, the
specification to MLN is limited to max. 240 bytes for PROFIBUS DP and max. 4176 bytes for
PROFINET IO. The selected length of the data buffer (PTR) should therefore be at least MLN
bytes.
The value TRUE at output parameter VLD indicates that the data record was successfully
transmitted to the target area. In this case, output parameter LEN contains the length of the
read data in bytes.
Output parameter ERR indicates errors in data record transmission. In this case, output
parameter STA contains the error information. A communication error also triggers the
output of an error code at output YTS and QTS is set to "0".

Functional principle
Function block "RDREC" operates in asynchronous mode, i.e. processing covers multiple clock
cycles. Start data record transmission by calling the block with REQ = 1.
The job status is displayed at the BSY and STA output parameters. A status value greater than
0x7000 represents an error value, while all values less than that are equivalent to length of
data received. For more information on error codes, refer to "Receiving an alarm with SFB54
RALRM".
Data record transmission is completed as soon as output parameter BSY = FALSE.
The PTR I/O is used to provide the function block with a pointer to a data buffer (S7DB_P). The
data received are saved byte-by-byte to the data buffer. This means that the data should
always be read from this buffer byte-by-byte, for example, using the DRD_BY read block.
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System resources
If you start several asynchronous read jobs one after the other with only short intervals
between them, the operating system ensures that all the jobs are executed and that they do
not interfere with each other.
If the limits of the system resources are reached, this is indicated in RET_VAL.
You can remedy a temporary error situation by repeating the job.
Note

Maximum possible jobs
You can configure up to eight jobs (eight "RDREC" blocks) to the PROFINET interface of the
CPU555 per CPU. You can read different data records by varying the corresponding inputs of
the block.

Error information
Error code STA
W#16#...
7000
7001
7002
8090
8093
80A0
80A1
80A2
80A3

80A7
80A8
80A9
80AA to 80AF
80B0
80B1
80B2
80B3
80B4
80B5
80B6
80B7
80B8
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Meaning
Initial call; no data record transfer active
Initial call; data record transfer started
Intermediate call; data record transfer already active
Invalid logical start address
The DP component addressed via ID is not configured.
Negative acknowledgment during reading from the module
Negative acknowledgment during writing to the module
DP protocol error at layer 2 (for example, slave failure or bus problems)
PROFIBUS DP: DP protocol error with Direct-Data-Link-Mapper or UserInterface/User
PROFINET IO: General CM error
DP slave or module is occupied (temporary error)
DP slave or module reports non-compatible versions
Function is not supported by DP slave or module
DP slave or module reports a manufacturer-specific error in its application.
Please check the documentation from the manufacturer of the DP slave or
module.
Module does not recognize the data record
The length specified in the PTR parameter is incorrect; length error in LEN
The configured slot is empty.
Actual module type does not match expected type
DP slave or module reports access to an invalid area
DP slave or module not ready
DP slave or module denies access
DP slave or module reports an invalid range for a parameter or a value.
DP slave or module reports an invalid parameter.
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Error code STA
W#16#...
80B9

80BA to 80BF
80C0

Meaning
DP slave or module reports an invalid type
•

For RDREC: Buffer is too small (reading subsets not possible)

•

For WRREC: Buffer is too small (writing subsets not possible)

DP slave or module reports a manufacturer-specific error during access.
Please check the documentation from the manufacturer of the DP slave or
module.
•

For SFB 53 "WRREC": The data can only be written in the STOP state of the
CPU.
Note: Hence, writing by the user program is not possible. You can only
write the data online with PG/PC.

•

80C1
80C2
80C3
80C4
80C5
80C6
80C7
80C8 to 80CF
80D0 to 80DF

For SFB 52 "RDREC": The module routes the data record, but either no
data is present or the data can only be read in the STOP state of the CPU.

Note: If data can only be read in the STOP state of the CPU, analysis
through the user program is not possible. In this case, you can only read
the data online with PG/PC.
The data of the preceding write job on the module for the same data record
has not yet been processed by the module.
The module is currently processing the maximum possible number of jobs for
a CPU.
The required operating resources are currently occupied.
Internal temporary error. Job could not be carried out. Repeat the request. If
this error occurs often, check your installation for sources of electrical interference.
DP slave or module not available.
Data record transfer was canceled due to a priority class cancellation
Job aborted due to warm or cold restart of the DP master.
DP slave or module reports a manufacturer-specific resource error.
Please check the documentation from the manufacturer of the DP slave or
module.
DP slave or module specific.
Refer to the description of the DP slave or the module.

Connections
Name
CTS

PTR
REQ
ID
IDX
MLN
VLD
BSY
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Description

The configured name of the CP50M1 module and of connectors X01 or X02 is specified
at this initialization I/O.
Pointer to data buffer management
REQ = 1: Transmit data record
Logical address of the DP slave/PROFINET IO component (module or submodule) Set bit
15 when using an output module (example of address 5: ID:=DW 0x8005).
Data record number
maximum length in bytes of the data record information to be read
New valid data record was received
BUSY = 1: The read operation is not yet completed.

Default

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Name
QTS

ERR
STA
LEN
YEV
YTS

YF

Description

Default

Block state

0

•

0: The block is inactive because an entry on a communication error message was
made.

•

1: The block works without error.

ERROR = 1: Read access error
Length of data read, or error code
Length of data record information read
Status display; For more information, refer to the "System and Communication Configuration D7-SYS" system manual, section "Communication service process data".
Detailed status display; for information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help,
"Help on events" (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under
"CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Example:
W#16#62C8: No acyclic communication via P0 bus possible; block will be locked
StatusInfo block
In error case, the last value that was successfully read is output.
•

0
0
0
0
0

0

0001: Out of buffer memory
Remedy: Reduce the buffer length or the configuration

•

0002: No valid buffer pointer at the PTR I/O; possibly no link to the PTR I/O.
Remedy: Check the CFC links to PTR I/Os

•

0003: The block linked by means of PTR is assigned a different sampling time.
Remedy: All pointer-based communication blocks linked by means of PTR-CFC connection must be assigned the same sampling time.

•

0004: Incompatible block combination with regard to the read/write direction (e.g.
read block DRD to send block WRREC)
Remedy: Ensure that read blocks are only on RDREC, write blocks only to WRREC

•

0005 The buffer provided by PTR is too small for the read data
Remedy: Make buffer with a size of at least MLN bytes available

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

CPU 550/551

CPU555

Loadable online
Configurable in
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•

1.6 in idle state

•

500.0 for data transmission of 240 bytes per cycle

•

0.8 in idle state

•

250.0 for data transmission of 240 bytes per cycle

No
Cyclic tasks
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Description

Calculated in
Special features

2.3.3.6

Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

WRREC
Write data record PROFIBUS DP and PROFINET IO

Symbol

Short description
Function block "WRREC" (write record) is used to transmit a data record to a DP
slave/PROFINET IO device component (module or submodule) that has been addressed by
means of ID.
Use LEN to specify the maximum number of bytes to be transmitted. Therefore, select a
source area in the data record block (S7DB_P) that has at least the length of LEN bytes (max.
240 bytes for PROFIBUS DP / max. 4176 bytes for PROFINET).
TRUE at output parameter DO indicates successful transmission of the data record to the DP
slave.
Output parameter ERR indicates errors in data record transmission. In this case, output
parameter STA contains the error information.

Functional principle
FB "WRREC" operates in asynchronous mode, i.e. processing covers multiple clock cycles. Start
data record transmission by calling the FB with REQ = 1.
The job status is displayed at the BSY and STA output parameters. For more information on
error codes, refer to "Receiving an alarm with SFB54 RALRM".
Data record transmission is completed as soon as output parameter BSY = FALSE.
The PTR I/O is used to provide the function block with a pointer to a data buffer (S7DB_P). The
data to be transmitted are read byte-by-byte from the data buffer for writing. This means that
data should only be written to this buffer byte-by-byte, e.g. using the DRW_BY write block.
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System resources
If you start several asynchronous read jobs one after the other with only short intervals
between them, the operating system ensures that all the jobs are executed and that they do
not interfere with each other.
If the limits of the system resources are reached, this is indicated in RET_VAL.
You can remedy a temporary error situation by repeating the job.
Note

Maximum possible jobs
You can configure up to eight jobs (eight "WRREC" blocks) to the PROFINET interface of the
CPU555 per CPU. You can write different data records by varying the corresponding inputs of
the block.

Error information
Error code STA
W#16#...
7000
7001
7002
8090
8093
80A0
80A1
80A2
80A3

80A7
80A8
80A9
80AA to 80AF
80B0
80B1
80B2
80B3
80B4
80B5
80B6
80B7
80B8
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Meaning
Initial call; no data record transfer active
Initial call; data record transfer started
Intermediate call; data record transfer already active
Invalid logical start address
The DP component addressed via ID is not configured.
Negative acknowledgment during reading from the module
Negative acknowledgment during writing to the module
DP protocol error at layer 2 (for example, slave failure or bus problems)
PROFIBUS DP: DP protocol error with Direct-Data-Link-Mapper or UserInterface/User
PROFINET IO: General CM error
DP slave or module is occupied (temporary error)
DP slave or module reports non-compatible versions
Function is not supported by DP slave or module
DP slave or module reports a manufacturer-specific error in its application.
Please check the documentation from the manufacturer of the DP slave or
module.
Module does not recognize the data record
The length specified in the PTR parameter is incorrect; length error in LEN
The configured slot is empty.
Actual module type does not match expected type
DP slave or module reports access to an invalid area
DP slave or module not ready
DP slave or module denies access
DP slave or module reports an invalid range for a parameter or a value.
DP slave or module reports an invalid parameter.
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Error code STA
W#16#...
80B9

80BA to 80BF
80C0

Meaning
DP slave or module reports an invalid type
•

For RDREC: Buffer is too small (reading subsets not possible)

•

For WRREC: Buffer is too small (writing subsets not possible)

DP slave or module reports a manufacturer-specific error during access.
Please check the documentation from the manufacturer of the DP slave or
module.
•

For SFB 53 "WRREC": The data can only be written in the STOP state of the
CPU.
Note: Hence, writing by the user program is not possible. You can only
write the data online with PG/PC.

•

80C1
80C2
80C3
80C4
80C5
80C6
80C7
80C8 to 80CF
80D0 to 80DF

For SFB 52 "RDREC": The module routes the data record, but either no
data is present or the data can only be read in the STOP state of the CPU.

Note: If data can only be read in the STOP state of the CPU, analysis
through the user program is not possible. In this case, you can only read
the data online with PG/PC.
The data of the preceding write job on the module for the same data record
has not yet been processed by the module.
The module is currently processing the maximum possible number of jobs for
a CPU.
The required operating resources are currently occupied.
Internal temporary error. Job could not be carried out. Repeat the request. If
this error occurs often, check your installation for sources of electrical interference.
DP slave or module not available.
Data record transfer was canceled due to a priority class cancellation
Job aborted due to warm or cold restart of the DP master.
DP slave or module reports a manufacturer-specific resource error.
Please check the documentation from the manufacturer of the DP slave or
module.
DP slave or module specific.
Refer to the description of the DP slave or the module.

Connections
Name
CTS

PTR
REQ
ID
IDX
LEN
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Description

The configured name of the CP50M1 module and of connectors X01 or X02 is specified
at this initialization I/O.
Pointer to data buffer management
REQ = 1: Transmit data record
Logical address of the DP slave/PROFINET IO component (module or submodule)
Set bit 15 when using an output module (example of address 5: ID:=DW 0x8005).
Data record number
maximum length in bytes of the data record to be transmitted

Default

0
0
0
0
0
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Name
QTS

DO
BSY
ERR
STA
YEV
YTS
YF

Description

Default

Block state

0

•

0: The block is inactive because an entry on a communication error message was
made.

•

1: The block works without error.

Data record transmission completed
BUSY = 1: The write process is still busy.
ERROR = 1: Write error.
Error code
Status display; For more information, refer to the "System and Communication Configuration D7-SYS" system manual, section "Communication service process data".
Detailed status display; for information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help,
"Help on events" (Press the F1 key in the CFC and call up the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
StatusInfo block
In error case, the last value that was successfully read is output.
•

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0001: Out of buffer memory
Remedy: Reduce the buffer length or the configuration

•

0002: No valid buffer pointer at the PTR I/O; possibly no link to the PTR I/O.
Remedy: Check the CFC links to PTR I/Os

•

0003: The block linked by means of PTR is assigned a different sampling time.
Remedy: All pointer-based communication blocks linked by means of PTR-CFC connection must be assigned the same sampling time.

•

0004: unsuitable block combination with regard to the read/write direction
(e.g. read block DRD… to send block WRREC)
Remedy: Ensure that read blocks are only on RDREC, write blocks only to WRREC

•

0005: Offsets exceed the buffer length
Remedy: The offset may not exceed the buffer length

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

CPU 550/551

CPU555

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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•

1.0 in Idle Mode

•

500.0 for data transmission of 240 bytes per cycle

•

0.5 in idle state

•

250.0 for data transmission of 240 bytes per cycle

No
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-
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2.3.4

SIMATIC Operator Panel

2.3.4.1

S7CON
S7 communication

Symbol

Short description
Function block for operating and monitoring CPU connections that were provided in the
course of configuration.
The function block processes and responds to jobs requested from the display devices
(SIMATIC OPs, WinCC, etc.).
The sampling interval should be 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms. Other sampling times result in
prolonged response times or higher system load.
One function block is required for each CPU to be addressed by a display device.

Functional principle
The S7CON function block initializes and processes the number of communication
connections to display devices specified at NOS.
The service type used for the connection to an external partner is specified at connection
TNR. If the value 2 is specified here, the functionality corresponds to that of the S7OS block.
The function block provides the necessary SAVE area for saving OP value changes. The
configured initialization values are entered in the SAVE area at the initial startup. The values
are retrieved from the SAVE area at a restart.
The card programming date is used to distinguish between the initial startup and restart.
Repeated loading of program memory leads to an initial start even if the program code was
not changed.
All new jobs from the display devices are processed and the response is transmitted in each
sampling cycle. The response time is defined by the selected sampling time.
The computing time depends on the number of jobs, the time interval between these, and on
their contents.
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Connections
Name
EN

CTS
US
TNR

NOS
TLF

ENO
QTS
YTS

Description

Enable of block processing. If EN=1, the block is processed and block processing is disabled if
EN=0.
Connection for initializing the naming of configured coupling modules. Name of the module
(and optionally of connectors X01, X02 or X03) to which the OP is connected.
Initialization connection for address data. The specification consists of a channel name with a
length of max. 6 characters and 1 or 2 address levels, depending on the coupling type.
Address level 1: Two-digit specification of the module slot (e.g. 01)
Initialization connection for service type identifier (TSAP, Transport Service Access Point; configured in NetPro)
2 <= TNR < 4
TNR = 2 → SIMATIC S7 Operating Station
TNR = 3 → SIMATIC S7 unspecified connection
Connection for initializing the number of display devices that access the CPU.
Range of values: 1<= NOS <= 100
Frame format; the user data length (PDU length) of a frame can be declared at this parameter:
•

TLF = 0 → automatically sets the maximum possible PDU length
(currently max. 240 bytes possible)

•

TLF = 1 → PDU length = 112 bytes

•

TLF = 2 → PDU length = 240 bytes

•

TLF = 3 → PDU length = 480 bytes (for future expansions)

•

TLF = 4 → PDU length = 960 bytes (for future expansions)

Output for displaying the enable status. ENO=1 indicates that the block was processed without
errors in the last cycle. ENO=0 indicates that block processing is disabled, or that the function
block has detected an error.
Output for indicating the proper initialization of the block (QTS=1). QTS = 0 indicates that the
block was deactivated after the entry of a communication error message.
Output for displaying all temporary errors, irreparable faults, or channel initialization errors at
the data interface.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key
in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
1
Empty string
3

1
0

0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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CPU 550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

6.6
3.3
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2.3.4.2

S7OS
OS Communication

Symbol

Short description
Function block for operating and monitoring CPU connections that were provided in the
course of configuration.
The function block processes and responds to jobs requested from the display devices
(SIMATIC OPs, WinCC, etc.).
The sampling interval should be 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms. Other sampling times result in
prolonged response times or higher system load.
One function block is required for each CPU to be addressed by a display device.

Functional principle
The S7OS function block initializes and processes the number of communication connections
to display devices.
The function block provides the necessary SAVE area for saving OP value changes. The
configured initialization values are entered in the SAVE area at the initial startup. The values
are retrieved from the SAVE area at a restart.
The card programming date is used to distinguish between the initial startup and restart.
Repeated loading of program memory leads to an initial start even if the program code was
not changed.
All new jobs from the display devices are processed and the response is transmitted in each
sampling cycle. The response time is defined by the selected sampling time.
The computing time depends on the number of jobs, the time interval between these, and on
their contents.

Connections
Name
EN

CTS

730

Description

Enable of block processing. If EN=1, the block is processed and block processing is disabled if EN=0.
Connection for initializing the naming of configured coupling modules. Name of the
module (and optionally of connectors X01, X02 or X03) to which the OP is connected.

Default
1
-
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Name
US

NOS
TLF

ENO
QTS
YTS

Description

Initialization connection for address data. The specification consists of a channel name
with a length of max. 6 characters and 1 or 2 address levels, depending on the coupling
type.
Address level 1: Two-digit specification of the module slot (e.g. 01)
Connection for initializing the number of display devices that access the CPU.
Frame format; the user data length (PDU length) of a frame can be declared at this parameter:
•

TLF = 0 → automatically sets the maximum possible PDU length
(currently max. 240 bytes possible)

•

TLF = 1 → PDU length = 112 bytes

•

TLF = 2 → PDU length = 240 bytes

•

TLF = 3 → PDU length = 480 bytes (for future expansions)

•

TLF = 4 → PDU length = 960 bytes (for future expansions)

Default

Empty string

1
0

Output for displaying the enable status. ENO=1 indicates that the block was processed
0
without errors in the last cycle. ENO=0 indicates that block processing is disabled, or that
the function block has detected an error.
Output for indicating the proper initialization of the block (QTS=1). QTS = 0 indicates that 0
the block was deactivated after the entry of a communication error message.
Output for displaying all temporary errors, irreparable faults, or channel initialization
0
errors at the data interface.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the
F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1
DP".)

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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CPU 550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

6.6
3.3
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2.3.5

PROFINET coupling

2.3.5.1

PNEVT
PROFINET IO alarm information
Note

CPU555
The function block @PNIO can be used only on the CPU555.

Symbol

Short description
The function block PNEVT (PNIO Event) provides detailed information about a PROFINET IO
alarm, for example, diagnostic interrupt.
The information provided at the outputs corresponds to the information that a SIMATIC S7
block provides for the processing of the corresponding alarm OBs (for example, OB55) .

Functional principle
The PNEVT function block reads the alarm information within an alarm task and updates the
values at the outputs.
A communication error also triggers the output of an error code at output YTS and the QTS
output is set to 0.
Individual alarms can get lost if alarms occur in very quick succession. The number of lost
alarms is output at the LAL connection.
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Connections
Name
EXT
OB

STA
SLO
SUB

SBN

Y01

Y02
Y03
Y04
Y05
Y06
:
Y021
QTS

YTS

LAL

Description

Only the information at outputs Y01 to Y05 is updated.
Number of the corresponding SIMATIC S7 organization block (OB)
Valid values are: 40, 55, 56, 57, 82, 83, 85 and 86
Station address of the PN device that triggered the alarm.
Valid values are: 1 to 128
Slot of the alarm-triggering module
Valid values for the slot specification are: 1 to 244
Submodule of the alarm-triggering module
Valid values for the submodule are: 1 to 31
Note:
A value of 0 means no submodule.
Subnet to which the alarm-triggering module is connected.
Valid values for the subnet specification are: 100 to 115.
Note:
The number for the subnet can be taken from the properties dialog in
NetPro or HW Config.
The first 4 bytes with information about the last alarm event
The actual significance corresponds to the first 4 bytes of the local data of
the respective S7-OB. The local data consists of 20 bytes in total. The structuring of the local data can be found in the help for the corresponding OB
(40, 55, 56, 57, 82, 83, 85 and 86).
The second 4 bytes with information about the last alarm event
The third 4 bytes with information about the last alarm event
The fourth 4 bytes with information about the last alarm event
The fifth 4 bytes with information about the last alarm event
These outputs are not supported and are hidden.

Block state
•

0: The block is inactive because an entry on a communication error
message was made.

•

1: The block works without error.

Detailed status display
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on
events" (Press the F1 key in the CFC and call up the "Help on events" topic
under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Number of lost alarms.
Individual alarms can get lost if alarms occur in very quick succession.
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Default
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
:
0
0

0

0
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Local data for OB40
Connector name / Data type
offset
Y01 Byte 0

Y01 Byte 1

BYTE

BYTE

Description
•

0x41: Alarm via interrupt line 1

•

0x42: Alarm via interrupt line 2 (S7-400 only)

•

0x43: Alarm via interrupt line 3 (S7-400 only)

•

0x44: Alarm via interrupt line 4 (S7-400 only)

•

0x45: WinAC: Alarm triggered by PC

Event class and identifiers:
•

Y01 Byte 2

BYTE

Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y02 Byte 2..3
Y03 Byte 0..3

WORD
DWORD

0x11: Alarm is active

Configured priority class:
Default values: 16 (OB 40) to 23 (OB 47)
OB number (40 to 47)
Reserved
•

Input module: 0x54

•

Output module: 0x55

Logical base address of the alarm-triggering module
•

With digital modules:
bit field with the states of the module's inputs
For information on the specific bit of
OB40_POINT_ADDR that belongs to a specific module,
refer to the description of the respective module.

•

For analog modules:
bit field that contains the information about the channel
that has exceeded a specific limit (for more information
on the structure; refer to /71/ or /101/).

•
Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

DATE_AND_TIME

For CPs or IMs:

Module alarm status (not user-relevant)
Date and time of the OB call

Local data for OB55
Connector name / Data type
offset

Description

Y01 Byte 0

•

0x55: Status alarm for DP

•

0x58: Status alarm for PN IO

Y01 Byte 1
Y01 Byte
Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0

734

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Event class and identifiers: 0x11 (incoming event)
Configured priority class, default value: 2
OB number (55)
Reserved
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Connector name / Data type
offset
Y02 Byte 1

BYTE

Y02 Byte 2..3

WORD

Y03 Byte 0
Y03 Byte 1
Y03 Byte 2

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y03 Byte 3

BYTE

Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

DATE_AND_TIME

Description
•

Input module: 0x54

•

Output module: 0x55

Logical base address of the alarm-triggering
component (submodule or module)
Data block length returned by the alarm
ID for the "Status alarm" type
Slot number of the alarm-triggering component (module or
submodule)
Specifier:
•

Bit 0 to 1: Alarm specifier

•

Bit 2: Add_Ack

•

Bit 3 to 7: Seq. no.

Date and time of the OB call

Local data for OB56
Connector name / Data type
offset
Y01 Byte 0
Y01 Byte 1

BYTE
BYTE

Description
•

0x56: Update alarm for DP

•

0x59: Update alarm for PN IO

Event class and identifiers:
•

Y01 Byte 2
Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y02 Byte 2..3

WORD

Y03 Byte 0
Y03 Byte 1
Y03 Byte 2

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y03 Byte 3

BYTE

Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

DATE_AND_TIME
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0x11: Incoming event

Configured priority class, default value: 2
OB number (56)
Reserved
•

Input module: 0x54

•

Output module: 0x55

Logical base address of the alarm-triggering component
(module or submodule)
Data block length returned by the alarm
ID for the "Update alarm" type
Slot number of the alarm-triggering component (module or
submodule)
Specifier:
•

Bit 0 to 1: Alarm specifier

•

Bit 2: Add_Ack

•

Bit 3 to 7: Seq. no.

Date and time of the OB call
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Local data for OB57
Connector name / Data type
offset
Y01 Byte 0

Y01 Byte 1

Description

BYTE

BYTE

•

0x57: Manufacturer alarm for DP

•

0x5A: Manufacturer alarm for PN IO

•

0x5B: IO: Profile-specific alarm

Event class and identifiers:
•

Y01 Byte 2
Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y02 Byte 2..3

WORD

Y03 Byte 0
Y03 Byte 1
Y03 Byte 2

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y03 Byte 3

BYTE

Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

0x11 (incoming event)

Configured priority class, default value: 2
OB number (57)
Reserved
•

Input module: 0x54

•

Output module: 0x55

Logical base address of the alarm-triggering component
(module or submodule)
Data block length returned by the alarm
ID for the "Manufacturer-specific alarm" type
Slot number of the alarm-triggering component
(submodule or module)
Specifier:

DATE_AND_TIME

•

Bit 0 to 1: Alarm specifier

•

Bit 2: Add_Ack

•

Bit 3 to 7: Seq. no.

Date and time of the OB call

Local data for OB82
Connector name / Data type
offset

Description

Y01 Byte 0
Y01 Byte 1

Error code (0x42)
Event class and identifiers:

Y01 Byte 2

BYTE

Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y02 Byte 2..3
Y03 Byte 0.0
Y03 Byte 0.1
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BYTE
BYTE

WORD
BOOL
BOOL

•

0x38: Outgoing event

•

0x39: Incoming event

Priority class; can be configured in STEP 7 (hardware configuration)
OB number (82)
Reserved
•

Input module: 0x54

•

Output module: 0x55

Logical base address of the module where the fault occurred
Module malfunction
Internal fault
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Connector name / Data type
offset
Y03 Byte 0.2
Y03 Byte 0.3
Y03 Byte 0.4
Y03 Byte 0.5
Y03 Byte 0.6
Y03 Byte 0.7
Y03 Byte 1

Y03 Byte 2.0
Y03 Byte 2.1
Y03 Byte 2.2
Y03 Byte 2.3
Y03 Byte 2.4
Y03 Byte 2.5
Y03 Byte 2.6
Y03 Byte 2.7
Y03 Byte 3.0
Y03 Byte 3.1
Y03 Byte 3.2
Y03 Byte 3.3
Y03 Byte 3.4
Y03 Byte 3.5
Y03 Byte 3.6
Y03 Byte 3.7
Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

Description

BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BYTE

External fault
Channel fault
External auxiliary voltage missing
Front connector missing
Module not parameterized
Incorrect parameters in module

BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
DATE_AND_TIM
E

•

Bit 0 to 3: Module class

•

Bit 4: Channel information available

•

Bit 5: User information available

•

Bit 6: Diagnostics interrupt from substitute

•

Bit 7: Reserve

Incorrect/missing user module
Communication error
Operating state (0: RUN, 1: STOP)
Time monitoring responded
Internal supply voltage of the module failed
Battery is low
Buffer failure
Reserved
Expansion rack failure
Processor failure
EPROM error
RAM error
ADC/DAC error
Fuse tripped
Hardware interrupt lost
Reserved
Date and time of the OB call

Local data for OB83
Connector name / Data type
offset
Y01 Byte 0

BYTE

Y01 Byte 1

BYTE

Y01 Byte 2

BYTE
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Description
Error code (possible values: 0x51, 0x54, 0x55, 0x56, 0x58, 0x61,
0x63, 0x64, 0x65, 0x66, 0x67, 0x68, 0x84)
Event class and identifiers:
•

0x32: End of module reconfiguration

•

0x33: Start of module reconfiguration

•

0x38: Module inserted

•

0x39: Module removed or not responding, or end of reconfiguration

Priority class; can be configured in STEP 7 (hardware configuration)
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Connector name / Data type
offset
Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1

Y02 Byte 2..3

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

WORD

Description
OB number (83)
ID of the module, submodule, or interface module
Range:
•

0x54: I/O area of inputs (PI)

•

0x55: I/O area of outputs (PQ)

•

Central or distributed PROFIBUS DP:
Logical base address of the module affected; for a mixed module, this is the lowest logical address used in the module. If the
I and O addresses in the mixed module are identical, the logical
base address is assigned the I identifier.

Y03 Byte 0..1

WORD

•

Distributed PROFINET IO: Logical base address of the module/submodule

•

If OB83_RESERVED_1 = 0xA0: number of the submodule/interface module (low byte)

•

If OB83_RESERVED_1 = 0xC4:
- central: rack number
- distributed PROFIBUS DP: no. of the DP station (low byte)
and DP master system ID (high byte)
- distributed PROFINET IO: physical address:
ID bit (bit 15, 1 = PROFINET IO), IO system ID

Y03 Byte 2..3

WORD

(bit 11 to 14) and station number (bit 0 to 10)
•

Central or distributed PROFIBUS DP:
Type of the affected module (X: not user-relevant):
- W 0xX5XX: Analog module
- W 0xX8XX: Function module
- W 0xXCXX: CP
- W 0xXFXX: Digital module

•

Distributed PROFINET IO:
- W 0x8101: Type of the inserted module
equivalent to the module type of the removed
module
- W 0x8102: Type of the inserted module
not equivalent to the module type of the removed

Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3
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TIME

module
Date and time of the OB call
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Local data for OB85
Connector name / Data type
offset
Y01 Byte 0

BYTE

Y01 Byte 1

BYTE

Y01 Byte 2

BYTE

Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1
Y02 Byte 2..3
Y03 Byte 0..3
Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
WORD
DWORD
DATE_AND_TIM
E

Description
Error code
possible values:
0xB1 (time-out during update of inputs),
0xB2 (time-out during update of outputs),
0xB3 (time-out during update of inputs incoming or outgoing),
0xB4 (time-out during update of outputs incoming or outgoing),
0xB5, 0xB6, 0xB7, 0xB8, 0xBA, 0xBB, 0xBC, 0xBD, 0xBE
Event class and identifiers:
•

0x38: Outgoing event

•

0x39: Incoming event

Priority class; can be configured in STEP 7 (hardware configuration)
OB number (85)
Reserved
Reserved
Depends on the error code
Depends on the error code
Date and time of the OB call

Local data for OB86
Connector name / Data type
offset
Y01 Byte 0

BYTE

Y01 Byte 1

BYTE

Y01 Byte 2

BYTE

Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1
Y02 Byte 2..3
Y03 Byte 0..3
Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
WORD
DWORD
DATE_AND_TIM
E
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Description
Error code (possible values: 0xC1, 0xC2, 0xC3, 0xC4, 0xC5,
0xC6, 0xC7, 0xC8, 0xCA, 0xCB, 0xCC, 0xCD, 0xCE)
Event class and identifiers:
•

0x38: Outgoing event

•

0x39: Incoming event

Priority class; can be configured in STEP 7 (hardware configuration)
OB number (86)
Reserved
Reserved
Depends on the error code
Depends on the error code
Date and time of the OB call
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

2.3.5.2

CPU555
25.5
No
Alarm tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Only one PNEVT block per interface may be assigned to each
alarm event.

PNPEVT
PROFINET IO hardware interrupt information
Note

CPU555
The function block PNPEVT can be used only on the CPU555.

Symbol

Short description
The function block PNPEVT (PN process event) provides information about the PROFINET IO
hardware interrupt (OB40). In contrast to PNEVT, only selected items of information are
available, although in prepared form.

740
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Functional principle
All output values are updated if an alarm event is output.
A communication error also triggers the output of an error code at output YTS and the QTS
output is set to 0.
Individual alarms can get lost if alarms occur in very quick succession. The number of lost
alarms is output at the LAL connection.

Connections
Name
STA

SLO
SUB

SBN

EVC
IOF

Description

Station address of the PN device that triggered the alarm.
Valid values are: 1 to 128
Slot of the alarm-triggering module
Valid values for the slot specification are: 1 to 244
Submodule of the alarm-triggering module
Valid values for the submodule are: 1 to 31
Note:
A value of 0 means no submodule.
Subnet to which the alarm-triggering module is connected.
Valid values for the subnet specification are: 100 to 115.
Note:
The number for the subnet can be taken from the properties dialog in NetPro or
HW Config.
This output corresponds to the local data variable OB40_STR_INF of OB40 on a
SIMATIC S7. A value of 0x0041 (41 hexadecimal) indicates the alarm is active.
This output corresponds to the local data variable OB40_IO_FLAG of the OB40
on a SIMATIC S7.
Significance:
•

IN
OUT
MDL
PAD

YYR
YMO
YDA
YHR
YMI

Default
0
0
0

0

0
0

0X54 (54 hex) Input module

• 0X55 (55 hex): Output module
The information is available in processed form at the IN and OUT connections.
•

0: Input module did not trigger an alarm

•

1: Input module triggered an alarm

•

0: Output module did not trigger an alarm

•

1: Output module triggered an alarm

This value outputs the logical base address of the module. The value corresponds to the local data variables OB40_MDL_ADDR of OB40 with SIMATIC S7.
This value provides additional information about the cause of the hardware
interrupt. The value corresponds to the local data variables OB40_POINT_ADDR
of OB40 with SIMATIC S7.
You can find more detailed information on this in the SIMATIC documentation.
Year (specifies the year in which the alarm was triggered)
Month (specifies the month in which the alarm was triggered)
Day (specifies the day on which the alarm was triggered)
Hour (specifies the hour at which the alarm was triggered)
Minute (specifies the minute at which the alarm was triggered)
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0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
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Name
YSE
QTS

YTS

LAL

Description

Default

Second (specifies the second at which the alarm was triggered)
Block state

0
0

•

0: The block is inactive because an entry on a communication error message
was made.

•

1: The block works without error.

Detailed status display
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events"
(Press the F1 key in the CFC and call up the "Help on events" topic under "CFC
for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Number of lost alarms.
Individual alarms can get lost if alarms occur in very quick succession.

0

0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

2.3.5.3

CPU555
22.0
No
Alarm tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Only one PNPEVT block per interface may be assigned to each
alarm event.

RDREC
Read data record PROFIBUS DP and PROFINET IO

Symbol
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Short description
With the "RDREC" (read record) function block, you read a data record with the number IDX
from a DP slave/PROFINET IO device component (module or submodule) that has been
addressed via ID.
Specify the maximum number of bytes you want to read in MLN. Within the block, the
specification to MLN is limited to max. 240 bytes for PROFIBUS DP and max. 4176 bytes for
PROFINET IO. The selected length of the data buffer (PTR) should therefore be at least MLN
bytes.
The value TRUE at output parameter VLD indicates that the data record was successfully
transmitted to the target area. In this case, output parameter LEN contains the length of the
read data in bytes.
Output parameter ERR indicates errors in data record transmission. In this case, output
parameter STA contains the error information. A communication error also triggers the
output of an error code at output YTS and QTS is set to "0".

Functional principle
Function block "RDREC" operates in asynchronous mode, i.e. processing covers multiple clock
cycles. Start data record transmission by calling the block with REQ = 1.
The job status is displayed at the BSY and STA output parameters. A status value greater than
0x7000 represents an error value, while all values less than that are equivalent to length of
data received. For more information on error codes, refer to "Receiving an alarm with SFB54
RALRM".
Data record transmission is completed as soon as output parameter BSY = FALSE.
The PTR I/O is used to provide the function block with a pointer to a data buffer (S7DB_P). The
data received are saved byte-by-byte to the data buffer. This means that the data should
always be read from this buffer byte-by-byte, for example, using the DRD_BY read block.

System resources
If you start several asynchronous read jobs one after the other with only short intervals
between them, the operating system ensures that all the jobs are executed and that they do
not interfere with each other.
If the limits of the system resources are reached, this is indicated in RET_VAL.
You can remedy a temporary error situation by repeating the job.
Note

Maximum possible jobs
You can configure up to eight jobs (eight "RDREC" blocks) to the PROFINET interface of the
CPU555 per CPU. You can read different data records by varying the corresponding inputs of
the block.
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Error information
Error code STA
W#16#...
7000
7001
7002
8090
8093
80A0
80A1
80A2
80A3

80A7
80A8
80A9
80AA to 80AF
80B0
80B1
80B2
80B3
80B4
80B5
80B6
80B7
80B8
80B9

80BA to 80BF
80C0

Meaning
Initial call; no data record transfer active
Initial call; data record transfer started
Intermediate call; data record transfer already active
Invalid logical start address
The DP component addressed via ID is not configured.
Negative acknowledgment during reading from the module
Negative acknowledgment during writing to the module
DP protocol error at layer 2 (for example, slave failure or bus problems)
PROFIBUS DP: DP protocol error with Direct-Data-Link-Mapper or UserInterface/User
PROFINET IO: General CM error
DP slave or module is occupied (temporary error)
DP slave or module reports non-compatible versions
Function is not supported by DP slave or module
DP slave or module reports a manufacturer-specific error in its application.
Please check the documentation from the manufacturer of the DP slave or
module.
Module does not recognize the data record
The length specified in the PTR parameter is incorrect; length error in LEN
The configured slot is empty.
Actual module type does not match expected type
DP slave or module reports access to an invalid area
DP slave or module not ready
DP slave or module denies access
DP slave or module reports an invalid range for a parameter or a value.
DP slave or module reports an invalid parameter.
DP slave or module reports an invalid type
•

For RDREC: Buffer is too small (reading subsets not possible)

•

For WRREC: Buffer is too small (writing subsets not possible)

DP slave or module reports a manufacturer-specific error during access.
Please check the documentation from the manufacturer of the DP slave or
module.
•

For SFB 53 "WRREC": The data can only be written in the STOP state of the
CPU.
Note: Hence, writing by the user program is not possible. You can only
write the data online with PG/PC.

•

80C1

744

For SFB 52 "RDREC": The module routes the data record, but either no
data is present or the data can only be read in the STOP state of the CPU.

Note: If data can only be read in the STOP state of the CPU, analysis
through the user program is not possible. In this case, you can only read
the data online with PG/PC.
The data of the preceding write job on the module for the same data record
has not yet been processed by the module.
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Error code STA
W#16#...
80C2
80C3
80C4
80C5
80C6
80C7
80C8 to 80CF
80D0 to 80DF

Meaning
The module is currently processing the maximum possible number of jobs for
a CPU.
The required operating resources are currently occupied.
Internal temporary error. Job could not be carried out. Repeat the request. If
this error occurs often, check your installation for sources of electrical interference.
DP slave or module not available.
Data record transfer was canceled due to a priority class cancellation
Job aborted due to warm or cold restart of the DP master.
DP slave or module reports a manufacturer-specific resource error.
Please check the documentation from the manufacturer of the DP slave or
module.
DP slave or module specific.
Refer to the description of the DP slave or the module.

Connections
Name
CTS

PTR
REQ
ID
IDX
MLN
VLD
BSY
QTS

ERR
STA
LEN
YEV

Description

The configured name of the CP50M1 module and of connectors X01 or X02 is specified at this
initialization I/O.
Pointer to data buffer management
REQ = 1: Transmit data record
Logical address of the DP slave/PROFINET IO component (module or submodule) Set bit 15
when using an output module (example of address 5: ID:=DW 0x8005).
Data record number
maximum length in bytes of the data record information to be read
New valid data record was received
BUSY = 1: The read operation is not yet completed.
Block state
•

0: The block is inactive because an entry on a communication error message was made.

•

1: The block works without error.

ERROR = 1: Read access error
Length of data read, or error code
Length of data record information read
Status display; For more information, refer to the "System and Communication Configuration
D7-SYS" system manual, section "Communication service process data".
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Default

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
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Name
YTS

YF

Description

Detailed status display; for information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on
events" (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC
TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Example:
W#16#62C8: No acyclic communication via P0 bus possible; block will be locked
StatusInfo block
In error case, the last value that was successfully read is output.
•

Default
0

0

0001: Out of buffer memory
Remedy: Reduce the buffer length or the configuration

•

0002: No valid buffer pointer at the PTR I/O; possibly no link to the PTR I/O.
Remedy: Check the CFC links to PTR I/Os

•

0003: The block linked by means of PTR is assigned a different sampling time.
Remedy: All pointer-based communication blocks linked by means of PTR-CFC connection
must be assigned the same sampling time.

•

0004: Incompatible block combination with regard to the read/write direction (e.g. read
block DRD to send block WRREC)
Remedy: Ensure that read blocks are only on RDREC, write blocks only to WRREC

•

0005 The buffer provided by PTR is too small for the read data
Remedy: Make buffer with a size of at least MLN bytes available

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

CPU 550/551

CPU555

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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•

1.6 in idle state

•

500.0 for data transmission of 240 bytes per cycle

•

0.8 in idle state

•

250.0 for data transmission of 240 bytes per cycle

No
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-
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2.3.5.4

WRREC
Write data record PROFIBUS DP and PROFINET IO

Symbol

Short description
Function block "WRREC" (write record) is used to transmit a data record to a DP
slave/PROFINET IO device component (module or submodule) that has been addressed by
means of ID.
Use LEN to specify the maximum number of bytes to be transmitted. Therefore, select a
source area in the data record block (S7DB_P) that has at least the length of LEN bytes (max.
240 bytes for PROFIBUS DP / max. 4176 bytes for PROFINET).
TRUE at output parameter DO indicates successful transmission of the data record to the DP
slave.
Output parameter ERR indicates errors in data record transmission. In this case, output
parameter STA contains the error information.

Functional principle
FB "WRREC" operates in asynchronous mode, i.e. processing covers multiple clock cycles. Start
data record transmission by calling the FB with REQ = 1.
The job status is displayed at the BSY and STA output parameters. For more information on
error codes, refer to "Receiving an alarm with SFB54 RALRM".
Data record transmission is completed as soon as output parameter BSY = FALSE.
The PTR I/O is used to provide the function block with a pointer to a data buffer (S7DB_P). The
data to be transmitted are read byte-by-byte from the data buffer for writing. This means that
data should only be written to this buffer byte-by-byte, e.g. using the DRW_BY write block.

System resources
If you start several asynchronous read jobs one after the other with only short intervals
between them, the operating system ensures that all the jobs are executed and that they do
not interfere with each other.
If the limits of the system resources are reached, this is indicated in RET_VAL.
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You can remedy a temporary error situation by repeating the job.
Note

Maximum possible jobs
You can configure up to eight jobs (eight "WRREC" blocks) to the PROFINET interface of the
CPU555 per CPU. You can write different data records by varying the corresponding inputs of
the block.

Error information
Error code STA
W#16#...
7000
7001
7002
8090
8093
80A0
80A1
80A2
80A3

80A7
80A8
80A9
80AA to 80AF
80B0
80B1
80B2
80B3
80B4
80B5
80B6
80B7
80B8
80B9

80BA to 80BF
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Meaning
Initial call; no data record transfer active
Initial call; data record transfer started
Intermediate call; data record transfer already active
Invalid logical start address
The DP component addressed via ID is not configured.
Negative acknowledgment during reading from the module
Negative acknowledgment during writing to the module
DP protocol error at layer 2 (for example, slave failure or bus problems)
PROFIBUS DP: DP protocol error with Direct-Data-Link-Mapper or UserInterface/User
PROFINET IO: General CM error
DP slave or module is occupied (temporary error)
DP slave or module reports non-compatible versions
Function is not supported by DP slave or module
DP slave or module reports a manufacturer-specific error in its application.
Please check the documentation from the manufacturer of the DP slave or
module.
Module does not recognize the data record
The length specified in the PTR parameter is incorrect; length error in LEN
The configured slot is empty.
Actual module type does not match expected type
DP slave or module reports access to an invalid area
DP slave or module not ready
DP slave or module denies access
DP slave or module reports an invalid range for a parameter or a value.
DP slave or module reports an invalid parameter.
DP slave or module reports an invalid type
•

For RDREC: Buffer is too small (reading subsets not possible)

•

For WRREC: Buffer is too small (writing subsets not possible)

DP slave or module reports a manufacturer-specific error during access.
Please check the documentation from the manufacturer of the DP slave or
module.
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Error code STA
W#16#...
80C0

Meaning
•

For SFB 53 "WRREC": The data can only be written in the STOP state of the
CPU.
Note: Hence, writing by the user program is not possible. You can only write
the data online with PG/PC.

•

80C1
80C2
80C3
80C4
80C5
80C6
80C7
80C8 to 80CF
80D0 to 80DF

For SFB 52 "RDREC": The module routes the data record, but either no data
is present or the data can only be read in the STOP state of the CPU.

Note: If data can only be read in the STOP state of the CPU, analysis through
the user program is not possible. In this case, you can only read the data
online with PG/PC.
The data of the preceding write job on the module for the same data record has
not yet been processed by the module.
The module is currently processing the maximum possible number of jobs for a
CPU.
The required operating resources are currently occupied.
Internal temporary error. Job could not be carried out. Repeat the request. If
this error occurs often, check your installation for sources of electrical interference.
DP slave or module not available.
Data record transfer was canceled due to a priority class cancellation
Job aborted due to warm or cold restart of the DP master.
DP slave or module reports a manufacturer-specific resource error.
Please check the documentation from the manufacturer of the DP slave or
module.
DP slave or module specific.
Refer to the description of the DP slave or the module.

Connections
Name
CTS

PTR
REQ
ID
IDX
LEN
QTS

DO
BSY
ERR
STA

Description

The configured name of the CP50M1 module and of connectors X01 or X02 is specified at this initialization I/O.
Pointer to data buffer management
REQ = 1: Transmit data record
Logical address of the DP slave/PROFINET IO component (module or submodule)
Set bit 15 when using an output module (example of address 5: ID:=DW 0x8005).
Data record number
maximum length in bytes of the data record to be transmitted
Block state
•

0: The block is inactive because an entry on a communication error message was made.

•

1: The block works without error.

Data record transmission completed
BUSY = 1: The write process is still busy.
ERROR = 1: Write error.
Error code
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Default

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
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Name
YEV
YTS
YF

Description

Status display; For more information, refer to the "System and Communication Configuration D7SYS" system manual, section "Communication service process data".
Detailed status display; for information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on
events" (Press the F1 key in the CFC and call up the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC
TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
StatusInfo block
In error case, the last value that was successfully read is output.
•

Default
0
0
0

0001: Out of buffer memory
Remedy: Reduce the buffer length or the configuration

•

0002: No valid buffer pointer at the PTR I/O; possibly no link to the PTR I/O.
Remedy: Check the CFC links to PTR I/Os

•

0003: The block linked by means of PTR is assigned a different sampling time.
Remedy: All pointer-based communication blocks linked by means of PTR-CFC connection must
be assigned the same sampling time.

•

0004: unsuitable block combination with regard to the read/write direction
(e.g. read block DRD… to send block WRREC)
Remedy: Ensure that read blocks are only on RDREC, write blocks only to WRREC

•

0005: Offsets exceed the buffer length
Remedy: The offset may not exceed the buffer length

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

CPU 550/551

CPU555
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

2.3.5.5

•

1.0 in Idle Mode

•

500.0 for data transmission of 240 bytes per cycle

•

0.5 in idle state

•

250.0 for data transmission of 240 bytes per cycle

No
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

RDSYS
Read an SSL partial list or an SSL partial list extract
Note

CPU555
The function block RDSYS can be used only on the CPU555.
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Symbol

Short description
The function block RDSYS (read system status) reads out an SSL partial list or a partial list
extract.

Functional principle
You start the read job by assigning 1 to the input parameter REQ when the function block
RDSYS is called.
• If the read job could be executed immediately, the FB returns the value 0 at the output
parameter BSY.
• If the read job could not yet be completed, the FB returns the value 1 at the output
parameter BSY.
Note

Complete data records only
With the function block RDSYS, only complete data records are transferred.

System resources
If you start several asynchronous read jobs one after the other with only short intervals
between them, the operating system ensures that all the jobs are executed and that they do
not interfere with each other.
If the limits of the system resources are reached, this is indicated in STA.
You can remedy a temporary error situation by repeating the job.
Note

Maximum possible jobs
A maximum of four jobs (four "RDSYS" blocks) can be configured for the CPU555 per CPU.
You can read different system status lists by varying the corresponding inputs of the block.
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Error information
Error code STA
W#16#...
0000
0081
7000
7001
7002
8081
8082
8083
8085
8086
8087
8088
8089
80B1
80C5
80C6
80D2
8xyy

Meaning
No error
Result field too short. (Nevertheless, as many data records as possible are supplied.
The SSL header shows this number.)
First call with REQ=0: No data transmission active; BUSY has the value 0.
First call with REQ=1: Data transmission initiated; BUSY has the value 1.
Intermediate call (REQ irrelevant): Data transfer already active; BUSY has the value
1.
Result field too short (not enough space for one data record).
SSL_ID is wrong or is unknown in the CPU or SFC.
INDEX wrong or not permitted.
Due to a problem in the system, information is not currently available (for example,
due to a lack of resources).
The data record cannot be read due to a system error (bus, modules, operating
system).
Data record cannot be read because the module does not exist or does not
acknowledge.
Data record cannot be read because the actual module identifier is different from
the expected module identifier.
Data record cannot be read because the module is not capable of diagnostics or the
data record is not supported.
The length specified in the PTR parameter is incorrect; length error in LEN
Distributed I/O not available (temporary error).
Data record transfer stopped due to priority class abort (restart or background)
Data record cannot be read because the module is not capable of diagnostics.
General error information, see Evaluating errors with the output parameter
RET_VAL

SSL ID
SSL ID
Sublist
W#16#…

Module status information of a rack / substation
0591
Module status information of all submodules
0A91
Module status information of all PN IO subsystems
0C91
Module status information of a module
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SSL partial list

Data record content

Is not evaluated
Is not evaluated
Any logical address of a
module

Module status data of the
inserted module
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SSL ID
Sublist
W#16#…
0D91

Module status information in the specified station

Status information of a rack/station in the PN IO subsystem
0094
Expected state of the rack in the central configuration
or of stations of a subnet
0194
Activation status of stations of a subnet (only CPU
with DP and/or PROFINET interface)
0294
Actual state of the rack in the central configuration or
stations of a subnet
0694
Diagnostic state of the rack in the central configuration or stations of a subnet
0794
Faulty status and/or maintenance status of the station
0F94
Header information
Submodule status information about PROFINET IO
0696
Status data of all submodules of a module
0C96
Status data of a submodule

SSL partial list

Data record content

Slot address of the
PROFINET IO device:

Module status data of all
modules in the corresponding PROFINET IO
device

•

Bit 15: Is always = 1

•

Bits 11-14: PN IO subsystem ID (value range
100-115; in which only
0 to 15 must be specified)

•

Bits 0-10: Station number of the PROFINET IO
device

PROFINET IO subsystem
number
Status of PROFINET devices
in a PROFINET IO subnet
Is not evaluated

Any logical address of a
module/submodule

Status of PROFINET devices
in a PROFINET IO subnet

Connections
Name
CTS
PTR

REQ
ID
IDX
MLN
VLD
BSY

Description

This initialization I/O is used to specify the configured name of the CPU
and the PROFINET interface.
Pointer to data buffer management (target range for read SSL partial list
or read partial list extract): If you have only read out the header information of an SSL partial list, you should not evaluate DR but only
SSL_HEADER. Otherwise, the product of LENTHDR and N_DR indicates
how many bytes were entered in DR.
REQ=1: Starts processing.
REQ must remain set until the job has been completed.
SSL ID of the partial list or partial list extract.
Type or number of an object in a partial list.
Maximum length in bytes of the SSL to be read (max. 4172)
TRUE: A new data record was received and is valid.
FALSE: The data record is invalid.
TRUE: Reading not yet completed
FALSE: Reading completed
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-

0

0
0
0
0
FALSE
FALSE
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Name
ERR

STA
LEN
LET
ANZ
QTS

YEV
YTS
YF

Description

Default

TRUE: Error was identified
FALSE: No error
Error code
Length of system status list read
Length of a partial list
Quantity partial lists
Block state

FALSE
0
0
0
0
0

•

0: The block is inactive because an entry on a communication error
message was made.

•

1: The block works without error.

Status display; For more information, refer to the "System and Commu0
nication Configuration D7-SYS" system manual, section "Communication
service process data".
Detailed status display; for information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS
0
Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in the CFC and call up the
"Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
StatusInfo block
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]

CPU555

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

Special features

754

0.8 in idle state
250 for data transmission of 240 bytes per cycle
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2.4

Controller blocks

2.4.1

INT_M
Modulo integrator for axis cycle compliant integration

Symbol

Short description
The virtual master block INT_M is used to generate position setpoints with angular
synchronism.

Functional principle
The block adds up the input values X that are weighted with ratio NM and DN.
If the sum of the modulo value MOD exceeds or falls below 0, the modulo value is subtracted
or added and an overflow bit QP or QN is set for the duration of the sampling time.

Connections
Name
MOD
X
NM

DN
SV
R

Description

Modulo value, range of values 1 . . .
Input variable of the integrator, e.g. velocity (ramp-function generator
output)
Gear ratio nominator
NM * X may not exceed the value 231,
Range of values: - 230 to + 230
Gear ratio denominator
Range of values: - 230 to + 230
Setting value
Value that is set at output Y with S=1.
Reset
R=1 → Y=0
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Default
1
0
1

1
0
0
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Name
S

H

Y
QP
QN
YF

Description

Default

Set
Bit for setting start value Y to setting value SV
S=1 → Y=SV (initial offset)
Hold
Hold current value at output Y
H=1 → Y=Yold
Integrator output variable
R=S=H=0 → Y=Yold+X NM/DN
Positive overflow
QP=1 → Y + X → MOD (Y=Y-MOD)
Negative overflow
QN=1 → Y+X < 0 (Y=Y+MOD)
Block error state
YF=0 no error, YF > 0

0

0

0
0
0
0

Coded error output
The error state is output in bit-coded form at output YF of the modulo integrator INT_M.
Multiple error events can also be displayed at the same time.
Bit
1
3
4
5
6

Meaning

Hex value

230

MOD >
or < 1
Positive division overflow
Negative division overflow
Positive overflow remainder
Negative overflow remainder

16#0001
16#0004
16#0008
16#0010
16#0020

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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CPU 550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

9.9
4.95
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2.5

Utility/diagnostics blocks

2.5.1

CHK_R
Real value check (Real type)

Symbol

Short description
The function block CHK_R examines a real value for validity.

Functional principle
The substitute value SV is output to the output Y when input S is set and an invalid REAL
value is detected. An interconnection of Y to SV and QF to S allows, for example, the last valid
value to be retained. When input S is not set, the input value X is interconnected to the
output value Y.
The additional Boolean outputs SN, QN, PI and MI provide more information about the
received invalid value.

Connections
Name
X
S
SV
Y
QF
SN
QN
PI
MI

Description

Value to be checked
Use substitute value
Substitute value
Output value
Value is an invalid real number
Value is a SNAN
Value is a QNAN
Value is +Infinity
Value is –Infinity
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Default
0.0
0
0.0
0.0
0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

2.5.2

CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

12.2
6.1

FANOPH
Read the fan operating hours counter
Note

CPU555
The function block FANOPH can be used only on the CPU555.

Symbol

Short description
The FANOPH function block reads the operating hours counter for the fan.

Functional principle
Note

CPU555 in slot 1
The reading of the fan operating hours meter is only possible with the CPU555 and only in
slot 1.
Calling FANOPH

Because the data changes slowly and is reported in the hourly grid, the function block
FANOPH should only be called rarely.
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The FANOPH function block provides the current value of the fan operating hours counter at
output Y.
The following cases are distinguished:
• The counter was read without error:
⇒ The QF output is set to 0.
• The counter was read with error:
⇒ The QF output is set to 1 and the Y output is set to 0.
• The value of the operating hours counter is below the set warning threshold:
⇒ The QW output is set to 0.
• The value of the operating hours counter is above the set warning threshold:
⇒ The QW output is set to 1.
• The value of the operating hours counter is above the set maximum number of operating
hours:
⇒ The QW output is set to 0 and the QF output is set to 1.

Connections
Name
MAX
WRN
Y
QW
QF
YFC

Description

Maximum number of operating hours for the fan
Operating hours warning threshold
Current value of the runtime meter
Operating hours warning threshold exceeded
Error of the operating hours counter
Error code
0 = no error
1 Block is not supported on this module (e.g. CPU551)
2 Block may only be called on the first CPU

Default
50000
30000
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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CPU555
0.9
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
The reading of the fan operating hours meter is only possible
with the CPU555 and only in slot 1.
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2.5.3

MSTAT
Displays the status of all modules in the rack

Symbol

The term slot always denotes the configured slot.

Short description
The outputs of function block MSTAT indicate the operating status of all modules in a rack.
This block allows each processor to request the operating status of other processors, e.g. to
initiate error handling.

Functional principle
This function block evaluates the module status information from buffer memory and returns
it in coded form at its outputs as follows:
0: Boot phase
1: Initialization phase
2: Cyclic operation (RUN)
3: User stop
4: STOP due to initialization error
5: STOP due to system error

Connections

760

Name

Description

Default

Px
(1_x_21
)

Operating state of the module at slot x

16#FFFF
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

2.5.4

CPU 550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

50.0
25.0

MSTATB
Displays the status of all modules in the rack

Symbol

Short description
The outputs of function block MSTATB indicate the operating state (RUN or STOP) of all
modules in a rack.
This block allows each processor to request the operating status of other processors, e.g. to
initiate error handling.

Functional principle
This FB evaluates module status information from buffer memory.
Logical 0: CPU is in STOP state (user stop, system error), or I/O failure, or empty bus slot (e.g.
with IT)
Logical 1: CPU is in RUN state; I/O is ready for operation
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Connections
Name

Px
(1_x_21
)

Description

Default

Operating state of the module at slot x

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

2.5.5

CPU 550/551
CPU555
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

50.0
25.0

READSN
Read the memory card serial number
Note

CPU555
The function block READSN can be used only on the CPU555.

Symbol

Short description
The READSN function block reads the serial number of the memory card.
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Functional principle
This function block provides the serial number of the memory cards at the output NR.
The QF output (group fault) can assume the following values:
• 0: The output of the serial number of the card is valid.
• 1: The output of the serial number of the memory card is "not" valid or no card is inserted.

Connections
Name
NR
QF
YFC

Description

Default

Serial number of the memory card
Group error
Error code
0 = no error
1 Block is not supported on this module (e.g. CPU551)

0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

2.5.6

CPU555
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

0.9

ADVIRT
Optimizing PNIO IRT communication
Note

CPU555
The function block ADVIRT can only be used on the CPU555.

Symbol
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Short description
The function block ADVIRT optimizes the PNIO IRT communication by reducing the write
buffer depth on the backplane bus.

Functional principle
The function block ADVIRT sets the write buffer depth of the backplane bus to the value of
the input BUF. With very high backplane bus load (due to fiber-optic coupling, e.g. CP52A0 or
CP53M0), a smaller write buffer avoids read errors with isochronous PNIO communication.
If the block is not configured, the CPU555 works with an internal write buffer depth of 16.
Reducing the write buffer depth can result in performance losses.

Connections
Name
BUF
QF

YFC

Description

Write buffer depth, possible settings: 1 to 32
Group error
0: OK
1: Error (see YFC)
Error code
0 = No error
1 Block is not supported on this module (e.g. CPU551)
2 Block has been called multiple times on this CPU
3 Invalid value at BUF

Default
16
0

0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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CPU555
0,5
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initmode
Standard mode
The block can only be run on a CPU555.
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2.5.7

NANCHK
Floating point errors reporting method

Symbol

Short description
The NANCHK function block controls the way floating point errors (NaN, Not a Number),
which can occur with the REAL data type, are detected and reported.

Functional principle
The MOD input is used to control the error detection. Depending on the setting, floating
point errors are checked either immediately after each function block or only at the end of
each task cycle. MOD thus also influences the accuracy of the error message in the diagnostic
buffer of the special diagnostics: either with the name of the affected block or only with
specification of the task.
The ACK input controls the message procedure (acknowledged, unacknowledged). In
unacknowledged mode, each floating point error is entered in the diagnostic buffer. In
acknowledged operation, only the first floating point error appears there. All others are
suppressed until the pending error has been acknowledged (acknowledgment button or SYF1
block).
The number of floating point errors detected is output at the CNT output.

Connections
Name
MOD

ACK

CNT
QF

Description

Test frequency
MOD=0: Check after every cycle (only for CPU555)
MOD=1: Check after each block
The test frequency cannot be switched when using the function block on
the CPU551.
Acknowledgment mode
ACK=0: Off, each floating point error appears in the diagnostic buffer.
ACK=1: On, floating point errors must be acknowledged
Number of events with invalid floating point numbers
Error
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Default
0

0

0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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CPU550/551
CPU555
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

1
0.5
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Function block library for FM 458-1 DP
3.1

I/O blocks

3.1.1

Overview
Assignment of the I/O blocks to processor devices and I/O devices
PM5

PM6

T400

IT41

IT42

EA12

EB11

FM 458

EXM 438

SBM
*) with SBM2 module

3.1.2

EXM 448*)

ITSL*)

X

X

SBM
Rotary encoder block

Symbol

Short description
The SBM function block handles the following tasks:
• Initialization of the rotary encoder that is connected to the SBM2 module
• Calculation of the position and speed based on the encoder data
• Handling of communication errors between the encoder and SBM2 module
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Functional principle
In the system initialization phase, the initialization I/Os are read and the corresponding mode
is set at the SBM2 module. The following settings are made for the EQN1325 encoder:
• The encoder supply voltage is set to 5 V
• Number of revolutions to 4096
• Signal periods per revolution 8192
Once the mode has been set, the zero position is calculated and the start values for the
position and speed is output at the connections.
In standard mode, the block can assume four different states:
• NRM: The values read from the SBM2 module (position and speed) are displayed at the
block connections. The block goes into error state ERR if an error is detected.
• ERR: The following errors may occur during operation:
– Encoder faulty or not connected
– Encoder was disconnected temporarily
– Data transmission error in serial communication between the encoder and SBM2
module
– SBM2 module not available
In the first three cases, the block goes into the "INI" initialization state and in the latter
case into the "OFF" state.
• INI: Functional principle similar to the "initialization phase"
• OFF: Output QF is set and processing is terminated.
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Connections
Name
AD
TYP

BDR

EXP
DM

RS
YPI
RPI
Y

U
QF
YF

Description

Hardware address of the SBM2 (initialization I/O)
Encoder type (initialization I/O)
TYP = 0; not available
TYP = 1; EQN1325
TYP > 1; incorrect encoder type
Baud rate (initialization I/O)
•

BDR = 0; 100 kHz

•

BDR = 1; 500 kHz

•

BDR = 2; 1 MHz

•

BDR = 3; 2 MHz

•

BDR > 3; incorrect baud rate

Default
1

0

Resolution in bits
Range of values: 16 ≤ EXP ≤ 32
The block is configured in cyclic tasks or alarm tasks (initialization connection)
DM=0; SBM in alarm tasks
This mode is only practical in conjunction with alarm-controlled SIMOLINK events (sync
interrupt from SLB). Using this sync interrupt in this mode disconnects the values of the
SBM module. The block should then be configured in the alarm task that was started by
the same event.
If the block is computed in alarm tasks, the SBM2 module registers are read at a negative
edge on the SYNC_DNE line. This signal also generates the interrupt for the alarm task in
which the block is configured. The content of the registers are then read and the values
for the output connections will be computed.
DM=1; SBM in cyclic tasks
The registers of the SBM2 module are read in system mode if the block is calculated in
cyclic tasks. The contents of the register are then read in standard mode and the values
are calculated for the output connections.
Rated speed in rev/min (RS>0)
Position in increments
Max. number of increments per revolution (depending on the input connection EXP)
Normalized encoder speed in:

23

Revolutions
Group error message
QF=0 no error, QF=1 for error (if YF≠0)
Block error state
YF=0x0000 no error, YF>0x0000 (refer to error states)

0
0
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1.0
0
0
0.0

16#0000 0000
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Error states
Value

Nibble 1
0x0001
0x0002
0x0004
0x0008
Nibble 2
0x0010
0x0020
0x0040
0x0080
Nibble 3
0x0100
0x0200
0x0400
0x0800
Nibble 4
0x1000
0x2000
0x4000
0x8000
Nibble 5
0x10000
0x20000
0x40000
0x80000
Nibble 6-8

Meaning
Initialization mode
No SBM2 module available
SBM2 module is processed by another SBM
Encoder faulty/not available
Unknown carrier or invalid rack module code
Incorrect hardware address
Encoder error → Check the hardware (encoder, cable, etc.)
No voltage or short-circuit
No data transmission from or to the encoder → Check the hardware (encoder, cable)
Error in data transmission from or to the encoder → Check the hardware (encoder, cable)
Invalid mode configured
Invalid encoder configured
Invalid speed normalization configured
Invalid baud rate configured
Sampling time too high; speed calculation is not possible → Sampling time: ≤ 4.0 ms
Error when requesting memory
Invalid resolution configured
Function block is not configured in the alarm task
Not defined: Reserve → Default: 0
Not defined: Reserve → Default: 0
Not defined: Reserve → Default: 0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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FM458-1 DP
13.2
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Can only be used with an EQN 1325 encoder
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3.2

GMC blocks

3.2.1

ALMIF
Interface for active infeed of SINAMICS (Active Line Module)

Symbol

Short description
Different types of infeed signals are available for SINAMICS drive solutions. The active infeed
(Active Line Module - in short ALM) represents a special feature, as it reports the current state
and requires control commands similar to a motor module. Standard frame 370 is used to
exchange data between the ALM and the higher-level controller (FM458 -1 DP, or TDC).
The following figure shows frame 370 for Sinamics ALM:

This function block is used to connect the active infeed of the SINAMICS (Active Line Module)
to SIMATIC FM458-1 DP or SIMATIC TDC in accordance with the standard frame 370
specification.
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The ALMIF block controls and monitors the active infeed of the SINAMICS (Active Line
Module).
The active SINAMICS infeed (Active Line Module) is activated and deactivated by means of
this function block. The complete control word is generated according to the standard frame
370. The status word of the active SINAMICS infeed (Active Line Module) will be evaluated.
Errors pending can be acknowledged.

Activating/deactivating the active infeed
The inputs EN and ACK are used to generate the control word to the ALM.
Input EN can be used to activate and deactivate the infeed. Activation requires generation of
a positive edge (EN = 0 → 1).
An error during activation of the active infeed is acknowledged automatically if ACK = 1. If
error acknowledgment fails, activation is canceled on expiration of 2 seconds. In this case,
activation is only possible by triggering a new 0 → 1 edge at EN after the error has been
eliminated.

Status diagram

The drive changes directly from the S3 to the S4 state because bit 3 of CTW is set.
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Control word, CTW
The drive is controlled primarily by changes of the bits 0 and 7.
Phase

Value

infeed off
infeed on

0x0402
0x040B

Cause

Error (STW, bit 3), EN = 0, error cannot be acknowledged
Positive edge of EN and successful acknowledgment

Control word overview:
Bit
0
1
3
5
6
7
10

Function

Value

Off
On
Operating condition
Enable operation
Disable motor mode
Disable generator mode
No significance
Acknowledge
Control from AS

0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1

Significance

Infeed off and on
All OFF2 commands are canceled
Enable operation
Disable motor mode of the infeed
Disable generator mode of the infeed
Acknowledge message
Control via interface

Status word, STW
Bit
0
1
2
3
4
6
7
9
11
12

Function

Off
Ready for power on
Ready
Disable operation
Operation enabled
No malfunction
Malfunction
Off2 active
No Off2 active
Activation disable is inactive
Activation disable is active
No alarm
Warning is active
Control from PLC
PLC control requested
Pre-charging not completed
Pre-charging completed
Power contactor open
Power contactor closed
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Value
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Significance

Infeed OFF
Infeed ON
No evaluation
Infeed ON
Deactivate infeed on malfunction
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Note
The function block evaluates the values printed in italic font.
Certain signals of the status word are output separately as Boolean output signals.
Bit
0
1
2
3
6
7
11
12

Signal

Name

SON
SOP
SOE
ERR
SOI
WRN
PCC
LCC

ready to switch on
ready to operate
operation enable
Error
switching on inhibited
Warning
pre-charging completed
line contactor closed

General State Diagram
S2
S3
S4
S1

Connections
Name

Description

Default

STW
EN
ACK
IMO
IRO
CTW
SON
SOP
SOE
ERR
SOI
WRN
PCC
LCC
QF

Status word
Enable infeed, bit 3 of STW
Acknowledge error, bit 7 of STW
Disable motor operation, bit 5 of STW
Disable regenerative operation, bit 6 of STW
Control word
Ready for power on, bit 0 of ZSW
Ready, bit 1 of ZSW
Operation enabled, bit 2 of ZSW
Drive malfunction, bit 3 of ZSW
Activation disable, bit 6 of ZSW
Warning, bit 7 of ZSW
Pre-charging completed, bit 11 of ZSW
Line contactor closed, bit 12 of ZSW
Group error

0x0000
0
0
0
0
0x0000
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
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FM458-1DP
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode

1.5
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3.2.2

DRVIF2
Interface to the drive

Symbol

Short description
This function block is used in combination with the RCVT5, SNDT5 and NAVDP function blocks
to connect drives in compliance with the PROFIdrive profile specifications (e.g. SIMODRIVE,
SINAMICS).
The use of certain drive functions (for example DSC) requires PROFIBUS/PROFINET in
isochronous mode. On the FM458-1 DP, the block can then only be operated via the
integrated PROFIBUS interface with activated, constant bus cycle time and synchronization to
"PROFIBUS DP: Receive data ready". SIMATIC TDC enables isochronous mode only with the
CPU555. Please also see the additional documentation for the drive control unit.
The DRVIF2 block controls and monitors the drive.
The function block is used to activate and deactivate the drive. The two control words are
completely generated in accordance with the PROFIdrive profile. Device-specific settings are
possible. The status words of the drive are evaluated.
The function block monitors the sign-of-life signals of a DP slave and generates its own signof-life signal. The maximum number of failed or incorrect sign-of-life signals can be
parameterized.
Errors pending can be acknowledged.
Signals for brake control must be generated externally.
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Activating and deactivating the drive
The inputs EN, ACK and STP are used to generate control word 1.
Input EN can be used to activate and deactivate the drive. Activation requires generation of a
positive edge (EN = 0 → 1).
A drive fault detected during power on is acknowledged automatically if ACK = 1. If error
acknowledgment fails, activation is canceled on expiration of 2 seconds. In this case,
activation is only possible by triggering a new 0 → 1 edge at EN after the error has been
eliminated.

Rapid stop
Note that you cannot deactivate the drive with EN = 0 if a system fault prevents it from
coming to a standstill. In this case, you can explicitly brake the drive by activating the rapid
stop function (STP = 1) and then deactivate it after it has reached a standstill.

Status diagram

If bit 3 of CT1 is set the drive changes directly from S3 to S4 state.
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Control word 1, CT1
The drive is controlled primarily by changes to the bits 0, 2, and 6.
Phase

Drive rapid stop
Drive off
Drive on

Value

Cause

0x043A
0x043E
0x047F

STP = 1
Fault (SW1, bit 3), EN = 0, fault cannot be acknowledged
Positive edge of EN and successful acknowledgment

Bit 6 from CT1 is additionally output as a separate Boolean output signal CES (control word,
enable setpoint).
Overview of control word 1
Bit
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Function

Off
On
Operating condition
OFF3
Operating condition
Enable operation
Operating condition
Enable the ramp-function
generator
Disable setpoint
Enable setpoint
No significance
Acknowledge
Jogging 1 off
Jogging 2 off
Control from AS

Value
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1

Meaning

Deactivate/activate the drive
All OFF2 commands are canceled
Rapid stop
All OFF3 commands are canceled
Enable operation
Do not disable the ramp-function generator
Enable the ramp-function generator
Traverse drive

0
1
0
1
0
0
1

Acknowledge message
n.c.
n.c.
Control via interface

Status word 1, SW1
Bit

Function

Off
Ready for power on
1
Ready
2
Disable operation
Operation enabled
3
No malfunction
Malfunction
4-10 Refer to the PROFIdrive profile
0

Value
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0

Meaning

Drive OFF
Drive ON
No evaluation
Drive ON
Disable the drive on malfunction
No evaluation

Note
The function block evaluates the values printed in italic font.
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Certain signals of status word 1 are output as separate Boolean output signal.
Bit
0
1
2
3
6
7

Signal
SON
SOP
SOE
ERR
SOI
WRN

Name

ready to switch on
ready to operate
operation enable
Error
switching on inhibited
Warning

General State Diagram
S2
S3
S4
S1

Device-specific inputs
You can link device-specific signals with control words CT1 and CT2 by means of the CW1 and
CW2 inputs. The following bits of control words CW1 and CW2 can be influenced in the
device-specific control words:
CW1, bit 11 - 15 with CT1,
CW2, bit 0 - 11 with CT2.
The software implemented in the drive controller facilitates user-specific wiring of the bits of
the control word received from PROFIBUS to the drive control bits. For this reason, your
parameterization of the device-specific signals CT1 and CT2 OR possibly has to be different
compared to the default.

Signoflife monitoring
The sign-of-life monitoring is compliant with PROFIBUS specifications.
The first valid sign-of-life signal of the slave initiates sign-of-life monitoring of the slave.
If a DP slave sign-of-life error occurs and transmission is disrupted for this reason, the
function block uses the old values for calculations.
The sign-of-life error output QLZ goes to zero as soon as the slave resumes transmission of
sign-of-life signals.
The sign-of-life error status QSL goes to zero at the positive edge of EN and if ACK = 1 and STP
= 0.
The DRVIF2 generates the sign-of-life signal for the PROFIBUS master in CT2.
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Connections
Name
SW1
SW2
STP
EN
ACK
CW1
CW2
MXE
CT1
CT2
SON
SOP
SOE
ERR
SOI
WRN
CES
QF
QSL
QLZ

Description

Default

Status word 1 (STW1)
Status word 2 (STW2)
Drive rapid stop, bit 2 of STW1
Enable drive, bit 3 of STW1
Acknowledge fault, bit 7 of STW1
Control word 1 (STW1), device-specific inputs
Control word 2 input (STW2), device-specific inputs
Max. number of faulty cycles
(STW1) control word 1
(STW2) control word 2
Ready for power on, bit 0 of STW1
Ready for operation, bit 1 of STW1
Operation enabled, bit 2 of STW1
Drive malfunction, bit 3 of STW1
Power-on disabled, bit 6 of STW1
Warning, bit 7 of STW1
Enable setpoint, bit 6 of STW1
Group error
Sign-of-life error state
Sign-of-life error for slaves

0x0040
0xF000
1
0
0
0x07FF
0xF000
10
0x0000
0xF000
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
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3.2.3

NAVDP
Actual position value acquisition

Symbol

Short description
This function block is used in combination with the function blocks RCVPD, SNDPD and
DRVIF2 to integrate drives (e.g. SIMODRIVE or SINAMICS) in accordance with the PROFIdrive
profile specification.
The use of certain drive functions (for example DSC) requires PROFIBUS/PROFINET in
isochronous mode. On the FM458-1 DP, the block can then only be operated via the
integrated PROFIBUS interface with activated, constant bus cycle time and synchronization to
"PROFIBUS DP: Receive data ready". SIMATIC TDC enables isochronous mode only with the
CPU555. Please also see the additional documentation for the drive control unit.
The NAVDP block handles digital position detection with the following properties:
• The function block calculates the actual position value based on the actual encoder value
and gear ratios. This actual encoder value may originate from an incremental or absolute
encoder may consist of 8 to 32 binary digits. The actual position value of incremental
encoders is always zero after their activation.
• The position can be set or reset by means of software function (referencing/absolute
encoder adjustment).
• The function block may return a position value with limited modulo.
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• The function block returns an encoder control word for error acknowledgment, including
the request of position measured values and the absolute value or for referencing.
• The function block supports the absolute cyclic mode by saving the absolute values to
retentive TSAVE memory in order to enable reconstruction even on failure of the rack or of
communication to the drive. Overflows in the numerical range of the encoder are taken
into account.
Additional output variables comprise the position, position measured value, offset of the
measured position value (in the modulo cycle, if necessary), as well as the status bits.
Note
It is not permissible to interconnect the function block on a hardware input with other
function blocks for speed/actual position value detection at the same time.

Structure of the actual position values of the encoders (Gx_XIST1 and Gx_XIST2)
Each encoder returns two 32-bit data double words for transmission of the actual encoder
values.
The first data word Gx_XIST1 returns the incremental actual value. It is also known as cyclic
actual value. On activation of the drive, the encoder's actual value 1 (Gx_XIST1) is equal to
zero. The encoder pulses counted during a position change are cumulated and multiplied by
the multiplication factor. This left shift of the encoder pulses is also known as fine resolution.
The encoder resolution is a parameter of the encoder used. The fine resolution is a parameter
in the drive unit. The factory setting of a fine resolution of 11 bits applies to actual encoder
value 1 for Siemens AG drive units. However, this parameter can always be changed.

Fine resolution
Encoder resolution
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As each encoder pulse is split into the fine resolution, the number of pulses per revolution
that are transferred in the actual encoder value Gx_XIST1 is derived from:
Number of pulses/rev = 2(encoder resolution + fine resolution)
The example shows an encoder with a resolution of 2048, i.e. an encoder resolution of 11
bits. These 2048 pulses are scaled to the fine resolution of 11 bits. This means that exactly
222 bits = 4194304 pulses are transferred per encoder revolution.
You must specify the number of data bits from Gx_XIST1 per revolution at parameter BD 1. In
this example, you would have to set BD1 = 22.
In the selected example – to reach the full data width of encoder actual value Gx_XIST1 10
bits still remain. These bits are used to count the number of encoder revolutions.
The second actual encoder value 2 (Gx_XIST2) can transfer different function values:
• Absolute value
• Position value measured at a measuring input
• Actual position value of a reference mark
It has a structure similar to that of actual encoder value 1 (Gx_XIST1). However, the fine
resolution can be different. A fine resolution of 9 bits is set as factory default for actual
encoder value 2 (Gx_XIST2) for Siemens AG drive units. However, this parameter can always
be changed. Usually, actual encoder value 2 (Gx_XIST2) it set to a lower fine resolution
compared to actual encoder value 1 (Gx_XIST1) because the multi-turn information must also
be transmitted in actual encoder value 2 (Gx_XIST2).

Fine resolution
Encoder resolution
Multi-turn resolution
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The example shows an encoder with a resolution of 2048, i.e. an encoder resolution of 11
bits. These 2048 pulses are scaled to the fine resolution of 9 bits. This means that exactly 220
bits = 1048576 pulses are transferred per encoder revolution.
Declare the number of Gx_XIST2 data bits per revolution at parameter BD 2. In this example,
you would have to set BD2 = 20.
The data width must be included in the transfer of the multi-turn information. In this
example, this is a width of 12 bits. This means that you can acquire 4096 encoder
revolutions.
Note that the multi-turn information does not necessarily have to utilize the remaining bits of
the 32-bit data width. Specify the number of user data bits to include in actual encoder value
2 (Gx_XIST2) at input BIT.
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Calculating the position
The YP, YPM, YDM and COR position outputs are assigned the base unit LU (length unit).
When using angular units on systems with rotary axis, it is advisable to use the base unit
1 LU = 0.001° and the base unit 1 LU = 1 µm on systems with linear axis.
You may set any base unit. However, note that 1 LU represents the finest system resolution.
Certain inputs and outputs are therefore implemented exclusively as integers (type DINT).
This prevents the totaling of rounding errors and guarantees long-term stability of position
acquisition.
The actual position value is calculated based on
The NPN / NPD quotient defines the base unit. NPN sets the selected position value, while
NPD sets the corresponding number of encoder pulses.
It is best practice to specify the number of pulses per encoder revolution at NPD, i.e. 2BD1, and
the value that equals one encoder revolution at NPN.
Example:
For an encoder generating 2048 pulses/revolution and a resolution of 11 bits, a revolution
should be mapped on a linear system with
1 LU = 0.1 mm. One machine revolution generates a feed.
of 525.8 mm.
NPN = 5258; ( 5258 * 0.1 mm = 525.8 mm)
NPD = 4194304; ( 222 = 4194304 pulses/rev)
If a transmission is installed between the motor and machine, you must take the gear ratios
in NPN and NPD into account.

Sawtooth generation
For systems with rotary axis, a position overflow must be prevented for YP. This means that
YP must be cyclically corrected (e.g. after every revolution) by the distance moved (axis
cycle). As a consequence, a sawtooth signal develops at output YP (at constant speed). Two
different methods of correction are available.
1. Correction by the value DYP at the positive edge at inputs CP and CN. Usually, these signals
are returned from the setpoint channel. However, this method should not be combined with
other methods.
2. Internal generation of the sawtooth signal. Set bit 11 of MOD to 1 accordingly.
If YP exceeds the value AZ, then YP = YP - AZ will be set. If YP drops below 0, YP = YP + AZ
will be set. The POV and NOV outputs will be set for the duration of one cycle.

Position correction
Each correction value is returned at output COR. On positive
overflow, COR is subtracted from YP and output POV is set for the duration of one cycle.
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On negative overflow, COR is added to YP and a pulse is generated at the NOV output.
If a correction with the same sign is made in two or several consecutive sampling times, the
correction is displayed in alternating mode at POV and NOV. The sign of COR is adapted
accordingly, so that the successor blocks execute the correction with the correct sign.

Valid data
The block has a QDV input, receive data is valid. This input value signals the block that the
GX1 and GX2 data received are trustworthy (high confidence level). This input should also be
set to a logical 0 if communication to the drive is interrupted. You should use output value
QDV of the receive block RCVPD to display the validity of the data.
During configuration of an absolute encoder (MOD bit 2 = 1 and G1S = 16#2000 (Bit 13 = 1)),
the transfer of the current absolute actual value from the encoder is initiated by a positive
edge at QDV.

Operating mode
Relevant bits of input MOD
Bit

Function

0

Edge for measured value acquisition

2

Defines the encoder type
(only evaluated during initialization.)
Behavior during synchronization,
(e.g. zero pulse)

9

Val
ue
0
1
0
1
0
1

11

Internal enable
Sawtooth generation

0
1

Meaning
Measurement at the positive edge of the measuring input
Measurement at the negative edge of the measuring input
Incremental encoder
Absolute encoder
The actual position value is the same as the
setting value for synchronization:
YP = SVS + pulse since synchronization
Subtract setting value from actual position value
during synchronization:
YP = YP – SVS
No limiting of the actual position value YP
Limiting: 0 ≤ YP < AZ; with automatic POV / NOV
generation on overflow/underflow.

The "cyclic, absolute" operating mode is enabled automatically when you configure an
absolute encoder (MOD bit 2 = 1). As it is necessary to save the relevant values to retentive
memory when operating in "cyclic absolute" mode, you need to release the TSAVE memory in
HW Config to use the full functionality.

Absolute mode
The absolute mode has been created for using absolute encoders.
All absolute encoders return an absolute position that remains valid even after power has
cycled off and on. However, this absolute position is limited depending on the encoder
design. On reaching a finite number of revolutions, the encoder value returns to zero.
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Absolute encoder
Position with overflows

In absolute mode, the NAVDP block takes overflows of the encoder values into account and
saves the corresponding necessary information to non-volatile TSAVE memory. This means
that the position calculated by the NAVDP block is constant and stays retentive as long as
TSAVE data is not deleted due to user requests and the controller is not switched off without
battery backup.

On-the-fly measurement and referencing (synchronizing)
Both of these functions run in a similar fashion. They are started using the respective input
signals. The block generates the necessary encoder control word in accordance with the
PROFIdrive specification, sets the outputs, and evaluates the encoder status word. This
sequence can be roughly split into three phases:
• Activation: the function has been activated and waits for acknowledgment from the
drive
• Measurement: the acknowledgement has been received and waits until the measured
value
has been received
• Read measured value Fetch measured value from G1_XIST2
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Set the position, absolute encoder adjustment
Input S (set position) and SV (position setting value) are available for setting the current
position and for absolute encoder adjustment. The position setting value at SV is activated at
a positive edge at input S. If the setting value exceeds the modulo range of a configured
modulo function (MOD bit 11 = 1), it is converted to the modulo range. The offset that is
obtained by setting the actual position or by absolute encoder adjustment is saved to nonvolatile TSAVE memory, i.e. it is retained as long as the TSAVE information is not deleted as
the result of a user request, or deactivation of the controller without battery backup.
Example of absolute encoder adjustment
An absolute encoder adjustment adapts the absolute value of the encoder to an absolute
value of the axis.
In the example shown, a tool block is positioned in reverse and forward direction between
two mechanical end stops by means of a driven threaded rod. The actual position of the tool
block is determined by the thread pitch and an absolute encoder mounted to the drive motor.

The absolute value adjustment is used to assign the start point of the traversing range of the
tool block to a corresponding absolute value of the absolute encoder.

MES, SYN inputs
A positive edge at MES activates the measurement and sets output QMA. MES = 0 indicates
that a no measurement has been requested and clears output QMD.
A positive edge at SYN activates the measurement and sets output QSA. SYN = 0 indicates no
synchronization and clears output QSD.
The transfer of the absolute value is activated by a positive edge at QDV and configured
absolute encoder and sets output QAT. Output QAT is reset automatically on successful
activation of the absolute value.
The measurement has priority if a positive edge is simultaneously triggered at SYN and MES.
The two measuring (MES) and synchronization (SYS) operations cannot override each
another.
Activation of the absolute value has priority over all other functions. The start of activation of
an absolute value (AT) cancels any currently active measurement (MES) or synchronization
(SYS).
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Encoder control word G1C
Depending on the status of input MOD bit 0, the bits 7, 4 to 5 , as well as bit 0 or bit 1 are set
in encoder control word G1C.
Relevant bits in encoder control word G1C
Bit

Function

1

On-the-fly measurement or
referencing

4-5

Command

7

On-the-fly measurement or
referencing

15

Acknowledge encoder fault

0

On-the-fly measurement or
referencing

Value
0
1
0
1
00
01
10
11
0
1
0
1

Meaning

No function request
Measuring input pos. edge, or reference mark 1
No function request
Negative edge at measuring input
No function request
Activate referencing
Read value
Cancel
Referencing
On-the-fly measurement
No function request
Reset request for encoder fault

G1S encoder status word
Bit 8 = 1 signals deflection of the measuring input. Output QM will be if the measuring input
is deflected. Bit 15 signal encoder errors and triggers command 3 for cancellation of the
measurement
in bits 4 and 5 of encoder control word G1C. Bit 15 is set in control word G1C after an
encoder fault and corresponding acknowledgment ACK.

Error codes YFC
Bit

Meaning

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Invalid parameter at input BIT. The value is outside the interval 8...32
Zero value at input NPN
Zero value at input NPD
Negative value at input AZ
Error when transferring the absolute value, as no absolute encoder was configured
Fault when acquiring the TSAVE memory
Encoder not referenced warning.
Encoder error
Incorrect parameter assignment at BD2. BD2 must be less than BIT.

Errors caused by incorrect parameter assignment are signaled once at the change of the input
value. In error case, the old parameters are not overwritten and remain valid. All further
calculations are stopped. The composite error signal is output.
Once the fault is acknowledged, the error code is not output again as long as nothing has
changed at the input.
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ERR error codes
Value Meaning
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
A

Encoder composite error
Zero mark monitoring
Cancel parking encoder
Cancel reference mark search
Cancel reference value retrieval
Cancel on-the-fly measurement
Cancel measured value retrieval
Cancel absolute value transfer ON
Errors when reading the absolute track of the absolute encoder

In case of an encoder fault, ERR contains bits 0...4 from GX2; refer to the documentation of
PROFIBUS DP communication.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

XP
GX1
BD1
GX2
BD2
BIT
G1S
MOD
AZ
NPN
NPD
R
S
SV
SYN
SVS
MES
XPM
CP
CN
DYP
QDV
ACK
XER
YP
YPM
YDM
G1C

Position setpoint
Actual encoder value
Data bits per revolution from actual encoder value 1 (GX1)
Encoder measured value
Data bits per revolution from actual encoder value 2 (GX2)
Encoder resolution. Values between 8.. 32 are possible.
Encoder status word
Operating mode
Axis cycle for automatic sawtooth generation and offset calculation (may not be negative)
Position normalization numerator. The value may not be zero.
Position normalization denominator. The value may not be zero.
Reset position
Set position
Position setting value
Request synchronization
Setting value for synchronization
Request measurement
Position setpoint of measured value
Subtract position correction value
Add position correction value
Position correction value
Receive data valid
Encoder fault acknowledgment
Incremental position difference
Actual position value
Position measured value
Actual offset value XPM-YPM
Encoder control word

0.0
0
32
0
32
32
0
0
36000
36000
4194304
0
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0.0
0
0
360000
1
0
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
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Name
QM
QMA
QMD
QSA
QSD
QAT
COR
POV
NOV
QF
YFC
ERR

Description

Measuring input status
Measurement active
Measurement completed
Synchronization active
Synchronization completed
Transfer of absolute value active
Correction value for the actual position value. On changes to the actual position value due to
CP, CN, synchronization or automatic sawtooth generation, the (signed) value is displayed at
COR.
With position correction YP = YP - COR, POV is set to 1 for the duration of one processing cycle.
With position correction YP = YP + COR, NOV is set to 1 for the duration of one processing
cycle.
Group error
Error code (refer to the table)
Encoder fault code

Default
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special feature
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Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
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3.2.4

RCVPD
Receive block

Symbol

Short description
This function block is used in combination with the function blocks NAVDP, DRVIF2 and
SNDPD, as well as SNDT5 to integrate drives (e.g. SIMODRIVE, SINAMICS) in accordance with
the PROFIdrive profile specification.
The use of certain drive functions (for example DSC) requires PROFIBUS/PROFINET in
isochronous mode. On the FM458-1 DP, the block can then only be operated via the
integrated PROFIBUS interface with activated, constant bus cycle time and synchronization to
"PROFIBUS DP: Receive data ready". SIMATIC TDC enables isochronous mode only with the
CPU555. Please also see the additional documentation for the drive control unit.
RCVPD returns the user data from the PROFIdrive frames 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 81, 102, 103, 105 or
106. The relevant frame is set by means of configuration at the TLG input.

Functional principle
The RCVPD accesses the receive data using a pointer operation. It provides the receive data as
individual elements at the output corresponding to the telegram specification. A function
block CRV_P can, for example, provide the pointer for the receive data.
The function blocks must be executed in the following order:
CRV_P → RCVPD → NAVDP → DRVIF2 → SNDPD → CTV_P
On completion of block initialization, a plausibility check determines whether or not the PTR
pointer points to a valid memory area. The defaults remain active at the outputs as long as
pointer PTR has no valid value. The value is applied once as soon as a correct pointer is
detected. New pointers are subsequently only activated following block initialization.
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Only the PROFIdrive frames listed in the table can be received.
The frame is selected by means of input TLG during initialization.
TLG

Frame

1
2
3
4
5
6
81
102
103
105
106

Data buffer length

1
2
3
4
5
6
81
102
103
105
106

2 words (4 bytes)
4 words (8 bytes)
9 words (18 bytes)
14 words (28 bytes)
9 words (18 bytes)
14 words (28 bytes)
4 words (8 bytes)
10 words (20 bytes)
15 words (30 bytes)
10 words (20 bytes)
15 words (30 bytes)

MLD

x
x
x
x

The total length of the frame that can be received from a DP slave is specified in bytes at
input NBY (frame length) of block CRV_P. These can also be frames from multiple axes
(double axis modules) that can be selected using the OFF address offset.
Example of double axis module:
The OFF input receives the address offset in bytes in the frame buffer for axis 1 or axis 2.
The input is read at cyclic intervals. OFF may only have a value of between 0 and 240.
Axis

Frame

OFF

1
2
1
2

5
5
105
105

0
18
0
20

The reference speed in rpm is set at input RS. This value should not be zero.
NIST_B contains the percentage speed normalized to RS with 100% = 0x40000000H.
Max. value is 200% = 0x7FFFFFFFH. Negative values are possible.
All output values are rotated.

Error codes
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QF

Meaning

0
1

No error identified; valid pointer to the frame buffer
Error detected, for cause see YF, not when YF=7
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YF
1
2

3

5

7

C

Meaning

Out of buffer memory;
Remedy: Reduce the buffer length or the configuration.
No valid buffer pointer at the PTR connection;
possibly no link to the PTR connection;
Remedy: Check CFC links to PTR connections;
Block connected via PTR does not have the same sampling time.
Remedy: All pointer-based communication blocks linked by means of PTR-CFC
connection must have the same sampling time.
Offset exceeds the buffer length, cyclic check because OFF
can be changed in online mode.
Remedy: The offset must not exceed the buffer length.
No data available;
Remedy: Check for proper initialization and operation of the CRV_P/CTV_P blocks
and for the correct transfer of data.
Incorrect frame setting.
Remedy: Check the parameter setting at input TLG.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

PTR
OFF
RS
TLG
ST1
NIA
NIB
MLD
ST2
G1S
G11
G12
G2S
G21
G22
Y
QF
YF
QDV
NBY

Pointer to frame buffer
Offset in bytes
Reference speed
Frame number
Status word 1 (STW1)
Actual speed value A (NIST_A)
Actual speed value B (NIST_B)
Message with frame 105 (MELDW)
Status word 2 (STW2)
Encoder 1 status word (G1_ZSW)
Encoder 1 actual position value 1 (G1_XIST1)
Encoder 1 actual position value 2 (G1_XIST2)
Encoder 2 status word (G2_ZSW)
Encoder-2 actual position value 1 (G2_XIST1)
Encoder-2, actual position value 2 (G2_XIST2)
Actual speed value
Error status block (for error codes, refer to the table above)
StatusInfo block (for error codes, refer to the table above)
Receive data is valid
Frame length in bytes

0
0
3000.0
5
0x0040
0
0
0x0000
0xF000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0
0
16#0000
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

3.2.5

FM458-1DP
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode

4

SNDPD
Send block

Symbol

Short description
This function block is used in combination with function blocks NAVDP, DRVIF2 and RCVPD as
well as RCVT5 to integrate drives (e.g. SIMODRIVE, SINAMICS) in accordance with the
PROFIdrive profile specification.
The use of certain drive functions (for example DSC) requires PROFIBUS/PROFINET in
isochronous mode. On the FM458-1 DP, the block can then only be operated via the
integrated PROFIBUS interface with activated, constant bus cycle time and synchronization to
"PROFIBUS DP: Receive data ready". SIMATIC TDC enables isochronous mode only with the
CPU555. Please also see the additional documentation for the drive control unit.
SNDPD returns the user data from the PROFIdrive frames 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 81, 102, 103, 105 or
106. The relevant frame is set by means of configuration at the TLG input.
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Functional principle
The SNDPD accesses the transmission data buffer using the pointer operation and fetches the
individual values from the inputs in accordance with the frame specification. A CTV_P
function block, for example, can return the data buffer pointer.
The function blocks must be executed in the following order:
CRV_P → RCVPD → NAVDP → DRVIF2 → SNDPD → CTV_P
On completion of block initialization, a plausibility check determines whether the PTR pointer
points to a valid memory area. Data is not written to the transmission data buffer as long as
pointer PTR does not have a valid value. The value is applied once as soon as a correct pointer
is detected. New pointers are subsequently only activated following block initialization.
Only the PROFIdrive frames listed in the table can be used.
The frame is selected by means of input TLG during initialization.
TLG
1
2
3
4
5
6
81
102
103
105
106

Frame
1
2
3
4
5
6
81
102
103
105
106

Data buffer length

2 words (4 bytes)
4 words (8 bytes)
5 words (10 bytes)
6 words (12 bytes)
9 words (18 bytes)
10 words (20 bytes)
2 words (4 bytes)
6 words (12 bytes)
7 words (14 bytes)
10 words (20 bytes)
11 words (22 bytes)

TRQ

0-100%
0-100%
0-100%
0-100%

The total length in bytes of a frame that can be transmitted to a DP slave is specified at input
NBY (frame length) of block CTV_P. These can also be frames from multiple axes (double axis
modules) that can be selected using the OFF address offset.
Reference speed (RS) and reference torque (RT)
The speed setpoint speed and torque reduction values (only for frames 102, 103, 105 and
106) are transmitted to the drive as a percentage. An identical normalization in the drive and
PLC is conditional for proper transmission.
The reference speed in rpm is set at input RS. This value should not be zero. The speed
setpoint transmitted (NSOLL_A or NSOLL_B) is normalized as percentage to RS with 100 % =
0x40000000h. The max. value is 200% = 0x7FFFFFFFH. Negative values are possible.
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Check whether the reference speed in the drive and controller have the same value. The
following drive parameters are valid for Siemens drives:
Reference speed
RS =

Simodrive 611U
P0880

Masterdrive
P353

Sinamics
P2000

Caution - the reference speed and rated speed of the drive do not necessarily have to be
identical. The suitable reference speed mainly depends on the maximum operational drive
speed and on the width of data transmission (NSOLL_A = 16 bits, NSOLL_B = 32 bits).
Analog to the setpoint speed, the torque reduction is also transferred to the drive as
percentage. Drive torque reduction must be calculated based on the following equation:

As a consequence, the ideal reference torque is approx. 25 %:

A higher reference torque proportionally reduces the resolution:
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Check whether the values of drive reference torque and in the controller are identical. The
following drive parameters are valid for Siemens drives:
Reference torque

Simodrive 611U

Masterdrive

Sinamics

16384.0*)

RT =
P0881
P1544
*) Torque reduction for Masterdrive can only be implemented by means of BICO wiring as userspecific solution. A reference torque of 16384 is used accordingly.

Only reference torque (RT) values greater than 0.0 and less than 65535.0 are valid. Values
exceeding this range trigger an error message.
Only values between 0.0 % and 100.0 % are practical at input TRQ. The block only allows
transmission of values that do not exceed this range. Values exceeding the range from 0.0 %
to 100 % are limited to the range.
Prior to its transfer to the buffer, the position controller gain KPC (unit = 1/s) is
multiplied by 1000 and transmitted as data type DI.
All input values are rotated byte-by-byte prior to their transmission.
Example of double axis module:
The OFF input receives the address offset in bytes in the frame buffer for axis 1 or axis 2.
The input is read at cyclic intervals. OFF may only have a value of between 0 and 240.
Axis

Frame

OFF

1
2
1
2

5
5
105
105

0
18
0
20
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Error codes
QF

Meaning

YF

Meaning

0
1

1
2

3

5

C
D

No error identified; valid pointer to the frame buffer
Error identified; for the cause refer to YF

Out of buffer memory;
Remedy: Reduce the buffer length or the configuration.
No valid buffer pointer at the PTR connection;
possibly no link to the PTR connection;
Remedy: Check CFC links to PTR connections;
Block connected via PTR does not have the same sampling time.
Remedy: All pointer-based communication blocks linked by means of PTR-CFC
connection must have the same sampling time.
Offset exceeds the buffer length, cyclic check because OFF
can be changed in online mode.
Remedy: Offset may not exceed the buffer length.
Incorrect frame setting.
Remedy: Check the parameter setting at input TLG.
Incorrect parameterization
Remedy: Check the value set at input RT.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

PTR
OFF
CT1
Y
CT2
TRQ
G1C
G2C
XER
KPC
RS
RT
TLG
NSA
NSB
QF
YF
NBY

Pointer to frame buffer
Offset in bytes
Control word 1 (STW1)
Speed setpoint
Control word 2 (STW2)
Torque reduction (only values 0.0 to 100.0)
Encoder control word (G1_STW)
Encoder control word (G2_STW)
Control deviation (XERR)
Position controller gain (KPC)
Reference speed
Reference torque
Frame number
Speed setpoint A (NSOLL_A)
Speed setpoint B (NSOLL_B)
Error status block (for error codes, refer to the table above)
StatusInfo block (for error codes, refer to the table above)
Frame length in bytes

0
0
0x0000
0
0x0000
0.0
0
0
0
1.0
3000.0
100.0
5
0
0
0
16#0000
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
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FM458-1DP
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode

2.5
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3.3

Communication blocks

3.3.1

Coupling central blocks

3.3.1.1

@CSL2F
PROFIBUS FMS coupling central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors the PROFIBUS FMS coupling (CS7 and SS5
module).
The function block may only be configured in the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms
and in the communication FP "transmit". Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication
error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
After the coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors that transmitters and
receivers are correctly logged-on and the operating status of the SS5 module.
It also performs a re-organization, if necessary.
Block outputs ECL, ECO and CDM are updated at each processing cycle.
You can set input CDV to re-organize (format) the entire data interface. This option should be
used, if
• an application (e.g. message evaluation function block MSI)
• the network manager (function block @NMC)
report that they can no longer logon a channel to the data interface as sufficient memory
space is not available.
Repeated setting of the CDV block input is only taken into account if the input was reset (i.e.
to 0) for the duration of at least 2 sampling times. Otherwise, the connection setting will be
ignored.
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The ECL and ECO block inputs specify the operating state of the SS5 module:
ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates the currently faultless state of the SS5 module.
ECL = 0 and ECO > 0 indicates an error state that you can eliminate.
ECL > 0 and ECO > 0, indicates a current irreparable error state that you cannot rectify.
Block output CDM indicates the coupling state. The connection is set to 1 if the coupling is
enabled for general transmission/receiving operation. The CDM block output is 0 as long as
the coupling is being initialized or re-initialized (after a temporary fault) or while the memory
is being re-formatted (refer to the CDV input).
The QTS block output indicates the operating status of the function block. The output value
changes from 0 to 1 as soon as the coupling has been enabled for the first time. The value
changes from 1 to 0 as soon as an irreparable error has been identified. The output remains
at 0 (final condition) after a change from 1 to 0. The value remains at 0 if the function block
identifies an error condition during its initialization.
The computing time information in the technical specification refers to the typical job
processing. During re-organization, the computing time is extended up to 420 µs across
several processing cycles.

Connections
Name
CTS

MAA
BDR

CDV
ECL
ECO
CDM
QTS

Description

This initialization connection is used to specify the configured name of the CS7module and of connectors X01, X02 or X03.
The station address for the SS5 module is specified at this initialization input. The setting consists
of a number from 1 to 126.
The valid baud rate for the FMS protocol is specified at this initialization input.
The valid value settings are coded as follows:
0 = 9600 Bd
1 = 19200 Bd
2 = 93750 Bd
3 = 187500 Bd
4 = 500 kBd
5 = 1.5 MBd
A CDV = 0 to CDV = 1 transition initiates reorganization of the data interface memory.
Error class output. ECL > 0 indicates an irreparable error. The output should always be evaluated in
direct relationship to the ECO block output.
Error code output. ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates that no error is pending.
If ECO > 0 indicates a configuration error (ECL = 0), or an irreparable error (ECL > 0). The output
should always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECL block output.
Indicates a communication connection error (malfunction = 0,
OK = 1).
Block state. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1 indicates faultless operation of the
function block.
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Default

1
4

0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

3.3.1.2

FM458-1 DP
49.5
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may not be deactivated by means of runtime
group

@CSL2L
PROFIBUS FDL central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors the PROFIBUS FDL coupling (CS7 and SS5 module).
The function block may only be configured in the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms
and in the communication FP "transmit". Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication
error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
After the coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors that transmitters and
receivers are correctly logged-on and the operating status of the SS5 module.
It also performs a re-organization, if necessary.
Block outputs ECL, ECO and CDM are updated at each processing cycle.
You can set input CDV to re-organize (format) the entire data interface. This option should be
used, if
• an application (e.g. message evaluation function block MSI)
• the network manager (function block @NMC)
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report that they can no longer logon a channel to the data interface as sufficient memory
space is not available.
Repeated setting of the CDV block input is only taken into account if the input was reset (i.e.
to 0) for the duration of at least 2 sampling times. Otherwise, the connection setting will be
ignored.
The ECL and ECO block inputs specify the operating state of the SS5 module:
ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates the currently faultless state of the SS5 module.
ECL = 0 and ECO > 0 indicates an error state that you can eliminate.
ECL > 0 and ECO > 0, indicates a current irreparable error state that you cannot rectify.
Block output CDM indicates the coupling state. The connection is set to 1 if the coupling is
enabled for general transmission/receiving operation. The CDM block output is 0 as long as
the coupling is being initialized or re-initialized (after a temporary fault) or while the memory
is being re-formatted (refer to the CDV input).
The QTS block output indicates the operating status of the function block. The output value
changes from 0 to 1 as soon as the coupling has been enabled for the first time. The value
changes from 1 to 0 as soon as an irreparable error has been identified.
The computing time information in the technical specification refers to the typical job
processing. During re-organization, the computing time is extended up to 420 µs across
several processing cycles.

Connections
Name
CTS

MAA
BDR

AST
CDV
ECL
ECO

Description

The configured name of the CS7 module and connector X01, X02 or X03 is specified at
this initialization input.
The PROFIBUS address for the SS5 module is specified at this initialization input. The
setting consists of a number from 0 to 126.
The permissible baud rate in bit/s for the FDL protocol is specified at this initialization
input. The valid value settings are coded as follows:
0 = 9600 Bd
1 = 19200 Bd
2 = 93750 Bd
3 = 187500 Bd
4 = 500 kBd
5 = 1.5 MBd
The number of active stations which are connected to the same SINEC L2 bus, are specified at this initialization input. The data entry consists of a number from 1 to 126 and
should approximately correspond to the actual situation.
A CDV = 0 to CDV = 1 transition initiates reorganization of the data interface memory.
Error class output. ECL > 0 indicates an irreparable error. The output should always be
evaluated in direct relationship to the ECO block output.
Error code output. For ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 or ECO = 6, there is no error condition. ECO >
0 indicates an incorrect configuration
(ECL = 0), or an irreparable error (ECL > 0). The output should always be evaluated in
direct relationship to the ECL block output.
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Default

0
4

10
0
0
0
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Name
CDM
QTS

Description

Indicates a communication connection error (malfunction = 0,
OK = 1).
Block state. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1 indicates faultless operation of the function block.

Default
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

3.3.1.3

FM458-1 DP
49.5
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may not be deactivated by means of runtime
group

@CSPRO
PROFIBUS DP central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors the PROFIBUS DP coupling (EXM 448/EXM 448-1).
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed. After the coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors that transmitters
and receivers correctly log-on as well as the operating status of the module. Block outputs
ECL, ECO and CDM are updated at each processing cycle. The computing time information in
the technical specification refers to the typical job processing.
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Connections
Name
CTS

MAA
BDR

SLA

LCC

ECL
ECO

CDM
QTS

Description

The configured name of the EXM 448/EXM 448-1 module and connectors X01 or X02 are specified at
this initialization input.
The PROFIBUS address for the EXM-Interface is specified at this initialization input. The setting consists of a number from 1 to 123.
The baud rate is set at this initialization input. The valid value settings are coded as follows:
0 = 9.6 kBd
1 = 19.2 kBd
2 = 93.75 kBd
3 = 187.5 kBd
4 = 500 kBd
5 = 1.5 MBd
6 = 3 MBd
7 = 6 MBd
8 = 12 MBd
Initialization connection for only-slave functionality:
0: EXM operates as PROFIBUS master and/or slave. A COM PROFIBUS database must be loaded.
1 or 2: EXM operates only in PROFIBUS slave mode without COM PROFIBUS database
1: Slave with inputs or outputs
2: Slave with inputs and outputs
Initialization connection for the time during which the module monitors
the host CPU:
<0: No monitoring
0...10: Monitoring time = 1 s (default)
>10: Monitoring time in 1/10 s
Error class output. ECL > 1 indicates an irreparable error. The output should always be evaluated in
direct relationship to the ECO block output.
Error code output. ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates that no error is pending.
ECL = 0 and ECO > 0 indicates a configuration error. The output should always be evaluated in direct
relationship to the ECL block output.
For more information on ECL and ECO, refer to: "PROFIBUS DP coupling" configuration instructions
Specifies the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1).
Block state. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1 indicates faultless operation of the
function block.

Default

1
5

0

10

0
0

0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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FM458-1 DP
49.5
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may not be deactivated by means of runtime
group
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3.3.1.4

@PRODP
PROFIBUS DP central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors the PROFIBUS DP coupling.
(connector X3 on FM 458-1 DP).
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed. After the coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors that transmitters
and receivers correctly log-on as well as the operating status of the interface. Block outputs
ECL, ECO and CDM are updated at each processing cycle. The computing time information in
the technical specification refers to the typical job processing.

Connections
Name

Description

CTS

The configured name of the FM 458-1 DP module and connector X03 are specified at this initialization input.
Error class output. ECL > 1 indicates an irreparable error. The output should always be evaluated in
direct relationship to the ECO block output.
Error code output. ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates that no error is pending.
ECL = 0 and ECO > 0 indicates a configuration error. The output should always be evaluated in direct
relationship to the ECL block output.
For more information on ECL and ECO, refer to: PROFIBUS DP coupling configuration instructions
Specifies the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1).
Block state. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1 indicates faultless operation of the
function block.

ECL
ECO

CDM
QTS

806
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0
0

0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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24.0
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may not be deactivated by means of
runtime group
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3.3.2

PROFIBUS DP coupling

3.3.2.1

DPDIAG
PROFIBUS DP diagnostics overview

Symbol

Short description
The DPDIAG function block serves to provide the following information to the user program
(i.e. of CFC configuration):
• System diagnostics (an overview of which slave had signaled diagnostics)
• Data transfer list (overview of with which slave data transfer took place within the
PROFIBUS-DP time frame)
• Master status (master-specific information such as the Stop, Operate and Clear states)

Functional principle
The PROFIBUS DP interface is selected using the CTS I/O.
The function block only enters a communication error for errors detected during initialization.
As communication error cannot be acknowledged and this function block is only used for
diagnostics, a communication error will not be entered in normal operation. Merely the cause
of error is reported at output YTS.
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Connections
Name
CTS
EN

OK
DG1

DG2

DG3

DG4

DL1

DL2

DL3

DL4

MST
ID

Description

Module name.connector of the PROFIBUS DP interface (initialization I/O)
Block enable
The block is not processed if EN=0; output OK=0 and YTS=1 and the last value is retained at
the other outputs
Diagnostics data valid
Overview of the slave that reported diagnostics data. This output is bit-coded. Every bit is
assigned to a slave with its Profibus address. For example, bit 3 of the 32-bit word is assigned
to the slave with Profibus address 3.
Note: The bits 0 through 2 are always 0 because the associated addresses (0 to 2) should be
reserved for the DP master, for a programming device and an OP.
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section "PROFIBUS DP
coupling".
Overview of the slave that reported diagnostics data. This output is bit-coded. Every bit is
assigned to a slave with its Profibus address. For example, bit 0 of the 32-bit word is assigned
to the slave with Profibus address 32.
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section "PROFIBUS DP
coupling".
Overview of the slave that reported diagnostics data. This output is bit-coded. Every bit is
assigned to a slave with its Profibus address. For example, bit 0 of the 32-bit word is assigned
to the slave with Profibus address 64.
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section "PROFIBUS DP
coupling".
Overview of the slave that reported diagnostics data. This output is bit-coded. Every bit is
assigned to a slave with its Profibus address. For example, bit 0 of the 32-bit word is assigned
to the slave with Profibus address 96.
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section "PROFIBUS DP
coupling".
Overview of the slave that handled data transmission. This output is bit-coded. Every bit is
assigned to a slave with its Profibus address. For example, bit 3 of the 32-bit word is assigned
to the slave with Profibus address 3.
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section "PROFIBUS DP
coupling".
Overview of the slave that handled data transmission. This output is bit-coded. Every bit is
assigned to a slave with its Profibus address. For example, bit 0 of the 32-bit word is assigned
to the slave with Profibus address 32.
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section "PROFIBUS DP
coupling".
Overview of the slave that handled data transmission. This output is bit-coded. Every bit is
assigned to a slave with its Profibus address. For example, bit 0 of the 32-bit word is assigned
to the slave with Profibus address 64.
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section "PROFIBUS DP
coupling".
Overview of the slave that handled data transmission. This output is bit-coded. Every bit is
assigned to a slave with its Profibus address. For example, bit 0 of the 32-bit word is assigned
to the slave with Profibus address 96.
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section "PROFIBUS DP
coupling".
DP master status:
Stop (0x40 ), Clear (0x80), or Operate (0xC0)
ID number of the master: (0x8037 for EXM448 as Profibus interface, 0x80EB when using X3
of FM458-1 DP-1)
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Default
1
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
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Name
QTS
YTS

Description

Block output QTS indicates whether or not the block works without error (QTS = 1), or whether it has entered the inactive state following the entry of a communication error message
(QTS = 0).
Detailed status display
- YTS=0; → o.k.
- YTS=1 → Block processing disabled (EN=0)
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1
key in the CFC and call up the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1
DP".)

Default
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

810

FM458-1 DP
42.7
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
This function block may only be configured once for each
PROFIBUS communication module.
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3.3.2.2

DPEVT
PROFIBUS DP alarm information

Symbol

Short description
The DPEVT (DP Event) function block returns additional information pertaining to a PROFIBUS
DP hardware or diagnostics interrupt. The information provided at the outputs corresponds to
the information that is also available to a SIMATIC S7 module when the corresponding alarm
OB is run (e.g. OB40, OB55, etc.).

Functional principle
All output values are updated if an alarm event is output.
On occurrence of the corresponding alarm, the alarm task configured for this purpose will be
started. DPEVT reads the alarm information within the alarm task. A repeated alarm of the
same type is not detected again until the alarm task has been completed.
A communication error also triggers the output of an error code at output YTS and QTS is set
to "0".
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Connections
Name
EXT
OB

STA
SLO
SUB
SBN
Y01

Y02
Y03
Y04
Y05
Y06
to
Y21
QTS
YTS

812

Description

If EXT=0, only the information at outputs Y01 to Y05 is updated.
If EXT=1, the information at outputs Y06 to Y21 is updated as well.
The number of the appropriate SIMATIC S7 organizational block (OB) is displayed at this
output. In an error-free state, values 40, 55, 56, 57, 82, 83 and 86 are possible here. The
actual value depends on the hardware interrupt configured in the HW Config for the
particular alarm task.
Station address of the slave that triggered the alarm. Values between 1 to 126 are valid
for this address.
Slot of the module that triggered the alarm. Values between 1 and 244 are valid slot
settings.
Submodule of the alarm-triggering module. Values between 1 and 31 are valid for the
submodule setting. A value of 0 means no submodule.
Subnet to which the alarm-triggering module is connected. Values between 1 and 255
are valid for the subnet setting. You can find the number of the subnet in the properties
dialog in NetPro or HW Config.
The first set of 4 bytes of information about the last alarm event is available at this output. The actual significance corresponds to the first 4 bytes of the local data of the respective S7-OB. Local data consists of a total of 20 bytes; support for structuring this
data is available in the help of the relevant OB (see "Local data for OB40, Local data for
OB55, Local data for OB56, Local data for OB57, Local data for OB82, Local data for
OB83 and Local data for OB86").
The second set of 4 bytes containing information about the last alarm event is available
at this output.
The third set of 4 bytes with information about the last alarm event is available at this
output.
The fourth set of 4 bytes containing information about the last alarm event is available
at this output.
The fifth set of 4 bytes containing information about the last alarm event is available at
this output.
These outputs provide you with additional alarm information that goes beyond the local
data of the S7-OBs. The information corresponds to what you would obtain by calling
SFB54 "RALRM" in the corresponding S7-OBs. The outputs are only updated if EXT=1 is
set. These outputs are usually hidden and be made visible in the CFC, "I/O" tab.
Block output QTS indicates whether or not the block works without error (QTS = 1), or
whether it has entered the inactive state following the entry of a communication error
message (QTS = 0).
Detailed status display; for information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help,
"Help on events" (Press the F1 key in the CFC and call up the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
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Local data for OB40
Connector name Data type
/ offset
Y01 Byte 0

Y01 Byte 1

BYTE

BYTE

Description
•

0x41: Alarm via interrupt line 1

•

0x42: Alarm via interrupt line 2 (S7-400 only)

•

0x43: Alarm via interrupt line 3 (S7-400 only)

•

0x44: Alarm via interrupt line 4 (S7-400 only)

•

0x45: WinAC: Alarm triggered by PC

Event class and identifiers:
•

Y01 Byte 2

BYTE

Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y02 Byte 2..3
Y03 Byte 0..3

WORD
DWORD

0x11: Alarm is active

Configured priority class:
Default values: 16 (OB 40) to 23 (OB 47)
OB number (40 to 47)
Reserved
•

Input module: 0x54

•

Output module: 0x55

Logical base address of the alarm-triggering module
•

With digital modules:
bit field with the states of the module's inputs
For information on the specific bit of OB40_POINT_ADDR
that belongs to a specific module, refer to the description
of the respective module.

•

For analog modules:
bit field that contains the information about the channel
that has exceeded a specific limit (for more information
on the structure; refer to /71/ or /101/).

•
Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

DATE_AND_TIME

For CPs or IMs:

Module alarm status (not user-relevant)
Date and time of the OB call

Local data for OB55
Connector name Data type
/ offset

Description

Y01 Byte 0

•

0x55: Status alarm for DP

•

0x58: Status alarm for PN IO

Y01 Byte 1
Y01 Byte
Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
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Event class and identifiers: 0x11 (incoming event)
Configured priority class, default value: 2
OB number (55)
Reserved
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Connector name Data type
/ offset
Y02 Byte 1

BYTE

Y02 Byte 2..3

WORD

Y03 Byte 0
Y03 Byte 1
Y03 Byte 2

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y03 Byte 3

BYTE

Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

DATE_AND_TIME

Description
•

Input module: 0x54

•

Output module: 0x55

Logical base address of the alarm-triggering
component (submodule or module)
Data block length returned by the alarm
ID for the "Status alarm" type
Slot number of the alarm-triggering component (submodule
or module)
Specifier:
•

Bit 0 to 1: Alarm specifier

•

Bit 2: Add_Ack

•

Bit 3 to 7: Seq. no.

Date and time of the OB call

Local data for OB56
Connector name Data type
/ offset
Y01 Byte 0
Y01 Byte 1

BYTE
BYTE

Description
•

0x56: Update alarm for DP

•

0x59: Update alarm for PN IO

Event class and identifiers:
•

Y01 Byte 2
Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1
Y02 Byte 2..3

WORD

Y03 Byte 0
Y03 Byte 1
Y03 Byte 2

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y03 Byte 3

BYTE

Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

814

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

DATE_AND_TIME

0x11: Incoming event

Configured priority class, default value: 2
OB number (56)
Reserved
•

Input module: 0x54

•

Output module: 0x55

Logical base address of the alarm-triggering component
(submodule or module)
Data block length returned by the alarm
ID for the "Update alarm" type
Slot number of the alarm-triggering component (submodule
or module)
Specifier:
•

Bit 0 to 1: Alarm specifier

•

Bit 2: Add_Ack

•

Bit 3 to 7: Seq. no.

Date and time of the OB call
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Local data for OB57
Connector name Data type
/ offset
Y01 Byte 0

Y01 Byte 1

BYTE

BYTE

Description
•

0x57: Manufacturer alarm for DP

•

0x5A: Manufacturer alarm for PN IO

•

0x5B: IO: Profile-specific alarm

Event class and identifiers:
•

Y01 Byte 2
Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y02 Byte 2..3

WORD

Y03 Byte 0
Y03 Byte 1
Y03 Byte 2

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y03 Byte 3

BYTE

Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

DATE_AND_TIME

0x11 (incoming event)

Configured priority class, default value: 2
OB number (57)
Reserved
•

Input module: 0x54

•

Output module: 0x55

Logical base address of the alarm-triggering component
(submodule or module)
Data block length returned by the alarm
ID for the "Manufacturer-specific alarm" type
Slot number of the alarm-triggering component
(submodule or module)
Specifier:
•

Bit 0 to 1: Alarm specifier

•

Bit 2: Add_Ack

•

Bit 3 to 7: Seq. no.

Date and time of the OB call

Local data for OB82
Connector name Data type
/ offset

Description

Y01 Byte 0
Y01 Byte 1

Error code (0x42)
Event class and identifiers:

BYTE
BYTE

Y01 Byte 2

BYTE

Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

Y02 Byte 2..3
Y03 Byte 0.0
Y03 Byte 0.1

WORD
BOOL
BOOL
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•

0x38: Outgoing event

•

0x39: Incoming event

Priority class; can be configured in STEP 7 (hardware configuration)
OB number (82)
Reserved
•

Input module: 0x54

•

Output module: 0x55

Logical base address of the module where the fault occurred
Module malfunction
Internal fault
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Connector name Data type
/ offset
Y03 Byte 0.2
Y03 Byte 0.3
Y03 Byte 0.4
Y03 Byte 0.5
Y03 Byte 0.6
Y03 Byte 0.7
Y03 Byte 1

Y03 Byte 2.0
Y03 Byte 2.1
Y03 Byte 2.2
Y03 Byte 2.3
Y03 Byte 2.4
Y03 Byte 2.5
Y03 Byte 2.6
Y03 Byte 2.7
Y03 Byte 3.0
Y03 Byte 3.1
Y03 Byte 3.2
Y03 Byte 3.3
Y03 Byte 3.4
Y03 Byte 3.5
Y03 Byte 3.6
Y03 Byte 3.7
Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

Description

BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BYTE

External fault
Channel fault
External auxiliary voltage missing
Front connector missing
Module not parameterized
Incorrect parameters in module

BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
BOOL
DATE_AND_TIME

•

Bit 0 to 3: Module class

•

Bit 4: Channel information available

•

Bit 5: User information available

•

Bit 6: Diagnostics interrupt from substitute

•

Bit 7: Reserve

Incorrect/missing user module
Communication error
Operating state (0: RUN, 1: STOP)
Time monitoring responded
Internal supply voltage of the module failed
Battery is low
Buffer failure
Reserved
Expansion rack failure
Processor failure
EPROM error
RAM error
ADC/DAC error
Fuse tripped
Hardware interrupt lost
Reserved
Date and time of the OB call

Local data for OB83
Connector name Data
/ offset
type
Y01 Byte 0

BYTE

Y01 Byte 1

BYTE

Y01 Byte 2

816

BYTE

Description
Error code (possible values: 0x51, 0x54, 0x55, 0x56, 0x58, 0x61,
0x63, 0x64, 0x65, 0x66, 0x67, 0x68, 0x84)
Event class and identifiers:
•

0x32: End of module reconfiguration

•

0x33: Start of module reconfiguration

•

0x38: Module inserted

•

0x39: Module removed or not responding, or end of reconfiguration

Priority class; can be configured in STEP 7 (hardware configuration)
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Connector name Data
/ offset
type
Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1

Y02 Byte 2..3

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

WORD

Description
OB number (83)
ID of the module, submodule, or interface module
Range:
•

0x54: I/O area of inputs (PI)

•

0x55: I/O area of outputs (PQ)

•

Central or distributed PROFIBUS DP:
Logical base address of the module affected; for a mixed module,
this is the lowest logical address used in the module. If the I and O
addresses in the mixed module are identical, the logical base address is assigned the I identifier.

Y03 Byte 0..1

WORD

•

Distributed PROFINET IO: Logical base address of the module/submodule

•

If OB83_RESERVED_1 = 0xA0: number of the sub-module/interface
module (low byte)

•

If OB83_RESERVED_1 = 0xC4:
- central: rack number
- distributed PROFIBUS DP: no. of the DP station (low byte)
and DP master system ID (high byte)
- distributed PROFINET IO: physical address:
ID bit (bit 15, 1 = PROFINET IO), IO system ID

Y03 Byte 2..3

WORD

(bit 11 to 14) and station number (bit 0 to 10)
•

Central or distributed PROFIBUS DP:
Type of the affected module (X: not user-relevant):
- W 0xX5XX: Analog module
- W 0xX8XX: Function module
- W 0xXCXX: CP
- W 0xXFXX: Digital module

•

Distributed PROFINET IO:
- W 0x8101: Type of the inserted module
equivalent to the module type of the removed
module
- W 0x8102: Type of the inserted module
not equivalent to the module type of the removed

Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

DATE_AN
D_TIME
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module
Date and time of the OB call
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Local data for OB86
Connector name Data type
/ offset
Y01 Byte 0

BYTE

Y01 Byte 1

BYTE

Y01 Byte 2

BYTE

Y01 Byte 3
Y02 Byte 0
Y02 Byte 1
Y02 Byte 2..3
Y03 Byte 0..3
Y04 Byte 0..3
Y05 Byte 0..3

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
WORD
DWORD
DATE_AND_TIME

Description
Error code (possible values: 0xC1, 0xC2, 0xC3, 0xC4, 0xC5,
0xC6, 0xC7, 0xC8, 0xCA, 0xCB, 0xCC, 0xCD, 0xCE)
Event class and identifiers:
•

0x38: Outgoing event

•

0x39: Incoming event

Priority class; can be configured in STEP 7 (hardware configuration)
OB number (86)
Reserved
Reserved
Depends on the error code
Depends on the error code
Date and time of the OB call

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

818

FM458-1 DP
23.6
No
Alarm tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The DPEVT block may only be configured in an alarm task for
which one of the following alarm causes is set in HW Config:
Hardware interrupt 1 (OB40)
DPV1 status alarm (OB55)
DPV1 update alarm (OB56)
DPV1 manufacturer-specific alarm (OB57)
Diagnostics interrupt (OB82)
Pull/plug alarm (OB83)
Rack failure alarm (OB86)
If this is not the case, DPEVT reports a corresponding communication error and terminates processing.
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3.3.2.3

DPPEVT
PROFIBUS DP hardware interrupt information

Symbol

Short description
The DPPEVT (DP process event) returns details about the PROFIBUS DP hardware interrupt
(OB40 alarm). In contrast to DPEVT, only selected information is available, although in
prepared form.

Functional principle
All output values are updated if an alarm event is output.
A communication error also triggers the output of an error code at output YTS and QTS is set
to "0".

Connections
Name

Description

Default

STA

Station address of the slave that triggered the alarm. Values between 1 to 126 are valid
for this address.
Slot of the module that triggers the alarm. Values between 1 and 244 are valid for the
slot settings.
Submodule of the alarm-triggering module. Values between 1 and 31 are valid for the
submodule setting. A value of 0 means no submodule.
Subnet to which the alarm-triggering module is connected. Values between 1 and 255
are valid for the subnet setting. You can find the number of the subnet in the properties
dialog in NetPro or HW Config.
This output corresponds to the local data tag OB40_STRT_INF of OB40 on a SIMATIC S7.
A value of 0x0041 (41 hexadecimal) means an alarm over interrupt line 1.

0

SLO
SUB
SBN
EVC
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0
0
0
0
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Name
IOF

Description

This output corresponds to the local data variables OB40_IO_FLAG of the OB40 on a
SIMATIC S7.
Significance:
•

IN
OUT
MDL
PAD
YYR
YMO
YDA
YHR
YMI
YSE
QTS
YTS

Default
0

B#16#54 (54 hexadecimal) → input module

• B#16#55 (55 hexadecimal) → output module
The (currently) possible information is available in processed form at the IN and OUT
connections.
IN=1 → input module triggered alarm
IN=0 → alarm was not triggered by an input module
OUT=1 → output module triggered an alarm
OUT=0 → alarm was not triggered by an output module
This value outputs the logical base address of the module. The value corresponds to the
local data variables OB40_MDL_ADDR of OB40 on a SIMATIC-S7.
This value provides additional information about the cause of the hardware interrupt.
The value corresponds to the local data variables OB40_POINT_ADDR of OB40 on a
SIMATIC-S7. For more information, refer to the SIMATIC documentation.
Year (specifies the year in which the alarm was triggered)
Month (specifies the month in which the alarm was triggered)
Day (specifies the day on which the alarm was triggered)
Hour (specifies the hour at which the alarm was triggered)
Minute (specifies the minute at which the alarm was triggered)
Second (specifies the second at which the alarm was triggered)
Block output QTS indicates whether or not the block works without error (QTS = 1), or
whether it has entered the inactive state following the entry of a communication error
message (QTS = 0).
Detailed status display; for information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help,
"Help on events" (Press the F1 key in the CFC and call up the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

820

FM458-1 DP
23.6
No
Alarm tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
DPPEV may only be configured in an alarm task
for which the following interrupt cause
is configured in HW Config:
Hardware interrupt 1 (OB40)
If this is not given,
DPPEV reports a communication error and
terminates processing. A repeated alarm of the same type is
not detected again until the alarm task has been completed.
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3.3.2.4

DPSLDG
PROFIBUS DP slave diagnostics

Symbol

1) usually

hidden

Short description
The DPSLDG function block provides diagnostics data from a DP slave to the user program.
With the exception of the maximum possible length, this diagnostics data is compliant with
EN 50170, which specifies a maximum length of 244 bytes for diagnostics data. The function
block supports a maximum of 240 bytes.
On the EXM448, there are restrictions regarding the quantity of diagnostics data. Only
diagnostics data (Standard diagnostics data) is supplied which the function block DIAPRO
supplies.
Consistency of the outputs is not ensured. When new diagnostics data is received, some
outputs may contain "new" information and some outputs "old" information.

Functional principle
The PROFIBUS DP interface is selected using the CTS I/O.
The function block only enters a communication error for errors detected during initialization.
As communication errors cannot be acknowledged and the DPSLDG is only used for
diagnostics, a communication error will not be entered in normal operation. Merely the cause
of error is reported at output YTS.
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Connections
Name
CTS
SLA

LEN

EN
OK
ST1
ST2
ST3
MPA
ID
D01
to
D59

822

Description

DP module name.connector of the Profibus DP interface (Initialization I/O)
Diagnostics data is requested from the slave with appropriate station number (3 to
123) (initialization I/O)
Note:
If you configure the blocks DIAPRO and DPSLDG together on one CPU, you cannot
configure these with the same slave address.
Number of device-related diagnostics bytes, i.e. the diagnostics bytes that extend
beyond standard diagnostics. A maximum value of 234 may be set at this parameter.
Information on the availability of device-related diagnostics data and on the significance of that data is available in the user documentation of the DP slave in question.
(Initialization connection)
Block enable. If EN=0, the block is not processed; output OK=0 and YTS=1 and the
last value is retained at the other outputs.
Diagnostics data valid
Status 1 of diagnostics in accordance with the standard (byte 1).
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section
"PROFIBUS DP coupling".
Status 2 of diagnostics in accordance with the standard (byte 2).
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section
"PROFIBUS DP coupling".
Status 3 of diagnostics in accordance with the standard (byte 3).
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section
"PROFIBUS DP coupling".
Master PROFIBUS address (byte 4 of diagnostics in accordance with the standard)
Slave ID number (bytes 5 and 6 of diagnostics in accordance with the standard)
Device-related diagnostic bytes; 4 bytes are grouped in a single 32-bit word. Bytes 7,
8, 9 and 10 of the diagnostics frame are available in D01.
Details: refer to the "FM 458-1 DP" User Manual, section "Configuration", section
"PROFIBUS DP coupling".
The LEN setting affects the update of the outputs. If LEN=0, these outputs are not
updated.
If LEN=234, outputs D01 to D59 are updated.
Note: Bytes 1 to 6 of a diagnostics frame for
PROFIBUS DP correspond to standard diagnostics, while the bytes as of 7 depend on
the specific slave (device-related).

Default
3

0, i.e. only Standard
diagnostics, not devicerelated diagnostic bytes
1
0
0
0
0

0
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Name
QTS
YTS

Description

Block output QTS indicates whether or not the block works without error (QTS = 1),
or whether it has entered the inactive state following the entry of a communication
error message (QTS = 0).
Detailed status display
•

YTS=0 → o.k.

•

YTS=1 → Block processing disabled (EN=0)

•

YTS=2 → an initialization I/O (SLA or LEN) was modified in cyclic mode and this
change will not be activated until the next restart of FM458-1

•

YTS=3 → the block has already been configured once for the slave addressed by
means of SLA

Default
0
0

•

YTS=4 → The slave with the address specified at SLA is not configured in the
Profibus network.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press
the F1 key in the CFC and call up the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC
TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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FM458-1 DP
29
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may only be configured once for each
slave.
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3.3.2.5

RDREC
Read data record, PROFIBUS DP

Symbol

Short description
Function block "RDREC" (read data record) is used to read a data record with the IDX number
of the component (module or submodule) that has been addressed by means of ID from a DP
slave/PROFINET IO device.
Specify the maximum number of bytes you want to read in MLN. Within the block, the
specification to MLN is limited to max. 240 bytes for PROFIBUS DP. The selected length of the
data buffer (PTR) should therefore be at least MLN bytes.
The value TRUE at output parameter VLD indicates that the data record was successfully
transmitted to the target area. In this case, output parameter LEN contains the length of the
read data in bytes.
Output parameter ERR indicates errors in data record transmission. In this case, output
parameter STA contains the error information. A communication error also triggers the
output of an error code at output YTS and QTS is set to "0".

Functional principle
Function block "RDREC" operates in asynchronous mode, i.e. processing covers multiple clock
cycles. Start data record transmission by calling the block with REQ = 1.
The job status is displayed at the BSY and STA output parameters. A status value greater than
0x7000 represents an error value, while all values less than that are equivalent to length of
data received. For more information on error codes, refer to "Receiving an alarm with SFB54
RALRM".
Data record transmission is completed as soon as output parameter BSY = FALSE.
The PTR I/O is used to provide the function block with a pointer to a data buffer (S7DB_P). The
data received are saved byte-by-byte to the data buffer. This means that the data should
always be read from this buffer in a byte-by-byte operation, e.g. using the DRD_BY read block.

824
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System resources
If you start several asynchronous read jobs one after the other with only short intervals
between them, the operating system ensures that all the jobs are executed and that they do
not interfere with each other.
If the limits of the system resources are reached, this is indicated in RET_VAL.
You can remedy a temporary error situation by repeating the job.

Error information
Error code STA
W#16#...
7000
7001
7002
8090
8093
80A0
80A1
80A2
80A3

80A7
80A8
80A9
80AA to 80AF
80B0
80B1
80B2
80B3
80B4
80B5
80B6
80B7
80B8
80B9

80BA to 80BF
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Meaning
Initial call; no data record transfer active
Initial call; data record transfer started
Intermediate call; data record transfer already active
Invalid logical start address
The DP component addressed via ID is not configured.
Negative acknowledgment during reading from the module
Negative acknowledgment during writing to the module
DP protocol error at layer 2 (for example, slave failure or bus problems)
PROFIBUS DP: DP protocol error with Direct-Data-Link-Mapper or UserInterface/User
PROFINET IO: General CM error
DP slave or module is occupied (temporary error)
DP slave or module reports non-compatible versions
Function is not supported by DP slave or module
DP slave or module reports a manufacturer-specific error in its application.
Please check the documentation from the manufacturer of the DP slave or
module.
Module does not recognize the data record
The length specified in the PTR parameter is incorrect; length error in LEN
The configured slot is empty.
Actual module type does not match expected type
DP slave or module reports access to an invalid area
DP slave or module not ready
DP slave or module denies access
DP slave or module reports an invalid range for a parameter or a value.
DP slave or module reports an invalid parameter.
DP slave or module reports an invalid type
•

For RDREC: Buffer is too small (reading subsets not possible)

•

For WRREC: Buffer is too small (writing subsets not possible)

DP slave or module reports a manufacturer-specific error during access.
Please check the documentation from the manufacturer of the DP slave or
module.
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Error code STA
W#16#...
80C0

Meaning
•

For SFB 53 "WRREC": The data can only be written in the STOP state of the
CPU.
Note: Hence, writing by the user program is not possible. You can only
write the data online with PG/PC.

•

80C1
80C2
80C3
80C4
80C5
80C6
80C7
80C8 to 80CF
80D0 to 80DF

For SFB 52 "RDREC": The module routes the data record, but either no
data is present or the data can only be read in the STOP state of the CPU.

Note: If data can only be read in the STOP state of the CPU, analysis
through the user program is not possible. In this case, you can only read
the data online with PG/PC.
The data of the preceding write job on the module for the same data record
has not yet been processed by the module.
The module is currently processing the maximum possible number of jobs for
a CPU.
The required operating resources are currently occupied.
Internal temporary error. Job could not be carried out. Repeat the request. If
this error occurs often, check your installation for sources of electrical interference.
DP slave or module not available.
Data record transfer was canceled due to a priority class cancellation
Job aborted due to warm or cold restart of the DP master.
DP slave or module reports a manufacturer-specific resource error.
Please check the documentation from the manufacturer of the DP slave or
module.
DP slave or module specific.
Refer to the description of the DP slave or the module.

Connections
Name
CTS

PTR
REQ
ID
IDX
MLN
VLD
BSY
QTS
ERR
STA
LEN

826

Description

This initialization I/O is used to specify the configured name of the
FM module and of connector X03.
Pointer to data buffer management
REQ = 1: Transmit data record
Logical address of the DP slave/PROFINET IO component (module or submodule) Set bit 15
when using an output module (example of address 5: ID:=DW 0x8005).
Data record number
maximum length in bytes of the data record information to be read
New valid data record was received
BUSY = 1: The read operation is not yet completed.
Block output QTS indicates whether or not the block works without error (QTS = 1), or
whether it has entered the inactive state following the entry of a communication error
message (QTS = 0).
ERROR = 1: Read access error
Length of data read, or error code
Length of data record information read

Default

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Name
YEV
YTS

YF

Description

Status display; For more information, refer to the "System and Communication Configuration D7-SYS" system manual, section "Communication service process data".
Detailed status display; for information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help
on events" (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for
SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Example:
W#16#62C8: No acyclic communication via P0 bus possible; block will be locked
StatusInfo Block: in error case, the last value that was read without error will be output.
•

Default
0
0

0

0001: Out of buffer memory
Remedy: Reduce the buffer length or the configuration

•

0002: No valid buffer pointer at the PTR I/O; possibly no link to the PTR I/O
Remedy: Check the CFC links to PTR I/Os

•

0003: The block linked by means of PTR is assigned a different sampling time.
Remedy: All pointer-based communication blocks linked by means of PTR-CFC connection must be assigned the same sampling time.

•

0004: Incompatible block combination with regard to the read/write direction (e.g.
read block DRD to send block WRREC)
Remedy: Ensure that read blocks are only on RDREC, write blocks only to WRREC

•

0005: Offsets exceed the buffer length
Remedy: The offset may not exceed the buffer length

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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•

1.6 in idle state

•

500.0 for data transmission of
240 bytes per cycle

No
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-
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3.3.2.6

WRREC
Write data record, PROFIBUS DP

Symbol

Short description
Function block "WRREC" (write record) is used to transmit a data record to a DP
slave/PROFINET IO device component (module or submodule) that has been addressed by
means of ID.
Use LEN to specify the maximum number of bytes to be transmitted. Select a minimum
length of LEN bytes (max. 240 Bytes) for the source area in the data record block (S7DB_P).
TRUE at output parameter DO indicates successful transmission of the data record to the DP
slave.
Output parameter ERR indicates errors in data record transmission. In this case, output
parameter STA contains the error information.

Functional principle
FB "WRREC" operates in asynchronous mode, i.e. processing covers multiple clock cycles. Start
data record transmission by calling the FB with REQ = 1.
The job status is displayed at the BSY and STA output parameters. For more information on
error codes, refer to "Receiving an alarm with SFB54 RALRM".
Data record transmission is completed as soon as output parameter BSY = FALSE.
The PTR I/O is used to provide the function block with a pointer to a data buffer (S7DB_P). The
data to be transmitted are read byte-by-byte from the data buffer for writing. This means that
data should only be written to this buffer byte-by-byte, e.g. using the DRW_BY write block.

System resources
If you start several asynchronous read jobs one after the other with only short intervals
between them, the operating system ensures that all the jobs are executed and that they do
not interfere with each other.
If the limits of the system resources are reached, this is indicated in RET_VAL.
You can remedy a temporary error situation by repeating the job.
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Error information
Error code STA
W#16#...
7000
7001
7002
8090
8093
80A0
80A1
80A2
80A3

80A7
80A8
80A9
80AA to 80AF
80B0
80B1
80B2
80B3
80B4
80B5
80B6
80B7
80B8
80B9

80BA to 80BF
80C0

Meaning
Initial call; no data record transfer active
Initial call; data record transfer started
Intermediate call; data record transfer already active
Invalid logical start address
The DP component addressed via ID is not configured.
Negative acknowledgment during reading from the module
Negative acknowledgment during writing to the module
DP protocol error at layer 2 (for example, slave failure or bus problems)
PROFIBUS DP: DP protocol error with Direct-Data-Link-Mapper or UserInterface/User
PROFINET IO: General CM error
DP slave or module is occupied (temporary error)
DP slave or module reports non-compatible versions
Function is not supported by DP slave or module
DP slave or module reports a manufacturer-specific error in its application.
Please check the documentation from the manufacturer of the DP slave or
module.
Module does not recognize the data record
The length specified in the PTR parameter is incorrect; length error in LEN
The configured slot is empty.
Actual module type does not match expected type
DP slave or module reports access to an invalid area
DP slave or module not ready
DP slave or module denies access
DP slave or module reports an invalid range for a parameter or a value.
DP slave or module reports an invalid parameter.
DP slave or module reports an invalid type
•

For RDREC: Buffer is too small (reading subsets not possible)

•

For WRREC: Buffer is too small (writing subsets not possible)

DP slave or module reports a manufacturer-specific error during access.
Please check the documentation from the manufacturer of the DP slave or
module.
•

For SFB 53 "WRREC": The data can only be written in the STOP state of the
CPU.
Note: Hence, writing by the user program is not possible. You can only
write the data online with PG/PC.

•

80C1
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For SFB 52 "RDREC": The module routes the data record, but either no
data is present or the data can only be read in the STOP state of the CPU.

Note: If data can only be read in the STOP state of the CPU, analysis
through the user program is not possible. In this case, you can only read
the data online with PG/PC.
The data of the preceding write job on the module for the same data record
has not yet been processed by the module.
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Error code STA
W#16#...
80C2
80C3
80C4
80C5
80C6
80C7
80C8 to 80CF
80D0 to 80DF

Meaning
The module is currently processing the maximum possible number of jobs for
a CPU.
The required operating resources are currently occupied.
Internal temporary error. Job could not be carried out. Repeat the request. If
this error occurs often, check your installation for sources of electrical interference.
DP slave or module not available.
Data record transfer was canceled due to a priority class cancellation
Job aborted due to warm or cold restart of the DP master.
DP slave or module reports a manufacturer-specific resource error.
Please check the documentation from the manufacturer of the DP slave or
module.
DP slave or module specific.
Refer to the description of the DP slave or the module.

Connections
Name
CTS

PTR
REQ
ID
IDX
LEN
QTS
DO
BSY
ERR
STA
YEV

830

Description

This initialization I/O is used to specify the configured name of the
FM module and of connector X03.
Pointer to data buffer management
REQ = 1: Transmit data record
Logical address of the DP slave/PROFINET IO component (module or submodule)
Set bit 15 when using an output module (example of address 5: ID:=DW 0x8005).
Data record number
maximum length in bytes of the data record to be transmitted
Output QTS indicates whether or not the block was successfully initialized (QTS = 1), or
whether it entered the inactive state (QTS = 0) after a communication error message was
entered.
Data record transmission completed
BUSY = 1: The write process is still busy.
ERROR = 1: Write error.
Error code
Status display; For more information, refer to the "System and Communication Configuration D7-SYS" system manual, section "Communication service process data".

Default

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Name
YTS
YF

Description

Detailed status display; for information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help
on events" (Press the F1 key in the CFC and call up the "Help on events" topic under "CFC
for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
StatusInfo Block: in error case, the last value that was read without error will be output.

Default
0
0

• 0001: Out of buffer memory
Remedy: Reduce the buffer length or the configuration
•

0002: No valid buffer pointer at the PTR I/O; possibly no link to the PTR I/O
Remedy: Check the CFC links to PTR I/Os

•

0003: The block linked by means of PTR is assigned a different sampling time.
Remedy: All pointer-based communication blocks linked by means of PTR-CFC connection must be assigned the same sampling time.

•

0004: Incompatible block combination with regard to the read/write direction (e.g.
read block DRD to send block WRREC)
Remedy: Ensure that read blocks are only on RDREC, write blocks only to WRREC

•

0005: Offsets exceed the buffer length
Remedy: The offset may not exceed the buffer length

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]

Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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•

1.0 in Idle Mode

•

500.0 for data transmission of 240
bytes per cycle

No
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-
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3.3.3

FM458-specific couplings

3.3.3.1

@CPB
P bus coupling central block

Symbol

Short description
The central block for P-bus coupling can only be executed with an FM 458 application
module.
This function block is responsible for initializing and monitoring the P bus coupling.
The function block can only be configured once per FM 458 application module, as only one
P-bus coupling is available per FM 458. Multiple configuration of the function block is
detected during initialization and triggers an entry in the communication error field.
The block may only be assigned the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms. Otherwise, an
entry is made in the communication error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
Once coupling is enabled the central block monitors the correct logon of the senders and
receivers. If necessary, the block also launches a re-organization and updates block output
CDM at each processing cycle.
The function block cannot be used to initialize another P-bus coupling or monitor this. It can
only initialize its own P-bus coupling on which CPU is configured. The setting of a module
name other than the own at input CTS will lead to an entry in the communication error field.
The CDM block output provides information on the coupling state. The connection is set to 1
if the coupling is enabled for general transmission/receiving operation. The CDM block output
is 0, as long as the coupling is still being initialized, or is being re-initialized (after a temporary
fault).
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Connections
Name
CTS
CDM
QTS

Description

The name assigned to the local CPU is specified at this initialization connection.
Specifies the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1).
Operating state of the function block.
QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1 indicates faultless operation of the
function block.

Default
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

3.3.3.2

FM458-1 DP
No
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

16.5

BRCV
Block-oriented data reception via an S7 connection

Symbol

Short description
The function block supports block-oriented data reception via configured S7 connection.

Functional principle
The BRCV block receives data from a "remote" partner. The "remote" partner is an SFB/FB of
type BSEND (SFB/FB 12) on a SIMATIC S7-400 CPU.
After each data segment which has been received, an acknowledgement is transmitted to the
partner SFB/FB and the LEN parameter is updated.
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The block is ready to receive if a "1" is set at control input ENR. An active task can be canceled
with ENR=0.
The maximum length of the receive area is specified by the setting at input RLN. The length
of the data block received is displayed at output LEN.

Connections
Name
ENR
ID
RID

RLN
PTR
NDR

LEN
CTR
ERR
STA

834

Description

Control parameters
The block is ready to receive if ENR = 1
Addressing parameters (initialization connection)
Reference to the local connection description (specified by the STEP7 connection configuration).
The value at input RID specifies the association with the transmission SFB/FB. (Initialization connection)
The value at the input must match the R_ID parameter at the SFB/FB on transmission side. This
enables several SFB/FB pairs to communicate via the same logical connection. The block pairs of a
logical connection defined at RID or R_ID must be unique for this connection.
The maximum length of the receive data is specified at this connection. (Initialization connection)
Only values between 0 and 65535 may be configured.
The receive data to be evaluated by the blocks for direct communication is made available here
(e.g. types DRD, DRD_I, etc.).
NDR status parameter
0: The job was not yet started (ENR input) or is still busy.
1: Job successfully completed
Length in bytes of the previously received data
This output counts the total number of successfully completed data receive cycles since the last
STOP to RUN transition.
An error is output at block output ERR. Details about the type of the error are provided at output
STA. This output corresponds to the ERROR output of an SFB/FB 13 of an S7-CPU.
Detailed status display
This output corresponds to the STATUS output of an SFB/FB 13 of an S7-CPU.
ERR = 0:
STA=00H: no error, no warning
STA=11H: Data is received in asynchronous mode;
output LEN indicates the amount of data already received
in bytes.
ERR = 1:
STA=01H: Communication problems (e.g. communication description for ID not loaded, connection interrupted or not yet activated by the partner)
STA=04H: Data length error. The length of the transmitted data block exceeds the receive range
set at input RLN.
STA=05H: Reset request received, incomplete transmission.
STA=12H: R_ID already exists in the connection.
STA=14H: out of work memory

Default
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
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Name
QTS
YTS

Description

Block output QTS indicates whether the block is operating (QTS = 1), or whether it was deactivated after a communication error message was entered (QTS = 0).
Detailed status display
YTS=0 →; O.K. (ready)
YTS=1: The block is in DISABLED state, i.e. ENR=0
YTS=2: Change at the initialization connection. The change is not activated until the next STOP →
RUN transition; the FB works with the values set at startup on ID, RID and RLN
Other YTS values also trigger a communication error entry in the diagnostics buffer and termination of block execution (QTS=0).

Default
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

3.3.3.3

FM458-1 DP
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

5.7

S7RD, S7RD_B, S7RD_I, S7RD_D
Reading from the I/O area of the S7-CPU

Symbol

Short description
The function blocks reading from the I/O area of the S7-CPU can only be executed with an FM
458 application module.
The S7RD, S7RD_B, S7RD_I, S7RD_D blocks only differ by the data type at the output, which
must correspond with the parameters to be read:
• S7RD: REAL
• S7RD_B: BOOL
• S7RD_I: INT
• S7RD_D: DINT
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Functional principle
This block can be used to read data (peripheral output) from the user data area on the
SIMATIC S7 CPU, which is assigned to application module FM 458. This PE area has a length
of 128 bytes.
If the enable signal is set, the relevant value is read from the PA area and made available at
output Y.
The offset determines the position in the PA area from which the value is fetched.
Depending on the block or data type, the offset is specified as follows:
• for REAL data type in 4-byte steps (length of the parameter); range of value of the offset:
0 . . . 31
• for BOOL data type in 1-byte steps (length of the parameter); range of values of the offset:
0 . . . 127
• for INT data type in 2-byte steps (length of the parameter); range of value of the offset: 0 .
. . 63
• for DINT data type in 4-byte steps (length of the parameter); range of value of the offset: 0
. . . 31
Output QF = 1 if an invalid offset was selected, or if the block is not configured on FM 458.

Connections
Name
OFF
EN
Y
QF

Description

Default

Offset
Enable
Output
Error output

0
0
0.0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

836

FM458-1 DP
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

3.3
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3.3.3.4

S7STAT
S7 CPU operating state

Symbol

Short description
The actual and previous S7-CPU operating states are displayed at the outputs.

Functional principle
The actual and previous operating state of the S7-CPU is determined and displayed at
connectors ACT for the actual and OLD for the previous operating state. Output RUN is set to
TRUE if the S7-CPU is either in the RUN or RUN-R state.
Output value to ACT or OLD
0x0010
0x0020
0x0040
0x0080
0x0100
0x0200
0x0400

Operating state
Stop
Cold start
Cold restart
Re-start
RUN
RUN-R
Hold

RUN
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

STP

HLD

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Note: All other values are used for advanced diagnostics.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

RUN
STP
HLD
ACT
OLD

S7 CPU in RUN
S7 CPU in STOP
S7 CPU in HOLD
Actual operating state of the S7-CPU
Previous operating state of the S7-CPU

0
0
0
0x8000
0x8000

Please refer to the help for STEP7 for a more detailed description of the operating states.
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

3.3.3.5

FM458-1 DP
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
-

S7WR, S7WR_B, S7WR_I, S7WR_D
Write access to the I/O area of the S7-CPU

Symbol

Short description
The function blocks for write access to the I/O area of the S7-CPU can only be executed with
one FM 458 application module.
The S7WR, S7WR_B, S7WR_I, S7WR_D blocks differ by the data type at the input, which must
correspond with the parameters to be written:
• S7WR: REAL
• S7WR_B: BOOL
• S7WR_I: INT
• S7WR_D: DINT

Functional principle
This block can be used to write data (peripheral input) to the user data area on the SIMATIC
S7 CPU, which is assigned to application module FM 458. This PE area has a length of 128
bytes.
If the enable signal is set, the input value is accepted via the input and entered in the PE area.

838
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The offset determines at which position in the PE area, the input value is saved. Depending
on the block or data type, the offset is specified as follows:
• for REAL data type in 4-byte steps (length of the parameter); range of value of the offset:
0 . . . 31
• for BOOL data type in 1-byte steps (length of the parameter); range of values of the offset:
0 . . . 127
• for INT data type in 2-byte steps (length of the parameter); range of value of the offset: 0 .
. . 63
• for DINT data type in 4-byte steps (length of the parameter); range of value of the offset: 0
. . . 31
Output QF has the value 1 if an invalid offset was selected, or if the block is not configured on
application module FM 458.

Connections
Name
X
OFF
EN
QF

Description

Default

Input
Offset
Enable
Error output

0.0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

3.3.3.6

FM458-1 DP
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

3.3

S7RD_P
Reading data from a SIMATIC-CPU (P Bus)

Symbol
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Short description
This block can only be used on the SIMATIC application module FM 458-1 DP. A SIMATIC CPU
is able to transmit up to 128 bytes to the FM 458-1 DP in its P bus output range. Block S7RD_P
reads this data from the P-Bus and provides it via its pointer interface to the read blocks
(DRD…, CPY_Y) for further processing in the CFC configuration.

Function principle
The block works similar to frame block CRV_P. The pointer interface can be used to access the
maximum of 128 bytes that are transmitted from the SIMATIC-CPU to the FM 458-1 DP via P
bus.
The data can be read using the read blocks (DRD…), or the copy block (CPY_P).
As this block only communicates with a SIMATIC-CPU, the necessary byte or word rotations
are executed automatically (depending on the data type of the connected read/write blocks).
The entry that is otherwise required at the SWP connection of the read/write block is not
evaluated and therefore not required.
The computing time depends decisively on the amount of data transmitted. A base
computing time of approx. 10 µs as well as approx. 1 µs/byte can be assumed as guideline.

Associated blocks
The following blocks can be connected to this block (pointer input): DRD, DRD_8, DRD_8D,
DRD_8I, DRD_BY, DRD_D, DRD_I, CPY_P

Connections
Name
OFF
LEN

EN
PTR

QF
YF

840

Description

Offs in 128By-PBus memory
Offset relative to the start of the 128 byte buffer memory for data to transmit; max. offset:
Buffer length - data type length
Number of bytes to read
Number of bytes read from the SIMATIC CPU via P-bus.
Max. number 128 bytes
Enable
If EN=1, the data transmitted from the SIMATIC CPU (max. 128 bytes) is read at each call.
PtrBuffer transmission data
Pointer to the frame/data buffer; for connections to the same connection type of other
pointer-based communication blocks.
The CFC connection can be changed in online mode. The connection also contains control
information that monitors correct configuration.
Block error state
QF=1: Error pending; for details, refer to YF
StatusInfo block; §§ as with the DRD block!

Default
0
0

1
16#00000000

0.0
16#0000
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

3.3.3.7

FM458-1 DP
10.0 + 1 per byte
yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The block must be configured for the same sampling time
as the blocks that are connected via the pointer interface
(CFC connection via connections PTR). Only suitable for FM
458-1 DP!
Several S7RD_P blocks can be configured. Although this is
not a typical application, it may be useful, for example, to
read the 128 byte area in several blocks, or where data is
required in different sampling times.

S7WR_P
Transmitting data to a SIMATIC CPU (P bus)

Symbol

Short description
This block can only be used on the SIMATIC application module FM 458-1 DP. An FM 458-1
DP can transmit up to 128 bytes to the SIMATIC CPU via P-Bus. The S7WR_P block transmits
data that was previously loaded in write blocks via the pointer interface.

Function principle
The block works similar to frame block CRV_P. The pointer interface can be used to transfer a
maximum of 128 bytes to the SIMATIC CPU via P bus. This data is previously loaded to the
frame buffer using write blocks DWR…, or copy block CPY_Y.
As this block only communicates with a SIMATIC-CPU, the necessary byte or word rotations
are executed automatically (depending on the data type of the connected read/write blocks).
The entry that is otherwise required at the SWP connection of the read/write block is not
evaluated and therefore not required.
The computing time depends decisively on the amount of data transmitted. A base
computing time of approx. 5 µs as well as approx. 0.7 µs/byte can be assumed as guideline.
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Associated blocks
The following blocks can be connected to this block (pointer input): DWR, DWR_8, DWR_8D,
DWR_8I, DWD_BY, DWR_D, DWR_I, CPY_P

Connections
Name
OFF
LEN

EN
PTR

QF
YF

Description

Offs in 128By-PBus memory
Offset relative to the start of the 128 byte buffer memory for data to transmit; max. offset:
Buffer length - data type length
Number of bytes to write
Number of bytes transmitted to the SIMATIC CPU via P-bus.
Max. number 128 bytes
Enable
If EN=1, the frame buffer (max. 128 bytes) is transmitted to the SIMATIC CPU at each call.
PtrBuffer transmission data
Pointer to the frame/data buffer; for connections to the same connection type of other pointerbased communication blocks.
The CFC connection can be changed in online mode. The connection also contains control
information that monitors correct configuration.
Block error state
QF=1: Error pending; for details, refer to YF
StatusInfo block; §§ as with the DRD block!

Default
0
0

1
16#00000000

0.0
16#0000

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

842

FM458-1 DP
5.0 + 0.7 per byte
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The block must be configured for the same sampling
time as the blocks that are connected via the pointer
interface (CFC connection via connections PTR). Only
suitable for FM 458-1 DP! Several S7WR_P blocks can
be configured. Although this is not a typical application,
it may be useful, for example, when writing the 128
byte area in several blocks, or if the data is required in
different sampling times.
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3.3.4

Parameterizing

3.3.4.1

@FMPAR
Parameter processing on FM458-1 DP modules

Symbol

Short description
FB @FMPAR can only be configured on an FM 458-1 DP module.
The @FMPAR function block monitors the COMBOARD (communication submodule of the
SIMOVERT MASTER DRIVE (to be discontinued), e.g. CBP for PROFIBUS DP) and processes the
parameter jobs it was assigned.
Several @FMPAR central blocks for different COMBOARDs can be configured on an FM458-1
DP module.
It should be configured in the slowest sampling time (approx. 100 ms). The valid maximum
sampling time is 200 ms (due to the monitoring by the adjacent modules).
The existence and functioning of the COMBOARD is detected automatically and displayed at
output CS.
Only one COMBOARD may be configured using FB @FMPAR.
Parameter processing:
Parameters are configured in the comments for a particular connection. A comment starting
with "@TP_ " identifies this connection as parameter. Each parameter can be assigned a
parameter name (FB-PNAME). An adjustment parameter can be additionally assigned a
minimum and a maximum value (FB-PLIM).

Functional principle
The block handles the following tasks:
• Verification of the module code of the COMBOARD
• Monitoring of the COMBOARD (sign-of-life counter)
• Transmission of configuration data to COMBOARD
• Processing of the parameter channels
• In standard operation, it processes parameter jobs (in the sampling time clock cycle).
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The name of the COMBOARD to be processed is configured at input CTS of FB @FMPAR. If a
name has not been configured at input CTS, FB @FMPAR deactivates itself with an error
message at output YT1/2.
The function blocks CRV and CTV can be configured once. They can be configured on any
processor module. However, parameter processing is possible for all processor modules.

Connections
Name
CTS
CF

PLA
PEN

BBF

CS

QTS

YT1

YT2

844

Description

Configured name of the EXM448 coupling module and connector X02, separated by ".".
(Initialization connection)
Parameter data type transmission of SIMADYN D data types REAL and SDTIME via
COMBOARD parameter channel:
CF=1: Parameter data type Float
CF=0: 32-bit Integer "I4" (Initialization I/O)
Parameter language selection: Parameter name activation includes those assigned to all
PNAME function blocks whose PLA input has the same value (Initialization connection)
Enabling the parameter change:
PEN=1: enables changes to operating parameters at all parameter channels
PEN=0: disables changes to operating parameters at all parameter channels
BASEBOARD function
BBF=0: SIMATIC FM458-1 DP operates as TECHBOARD (parameter numbers from the
external view 1000..1999, 3000..3999)
BBF=1: SIMATIC FM458-1 DP operates as BASEBOARD (parameter numbers from the
external view 0..999, 2000..2999)
COMBOARD status:
CS=1, COMBOARD in operation.
CS=0, COMBOARD failure or unavailable.
Block state:
QTS=1: Block is operating without errors.
QTS=0: Block is deactivated due to malfunction with an error code output at YT1/2
YT1=0: OK state
Initialization mode: Block initialization state
Standard mode: Status of parameter channel 1 of COMBOARD
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
the CFC and select "Help on events" at "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/SIMADYN D")
YT2=0: OK state
Initialization mode: Block initialization state
Standard mode: Status of parameter channel 2 of COMBOARD
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
-

1

0
1

0

0

0

0

0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

3.3.4.2

FM458-1 DP
3.3
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
10<=sampling time<=200 ms
Block may not be activated/deactivated by means of runtime
group.

CBCONF
COMBOARD configuration

Symbol
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Short description
FB CBCONF can be configured on the following modules:
• FM458 modules
• Technology Module T400

Configuring on an FM458 module
The function block CBCONF may only be configured once per COMBOARD on an FM458
module. It is configured on the FM458 module that also contains a @FMPAR function block
that was configured for the respective COMBOARD.

Functional principle
The block saves the configured configuration data to the management area of the
COMBOARD. It executes this once after startup and in user controlled RUN mode. In RUN
state, the block returns diagnostics data from COMBOARD at its outputs.
New configuration data can be transmitted online to COMBOARD at the positive edge on
input SET.

Connections
Name
CTR

SET
MAA
P01...P28
QTS

YTS

D01...D28

846

Description

Configured name of the adjacent module "on the right" (Initialization I/O).
The following settings can be made:
CTR=0 if you do not configure an adjacent module CTR=<module name>, or CTR=<module
name>.<connector> if you configure an adjacent module.
The configuration data is transmitted online to the COMBOARD at the positive edge at this input.
The station number must be assigned in accordance with the specific protocol (e.g. USS: 0..30,
PROFIBUS DP: 3..125).
Max. 28 additional COMBOARD-specific configuration parameters.
Block state:
QTS=1: Block is in operation
QTS=0: The block is deactivated with an error code output at YTS
Status display; possible values:
0: OK state
7CB3: T400 operates as TECHBOARD and BASEBOARD is available
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in CFC and
open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Max. 28 words of diagnostics data of the COMBOARD

Default
-

0
0
0
0

0

0
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Significance of the configuring input for several COMBOARDs
The "CB-Param" and "SCB-Param" columns establish the assignment to the COMBOARD User
Manuals.
Input

CB-Param
(new/old)

MAA

P918

P01

P711/
P696
P712/
P697
P713/
P698

P02
P03

P04

P714/
P699

P05

P715/
P700

P06

P716/
P701
P717/
P702
P718/
P703

P07
P08

P09

P719/
P704

P10

P720/
P705
P706.1
P706.2
P706.3
P706.4

P11
P12
P13
P14
...
P28

CB1:
DP
Bus
address
(not
used)

CBP:
DP
Bus address

CBP2:
DP
Bus address

CBP2:
USS
Bus address

Diagnostics
selection

Diagnostics selection

-

PPO type PPO type

PPO type

-

(END)

Protocol selection:
0: PROFIBUS DP
2: USS
SIMATIC OP writes to:
0: EEPROM
1: RAM
Cross-traffic failure
leads to:
0: Errors
1: Warning
(END)

PZD Send
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(END)

CB2:
CAN
Bus address
PKW job
PZD receive

-

PZD Send
length

-

PZD transmission
rate

-

PZD Rec.
Broadcast

-

PZD Rec.
Multicast

Baud rate:
6 = 9.6 kBaud
7 = 19.2 kBaud
8 = 38.4 kBaud
PKW:
0: no
127: yes,
3: one word
4: one Dword
PZD: number of
words

PZD Rec
Cross

(END)

CAN layer
Bus timing
(END)

PKW job
Broadcast

Baud rate
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Significance of the diagnostic outputs
Refer to the COMBOARD User Manuals
Input

SCB-Param

MAA
P01

P683.2
P682

P02

P685.2

P03

P686.2

P04
P05
P06
P07
P08
P09
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
...
P28

P684.2
P687.2

SCB2:
SCB2:
USS slave
Peer
Bus address
(not used)
SCB1/SCB2 protocol selection
0: CAN, 1: USS-4Wire,
2: USS-2Wire, 3: Peer
PKW:
(not used)
0: no
127: yes,
3: one word
4: one Dword
Process data:
(not used)
number of words
Baud rate
Frame failure time
(END)
(END)

SCB1:
CAN

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

848

FM458-1 DP
3.3
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The block can only be configured once per communication submodule.
Additionally required block on FM modules: @FMPAR
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3.3.4.3

CBRFAW
Receiving warnings from a COMBOARD

Symbol

Short description
The block can only be configured on an FM458 module.
This block receives warnings A81 to A96 of a COMBOARD (communication submodule of the
SIMOVERT MASTER DRIVE, e.g. CBP2 for PROFIBUS DP).
Input CTS of FB CBRFAW is used to specify the COMBOARD from which the warnings are to be
received.
Function block CBRFAW may only be configured once per COMBOARD on an FM458 module.
It is configured on the FM458 module that also contains a @FMPAR function block that was
configured for the respective COMBOARD.

Connections
Initialization I/Os:
Name

Description

Default

CTS

Configured name of the EXM448/EXM448-2 module and connector X01
or X02, separated by ".". (Initialization connection)

-

Name

Description

Default

CW
QTS

Output of COMBOARD warnings A81 to A96
Block state:
QTS=1: Block is operating without errors.
QTS=0: Block is deactivated due to malfunction with error code output at
YTS
Status of the COMBOARD warning channel:
YTS=0: OK state
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events"
(Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC
for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

0
0

Outputs:

YTS
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

3.3.4.4

FM 458
3.3
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The block can only be configured once per communication submodule.
Additionally required block: @FMPAR

PNAME
Parameter names

Symbol

Short description
You need this block to configure the parameter names.
FB PNAME can be configured on the following modules:
• Technology Module T400 (@DRIVE function block is prerequisite)
• CPU module in the SIMADYN D rack (@CSPAR function block is prerequisite)
The block can be assigned the slowest sampling time.

850
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Functional principle
The block saves the configured names to the parameter list of FB @DRIVE or @CSPAR and
then deactivates itself.

Connections
Name
PLA

Nnn

YTS

Description

Parameter language selection: The configured parameter names are activated exactly when the
setting coincides with the PLA input at the @DRIVE or @CSPAR block. (Initialization connection)
At the Nnn inputs, separate the parameter name and number
by means of colon.
Example: 'H123:parametername'.
The parameter number must always consists of a letter (H or L) and three digits. The parameter
name should have a maximum length of 16 characters; longer names will be truncated, while
shorter names are padded with space characters. (Initialization connection)
Status display; possible values:
0: OK state (all names activated).
Warnings:
1: Names not activated, because a different language is set on FB @DRIVE
or @CSPAR
2: at least one parameter number is missing a parameter
(name will be ignored).
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in CFC and
open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
0

Empty string

0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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FM458-1 DP
3.3
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Additionally required block on T400: @DRIVE
Additionally required block on CPU modules: @CSPAR
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3.3.4.5

PSTAT
Parameter change enable

Symbol

Short description
The function block
• can be used to configure a current device status,
• is used to define the access level by entering a password,
• is used to define whether to enable parameter changes based on the device status and
access level.
The states and access level at which a parameter is to be disabled or enabled are specified at
the PLIM function block.
Function block PSTAT may only be configured once per FM module.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

PSW

Current password:
Password PSW mismatch with one of the PWi values corresponds to access level 0:
no changes allowed.
Password PSW match with a PWi value corresponds to access level i and all lower
access levels.
Access level 8 is not subject to access restriction due to the access level (all other
access restrictions, e.g. due to the device status, are retained).
Corresponding password for access level i (password i)
Current "device state" (State): 16 states are available.
Valid input range: 1 to 16
Current access level i (Word Level):
output of access level i as binary value, determined by input at connection PSW. At
access level n, bit n is set to 1 and all other 15 bits are set to 0.
For example, with access level = 7, WLV corresponds to 2#0000000001000000.

0

PWi
STE
WLV

852

0
1
2#0000000000000000
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Name
WST
YTS

Description

Device status (Word State): The current device status STE is output as binary value.
With current device status STE=n, bit n is set to 1 and the other 15 bits are set to 0.
For example, if STE=7, then WST corresponds to 2#000000001000000.
Status display:
7C72: Multiple FB configuration
7CA9: no FB @FMPAR configured
7CC3: one or several incorrect entries at the PWi inputs
7CC4: invalid setting at input STE
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1
key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 4581 DP".)

Default

2#0000000000000001
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

3.3.5

SIMATIC Operator Panel

3.3.5.1

S7OS

FM458-1 DP
3.3
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may only be configured once per FM module.
Additionally required function block on FM modules: @FMPAR
and PLIM

OS Communication

Symbol
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Short description
Function block for operating and monitoring CPU connections that were provided in the
course of configuration.
The function block processes and responds to jobs requested from the display devices
(SIMATIC OPs, WinCC, etc.).
The sampling interval should be 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms. Other sampling times result in
prolonged response times or higher system load.
One function block is required for each CPU to be addressed by a display device.

Functional principle
The S7OS function block initializes and processes the number of communication connections
to display devices.
The function block provides the necessary SAVE area for saving OP value changes. The
configured initialization values are entered in the SAVE area at the initial startup. The values
are retrieved from the SAVE area at a restart.
The card programming date is used to distinguish between the initial startup and restart.
Repeated loading of program memory leads to an initial start even if the program code was
not changed.
All new jobs from the display devices are processed and the response is transmitted in each
sampling cycle. The response time is defined by the selected sampling time.
The computing time depends on the number of jobs, the time interval between these, and on
their contents.

Connections
Name
EN

CTS
US

NOS
TLF

854

Description

Enable of block processing. If EN=1, the block is processed and block processing is disabled if EN=0.
Connection for initializing the naming of configured coupling modules. Name of the
module (and optionally of connectors X01, X02 or X03) to which the OP is connected.
Initialization connection for address data. The specification consists of a channel name
with a length of max. 6 characters and 1 or 2 address levels, depending on the coupling
type.
Address level 1: Two-digit specification of the module slot (e.g. 01)
Connection for initializing the number of display devices that access the CPU.
Frame format; the user data length (PDU length) of a frame can be declared at this parameter:
TLF = 0 → the maximum possible PDU length is set automatically
(currently supported: max. 240 bytes)
TLF = 1 → PDU length = 112 bytes
TLF = 2 → PDU length = 240 bytes
TLF = 3 → PDU length = 480 bytes (for future expansions)
TLF = 4 → PDU length = 960 bytes (for future expansions)

Default
1
Empty string

1
0
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Name
ENO
QTS
YTS

Description

Default

Output for displaying the enable status. ENO=1 indicates that the block was processed
0
without errors in the last cycle. ENO=0 indicates that block processing is disabled, or that
the function block has detected an error.
Output for indicating the proper initialization of the block (QTS=1). QTS = 0 indicates that 0
the block was deactivated after the entry of a communication error message.
Output for displaying all temporary errors, irreparable faults, or channel initialization
0
errors at the data interface.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the
F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1
DP".)

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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FM458-1 DP
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

13.2
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3.4

Logic blocks

3.4.1

PAS7
Triggering hardware interrupts at the S7 CPU

Symbol

Short description
The function block for triggering a hardware interrupt at the SIMATIC S7-CPU can only be
executed with an FM 458-1 DP application module.

Functional principle
The function block triggers a hardware interrupt on the assigned S7 CPU.
Dword IFO is transferred to the S7-CPU as supplementary alarm information.
A hardware interrupt is only acknowledged after the hardware interrupt OB (organization
block) has been executed on the S7 CPU. The block does not wait for acknowledgment. The
OB is configured for the corresponding S7-CPU in HW Config.
The hardware interrupt is only triggered if the S7-CPU is currently not processing a hardware
interrupt from the FM 458-1 DP application module.
Output QF = 1 if a new hardware interrupt is triggered even though the last hardware
interrupt was not yet acknowledged, or the block was not configured on FM458-1 DP.
Output QF = 0 after acknowledgment
was received from the S7 CPU, or if input RES = 1.
The alarm is triggered depending on input TMB:
• if TMB = 0, at a 0 to 1 transition at input
• if TMB = 1, at any signal transition at input I.

856
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Connections
Name
IFO
RES
TMB
I
QF

Description

Default

Supplementary alarm information
Reset error
Trigger mode both edges
Trigger alarm
Error output

0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

3.4.2

FM458-1 DP
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode

3.3

SYN
Synchronizing the base sampling time to an external source

Symbol

Short description
FB SYN activates and controls buffering of the basic clock cycle failure. A possibly configured
DTS block will be deactivated.
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Functional principle
The SYN block synchronizes the start time of basic clock cycle T0 with reference to an
external clock cycle. The phase between the start of the basic clock cycle T0 and the external
clock cycle is controlled by extending and reducing the basic clock cycle. The max. increment
(rate of change) and max. absolute deviation from the input signal can be specified using two
input parameters.
If the external clock source fails, the last known clock cycle frequency is used as the basic
clock cycle. When the external clock source returns the phase position is corrected through
the shortest possible distance so that no periods are lost. This means that, depending on the
situation, the phase is either shifted in the positive or negative direction.
A configured DTS function block is deactivated as soon as a SYN function block is available in
the configuration. However, it is prerequisite to execute the SYN function block on the
corresponding hardware, i.e. FM458-1DP (order no. [MLFB]: 6DD1607-0AA2). A hardware
that is incompatible with the SYN function block will be deactivated with error code 16 and
the function of FB DTS is activated.
The basic clock cycle T0 can be reduced with respect to the external signal. This means that
the period of basic clock cycle T0 is a multiple shorter than the period of the external signal.
However, the maximum valid delay between the external signal and the base clock cycle T0 is
reduced accordingly as a result of the reduction.

Connections
Name
RST

RED

ORL

SYN

DT

858

Description

Correction factor for the equivalent sampling time
The equivalent sampling time is set to a resolution of 0.1 ms in HW Config. The precision achieved
is significantly higher by means of this correction factor. The correction factor should be considered as additive to the configured sampling time.
(limiting to -0.05 < RST < +0.05)
(Initialization connection)
Reduction ratio
Specifies the reduced duration of the basic clock cycle T0 compared to the period duration of the
external input signal (clock source).
E.g. external signal has a period of 3.2 ms; the basis clock cycle T0 has a period of 1.6 ms - this
results in a reduction factor of 2. (Initialization connection)
Limiting the working range
The maximum deviation between the period of the basic clock cycle T0 and of the external input
signal (clock source) can be limited.
In contrast to the synchronization increment, the max. valid deviation is specified at this connection.
(Initialization connection)
Level is active
Value=1: FB must run a synchronization
Value=0: FB must not run a synchronization
Delay time in ms
Specifies the phase offset between an incoming external synchronization event (LE bus interrupt or
0 → 1 edge at the digital input) and the start of the internal basic clock cycle T0. A positive delay
time means that the basic clock cycle T0 starts after the external synchronization event was received.
The delay time is limited to ± half of the period of the basic clock cycle T0.

Default
0.0

1

0.001 ms

0

0.0
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Name
INC

PUR
EN
QSY
DIF
QF
YFC

Description

Synchronization increment in ms/T0
The increment specifies the rate of change of the base clock cycle T0 (max. change of the output
clock cycle period for each input signal clock cycle) up to the absolute limit of the working range.
Range of values: 0.000 03 ms < INC < (T0 / 2) ms
Disengage range in ms
The info flag Synchronization OK is set if the deviation of the delay time is within the disengage
range.
Block enable
The configured equivalent sampling time plus correction factor is output if the block is disabled. In
this case, synchronization is not possible.
Info whether synchronization is OK
QSY=1 if the phase offset is in the range of PUR
Difference (phase difference) in ns between the incoming external synchronization event (LE bus
interrupt or 0 → 1 edge at the digital input) and the start of the internal basic clock cycle T0
Error status flag
Error code display

Default
0.1 ms

0.1 ms
1

Error codes
QF

Meaning

0
1

No error
Error identified

YFC

Meaning

0
1
2

No error
Clock cycle failure of the external source identified
Parameter error
Invalid parameter settings at the block inputs. The block will be deactivated internally.
Sampling reduction
The period of the external source could not be correctly determined.
Check whether the configured equivalent sampling time matches the period of the external
signal.
Multiple configuration
Only one block may be used per CPU. Any other configured block is deactivated.
No appropriate hardware requirements identified for buffering clock cycle failure. The block
will be deactivated.
Verify that the SYN block was configured on an FM458-1DP (MLFB: 6DD1607-0AA2).
Sampling time T1 represents the reduced basic sampling time. The block will be deactivated.
Verify that T1 and T0 are identical.

4

8
16
32
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Note
The SYN block cannot identify a scenario in which the period of the external clock cycle is
exactly a multiple of the configured equivalent sampling time. It is therefore imperative to
specify the correct period of the external signal as equivalent sampling time.

Special features when configuring the SYN block
The SYN block synchronizes the start time of basic clock cycle T0 with reference to an
external clock cycle. It is therefore strictly forbidden to apply a sampling time T1 to basic clock
cycle T0 reduction ratio (T1 = T0).
Input RST at the SYN block can be used trim the equivalent sampling time configured in HW
Config. However, this change affects the basic clock cycle T0, but not the timebase of the
time-dependent function blocks (integrator, ON/OFF delay, etc.).
The time-dependent function blocks always operate on the basis of the equivalent sampling
time configured in HW Config. For this reason, the trimming of the equivalent sampling time
configured in HW Config by means of RST input possibly causes inaccuracies with regard to
the timing of time-dependent function blocks.

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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FM458-1 DP
2
No
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Only configured once for each CPU
De-activates a configured DTS block
Executable only on FM458-1DP (MLFB: 6DD1607-0AA2)
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3.5

Controller blocks

3.5.1

INT_M
Modulo integrator for axis cycle compliant integration

Symbol

Short description
The virtual master block INT_M is used to generate position setpoints with angular
synchronism.

Functional principle
The block adds up the input values X that are weighted with ratio NM and DN
If the sum of the modulo value MOD exceeds or falls below 0, the modulo value is subtracted
or added and an overflow bit QP or QN is set for the duration of the sampling time.

Connections
Name
MOD
X
NM

DN
SV
R

Description

Modulo value, range of values 1 ... 230
Input variable of the integrator, e.g. velocity (ramp-function generator output)
Gear ratio nominator
NM * X may not exceed the value 231,
Value range: -230 to +230
Gear ratio denominator
Value range: -230 to +230
Setting value
Value that is set at output Y with S=1.
Reset
R=1 → Y=0
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Default
0
0
1

1
0
0
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Name
S

H

Y
QP
QN
YF

Description

Default

Set
Bit for setting start value Y to setting value SV
S=1 → Y=SV (initial offset)
Hold
Hold current value at output Y
H=1 → Y=Yold
Integrator output variable
R=S=H=0 → Y=Yold+X NM/DN
Positive overflow
QP=1 → Y + X ≥ MOD (Y=Y-MOD)
Negative overflow
QN=1 → Y+X < 0 (Y=Y+MOD)
Block error state
YF=0 no error, YF > 0

0

0

0
0
0
0

Coded error output
The error state is output in coded form at output YF of modulo integrator INT_M.
Only the last error event is displayed.
Value

Meaning

1
4
8
16
32

MOD > 230 or < 1
Positive division overflow
Negative division overflow
Positive overflow remainder
Negative overflow remainder

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

862

FM458-1 DP
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

19.8
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3.6

Utility/diagnostics blocks

3.6.1

FMLED
Actuating the diagnostics LED on FM 458

Symbol

Short description
The function block, which controls the FM 458 diagnostic LEDs, can only run with an FM 4581 DP application module.

Functional principle
The LEDs of application module FM 458-1 DP can be actuated using this block.
The LED display is reset if the corresponding input = 0 and set if the input = 1, while its status
remains unchanged if a value of -1 is set. You need the value -1 because you can configure
multiple instances of this block.
Output QF = 1 if the input values are invalid, or if the block is not configured on application
module FM458-1 DP.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

AWF
ONL
COM
CYC
QF

LED for user error
LED for online monitoring
LED for communications error
LED for sampling time overflow
Error output

1
1
1
1
0
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Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

FM458-1 DP
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

1.0
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3.7

SIMOLINK blocks

3.7.1

@SL
SIMOLINK central block

Symbol

Short description
The @SL central block facilitates initialization and monitoring of communication with an SLB
module.
An SLB module is a system hardware component, e.g. an ITSL, an EXM 448-1 module, or an
optional SLB (SIMOLINK Board) of the ITSL module.
The @SL central block may only be configured in a cyclic task and once per SIMOLINK ring.
The following parameters must be set for an SLB module:
• Hardware address SLB (TAD)
• Operating mode (MOD)
• Node address (ASL), only relevant when operating mode 0 is selected
• Send power (POW) for the SLB module
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Function principle
1. The @SL central block executes the following steps while the system is being initialized:
– Validation of the range of values at the input connections
– Checks whether additional @SL central blocks were configured at the same hardware
address (input TAD)
– Initialization of the SLB module according to the settings at the initialization
connections
– transmission of an initialization sequence (SIMOLINK) and monitoring of the startup
sequence
2. The @SL central block executes the following steps in the standard mode ("RUN" operating
state) of the system:
– Monitoring communication of the SIMOLINK drive interface
– Output of error messages on communication errors at the output connectors
– Output of information with regard to the drive coupling
– New values for the node address (ASL) and send power (POW) are not activated until
the restart of SIMOLINK drive coupling is completed.

Operating mode
An SLB module can be initialized and be operated in 7 different modes.
The different time characteristics of the SIMOLINK blocks must be observed for the selectable
operating modes at input MOD (refer to Timing for the various operating modes (Page 883)).
• Slave mode (Mode=0=
The SLB module operates as slave. The SIMOLINK blocks in the CFC must be assigned to an
interrupt task Ix (x=1 . . . 8).
Time evaluation: An interrupt is triggered whenever a SYNC frame is received and
therefore starts execution of interrupt task Ix. The received values are read and the values
to be transmitted are written to the write buffer of the SLB module.
• Asynchronous mode (Mode =1)
The SLB module operates as master. The SIMOLINK blocks in the CFC must be assigned to
a cyclic task Tx (x=1 . . . 5).
Time evaluation: The blocks are executed at each start of the cyclic tasks Tx. The SIMOLINK
frames are transmitted after the last SIMOLINK block has been calculated.
• Timer mode (Mode =2)
The SLB module operates as master. The SIMOLINK blocks in the CFC must be assigned to
an interrupt task Ix (x=1 . . . 8).
Time evaluation: A timer of the ITSL/EXM 448-1 module triggers an interrupt according to
the equivalent sampling time and therefore execution of interrupt task Ix. The SIMOLINK
frames are transmitted after the last SIMOLINK block has been calculated.
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• Interrupt automatic mode (Mode =3)
The SLB module operates as master. The SIMOLINK blocks in the CFC must be assigned to
an interrupt task Ix (x=1 . . . 8).
Time evaluation: Each SYNC frame received triggers an interrupt and therefore execution
of the interrupt task Ix. The SIMOLINK bus cycle is retriggered automatically each time a
SYNC frame is received. SIMOLINK frames are transmitted and received simultaneously
with signal processing of the function blocks (internal calculations).
• External mode (Mode =4)
The SLB module operates as master. The SIMOLINK blocks in the CFC must be assigned to
an interrupt task Ix (x=1 . . . 8).
Time evaluation: The basic clock cycle T0 from the system triggers frame transmissions
and therefore the start of the SIMOLINK cycle. A subsequently received SYNC frame
triggers an interrupt and therefore execution of interrupt task Ix. Signal processing
(internal calculations) starts after the SIMOLINK frame has been transmitted and received.
• External cyclic mode (Mode =5)
The SLB module operates as master. The SIMOLINK blocks in the CFC must be assigned a
cyclic task T1=T0.
Time evaluation: The basic clock cycle T0 triggers frame transmissions (start of the
SIMOLINK cycle) and processing of the SIMOLINK blocks in T1=T0. The signals are
processed (internal calculation) while SIMOLINK frames are transmitted and received.
• Cyclic automatic mode (Mode =10)
The SLB module operates as master. The SIMOLINK blocks in the CFC must be assigned to
cyclic task T1, in contrast to mode 3.
Time evaluation: Each SYNC frame received triggers an interrupt and execution of the
basic clock cycle T0. The SIMOLINK bus cycle is retriggered automatically each time a SYNC
frame is received. SIMOLINK frames are transmitted and received simultaneously with
signal processing of the function blocks (internal calculations).
Note
For operating mode 10, you need to set up the synchronization source: LE-Bus-Interrupt
L1 for starting the basic sampling time T0. Set this up in HWConfig by selecting the
Edit>Object properties>Basic clock cycle menu command of FM458 (see Interrupt task
settings (Page 882)).
Note
It is also necessary to set up the interrupt task sources for operating modes 0, 2, 3 and 4
to enable triggering of the configured interrupt tasks (refer to “Interrupt task settings
(Page 882)”). The settings must be made in the HWConfig in the properties window ,
"Interrupt tasks" tab. The settings are dependent on the configured hardware
components.
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Connections
Name
TAD
MOD
ASL
POW

FIL

DM

NSL
EN

YF
NCP

NCY
NOR

NTO
NCR
NDM
CO1

868

Description

Hardware address SLB (name of the SLB module) that can be configured in HWConfig
Operating mode
Sets the required operating mode; (initialization connection)
Node address
Slave address (1 . . . 200) in the SIMOLINK ring (only relevant if operating mode 0 was selected at
MOD); (initialization connection)
Send power
Send power of the SLB module (reduced send power slows down aging of the fiber-optic cables and
improves error detection on the medium at startup). Range of values: 1 . . . 3 (low, medium, high);
(initialization connection)
Fill frame gaps
If FIL=1, any idle time between two bus cycles is filled with NOP frames.
During synchronization of the sampling time T0, this filling will only function correctly if the
equivalent sampling time is set precisely to the value of the cycle time that is used for synchronization. (Initialization connection)
Edit with PCI Copy
1 = read data with PCI Copy
0 = read data in normal mode
Max. block length
Max. length of a PCI Copy block
Bus enable
Start/Stop of the SLB module for frame traffic
EN=0; no frame transmission
EN=1; transmission according to the set operating mode
Block error state
YF=0 no error, YF > 0 (see Coded error output (Page 881))
Number of nodes
MOD>0: Number of nodes on the SIMOLINK ring (including SL masters)
MOD=0: hardware number in the ring
Number of cycles
Number of SIMOLINK cycles which have been executed, or the number of SIMOLINK frames
Number of overruns
Number of states in which the configured FBs were unable to provide or fetch the data until the start
of the next SIMOLINK cycle. This data remains consistent as such, regardless of these errors, and the
SIMOLINK cycle is started with the old data.
In order to resolve this problem, load on the interrupt tasks in which the SIMOLINK blocks were configured must be relieved.
Number of timeouts on the SIMOLINK ring
A timeout informs you of a frame failure.
Number of CRC errors on the SIMOLINK ring
A node transmits a frame with CRC error.
Number of the defective module and/or node that detected the fault in the line.
Number of wait cycles
Specifies the number of processor cycles expiring whilst waiting for values from PCI Copy.

Default
0
0
3

0

0

15
1

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
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Name
CO2
QF

Description

Default

Number of CO1 overruns
Number of CO1 overruns
Group error bit
QF=0 no error, QF=1 for error (if YF≠0)

0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

3.7.2

FM458-1DP
no
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

69.3

SLAV, SLAV_R
SIMOLINK receive block per actual value

Symbol

Short description
The SLAV receive block can be used to transmit one actual value from each one of max. 8
slaves. The same channel number is addressed for all slaves.
The SLAV and SLAV_R function blocks are functionally identical. They only differ with regard
to the data type of the actual value connections YA0 to YA7:
• SLAV: DINT
• SLAV_R: REAL
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Function principle
1. FB SLAV executes the following steps in the system initialization phase:
– Check of the task assignment
– Initialization of the task list of the SLB module according to the configuration at the
input connectors
2. FB SLAV executes the following steps in standard mode ("RUN" operating state):
– Validation of the range of values at the inputs
– Reading the actual values to be received from the receive buffer of the SLB module

Connections
Name
TAD
FSL
NSL
CSV
QV
YA0 to
YA7
SEQ

YF
QF

Significance

Hardware address SLB (name of the SLB module) that can be configured in
HWConfig
Address of the first slave from which the actual value YA0 should be received;
range of values 1 . . . 200; (initialization connection)
Number of slaves from which actual values are to be received; range of values 1.
. . 8; (initialization connection)
Number of the channel receiving the actual value;
range of values 0. . . 7; (initialization connection)
Cross-traffic enable
Used if you want to transmit data to a slave in the same cycle and the slave is
arranged upstream in the SIMOLINK ring (e.g. from slave 4 to slave 1).
Actual value YA from slaves 1 to 8
Up to eight actual values can be received.
Sequence number
Number of the block in the SIMOLINK block sequence
This value provides information as to whether the block was correctly initialized.
Block error state
YF=0 no error, YF > 0 (see Coded error output (Page 881))
Group error bit
QF=0 no error, QF=1 for error (if YF≠0)

Default

1
1
0
0
0
0

0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

870

FM458-1DP
no
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

34.7
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3.7.3

SLD
SIMOLINK delta evaluation

Symbol

Short description
A sampling time failure can be detected using function block SLD. The counter status is
queried at each SYNC interrupt (generated at the end of every frame cycle). The block can
calculate and output the difference to the old value.

Function principle
The blocks reads the queried value of the counter and forms the difference to the value
which was saved in the old cycle. This value is output at DT.
The minimum and maximum values of DT are retained for monitoring purposes.

Connections
Name

Description

TAD
DT

Hardware address SLB (name of the SLB module) that can be configured in HWConfig
Delta time
Difference to the last SIMOLINK cycle duration
Maximum delta time
Maximum DT value
Minimum delta time
Minimum DT value
Sequence number
Number of the block in the SIMOLINK block sequence
This value provides information as to whether the block was correctly initialized.
Block error state
YF=0 no error, YF > 0 (see Coded error output (Page 881))
Group error bit
QF=0 no error, QF=1 for error (if YF≠0)

DMX
DMN
SEQ

YF
QF
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0
0
0
0

0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

3.7.4

FM458-1DP
no
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

19.8

SLDIS
SIMOLINK dispatcher

Symbol

Short description
A dispatcher mode is prepared in-line with the SIMOLINK specifications (as for MASTERDRIVES
drive converters) using the SLDIS function block.

Function principle
The block registers the frames for all NSL slaves and NCN channels.

Connections
Name
TAD
NSL
NCN
QV
SEQ

872

Description

Hardware address SLB (name of the SLB module) that can be configured in HWConfig
Total number of slaves in the SIMOLINK ring (initialization connection)
Total number of channels (initialization connection)
Cross-traffic enable
Used if you want to transmit data to a slave in the same cycle and the slave is arranged
upstream in the SIMOLINK ring (e.g. from slave 4 to slave 1).
Sequence number
Number of the block in the SIMOLINK block sequence
This value provides information as to whether the block was correctly initialized.

Default
1
1
0
0
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Name
YF

QF

Description

Default

Block error state
YF=0 no error, YF > 0 (see Coded error output (Page 881))
Group error bit
QF=0 no error, QF=1 for error (if YF≠0)

0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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FM458-1DP
no
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

14.9
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3.7.5

SLSV, SLSV_R
SIMOLINK transmission block for one setpoint

Symbol

Short description
The SLSV transmission block can be used to transmit
• up to 8 setpoints
• to max. 8 slaves.
One setpoint is transmitted per slave and the same channel number is addressed for all
slaves.
The SLSV and SLSV_R function blocks are functionally identical. They only differ with regard
to the data type of the XS0 to XS7 setpoint connections:
• SLSV: DINT
• SLSV_R: REAL

Function principle
1. The SLSV transmission block executes the following steps while the system is being
initialized:
– Check of the task assignment
– Initialization of the task list of the SLB module according to the configuration at the
input connectors
2. In the standard mode ("RUN" mode), the SLSV transmission and receive block performs the
following tasks:
– Calculation of setpoints
– Validation of the range of values at the input connectors
– Entry of the setpoints to be transmitted into the write buffer of the SLB module

874
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Connections
Name
TAD
FSL
NSL
CSV
XS0
to
XS7
SEQ

YF
QF

Description

Hardware address SLB (name of the SLB module) that can be configured in HWConfig
Address of the first slave to which setpoint XS0 is to be transmitted; range of values 1 . .
. 200; (initialization connection)
Number of slaves to which the setpoint is to be transmitted; range of values 1. . . 8;
(initialization connection)
Number of the channel used to transmit the setpoint;
range of values 0. . . 7; (initialization connection)
Setpoint XS for slaves 1 to 8,
Up to eight setpoints can be transmitted.
Sequence number
Number of the block in the SIMOLINK block sequence
This value provides information as to whether the block was correctly initialized.
Block error state
YF=0 no error, YF > 0 (see Coded error output (Page 881))
Group error bit
QF=0 no error, QF=1 for error (if YF≠0)

Default
1
1
0
0

0

0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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no
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

34.7
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3.7.6

SLSVAV
SIMOLINK transmission and receive block for one slave

Symbol

Short description
The SLSVAV transmission and receive block can be used to transmit
• up to 8 setpoints to a slave and
• up to 8 setpoints from a slave.
The number of addressed channels for the setpoints and actual values is specified at the
input connectors.

Function principle
1. The SLSVAV transmission and receive block performs the following steps while the system is
being initialized:
– Check of the task assignment
– Initialization of the task list of the SLB module according to the configuration at the
input connectors
2. In the standard mode ("RUN" mode), the SLSV transmission and receive block performs the
following tasks:
– Validation of the range of values at the input connectors
– Entry of the setpoints to be transmitted into the write buffer of the SLB module
– Reading the actual values to be received from the receive buffer of the SLB module
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Connections
Name
TAD
ASL
NSV

NAV
XS0
to
XS7
YA0
to
YA7
SEQ

YF
QF

Description

Hardware address SLB (name of the SLB module) that can be configured in HWConfig
Address of the slave for data exchange, range of values 1 . . . 200; (initialization connection)
Number of channels used for transmission,
range of values 0. . . 8; (initialization connection)
Number of channels used for receiving,
range of values 0. . . 8; (initialization connection)
Setpoint XS for channels 0 to 7,
Up to eight setpoints can be transmitted.

Default
1
0
0
0

Actual value YS for channels 0 to 7,
Up to eight actual values can be received.

0

Sequence number
Number of the block in the SIMOLINK block sequence
This value provides information as to whether the block was correctly initialized.
Block error state
YF=0 no error, YF > 0 (see Coded error output (Page 881))
Group error bit
QF=0 no error, QF=1 for error (if YF≠0)

0

0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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no
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

34.7
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3.7.7

SLSV2, SLSV2R
SIMOLINK transmission block for 2 setpoints

Symbol

Short description
The SLSV2 transmission block can be used to transmit
• 2 setpoints to each slave, whereby the first setpoint is broadcast to all slaves.
• In this case, the block can handle a maximum of 8 slaves.
This functionality can be used to implement a virtual shaft, especially if the time and
position/angular setpoint must be transferred to the slaves.
The SLSV2 and SLSVR function blocks are functionally identical. They only differ with regard
to the data type of the setpoint connections XO0 to XO7:
• SLSV2: DINT
• SLSV2R: REAL
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Function principle
1. The SLSV2 transmission block performs the following tasks while the system is being
initialized:
– Check of the task assignment
– Initialization of the task list of the SLB module according to the configuration at the
input connectors
2. In the normal system mode ("RUN" mode), the SLSV2 transmission block performs the
following tasks:
– Calculation of setpoints
– Validation of the range of values at the input connectors
– Entry of the setpoints to be transmitted into the write buffer of the SLB module

Connections
Name Description
TAD
FSL
NSL
ACL
CTV
CSV
XSA
XO0
to
XO7
SEQ

YF
QF

Hardware address SLB (name of the SLB module) that can be configured in HWConfig
Address of the first slave to which setpoint XO0 is to be transmitted; range of values 1 . . . 200; (initialization connection)
Number of slaves to which the setpoint is to be transmitted; range of values 1. . . 8; (initialization
connection)
Axis cycle length
Integrator high limit
Channel number for setpoint 2; RANGE OF VALUES 0 . . . 7; (initialization connection)
Number of the channel used to transmit the setpoint; range of values 0 . . . 7; (initialization connection)
Common setpoint XS of the main rotational angle/distance for all NSL slaves
Setpoint offset XO for slaves 1 to 8.
Up to eight setpoint offsets can be transmitted.
Sequence number
Number of the block in the SIMOLINK block sequence
This value provides information as to whether the block was correctly initialized.
Block error state
YF=0 no error, YF > 0 (see Coded error output (Page 881))
Group error bit
QF=0 no error, QF=1 for error (if YF≠0)
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Default
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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FM458-1DP
no
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

39.6
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3.7.8

Coded error output
Error states are output in a coded form at outputs YF of the SIMOLINK blocks for the
respective block.
Only the last error event is displayed.
Value
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
30
31
32
33

Significance

Incorrect connection of the TAD input
SLB module not inserted or hardware failure
SLB module is currently in use by another central block @SL
Memory resources problem
Central block @SL not configured
No SIMOLINK block available
Mirror registers were not created
Software does not support the hardware combination
Block must be assigned to an interrupt task
Block must be assigned to a cyclic task
Block must be assigned to a cyclic task with TX=T0
Equivalent sampling time must be equal to T0
Incorrect interrupt source for the interrupt task
Blocks must be assigned the same sampling time
Operating mode is (currently) not supported
Node address too high at input ASL
No transmission and receive blocks available
If transmission and receive blocks are configured, you must observe the error messages at
these blocks!
Maximum number of SIMOLINK frames exceeded (max. 1021 user frames) exceeded → Increase the SIMOLINK cycle time, or reduce the number of configured SIMOLINK blocks
Slave address too high
Channel number too high
Slave attempts to write to the incorrect address
Cross-traffic is only possible in one direction per slave (transmitting or receiving)
Physical transmission error on the SIMOLINK ring → Increase send power at one of the subsections, or the fiber-optic cable medium or connector is defective
CRC error (checksum error)
Timeout error on the SIMOLINK ring
only if MOD=0: the reported SIMOLINK cycle time (in the special frame from the SL master)
does not correspond to the configured equivalent sampling time
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3.7.9

Operating mode
0
2
3
4

Interrupt task settings
Interrupt source to be set for the interrupt task Ix of the SIMOLINK blocks, if:
first SLB module at slot
1
LE bus interrupt 1
LE bus interrupt 5
LE bus interrupt 1
LE bus interrupt 1

first SLB module
at slot 2
LE bus interrupt 3
LE bus interrupt 6
LE bus interrupt 3
LE bus interrupt 3

second SLB module at
slot 1

second SLB module at
slot 2

LE bus interrupt 2
LE bus interrupt 7
LE bus interrupt 2
LE bus interrupt 2

LE bus interrupt 4
LE bus interrupt 8
LE bus interrupt 4
LE bus interrupt 4

Note
The first SLB module may be an EXM 448-1, or an ITSL module without optional SLB. The
settings for the second SLB module are only relevant for an ITSL module with optional SLB.
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3.7.10

Timing for the various operating modes
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Function block library for SIMADYN D

Note

Product discontinuation
The production of SYMADYN D will be discontinued as of 1 October 2015 (see Internet
(http://support.automation.siemens.com/WW/view/en/23614569)).

4.1

I/O blocks
Assignment of the I/O blocks to processor devices and I/O devices
PM5

AFC
BIQT
SBM
*) with SBM2 module

4.1.1

PM6

T400

IT41

X

IT42
X

EA12

EB11

FM 458

EXM 438

EXM 448*)

ITSL*)

X

X

AFC
Analog input via V/f/D converter

Symbol

Short description
• Analog input with V/f/D conversion (voltage/frequency/digital conversion).
• Each hardware address may only be assigned once as a result of the measuring technique.
• The sampling times, in which the function block can be configured, are limited.
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Functional principle
This function block converts an analog voltage into a digital value by means of V/f/D
conversion, multiplies the value with SF, subtracts OFF and then returns the result at its Y
output. The hardware address of the analog input from which the analog voltage is to be
read is specified at input AD. Each hardware address cannot be assigned more than once.
The following rule is valid for conversion of the analog voltage V to the digital value Y:

with: V - input voltage
ti - Integration (measurement) time
The measuring method integrates contiguously between the start and end of the
measurement.
The valid sampling time is limited due to the measuring method employed.
Rule: 1 ms ≤ TA ≤ 130 ms.

Block diagram

TRG - binary signal fed in via the front panel
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Operating modes
The operating mode is set at input MOD.
MOD = 0
MOD = 1

MOD = 2

The integration time is the sampling time. A conversion is performed in each
sampling time.
Conversion is triggered via "trigger" input TR.
A 0->1 edge at TR terminates the current measuring time, initiates calculation of
the output value and retriggers a new measuring cycle. The integration time is a
multiple of the sampling time. The first edge at TR after the reset starts the first
measurement.
External signal triggering.
An external signal determines the end of the current measuring cycle and triggers
the start of a new measuring cycle. The last trigger signal entered between the
end of the initialization mode and start of the first system mode starts the first
conversion (refer to 1 in the following diagram). The integration time is terminated by the last trigger signal between two consecutive FB calculations (refer to 2 in
the following diagram), i.e. of several triggers received between two consecutive
FB calculations, only the last is effective and terminates the current measuring
cycle. The trigger signal is input at the front connector of the module. If a trigger
is simultaneously received during read access to the FB, the trigger is suppressed
and has no effect (refer to 3 in the following diagram).

Mode = 2
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Adjustment
The adjustment is controlled via binary input ADJ:
ADJ

0
0>1
1

Adjustment mode

No adjustment
Adjustment in the current sampling cycle
Adjustment after 65 536 sampling cycles

An adjustment is always performed during initialization. During adjustment, no actual value
is available at output Y for 5 sampling cycles. The last calculated value is retained.

Resolution
Due to the measuring method the V/f/D conversion has a resolution of

With fc = 16 MHz and
ti being dependent on the MOD operating mode

Error messages
Output QF is set to 1 in case of a conversion error. The error cause is coded in the error word
at block output YF. Bits 1 to 8 contain errors from cyclic operation and bits 9 to 16 the
initialization errors. The errors and response of the function block are listed in the following
table.
Bit 1 is the LSB, bit 16 the MSB of the error word.
YF

Bit 1

Bit 2
Bit 3
Bit 4

Bit 5
Bit 6
Bit 7
Bit 8

888

Meaning

Hardware fault in the V/f converter
No measuring pulses have been received in the last measurement interval. Channel malfunction.
Reaction: Y = 0 is output until the next reset.
n.c.
n.c.
Timer overflow
Reaction: on conversion: Y will not be updated
on adjustment: adjustment is canceled and then repeated.
n.c.
n.c.
n.c.
Adjustment error
The values received during adjustment are outside tolerances. Channel malfunction.
Reaction: Y = 0 is output until the next reset.
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YF

Bit 9

Bit 10
Bit 11
Bit 12
Bit 13
Bit 14
Bit 15

Bit 16

Meaning

Sampling time configuration error
Sampling time TA out of the range from 1 ms to 130 ms.
Reaction: TA < 1 ms: Adjustment only during initialization, independent of ADJ.
TA < 130 ms: Risk of timer overflow. Channel malfunction; returns Y = 0.
System error, sampling time cannot be determined
Reaction: Y = 0 is output until the next reset.
n.c.
n.c.
n.c.
n.c.
Adjustment error
The values received during adjustment are outside tolerances.
Channel malfunction.
Reaction: Y = 0 is output until the next reset.
Incorrect mode
Invalid entry at input MOD.
Reaction: MOD = 0 is assumed internally.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

AD
MOD

Hardware address
Operating mode with range of values: 0 <= MOD <= 2 (initialization connection). Negative
I/O values and values >= 3 are limited to 0.
Offset compensation
Scaling factor
Trigger
Adjustment mode
Output
Group error
Error ID

None
0

OFF
SF
TR
ADJ
Y
QF
YF

0.0
0.0
0
0
0.0
0
16#0000

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features
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PM5
5.8
PM6
1.9
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
Sampling time: 1 ms <= TA <= 130 ms
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4.1.2

BIQT
Binary input/output on the T400

Symbol

Short description
The function block BIQT is a block which has been specifically designed for the T400
technology module, for binary input/output. This block controls
• 2 binary outputs (with the block inputs I5 and I6),
• 2 binary inputs (with the block outputs Q7 and Q8) and
• 4 bidirectional inputs/outputs (I1 ... I4 or Q1 ... Q4).
The function block can principally be configured a multiple number of times. However, it
should be observed, that the blocks mutually overwrite the output data and mode on
settings, corresponding to the sequence in which they are configured.

Functional principle
The binary values at block inputs I5 and I6 are output at the module terminals. Block outputs
Q7 and Q8 output the binary values of the assigned module terminals.
Function block I/O I1 ... I4, Q1 ... Q4 and DI1 ... DI4 are responsible for the bidirectional
inputs/outputs. The same end digits refer to the same terminal. FB inputs DI1 ... DI4 specify
the operating mode: '0' = input and '1' = output.

Examples:
DI3='1' sets binary channel 3 as output and activates the associated output driver of the
module. The value at function block input I3 is output at the module terminal. In this mode,
the associated connection Q3 is always set to the inverted value of connection I3. It is not the
actual signal level that is read in at the terminal.
DI2='0' sets binary channel 2 as input. The value at I2 is ignored, as the output driver of the
module is inactive. Q2 outputs the logical level of the signal at terminal 47.
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Connections
Name
AD
DM

DI1...DI4:
I1...I4:
I5, I6:
Q1 ... Q4
Q7, Q8:

Description

Hardware address (as entered in HWConfig)
Direct mode (initialization connection)
If DM='0', the data is output in system mode and otherwise in standard mode, i.e. if the
block is computed in its configured order in accordance with the sampling time.
Mode for the bidirectional inputs/outputs. (Initialization connection)
Each mode input is assigned a bidirectional binary channel. '0' defines the associated terminal as input; '1' as output.
Binary values for the bidirectional binary channels. The value is only output if the associated mode input is set to '1'.
Binary values for binary inputs 5 and 6 (terminals 52 and 51).
Signal level at terminals 46-49 of the bidirectional binary channels. The output signal level
is inverted for the channels that are configured as output.
Binary signal level at the input terminals of the module (terminals 84 and 65).

Default
1
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features
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T400/PM5
4.0
FM458/PM6
1.3
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
Configure multiple instances of the FB only in exceptional cases!
(Access is always addressed to the same hardware component)
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4.1.3

SBM
Rotary encoder block

Symbol

Short description
The SBM function block handles the following tasks:
• Initialization of the rotary encoder that is connected to the SBM2 module
• Calculation of the position and speed based on the encoder data
• Handling of communication errors between the encoder and SBM2 module

Functional principle
In the system initialization phase, the initialization I/Os are read and the corresponding mode
is set at the SBM2 module. The following settings are made for the EQN1325 encoder:
• The encoder supply voltage is set to 5 V
• Number of revolutions to 4096
• Signal periods per revolution 8192
Once the mode has been set, the zero position is calculated and the start values for the
position and speed output at the connectors.
In standard mode, the block can assume four different states:
NRM: The values read from the SBM2 module (position and speed) are displayed at the block
connections. The block goes into error state ERR if an error is detected.
ERR: The following errors may occur during operation:
• Encoder faulty or not connected
• Encoder was disconnected temporarily
• Data transmission error in serial communication between the encoder and SBM2 module
• SBM2 module not available
In the first three cases, the block goes into the "INI" initialization state and in the latter case
into the "OFF" state.
INI: Functional principle similar to the "initialization phase"
OFF: Output QF is set and processing is terminated.
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Connections
Name
AD
TYP

BDR

EXP
DM

RS
YPI
RPI
Y
U
QF
YF

Description

Hardware address of the SBM2 (initialization input)
Encoder type (initialization I/O)
TYP = 0; not available
TYP = 1; EQN1325
TYP > 1; incorrect encoder type
Baud rate (initialization I/O)
BDR = 0 100 kHz
BDR = 1 500 kHz
BDR = 2 1 MHz
BDR = 3 2 MHz
BDR > 3 Incorrect baud rate
Resolution in bits; range of values: 16 ≤ EXP ≤ 32
The block is configured in cyclic or alarm tasks
(Initialization connection)
DM=0 SBM in alarm tasks
This mode is only practical in conjunction with alarm-controlled SIMOLINK events (sync
interrupt from SLB). Using this sync interrupt in this mode disconnects the values of the
SBM module. The block should then be configured in the alarm task that was started by
the same event.
If the block is computed in alarm tasks, the SBM2 module registers are read at a negative
edge on the SYNC_DNE line. This signal also generates the interrupt for the alarm task in
which the block is configured. The content of the registers are then read and the values
for the output connections will be computed.
DM=1 SBM in cyclic tasks
The registers of the SBM2 module are read in system mode if the block is calculated in
cyclic tasks. The contents of the register are then read in standard mode and the values
are calculated for the output connections.
Rated speed in rev/min (RS>0)
Position in increments
Max. number of increments/revolution
(depends on input connector EXP)
Normalized speed from rotary encoder in (1/Umin) / RS
Revolutions
Group error message
QF=0 no error, QF=1 for error (if YF≠0)
Block error state
YF=0x0000 no error, YF>0x0000 (refer to error states)

Default
1

0

23
0

1.0
0
0
0.0
0
0
16#0000 0000

Error states
Value

Nibble 1
0x0001
0x0002
0x0004
0x0008

Meaning
Initialization mode
No SBM2 module available
SBM2 module is processed by another SBM
Encoder faulty/not available
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Value

Nibble 2
0x0010
0x0020
0x0040
0x0080
Nibble 3
0x0100
0x0200
0x0400
0x0800
Nibble 4
0x1000
0x2000
0x4000
0x8000
Nibble 5
0x10000
0x20000
0x40000
0x80000
Nibble 6-8

Meaning
Unknown carrier or invalid rack module code
Incorrect hardware address
Encoder error → Check the hardware (encoder, cable, etc.)
No voltage or short-circuit
No data transmission from or to the encoder → Check the hardware (encoder, cable)
Error in data transmission from or to the encoder → Check the hardware (encoder, cable)
Invalid mode configured
Invalid encoder configured
Invalid speed normalization configured
Invalid baud rate configured
Sampling time too high; speed calculation is not possible → Sampling time: ≤ 4.0 ms
Error when requesting memory
Invalid resolution configured
Function block is not configured in the alarm task
Not defined: Reserve → Default: 0
Not defined: Reserve → Default: 0
Not defined: Reserve → Default: 0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
40.0
FM458/PM6
13.2
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Can only be used with an EQN 1325 encoder
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4.2

Communication blocks

4.2.1

Display control communication utility

4.2.1.1

@DIS
Display device central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block controls up to 31 display devices (OP2 or VD1) on a USS bus. This block
must be configured even if only one display device is used.
Communication between SIMADYN D and the display device is routed via the USS master
coupling. For this reason, you also need to configure as USS central block @CSU (or @USS_M
on T400).
In order to transmit process data or binary values to a display device, you also need to
configure display device-specific process data or binary value blocks (DIS...). You need the
MSI message output block to transmit messages.
It is recommended to configure the block in a sampling time TA (32 ms ≤ TA ≤ 256 ms). The
central block, including the corresponding process data and binary value blocks must be
assigned to the same sampling time!
The specified computing time is only valid for one display device. For information on the
computing times for several display devices, refer to: Communication configuration, "Display"
utility.

Functional principle
The block is used to initialize and control one or several display devices:
• It initiates and monitors frame traffic from the display devices by means of USS protocol.
• It receives jobs from the display devices, transfers them to process data and binary value
blocks, and returns the response frames to the display devices.
A display device can always be powered on and off, or be removed and reconnected from the
USS bus. In such cases, the central block provides the display device with information on the
configured process data and binary values.
Selecting function blocks
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Connections
Name
DIS

CTS

ST1, ST2

QTS

YTS
YAT
YRS
YAR

Description

The system name is the reference for the process data and binary value blocks. (Initialization connection)
Initialization I/O:
The configured name of the module and connector for the USS bus to which the display
devices are connected is specified at input CTS.
(Initialization connection)
Specifies the stations on the USS bus that this function block should initialize and control.
(Initialization connection)
Each bit represents a station. The following table lists the bit assignments to the USS station addresses:
Input
Bit 16
Bit 15
...
Bit 2
Bit 1
ST1
15
14
...
1
0
ST2
30
...
17
16
Block state
QTS = 1: Block is in operation
QTS = 0: The block is deactivated with error code output at YTS
Display of configuration and communication errors during transmission.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1
key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Displays the station (0...30), to which the communication error display "Transmit (YTS)"
refers. Only the first error is displayed. An additional error is only displayed if the previous
one is no longer pending.
Indicates communication errors when receiving
Indicates the station (0...30) to which the communication error display "Receive (YRS)"
refers. Only the first error is indicated. An additional error is only displayed if the previous
error is no longer displayed.

Default
empty
empty

16#0001 for ST1,
16#0000 for ST2

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
114.8
FM458/PM6
37.9
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Additionally required blocks: @CSU or @USS_M. The block may
not be deactivated via runtime group.
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4.2.1.2

DISS, DISS_B, DISS_I, DISS_D, DISS_W, DISS_T
Display device setpoint acquisition

Symbol

Short description
This function block is used to display and change a setpoint at up to 31 HMI devices (OP2)
This function block only operates in combination with FB @DIS that is required to initialize
and control HMI devices.
Function blocks DISS, DISS_x only differ with regard to the data type of setpoint output Y
(and of the alternative setpoint XAL, as well as MIN and MAX):
DISS:
DISS_B:
DISS_I:
DISS_D:
DISS_W:
DISS_T:

REAL
BOOL
INT
DINT
WORD
SDTIME

Other data types (BYTE, DWORD, STRING, GLOBAL) cannot be configured.
A setpoint can only be changed at one HMI device at any one time.
The block supports alternative setpoint input from other sources. It uses inputs XAL and ENI
for this purpose.
The specified computing time is only valid for one HMI device. For information on computing
times for several HMI devices, refer to: Communication configuration, "Display" utility.
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Functional principle
The block transfers the format information to the @DIS central block for displaying the
setpoint. In standard operation, it fetches only the actual setpoint from the central block. The
central block controls data exchange with the HMI device and transmits the setpoint only if
selected on the HMI device. The block ensures that the setpoint can only be changed on one
HMI device (OP2) at any one time. The setpoint cannot be changed if it is selected at an OP2
and has to be changed by pressing the "CHG" button. As long as the "CHG" mode is active on
OP2, the setpoint can be selected but not edited from other HMI devices.

Connections
Name
DIS

ST1, ST2

SAV

KEY

NAM
FOR
MIN

Description

Initialization I/O:
The system name refers to FB @DIS and therefore establishes the assignment to at least
one display device.
(Initialization connection)
The inputs specify the USS station addresses of the display devices at which the setpoint
can be displayed and edited. These stations must be controlled by the @DIS central block
that is referenced by the block with connection DIS. Each bit represents a station. The
following table lists the bit assignments to the USS station addresses:
Input
Bit 16
Bit 15
...
Bit 2
Bit 1
ST1
15
14
...
1
0
ST2
30
...
17
16
(Initialization connection)
This input specifies whether to save the setpoint to battery-backed Save memory
(SAV = 1), or to volatile RAM (SAV = 0).
(Initialization connection)
Assigns the setpoint to the process data number on the display device. For OP2, the binary
value numbers 1 to 12 represent the keys V1 to V12, while the numbers 13 to 24 represent the keys V1 to V12 with Shift function. It is not allowed to configure other numbers
for OP2.
(Initialization connection)
Symbolic name for the value on the display device (OP2); maximum of eight characters. If
nothing is configured, the default name "SIGNALnn" is displayed on OP2. (Initialization
connection)
Number of digits after the decimal point for the display (only for blocks DISS and DISS_T)
(Initialization I/O)
Minimum value for input limiting on OP2 (only for the DISS, DISS_I, DISS_D and DISS_T
blocks)
(Initialization connection)

MAX

Maximum value for input limiting on OP2 (only for the DISS, DISS_I, DISS_D and DISS_T
blocks)
(Initialization connection)

XAL

Input XAL is routed to output Y as an alternative setpoint if ENI = 0. A feedback setpoint
can also be entered at this input if several setpoint sources are available

898

Default
empty

16#0001 for ST1,
16#0000 for ST2

0

1

Empty string
7
-1.0E38 for REAL,
-32768 for INT, 2147483648 for
DINT,
0.0 ms for SDTIME
1.0E38 for REAL.
32767 for INT.
2147483647 for
DINT. 1.0E38 ms
for SDTIME
0
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Name
ENI

Y
YTS

Description

Default

ENI = 1 enables the setpoint change for the display devices specified at inputs ST1 and
1
ST2. Input XAL is not
evaluated.
ENI = 0 routes input XAL to setpoint Y and also displays it on the display device. The value
cannot be changed at the display device. As the actual setpoint is always displayed on the
display device even if ENI = 0, a bumpless transition from ENI = 0 to ENI = 1 will be possible. The user is responsible for the bumpless changeover from ENI = 1 to ENI = 0.
The setpoint can be selected on the display device using the key that is specified at the
"KEY" input. Scaling factor and units are taken into account for the display on an OP2.
Output of configuration errors. A zero value indicates that a configuration error was found
and the block deactivates itself.
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Example 1
Setpoint change by a display device setpoint block

Example 2
Setpoint change from a display device setpoint block and an additional setpoint input
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Example 3
Setpoint change by setpoint blocks on several display devices and additional setpoint(s)

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
DISS
DISS_B
DISS_I; DISS_W
DISS_D
DISS_T
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

900

T400/PM5
17.0
FM458/PM6
5.6
T400/PM5
8.9
FM458/PM6
2.9
T400/PM5
8.1
FM458/PM6
2.7
T400/PM5
8.6
FM458/PM6
2.8
T400/PM5
9.0
FM458/PM6
3.0
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Additionally required blocks: @CSU or @USS_M, @DIS
Sampling time: same as @DIS
The block may not be deactivated by means of runtime group
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4.2.1.3

DISS1B
Display device, binary setpoint acquisition

Symbol

Short description
Function block for displaying and changing binary setpoints at up to 31 display devices (OP2).
The binary values can be selected on all display devices based on the same binary value
number. To enable the use of different numbers at the various display devices, you need to
configure separate blocks for each display device.
This function block works only in combination with function block @DIS that is needed to
initialize and control a display device.
The block supports alternative setpoint input from other sources. The block provides
corresponding IAL and ENI connections.
The specified computing time is only valid for one display device. For information on the
computing times for several display devices, refer to: Communication configuration, "Display"
utility.

Functional principle
The block transfers the format information to the associated @DIS central block to display the
binary value. In standard mode, it only fetches the actual binary value from central block
@DIS0R and transfers it to the central block. The central block controls data exchange with
the display device.
The binary value can be changed in any order on all configured OP2s. Output Q always
indicates the last change.
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Connections
Name
DIS

ST1, ST2

KEY

NAM
FAL

TRU
IAL
ENI

Q
YTS

902

Description

The system name refers to FB @DIS and therefore establishes the assignment to at least
one display device.
(Initialization connection)
The inputs specify the USS station addresses of the display units on which the binary value
can be displayed and edited. These stations must be controlled by the @DIS central block
that is referenced by the block with connection DIS. Each bit corresponds to a station. The
following table lists the bit assignments to the USS station addresses:
Input
Bit 16
Bit 15
...
Bit 2
Bit 1
ST1
15
14
...
1
0
ST2
30
...
17
16
(Initialization connection)
The input establishes the assignment of the binary value to the binary value number
of the display device. On OP2, the binary value numbers 1 to 4 represent keys B1 to B4,
while the numbers 5 to 32 represent the remaining OP2 binary value numbers. It is not
allowed to configure other numbers for OP2. (Initialization connection)
Symbolic name for the value on the display device (OP2); maximum of eight characters. If
nothing is configured, the default name "SIGNALnn" is displayed on OP2. (Initialization
connection)
Symbolic name for the False value (logical 0) on the display device (OP2); maximum of
eight characters. If nothing is configured here, the default "0" designation is displayed on
OP2.
(Initialization connection)
Symbolic name for the True value on the display device (OP2); maximum of eight characters. If nothing is configured here, the default "1" designation is displayed on OP2. (Initialization connection)
Input IAL is routed to output Q as alternative setpoint if ENI = 0. A feedback setpoint can
also be entered at this input if several different setpoint sources are available. (Initialization
connection)
ENI =1 enables the change of binary values on the display devices that are specified at
inputs ST1 and ST2. Input IAL is not evaluated.
If ENI=0, input IAL is routed to binary input Q and also displayed on the display device. The
value cannot be changed on the display device (OP2).
The binary setpoint can be selected on the display device based on the binary value number specified at input "KEY".
Output of configuration errors. A value unequal zero indicates that a configuration error
was found and the block deactivates itself.
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
Empty

16#0001 for ST1,
16#0000 for ST2

1

Empty string
Empty string

Empty string
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.1.4

T400/PM5
11.0
FM458/PM6
3.6
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Additionally required blocks: @CSU or @USS_M, @DISS
Sampling time: same as @DIS
The block may not be deactivated by means of runtime group

DISA, DISA_B, DISA_I, DISA_D, DISA_W, DISA_T
Display device, actual value acquisition

Symbol

Short description
The function block is used to display an actual value on up to 31 HMI devices (OP2 or VD1)
This function block only operates in combination with FB @DIS that is required to initialize
and control HMI devices.
The function blocks DISA, DISA_x differ with regard to the data type of actual value input X:
DISA:
DISA_B:
DISA_I:
DISA_D:
DISA_W:
DISA_T:

REAL
BOOL
INT
DINT
WORD
SDTIME

Other data types (BYTE, DWORD, STRING, GLOBAL) cannot be configured.
The specified computing time is only valid for one HMI device. For information on computing
times for several HMI devices, refer to: Communication configuration, "Display" utility.
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Functional principle
The block transfers the format information to the relevant @DIS central block to display the
actual value. In standard mode, it only fetches the actual value itself from the central block.
The central block controls transmission to the display device. The actual value only
transmitted if selected on the display device.

Connections
Name
DIS

ST1, ST2

KEY

NAM
FOR
X
YTS

904

Description

The system name refers to FB @DIS and therefore establishes the assignment to at least
one display device.
(Initialization connection)
The inputs specify the USS station addresses of the display devices at which the setpoint
can be displayed and edited. These stations must be controlled by the @DIS central block
that is referenced by the block with connection DIS. (Initialization connection)
Each bit represents a station. The following table lists the bit assignments to the USS station addresses:
Input
Bit 16
Bit 15
...
Bit 2
Bit 1
ST1
15
14
...
1
0
ST2
30
...
17
16
Assignment of the actual value to the process data number on the display device. On OP2,
the process data numbers 1 to 12 represent the keys V1 to V12, while the numbers 13 to
24 represent the keys V1 to V12 with shift function. It is not allowed to configure other
numbers for OP2.
(Initialization connection)
Symbolic name for the value on the display device (OP2); maximum of eight characters. If
nothing is configured, the default name "SIGNALnn" is displayed on OP2. (Initialization
connection)
Number of places after the decimal point for the display (only for blocks DISA and DISA_T)
The actual value can be selected on the display device based on the key specified at input
"KEY". The scaling factor and units are taken into account for display on an OP2.
Output of configuration errors. A zero value indicates that a configuration error was found
and the block deactivates itself.
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
empty

16#0001 for ST1,
16#0000 for ST2

1

Empty string
7
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
DISA
DISA_B; DISA_D
DISA_I
DISA_W
DISA_T
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.1.5

T400/PM5
10.9
FM458/PM6
3.6
T400/PM5
6.7
FM458/PM6
2.2
T400/PM5
6.5
FM458/PM6
2.1
T400/PM5
6.3
FM458/PM6
2.1
T400/PM5
6.4
FM458/PM6
2.1
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Additionally required blocks: @CSU or @USS_M, @DIS
Sampling time: same as @DIS
The block may not be deactivated by means of runtime group

DISA1B
Display device, binary actual value acquisition

Symbol

Short description
Function block used for the output of a binary actual value to up to 31 display devices (OP2).
The binary value can be selected on all devices based on the same binary value number. If
you also want to use different numbers on the various display devices, you need to configure
a separate block for each display device.
This function block only works in combination with function block @DIS that is required to
initialize and control a display device.
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The specified computing time is only valid for one display device. For information on the
computing times for several display devices, refer to: Communication configuration, "Display"
utility.

Functional principle
The block transfers the format information to the associated @DIS central block to display the
binary value. In standard mode, it only transfers the binary value itself to the central block.
Central block @DIS controls transmission to the display device.

Connections
Name
DIS

ST1, ST2

KEY

NAM
FAL

TRU
I
YTS

906

Description

The system name refers to FB @DIS and therefore establishes the assignment to at least
one display device.
(Initialization connection)
The inputs specify the USS station addresses of the display devices on which the binary
value is displayed. These stations must be controlled by the @DIS central block that is referenced by the block with connection DIS. Each bit corresponds to a station. The following
table lists the bit assignments to the USS station addresses:
Input
Bit 16
Bit 15
...
Bit 2
Bit 1
ST1
15
14
...
1
0
ST2
30
...
17
16
Initialization I/O
The input establishes the assignment of the binary value to the binary number of the display device. On OP2, the binary value numbers 1 to 4 represent the keys B1 to B4, while
the numbers 5 to 32 represent the remaining OP2 binary value numbers. It is not allowed
to configure other numbers for OP2. (Initialization connection)
Symbolic name for the value on the display device (OP2);
maximum of eight characters. If nothing is configured, the default name "SIGNALnn" is
displayed on OP2. (Initialization connection)
Symbolic name for the False value (logical 0) on the display device (OP2); maximum of
eight characters. If nothing is configured here, the default "0" designation is displayed on
OP2.
(Initialization connection)
Symbolic name for the True value on the display device (OP2); maximum of eight characters. If nothing is configured here, the default "1" designation is displayed on OP2. (Initialization connection)
The binary actual value can be selected on the display device based on the binary value
number specified at input "KEY".
Output of configuration errors. A value unequal zero indicates that a configuration error
was found and the block deactivates itself.
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
empty

16#0001 for ST1,
16#0000 for ST2

1

Empty string
Empty string

Empty string
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

T400/PM5
10.0
FM458/PM6
3.3
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Additionally required blocks: @CSU or @USS_M, @DISS
Sampling time: same as @DIS
The block may not be deactivated by means of runtime group

4.2.2

Communication utility time synchronization

4.2.2.1

RTCCPU
Setting the module clock

Symbol

Short description
This function block is used to set the system time on the CPU, The term system time denotes
the date and time of day.
The RTCCPU function block may only be configured once in each rack and only in the CPU on
the "extreme left" CPU, because the system time from this CPU is broadcast within the rack by
means operating system mechanisms.
This FB is not suitable for broadcasting and synchronizing the system time across several
racks. In this case, the RTCM function block should be used.
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Functional principle
The function block accepts the time, available at inputs XYR, XMO, XDA, XHR and XMI for a
positive edge at input IS. It then sets the system time to the new time.
If an illegal value is present at one of the inputs which is used to enter the time (refer to the
subsequent table), then the input error bit at binary output QF is set to 1. In this case, the
system time remains unchanged.
When the system first runs-up, and after the battery back-up of the real-time clock fails, the
system time starts at the 1st of January 1993 00:00. If battery back-up is present, the clock
continues to run, even when the CPU is powered-down, and is used as system time when the
system runs-up.
The synchronization of all of the clocks of all CPUs within a rack is realized, as operating
system service, by the CPU which is inserted the furthest left. Synchronization is realized
every minute.
If the RTCM function block is simultaneously configured, after a RESET, the RTCM initializes
the time and also distributes the system time in cyclic operation.

Permissible input range:
Input
XYR
XMO
XDA
XHR
XMI

Permissible input range
1984 ... 2083
1 ... 12
1 ... 31
0 ... 23
0 ... 59

Unit
Year
Month
Day
Hour
Minute

Connections
Name
XYR
XMO
XDA
XHR
XMI
IS

QF

908

Description

Year setting; the year must be entered as a four-digit number
Month reference variable
Day reference variable
Hour setting;
Minute setting;
Setting signal; The values are transferred into the CPU real-time clock using a positive edge
at this input. The values are checked before being transferred. If a value is illegal, it is not
transferred, and is displayed with QF=1 at the output "input error". Output QF is reset when
the values are transferred.
Input error; this output indicates whether the last setting was activated (QF=0), or whether
activation was rejected due to an invalid value (QF=1).
Configuration error (QF=1)
The FB was configured on a T400. In this case, it is not possible to set the system time.

Default

1999
1
1
0
0
(the input is
always set to 0 in
the initialization
mode of the FB)
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.2.2

PM5
FM458/PM6
Yes
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

4.0
1.3

RTCM
System time broadcast

Symbol

Short description
This function block is used to synchronize and broadcast the system time throughout the rack
and to adjust the system time. The term system time denotes the date and time of day. The
system time is distributed via CS12/13/14.
The function block RTCM can only be configured in a sampling interval 128 ms ≤ TA ≤
512 ms.
The RTCM function block may only be configured once for each rack and only on the CPU that
is inserted "on the extreme left" of the rack.

Functional principle
Based on the TM input settings and while initialization mode is active, the RTCM function
block searches for the module that controls the system time source (master system time) for
the entire rack. The master system time can come from its "own" CPU, a CSH11, an MM3, or a
CS22.
The function block then searches all CS12/13/14 modules for broadcasting the system time to
other racks.
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Once all initialization tasks have been completed, the function block updates the system time
at cyclic intervals of 10 seconds in the communication buffer (for local system time
synchronization on the rack) and on all CS12/13/14 modules.
It is not necessary to configure additional RTCM function blocks on the other CPUs of the rack
in order to broadcast the system time in the local rack. The system time is synchronized
automatically between the CPUs of the rack.
If the configured name of its own CPU is specified at input TM, it defines the system time
itself. In this case, the block inputs XYR, XMO, XDA, XHR and XMI are read at the 0 to 1
transition at input IS and activated as system time. As long as the IS block input is not set, the
system time starts with the time from battery-backed memory, or at the default date/time
1.1.1993 00:00.
Valid settings for the manipulated variables:
Set input
XYR
XMO
XDA
XHR
XMI

Set input range

00, 01, ... , 80 und 94, 95, ... , 99
01, 02, ... , 12
01, 02, ... , 31
00, 01, ... , 23
00, 01, ... , 59

Unit

Year
Month
Day
Hour
Minute

Invalid settings of the month, day, hour and minute at the block inputs trigger an entry in the
communication error field and the function block is deactivated (the error number is output
at the YTS connection as well).
If a module name other than the own configured module name is set at the TM connection,
the XYR, XMO, XDA, XHR, XMI and IS block inputs are only evaluated on failure of the
configured source.
Block output TS indicates whether the system time was received only in the current
processing cycle (TS = 0), or whether it was self-controlled (TS = 1).
Usually, the system time is received from the module whose configured name was specified
at input TM. If the system time is no longer generated there, then the RTCM automatically
changes to its internal system time and uses this as master system time. This changeover is
indicated at output TS.
If a deviation of more than 100 ms is identified in the two synchronization intervals between
the master system time and internal time, RTCM interprets this deviation as system time
adjustment (for example, when changing from summer to winter time).
Block output TUC indicates how many system time adjustments the function block has
already identified (does not apply for the waiting time of MM3; for MM3 as time master, only
one failure of the MM3 results as source to an increase at TUC I/O).
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Connections
Name
TM

XYR

XMO
XDA
XHR
XMI
IS

TS

TUC

YTS
QTS

Description

Initialization connection for the configured coupling module name to be used for "retrieving" the
master system time.
Valid year setting;
XYR = 00 to XYR = 80 and XYR = 94 to XYR = 99.
The block input is only read when IS changes from 0 to 1 and if the configured name of its own
CPU module is specified at TM.
Valid month setting; XMO = 01 to XMO = 12 (requirement as for block input XYR).
Valid day setting; XDA = 01 to XDA = 31 (requirement as for block input XYR).
Valid hour setting; XHR=00 ri XHR=23 (requirement as for block input XYR).
Minutes, valid setting XMI=00 to XMI=59 (requirement as for block input XYR).
Adjustment trigger
The master system time is updated at the 0 to 1 transition in accordance with block inputs XYR,
XMO, XDA, XHR and XMI. Block output TUC is incremented, if necessary (on deviations greater
than 100 ms).
The IS connection is only processed if its own module name was configured at the TM connection.
System time source
This output indicates whether the master system time is received from the module configured at
input TM (TS = 0), or whether it is self-controlled (TS = 1), for example, on failure of the master
system time.
System time version counter
If RTCM identifies a deviation of more than 100 ms between the master system time and its internal time between two synchronization intervals, it interprets this deviation as system time
adjustment. The TUC block output is always incremented after a system time adjustment (for
MM3, only for a failure, not when the time is adjusted).
All temporary and irreparable errors are indicated at this block output.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Output QTS indicates whether or not the block was successfully initialized (QTS = 1), or whether
it entered the inactive state (QTS = 0) after a communication error message was entered.

Default

97

1
1
0
0
0

0

0

0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

50.0
16.5
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4.2.3

Coupling central blocks

4.2.3.1

@CEP
EP coupling central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors the coupling to EP modules (EP3).
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms .
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
Once coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors for proper logon of the
transmitters and receivers, as well as the operating state of the EP module.
It also performs a re-organization, if necessary.
Block outputs ECL, ECO and CDM are updated at each processing cycle.
You can set the CDV input to reorganize (format) the entire data interface. This option should
be used, if
• an application (e.g. message evaluation function block MSI)
• the network manager (function block @NMC)
report that they can no longer logon a channel to the data interface as sufficient memory
space is not available.
Repeated setting of the CDV block input is only taken into account if the input was reset (i.e.
to 0) for the duration of at least 2 sampling times. Otherwise, the connection setting will be
ignored.
The ECL and ECO block inputs specify the operating state of the EP module:
ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates the currently faultless state of the EP module.
ECL = 0 and ECO > 0 indicates an error state that you can eliminate.
ECL > 0 and ECO > 0, indicates a current irreparable error state that you cannot rectify.
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Block output CDM indicates the coupling state. The connection is set to 1 if the coupling is
enabled for general transmission/receiving operation. The CDM block output is set to 0 as
long as initialization of the coupling is still busy or resumed (on temporary malfunction), or
while memory is being reorganized (cf. the CDV connection).
The computing time information in the technical specification refers to the typical job
processing.
During re-organization, the computation time is extended over several processing cycles.

Connections
Name
CTS
CDV
ECL

ECO
CDM
QTS

Description

The configured name of the EP module is specified at this initialization input.
A CDV = 0 to CDV = 1 transition initiates reorganization of the data interface memory.
Error class output. ECL > 0 indicates an irreparable error. The output should always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECO block output.
Error code output. ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates that no error is pending. If ECO > 0 indicates a configuration error (ECL = 0), or an irreparable error (ECL > 0). The output should
always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECL block output.
Specifies the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1).
Operating state of the function block. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1
indicates faultless operation of the function block.

Default
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.3.2

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

130.0
42.9

@CMM
Communication buffer module central block

Symbol
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Short description
The central block @CMM initializes and monitors the communications buffer coupling.
Communication buffer coupling can be set up on all communication buffer modules.
The function block may only be configured once on each rack, as there is only one
communication buffer module available per rack. Multiple configuration is identified during
initialization and results in an entry in the communication error field.
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
Once coupling is enabled the central block monitors the correct logon of the senders and
receivers. If necessary, the block also launches a re-organization and updates block output
CDM at each processing cycle.
You can set the CDV input to reorganize (format) the entire data interface. This option should
be used, if
• an application (e.g. message evaluation function block MSI)
• the network manager (function block @NMC)
reports that you cannot logon additional channels to the data interface due to insufficient
memory resources.
Repeated setting of the CDV block input is only taken into account if the input was reset (i.e.
to 0) for the duration of at least 2 sampling times. Otherwise, the connection setting will be
ignored.
The CDM block output provides information on the coupling state. The connection is set to 1
if the coupling is enabled for general transmission/receiving operation. The CDM block output
is set to 0 as long as initialization of the coupling is still busy or resumed (on temporary
malfunction), or while memory is being reorganized (cf. the CDV connection).
The computing time information in the technical specification refers to the typical job
processing.
During re-organization, the computing time is extended
to 370 µs for the duration of several processing cycles.

Connections
Name
CTS
CDV
CDM
QTS

914

Description

The configured name of the communication buffer is specified at this initialization input.
A CDV = 0 to CDV = 1 transition initiates reorganization of the data interface memory.
Specifies the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1).
Operating state of the function block. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1
indicates faultless operation of the function block.

Default
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.3.3

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

21.7
7.2

@CS1
Rack coupling (master) central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors the master side of a rack coupling. The data
interface for this coupling is located on a CS12, CS13, or CS14 module.
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.
Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
Once the coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors the proper logon of
transmitters and receivers, as well as the logged on coupling partners on slave side (CS22). It
also performs a re-organization, if necessary. The CDM, NCP and SAn block outputs are
updated at each processing cycle.
You can set the CDV input to reorganize (format) the entire data interface. This option should
be used, if
• an application (e.g. message evaluation function block MSI)
• the network manager (function block @NMC)
Selecting function blocks
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reports that you cannot logon additional channels to the data interface due to insufficient
memory resources.
Repeated setting of the CDV block input is only taken into account if the input was reset (i.e.
to 0) for the duration of at least 2 sampling times. Otherwise, the connection setting will be
ignored.
Block output CDM indicates the coupling state. The connection is set to 1 if the coupling is
enabled for general transmission/receiving operation. The CDM block output is set to 0 as
long as initialization of the coupling is still busy or resumed (on temporary malfunction), or
while memory is being reorganized (cf. the CDV connection).
The computing time information in the technical specification refers to the typical job
processing. During re-organization, the computation time is extended over several processing
cycles.

Connections
Name
CTS
SNn
CDV
CDM
NCP
SAn
QTS

Description

The configured name of the CS12/13/14 module is specified at this initialization input.
Name of the slave rack whose activity is to be indicated at output SAn.
A CDV = 0 to CDV = 1 transition initiates reorganization of the data interface memory.
Specifies the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1).
Specifies the number of active slave racks (range of values 0...8)
Indicates the activity of the slave whose rack name is configured at SNn.
Operating state of the function block. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1
indicates faultless operation of the function block.

Default
Empty string
0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

916

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

150.0
49.5
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4.2.3.4

@CS2
Rack coupling (slave) central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors the rack coupling on slave side. The term slave
side denotes the rack in which the CS22 module is inserted.
The data interface (master side) for this coupling is located on a CS12, CS13, or CS14 module.
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms ≤ TA ≤ 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.

Functional principle
While the function block is being initialized, general preparations are made to enable the
coupling. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
Once the coupling has been enabled, the central block checks whether
• the master side is still present (deactivation of the rack containing the CS12/13/14
module),
• a re-organization (formatting the data interface) was initiated of the master side,
• The coupling is enabled from the master side.
Further, the central block monitors the number of active slaves (CS22). The CDA, NCP and
CDM block outputs are updated at each processing cycle.
Transmitters and receivers in the slave-side rack can only access the data interface at the
master side after the @CS2 central block has enabled the coupling. The enable is never set on
the slave side until it has been set on the master side.

Connections
Name

Description

CTS
MTS

The configured name of the CS22 module is specified at this initialization input.
The configured name of the CS12/13/14 module (the master) on which the interface is
located is specified at this initialization input
CDA = 1 that the data interface is currently being re-formatted. In this case, CDM = 0.
Specifies the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1).

CDA
CDM
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Name
NCP
QTS

Description

Specifies the number of active slaves (including itself) Range of values: 0...8.
Operating state of the function block. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1
indicates faultless operation of the function block.

Default
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.3.5

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

190.0
62.7

@CSD01
DUST1 coupling central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors the DUST1 coupling (CS7 with SS4 module).
The function block may only be configured in the sampling interval 32 ms ≤ TA ≤ 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
After the coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors that transmitters and
receivers correctly log-on as well as the operating status of the SS4 module. Block outputs
ECL, ECO and CDM are updated at each processing cycle.
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You can set input CDV to re-organize (format) the entire data interface. This option should be
used, if
• An application (for example, message evaluation function block MSI)
• the network manager (function block @NMC)
reports that you cannot logon additional channels to the data interface due to insufficient
memory resources.
Repeated setting of the CDV block input is only taken into account if the input was reset (i.e.
to 0) for the duration of at least 2 sampling times. Otherwise, the connection setting will be
ignored.
The ECL and ECO block inputs specify the operating state of the SS4 module:
ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates the currently faultless state of the SS4 module.
ECL = 0 and ECO > 0 indicates an error state that you can eliminate.
ECL > 0 and ECO > 0, indicates a current irreparable error state that you cannot rectify.
Block output CDM indicates the coupling state. The connection is set to 1 if the coupling is
enabled for general transmission/receiving operation. The CDM block output is 0 as long as
the coupling is being initialized or re-initialized (after a temporary fault) or while the memory
is being re-formatted (refer to the CDV input).
The QTS block output indicates the operating status of the function block. The I/O value
changes from 0 to 1 as soon as the coupling has been enabled for the first time. The value
changes from 1 to 0 as soon as an irreparable error has been identified. The output remains
at 0 (final condition) after a change from 1 to 0. The value remains at 0 if the function block
identifies an error condition during its initialization.
The computing time information in the technical specification refers to the typical job
processing. During re-organization, the computing time is extended up to 420 µs across
several processing cycles.

Connections
Name
CTS

BDR
TWU
CDV
ECL
ECO
CDM
QTS

Description

The configured name of the CS7 module and connector X01, X02 or X03 is specified at this
initialization input.
The baud rate in bit/s for the DUST1 protocol is specified at this initialization input. Valid values:
300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600 and 19200.
The DUST watchdog time is specified in milliseconds at this initialization input. Valid values are
1 to 999.
A CDV = 0 to CDV = 1 transition initiates reorganization of the data interface memory.
Error class output. ECL > 0 indicates an irreparable error. The output should always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECO block output.
Error code output. ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates that no error is pending. If ECO > 0 indicates a
configuration error (ECL = 0), or an irreparable error (ECL > 0). The output should always be
evaluated in direct relationship to the ECL block output.
Indicates a communication connection error (malfunction = 0,
OK = 1).
Block state. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1 indicates faultless operation of
the function block.
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.3.6

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

150.0
49.5

@CSD02
DUST2 coupling central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors the DUST2 coupling (CS7 with SS4 module) The
DUST2 coupling is the printer coupling.
The function block may only be configured in the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms
and in the communication FP "transmit". Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication
error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
After the coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors that transmitters and
receivers correctly log-on as well as the operating status of the SS4 module. It also performs a
re-organization, if necessary. Block outputs ECL, ECO and CDM are updated at each
processing cycle.
You can set the CDV input to reorganize (format) the entire data interface. This option should
be used, if
• an application (e.g. message evaluation function block MSI)
• the network manager (function block @NMC)
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reports that you cannot logon additional channels to the data interface due to insufficient
memory resources.
Repeated setting of the CDV block input is only taken into account if the input was reset (i.e.
to 0) for the duration of at least 2 sampling times. Otherwise, the connection setting will be
ignored.
The ECL and ECO block inputs specify the operating state of the SS4 module:
ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates the currently faultless state of the SS4 module.
ECL = 0 and ECO > 0 indicates an error state that you can eliminate.
ECL > 0 and ECO > 0, indicates a current irreparable error state that you cannot rectify.
Block output CDM indicates the coupling state. The connection is set to 1 if the coupling is
enabled for general transmission/receiving operation. The CDM block output is set to 0 as
long as initialization of the coupling is still busy or resumed (on temporary malfunction), or
while memory is being reorganized (cf. the CDV connection).
The QTS block output indicates the operating status of the function block. The output value
changes from 0 to 1 as soon as the coupling has been enabled for the first time. The value
changes from 1 to 0 as soon as an irreparable error has been identified. The output remains
at 0 (final condition) after a change from 1 to 0. The value remains at 0 if the function block
identifies an error condition during its initialization.
The computing time information in the technical specification refers to the typical job
processing. During re-organization, the computing time is extended up to 420 µs across
several processing cycles.

Connections
Name
CTS

BDR
PAR
FRM
CDV
ECL
ECO
CDM
QTS

Description

The configured name of the CS7 module and of connectors X01, X02 or X03 is specified at this
initialization input.
The baud rate in bit/s for the DUST2 protocol is specified at this initialization input. Valid values:
300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600 and 19200.
The parity is set at this initialization input. PAR = 1 odd parity, PAR = 0 even parity
Initialization connection for specifying whether to output text with standard format (FRM = 0), or
without standard format (FRM = 1). The standard format includes a left and right margin, narrow
font and the page break (valid for the printer: SIEMENS PT88).
A CDV = 0 to CDV = 1 transition initiates reorganization of the data interface memory.
Error class output. ECL > 0 indicates an irreparable error. The
The output Must always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECO block output.
Error code output. ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates that no error is pending. If ECO > 0 indicates a
configuration error (ECL = 0), or an irreparable error (ECL > 0). The output should always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECL block output.
Indicates a communication connection error (malfunction = 0,
OK = 1).
Block state. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1 indicates faultless operation of
the function block.
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9600
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.3.7

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

99.9
33.0

@CSD03
DUST3 coupling central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors the DUST3 coupling (CF7 with SS4 module). The
DUST3 coupling is a point-to-point connection to SIMATIC S5 or TELEPERM M.
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
After the coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors that transmitters and
receivers correctly log-on as well as the operating status of the SS4 module. It also performs a
re-organization, if necessary. Block outputs ECL, ECO and CDM are updated at each
processing cycle.
You can set input CDV to re-organize (format) the entire data interface. This option should be
used, if
• an application (e.g. message evaluation function block MSI)
• the network manager (function block @NMC)

922
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reports that you cannot logon additional channels to the data interface due to insufficient
memory resources.
Repeated setting of the CDV block input is only taken into account if the input was reset (i.e.
to 0) for the duration of at least 2 sampling times. Otherwise, the connection setting will be
ignored.
The ECL and ECO block inputs specify the operating state of the SS4 module:
ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates the currently faultless state of the SS4 module.
ECL = 0 and ECO > 0 indicates an error state that you can eliminate.
ECL > 0 and ECO > 0, indicates a current irreparable error state that you cannot rectify.
Block output CDM indicates the coupling state. The connection is set to 1 if the coupling is
enabled for general transmission/receiving operation. The CDM block output is set to 0 as
long as initialization of the coupling is still busy or resumed (on temporary malfunction), or
while memory is being reorganized (cf. the CDV connection).
The QTS block output indicates the operating status of the function block. The output value
changes from 0 to 1 as soon as the coupling has been enabled for the first time. The value
changes from 1 to 0 as soon as an irreparable error has been identified. The output remains
at 0 (final condition) after a change from 1 to 0.
The value remains at 0 if the function block identifies an error condition during its
initialization.
The computing time information in the technical specification refers to the typical job
processing. During re-organization, the computing time is extended up to 420 µs across
several processing cycles.
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Connections
Name
CTS

BDR
PRI
BCC
LS

CDV
ECL
ECO
CDM
QTS

Description

The configured name of the CS7 module and connector X01, X02 or X03 is specified at this
initialization input.
The baud rate in bit/s for the DUST3 protocol is specified at this initialization input. Valid
values: 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600 and 19200.
Initialization connection for specifying which one of the DUST3 nodes may start to repeat a
transmission in a conflict situation (both nodes transmit simultaneously): PRI = 0 for "no
priority", PRI = 1 for "with priority".
Initialization connection for specifying whether to run the protocol with block backup
(BCC = 1), or without block backup (BCC = 0).
Initialization connection for specifying the transport layer. LS = 0 for the RK512 protocol
(RK512 frame header, byte inversion, response frame), LS = 1 for the transparent RK512
protocol (only RK512 frame header) and with
LS = 2 for the 3964R protocol (without RK512 frame header).
A CDV = 0 to CDV = 1 transition initiates reorganization of the data interface memory.
Error class output. ECL > 0 indicates an irreparable error. The output should always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECO block output.
Error code output. ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates that no error is pending. If ECO > 0 indicates a configuration error (ECL = 0), or an irreparable error (ECL > 0). The output should
always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECL block output.
Indicates a communication connection error (malfunction = 0,
OK = 1).
Block state. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1 indicates faultless
operation of the function block.

Default

9600
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

924

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

99.9
33.0
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4.2.3.8

@CSD07
DUST7 coupling central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors the DUST7 coupling (CS7 with SS4 module). The
DUST7 coupling is a point-to-point connection with ASCII protocol.
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
After the coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors that transmitters and
receivers correctly log-on as well as the operating status of the SS4 module. It also performs a
re-organization, if necessary. Block outputs ECL, ECO and CDM are updated at each
processing cycle.
You can set input CDV to re-organize (format) the entire data interface. This option should be
used, if
• an application (e.g. message evaluation function block MSI)
• the network manager (function block @NMC)
reports that you cannot logon additional channels to the data interface due to insufficient
memory resources.
Repeated setting of the CDV block input is only taken into account if the input was reset (i.e.
to 0) for the duration of at least 2 sampling times. Otherwise, the connection setting will be
ignored.
The ECL and ECO block inputs specify the operating state of the SS4 module:
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ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates the currently faultless state of the SS4 module.
ECL = 0 and ECO > 0 indicates an error state that you can eliminate.
ECL > 0 and ECO > 0, indicates a current irreparable error state that you cannot rectify.
Block output CDM indicates the coupling state. The connection is set to 1 if the coupling is
enabled for general transmission/receiving operation. The CDM block output is set to 0 as
long as initialization of the coupling is still busy or resumed (on temporary malfunction), or
while memory is being reorganized (cf. the CDV connection).
The QTS block output indicates the operating status of the function block. The output value
changes from 0 to 1 as soon as the coupling has been enabled for the first time. The value
changes from 1 to 0 as soon as an irreparable error has been identified. The output remains
at 0 (final condition) after a change from 1 to 0. The value remains at 0 if the function block
identifies an error condition during its initialization.
The computing time information in the technical specification refers to the typical job
processing. During re-organization, the computing time is extended up to 420 µs across
several processing cycles.

Connections
Name
CTS

BDR
BLE
SPB
PAR
HHS
ERN

ER1
ER2
ETN

ET1
ET2
CDV

926

Description

The configured name of the CS7 module and connector X01, X02 or X03 is specified at this
initialization input.
The bit rate in bit/s for the DUST7 protocol is specified at this initialization input. Valid values: 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600 and 19200.
The length of the string to be transmitted is specified at this initialization connection: BLE =
0 for 7 bits, BLE = 1 for 8 bits.
The number of stop bits is specified at this initialization connection:
SPB = 0 for 1 stop bit, SPB = 1 for 1.5 stop bits, or SPB = 2 for 2 stop bits.
The parity is set at this initialization input. PAR = 0 = no parity, PAR = 1 = odd parity, or PAR
= 2 = even parity
Initialization connection for specifying whether the CTS and RTS lines can be used to control V24 data transmission (HHS = 1), or not used (HHS = 0).
Initialization connection for specifying the number of end of receive characters.
ERN = 0 = no end of receive characters, ERN = 1, end of receive character 1 from ER1 input,
and for ERN = 2, the end of receive characters 1 and 2 are expected from the ER1 and ER2
inputs.
Initialization connection for specifying the first end of receive character Only relevant if
ERN = 1 or ERN = 2.
Initialization connection for specifying the first end of receive character. Only relevant, if
ERN = 2.
Initialization connection for specifying the number of end of transmission characters. ETN =
0, no end of transmission characters, ETN = 1 with end of transmission character 1 from
the ET1 connection, and ET=2 for transmission of the end of transmission characters 1 and
2 from inputs ET1 and ET2.
Initialization connection for specifying the first end of transmission character. Only relevant
if ETN = 1 or ETN = 2.
Initialization connection for specifying the second end of transmission character. Only
relevant if ETN = 2.
A CDV = 0 to CDV = 1 transition initiates reorganization of the data interface memory.

Default

9600
0
0
0
0
0

16#00
16#00
16#00

16#00
16#00
0
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Name
ECL

ECO
CDM
QTS

Description

Error class output. ECL > 0 indicates an irreparable error. The output should always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECO block output.
Error code output. ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates that no error is pending. If ECO > 0 indicates a configuration error (ECL = 0), or an irreparable error (ECL > 0). The output should
always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECL block output.
Indicates a communication connection error (malfunction = 0,
OK = 1).
Block state. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1 indicates faultless operation of the function block.

Default
0
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.3.9

T400/PM5
150.0
FM458/PM6
49.5
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may not be deactivated by means of runtime
group

@CSH11
SINEC H1 coupling central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors the SINEC H1 coupling (CSH11 module).
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
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After the coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors that transmitters and
receivers correctly log-on as well as the operating status of the CSH11 module. It also
performs a re-organization, if necessary. Block outputs ECL, ECO and CDM are updated at
each processing cycle.
You can set the CDV input to reorganize (format) the entire data interface. This option should
be used, if
• an application (e.g. message evaluation function block MSI)
• the network manager (function block @NMC)
reports that you cannot logon additional channels to the data interface due to insufficient
memory resources.
Repeated setting of the CDV block input is only taken into account if the input was reset (i.e.
to 0) for the duration of at least 2 sampling times. Otherwise, the connection setting will be
ignored.
The ECL and ECO block outputs specify the operating state of the CSH11 module:
ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates the currently faultless state of the CH11 module.
ECL = 0 and ECO > 0 indicates an error state that you can eliminate.
ECL > 0 and ECO > 0, indicates a current irreparable error state that you cannot rectify.
Block output CDM indicates the coupling state. The connection is set to 1 if the coupling is
enabled for general transmission/receiving operation. The CDM block output is set to 0 as
long as initialization of the coupling is still busy or resumed (on temporary malfunction), or
while memory is being reorganized (cf. the CDV connection).
The QTS block output indicates the operating status of the function block. The output value
changes from 0 to 1 as soon as the coupling has been enabled for the first time. The value
changes from 1 to 0 as soon as an irreparable error has been identified. The output remains
at 0 (final condition) after a change from 1 to 0. The value remains at 0 if the function block
identifies an error condition during its initialization.

Connections
Name
CTS
MAA
CDV
ECL
ECO
CDM
QTS

928

Description

The configured name of the CSH11 module is specified at this initialization input.
The station address (Ethernet address) for the CSH11 module is specified at this initialization input. The address consists of precisely 12 characters. All hexadecimal characters are
permitted.
A CDV = 0 to CDV = 1 transition initiates reorganization of the data interface memory.
Error class output. ECL > 0 indicates an irreparable error. The output should always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECO block output.
Error code output. ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates that no error is pending. If ECO > 0 indicates a configuration error (ECL = 0), or an irreparable error (ECL > 0). The output should
always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECL block output.
Specifies the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1).
Operating state of the function block. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1
indicates faultless operation of the function block.

Default
Empty string
0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.3.10

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

150.0
49.5

@CSL2F
PROFIBUS FMS coupling central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors the PROFIBUS FMS coupling (CS7 and SS5
module).
The function block may only be configured in the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms
and in the communication FP "transmit". Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication
error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
After the coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors that transmitters and
receivers are correctly logged-on and the operating status of the SS5 module. It also performs
a re-organization, if necessary. Block outputs ECL, ECO and CDM are updated at each
processing cycle.
You can set input CDV to re-organize (format) the entire data interface. This option should be
used, if
• an application (e.g. message evaluation function block MSI)
• the network manager (function block @NMC)
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report that they can no longer logon a channel to the data interface as sufficient memory
space is not available.
Repeated setting of the CDV block input is only taken into account if the input was reset (i.e.
to 0) for the duration of at least 2 sampling times. Otherwise, the connection setting will be
ignored.
The ECL and ECO block inputs specify the operating state of the SS5 module:
ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates the currently faultless state of the SS5 module.
ECL = 0 and ECO > 0 indicates an error state that you can eliminate.
ECL > 0 and ECO > 0, indicates a current irreparable error state that you cannot rectify.
Block output CDM indicates the coupling state. The connection is set to 1 if the coupling is
enabled for general transmission/receiving operation. The CDM block output is 0 as long as
the coupling is being initialized or re-initialized (after a temporary fault) or while the memory
is being re-formatted (refer to the CDV input).
The QTS block output indicates the operating status of the function block. The output value
changes from 0 to 1 as soon as the coupling has been enabled for the first time. The value
changes from 1 to 0 as soon as an irreparable error has been identified. The output remains
at 0 (final condition) after a change from 1 to 0. The value remains at 0 if the function block
identifies an error condition during its initialization.
The computing time information in the technical specification refers to the typical job
processing. During re-organization, the computing time is extended up to 420 µs across
several processing cycles.

Connections
Name
CTS

MAA
BDR

CDV
ECL
ECO
CDM
QTS

930

Description

The configured name of the CS7 module and connector X01, X02 or X03 is specified at this
initialization input.
The station address for the SS5 module is specified at this initialization input. The setting
consists of a number from 1 to 126.
The permissible baud rate for the FMS protocol is specified at this initialization input. The valid
value settings are coded as follows:
0 = 9600 Bd
1 = 19200 Bd
2 = 93750 Bd
3 = 187500 Bd
4 = 500 kBd
5 = 1.5 MBd
A CDV = 0 to CDV = 1 transition initiates reorganization of the data interface memory.
Error class output. ECL > 0 indicates an irreparable error. The output should always be
evaluated in direct relationship to the ECO block output.
Error code output. ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates that no error is pending. If ECO > 0
indicates a configuration error (ECL = 0), or an irreparable error (ECL > 0). The output should
always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECL block output.
Information about communications connection errors (malfunction = 0, OK = 1).
Block state. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1 indicates faultless operation of
the function block.

Default

1
4

0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.3.11

T400/PM5
150.0
FM458/PM6
49.5
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may not be deactivated by means of runtime
group

@CSL2L
PROFIBUS FDL central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors the PROFIBUS FDL coupling (CS7 and SS5 module).
The function block may only be configured in the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms
and in the communication FP "transmit". Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication
error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
After the coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors that transmitters and
receivers are correctly logged-on and the operating status of the SS5 module. It also performs
a re-organization, if necessary. Block outputs ECL, ECO and CDM are updated at each
processing cycle.
You can set input CDV to re-organize (format) the entire data interface. This option should be
used, if
• an application (e.g. message evaluation function block MSI)
• the network manager (function block @NMC)
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report that they can no longer logon a channel to the data interface as sufficient memory
space is not available.
Repeated setting of the CDV block input is only taken into account if the input was reset (i.e.
to 0) for the duration of at least 2 sampling times. Otherwise, the connection setting will be
ignored.
The ECL and ECO block inputs specify the operating state of the SS5 module:
ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates the currently faultless state of the SS5 module.
ECL = 0 and ECO > 0 indicates an error state that you can eliminate.
ECL > 0 and ECO > 0, indicates a current irreparable error state that you cannot rectify.
Block output CDM indicates the coupling state. The connection is set to 1 if the coupling is
enabled for general transmission/receiving operation. The CDM block output is 0 as long as
the coupling is being initialized or re-initialized (after a temporary fault) or while the memory
is being re-formatted (refer to the CDV input).
The QTS block output indicates the operating status of the function block. The output value
changes from 0 to 1 as soon as the coupling has been enabled for the first time. The value
changes from 1 to 0 as soon as an irreparable error has been identified.
The computing time information in the technical specification refers to the typical job
processing. During re-organization, the computing time is extended up to 420 µs across
several processing cycles.

Connections
Name
CTS

MAA
BDR

AST
CDV
ECL
ECO
CDM
QTS

932

Description

The configured name of the CS7 module and connector X01, X02 or X03 is specified at this
initialization input.
The PROFIBUS address for the SS5 module is specified at this initialization input. The setting
consists of a number from 0 to 126.
The permissible baud rate in bit/s for the FDL protocol is specified at this initialization input.
The valid value settings are coded as follows:
0 = 9600 Bd
1 = 19200 Bd
2 = 93750 Bd
3 = 187500 Bd
4 = 500 kBd
5 = 1.5 MBd
The number of active stations which are connected to the same SINEC L2 bus, are specified
at this initialization input. The data entry consists of a number from 1 to 126 and should
approximately correspond to the actual situation.
A CDV = 0 to CDV = 1 transition initiates reorganization of the data interface memory.
Error class output. ECL > 0 indicates an irreparable error. The output should always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECO block output.
Error code output. For ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 or ECO = 6, there is no error condition. If ECO >
0 indicates a configuration error (ECL = 0), or an irreparable error (ECL > 0). The output
should always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECL block output.
Information about communications connection errors (malfunction = 0, OK = 1).
Block state. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1 indicates faultless operation of the function block.

Default

0
4

10
0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.3.12

T400/PM5
150.0
FM458/PM6
49.5
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may not be
disabled by means of runtime group

@CSMPI
MPI coupling central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors the MPI coupling (CS7 with SS52 module).
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed. After the coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors that transmitters
and receivers correctly log-on as well as the operating status of the SS52 module. Block
outputs ECL, ECO and CDM are updated at each processing cycle. The computing time
information in the technical specification refers to the typical job processing.

Connections
Name
CTS
ECL

Description

The configured name of the CS7 module and connector X01, X02 or X03 is specified at this
initialization input.
Error class output. ECL > 0 indicates an irreparable error. The output should always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECO block output.
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Name
ECO

CDM
QTS

Description

Error code output. ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates that no error is pending. If ECO > 0 indicates a configuration error (ECL = 0), or an irreparable error (ECL > 0). The output should
always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECL block output. For more information on
ECL and ECO, refer to: MPI coupling configuration instructions.
Indicates the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1)
Block state:
QTS = 1: Block is in operation
QTS = 0: Block is deactivated with an entry in the communication error field.

Default

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

934

T400/PM5
150.0
FM458/PM6
49.5
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may not be deactivated by means of runtime
group
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4.2.3.13

@CSPRO
PROFIBUS DP central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors the PROFIBUS DP coupling (CS7 and SS52
module).
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed. After the coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors that transmitters
and receivers correctly log-on as well as the operating status of the SS52 module. Block
outputs ECL, ECO and CDM are updated at each processing cycle. The computing time
information in the technical specification refers to the typical job processing.

Connections
Name
CTS

MAA
BDR

Description

Default

The configured name of the CS7 module and connector X01, X02 or X03 is specified at this
initialization input.
The PROFIBUS address for the SS52 module is specified at this initialization input. The set1
ting consists of a number from 1 to 123.
The baud rate is set at this initialization input. The valid value settings are coded as follows: 5
0 = 9.6 kBd
1 = 19.2 kBd
2 = 93.75 kBd
3 = 187.5 kBd
4 = 500 kBd
5 = 1.5 MBd
6 = 3 MBd
7 = 6 MBd
8 = 12 MBd
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Name
SLA

LCC

ECL
ECO

CDM
QTS

Description

Initialization connection for only-slave functionality:
0: SS52 operates as PROFIBUS master and/or slave. A COM PROFIBUS database must be
loaded.
1 or 2: SS52 operates only in PROFIBUS slave mode without COM PROFIBUS database
1: Slave with inputs or outputs
2: Slave with inputs and outputs
Initialization connection for the time in which the SS52 module monitors the SIMADYN
host CPU:
<0: No monitoring
0...10: Monitoring time = 1 s (default)
>10: Monitoring time in 1/10 s
Error class output. ECL > 1 indicates an irreparable error. The output should always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECO block output.
Error code output. ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates that no error is pending. ECL = 0 and ECO
> 0 indicates a configuration error. The output should always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECL block output. For more information on ECL and ECO, refer to:
PROFIBUS DP coupling configuration instructions
Specifies the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1).
Block state. QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1 indicates faultless operation of the function block.

Default
0

10

0
0

0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
150.0
FM458/PM6
49.5
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may not be deactivated by means of runtime
group
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4.2.3.14

@CSU
USS master central block

Symbol

Short description
The function block initializes and monitors the USS master coupling (CS7 with SS4 module).
The function block may only be configured for the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms.
Otherwise, an entry is made in the communication error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
After the coupling has been enabled, the central block monitors that transmitters and
receivers correctly log-on as well as the operating status of the SS4 module. It also performs a
re-organization, if necessary. Block outputs ECL, ECO and CDM are updated at each
processing cycle.
You can set the CDV input to reorganize (format) the entire data interface. This option should
be used, if
• an application (e.g. message evaluation function block MSI)
• the network manager (function block @NMC)
reports that you cannot logon additional channels to the data interface due to insufficient
memory resources.
Repeated setting of the CDV block input is only taken into account if the input was reset (i.e.
to 0) for the duration of at least 2 sampling times. Otherwise, the connection setting will be
ignored.
The ECL and ECO block inputs specify the operating state of the SS4 module:
ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates the currently faultless state of the SS4 module.
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ECL = 0 and ECO > 0 indicates an error state that you can eliminate.
ECL > 0 and ECO > 0, indicates a current irreparable error state that you cannot rectify.
Block output CDM indicates the coupling state. The connection is set to 1 if the coupling is
enabled for general transmission/receiving operation. The CDM block output is set to 0 as
long as initialization of the coupling is still busy or resumed (on temporary malfunction), or
while memory is being reorganized (cf. the CDV connection).
The QTS block output indicates the operating status of the function block. The output value
changes from 0 to 1 as soon as the coupling has been enabled for the first time. The value
changes from 1 to 0 as soon as an irreparable error has been identified. The output remains
at 0 (final condition) after a change from 1 to 0.
The value remains at 0 if the function block identifies an error condition during its
initialization.
The computing time information in the technical specification refers to the typical job
processing. During re-organization, the computing time is extended up to 420 µs across
several processing cycles.

Connections
Name
CTS

BDR
MTL

NPL
P01...P31

CDV
ECL
ECO
CDM
QTS

938

Description

The configured name of the CS7 module and connector X01, X02 or X03 is specified at this
initialization input.
The baud rate in bit/s for the USS protocol is specified at this initialization input. Valid values: 9600, 19200, 38400, 93750, 187500.
This initialization input is used to specify whether to transmit mirror frames. The content of
a mirror frame is returned immediately by the addressed slave in the response frame (mirrored).
If MTL=1, mirror frames are transmitted to all configured slaves.
If MTL = 0, data frames are exchanged with the configured slaves.
The number of valid entries in the circulating list is specified at this initialization connection. If NPL = 0, the circulating list is not processed. In this case, the slaves are addressed in
ascending order based on their station address. Valid values: 0 ... 31.
The sequence in which the connected slaves are addressed is defined at these initialization
inputs. The value of the connection is interpreted as the station address of the slave. If a
slave is configured a multiple number of times in the circulating list, then this slave is addressed more frequently. Only entries that are configured based on the NPL connections
are checked and entered in the circulating list. The remaining connections are irrelevant.
The configuration may not contain any gaps. Valid values: 0 ... 30.
A CDV = 0 to CDV = 1 transition initiates reorganization of the data interface memory.
Error class output. ECL > 0 indicates an irreparable error. The output should always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECO block output.
Error code output. ECL = 0 and ECO = 0 indicates that no error is pending. If ECO > 0 indicates a configuration error (ECL = 0), or an irreparable error (ECL > 0). The output should
always be evaluated in direct relationship to the ECL block output.
Indicates a communication connection error (malfunction = 0,
OK = 1).
Block state. QTS=0 indicates an irreparable error; QTS=1
indicates faultless operation of the function block.

Default

19200
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.4

Network

4.2.4.1

@NMC

T400/PM5
39.3
FM458/PM6
13.0
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may not be deactivated by means of runtime
group

Network, central block

Symbol

Short description
The @NMC central block is the network manager. It is responsible for all logistics tasks of the
three network components "static network", "unswitched network" and "network status".
In addition to function block @NMC, you must configure the NRI FBs and/or the NTC/NTD FBs
for practical use of the network. It is possible to query the network status by means of the
NSI/NSL function blocks.
@NMC may only be configured once per rack. You also need to configure a communication
buffer module with C bus connection (e.g. MM11 or MM3) and at least one CS I/O module
(CS12/13/14, CS22, CSH11, or CS7).
When creating networks, always ensured that the configurable rack names are unique
throughout the complete network.
Moreover, the name string of all configured module names must have a length of exactly six
characters, with last character corresponding to the following module type ID:
• = CPU modules (PM5, PM6, ...)
• A= Communication buffer modules (MM11, MM3, MM4, ...)
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• B= Rack coupling modules (CS12/13/14, or CS22)
• C= Other communication modules (CSH11, CS7 with SS4, SS5)
or SS52)
All module types not listed are ignored by the network and are therefore not subject to the
conventions mentioned.
The conventions regarding name assignment are not checked; the configuring engineer is
solely responsible in ensuring this.

Functional principle
The @NMC central block retrieves and manages all information that is necessary for
processing the network tasks and, if necessary, makes these available to one of the three
network components.
@NMC also "knows" all data interfaces in "its" rack and all racks in the network. A rack is
automatically on the network if a @NMC is configured on a CPU.

940
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The network consists of three independent components:
1. unswitched network
The unswitched network can be compared with Datex-P: On all network racks (i.e. racks
on which a @NMC is configured), each @NMC initializes network channels to the
"adjacent" network racks. The number of network channels corresponds to the settings at
initialization input NCA plus one (i.e. with NCA = 0, one network channel is initialized and
processed). @NMC uses these channels to exchange network information and to transfer
data packets for the unswitched network.
On this type of network, data packets (jobs or response frames) are routed to the network
by means of an NRI function block. The @NMC function block routes the data packets to
the specified target address, where they exit the network again by means of an additional
NRI function block. The NRI TBs therefore represent the interfaces between the
unswitched network and the two communicating partners.
Example: An HMI device is to communicate with a utility block via unswitched network.
The HMI device is connected to rack 1 (BGT1) and the utility block is configured for BGT3.
BGT1 and BGT3 can communicate via BGT2 (e.g. by way of rack coupling). In this scenario,
the NRI and @NMC FBs must be configured on the three racks as follows:

2. Static network
The static network can be compared with telecommunication links: first of all, the
channels will be initialized on different data interfaces (by means of NTC and @NMC FBs)
in order to set up a connection between both communicating partners. These channels
are then reserved for these two partners and cannot be used by other function blocks. The
NTD function blocks handle the copying of data between two data interfaces.
Example: An HMI device is to communicate with a utility block via static network. The HMI
device is connected to rack 1 (BGT1) and the utility block is configured for BGT3. BGT1 and
BGT3 can communicate via BGT2 (e.g. by way of rack coupling). In this scenario, the NTD,
NTC and @NMC FBs must be configured on the three racks as follows:
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3. Network status
The two function blocks NSI and/or NSL should be configured for the network status. NSI
initializes and processes an interactive data interface. Supported by the @NMC, the
function block provides information about the network status (e.g. how many and which
racks are known on the network). The NSL transmits network status jobs and responses
between two configurable data interfaces.
The computing time of the @NMC is essentially dependent on the scope of the configured
communication tasks in a rack and on the number of racks used in the network. The
computing time cannot be specified explicitly, as the tasks are executed in a continuous
system process and must therefore be considered as general system load. The computing
time information in the technical specifications only refers to cyclic function block
processing.

Connections
Name
NCA

QTS
YTS

942

Description

Default

Initialization I/O for the number of additional network channels for the unswitched network 0
(if NCA=0, one network channel is initialized and processed; if NCA=1, two are processed,
etc.).
This information defines the number of network channels to be initialized and processed
by the central block for the unswitched network. An increasing number of channels that
are set up and operated increases the "throughput" of unswitched network frames, thereby
increasing the number of unswitched network frames that can be "routed" simultaneously.
Output QTS indicates whether the block was successfully initialized (QTS=1), whether it is
0
operating without error, or whether it was deactivated (QTS=0) following the entry of a
communication error message.
Status display for temporary or irreparable errors.
0
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1
key in the CFC and select "Help on events" at "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/SIMADYN D")
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.4.2

T400/PM5
2.0
FM458/PM6
0.7
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may not be deactivated by means of runtime
group

NRI
Unswitched network interface block

Symbol

Short description
FB NRI sets up a connection between the network and an interactive interface on the
"unswitched" network. The term interactive interface denotes a transmission and receive
channel that is used to transmit the jobs and response frames. The function block can also be
used on the unswitched network to copy data blocks between two serial interfaces.
When using this function block, you must configure the central network block (@NMC) in the
same rack.
The NRI may only be assigned one utility function block per utility type on each CPU (e.g. only
one SER function block can be coupled with an NRI for each CPU).

Functional principle
First, the NRI initializes two channels on the configured data interface (according to the
settings at the CTS and US connections).
The unswitched network can only be used in combination with interactive utility function
blocks (e.g. SER or @TCI).
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The NRI handles the following tasks:
• It processes a serial coupling (e.g. DUST1 or SINEC H1) to coupling and decoupling jobs
and responses to and from utility function blocks (e.g. SER or @TCI) of the unswitched
network.
• Processing of an interactive interface for a utility function block. In this case, the NRI
interfaces the network and the utility function block.
Example 1: In the following example, the unswitched network comprises the A100 and
A200 racks. Each rack configuration contains two CPUs, each with one SER FB that must
be linked to the unswitched network. The serial interface DUST1 on A100 (CS7 with SS4)
is to be used in combination with a central visualization device to utilize the utility
functionality on all CPUs. You need to configure five NRIs: four NRIs for the four SERs plus
one NRI for the DUST1 serial interface (CS7 with SS4). The US and CTS I/O settings are
identical for one SER and NRI each.
The @NMC FBs handle data exchange between the racks on the unswitched network.

Routing data blocks from a serial interface (according to input CTS settings) to an further
serial interface (according to input ISA settings). In this case, the first and second serial
interface can be configured on the same or different rack. If the second interface is not
configured on the same rack, it is not necessary to configure a static network for routing the
data blocks to and from the second interface. For this processing task, you must also
configure an NRI whose ISA input setting refers to the first serial interface for the second
serial interface,.
Example 2: In the following configuration, two racks (BGT100 and BGT200) were coupled via
SINEC L2 FMS (CS7 with SS5). A central operator station and the CSH11 interface are to be
employed for utilizing the utility functionality on all configured CPUs. In this scenario, seven
NRIs and the four SERs must be configured: four NRIs for the four SERs, one NRI for the CSH11
interface, one NIR for data routing between the CSH11 and CS7/SS5 interfaces on BGT100,
one NIR routing the data between the CSH11 and CS7/SS5 interfaces on BGT200.
Let us assume that the CSH11 is named "H1BUS", while the CS7 on BG100 is named "FMSBUS"
(and configured on the first connector).
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The following must now be specified on "NRI(1)" at the ISA connection:
"BGT100.FMSBUS.X01". The following must be specified on "NRI(2)" at the ISA connection:
"BGT100.H1BUS".

The computing time of NTD is essentially dependent on the number of bytes to be copied.

Connections
Name
CTS
US
ISA

QTS
YTS

Description

The name assigned to the module that contains the data interface and the job and response channel is specified at initialization I/O CTS.
The address of the job and response channel is specified at initialization I/O US. The specification consists of a channel name and includes 1 or 2 address levels, dependent on the
coupling type (e.g. DUST1 or SINEC H1).
Initialization input for data transfer to an additional serial interface. The configured data
entry consists of a rack name, module name and the connector setting (optional). The
three data entries are separated by points. The entry may not exceed s maximum of 17
characters (six characters for the rack name, six characters for the module name, three
characters for the connector and two separating points; e.g. "BGT100.CS700C.X01" or
"A100.D17H1C")
Block output for indicating whether or not the block was successfully initialized (QTS = 1),
or whether it entered the inactive state (QTS = 0) after a communication error message
was entered.
At block output YTS, during normal operation, the data transfer status is indicated. If the
function block entered the inactive state after an entry was made in the communication
error field, a corresponding error ID is returned at output YTS.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1
key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
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0

Empty string
Empty string

0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.4.3

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

400.0
132.0

NSI
Network status interface block

Symbol

Short description
The NSI function block provides network status information from the perspective of the rack
in which it is configured.
To use the NSI, you must configure the @NMC function block on the same CPU module, as
well as a communication buffer module with C bus connection (e.g. MM11).
The NSI may only be configured once per rack. A multiple configuration identified during
block initialization. The NSI makes a corresponding entry in the communication error field
and is then deactivated.
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Functional principle
First of all, the NSI initializes a job and a response channel according to the settings at the
CTS and US initialization inputs.
The job channel is assigned the "Multiple" transmission mode, while response channel is
assigned the "Select" mode. It is therefore possible for all NSIs configured in the network to
"share" the same channel, if the jobs from a data interface are to be made available to all NSIs
configured in the network.
There are two job types:
• The NSI is requested to return the names (including its own) of all currently known
network nodes (configured name of all known racks).
• The NSI is requested to return the names of the configured modules and the coupling
states ("active" or "error") of all rack couplings configured on the rack.
Block output QTS indicates whether the NSI is operating without errors (QTS = 1) or not (QTS
= 0). At is 0 to 1 transition, the QTS FB identifies an irreparable error, makes a corresponding
entry in the communication error field and then deactivates itself. The inactive status is finite.
Block output YTS indicates the data transmission state. On activation of the NSI, the cause of
error is indicated at block output YTS and can be identified by means of an error number.
Example: NSI FBs are configured on all three racks. Different data interfaces (MM11, CS11
and CSH11) are configured at their CTS I/Os. The CSH11 interface is specified as target
address at their US connections.
The static network sets up a transmission circuit between the CSH11 interface and all NSIs.
All NSIs share the same channel on the CSH11 interface. A channel that is used by the NSIs on
A100 and A200 is initialized on the CS11 in rack A200. Thanks to the "Select" and "Multiple"
channel modes, all configured NSIs are able to share the same channel without causing
channel processing errors.
Along with the NSIs, the NTDs (static network) also process these channels in order to
communicate the jobs to all racks.
Each network status job that is coupled to the network via the CSH11 interface is therefore
communicated automatically to all NSIs.
The structure of the NSI functionality ensures that only the NSI to which the job has been
addressed will respond.
All others ignore the job. This procedure safely prevents collision between the NSIs.
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Connections
Name
CTS
US

QTS
YTS

948

Description

Initialization I/O for the configured coupling module name; name of the module (and optionally
the names of connectors X01, X02 or X03) that contains the data interface on which the job
and response channel is to be set up.
The address of the job and response channel is specified at initialization I/O US. The specification consists of a channel name and includes 1 or 2 address levels, dependent on the coupling
type (e.g. DUST1 or SINEC H1). If this data is used in a static network, you also need to configure the necessary network data.
Displays whether the block is operating error-free (QTS = 1) or after entering a communications
error message, became inactive (QTS = 0).
Display of the data transmission status.
If the function block entered the inactive state after an entry was made in the communication
error field, a corresponding error ID is returned at output YTS.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key
in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
0

Empty string

0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.4.4

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

100.0
33.0

NSL
Network status transfer block

Symbol

Short description
FB NSL is used to transmit network status jobs and responses between two serial couplings
(e.g. between SINEC H1 and SINEC L2 FMS).

Functional principle
FB NSL routes network status jobs from the data interface specified at input CTS to the data
interface specified at output PTS. Job routing in this direction is mandatory! Jobs cannot be
routed in the reverse direction from the PTS to the CTS data interface. The response is routed
accordingly only from the PTS to the CTS data interface.
The receive channel for the network status jobs is logged on in "Multiple" mode on the CTS
data interface, while the transmission channel for network status responses is logged on in
the "Select" mode. The receive channel for the network status jobs is logged on in the
"Refresh" mode on the PTS data interface, while the transmission channel for network status
responses is logged on in the "Handshake" mode.
The NSL on the CTS data interface is therefore able to share the job and response channel
with an NSI (the settings at the US connection must be identical for NSI and NSL).
The jobs and responses are not interpreted, but only copied.
The NSL can also be used in combination with static networks. In this case, you must also
observe the configuration rules for static networks.
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Example 1: The NSL is sued without static network. It copies the jobs from the CSH11 to
the CS7/SS5 interface. The responses are copied from the CS7/SS5 to the CSH11 interface.
You can dispense with the configuration of the static network (FBs @NMC, NTC, NTD), as the
NSL has direct access to both interfaces.

Example 2: NSIs are configured on all three racks and an additional NSL is configured on
rack A300.
The NSL shares the channels that were registered by the NSIs with the help of the static
network.
The NSL configured on the A300 serves to route network status jobs from the CSH11
interface (A100) to the CS7/SS5 interface (A300) and to copy these jobs in the reverse
direction.
The static network sets up the transmission circuit between the CSH11 interface (A100) and
the CS21 interface (A300) and is responsible for data transmission on this circuit.
The NSL copies the network status jobs and responses from the CS7/SS5 interface on A300 to
the CS21 interface on A300.
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Connections
Name
CTS
US

PTS
PUS

Description

Initialization I/O for the configured coupling modules names; name of the module (and
optionally the names of the connector X01, X02 or X03) containing data interface to be
used to receive the network status jobs and to transmit the network status responses.
The address of the job and response channel is specified at initialization I/O US. The specification consists of a channel name and includes 1 or 2 address levels, dependent on the
coupling type (e.g. DUST1 or SINEC H1). Additional network data must be configured when
used in a rigid network.
Initialization input for the configured coupling module names; name of the module (and
optionally the names of connector X01, X02 or X03), on whose data interface the network
status tasks are to be transmitted and the network status responses received.
The address for the task- and response channel is specified at initialization input PUS. The
specification consists of a channel name and includes 1 or 2 address levels, dependent on
the coupling type (e.g. DUST1 or SINEC H1). Additional network data must be configured
when used in a rigid network.
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Default
0

Empty string

0
Empty string
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Name
QTS
YTS

Description

Block output to display whether the block is operating error-free (QTS = 1) or, after entering a communications error message, became inactive (QTS = 0). When QTS changes from
1 to 0, NSL remains inactive.
Block output YTS indicates, during normal operation, the status of block NSL. If the function block entered the inactive state after an entry was made in the communication error
field, a corresponding error ID is returned at output YTS.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1
key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.4.5

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

100.0
33.0

NTC
Static network monitoring block

Symbol

Short description
In the "static network" component, the NTC function block serves to find new copy jobs for
the NTD function blocks, to assign these to the NTDs, and to define the necessary destination
data interfaces.
You may configure only one NTC per CPU. Along with the NTC, at least one NTD must be
configured on the same CPU.
Furthermore, you need to configure the @NMC central network block (not necessarily on the
same CPU, but on the same rack) and a communication buffer module with C-bus connection
(e.g. MM11).
If the entire data transmission route between the sender and receiver is not unambiguous,
i.e. if the rack configuration allows different data transmission routes between senders and
receivers, you must ensure that the network NTD and NTC function blocks are configured on
all racks. The transmission route between senders and receivers that the static network
selects depends on the length of the transmission route and whether or not all data
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interfaces on this transmission route provide sufficient memory for the data blocks to be
copied.

Functional principle
Function block @NMC assigns a specific number of rack couplings and, possibly, the MM11
communication buffer modules to the NTC function block. The NTC searches for "networkcapable" channels on these modules.
A network-capable channel does not allow direct access of the coupling partner. With the
help of the @NMC in the rack, the NTC then searches for a data interface that can be used to
implement the shortest data transmission route to the coupling partner (this is possibly the
data interface on which the coupling partner is configured).
Once this data interface has been found, the NTC initializes a respective channel and assigns
the NTD a copy task for this channel. This concludes its job for this data transmission route
and it continues with the search for the next network-capable channel.
NTC only searches the CS12/13/14, CS22 interfaces, or a communication buffer module for
network-capable channels. Therefore, the data interfaces of the senders or receivers for
which a data transmission route is to be set up must be configured on one of these module
types.
If the rack configuration contains several NTC function blocks that are configured as rack
coupling modules, each one is assigned a rack coupling function from the first NTC function
block initialized, i.e. the excess NTC function blocks will be deactivated (QTS = 0). If fewer
NTC function blocks are configured, then one or several NTCs are responsible for more than
one rack coupling.
Example 1: Send block CTV is assigned the MM3 communication buffer module on rack
A300 as target address (configured as network setting at the AT connection).
The name of the MM11 communication buffer module on rack A100 was specified as direct
data interface (at its CTS I/O) .
Receive block CTV is assigned the MM11 communication buffer module on rack A100 as
target address (configured as network setting at the AR connection). The name of the MM3
communication buffer module on rack A300 was specified as direct data interface (at its CTS
I/O) .
The static network sets up a transmission route between the sender and receiver.
The NTC on A100 finds the network-capable channel of the CTV on MM11, detects the target
with the help of the @NMC, and then initializes a CS13 channel on A100.
The NTC on A200 finds the network-capable CS13 channel on A100, detects the target with
the help of the @NMC, and then initializes a CS13 channel on A200.
The NTC on A300, in turn, finds the network-capable CS13 channel on A200 and searches
only for the receiver because this must be located on the same rack. It then runs a
synchronization to the channel that the CRV registered on the MM3. The transmission route is
now set up and ready for the NTD function blocks to copy the data blocks from the MM11
channel on A100 to the MM3 channel on A300.
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Example 2: Send block CTV is assigned the CSH11 interface on rack A300 as target address
(configured as network setting at the AT connection). The name of the MM11
communication buffer module on rack A100 was specified as direct data interface (at its CTS
I/O) .
The static network sets up a transmission route between the sender and the CSH11
interface.
The NTC on A100 finds the network-capable channel of the CTV on MM11, detects the target
with the help of the @NMC, and then initializes a CS13 channel on A100.
The NTC on A200 finds the network-capable CS13 channel on A100, detects the target with
the help of the @NMC, and then initializes a CS13 channel on A200.
The NTC on A300, in turn, finds the network-capable channel of the CS13 on A200 and
registers only the channel on the CSH11 interface. The CSH11 firmware then runs a
synchronization to this channels. The transmission route is now set up and ready for the NTD
function blocks to copy the data blocks from the MM11 channel on A100 to the CSH11
interface on A300.
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If a transmission route ends or starts on a CSH11 or CS7 (which submodule is irrelevant), the
following restriction applies with regard to the transmission modes (e.g. Handshake):
• if the utility function block (e.g. message output block MSI) is in transmission mode, the
transmission route will not be not set up for the "Multiple" transmission mode.
• if the utility function block (e.g. receive block @CRV) is in receive mode, the transmission
route will not be not set up for the "Select" transmission mode.
The sampling time assigned to function block NTC only affects the time it takes to set up a
static network interface. The NTC has no influence on the actual data transmission rate, as
the NTD function block is responsible for this functionality.
The NTD copy blocks do not start data transmission until the setup of the entire transmission
route has been completed.
The route selection only tracks the shortest interface to the target rack. If there are several
routes having the same distance, then all of these routes are tried.
Block output QTS indicates whether the NTC is operating without errors (QTS = 1) or not (QTS
= 0). A 1 to 0 transition indicates that the function block has identified an irreparable error
and has made an entry in the communication error field, and that it was deactivated (finite
state).
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The NTC computing time is essentially dependent on the scope of the configured
communication task in a rack and on the number of configured static network interfaces.

Connections
Name
NMT
QTS
YTS

Description

Referencing name for NTC and NTD for the configuration interface. The name is not evaluated.
Block output for indicating whether or not the block was successfully initialized (QTS = 1),
or whether it entered the inactive state (QTS = 0) after a communication error message
was entered.
Block output YTS indicates the NTC block state during normal operation. If the function
block entered the inactive state after an entry was made in the communication error field,
a corresponding error ID is returned at output YTS.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1
key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.4.6

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

500.0
165.0

NTD
Static network copy block

Symbol

Short description
Function block NTD copies data blocks between two data interfaces.
When using a function block, you need to configure an NTC function block on the same CPU.
Moreover, it is also necessary to configure the network central block @NMC (not necessarily
on the same CPU, but on the same rack) and a communication buffer module with C-bus
connection (e.g. MM11).
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If the overall transmission route between the sender and receiver is not unambiguous (i.e. if
the rack configuration allows different transmission routes between senders and receivers),
you must ensure that NTD and NTC function blocks are configured on all racks on the
network. The transmission route between senders and receivers that the static network
selects depends on the length of the transmission route and whether or not all data
interfaces on this transmission route provide sufficient memory for the data blocks to be
copied.

Functional principle
NTD is a pure data copy block. FB NTC provides the information about the specific data blocks
and data interface to use, as well as the target for copying.
The data block length is unlimited. Note that the computing time for each copy operation is
dependent on the data block length. A prolonged copy time in relation to the configured
sampling time leads to computing time overflow.
The NTD copies only one data block per processing cycle. The "throughput" can be increased
by configuring several NTD function blocks.
The transmission time it takes for a data block to pass the complete route between sender
and recipient is dependent on the number of intermediate stations, i.e. the number of copy
operations to complete before the data block reaches the recipient. Moreover, the sampling
time assigned to the NTD function blocks NTD is also decisive in terms of load on the static
network.
Given that an NTD must execute only one cyclic copy job, the data block is copied in each
NTD processing cycle. However, the assignment of two cyclic copy tasks to the NTC doubles
the transmission time.
Block output QTS indicates whether or not the NTD is operating without errors (QTS = 1) or
(QTS = 0). At the 1 to 0 transition the function block has identified an irreparable error,
makes an entry in the communication error field and will then be deactivated. The inactive
status is finite.
Block output YTS indicates the data transmission state. On deactivation of NTD, the cause of
the error is indicated at block output YTS (error number).
The computing time of NTD is essentially dependent on the number of bytes to be copied.

Connections
Name
NMT
QTS
YTS

Description

Referencing name for NTC and NTD for the configuration interface. The name is not evaluated.
Block output for indicating whether or not the block was successfully initialized (QTS = 1),
or whether it entered the inactive state (QTS = 0) after a communication error message
was entered.
Block output YTS indicates the status of block NTD during normal operation. If the function
block entered the inactive state after an entry was made in the communication error field,
a corresponding error ID is returned at output YTS.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1
key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
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0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.5

T400-specific couplings

4.2.5.1

@PEER

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

200.0
66.0

Peer-to-peer central block on T400

Symbol

Short description
The block initializes a peer-to-peer coupling at connector X02 on the T400. (X01 is not
possible).
You must configure a CRV function block and/or a CTV function block for receiving and
transmitting process data.
The block may only be configured on a T400 module and be assigned a slow sampling time.
The block can be deactivated with EN=0. The configured communication interface can then
be used for other purposes. The associated transmission and receive blocks should also be
deactivated and assigned to a task group that can be disabled. The function cannot be
modified at runtime.

Functional principle
The block initializes the coupling and outputs the receive error.
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Connections
Name
CTS
BDR

LTR, LTT

EN
YTS

Description

T400 module name and connector X02. (Initialization connection)
Baud rate range of value:
9600, 19200, 38400, 93750, 187500
(Initialization connection)
Receive and transmission frame length in words (16 bit).
Range of values: 0 to 5.
If more data (process data, virtual connections) is configured, this will be truncated. If
fewer data is configured, the frame is padded with zeros.
With "0" setting, the frame length is oriented on the number and type of configured virtual
connections. (Initialization connection)
Initialization enable (Initialization I/O)
Status display:
- 0: OK state
Temporary errors at runtime
- 601A: Receive character error (check the baud rate and character frame)
- 601B: Receive frame error (check the length and the Block Check function)
Initialization error; coupling out of operation:
- 69AB: Invalid LTT input
- 69AC: Invalid LTR input
- 69AD: Only interface X02 is allowed
- 69B0: Interface X02 is occupied
- 69B1: Invalid BDR input.
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
Empty
19200

0

1; i.e. block in
operation

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features
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T400/PM5
99.9
FM458/PM6
33.0
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
The block may only be configured on the T400.
Additionally required block: @DRIVE (BBF = 1)
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4.2.5.2

@USS_M
USS master central block on T400

Symbol

Short description
The block initializes a USS master coupling on the T400.
The process data function blocks CRV and CTV must be configured for communication with
drives. "Display" function blocks and message output blocks must be configured for
communication with an OP2 or a VD1.
Resource limitations prevent operation of more than approximately 18 slaves.
The block may only be configured on a T400 module and be assigned a slow sampling time.
The block can be deactivated with EN=0. The configured communication interface can then
be used for other purposes. The associated transmission and receive blocks should also be
deactivated and assigned to a task group that can be disabled. The function cannot be
modified at runtime.

Functional principle
The block initializes, controls and monitors the coupling.

Connections
Name
CTS

BDR
MTL
EN
LL1, LL2

960

Description

T400 module name and connector X01 or X02, on which the USS master coupling should
run. (Initialization connection)
Switch S1/8 on the T400 module must be set to the ON position when using X01 for USS.
This setting prevents service/diagnostics/loading via X01.
Baud rate range of value: 9600, 19200, 38400 and (only on X02) 93750, 187500 (initialization input)
Mirror frames for testing the transmission route (MTL=1), or standard operation with
transmission of configured user data (MTL=0).
(Initialization connection)
Initialization enable (Initialization I/O)
Slave sign-of-life list, bit-coded. After a slave has responded correctly to the last master
frame, the corresponding bit is set, otherwise not. The following table lists the bit assignments to the slave station numbers:

Default
Empty

19200
0
1; i.e. block in
operation
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Name

CBC
CRE
QTS

YTS

Description

Output
Bit 16
Bit 15
...
Bit 2
Bit 1
LL1
15
14
...
1
0
LL2
30
...
17
16
(Counter Bus Cycle) This counter is incremented at each USS bus cycle.
(Counter Receive Error) This counter is incremented on each error in a receive frame (character, frame structure, length, total length, etc.). (expiration of the response delay time of
a slave is excluded.)
Block state:
1: Block is in operation
0: The block is deactivated with error code output at YTS
Status display:
- 0: OK state
Temporary errors at runtime
- 601A: Receive character error (check the baud rate and character frame)
- 601B: Receive frame error (check the length and the Block Check function)
Configuration error; coupling out of operation:
- 69AD: Only interfaces X01 and X02 are allowed
- 69B0: Interface is occupied
- 69B1: Invalid BDR input.
- 69B4: Interface X01 is disabled by switch S1/8.
- 69B5: Only one USS is allowed on T400
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features
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T400/PM5
99.9
FM458/PM6
33.0
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
The block may only be configured on the T400. The block may
not be deactivated by means of runtime group
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4.2.5.3

@USS_S
USS slave central block on T400

Symbol

Short description
The block initializes a USS slave coupling on T400.
The USS slave coupling is prerequisite for connecting a Masterdrive OP1 or SIMOVIS for
viewing and editing parameters (refer to "Parameterizing SIMADYN D" and FB-@DRIVE). You
must configure a CRV and a CTV function block to receive and transmit process data.
The CNX and MAC connections can be used for timeout monitoring of the USS masters.
The block may only be configured on a T400 module and be assigned a slow sampling time.

Functional principle
The block initializes and monitors the coupling.

Connections
The default values selected for the initialization I/Os enable the connection of an OP1:
Name
CTS

BDR
MAA

962

Description

T400 module name and connector X01 or X02, on which the USS slave
coupling should run (Initialization I/O)
Switch S1/8 on the T400 module must be set to the ON position when using X01 for USS. This setting prevents service/diagnostics/loading
over X01.
Baud rate range of value: 9600, 19200, 38400 and (only on X02) 93750, 187500 (initialization input)
Internal USS station address; range of values: 0 to 30
(Initialization connection)

Default
Empty

9600
0
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Name
WI4

PAR

PZD

CNX

MAC
QTS

YTS

Description

Setup of the transmission line:
on connector X01:
0: RS485/2-wire
1: RS232
on connector X02:
0: RS485/2-wire
1: RS485/4-wire
(Initialization connection)
Transmission of parameter jobs (for processing by @DRIVE) in the USS frame (PAR=1), or no transmission (PAR=0). Due to the frame structure you must set PAR = 1 when connecting an OP1 or a
SIMOVIS. With PAR=0 setting, only process data will be transmitted.
(Initialization connection)
Number of process data words (each 16 bit) that are transmitted in the USS frame. If more process
data (with virtual connections) is configured, this will be truncated and if fewer data are configured,
the frame is padded with zeros. The setting is identical for the transmission and receive directions.
Range of values: 0 to 32
(Initialization connection)
Reduction ratio for setting the monitoring time. Output MAC = 0 is set if no valid frame is received
from the master within the time CNX multiplied by the sampling time. MAC = 1 is set after a valid
frame has been received.
CNX=0 (or negative values) deactivates the monitoring function, and MAC = 0 is retained. (Initialization I/O)
Master is active (see also CNX).
Block state:
1: Block is in operation
0: The block is deactivated with error code output at YTS
Status display:
- 0: OK state
Temporary errors at runtime
- 601A: Receive character error (check the baud rate and character frame)
- 601B: Receive frame error (check the length and the Block Check function)
- 69B6: Receive frame length does not match input PAR, PZD
Configuration error; coupling out of operation:
- 69AD: Only interfaces X01 and X02 are allowed
- 69B0: Interface is occupied
- 69B1: Invalid BDR input.
- 69B2: Invalid MAA input
- 69B3: Invalid PZD input.
- 69B4: Interface X01 is disabled by switch S1/8.
- 69B5: Only one USS is allowed on T400
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in CFC and
open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
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Default
0

1

2

10
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features

964

T400/PM5
99.9
FM458/PM6
33.0
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
The block may only be configured on the T400. The block may
not be deactivated by means of runtime group
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4.2.6

FM458-specific couplings

4.2.6.1

@CPB
P bus coupling central block

Symbol

Short description
The central block for P-bus coupling can only be executed with an FM 458 application
module.
This function block is responsible for initializing and monitoring the P bus coupling.
The function block can only be configured once per FM 458 application module, as only one
P-bus coupling is available per FM 458. Multiple configuration of the function block is
detected during initialization and triggers an entry in the communication error field.
The block may only be assigned the sampling interval 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms. Otherwise, an
entry is made in the communication error field.

Functional principle
General preparations for enabling the coupling are initiated during initialization of the
function block. Coupling is not enabled unless several standard mode sequences have been
completed.
Once coupling is enabled the central block monitors the correct logon of the senders and
receivers. If necessary, the block also launches a re-organization and updates block output
CDM at each processing cycle.
The function block cannot be used to initialize another P-bus coupling or monitor this. It can
only initialize its own P-bus coupling on which CPU is configured. The setting of a module
name other than the own at input CTS will lead to an entry in the communication error field.
The CDM block output provides information on the coupling state. The connection is set to 1
if the coupling is enabled for general transmission/receiving operation. The CDM block output
is 0, as long as the coupling is still being initialized, or is being re-initialized (after a temporary
fault).
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Connections
Name
CTS
CDM
QTS

Description

The name assigned to the local CPU is specified at this initialization connection.
Specifies the coupling state (malfunction = 0, OK = 1).
Operating state of the function block.
QTS = 0 indicates an irreparable error, while QTS = 1 indicates faultless operation of the
function block.

Default
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.6.2

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
No
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

50.0
16.5

S7RD, S7RD_B, S7RD_I, S7RD_D
Reading from the I/O area of the S7-CPU

Symbol

Short description
The function blocks reading from the I/O area of the S7-CPU can only be executed with an FM
458 application module.
The S7RD, S7RD_B, S7RD_I, S7RD_D blocks only differ by the data type at the output, which
must correspond with the parameters to be read:
S7RD: REAL
S7RD_B: BOOL
S7RD_I: INT
S7RD_D: DINT
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Functional principle
This block can be used to read data (peripheral output) from the user data area on the
SIMATIC S7 CPU, which is assigned to application module FM 458. This PE area has a length
of 128 bytes.
With set Enable signal, the corresponding value
is read from the PA area and set at output Y.
The offset determines the position in the PA area from which the value is fetched.
Depending on the block or data type, the offset is specified as follows:
• for REAL data type in 4-byte steps (length of the parameter); range of value of the offset:
0 . . . 31
• for BOOL data type in 1-byte steps (length of the parameter); range of values of the offset:
0 . . . 127
• for INT data type in 2-byte steps (length of the parameter); range of value of the offset: 0 .
. . 63
• for DINT data type in 4-byte steps (length of the parameter); range of value of the offset: 0
. . . 31
Output QF = 1 if an invalid offset was selected, or the block is not configured on.
FM 458.

Connections
Name
OFF
EN
Y
QF

Description

Default

Offset
Enable
Output
Error output

0
0
0.0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

10.0
3.3
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4.2.6.3

S7RD_P
Reading data from a SIMATIC-CPU (P Bus)

Symbol

Short description
This block can only be used on the SIMATIC application module FM 458-1 DP. A SIMATIC CPU
is able to transmit up to 128 bytes to the FM 458-1 DP in its P bus output range. Block S7RD_P
reads this data from the P-Bus and provides it via its pointer interface to the read blocks
(DRD…, CPY_Y) for further processing in the CFC configuration.

Function principle
The block operates similar to the CRV_P frame block. The pointer interface can be sued to
access
up to 128 bytes that the SIMATIC CPU transmits to FM 458-1 DP via P bus.
The data can be read using the read blocks (DRD…), or the copy block (CPY_P).
As this block only communicates with a SIMATIC-CPU, the necessary byte or word rotations
are executed automatically (depending on the data type of the connected read/write blocks).
The entry that is otherwise required at the SWP connection of the read/write block is not
evaluated and therefore not required.
The computing time depends decisively on the amount of data transmitted. A base
computing time of approx. 10 µs as well as approx. 1 µs/byte can be assumed as guideline.

Associated blocks
The following blocks can be connected to this block (pointer input): DRD, DRD_8, DRD_8D,
DRD_8I, DRD_BY, DRD_D, DRD_I, CPY_P

Connections
Name

Description

Default

OFF

Offs in 128By-PBus memory
Offset relative to the start of the 128 byte buffer memory for data to transmit; max. offset:
Buffer length - data type length
Number of bytes to read
Number of bytes read from the SIMATIC CPU via P-bus.
Max. number 128 bytes

0

LEN
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Name
EN

PTR

QF
YF

Description

Enable
If EN=1, the data transmitted from the SIMATIC CPU (max. 128 bytes) is read at each call.
PtrBuffer transmission data
Pointer to the frame/data buffer; for connections to the same connection type of other
pointer-based communication blocks. The CFC connection can be changed in online mode.
The connection also contains control information that monitors correct configuration.
Block error state; QF=1: Error pending; for details, refer to YF
StatusInfo block; §§ as with the DRD block!

Default
1

16#00000000

0.0
16#0000

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.6.4

T400/PM5
30.0 + 1 per byte
FM458/PM6
10.0 + 1 per byte
yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The block must be configured for the same sampling time as
the blocks that are connected via the pointer interface (CFC
connection via connections PTR). Only suitable for FM 458-1
DP! Several S7RD_P blocks can be configured. Although not a
typical application, it may be useful, for example, in situations
where the 128 byte area is to be read in several blocks, or the
data is required in different sampling times.

S7WR, S7WR_B, S7WR_I, S7WR_D
Write access to the I/O area of the S7-CPU

Symbol
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Short description
The function blocks for write access to the I/O area of the S7-CPU can only be executed with
one FM 458 application module.
The S7WR, S7WR_B, S7WR_I, S7WR_D blocks differ by the data type at the input, which must
correspond with the parameters to be written:
• S7WR: REAL
• S7WR_B: BOOL
• S7WR_I: INT
• S7WR_D: DINT

Functional principle
This block can be used to write data (peripheral input) to the user data area on the SIMATIC
S7 CPU, which is assigned to application module FM 458. This PE area has a length of 128
bytes.
If the enable signal is set, the input value is accepted via the input and entered in the PE area.
The offset determines at which position in the PE area, the input value is saved. Depending
on the block or data type, the offset is specified as follows:
• for REAL data type in 4-byte steps (length of the parameter); range of value of the offset:
0 . . . 31
• for BOOL data type in 1-byte steps (length of the parameter); range of values of the offset:
0 . . . 127
• for INT data type in 2-byte steps (length of the parameter); range of value of the offset: 0 .
. . 63
• for DINT data type in 4-byte steps (length of the parameter); range of value of the offset: 0
. . . 31
Output QF has the value 1 if an invalid offset was selected, or if the block is not configured on
application module FM 458.

Connections
Name
X
OFF
EN
QF
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Description

Input
Offset
Enable
Error output

Default
0.0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.6.5

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

10.0
3.3

S7WR_P
Transmitting data to a SIMATIC CPU (P bus)

Symbol

Short description
This block can only be used on the SIMATIC application module FM 458-1 DP. An FM 458-1
DP can transmit up to 128 bytes to the SIMATIC CPU via P-Bus. The S7WR_P block transmits
data that was previously loaded in write blocks via the pointer interface.

Function principle
The block works similar to frame block CRV_P. The pointer interface can be used to transfer a
maximum of 128 bytes to the SIMATIC CPU via P bus. This data is previously loaded to the
frame buffer using write blocks DWR…, or copy block CPY_Y.
As this block only communicates with a SIMATIC-CPU, the necessary byte or word rotations
are executed automatically (depending on the data type of the connected read/write blocks).
The entry that is otherwise required at the SWP connection of the read/write block is not
evaluated and therefore not required.
The computing time depends decisively on the amount of data transmitted. A base
computing time of approx. 5 µs as well as approx. 0.7 µs/byte can be assumed as guideline.

Associated blocks
The following blocks can be connected to this block (pointer input): DWR, DWR_8, DWR_8D,
DWR_8I, DWD_BY, DWR_D, DWR_I, CPY_P
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Connections
Name
OFF
LEN

EN
PTR

QF
YF

Description

Offs in 128By-PBus memory
Offset relative to the start of the 128 byte buffer memory for data to transmit; max. offset:
Buffer length - data type length
Number of bytes to write
Number of bytes transmitted to the SIMATIC CPU via P-bus.
Max. number 128 bytes
Enable
If EN=1, the frame buffer (max. 128 bytes) is transmitted to the SIMATIC CPU at each call.
PtrBuffer transmission data
Pointer to the frame/data buffer; for connections to the same connection type of other
pointer-based communication blocks. The CFC connection can be changed in online mode.
The connection also contains control information that monitors correct configuration.
Block error state; QF=1: Error pending; for details, refer to YF
StatusInfo block; §§ as with the DRD block!

Default
0
0

1
16#00000000

0.0
16#0000

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
15.0 + 0.7 per byte
FM458/PM6
5.0 + 0.7 per byte
yes
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The block must be configured for the same sampling time as
the blocks that are connected via the pointer interface (CFC
connection via connections PTR). Only suitable for FM 458-1
DP! Several S7WR_P blocks can be configured. Although this is
not a typical application, it can make sense if, for example, the
128 byte area should be written in several blocks or if data is
required in different sampling times.
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4.2.7

Parameterizing SIMADYN D

4.2.7.1

CBCONF
COMBOARD configuration

Symbol

Short description
FB CBCONF can be configured on the following modules:
• Technology Module T400
• CPU modules
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Configuring on the T400 technology module
Using this block, a BASEBOARD-T400 or a TECHBOARD-T400 configures a COMBOARD (CBx or
SCBx).
This block is required when using a T400 with an adapter board with a maximum of two
COMBOARDs in the SRT400 or when using a T400 with one BASEBOARD and an adapter
board with a maximum of two COMBOARDs.
The block may be configured on a T400 module only once. The FB-@DRIVE is required.
If a BASE- and TECHBOARD are both present, a COMBOARD in the X01 slot of the adapter
board is always configured through the BASEBOARD. The function block CBCONF, which
should configure this board, disables itself, in this case, with an error signal at output YTS. A
COMBOARD, which is inserted in slot X02 of an adapter board, is always configured via a
function block CBCONF on the T400.
The function block can be configured in a slow sampling time.

Configuring on a CPU module
The function block CBCONF may only be configured once on any CPU module per
COMBOARD. It is configured on the CPU module, on which a @CSPAR function block was also
configured for the appropriate COMBOARD.

Functional principle
The block saves the configured configuration data to the management area of the
COMBOARD. It executes this once after startup and in user controlled RUN mode. In RUN
state, the block returns diagnostics data from COMBOARD at its outputs.
New configuration data can be transmitted online to COMBOARD at the positive edge on
input SET.

Connections
Name
CTR

SET
MAA
P01...P28
QTS

974

Description

Configured name of the adjacent module "on the right" (Initialization I/O). The following
settings can be made:
CTR=0, if no adjacent module is going to be configured
CTR=<module name>, or
CTR=<module name>.<connector> if an adjacent module is going to be configured.
The configuration data is transmitted online to the COMBOARD at the positive edge at this
input.
The station number must be assigned in accordance with the specific protocol (e.g. USS:
0..30, PROFIBUS DP: 3..125).
Max. 28 additional COMBOARD-specific configuration parameters.
Block state:
QTS=1: Block is in operation
QTS=0: The block is deactivated with an error code output at YTS

Default
-

0
0
0
0
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Name
YTS

D01...D28

Description

Status display; possible values:
0: OK state
7CB3: T400 operates as TECHBOARD and BASEBOARD is available. For additional values,
refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help
on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
Max. 28 words of diagnostics data of the COMBOARD

Default
0

0

Significance of the configuring input for several COMBOARDs
The "CB-Param" and "SCB-Param" columns establish the assignment to the COMBOARD User
Manuals.
Input

CB-Param
new/old

CB1: DP

CBP: DP

CBP2: DP

MAA
P01

P918
P711/P696

Bus address
(not used)

P02
P03

P712/P697
P713/P698

PPO type
(END)

Bus address
Diagnostics
selection
PPO type
(END)

P04

P714/P699

P05

P715/P700

P06

P716/P701

Bus address
Bus address
Diagnostics
selection
PPO type
Protocol selection:
0: PROFIBUS DP
1: USS
SIMATIC OP
writes to:
0: EEPROM
1: RAM
Cross-traffic
failure leads to:
0: Errors
1: Warning
(END)
-

P07

P717/702

-

P08

P718/P703

P09

P719/P704

P10

P720/P705

P11
P12
P13
P14

P706.1
P706.2
P706.3
P706.4

Baud rate:
6 = 6.9 kBaud
7 = 19.2 kBaud
8 = 38.4 kBaud
PKW:
0: no
127: yes,
3: one word
4: one Dword
PZD: number of
words
(END)
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CBP2: USS

CBP2: CAN
Bus address
PKW job
PZD receive
PZD Send

PZD Send
length

PZD transmission rate

PZD Rec. Broadcast
PZD Rec. Multicast
PZD Rec Cross

PKW job broadcast

Baud rate
CAN layer
Bus timing
(END)
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Input
…
P28

CB-Param
new/old

CB1: DP

CBP: DP

CBP2: DP

CBP2: USS

CBP2: CAN

Significance of the diagnostic outputs
Refer to the COMBOARD User Manuals
Input

SCB-Param

P02

P685.2

P03

P686.2

P04
P05
P06
P07
P08
P09
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
…
P28

P684.2
P687.2

MAA
P01

P683.2
P682

SCB2: USS slave

SCB2: Peer

Bus address
(not used)
SCB1/SCB2 protocol selection
0: CAN, 1: USS-4Wire,
2: USS wire; 3: Peer
PKW:
(not used)
0: no
127: yes,
3: one word
4: one Dword
Process data: num(not used)
ber of words
Baud rate
Frame failure time
(END)
(END)

SCB1: CAN

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
10.0
FM458/PM6
3.3
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Additionally required block on T400: @DRIVE
Additionally required block on CPU modules: @CSPAR
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4.2.7.2

CBRFAW
Receiving warnings from a COMBOARD

Symbol

Short description
The block can only be configured on a CPU module, and not on a T400 module.
This block receives warnings A81 to A96 of a COMBOARD (communication submodule of the
SIMOVERT MASTER DRIVE, e.g. CBP2 for PROFIBUS DP).
Input CTS of FB CBRFAW is used to specify the COMBOARD from which the warnings are to be
received.
Function block CBRFAW may only be configured once on any CPU module of each
COMBOARD. It is configured on the CPU module, on which a @CSPAR function block was also
configured for the appropriate COMBOARD.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

CTS

Configured name of the CS8 coupling module and connector X01 or X02,
separated by ".". (Initialization connection)
Output of COMBOARD warnings A81 to A96
Block state:
QTS=1: Block is operating without errors.
QTS=0: Block is deactivated due to malfunction with error code output at
YTS
Status of the COMBOARD warning channel:
YTS=0: OK state
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press
the F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for
SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

-

CW
QTS

YTS
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0

0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.7.3

T400/PM5
10.0
FM458/PM6
3.3
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The block can only be configured once per communication submodule.
Additionally required block: @CSPAR

@CSPAR
Parameter processing on CPU modules

Symbol

Short description
The FB @CSPAR can only be configured on a CPU module and not on a T400 module.
FB @CSPAR monitors the COMBOARD (communications submodule of the SIMOVERT MASTER
DRIVES (to be discontinued), e.g. CBP for PROFIBUS DP) and processes the parameter tasks
which are defined for it.
Several @CSPAR central blocks for various COMBOARDs can be configured on a CPU module.
It should be configured in the slowest sampling time (approx. 100 ms). The valid maximum
sampling time is 200 ms (due to the monitoring by the adjacent modules).
The existence and functioning of the COMBOARD is detected automatically and displayed at
output CS.
Only one COMBOARD may be configured using FB @CSPAR.
Parameter processing:
Parameters are configured in the comments for a particular connection. A comment starting
with "@TP_ " identifies this connection as parameter. Each parameter can be assigned a
parameter name (FB-PNAME). An adjustment parameter can be additionally assigned a
minimum and a maximum value (FB-PLIM).
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Functional principle
The block handles the following tasks:
• Verification of the module code of the COMBOARD
• Monitoring of the COMBOARD (sign-of-life counter)
• Transmission of configuration data to COMBOARD
• Processing of the parameter channels
• In standard operation, it processes parameter jobs (in the sampling time clock cycle).
The name of the COMBOARD which is to be processed, is configured at input CTS of the FB
@CSPAR. If a name has not be configured at input CTS, then the FB @CSPAR shuts itself down
with an error signal at output YTS.
To process parameters on different CPU modules, @CSPAR must be configured on all relevant
CPU modules for the same COMBOARD.
The function blocks CRV and CTV can be configured once. They can be configured on any
processor module. However, parameter processing is possible for all processor modules.

Connections
Name
CTS
CF

PLA

PEN

CS

QTS

Description

Configured name of the CS8 coupling module and connector X01 or X02,
separated by ".". (Initialization connection)
Parameter data type transmission of SIMADYN D data types REAL and SDTIME
via COMBOARD parameter channel:
CF=1: Parameter data type Float
CF=0: 32-bit integer "I4"
(Initialization connection)
Parameter language selection (parameter language); the parameter names
are activated, which are configured at all PNAME function blocks whose PLA
input has the same value.
(Initialization connection)
Enabling the parameter change:
PEN=1: enables changes to operating parameters at all parameter channels
PEN=0: disables changes to operating parameters at all parameter channels
COMBOARD status:
CS=1, COMBOARD in operation.
CS=0, COMBOARD failure or unavailable.
Block state:
QTS=1: Block is operating without errors.
QTS=0: Block is deactivated due to malfunction with error code output at YTS
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Default
-

1

0

1

0

0
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Name
YT1

YT2

Description

Default

YT1=0: OK state
0
Initialization mode: Block initialization state
Standard mode: Status of parameter channel 1 of COMBOARD
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the
F1 key in the CFC and select "Help on events" at "CFC for SIMATIC
TDC/SIMADYN D")
YT2=0: OK state
0
Initialization mode: Block initialization state
Standard mode: Status of parameter channel 2 of COMBOARD
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the
F1 key in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC
TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

980

T400/PM5
10.0
FM458/PM6
3.3
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
10<=sampling time<=200 ms
Block may not be activated/deactivated by means of runtime
group.
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4.2.7.4

@FMPAR
Parameter processing on FM458 modules

Symbol

Short description
FB @FMPAR can only be configured on an FM458 module.
The @CSPAR function block monitors the COMBOARD (communications submodule of the
SIMOVERT MASTER DRIVES (to be discontinued), e.g. CBP for PROFIBUS DP) and processes the
parameter tasks which are defined for it.
Several @FMPAR central blocks for various COMBOARDs can be configured on a FM458
module.
It should be configured in the slowest sampling time (approx. 100 ms). The valid maximum
sampling time is 200 ms (due to the monitoring by the adjacent modules).
The existence and functioning of the COMBOARD is detected automatically and displayed at
output CS.
Only one COMBOARD may be configured using FB @FMPAR.
Parameter processing:
Parameters are configured in the comments for a particular connection. A comment starting
with "@TP_ " identifies this connection as parameter. Each parameter can be assigned a
parameter name (FB-PNAME). An adjustment parameter can be additionally assigned a
minimum and a maximum value (FB-PLIM).

Functional principle
The block handles the following tasks:
• Verification of the module code of the COMBOARD
• Monitoring of the COMBOARD (sign-of-life counter)
• Transmission of configuration data to COMBOARD
• Processing of the parameter channels
• In standard operation, it processes parameter jobs (in the sampling time clock cycle).
The name of the COMBOARD to be processed is configured at input CTS of FB @FMPAR. If a
name has not been configured at input CTS, FB @FMPAR deactivates itself with an error
message at output YT1/2.
Selecting function blocks
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The function blocks CRV and CTV can be configured once. They can be configured on any
processor module. However, parameter processing is possible for all processor modules.

Connections
Name
CTS
CF

PLA
PEN

BBF

CS

QTS

YT1

YT2

982

Description

Configured name of the EXM448 coupling module and connector X02, separated by ".".
(Initialization connection)
Parameter data type transmission of SIMADYN D data types REAL and SDTIME via
COMBOARD parameter channel:
CF=1: Parameter data type Float
CF=0: 32-bit integer "I4"
(Initialization connection)
Parameter language selection (parameter language); the parameter names are activated,
which are configured at all PNAME function blocks whose PLA input has the same value.
(Initialization connection)
Enabling the parameter change:
PEN=1: enables changes to operating parameters at all parameter channels
PEN=0: disables changes to operating parameters at all parameter channels
BASEBOARD function
BBF=0: SIMATIC FM458 operates as TECHBOARD (parameter numbers from the external
view 1000..1999, 3000..3999)
BBF=1: SIMATIC FM458 operates as BASEBOARD (parameter numbers from the external
view 0..999, 2000..2999)
COMBOARD status:
CS=1, COMBOARD in operation.
CS=0, COMBOARD failure or unavailable.
Block state:
QTS=1: Block is operating without errors.
QTS=0: Block is deactivated due to malfunction with error code output
at YT1/2.
YT1=0: OK state
Initialization mode: Block initialization state
Standard mode: Status of parameter channel 1 of COMBOARD
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
the CFC and select "Help on events" at "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/SIMADYN D")
YT2=0: OK state
Initialization mode: Block initialization state
Standard mode: Status of parameter channel 2 of COMBOARD
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default

1

0

0

0

0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.7.5

FM 458
3.3
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
10<=sampling time<=200 ms
Block may not be activated/deactivated by means of runtime
group.

@DRIVE
Device coupling and parameter processing on T400

Symbol

Short description
FB @DRIVE can only be configured on a T400 module but not on a CPU module.
The block initializes and monitors the dual port RAM couplings and parameter processing on
a T400 module according to the way that the "Parameterizing SIMADYN D" was specified.
The block may only be configured on a T400 module and only once. It should be configured
in the slowest sampling time (approx. 100 ms). The valid maximum sampling time is 200 ms
(due to the monitoring by the adjacent modules).
The T400 module can be used with the BASEBOARD function using input BBF (left as the
second T400 in the SRT400).
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The availability and functioning of adjacent modules is automatically identified and is
indicated at the BS, TS, CS1 and CS2 outputs.
We recommend that you configure slot X01 before slot X02.
Parameter processing:
Parameters are configured in the comments for a particular connection. A comment starting
with "@TP_ " identifies this connection as parameter. Each parameter can be assigned a
parameter name (FB-PNAME). An adjustment parameter can be additionally assigned a
minimum and a maximum value (FB-PLIM).

Functional principle
The block has two tasks:
1. It checks the availability of BASE-, TECH- and COMBOARD. It initializes and monitors the
interfaces to the adjacent modules.
2. It creates parameter lists, which can be accessed via various parameter channels
(BASEBOARD interface, BASEBOARD operator control panel, COMBOARD, local USS slave
interface). In standard operation, it processes parameter jobs (in the sampling time clock
cycle).

Connections
Name
CL

CR1

CR2

BBF

PLA
CF1

984

Description

Configured name of the first adjacent module "on the right". The following settings can be made:
CL=0 if no module was configured.
CL=<module name> if a module will be configured.
(Initialization connection)
Configured name of the first adjacent module "on the right". The following settings can be made:
CR1=0 if no module will be configured.
CR1=<module name>, or
CR1=<module name>.<connector> if a module is configured.
(Initialization connection)
Configured name of the second adjacent module "on the right". This input is only evaluated, if
input CR1 was configured with <module name>.<connector>. The following settings can be made:
CR2=0 if no module will be configured.
CR2=<module name>.<connector> if a module is going to be configured.
(Initialization connection)
BBF=0: ST400 operates as TECHBOARD (parameter numbers from the external view 1000..1999,
3000..3999)
BBF=1: T400 operates as BASEBOARD (parameter numbers from the external view 0..999,
2000..2999)
(Initialization connection)
Parameter language selection: Parameter name activation includes those assigned to all "PNAME"
function blocks whose PLA input has the same value.
SIMADYN D REAL and SDTIME data types are transmitted via the parameter channel of the first
COMBOARD as float parameter data type (CF1=1), or as 32 bit integer "I4" (CF1=0).
(Initialization connection)

Default
-

-

-

0

0
1
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Name
CF2
TF
PEN
BS

TS

CS1

CS2

QTS

YT1
YT2
YT3
YT4
YT5
YT6
YT1...YT6

Description

SIMADYN D REAL and SDTIME data types are transferred via the parameter channel of the second
COMBOARD as float parameter data type (CF2=1), or as 32 bit integer "I4" (CF2=0).
(Initialization connection)
SIMADYN D, REAL and SDTIME data types are transmitted via the parameter channel of the
TECHBOARD interface as float parameter data type (TF=1), or as 32-bit integer "I4" (TF=0).
(Initialization connection)
Enabling the parameter change: PEN=1 enables and PEN=0 disables changes to the operating parameters at all parameter channels.
BASEBOARD state
BS=0: BASEBOARD missing or not in operation
BS=1: BASEBOARD is available and in operation
TECHBOARD state
TS=0: TECHBOARD missing or not in operation
TS=1: TECHBOARD is available and in operation
COMBOARD1 state
CS1=0: First COMBOARD missing or not in operation
CS1=1: FIrst COMBOARD is available and in operation
COMBOARD2 state
CS2=0: Second COMBOARD missing or not in operation
CS2=1: Second COMBOARD is available and in operation
Block state:
1: Block is in operation
0: The block is deactivated with error code output at YT1
Status parameter channel from the first COMBOARD and basic block state.
Status parameter channel from the BASEBOARD interface to the TECHBOARD.
Status parameter channel from the BASEBOARD operator panel to the TECHBOARD.
Status parameter channel from the TECHBOARD to the BASEBOARD.
Status parameter channel from the local USS slave interface.
Status parameter channel from the second COMBOARD.
Status display; possible values:
0: OK state
7C70: Parameter channel out of operation due to configuration.
7C7A: Block sampling time exceeds the range from 10...200 ms
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in CFC and
open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)
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Default
1
1
1
0

0

0

0

0

0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.7.6

T400/PM5
10.0
FM458/PM6
3.3
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The block may only be configured once on the T400.
10 <= sampling time <= 200 ms
Block may not be activated/deactivated by means of runtime
group.

PLIM, PLIM_B, PLIM_I, PLIM_D
Operating parameter limiting

Symbol

Short description
The block can be assigned to a set parameter if
• this set parameter is to be assigned a minimum and/or a maximum input limit
• this set parameter may only be changed in certain device states and access levels.
The function block can be configured on the following modules:
• Technology Module T400 (@DRIVE function block is prerequisite)
• CPU module in the SIMADYN D rack (@CSPAR function block is prerequisite)
The block can be assigned the slowest sampling time.

986
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The function blocks PLIM, PLIM_B, PLIM_I, PLIM_D differ wit regard to the data type of the
MIN and MAX inputs that must correspond to the data type of the parameter to be limited:
• PLIM: REAL (and SDTIME)
• PLIM_B: BOOL
• PLIM_I: INT (and WORD)
• PLIM_D: DINT
Input limiting is only effective when the connection is changed by means of parameter.
Entries by means of CFC are not verified!

Functional principle
The values of the connections are only evaluated during block initialization. Runtime changes
do not affect the parameter attributes.

Connections
Name
PNU

Description

Default

MIN

The parameter number (e.g. "H123") establishes the assignment to the set parameter
("@TP_H123"). (Initialization connection)
Minimum (Initialization input)

MAX

Maximum (Initialization input)

AST

Valid states:
Input in hexadecimal notation of the states in which the parameter can be edited. For
each status n, in which a parameter change should be possible, bit n are set to 1 and the
remaining bits are set to 0.
For example, it must be possible to edit a parameter in states 1, 2, 7, or 12: corresponds
to 2#000100001000011 as binary value and hex value at input AST=16#843. The value
at input AST only take effect of the PSTAT has been configured.
Access level (user level); specifies the minimum access level that is necessary to obtain
0
write authorization for this parameter. The value at input USL only takes effect if the
PSTAT block was configured. If input USL = 0, this parameter can be changed independent of the access level at function block PSTAT.
Valid values: 0 to 8

USL
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Empty string
REAL:
-1.0e38;
INT: -32768;
DINT:
-2147483648
REAL: 1.0e38;
INT: 32767;
DINT:
2147483647
16#FFFF
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Name
O2

YTS

Description

(This input only exists in FB PLIM_I.) O2=1 converts the SIMADYN data type "Integer" to
the "O2" parameter data type, instead of the usual "I2". This can be practical if data type
"O2" parameters are needed. In this case, the "Integer" value may not be negative.
(Initialization connection)
Status display:
- 0: OK state
Configuration error:
- 7CDB: invalid setting at input USL
- 7CDC: The value "0 " was set at input AST. The "0" value does not represent a valid
device state.
- 7CAB: parameter for the configured number is a monitoring parameter
(Output)
- 7CAC: The parameter for the configured number is not available.
- 7CAD: data types are not identical
- 7CAF: MIN is greater than MAX.
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
0

0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
10.0
FM458/PM6
3.3
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Additionally required block on T400: @DRIVE
Additionally required block on CPU modules: @CSPAR
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4.2.7.7

PNAME
Parameter names

Symbol

Short description
You need this block to configure the parameter names.
FB PNAME can be configured on the following modules:
• Technology Module T400 (@DRIVE function block is prerequisite)
• CPU module in the SIMADYN D rack (@CSPAR function block is prerequisite)
The block can be assigned the slowest sampling time.

Functional principle
The block saves the configured names to the parameter list of FB @DRIVE or @CSPAR and
then deactivates itself.
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Connections
Name
PLA

Nnn

YTS

Description

Parameter language selection: The configured parameter names are activated exactly when
the setting coincides with the PLA input at the @DRIVE or @CSPAR block.
(Initialization connection)
The parameter number and name must be specified at the Nnn inputs, separated by a colon.
Example: 'H123:parametername'. The parameter number must always consists of a letter (H
or L) and three digits. The parameter name should have a maximum length of 16 characters;
longer names will be truncated, while shorter names are padded with space characters. (Initialization connection)
Status display; possible values:
0: OK state (all names activated).
Warnings:
1: The names are not activated because a different language is set at FB @DRIVE or @CSPAR
2: at least one parameter number is missing the parameter (the name is ignored)
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in CFC
and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
0

Empty string

0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
10.0
FM458/PM6
3.3
-Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Additionally required block on T400: @DRIVE
Additionally required block on CPU modules: @CSPAR
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4.2.7.8

PSTAT
Parameter change enable

Symbol

Short description
The function block
• can be used to configure a current device status,
• is used to define the access level by entering a password,
• is used to define whether to enable parameter changes based on the device status and
access level.
The states and access level at which a parameter is to be disabled or enabled are specified at
the PLIM function block.
Function block PSTAT may only be configured once in each CPU module or T400.

Connections
Name

Description

Default

PSW

Current password: if password PSW does not match any of the PWi values, this corresponds
to access level 0: no changes allowed.
Password PSW match with a PWi value corresponds to access level i and all lower access
levels.
Access level 8 is not subject to access restriction due to the access level (all other access
restrictions, e.g. due to the device status, are retained).
Corresponding password for access level i (password i)
Current "device state" (State): 16 states are available.
Valid input range: 1 to 16
Current access level i (Word level): access level i is determined by the entry at input PSW
and output as binary value. At access level n, bit n is set to 1 and all other 15 bits are set to
0.
For example, with access level = 7, WLV corresponds to 2#0000000001000000.

0

PWi
STE
WLV
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Name
WST
YTS

Description

Device status (Word state): the current device status STE is output as binary value. With
current device status STE=n, bit n is set to 1 and the other 15 bits are set to 0.
For example, if STE=7, then WST corresponds to 2#000000001000000.
Status display:
7C78: Multiple FB configuration
7CCA: no FB @DRIVE or @CSPAR configured
7CF9: one or several incorrect entries at the PWi inputs
7CFA: invalid setting at input STE
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default

2#00000000000
00001
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.2.7.9

T400/PM5
10.0
FM458/PM6
3.3
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
The function block may only be configured once in per CPU
module or T400.
Additionally required function block on T400: @DRIVE and PLIM
Additionally required function block on CPU modules: @CSPAR
and PLIM

PTRANS
Parameter transfer on T400

Symbol

992
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Short description
Using this block, a TECHBOARD T400 transfers parameter tasks and responses between the
COMBOARD and BASEBOARD.
The block may only be configured on a T400 module and only once. FB @DRIVE is
prerequisite. It only makes sense to use this block if BASEBOARD and COMBOARD are
available along with the T400 as TECHBOARD. If several COMBOARDs are available, the SEL
input is used to specify the COMBOARD from which the parameter jobs are to be transferred
to the BASEBOARD.
The parameter transfer must be configured using this block, so that the users are able to
adapt the sampling time to suit their requirements.

Functional principle

Connections
Name
SEL

QTS

YT1, YT2

Description

Selector for deciding from which "righthand" adjacent module the parameter jobs are
transferred to the BASEBOARD. The following settings can be made:
SEL=0 (transfer of the parameter jobs from the X01 slot of the COMBOARD)
SEL=1 (transfer of the parameter jobs from the X02 slot of the COMBOARD)
Block state:
1: Block is in operation
0: The block is deactivated with error code output at YT1
Status display:
0: OK state
Warnings:
1: no operating priority
2: The block is out of operation because no BASEBOARD or COMBOARD exists
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features
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T400/PM5
10.0
FM458/PM6
3.3
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
The block may only be configured on the T400.
Additionally required block: @DRIVE
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4.2.7.10

RFAW
Receiving errors and warnings on a BASEBOARD-T400 from a TECHBOARD/COMBOARD

Symbol

Short description
This block receives errors and warnings on a BASEBOARD-T400 from the TECHBOARD or
warnings from the COMBOARD.
The block may only be configured on a T400 module and only once. FB @DRIVE is
prerequisite.

Functional principle
The block remains inactive if the T400 module operates as TECHBOARD.

Connections
Name

Description

YT1...YT4

Block state:
1: Block is in operation
0: The block is deactivated with error code output at YT1
Status display:
0: OK state
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

TF1, TF2,
TW1, TW2,
CW1, CW2
QTS

994

Default

(refer to FB-TFAW)
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features

4.2.7.11

T400/PM5
10.0
FM458/PM6
3.3
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
The block may only be configured once on the T400.
Additionally required block: @DRIVE (BBF = 1)

SYNCT4
Synchronizing to T400

Symbol

Short description
The block generates a synchronization signal on a T400 module for an adjacent module
(e.g. BASEBOARD or COMBOARD).
The block can only be configured on a T400 module.
A maximum of two sync blocks can be configured, one each for export to the "left" and to the
"right".
Additional synchronization options on the T400 (e.g. import or export of the basic clock) are
configured using HW Config. There, the synchronization signal "export" must also be enabled
using this synchronization block.

Functional principle
The block generates a synchronization signal (0.5 ms pulse) if input EN = 1. The signal is
generated immediately.
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Connections
Name
SEL

EN

QTS

YTS

Description

Selection of the adjacent module to which the Sync signal is exported.
SEL=0: to the "left" (BASEBOARD)
SEL=1: to the "right" (COMBOARD)
(Initialization connection)
Generating synchronization signals (status-controlled):
EN=1 generates a synchronization signal,
EN=0 does not generate a signal.
Block state:
1: Block is in operation
0: The block is deactivated with error code output at YTS
Status display:
- 0: OK state
For additional values, refer to the D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
0

0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features
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T400/PM5
10.0
FM458/PM6
3.3
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
The block may only be configured on the T400.
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4.2.7.12

TFAW
Transmission of errors and warnings from a TECHBOARD-T400 to a BASEBOARD

Symbol

Short description
This block transmits TECHBOARD errors and warnings on a TECHBOARD-T400 to the
BASEBOARD.
The block can only be configured on a T400 module or only once. If the adapter board
provides several communication modules, input SEL is used to specify the communication
module to use for transmission of the warnings to the BASEBOARD.
It receives warnings from up to two COMBOARDs and outputs these at CW1 or CW2.
Depending on the SEL input, the corresponding warnings are transferred to the BASEBOARD.

Functional principle
The block remains inactive if the T400 module operates as BASEBOARD.
The block makes the states of its TF1, TF2, TW1 and TW2 inputs available to the BASEBOARD.

Connections
Name
SEL

TF1, TF2

Description

Selector to decide from which right-hand adjacent module the warnings should be transferred to the BASEBOARD. The following settings can be made:
SEL=0 (transfer of the warnings from the X01 slot of the COMBOARD)
SEL=1 (transfer of the warnings from the X02 slot of the COMBOARD)
TECHBOARD error no. 116-147, bit-coded, displayed at the BASEBOARD (e.g.): "F116"
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0
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Name

TW1, TW2
CW1
CW2
QTS

YT1...YT6

YT7

Description

Default

TECHBOARD warnings no. 97-128, bit-coded, displayed at the BASEBOARD with (e.g.) "A97" 0
COMBOARD warnings from the second "righthand" adjacent module (COMBOARD is located
in an adapter board at slot X01)
COMBOARD warnings from the second righthand adjacent module (COMBOARD is located
in an adapter board at slot X02)
Block state:
1: Block is in operation
0: The block is deactivated with error code output at YT1
Status display:
0: OK state
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
the CFC and select "Help on events" at "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/SIMADYN D")
Status display of the warning channel used to transfer warnings from the COMBOARD to
the BASEBOARD
0: OK state
For additional values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key in
CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in

Special features
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T400/PM5
10.0
FM458/PM6
3.3
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
System mode
Standard mode
The block may only be configured once on the T400.
Additionally required block: @DRIVE
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4.2.8

SIMATIC Operator Panel

4.2.8.1

S7OS
OS Communication

Symbol

Short description
Function block for operating and monitoring CPU connections that were provided in the
course of configuration.
The function block processes and responds to jobs requested from the display devices
(SIMATIC OPs, WinCC, etc.).
The sampling interval should be 32 ms <= TA <= 256 ms. Other sampling times result in
prolonged response times or higher system load.
One function block is required for each CPU to be addressed by a display device.

Functional principle
The S7OS function block initializes and processes the number of communication connections
to display devices.
The function block provides the necessary SAVE area for saving OP value changes. The
configured initialization values are entered in the SAVE area at the initial startup. The values
are retrieved from the SAVE area at a restart. The card programming date is used to
distinguish between the initial startup and restart. Repeated loading of program memory
leads to an initial start even if the program code was not changed.
All new jobs from the display devices are processed and the response is transmitted in each
sampling cycle. The response time is defined by the selected sampling time.
The computing time depends on the number of jobs, the time interval between these, and on
their contents.
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Connections
Name
EN

CTS
US
NOS
TLF

ENO
QTS
YTS

Description

Enable of block processing. If EN=1, the block is processed and block processing is disabled if
EN=0.
Connection for initializing the naming of configured coupling modules. Name of the module
(and optionally of connectors X01, X02 or X03) to which the OP is connected.
Initialization connection for address data. The specification consists of a channel name with a
length of max. 6 characters and 1 or 2 address levels, depending on the coupling type.
Connection for initializing the number of display devices that access the CPU.
Frame format; the user data length (PDU length) of a frame can be declared at this parameter:
TLF = 0 → the maximum possible PDU length is set automatically
TLF = 1 → PDU length = 112 bytes
TLF = 2 → PDU length = 240 bytes
TLF = 3 → PDU length = 480 bytes
TLF = 4 → PDU length = 960 bytes
Output for displaying the enable status. ENO=1 indicates that the block was processed without
errors in the last cycle. ENO=0 indicates that block processing is disabled, or that the function
block has detected an error.
Output for indicating the proper initialization of the block (QTS=1). QTS = 0 indicates that the
block was deactivated after the entry of a communication error message.
Output for displaying all temporary errors, irreparable faults, or channel initialization errors at
the data interface.
For information on YTS values, refer to: D7-SYS Online Help, "Help on events" (Press the F1 key
in CFC and open the "Help on events" topic under "CFC for SIMATIC TDC/FM 458-1 DP".)

Default
1
Empty string
1
0

0
0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

40.0
13.2
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4.3

Logic blocks

4.3.1

SAV_TR
Save FB for NOV_RAM

Symbol

Short description
Saving a REAL type variable to NOV RAM of a technology module.

Functional principle
The function block is a read/write memory for REAL values. It is only active if a 0 at output QF
indicates that memory space is available in NOV RAM.
The function block operating mode is set at input M:

Write mode (M = 1)
The variable to be saved is entered at input X. It is routed to output Y.
Moreover, input variable X is written to the NOV RAM of the module. In this case, a value
already contained in NOV RAM will be overwritten.

Read mode (M = 0)
The last input variable saved in write mode is returned at output Y.
The NOV RAM is erased, i.e. overwritten with zeroes, from the operating system each time
the configuration is changed (even during initial configuration of the system). If no value was
subsequently written to NOV RAM, the initialization value of the NOV RAM (zero) is then
output at Y in response to a read access.

INIT operating state
In the INIT operating mode of the function block, memory space is provided for a REAL value.
Output QF is set to 1 if this is not (no longer) possible. The function block is then deactivated
in the RUN state.
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Connections
Name
X
M
Y
QF

Description

Default

Input variable
Operating mode
Output variable
No free memory

0.0
0
0.0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.3.2

T400
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

1.7

PAS7
Triggering hardware interrupts at the S7 CPU

Symbol

Short description
The function block for triggering a hardware interrupt at the SIMATIC S7-CPU can only be
executed with an FM 458 application module.

1002
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Functional principle
The function block triggers a hardware interrupt on the assigned S7 CPU.
Dword IFO is transferred to the S7-CPU as supplementary alarm information.
A hardware interrupt is only acknowledged after the hardware interrupt OB (organization
block) has been executed on the S7 CPU.
The block does not wait for acknowledgment. The OB is configured for the corresponding S7CPU in HW Config.
The hardware interrupt is only triggered if the S7-CPU is currently not processing a hardware
interrupt from the FM 458 application module.
Output QF = 1 if a new hardware interrupt is triggered even though the last hardware
interrupt was not yet acknowledged, or the block was not configured on FM 458.
Output QF = 0 if the acknowledgment from the S7-CPU has been received, or if input RES = 1.
The alarm is triggered depending on input TMB:
• if TMB = 0, at a 0 to 1 transition at input
• if TMB = 1, at any signal transition at input I.

Connections
Name
IFO
RES
TMB
I
QF

Description

Default

Supplementary alarm information
Reset error
Trigger mode both edges
Trigger alarm
Error output

0
0
0
0
0

Technical specifications
Description

Computing time
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
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10 µs
No
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Standard mode
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4.4

Controller blocks

4.4.1

INT_M
Modulo integrator for axis cycle compliant integration

Symbol

Short description
The virtual master block INT_M is used to generate position setpoints with angular
synchronism.

Functional principle
The block adds up the input values X that are weighted with ratio NM and DN.
If the sum of the modulo value MOD exceeds or falls below 0, the modulo value is subtracted
or added and an overflow bit QP or QN is set for the duration of the sampling time.

Connections
Name
MOD
X
NM

DN
SV
R

1004

Description

230

Modulo value, value range 1 . . .
Input variable of the integrator, e.g. velocity (ramp-function generator output)
Gear ratio nominator
NM * X may not exceed the value 231,
Value range: - 230 to + 230
Gear ratio denominator
Value range: - 230 to + 230
Setting value
Value that is set at output Y with S=1.
Reset
R=1 → Y=0

Default
0
0
1

1
0
0
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Name
S

H
Y
QP
QN
YF

Description

Default

Set
Bit for setting start value Y to setting value SV
S=1 → Y=SV (initial offset)
Hold current value at output Y
H=1 → Y=Yold
Output variable of the integrator; R=S=H=0 → Y=Yold+X∙NM/DN
Positive overflow; QP=1 → Y + X ≥ MOD (Y=Y-MOD)
Negative overflow; QN=1 → Y+X < 0 (Y=Y+MOD)
Error state of the block; YF=0 no error, YF > 0

0

0
0
0
0

Coded error output
The error state is output in coded form at output YF of modulo integrator INT_M. Only the
last error event is displayed.
Value
1
4
8
16
32

Meaning

MOD > 230 or < 1
Positive division overflow
Negative division overflow
Positive overflow remainder
Negative overflow remainder

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

60.0
19.8
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4.5

Utility/diagnostics blocks

4.5.1

DLED
Control diagnostics LED

Symbol

Short description
Function block to drive a diagnostics LED. The function block can only run on a T400
module.

Functional principle
The function block is only active if error output QF = 0.
If input LON = 1 (LED on), the LED selected at LDN in the INIT state is lit. The LED goes dark if
LON=0.
The error output is set to 1 if an error occurs when an attempt is made to access the LED.

INIT operating state
The LED number is transferred as initialization value to the function block. It must be in the
range 1 =< LDN <= 3, for otherwise the error output will be set to 1.
The diagnostics LED selected by means of the valid LED number, is dark-controlled. If an error
is identified (e.g. if not operated on a T400 module), the error output is set to 1.
The error output is set to 0 on successful initialization.

Connections
Name
LDN
LON
QF

1006

Description

LED number
LED on
Error output

Default
1
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.5.2

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

12.3
4.1

FMLED
Actuating the diagnostics LED on FM 458

Symbol

Short description
The function block for actuating the FM 458 diagnostic LEDs can only be executed with an
FM 458 application module.

Functional principle
The LEDs of the FM 458 application module can be actuated using this block.
The LED display is reset if the corresponding input = 0 and set if the input = 1, while its status
remains unchanged if a value of -1 is set. You need the value -1 because you can configure
multiple instances of this block.
Output QF = 1 if invalid values are set at the inputs, or the block is not configured on the FM
458 application module.
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Connections
Name
AWF
ONL
COM
CYC
QF

Description

Default

LED for user error
LED for online monitoring
LED for communications error
LED for sampling time overflow
Error output

1
1
1
1
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
Yes
Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

3.0
1.0
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4.6

SIMOLINK blocks

4.6.1

@SL
SIMOLINK central block

Symbol

Short description
The @SL central block facilitates initialization and monitoring of communication with an SLB
module.
An SLB module is a system hardware component, e.g. an ITSL, an EXM 448-1 module, or an
optional SLB (SIMOLINK Board) of the ITSL module.
The @SL central block may only be configured in a cyclic task and once per SIMOLINK ring.
The following parameters must be set for an SLB module:
• Hardware address SLB (TAD)
• Operating mode (MOD)
• Node address (ASL), only relevant when operating mode 0 is selected
• Send power (POW) for the SLB module
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Function principle
1. The @SL central block executes the following steps while the system is being initialized:
– Validation of the range of values at the input connections
– Checks whether additional @SL central blocks were configured at the same hardware
address (input TAD)
– Initialization of the SLB module according to the settings at the initialization
connections
– transmission of an initialization sequence (SIMOLINK) and monitoring of the startup
sequence
2. The @SL central block executes the following steps in the standard mode ("RUN" operating
state) of the system:
– Monitoring communication of the SIMOLINK drive interface
– Output of error messages on communication errors at the output connectors
– Output of information with regard to the drive coupling
– New values for the node address (ASL) and send power (POW) are not activated until
the restart of SIMOLINK drive coupling is completed.

Operating mode
An SLB module can be initialized and be operated in 7 different modes.
The different time characteristics of the SIMOLINK blocks must be observed for the selectable
operating modes at input MOD (refer to Timing for the various operating modes
(Page 1026)).
• Slave mode=0
The SLB module operates as slave. The SIMOLINK blocks in the CFC must be assigned to an
interrupt task Ix (x=1 . . . 8).
Time evaluation: An interrupt is triggered whenever a SYNC frame is received and
therefore starts execution of interrupt task Ix. The received values are read and the values
to be transmitted are written to the write buffer of the SLB module.
• Asynchronous mode=1
The SLB module operates as master. The SIMOLINK blocks in the CFC must be assigned to
a cyclic task Tx (x=1 . . . 5).
Time evaluation: The blocks are executed at each start of the cyclic tasks Tx. The SIMOLINK
frames are transmitted after the last SIMOLINK block has been calculated.
• Timer mode=2
The SLB module operates as master. The SIMOLINK blocks in the CFC must be assigned to
an interrupt task Ix (x=1 . . . 8).
Time evaluation: A timer of the ITSL/EXM 448-1 module triggers an interrupt according to
the equivalent sampling time and therefore execution of interrupt task Ix. The SIMOLINK
frames are transmitted after the last SIMOLINK block has been calculated.
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• Interrupt-automatic mode=3
The SLB module operates as master. The SIMOLINK blocks in the CFC must be assigned to
an interrupt task Ix (x=1 . . . 8).
Time evaluation: Each SYNC frame received triggers an interrupt and therefore execution
of the interrupt task Ix. The SIMOLINK bus cycle is retriggered automatically each time a
SYNC frame is received. SIMOLINK frames are transmitted and received simultaneously
with signal processing of the function blocks (internal calculations).
• External mode=4
The SLB module operates as master. The SIMOLINK blocks in the CFC must be assigned to
an interrupt task Ix (x=1 . . . 8).
Time evaluation: The basic clock cycle T0 from the system triggers frame transmissions
and therefore the start of the SIMOLINK cycle. A subsequently received SYNC frame
triggers an interrupt and therefore execution of interrupt task Ix. Signal processing
(internal calculations) starts after the SIMOLINK frame has been transmitted and received.
• External cyclic mode=5
The SLB module operates as master. The SIMOLINK blocks in the CFC must be assigned a
cyclic task T1=T0.
Time evaluation: The basic clock cycle T0 triggers frame transmissions (start of the
SIMOLINK cycle) and processing of the SIMOLINK blocks in T1=T0.
The signals are processed (internal calculation) while SIMOLINK frames are transmitted
and received.
• Cyclic Automatic-mode=10
The SLB module operates as master. The SIMOLINK blocks in the CFC must be assigned to
cyclic task T1, in contrast to mode 3.
Time evaluation: Each SYNC frame received triggers an interrupt and execution of the
basic clock cycle T0. The SIMOLINK bus cycle is retriggered automatically each time a SYNC
frame is received. SIMOLINK frames are transmitted and received simultaneously with
signal processing of the function blocks (internal calculations).
Note
You need to set up the synchronization source for operating mode 10: LE-Bus-Interrupt
L1 for starting the basic sampling time T0. Set this up in HWConfig by selecting the
Edit>Object properties>Basic clock cycle menu command of FM458 (see Interrupt task
settings (Page 1025)).
Note
It is also necessary to set up the interrupt task sources for operating modes 0, 2, 3 and 4
to enable triggering of the configured interrupt tasks (refer to “Interrupt task settings
(Page 1025)”). The settings must be made in the HWConfig in the properties window ,
"Interrupt tasks" tab. The settings are dependent on the configured hardware
components.
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Connections
Name
TAD
MOD
ASL
POW

FIL

EN

YF
NCP

NCY
NOR

NTO
NCR
NDM
QF

1012

Description

Hardware address SLB (name of the SLB module) that can be configured in HWConfig
Operating mode
Sets the required operating mode; (initialization connection)
Node address
Slave address (1 . . . 200) in the SIMOLINK ring (only relevant if operating mode 0 was
selected at MOD); (initialization connection)
Send power
Send power of the SLB module (reduced send power slows down aging of the fiber-optic
cables and improves error detection on the medium at startup). Range of values: 1 . . . 3
(low, medium, high); (initialization connection)
Fill frame gaps
If FIL=1, any idle time between two bus cycles is filled with NOP frames.
During synchronization of the sampling time T0, this filling will only function correctly if the equivalent sampling time is set precisely to the value of the cycle time
that is used for synchronization.
(Initialization connection)
Bus enable
Start/Stop of the SLB module for frame traffic
EN=0; no frame transmission
EN=1; transmission according to the set operating mode
Block error state
YF=0 no error, YF > 0 (see Coded error output (Page 1024))
Number of nodes
MOD>0: Number of nodes on the SIMOLINK ring
(including the SL masters)
MOD=0: hardware number in the ring
Number of cycles
Number of SIMOLINK cycles which have been executed, or the number of SIMOLINK
frames
Number of overruns
Number of states in which the configured FBs were unable to provide or fetch the data
until the start of the next SIMOLINK cycle. This data remains consistent as such, regardless of these errors, and the SIMOLINK cycle is started with the old data.
In order to resolve this problem, load on the interrupt tasks in which the SIMOLINK
blocks were configured must be relieved.
Number of timeouts on the SIMOLINK ring
A timeout informs you of a frame failure.
CRC errors on the SIMOLINK ring
A node transmits a frame with CRC error.
Number of the faulty module, or of the node
that detected the line error.
Group error bit
QF=0 no error, QF=1 for error (if YF≠0)

Default
0
0
3

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

4.6.2

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
yes
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

210.0
69.3

SLAV, SLAV_R
SIMOLINK receive block per actual value

Symbol

Short description
The SLAV receive block can be used to transmit one actual value from each one of max. 8
slaves. The same channel number is addressed for all slaves.
The SLAV and SLAV_R function blocks are functionally identical. They only differ with regard
to the data type of the actual value connections YA0 to YA7:
• SLAV: DINT
• SLAV_R: REAL
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Function principle
1. FB SLAV executes the following steps in the system initialization phase:
– Check of the task assignment
– Initialization of the task list of the SLB module according to the configuration at the
input connectors
2. FB SLAV executes the following steps in standard mode ("RUN" operating state):
– Validation of the range of values at the inputs
– Reading the actual values to be received from the receive buffer of the SLB module

Connections
Name
TAD
FSL
NSL
CSV
QV
YA0 to
YA7
SEQ

YF
QF

Description

Hardware address SLB (name of the SLB module) that can be configured in HWConfig
Address of the first slave from which the actual value YA0 should be received; range of
values 1 . . . 200; (initialization connection)
Number of slaves from which actual values are to be received; range of values 1. . . 8;
(initialization connection)
Number of the channel receiving the actual value;
range of values 0. . . 7; (initialization connection)
Cross-traffic enable
Used if you want to transmit data to a slave in the same cycle and the slave is arranged
upstream in the SIMOLINK ring (e.g. from slave 4 to slave 1).
Actual value YA from slaves 1 to 8
Up to eight actual values can be received.
Sequence number
Number of the block in the SIMOLINK block sequence
This value provides information as to whether the block was correctly initialized.
Block error state
YF=0 no error, YF > 0 (see Coded error output (Page 1024))
Group error bit
QF=0 no error, QF=1 for error (if YF≠0)

Default
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

1014

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
no
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

105.0
34.7
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4.6.3

SLD
SIMOLINK delta evaluation

Symbol

Short description
A sampling time failure can be detected using function block SLD. The counter status is
queried at each SYNC interrupt (generated at the end of every frame cycle). The block can
calculate and output the difference to the old value.

Function principle
The blocks reads the queried value of the counter and forms the difference to the value
which was saved in the old cycle. This value is output at DT.
The minimum and maximum values of DT are retained for monitoring purposes.

Connections
Name

Description

TAD
DT

Hardware address SLB (name of the SLB module) that can be configured in HWConfig
Delta time
Difference to the last SIMOLINK cycle duration
Delta time, max; Maximum value of DT
Delta time, min.; Minimum value of DT
Sequence number
Number of the block in the SIMOLINK block sequence
This value provides information as to whether the block was correctly initialized.
Block error state
YF=0 no error, YF > 0 (see Coded error output (Page 1024))
Group error bit
QF=0 no error, QF=1 for error (if YF≠0)

DMX
DMN
SEQ

YF
QF
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Default
0
0
0
0

0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

4.6.4

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
no
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

60.0
19.8

SLDIS
SIMOLINK dispatcher

Symbol

Short description
A dispatcher mode is prepared in-line with the SIMOLINK specifications (as for MASTERDRIVES
drive converters) using the SLDIS function block.

Function principle
The block registers the frames for all NSL slaves and NCN channels.

1016
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Connections
Name
TAD
NSL
NCN
QV
SEQ

YF
QF

Description

Hardware address SLB (name of the SLB module) that can be configured in HWConfig
Total number of slaves in the SIMOLINK ring (initialization connection)
Total number of channels (initialization connection)
Cross-traffic enable
Used if you want to transmit data to a slave in the same cycle and the slave is arranged
upstream in the SIMOLINK ring (e.g. from slave 4 to slave 1).
Sequence number
Number of the block in the SIMOLINK block sequence
This value provides information as to whether the block was correctly initialized.
Block error state
YF=0 no error, YF > 0 (see Coded error output (Page 1024))
Group error bit
QF=0 no error, QF=1 for error (if YF≠0)

Default
1
1
0
0

0
0

Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
no
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

45.0
14.9
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4.6.5

SLSV, SLSV_R
SIMOLINK transmission block for one setpoint

Symbol

Short description
The SLSV transmission block can be used to transmit
• up to 8 setpoints
• to max. 8 slaves.
One setpoint is transmitted per slave and the same channel number is addressed for all
slaves.
The SLSV and SLSV_R function blocks are functionally identical. They only differ with regard
to the data type of the XS0 to XS7 setpoint connections:
• SLSV: DINT
• SLSV_R: REAL

Function principle
1. The SLSV transmission block executes the following steps while the system is being
initialized:
– Check of the task assignment
– Initialization of the task list of the SLB module according to the configuration at the
input connectors
2. In the standard mode ("RUN" mode), the SLSV transmission and receive block performs the
following tasks:
– Calculation of setpoints
– Validation of the range of values at the input connectors
– Entry of the setpoints to be transmitted into the write buffer of the SLB module
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Connections
Name
TAD
FSL
NSL
CSV
XS0
to
XS7
SEQ

YF
QF

Description

Hardware address SLB (name of the SLB module) that can be configured in HWConfig
Address of the first slave to which setpoint XS0 is to be transmitted; range of values 1 . .
. 200; (initialization connection)
Number of slaves to which the setpoint is to be transmitted; range of values 1. . . 8;
(initialization connection)
Number of the channel used to transmit the setpoint;
range of values 0. . . 7; (initialization connection)
Setpoint XS for slaves 1 to 8,
Up to eight setpoints can be transmitted.
Sequence number
Number of the block in the SIMOLINK block sequence
This value provides information as to whether the block was correctly initialized.
Block error state
YF=0 no error, YF > 0 (see Coded error output (Page 1024))
Group error bit
QF=0 no error, QF=1 for error (if YF≠0)

Default
1
1
0
0

0

0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
no
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

105.0
34.7
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4.6.6

SLSVAV
SIMOLINK transmission and receive block for one slave

Symbol

Short description
The SLSVAV transmission and receive block can be used to transmit
• up to 8 setpoints to a slave and
• up to 8 setpoints from a slave.
The number of addressed channels for the setpoints and actual values is specified at the
input connectors.

Function principle
1. The SLSVAV transmission and receive block performs the following steps while the system is
being initialized:
– Check of the task assignment
– Initialization of the task list of the SLB module according to the configuration at the
input connectors
2. In the standard mode ("RUN" mode), the SLSV transmission and receive block performs the
following tasks:
– Validation of the range of values at the input connectors
– Entry of the setpoints to be transmitted into the write buffer of the SLB module
– Reading the actual values to be received from the receive buffer of the SLB module
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Connections
Name
TAD
ASL

NSV
NAV
XS0
to
XS7
YA0
to
YA7
SEQ

YF
QF

Description

Hardware address SLB (name of the SLB module) that can be configured in HWConfig
Address of the slave for data exchange, range of values 1 . . . 200; (initialization connection)
Number of channels used for transmission,
range of values 0. . . 8; (initialization connection)
Number of channels used for receiving,
range of values 0. . . 8; (initialization connection)
Setpoint XS for channels 0 to 7,
Up to eight setpoints can be transmitted.

Default
1
0
0
0

Actual value YS for channels 0 to 7,
Up to eight actual values can be received.

0

Sequence number
Number of the block in the SIMOLINK block sequence
This value provides information as to whether the block was correctly initialized.
Block error state
YF=0 no error, YF > 0 (see Coded error output (Page 1024))
Group error bit
QF=0 no error, QF=1 for error (if YF≠0)

0

0
0

Configuration data
Description
Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
no
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

105.0
34.7
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4.6.7

SLSV2, SLSV2R
SIMOLINK transmission block for 2 setpoints

Symbol

Short description
The SLSV2 transmission block can be used to transmit
• 2 setpoints to each slave, whereby the first setpoint is broadcast to all slaves.
• In this case, the block can handle a maximum of 8 slaves.
This functionality can be used to implement a virtual shaft, especially if the time and
position/angular setpoint must be transferred to the slaves.
The SLSV2 and SLSVR function blocks are functionally identical. They only differ with regard
to the data type of the setpoint connections XO0 to XO7:
• SLSV2: DINT
• SLSV2R: REAL
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Function principle
1. The SLSV2 transmission block performs the following tasks while the system is being
initialized:
– Check of the task assignment
– Initialization of the task list of the SLB module according to the configuration at the
input connectors
2. In the normal system mode ("RUN" mode), the SLSV2 transmission block performs the
following tasks:
– Calculation of setpoints
– Validation of the range of values at the input connectors
– Entry of the setpoints to be transmitted into the write buffer of the SLB module

Connections
Name
TAD
FSL
NSL
ACL
CTV
CSV
XSA
XO0
to
XO7
SEQ

YF
QF

Description

Hardware address SLB (name of the SLB module) that can be configured in HWConfig
Address of the first slave to which setpoint XO0 is to be transmitted; range of values 1 . .
. 200; (initialization connection)
Number of slaves to which the setpoint is to be transmitted; range of values 1. . . 8;
(initialization connection)
Axis cycle length
Integrator high limit
Channel number for setpoint 2; RANGE OF VALUES 0 . . . 7; (initialization connection)
Number of the channel used to transmit the setpoint; range of values 0 . . . 7; (initialization connection)
Common setpoint XS of the main rotational angle/distance for all NSL slaves
Setpoint offset XO for slaves 1 to 8.
Up to eight setpoint offsets can be transmitted.
Sequence number
Number of the block in the SIMOLINK block sequence
This value provides information as to whether the block was correctly initialized.
Block error state
YF=0 no error, YF > 0 (see Coded error output (Page 1024))
Group error bit
QF=0 no error, QF=1 for error (if YF≠0)
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Default
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing time [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in:
Calculated in:
Special features

4.6.8

T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
no
Interrupt tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

120.0
39.6

Coded error output
Error states are output in a coded form at outputs YF of the SIMOLINK blocks for the
respective block.
Only the last error event is displayed.
Value
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
30

1024

Significance

Incorrect connection of the TAD input
SLB module not inserted or hardware failure
SLB module is currently in use by another central block @SL
Memory resources problem
Central block @SL not configured
No SIMOLINK block available
Mirror registers were not created
Software does not support the hardware combination
Block must be assigned to an interrupt task
Block must be assigned to a cyclic task
Block must be assigned to a cyclic task with TX=T0
Equivalent sampling time must be equal to T0
Incorrect interrupt source for the interrupt task
Blocks must be assigned the same sampling time
Operating mode is (currently) not supported
Node address too high at input ASL
No transmission and receive blocks available
If transmission and receive blocks are configured, you must observe the error messages at
these blocks!
Maximum number of SIMOLINK frames exceeded (max. 1021 user frames) exceeded → Increase the SIMOLINK cycle time, or reduce the number of configured SIMOLINK blocks
Slave address too high
Channel number too high
Slave attempts to write to the incorrect address
Cross-traffic is only possible in one direction per slave (transmitting or receiving)
Physical transmission error on the SIMOLINK ring → Increase send power at one of the subsections, or the fiber-optic cable medium or connector is defective
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Value
31
32
33

4.6.9

Significance

CRC error (checksum error)
Timeout error on the SIMOLINK ring
only if MOD=0: the reported SIMOLINK cycle time (in the special frame from the SL master)
does not correspond to the configured equivalent sampling time

Interrupt task settings
Interrupt source to be set for the interrupt task Ix of the SIMOLINK blocks, if:

Operating mode

first SLB module at slot first SLB module
1
at slot 2
LE bus interrupt 1
LE bus interrupt 3
LE bus interrupt 5
LE bus interrupt 6
LE bus interrupt 1
LE bus interrupt 3
LE bus interrupt 1
LE bus interrupt 3

0
2
3
4

second SLB module at
slot 1

second SLB module at
slot 2

LE bus interrupt 2
LE bus interrupt 7
LE bus interrupt 2
LE bus interrupt 2

LE bus interrupt 4
LE bus interrupt 8
LE bus interrupt 4
LE bus interrupt 4

Note
The first SLB module may be an EXM 448-1, or an ITSL module without optional SLB. The
settings for the second SLB module are only relevant for an ITSL module with optional SLB.
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4.6.10

Timing for the various operating modes
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4.7

Converter-specific blocks

4.7.1

CAV
Actual current value acquisition

Symbol

Short description
Acquisition of the frequency-converted actual current value via the SITOR interface

Functional principle
The actual current value of the line-commutated converter is acquired and converted into a
measuring frequency by means of V/f conversion. The frequency is converted to a value on
the module. The mapping range of the actual current value is 10[V] = 2* rated current,
corresponding to ±30 [kHz]. The frequency at zero current is 60 [kHz].
IN deactivated state of the thyristor current controller, the function block detects an offset
error at the V/f converters in the Sitor and outputs the frequency at YFO.

Frequency range:

30 ←
-2*

40 ← 60 → 75 → 90 [kHz]
-1*
I = 0 1*
2*Irated

The actual current value YC is calculated as follows:
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The value at output YC is signed.

Function chart

The actual current value is acquired in the converter in bipolar or unipolar mode, e.g. similar
to the Sitor sets. For a signed actual current value, the actual value is checked for compliance
with the CX1 and CX2 limits.
YC > CX1 → QSF \ bit 10 = 1 overcurrent torque direction 1
YC > CX2 → QSF \ bit 11 = 1 overcurrent torque direction 2
For unipolar acquisition, the actual current value is evaluated and the error bits are set after
selection by means of inputs IM1, IM2 with CX1 or CX2 limit.
A gain error in V/f conversion can be corrected within limits using parameters CAV.AL1 /AL2.
The value at CAV.AL1 affects positive values, while input CAV.AL2 affects negative values
accordingly. The corrected actual value is made available at CAV.YC.
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Dynamic inverter stability limits
The current-dependent control of the "inverter stability limit" function is activated with factor
XF2 > 0. The value of the inverter stability limit is usually stored permanently at FB PC6. To
utilize the maximum output voltage, you must adjust the limit depending on the current, as
the overlap angle is greater due to the extended commutation. In this case, the inverter
stability limit must be reduced in order to prevent "inverter commutation faults".
The inverter stability limit is calculated as follows:

The bandwidth of IAV is always lower due to XF2 → 0.

Connections
Name

Description

AD
RRC

Hardware address
Rated DC current of the SITOR set [A]
Condition: RRC ≥ ARC , otherwise QSF\bit 12 = 1
Plant/motor rated current [A]
Condition: RRC ≥ ARC ≠ 0 , otherwise QSF\bit 12 = 1
Normalization of the actual current value at YC
NF= 1 (YC = normalized value),
NF= ARC (YC = absolute value)
Conversion of the value affects the
controller parameters!
Condition: NF > 0 , for otherwise QSF\bit 12 = 1

ARC
NF
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Connection/default
Initialization connection/
0.0
Initialization connection/
0.0
Initialization connection/
1.0
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Name
XFO

XF2

IAV

AL1
AL2
CX1
CX2
IM1
IM2
ACI
____
YC

YFI

Description

Connection/default

Offset compensation of the frequency of V/f conversion [kHz]
Synchronization: XF0 = - YFO ! Meas. value for I=0 A!
Condition: -6 kHz ≤ XFO ≤ 6 kHz, else QSF\bit 12=1
(max. 10 % of the rated frequency)
Current-dependent inverter stability limit [1]
XF2 corresponds to the 'inductive voltage drop' of the converter.
XF2=0 % → stability limit calculation disabled.
This intervention is not required for standard applications.
Condition: 0.0 ≤ XF2 ≤ 0.2, else QSF\bit 12 = 1
Correction for the stability limit [1]
Changes caused by the line can be taken into account.
The bandwidth continues to decrease with CAV.XF2 → 0.
Changes caused by the line can be taken into account.
Condition: 0.7 ≤ IAV ≤ 1.3, else QSF\bit 12 = 1
Positive correction of the current actual value sensing gain
Condition: -0.1 ≤ AL1 ≤ 0.1, else QSF\bit 12 = 1
Negative correction of the gain of actual current value acquisition
Condition: -0.1 ≤ AL2 ≤ 0.1, else QSF\bit 12 = 1
Max. current for torque direction M1 (absolute value)
(observe the normalization!)
Max. current for torque direction M2 (absolute value)
(observe the normalization!)
Torque direction M1 in operation → '+' = CX1 is used.
Torque direction M2 in operation → '-' = CX2is used.
Handshake from the EMF block

Initialization connection/
0.0
{≥-6.0…+6.0≤}
(Initialization connection/
0.0
{≥0.0…0.2≤}

Initialization connection/
1.0
{≥0.7…1.3≤}

Initialization connection/
0.0
Initialization connection/
0.0
0.1
0.1
SOL.Q01 → CAV.IM1
SOL.Q02 → CAV.IM2
EMF.ACO → CAV.ACI

Actual current value (signed)

TCC
ACO

Frequency [kHz] of the V/f conversion of the actual current value
(uncorrected value)
Actual offset value [kHz]
YFO = YFI - 60[kHz] - XFO
With deactivated thyristor current control (I=0),
the frequency at YFO corresponds to the offset error in the V/f converter in Sitor.
The output indicates values up to 10 % of the plant current.
Limit of the current-dependent inverter stability limit [°]
Dependencies: Value > 0 if XF2 > 0
(if used, set up a connection)
Internal measuring time of actual current value conversion [ms]
Handshake for PC6 block

QSF

Errors

YFO

YAU

1030

CAV.YC → CPI.XC
→ SOL.XC
→ EMF.XC
0.0
0.0
0.0

CAV.YAU → CPI.CLU
→ PC6.AWS
0.0
0 ms
CAV.ACO → PC6.ACI
0
CAV.QSF → SOL.QSC
16#0000
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Error messages in error word QSF
The errors are bit-coded in the word and listed in the following table:
Bit

1-8
9

10
11
12
13-16

Meaning

Logical 0
Hardware fault
Cause: No actual value acquisition frequency from converter
→ Check actual current valu acquisition (Hardware)
Overcurrent torque direction M1
→ Check system values RRC, ARC, NF, XFO, AL1, CX1
Overcurrent torque direction M2
→ Check system values RRC, ARC, NF, XFO, AL2, CX2
Configuration error
→ Check RRC, ARC, AL1, AL2, IAV, XF2, NF, XFO
Logical 0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
38.7
FM458/PM6
13.4
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Sampling time of the cyclic task ≤ equivalent sampling time
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4.7.2

CPC
Current pre-control

Symbol

Short description
The current pre-control required in the discontinuous range is calculated.

Functional principle
The control loop has a different behavior in the discontinuous range than in the continuous
range. The current controller is optimized for the continuous range. Characteristic Vd / Id is
no longer linear in the discontinuous range. This means that either the controller has to be
adapted, or the firing angle has to be pre-controlled according to the current setpoint.
The FB calculates a pre-firing angle from the current setpoint according to the following
formula:

NFI

internal current normalization FB - CAV

Output Y must be zero at the discontinuous/continuous limit PA6.YIT<1, as otherwise the precontrol and controller will oppose each, which may lead to a current peak. The value at VCI
must correspond to the current setpoint at the end of the discontinuous range.
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Connections
Name
AD
WC
VCI

ALP
Y

Description

Hardware address
Current setpoint (abs. val.)
Current setpoint at continuous limit,
normalized to motor current CAV.ARC
(discontinuous limit is determined using PA6.YIT.).
Pre-control angle in the discontinuous range [°],
Start at beginning of current flow
Pre-control firing angle in the discontinuous range [ASG]

Connection/default
CSP.YCW → CPC.WC
0.1
{ 0 < VCI < discontinuous limit}
25.0
{≥25°…30°≤}
CPC.Y → CPI.CPC

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
43.0
FM458/PM6
15.0
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Sampling time of the cyclic task ≤ equivalent sampling time
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4.7.3

CPI
Current controller

Symbol

Short description
• The current controller is a PI controller
• The integrator (I component) can be disabled.
• The firing angle is limited in inverter and rectifier operation

Functional principle
The current controller has PI characteristics and only uses the absolute current setpoint value.
The
The I component of the controller can be permanently disabled via PC=1. The integrator can
be briefly held for large setpoint changes in order to stop the signal from drifting off. In this
case, the integrator is not internally limited by the control limit ALU and ALL. The integrator
value runs, without any intervention, up to the format limit (R=+-3.4e38). The ILL and ILU
inputs only limit the values in 'their direction'. The integrator is loaded with the value at input
SV as long as input S is set.
When the torque direction reverses, the controller is set to the value at SV by the switch-over
logic SOL.SCC. The old integrator value YI is set with the calculated EMF value.
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Function chart

Behavior of the control input
EN = enable controller X=irrelevant.
S = Set integrator with set value.
SVC = Pre-control mode.
0
X
X
Controller disable: Outputs Y, YE, YWP, YP, and YI are set to 0.
1
0
0
Normal function: Y = YP + YI
1
0
1
with continuous tracking: Y = YP + YWP , YI=0
1
1
0
Set mode: Y = YP + YI , YI = SV
1
1
1
Set mode with continuous tracking: Y = YP + YI + YWP , YI = SV

Selecting function blocks
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Pre-control angle YWP
The pre-control angle is limited to the internal effective limit ZSU ,ZSL. The value is a function
of input SV and is enabled with input S.

Dynamic inverter control limit
The inputs ALU and CLU directly limit the inverter end control position. The minimum of the
two inputs is used if the dynamic inverter stability limit function at SB-CAV is enabled, then
the connection CAV.YAU → CPI.CLU , PC6.AWS must be configured. If the connection is
deleted again, a constant should be configured at connection CPI.CLU (e.g. CLU=150°).

Connections
Name

Description

AD
WC
CPC

Hardware address
Current setpoint (abs. val.)
Pre-control angle in the discontinuous range

XC
CLU

Actual current value (signed)
Limit of the current-dependent inverter stability limit [°];
if the function is not required, CLU=ALU must be set to 150 degrees [°]
Inverter control limit in degrees [°]
(The minimum of CLU and ALU is used)
Rectifier control limit in degrees [°]

ALU
ALL
SV

ILU

Set value for torque inversion or continuous tracking
only active if S = 1
(SV corresponds to the motor EMF at torque inversion)
Integrator disable, positive direction

ILL

Integrator disable, negative direction

S
SVC
KP
TN
PC

Set integrator with value SV
Mode: Pre-control of CPI
Proportional gain [1]
Integral action time [ms]
Disable I component
(with PC=1 → Integrator will be deleted)
Controller enable
(if EN=0, all Yxx are immediately set to zero)

EN
____
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Connection/default
CSP.YCW → CPI.WC
CPC.Y → CPI.CPC
-0.333333=30[ASG] )
CAV.YC → CPI.XC
CAV.YAU → CPI.CLU
150.0
Initialization connection/
150.0
Initialization connection/
30.0
SOL.YSV → CPI.SV
{>-1…+1<}
CSP.QIU → CPI.ILU
0
CSP.QIL → CPI.ILL
0
SOL.QCS → CPI.S
0
0.01
10000 ms
0
SOL.QCE → CPI.EN
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Name

Description

YE

Control error
YE = WC - XC
Pre-control angle [ASG]
P component
I component
Controller at its positive limit (M1)
Controller at its negative limit (M2)
Sampling time: Current controller (configured)
Firing angle [°]
(same Y, only in another format)
Effective inverter control limit [°]
(internally used limit f(ALU,CLU) is displayed)
Effective rectifier control limit [°]
(limit ALL is displayed)

Y

YWP
YP
YI
QU
QL
TA
YW
ZSU
ZSL

Firing angle [ASG]

Connection/default
CPI.Y → PC6.WAS
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0
0
0 ms
0.0
0.0
0.0

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
54.0
FM458/PM6
20.0
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Sampling time of the cyclic task ≤ equivalent sampling time
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4.7.4

CSP
Current setpoint calculation

Symbol

Short description
The current setpoint is smoothed and checked against limits.

Functional principle
The current setpoint SOL.YWC is limited to the absolute value of current limits WCU and WCL.
To smooth the absolute setpoint value, the difference between the setpoint WC, and the
current setpoint YCW, output in the previous cycle, is generated and output at YE.
The difference compared with parameter GLI defines how output YCW changes. If the
difference > GLI , the value of GLI is output.
If the difference < GLI , but > GLI/2 then this is limited to GLI/2.
If the difference <GLI/2, then this is transferred without any correction.
The result which is determined (difference) is added to output YCW with the correct sign. The
absolute value of the smoothed and limited current setpoint WC is output at YCW .
If the difference > +IL or < -IL, the integrator component of the current controller is disabled
with signals QIU or QIL in the particular direction.
When changing-over the current direction, the current is reduced with a current setpoint = 0.
To realize this, the switch-over logic additionally withdraws enable EN with the setting
command for the converter SOL.SCC. The current is then increased again from zero in the
other direction.
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Function chart

Example 1: Setpoint smoothing with WC step

Connections
Name

Description

AD
WC

Hardware address
Current setpoint (signed)

WCU
WCL
GLI

Positive current limit (absolute value)
Negative current limit (absolute value)
Gradient for setpoint smoothing
The current value from WC is used for the calculation.
Gradient for integrator disable
Enable

IL
EN
____
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Connection/default
SOL.YWC → CSP.WC
0.0
1.0
1.0
0.6
0.6
SOL.QCS → CSP.EN
1
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Name

Description

YE
QCL
QIU
QIL
ZVA

Difference: WC - YCW (signed)
Pos. or neg. current limit reached
Integrator disable of CPI, positive values
Integrator disable of CPI, negative values
Diagnostics: State

YCW

Connection/default

Smoothed current setpoint (absolute value)

CSP.YCW → CPI.WC
CSP.YCW → CPC.WC

CSP.QIU → CPI.ILU
CSP.QIL → CPI.ILL

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.7.5

T400/PM5
7.8
FM458/PM6
2.6
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Sampling time of the cyclic task ≤ equivalent sampling time

EMF
Actual voltage value acquisition

Symbol

Short description
• Actual voltage value acquisition via SITOR interface
• EMF is calculated based on the actual voltage value, actual current value and relative
voltage drop
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Functional principle
The actual voltage value of the converter output is acquired in the SITOR set and converted to
the measurement frequency.

Frequency range:

30 ← 60 → 90 [kHz]
-1 *
V = 0 +1 * Vrated
RRV = Sitor - rated voltage of acquis. (e.g. Sitor = 1000[v])

The actually measured frequency [kHz] is output at YFU. The instantaneous Sitor output
voltage is available at output YUA .

An offset error [kHz] of the V/f conversion in the SITOR set is output in the powered-down
and no-voltage state (the drive is stationary) at output YFO, as long as the output voltage is <
10% of the rated motor voltage. The correction value of YFO should be entered at XFO with
the inverse sign and a restart initiated.
The value for the armature time constant TA should be determined and entered.
The value for connection RA should be calculated from the measured armature resistance
according to the following formula.

Selecting function blocks
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Function chart

Connections
Name
AD
RRV

ARV
NF

AAV
XFO

RA
TA

1042

Description

Hardware address
Rated Sitor voltage of acquisition [V].
(e.g. Sitor = 1000[V] voltage converter = 30[kHz] )
Condition: RRV ≥ ARV, else QSF\bit 14 = 1
Plant/motor rated voltage [V]
Condition: RRV ≥ ARV ≠ 0, else QSF\bit 14 = 1
Normalization of the actual voltage value at YUA
NF= 1 (YUA = normalized value),
NF= ARC (YUY, YEM = absolute value)
Conversion of the value affects the
controller parameters!
Line voltage [V].
Condition:
, else QSF\bit 14 = 1
Offset frequency of the V/f converter [kHz]
Measurement, converter output voltage = 0[V] !
Synchronization: XFO = - YFO!
Condition: -6 kHz ≤XFO≤ 6 kHz, else QSF\bit 14 = 1
Armature resistance, normalized
(should be calculated based on the value that was determined)
Armature time constant [ms]

Connection/default
Initialization connection/
0.0
Initialization connection/
0.0
Initialization connection/
1.0

0.0
Initialization connection/
0.0

0.0
0 ms
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Name
T

XC
ACI
____
YEM

Description

YEV value smoothing time
(T=0 disables smoothing)
Actual current value (signed)
for calculating the voltage drop of armature variables
Handshake from the PC6 block

Connection/default
20 ms

CAV.YC → EMF.XC
PC6.ACO → EMF.ACI
0.0

YUL

Calculated EMF actual value
YEM = YUA - YUR -YUL
(As the YUL calculation is only an
approximation, it is too imprecise for further
calculations!)
Converter output voltage
Resistive voltage drop at the DC motor
YUR = R∑ · Iarmature = RAXC
Inductive voltage drop at the DC motor

YEV

Output voltage normalized to line voltage

EMF.YEV → SOL.XEV
0.0

YUA
YUR

TCC
ACO

(smoothed with time T)
Frequency [kHz] of actual voltage value (of V/f conversion)
without correction
Actual offset value [kHz]
YFO = YFI - 60[kHz] - XFO
Voltage measurement time
Handshake for CAV block

QSF

Errors

YFU
YFO
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0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0 ms
EMF.ACO → CAV.ACI
0
EMF.QSF → SOL.QSM
16#0000
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Error messages in error word QSF
The errors are bit-coded in the word and listed in the following table:
Bit

1-12
13

14
15
16

Meaning

Logical 0
Hardware fault
Cause: no frequency for actual value acquisition
→ check of actual voltage value acquisition (Hardware)
Configuration error
→ Check RRV, ARV, AAV, XFO
Configuration error
→ AAV voltage specified too high (1.35*AAV > 2*ARU)
Logical 0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.7.6

T400/PM5
49.0
FM458/PM6
19.0
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Sampling time of the cyclic task ≤ equivalent sampling time

FCS
Field current setpoint output

Symbol

1044
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Short description
This function block sets an analog field current setpoint at a SITOR converter via the SITOR
interface with the option: field device.

Functional principle
This function block implements the sequential control to activation/deactivation the
excitation field and a fault logic.
The value set at input FC, is written to the analog output. The output voltage DA of the D/A
converter is derived from the following algorithm:

D/A converter resolution (12 bit) = RRC / 4096
The optional field device in the Sitor set is a single-phase rectifier (B2HKFU) that requires a
field current setpoint FC ≥ 0. Negative values are set to zero and generate a configuration
error.
Note
When configuring the FCS block, analog output 2 from the ITDC-X5 is switched to the Sitor
interface. This means that channel 2 is not available for other configured software!
On detection of a configuration error, outputs QON / QEO and the field current setpoint are
reset to zero.

Function chart
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Switching conditions

Connections
Name

Description

AD
RRC

Hardware address
Rated field current of the rectifier [A]
Condition: RRC ≥ ARC ≠ 0 , otherwise QSF\bit 12 = 1
Rated DC motor field current [A]
Condition: RRC ≥ ARC ≠ 0 , otherwise QSF\bit 12 = 1
Normalization factor for setpoint interpretation
NF=1 (FC=1 [1] ≙ field current =ARC)
NF=ARC (FC=ARC [A] ≙ field current =ARC)
Single-command field current
positive edge activates field setpoint output,
if IE and EN = 1 and IOF = 0
deactivation of field setpoint output on expiration of time T
and reset of QON
Field current setpoint is output at analog output 2
Observe the normalization!
Condition: FC ≥ 0, else QSF\bit 12 = 1
Enable of inputs ION, IOF
The current setpoint input is enabled with EN=1 and IE=1.
The field is reduced to zero with EN=0, as for ION=1
Option: field available
If IE = 0, setpoint = 0 [V] is output permanently.
an ON command ION=1 → QON=1 without delay

ARC
NF

ION

IOF
FC

EN

IE

1046

Connection/default
Initialization connection/
0.0
Initialization connection/
0.0
Initialization connection/
1.0
0

0
0

0

0
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Name
T

____
QON

QEO
TA
ZVA
QSF

Description

Connection/default

Output of the ON command ION=1 ,
If IE=1, QON is set delayed by the time T
One cycle after the OFF command (ION=0 oder IOF=1)
QON is reset.
Feedback of setpoint output (only if IE=1)
The output is not reset until time T has expired.
Diagnostics: configured sampling time
Diagnostics: Status 'field state machine'
Errors

FCS.QON → SOL.ION
0

On and Off delay time,
provided option IE=1 is acknowledged.
QON is output, delayed by time T. This setting delays
activation of the command level until the field has settled.
On deactivation, QEO is not reset until the time T has expired.
Condition: 0 ≤ T ≤ 100000 ms, else QSF\bit 12 = 1.

Initialization connection/
1500 ms

0
0 ms
0
FCS.QSF → SOL.QSS
16#0000

Error messages in error word QSF
The errors are bit-coded in the word and listed in the following table:
Bit

Meaning

1-11
12
13
14

Logical 0
Configuration error → Check RRC, ARC, FC
Logical 0
Field current fault for the programmed FC block > 5% and field current actual value
< 3% ARC
→ Check the field control/connection
Logical 0

15-16

Configuration data
Description
Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Executed in
Special features
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T400/PM5
FM458/PM6
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
-

19.7
7.6
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4.7.7

PA6
Synchronization

Symbol

Short description
Continuous synchronization of the firing angle to the line for 6-pulse line-commutated drive
converters, versions B6C and anti-parallel circuit configuration B6(A)B6(C) . The line is
identified after power-on and it is checked as to whether it is a stable. The position of the
firing pulses is sensed.

Mode of operation
This function block determines the rotating field from the phase shift of the zero crossovers
L12 , L13 from the Sitor set.
As soon as the Sitor is connected to the line, PA6 runs with the pre-set frequency FNT. The
pre-synchronization, over NEP periods, harmonizes the interrupt frequency of the
continuously measured line frequency XFN. If the deviation is <10 % of the line periods for
NEP x consecutive times, the firing angle actual value XAS for the control (FB-PC6) is enabled
using the RDY signal. The line frequency is emulated with a 16 MHz counter (21 bit) [16 MHz]
(50 Hz 320000) in the line value.
The firing angle actual value is determined taking into account the input filter and the offset
angle.
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Function chart

The ITDC generates, as function of internal counter statuses, the interrupt to start the FB-PA6
via the local extension bus (LE). This is realized in synchronism with the firing pulses. The
interrupts are every 3.3 ms for a steady-state operating firing angle = const. in the 50 Hz line.
The current conduction time YIT in the discontinuous range is determined using the zero
current signal from the Sitor. A value of 1 identifies the limit of the non-discontinuous range.

Selecting function blocks
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Connections
Name
AD
SYX

ZPA
XDA

NAZ

NEP

NCM

1050

Description

Connection/default

Hardware address
Mode: Synchronization voltage source
(phase L1 is usually employed)
SYX=0: internally via SITOR interface (ITDC-X7:18.34)
SYX=1: externally via connector (ITDC-X5:5)
Firing pulse number
Number of the active main pulse for the active torque direction.
Offset angle
the specified angle corrects the phase shift
between the natural firing time of valve 1 and the
zero-crossing of the filtered synchronization voltage (ITDC)
e.g. XDA=0.0 → AVW = -30 [°]
XDA=10.0 → AVW = -20 [°]
Offset angle and natural firing instant (=0°):

Initialization connection/
Default: 0

PC6.ZPA → PA6.ZPA
{1…6}
0.0
{ -180°…+180° }
≙

Number of line period failures of the synchronization voltage
until a message is output
Condition: 0 ≤ PA6.NAZ ≤ 3050, else QSF\bit 9 = 1
Number of supply line periods until the system can be considered to be in 'transient'
state and ready for power on
Condition: 0 ≤ PA6.NEP ≤ 5000, else QSF\bit 9 = 1
Mode: Line handling (see also FAM connector)
Correction of the line count value (period duration and
phase sequence) prior to the transfer of the event to
FB PC6.
0 = The line value is not processed
1 = Refer to NCM=4
2 = The average is calculated based on the last (max.8) number of line values
specified at FAM.
3= Line value fluctuation is corrected by means of PLL method (P controller). The
phase difference is only taken into account with 1/FAM.

Initialization connection/
8
Initialization connection/
5
0
{ 0…4 , >4= 0 }

FAM { ≥1…<8 }
FAM { ≥1…≤1000 }
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Name

FAM

INV

FNT

____
CTH

Description

4 = Line value fluctuation is corrected using the PLL method (PI controller). The
phase difference is only weighted with 1/FAM and the last average with (FAM1)/FAM.
(NCM > 0 is used for weak line supplies or for "polluted" synchronizing voltages.
The ideal solution for once-only disturbance of the sync voltage
NCM=4 with FAM=20…40 )
For NCM=1: see 4
For NCM=2: Number of stored line periods for averaging
For NCM=3: Factor for derating a measured phase difference
For NCM=4: Factor for derating a measured phase step
Mode for rotary field identification
INV=0 continuous monitoring,
INV=1 the rotary field is determined once at startup
INV=2 no monitoring
Line frequency [Hz] for the start of synchronization after
power on
Condition: 6 ≤ PA6.FNT ≤ 600, else QSF\bit 9 = 1

FAM { ≥1…≤1000 }

0
{ ≥1…<8 }
{ ≥1…≤1000 }
{ ≥1…≤1000 }
Initialization connection/
0

Initialization connection/
50

NZG

Count value ≙ line frequency (360°) [16 MHz]
(dependent on NCM)

TA

Time between the current and last firing pulse [ms]

PA6.CTH → PC6.CTH
0
PA6.CTS → PC6.CTS
0
PA6.RDY → PC6.EN
0
PA6.Y6R → PC6.X6R
0
PA6.XAS → PC6.XAS
0.0
0
{50 Hz = 320000}
{60 Hz = 384000}
(Default: 0 ms)

AFP

Firing angle actual value [°]

0.0

AFI

Phase shift angle of the line filter ITDC-HW [°]
AFI = arctan(f / 50 ∙ tan 60°) (e.g. f = 50 Hz, AFI = 60°)
Offset angle component in the firing angle actual value (refer to XDA)
AVW = XDA + 30° - AFI
Current control duration in the continuous range
(YIT <1 ≙ current is discontinuous, =1 ≙ continuous current flow)
Offset angle
calculated based on the zero crossings of the Sync voltage and
linked line voltage. YDA should be equal to XDA.
Measured line frequency [Hz] = f (NZG)

0.0

CTS
RDY
Y6R
XAS

AVW
YIT
YDA

XFN

Firing pulse output, time value
(the value changes in every cycle)
Time value for the start of FB PA6
(the value changes in every cycle)
Enable firing angle controller FB PC6 ,
internal interrupt frequency is tuned to the supply line frequency
Count value ≙ 60° ≙ 1/6 of the supply line period [16 MHz]
NZG / 6
Firing angle actual value [ASG]

Connection/default
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0.0
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Name

Description

Connection/default

ZDA

Diagnostics: Status 'rotary field machine'

0.0

QSF

Errors

PA6.QSF → SOL.QSA
16#0000

ZYA

Diagnostics: Status 'Sync machine'

0

Error messages in error word QSF
The errors are bit-coded in the word and listed in the following table:
Bit

Meaning

1

Synchronization voltage not available / failure
→ Check the synchronization voltage connection (hardware)
Incorrect synchronization voltage: Frequency step >10 %/period
→ Check the synchronization voltage (hardware)
Zero crossings UL12 missing (Sitor), exist at least once
→ Check the line connection or INV
Zero crossings UL13 missing (Sitor), exist at least once
→ Check the line connection or INV
Logical 0
Rotary field fault = no clockwise rotary field or UL12 and UL13 = 0
→ Check the line connection or INV
Logical 0
PA6 block configuration error
→ Check NAZ, NEP, NWD, INV, FNT
Logical 0

2
3
4
5
6
7-8
9
10-16

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features
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T400/PM5
108.0
FM458/PM6
43.0
-Alarm tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Configure only in alarm tasks that are
triggered by pulse interrupt (L1 or L3)
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4.7.8

PC6
Firing angle controller

Symbol

Short description
Firing pulse generation for a 6-pulse line-commutated drive converter, versions B6C and antiparallel circuit configuration B6(A)B6(C)
Firing pulse generation for a six-pulse line-commutated drive converter for a bridge B6C and a
second bridge in a circulating current-free anti-parallel circuit configuration B6(A)B6(C).
The gating unit has an automatic frequency adaptation for 50 and 60 [Hz] line supplies.

Functional principle
The function block generates firing pulses for the SITOR set thyristors. The firing pulses are
either generated as pulse trains, or as long pulses. The Sitor sets always require pulse trains.
Long pulses are required for special gating systems. The pulse lengths must be adapted to the
line supply frequency. The pulse duration may not exceed 45 [°el].
Synchronization to the line is realized either with the internal single-phase synchronizing
voltage (Vsyn.), derived from the SITOR set electronics power supply, or with an external
voltage at the ITDC-X5 connector.
The gating unit calculation is started using interrupts in synchronism with the firing pulses. In
steady-state operation (e.g. 50 Hz line supply and constant firing angle), the interrupts occur
every 3.3 ms via the local expansion bus (LE bus) between ITDC and PM. The PC6 block is
calculated as last block of the alarm task.
Selecting function blocks
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Function chart

Operation: Double firing results in a special status of the thyristor current control. When
activated at SOL.DZM, the output voltage drops to zero and a free-wheeling branch is
enabled. The initial firing pulse following the enable is output continuously with the
associated firing pulse of the same phase. The DC circuit is de-coupled from the line supply.
Activation is always possible in rectifier mode, but not in inverter mode. Once double firing
has been deactivated, the firing pulses are again generated in synchronism with mains.

Connections
Name
AD
LDP

LDU

LDL

1054

Description

Hardware address
Selection of the firing pulse shape:
LDP = 0 : 7 kHz pulse train
LDP = 1 : long pulses
All Sitor drive converters require 7 kHz.
Absolute inverter (INV) control limit [°]
Condition: 90 ≤ PC6.LDU ≤ 180, else QSF\bit 9 = 1
(180° is a theoretical value. The setting must make allowances for the
pulse enable and suppression time, as well as for overlap due to
commutation).
Absolute rectifier (RECT) control limit [°]
Condition: 0 ≤ PC6.LDL ≤ 90, else QSF\bit 9 = 1
(the limit should be symmetrical by 90° to the inverter control limit.)

Connection/default
Initialization connection/
0

Initialization connection/
150

Initialization connection/
30
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Name
LMP

LFP

CTH
CTS
EN
X6R
XAS
WAS
AQL

AWS

DAG
DAW
DIL
DIZ
ICC
DZ

ACI
_____
TCP
ACA
ZPA

Description

Main pulse length [ms]
Conversion in degrees according to the line frequency f :
LMP[°] = LMP[ms] ∙ f[Hz] ∙ 10-3 ∙ 360[°] ⇒ LMP ≥ 0.05 ms
LMP is limited to 50 µs if the configured value is lower.
Second pulse length [ms]
We recommend that the value of LMP is kept.
(processed according to connection LMP)
Firing pulse output, time value
(the value changes in every cycle)
Time value for the start of FB PA6
(the value changes in every cycle)
Firing angle controller enable
is set if Vsyn. and line supply = ok
Count value ≙ 60° of the line period [16 MHz]
(50 Hz ≙ 320000[1])
Firing angle actual value [ASG]
Firing angle setpoint [ASG]
Test mode: firing angle setpoint [°]
Input limited with LDL ≤ AQL ≤ LDU
The firing angle which is transferred is executed directly!
Enter small changes in order to prevent overcurrent conditions.
Shift to INV.op.: firing angle setpoint [°]
The SOL.QPI signal sets this angle as setpoint.
The current controller is switched off.
Condition: 90 ≤ AWS ≤ 180, else QSF\bit 9 = 1
Max. angular change/sampling cycle towards rectifier
Condition: 0 ≤ PC6.DAG ≤ 180, else QSF\bit 9 = 1
Max. angular change/sampling cycle towards inverter
Condition: 0 ≤ PC6.DAW ≤ 180, else QSF\bit 9 = 1
Pulse position tolerance [°]
Limit for the setpoint-actual value difference of the firing angle.
Number of continuous and successive
limit violations DIL
Control word
(assignment see below)
Operating mode: Double firing
If DZ=1, a firing pulse pair of a phase is output constantly output with the
constellation 1-4, 2-5, 3-6 or 4-1, 5-2, 6-3.
Handshake from the CAV block
Total FB processing [ms]
Processing duration in [°]
(incl. 100 µs safety reserve)
Number of the firing pulse
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Connection/default
1.1 ms
{ < 45[°] el. }

1.1 ms
{ < 45[°] el. }
PA6.CTH → PC6.CTH
PA6.CTS → PC6.CTS
PA6.RDY → PC6.EN
PA6.Y6R → PC6.X6R
{ 221 }
PA6.XAS → PC6.XAS
{-1...0...+1}
CPI.Y → PC6.WAS
150

Initialization connection/
150

Initialization connection/
60
Initialization connection/
150
1.0
3
SOL.QCC → PC6.ICC
0

CAV.ACO → PC6.ACI
0 ms
0.0
PC6.ZPA → PA6.ZPA
0
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Name
ZZA

ZLA
ZXA
WAF
YEA
DZM
ZAH

Description

Connection/default

Diag.: Firing pulse displacement number
(shows the change of the number only on changes > 60°.)
Diag.: Status 'double firing machine'
Diag.: Diag.: status 'pulse position error generation'
Control angle setpoint α [°]
(max. changes/TA are limited by DAG or DAW.)
Control error, firing angle controller
Operating mode: double firing active

ACO

Hardware control word
(assignment see below)
Handshake for EMF block

QSF

Error word

0
{-3...0...+4}
0
0
0.0

0.0
PC6.DZM → SOL.DZM
0
16#0000
PC6.ACO → EMF.ACI
0
PC6.QSF → SOL.QSP
16#0000

Control word, hardware (ZAH)
Displays the hardware register control on the ITDC module
Bit

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9-16

Meaning

Torque direction M1 enabled
Torque direction M2 enabled
Second pulse enabled
Operating mode: Double firing pulse enabled
Pulse disable for undervoltage (refer to selection SOL.UNM)
Pulse trains activated
Logical 0
Int./ext. synchronization voltage (0/1), (relay changeover of inputs)
Logical 0

Control word (ICC) from switch-over logic
Bit

Meaning

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

SOL.QON
SOL.QPL *
SOL.QPS *
SOL.QCE
SOL.Q01
SOL.Q02
SOL.QCS *
SOL.QSE *

- Current control in operation
- Pulse disable
- Shift to inverter operation
- Enable current controller
- Torque direction M1 in operation
- Torque direction M2 in operation
- Set current controller
- Test mode, active control

Bit used identified with *.
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Error messages in error word QSF
The errors are bit-coded in the word and listed in the following table:
Bit

1-4
5
6-8
9
10-16

Meaning

Logical 0
Incorrect pulse position
→ Check the line values, DIL, DIZ
Logical 0
PC6 block configuration error
→ Check LDU, LDL, AWS, DAG, DAW
Logical 0

Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

4.7.9

T400/PM5
94.3
FM458/PM6
37.1
-Alarm tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Configure only in alarm tasks that are
triggered by pulse interrupts (L1 or L3)

SOL
Switch-over logic
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Symbol

Short description
Switch-over logic for:
• 4Q drives with drive converter in a circulating current-free anti-parallel circuit
configuration comprising two fully-controlled three-phase bridge circuits
• 1Q drives with drive converter in a fully-controlled three-phase bridge circuit
configuration.

Selecting function blocks
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Functional principle
The switch-over logic controls the command sequence when activating and deactivating the
thyristor current control (1Q and 4Q drives) and the torque or current flow reversal (4Q
drives).
The torque direction is derived from the sign of the current setpoint (WC1 + .WC2) from a
higher-level controller. The following relation exists:
• Positive setpoint torque direction M1
• Negative setpoint torque direction M2
If no torque direction is requested, i.e. the setpoint WC1+WC2 < WCL, the 'virtual torque
direction M0' is reached and output QM0 set. Outputs QMX are only controlled by the
setpoint.
The firing pulses of torque direction 1 are always used for 1Q drives with Sitor set (B6C).
Torque direction M2 must therefore be disabled constantly by means of the off commands
OF2 = 1.
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Function chart, control

The switch-over logic computes a pre-control angle from the calculated 'EMF' from FB EMF.
This is preset for the current controller at torque reversal. The value is used with the option:
continuous intervention in all calculations.
The switch-over logic executes the following commands when switching off or changingover:
• Shift to inverter operation (tcurrent derating) QPS
• Wait for the zero current signal NZM
• Canceling the pulses and starting the hold-off interval THO
• Activation of the new torque direction on expiration
of the hold-off time THO and pulse cancellation time TCP.

Selecting function blocks
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The no-current interval at torque reversal is defined by the I = 0 signal and the thyristor
waiting times and is approx. 6.6 to 10 ms (depends on the motor inductance). The
monitoring time for the torque change TMO acts as delay on deactivation.
The checkback signals QON, QO1, QO2 are only set for a setpoint > WCL. The pulses are
enabled at this instant.
All errors are concentrated and evaluated in the switch-over logic. The errors of the FBs and 2
user-specific, external errors and those from the ITDC hardware are combined in two alarm
words YW1 and YW2. The bits from the ITDC hardware are enabled with the hex mask HMH
and are entered in YW1 / 2. These masked bits are output in word YHW. The bits of the
warning words are routed to the words for faults YF1, YF2 and saved with masks HM1, HM2.
Each bit initiates the 'shift to inverter operation' QPS=1 and deactivation of the current
control. The errors must be acknowledged with QUI=1. The HP1 and HP2 masks are used to
enable the control word bits for immediate pulse disable QPL=1. Enabling of this function
may lead to an 'inverter commutation' fault! All specific errors of line monitoring and from
Sitor are deleted with input MNE = 1.

Function chart, error message
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Connections
Name
AD
TH0
TCP

TCD
IPL

UNM

ION

IOF
ON1
OF1
ON2
OF2
IEF
ISE

NZM

1062

Description

Hardware address
Thyristor hold-off interval [ms]
Condition: 0.5 ms ≤ TH0 ≤ 131 ms, else YW2\bit 10=1
Thyristor pulse cancellation time [ms]
Condition: 0.0 ms ≤ TH0 ≤ 20000 ms, else
YW2\bit 10 = 1
Monitoring time for torque changes M1 ⇔ M2
(reversal > (TCP + THO + TCD) → error)
Pulse disable = 1 takes immediate effect!
(Same priority as with hardware pulse disable ITDC-X5:10.)
(high currents and speed may lead to an inverter
commutation fault.)
Mode: Undervoltage processing (Sitor)
UNM=0: Undervoltage message as warning (YW1\Bit 6)
UNM=1: Transition to the status: pulse disable
UNM=2: Transition to the status: Pulse disable +
overall pulse disable (HW-ITDC)
On command of the thyristor current control,
only if IOF = 0. ION is only level-controlled!
The Off → Operation transition is only executed if the
total of setpoints is WC1+WC2 ≥ WCL.
Off command of the thyristor current control,
IOF takes priority over all other control inputs.
Enable only torque direction M1
if OF1 = 0 & OF2 = 0
Off command torque direction M1
With QON = 1, only negative setpoints are executed.
Enable only torque direction M2,
if OF2 = 0 & OF1 = 0
Off command torque direction M2
With QON = 1, only positive setpoints are executed.
Mode: use calculated EMF value (FB EMF available)
Use value of XEV for output at YSV
Change to controlled test mode.
Input is only active if ION=0.
Changes to the firing angle controller PC6:
PC6.AQL=150
(firing angle setpoint in controlled mode)
PC6.AWS (Init value) = 150
(firing angle setpoint with shift to inverter operation)
During the test mode (ISE=1), the WC1/2 setpoints
are irrelevant, except the sign!
Current zero message from SITOR set Y/N=0/1
(if NZM=1 and no message is received → Timeout monitoring
TCD sets a HW fault)

Connection/default
Initialization connection/
10 ms
Initialization connection/
20 ms
50 ms
0

2

0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
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Name
DZM
WC1
WC2
WCL
TM0
XC
XEV
QSC
QSM
QSA
QSP
QSS
IF1
IF2
HMH
HM1
HM2
HP1
HP2
MNE

QUI
ZST

_____
TA
QON

QPL
QPS

Description

System message, double firing from firing angle controller PC6
Current setpoint 1
WC1 + WC2 = YWC
Current setpoint 2
ON threshold for torque direction (absolute value)
Monitoring time for torque direction M0
(|WC1 + WC2| ≤ WCL) & (tact > TMO) ⇒ QM0 = 1
Actual current value (signed)

Connection/default

PC6.DZM → SOL.DZM
0.0
0.0
0.01
2000 ms
CAV.YC → SOL.XC

EMF value calculated (with reference to Udi) at torque reversal
and sustained tracking from FB CPI
Error word from CAV
Error word from EMF
Error word from PA6
Error word from PC6
Error word from FCS if FCS is available
(option for SITOR set 6QG3x with the option: Field)
External error 1
(appears in YW1\bit 9)
External error 2
(appears in YW1\bit 12)
Enable of the bits for hardware message word YHW and
interconnection with YW1
Enable of the bits for control word YF1
Enable of the bits for control word YF2
Enable of the bits of YF1 for immediate pulse disabling
WARNING: risk of 'inverter commutation fault'!
Enable of the bits of YF2 for immediate pulse disabling
WARNING: risk of 'inverter commutation fault'!
Group disable error word YF1 and YHW
Deletion of specified bits
(refer to table below: Ø = deleted bits)
Acknowledgment of YF1 and YF2 errors
Acknowledgment only if ION=0 !
Diag.: Stop in the state of the specified number (ZVA)
(modification of the default value
only by trained personnel!)

EMF.YEV → SOL.XEV

Processing time, switch-over logic
Current control in operation
(enable only if no error is pending and after the ON command, and
Setpoints WC1+WC2 > WCL > 0.0)
Pulse disable
(status is displayed at connector ITDC-X5:15 = 0)
Sift to inverter operation is busy
(control angle PC6.AWS is activated.)

0 ms
0
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CAV.QSF → SOL.QSC
EMF.QSF → SOL.QSM
PA6.QSF → SOL.QSA
PC6.QSF → SOL.QSP
FCS.QSF → SOL.QSS
, otherwise = 0.
0
0
16#FFFF
16#FFFF
16#FFFF
16#0000
16#0000
067E

100

0
0
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Name

Description

QCS

Setting or tracking the current controller FB CPI

Q01

QM1
QM2
QCC

Torque direction M1 in operation
(setpoint is transferred to YWC)
Torque direction M2 in operation
(setpoint is transferred to YWC)
Test mode activated
M0 requested, current setpoint < WCL
= no M1 or M2 requested
M1 requested
M2 requested
Control word for FB PC6

YWC

Current setpoint

YSV

Set value current controller, even if tracking is activated

ZVL
ZVA
ZVN
ZIA
YHW

Diag.:(n-1) status
Diag.:(n) status, control state machine
Diag.:(n+1) status
Diag.:status, interrupt state machine
Message word hardware ITDC
(masking by HMH)
Warning word 1
Warning word 2
Total warning
1 bit in YW1 or YW2 = 1
Error word 1
(masking by HM1)
Error word 2
(masking by HM2)
Total error message
1 bit in YW1 or YW2 = 1

QCE

Q02
QSE
QM0

YW1
YW2
QW
YF1
YF2
QF

Enable current controller

Connection/default

SOL.QCE → CPI.EN
0
SOL.QCS → CPI.S
SOL.QCS → CSP.EN
0
SOL.Q01 → CAV.IM1
0
SOL.Q02 → CAV.IM2
0
0
0
0
0
SOL.QCC → PC6.ICC
16#0000
SOL.YWC → CSP.WC
0.0
SOL.YSV → CPI.SV
0.0
0
0
0
0
16#0000
16#0000
16#0000
0
16#0000
16#0000
0

Switching combinations which do not appear to be practical (e.g. ON1 ∧ OF1 ∧ ON2 ∧ OF2)
generally result in the deactivation of the thyristor current control.
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Control word (QCC) for PC6
Bit

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12-16

Meaning
QON
PI
QPI
QCE
Q01
Q02
SCC
YXS
QM0
QM1
QM2
Logical 0

- Current control in operation
- Pulse disable
- Shift to inverter operation
- Enable current controller
- Torque direction M1 in operation
- Torque direction M2 in operation
- Set current controller
- Test mode activated
- Torque direction M0 requested
- Torque direction M1 requested
- Torque direction M2 requested

Error messages
The hardware faults which have occurred are coded in fault word YHW and listed in the
following table.
YHW (masked with HMH)
Bit

Meaning

1
2

Logical 0
Fuse monitoring (Sitor)
→ Check for fuse tripping
Temperature monitoring (Sitor)
→ Check for overtemperature
Undervoltage (Sitor)
→ Check line values, or connector SOL.UNM
External pulse disable with voltage missing at the input

3
4
5

6
7

8

9-16

→ ITDC-X5:10 > 15 V ≙ pulse enable
logical 0≙
Hardware watchdog ITDC
Causes: Module failure → module replacement
Task overflow in PMx → Change configuration
Total pulse disable (display:ITDC-X5:15)
Cause: missing voltage, SW pulse disables,HW ITDC fault
→ Eliminate the error states
Logical 0

The warning message from YW1 or YW2 is transferred to a fault message YF1 (HM1 bit x=1)
or YF2 (HM2 bit x=1) by setting bits 1-16 at HM1 or HM2. An error message in error word YF1
or YF2 leads top deactivation of the thyristor current control.
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The thyristor current control can only be reactivated after:
• the fault has been eliminated
• Acknowledgment of the fault (edge: QUI = 0 → 1)
• repeated ON command (transition: ION = 0 → 1)
The faults that have occurred are coded in the fault words and listed in the following tables.
YW1 / YF1 (masking with HM1)
Bit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14

15

16

Meaning

Synchronization voltage not available / failure
→ Check the synchronization voltage connection (hardware)
Incorrect synchronization voltage; frequency step > 10 % / period
→ Check the synchronization voltage (hardware)
UL1-2 zero crossings missing (Sitor); only if the signal was available once.
→ Check the line connection, or initialization connection PA6.INV
UL1-3 zero crossings missing (Sitor); only if the signal was available once.
→ Check the line connection, or initialization connection PA6.INV
Rotary field fault = no clockwise rotary field of Vsyn, or both zero crossings missing (depending
on Mode: INV)
→ Check the line connection, or initialization connection PA6.INV
Undervoltage (Sitor); (depending on the mode: UNM)
→ Check line values, or connector SOL.UNM
Logical 0
Pulse disable, software (.IPL = 1) + hardware command: Total pulse disable
External fault 1 (SOL.IF1= 1)
Fuse monitoring (Sitor)
→ Check for fuse tripping
Temperature monitoring (Sitor)
→ Check for overtemperature
External fault 2 (SOL.IF2 = 1)
External pulse disable with voltage missing at the input
+ hardware command: Total pulse disable
→ ITDC-X5:10 > 15 V ≙ enable of pulses
Field current fault
(optional for SITOR set 6QG3x with field current option)
Cause: FCS.FC > 5 % and field current actual value < 3 % FCS.ARC
→ Check the field control/connection
Hardware Watchdog ITDC + hardware command: Total pulse disable
Causes: Module failure → module replacement
Task overflow in PMx → Change configuration
Hardware command: Total pulse disable (ITDC-X5:15)
→ Eliminate the error states

Ø = suppressed with MNE=1
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YW2 / YF2 (masking with HM2)
Bit
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9

10
11
12

13

14

15-16

Meaning

Hardware failure actual current value acquisition (Sitor)
ITDC: Actual current value not latched.
Cause: Frequency for V/f conversion is missing
→ Check actual current value acquisition (60 kHz) or ITDC
Overcurrent M1
→ Check system values, connector CAV.CX1 and
initialization connections CAV: RRC, ARC, NF, XFO, AL1
Overcurrent M2
→ Check system values, connector CAV.CX2 and
initialization connections CAV: RRC, ARC, NF, XFO, AL2
CAV configuration error
→ Check initialization connections CAV:
RRC, ARC, AL1, AL2, IAV, XF2, NF, XFO
Hardware fault: Actual voltage value acquisition (Sitor)
ITDC: Actual voltage value not latched.
Cause: Frequency for V/f conversion is missing
→ Check actual voltage value acquisition (60 kHz) or ITDC
EMF configuration error
→ Check initialization connections EMF:
RRV, ARV, AAV, XFO
Pulse position error (PC6)
Cause: Incorrect pulse position
→ Check line values and the connectors PC6: DIL, DIZ
Configuration error
→ AAV voltage specified too high (1.35*AAV > 2*ARU)
Zero current message error M1 ⇔ M2 (NZM=0 , Sitor) or lact >3 %
→ Check zero current message of SITOR interface
(only with NZM=0)
SOL configuration error
→ Check initialization connections SOL: TH0, TCP
SOL block internal state error
→ Check the ITDC hardware
FCS configuration error
→ Check initialization connections FCS:
RRC, ARC, or connector FC
PA6 configuration error
→ Check initialization connections PA6:
NAZ, NEP, NWD, INV, FNT
PC6 configuration error
→ Check initialization connections PC6:
LDU, LDL, AWS, DAG, DAW
Logical 0
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Configuration data
Description

Computing times [µs]
Loadable online
Configurable in
Calculated in
Special features

1068

T400/PM5
108.5
FM458/PM6
37.0
-Alarm tasks
Cyclic tasks
Initialization mode
Standard mode
Sampling time of the cyclic task ≤ equivalent sampling time
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Numbers table

I/O types and range of values
Designation
Binary signal
Standard signal

Connection type
BO
R

Explanation
Boolean variable
Floating-point number

Integer

I
DI

Integer
Increased accuracy

Binary vector

BY
W
DW
TS

Status word
Status word
Increased accuracy
Time specification
Real time setting (as
floating-point number)
1): If X is outside the value range, a coarser resolution can be expected.

Numerical interpretation
Range of values
Logical 0 or 1
-3,4 E38 .. 0 .. 3,4 E38
-32768 .. 0 .. 32767
-2,147483648 E9 ..
0 .. 2,147483647 E9
00H ... FFH
0000H ... FFFFH
0000H ... FFFF FFFFH
0 ms .. 3,4 E38 ms

Resolution
1
X*1.2·E-7 with X in the
range of values 1)
1
1
1
1
1
X*1.2·E-7 ms with X in
the range of values 1)

Note
A function block maps the time specification at its connection to the sampling time in which
it is calculated. The (quasi-analog) time specification is subject to block-internal limitation and
is rounded to the underlying sampling time. The resolution of the time specification
corresponds to the block sampling time.

Transmission characteristics
The diagrams below illustrate the range of values for all SIMADYN D connection types. The
abscissa has the values of the user interface.
These values are valid when configuring with CFC, for service and diagnostics as well as
operator control and monitoring using CFC online.
The ordinate represents internal processing values. The graph shows the conversion rule and
allows statements to be made regarding the transformation of values when connectors of
different interpretations are connected.
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Type overview of function blocks

Name

@CEP (Page 912)
@CMM (Page 913)
@CPB (Page 832)
@CPB (Page 965)
@CPN (Page 314)
@CS1 (Page 915)
@CS1 (Page 698)
@CS2 (Page 917)
@CS2 (Page 700)
@CSD01 (Page 918)
@CSD02 (Page 920)
@CSD03 (Page 922)
@CSD07 (Page 925)
@CSH11 (Page 927)
@CSL2F (Page 800)
@CSL2F (Page 929)
@CSL2L (Page 802)
@CSL2L (Page 931)
@CSMPI (Page 933)
@CSPAR (Page 978)
@CSPRO (Page 804)
@CSPRO (Page 935)
@CSU (Page 937)
@DIS (Page 895)
@DPH (Page 291)
@DRIVE (Page 983)
@FMPAR (Page 843)
@FMPAR (Page 981)
@GLOB (Page 689)
@LOCAL (Page 690)
@MPI (Page 692)

Designation

EP coupling central block
Communication buffer module
central block
P bus coupling central block
P bus coupling central block
Local coupling central block

Type

Target system(s)

Communication block
Communication block
Communication block

Communication block
Communication block

T400, SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D

Rack coupling (master) central
block
Rack coupling (master) central
block
Rack coupling (slave) central block
Rack coupling (slave) central block
DUST1 coupling central block
DUST2 coupling central block
DUST3 coupling central block
DUST7 coupling central block
SINEC H1 coupling central block
PROFIBUS FMS coupling central
block
PROFIBUS FMS coupling central
block
PROFIBUS FDL central block
PROFIBUS FDL central block
MPI coupling central block
Parameter processing on CPU modules
PROFIBUS DP central block
PROFIBUS DP central block
USS master central block
Display device central block
Parameter processing central block

Communication block

FM 458-1 DP
T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D

Communication block

SIMATIC TDC

Communication block
Communication block
Communication block
Communication block
Communication block
Communication block
Communication block
Communication block

T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC
T400, SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP

Communication block

T400, SIMADYN D

Communication block
Communication block
Communication block
Communication block

FM 458-1 DP
T400, SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D

Communication block
Communication block
Communication block
Communication block
Communication block

Device coupling and parameter
processing on T400
Parameter processing on FM458-1
DP modules
Parameter processing on FM458
modules
Communication buffer module
central block
Local coupling central block
MPI coupling central block

Communication block

FM 458-1 DP
T400, SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D

Communication block

FM 458-1 DP

Communication block

T400, SIMADYN D

Communication block

SIMATIC TDC

Communication block
Communication block

SIMATIC TDC
SIMATIC TDC
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Name

Designation

Type

@NMC (Page 939)
@PEER (Page 958)
@PNIO (Page 702)
@PRODP (Page 806)
@PRODP (Page 693)
@SL (Page 865)
@SL (Page 1009)
@SRACK (Page 695)
@TCI (Page 296)

Network, central block
Peer-to-peer central block on T400
PROFINET IO coupling
PROFIBUS DP central block
PROFIBUS DP central block
SIMOLINK central block
SIMOLINK central block
Rack coupling central block
System trace central block

Communication block
Communication block
Communication block
Communication block
Communication block
SIMOLINK block
SIMOLINK block
Communication block
Communication block

@TCP (Page 300)

Single trace central block

Communication block

@TCPIP (Page 697)
@TRI (Page 303)

TCP/IP coupling central block
System trace acquisition block

Communication block
Communication block

@USS_M (Page 960)
@USS_S (Page 962)

USS master central block on T400
USS slave central block on T400

Communication block
Communication block

Name

Designation

Type

Target system(s)

ACOS (Page 21)

Arc cosine function

Arithmetic block

ADC (Page 75)

Analog input via A/D converter

Input/output block

ADD (Page 23)

Adder

Arithmetic block

ADD_D (Page 24)

Adder (double integer type)

Arithmetic block

ADD_I (Page 25)

Adder (integer type)

Arithmetic block

ADD_M (Page 26)

Modulo adder for axis cycle compliant addition
Adder with axis cycle limiting

Arithmetic block

Optimizing PNIO IRT communication
Absolute encoder (SSI/EnDat)

Service/diagnostics
blocks
Input/output block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC CPU555

Input/output block
Input/output block
GMC block
GMC block

SIMATIC TDC

AND (Page 374)

Analog input via V/f/D converter
Analog input via V/f/D converter
Interface for active infeed of
SINAMICS (Active Line Module)
Interface for active infeed of
SINAMICS (Active Line Module)
AND block (Boolean)

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC
T400, SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP

Logic block

AND_W (Page 377)

AND block (word type)

Logic block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D

@MSC (Page 265)

ADDAZ (Page 155)
ADVIRT
AENC (Page 79)
AFC (Page 649)
AFC (Page 885)
ALMIF (Page 771)
ALMIF (Page 654)
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Message system central block

Communication block

GMC block

Target system(s)

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC CPU555
FM 458-1 DP
SIMATIC TDC
FM 458-1 DP
T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
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Name

Designation

Type

ANS (Page 407)

Logic block

ASI (Page 569)

Automatic numerical changeover
switch (Real type)
Automatic numerical changeover
switch (Integer type)
Acknowledge signal (BOOL)

ASIN (Page 27)

Arc sine function

Service/diagnostics
block
Arithmetic block

ATAN (Page 29)

Arc tangent function

Arithmetic block

AVA (Page 30)

Arithmetic block

BII8 (Page 89)

Absolute value generator with sign
evaluation
Absolute value generator with sign
evaluation (double integer type)
Conversion of 32 binary variables to
double words (32-bit)
Converter for 16 binary variables to
status word
Flash function for a binary variable
(BOOL)
Flash function for a status word
(Word type)
Binary input

BIQ8 (Page 91)

Binary output

Input/output block

BIQT (Page 890)
BNR (Page 359)

Binary input/output on the T400
Binary numerical switch input

Input/output block
Conversion block

BRAKE (Page 156)

Braking distance calculation

GMC block

BRCV (Page 833)

Block-oriented data reception via
an S7 communication
Binary changeover switch (BOOL
type)
Bandstop

Communication block

Status byte to status word converter
Output cam block with 4 output
cams
Cam

Conversion block

GMC block

CAV (Page 1027)

Output cam block with 2 output
cams
Cam controller for timing sequences
Actual current value acquisition

CBCONF (Page 845)

COMBOARD configuration

AND12 (Page 375)

ANS_I (Page 409)

AVA_D (Page 31)
B_DW (Page 338)
B_W (Page 339)
BF (Page 448)
BF_W (Page 449)

BSW (Page 410)
BSFILT (Page 565)
BY_W (Page 341)
CAM4 (Page 473)
CAMD (Page 158)
CAMSW (Page 162)
CAMSW1 (Page 166)

AND block status word (word type)
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Logic block

Logic block

Arithmetic block
Conversion block
Conversion block
Logic block
Logic block
Input/output block

Logic block
Control block

Special functions
GMC block

GMC block
Converter-specific
block
Communication block

Target system(s)

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP
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Name

CBCONF (Page 973)
CBRFAW (Page 849)

Designation

Type

Target system(s)

Communication block

T400, SIMADYN D

Communication block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC CPU555
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D

CCC4 (Page 254)

COMBOARD configuration
Receiving warnings from a
COMBOARD
Receiving warnings from a
COMBOARD
Process data collect block

CDC4 (Page 257)

Process data distribution block

Communication block

CHK_R (Page 757)
CI (Page 622)

Real value check
Interface between VC and SER02

Logic block
WinCC-PCM block

CNM (Page 425)

Controllable numerical memory
(Real type)
Controllable numerical memory
(Double Integer)
Controllable numerical memory
(Integer)
Cosine function

Logic block

GMC block

CPC (Page 1032)

Engage/disengage function (coupling)
Current pre-control

CPI (Page 1034)

Current controller

CPY_P (Page 320)
CRV (Page 260)

Copy block for pointer-based processing
Process data receive block

CRV_P (Page 322)

Receive frame block with pointer

Communication block

CSP (Page 1038)

Current setpoint calculation

CTR (Page 399)

Counter (BOOL type)

Converter-specific
block
Logic block

CTV (Page 262)

Process data send block

Communication block

CTV_P (Page 325)

Transmission frame block with
pointer

Communication block

CBRFAW (Page 977)

CNM_D (Page 427)
CNM_I (Page 429)
COS (Page 32)
COUPLE (Page 169)
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Communication block
Communication block

Logic block
Logic block
Arithmetic block

Converter-specific
block
Converter-specific
block
Communication block
Communication block

T400, SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP

T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
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See also
ADVIRT (Page 763)
Name

D_I (Page 342)
D_R (Page 343)
DAC (Page 93)
DAT (Page 438)

Designation

Double integer to integer
converter
Double integer to Real converter
Analog output

Type

Conversion block
Conversion block
Input/output block

DEL (Page 496)

Function block for the inLogic block
put/output of real values
to/from a data memory
(type
Data block for pointer-based Communication block
processing
Deadband element
Control block

DEZ (Page 498)

Deadzone element

Control block

DFR (Page 431)

D flip-flop, R-dominant
(BOOL)
D flip-flop with dominant
Reset (Word type)
Diagnostics DP (PROFIBUS
DP coupling)
Derivative action element

Logic block

Display device, actual value
acquisition

Communication block

DB_P (Page 328)

DFR_W (Page 433)
DIAPRO (Page 316)
DIF (Page 500)
DISA, DISA_B, DISA_I,
DISA_D, DISA_W, DISA_T
(Page 903)
DISA1B (Page 905)

Logic block
Communication block
Control block

Target system(s)

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D

Display device, binary actual Communication block
value acquisition
Display device setpoint
Communication block
acquisition

T400, SIMADYN D

Display device, binary setpoint acquisition
Divider

Communication block

T400, SIMADYN D

Arithmetic block
Arithmetic block

DIV_I (Page 36)

Divider (double integer
type)
Divider (integer type)

DIV_R (Page 38)

Divider (real type)

Arithmetic block

DLB (Page 440)

Delay block (Real type)

Logic block

DLED (Page 1006)
DPDIAG (Page 808)

Control diagnostics LED
PROFIBUS DP diagnostics
overview
PROFIBUS DP diagnostics
overview

Service/diagnostics block
Communication block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP

Communication block

SIMATIC TDC

DISS, DISS_B, DISS_I,
DISS_D, DISS_W, DISS_T
(Page 897)
DISS1B (Page 901)
DIV (Page 34)
DIV_D (Page 35)

DPDIAG (Page 704)
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T400, SIMADYN D
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Name

DPEVT (Page 811)
DPEVT (Page 707)
DPI (Page 294)

Designation

PROFIBUS DP interrupt information
PROFIBUS DP interrupt information
Drive parameter block

Type

Target system(s)

Communication block

SIMATIC TDC

Communication block

Communication block

FM 458-1 DP

Communication block
Communication block

SIMATIC TDC

Communication block

FM 458-1 DP

Communication block

SIMATIC TDC

DRD, DRD_D, DRD_I, RD_8,
DRD_8D, DRD_8I, RD_BY
(Page 329)
DRVIF (Page 180)

Process interrupt information, PROFIBUS DP
Process interrupt information, PROFIBUS DP
PROFIBUS DP slave diagnostics
PROFIBUS DP slave diagnostics
DRD… Read blocks for
pointer-based communication
Interface to the drive

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP

Communication block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D

GMC block

DRVIF2 (Page 775)
DRVIF2 (Page 658)
DT1 (Page 502)

Interface to the drive
Interface to the drive
DT1 element

GMC block
GMC block
Control block

DTS (Page 451)

Synchronization delay time
(BOOL)
Conversion of a double
word (32-bit) to 32 binary
variables
Conversion of a 32-bit double word to two 16-bit
words
DWR… Write blocks for
pointer-based communication
Demultiplexer, 8 outputs,
cascadable (Real type)
Demultiplexer, 8 outputs,
cascadable (Integer)

Logic block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP
SIMATIC TDC
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D

Name

Designation

Type

EMF (Page 1040)

Actual voltage value acquisi- Converter-specific block
tion
Optional incremental enGMC block
coder for NAVMC
Delete change memory
Service/diagnostics block

DPPEVT (Page 819)
DPPEVT (Page 715)
DPSLDG (Page 821)
DPSLDG (Page 717)

DW_B (Page 344)
DW_W (Page 345)
DWR, DWR_D, DWR_I,
WR_8, DWR_8D, WR_8I,
DWR_BY (Page 332)
DX8 (Page 416)
DX8_I (Page 418)

EDC1 (Page 184)

ENC2 (Page 189)
EPE (Page 570)
ETE (Page 453)
FANOPH (Page 758)
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Engage/disengage function

Edge evaluation block
(BOOL)
Read the fan operating
hours counter

Conversion block
Conversion block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D

Communication block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D

Logic block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D

Logic block

Target system(s)

GMC block

Logic block
Utility/diagnostics blocks

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC CPU555
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Name

Designation

Type

FGEN (Page 609)

Format generator

Special block

FMLED (Page 863)

Actuating the diagnostics
LED on FM 458
Actuating the diagnostics
LED on FM 458
Formula block

Service/diagnostics block

T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP

Service/diagnostics block

T400, SIMADYN D

Arithmetic block
Logic block

FUZ (Page 504)

Initial value detection block
(Word type)
Fuzzy controller (Real type)

FUZ_I (Page 507)

Fuzzy controller (Integer)

Control block

GEAR (Page 192)

Gear block

GMC block

I_D (Page 346)

Integer to double integer
converter
Integer to Real converter

Communication block

FCS (Page 1044)
Filtering (Page 560)

FMLED (Page 1007)
FRM (Page 39)

Field current setpoint output Converter-specific block
Universal digital filter
Control block

Target system(s)

INI_B, INI_W, INI_R, INI_DW, Dummy block (BOOL type)
INI_I (Page 477)
INT (Page 509)
Integrator

Special functions

INT_M (Page 861)

Control block
Control block

SIMATIC TDC

Control block

T400, SIMADYN D

INT_MR (Page 194)

Modulo integrator for axis
cycle compliant integration
Modulo integrator for axis
cycle compliant integration
Modulo integrator for axis
cycle compliant integration
Virtual master

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP

GMC block

KINT (Page 558)

Correction integrator

Control block

LI (Page 624)
LIM (Page 512)

Interface for communication WinCC-PCM block
between WinCC and the
VDM Manager block
Limiter
Control block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D

LIM_D (Page 514)

Limiter (Double-Integer)

Control block

LVM (Page 456)

Limit monitoring block with
window discriminator function (BOOL)
Maximum evaluator

Logic block

Generation of motion sequences (basic block)
Generation of motion sequences (successor block)

GMC block

FUI_W (Page 454)

I_R (Page 347)

INT_M (Page 755)
INT_M (Page 1004)

MAS (Page 43)
MCSB (Page 196)
MCSS (Page 200)
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Control block

Conversion block

Control block

Arithmetic block

GMC block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
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Name

MDCMP1 (Page 203)

Designation

Type

MFP (Page 391)

Basic and compensation
functions for Motion Control
Message block for an incoming message with measured
value
Message block for 16 incoming messages
Message block for an incoming message with text
Message block for 16 incoming messages with text
Message block for incoming
and outgoing messages
with measured value.
Message block for 16 incoming and outgoing messages
Message block for an incoming and outgoing message
Message block for 16 incoming and outgoing text messages
Pulse shaper (BOOL type)

MIS (Page 44)

Minimum evaluator

Arithmetic block

MM (Page 629)

Manager block for processing SIMADYN D messages
Message evaluation block

WinCC-PCM block

MER, MER_I, MER_D
(Page 273)
MER0 (Page 275)
MER1 (Page 277)
MER16 (Page 279)
MERF, MERF_I, MERF_D
(Page 281)
MERF0 (Page 283)
MERF1 (Page 285)
MERF16 (Page 288)

MSI (Page 268)
MSIPRI (Page 270)
MSTAT (Page 760)
MSTATB (Page 761)
MUL (Page 45)
MUL_D (Page 46)
MUL_I (Page 47)
MUX8 (Page 420)
MUX8_I (Page 423)
MUX32 (Page 479)
MUX32I (Page 481)
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Target system(s)

GMC block
Communication block
Communication block
Communication block
Communication block
Communication block
Communication block
Communication block
Communication block
Logic block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D

Communication block

Service/diagnostics block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC

Service/diagnostics block

SIMATIC TDC

Arithmetic block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D

Message output block
(printer)
Displays the status of all
modules in the rack
Displays the status of all
modules in the rack
Multiplier

Communication block

Multiplier (double integer
type)
Multiplier (integer type)

Arithmetic block

Multiplexer, cascadable
(Real type)
Multiplexer, cascadable
(Integer type)
Multiplexer, cascadable
(REAL type)
Multiplexer, cascadable (INT
type)

Logic block

Arithmetic block

Logic block
Special functions
Special functions
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Name

MUX32B (Page 483)

Designation

Type

MVS (Page 566)

Name

Designation

Type

Target system(s)

N2_R (Page 348)

Conversion of a 16-bit fixedpoint format (N2) to Real
Conversion of a 32-bit fixedpoint format (N4) to Real
Floating point error reporting method
NAND function block (BOOL
type)
Natural constants

Conversion block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC

Input/output block

NOP1 (Page 459)

Actual speed/position value
acquisition
Actual position value acquisition
Actual position value acquisition
Actual speed/position value
acquisition
Speed/position/position
difference acquisition
Numerical comparator (Real
type)
Numerical comparator
(Double integer type)
Numerical comparator (Integer type)
Dummy block (Real type)

NOP1_B (Page 460)

Dummy block (BOOL type)

Logic block

NOP1_D (Page 461)

Logic block

NOP1_I (Page 462)

Dummy block (Double Integer type)
Dummy block (Integer type)

NOP1_W (Page 463)

Dummy block (WORD type)

Logic block

NOP8 (Page 464)

Dummy block (Real type)

Logic block

NOP8_B (Page 465)

Dummy block for 8 binary
variables (BOOL)
Dummy block for 8 4-byte
variables (Double Integer)
Dummy block for 8 word
variables (Integer)
Dummy block for 8 word
variables (WORD type)

Logic block

N4_R (Page 349)
NANCHK (Page 765)
NAND (Page 378)
NATCON (Page 48)
NAV (Page 95)
NAVDP (Page 780)
NAVDP (Page 663)
NAVMC (Page 209)
NAVS (Page 103)
NCM (Page 404)
NCM_D (Page 406)
NCM_I (Page 405)

NOP8_D (Page 466)
NOP8_I (Page 467)
NOP8_W (Page 468)
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Special functions

Target system(s)

Multiplexer, cascadable
(BOOL type)
Mean value generation

Control block

Conversion block
Service/diagnostics block
Logic block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D

GMC block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP

GMC block

SIMATIC TDC

GMC block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D

Arithmetic block

Input/output block
Logic block
Logic block
Logic block
Logic block

Logic block

Logic block
Logic block
Logic block
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Name

Designation

Type

NOT (Page 381)

Inverter (BOOL type)

Logic block

NOT_W (Page 382)

Logic block

NTD (Page 956)
OFSGEN (Page 218)

Status word inverter (word
type)
Unswitched network interface block
Network status interface
block
Network status transfer
block
Numerical changeover
switch (Real type)
Numerical changeover
switch (Double Integer)
Numerical changeover
switch (Integer)
Static network monitoring
block
Static network copy block
Offset setting

OFSSAV (Page 220)

Offset calculation

GMC block

OR (Page 383)

OR block (BOOL type)

Logic block

OR_12 (Page 385)

OR gate for status word
(WORD type)
OR block for status word
(type word)
Overflow handshake procedure
Synchronization
Hardware interrupt counter

Logic block

Hardware interrupt, I/O
input
Triggering hardware interrupts at the S7 CPU
Triggering hardware interrupts at the S7 CPU
P controller

Logic block

Firing angle controller
Pulse contractor (BOOL
type)
On delay element (BOOL
type)
Off delay element (BOOL
type)

Converter-specific block
Logic block

NOR (Page 380)

NRI (Page 943)
NSI (Page 946)
NSL (Page 949)
NSW (Page 411)
NSW_D (Page 413)
NSW_I (Page 414)
NTC (Page 952)

OR_W (Page 386)
OVFHSK (Page 221)
PA6 (Page 1048)
PAC (Page 491)
PAI (Page 492)
PAS7 (Page 856)
PAS7 (Page 1002)
PC (Page 516)
PC6 (Page 1053)
PCL (Page 392)
PDE (Page 394)
PDF (Page 396)

1080

NOR block (BOOL type)

Target system(s)

Logic block

Communication block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D

Communication block

T400, SIMADYN D

Communication block

T400, SIMADYN D

Logic block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D

Logic block
Logic block
Communication block
Communication block
GMC block

Logic block

T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP

Logic block

T400, SIMADYN D

Control block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D

Logic block
GMC block
Converter-specific block
Logic block

Logic block
Logic block
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Name

Designation

Type

PIC (Page 518)

PI controller

Control block

PIDCC (Page 527)

Compact controller block

Control block

PIN8 (Page 469)

Priority evaluation block

Logic block

PLI10 (Page 49)

Arithmetic block

PNO (Page 571)

Polyline, 10 interpolation
points
Polyline, 20 interpolation
points
Operating parameter limiting
Parameter names
Parameter names
PROFINET IO alarm information
PROFIBUS IO
hardware interrupt information
CPU number (INTEGER type)

POSMC (Page 225)

Positioning block

GMC block

POSREG (Page 229)

Read position register

GMC block

POSRG1 (Page 231)

Position ramp-function
generator
Processor load (Real type)

GMC block

Logic block

PSTAT (Page 852)
PSTAT (Page 991)
PT1 (Page 538)

Pulse stretching element
(BOOL type)
Parameter change enable
Parameter change enable
PT1 element

PTRANS (Page 992)
PWM (Page 540)

Parameter transfer on T400
Pulse width modulator

Communication block
Control block

R_D (Page 350)

Real to Double integer converter
Real to Integer converter

Conversion block

Real to 16-bit fixed-point
format (N2) conversion
Real to 32-bit fixed-point
format (N4) conversion
Receive block
Receive block
Read data record PROFIBUS
DP and PROFINET IO

Conversion block

PHSFT (Page 224)

PLI20 (Page 51)
PLIM, PLIM_B, PLIM_I,
PLIM_D (Page 986)
PNAME (Page 850)
PNAME (Page 989)
PNEVT (Page 732)
PNPEVT (Page 740)

PSL (Page 572)
PST (Page 397)

R_I (Page 351)
R_N2 (Page 352)
R_N4 (Page 353)
RCVPD (Page 791)
RCVPD (Page 674)
RDREC (Page 720)

Phase shift function

Selecting function blocks
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GMC block

Target system(s)

Communication block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D

Communication block
Communication block
Communication block

FM 458-1 DP
T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC CPU555

Communication block

SIMATIC TDC CPU555

Service/diagnostics block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP
T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP
SIMATIC TDC
SIMATIC TDC

Arithmetic block

Service/diagnostics block

Communication block
Communication block
Control block

Conversion block

Conversion block
GMC block
GMC block
Communication block
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Name

RDREC (Page 824)

Designation

Type

Target system(s)

Communication block

SIMATIC TDC CPU555

Service/diagnostics block

SIMATIC TDC CPU555

Communication block

T400, SIMADYN D

Service/diagnostics block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC
T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D

RFG (Page 575)

Read data record, PROFIBUS
DP
Read an SSL partial list or an
SSL partial list extract
Read the memory card serial
number
Receives errors and warning
on a BASEBOARD-T400 from
a TECHBOARD/COMBOARD
Ramp function (REAL type)

RGE (Page 542)

Ramp-function generator

Control block

RGJ (Page 548)

Control block

RTCABS (Page 312)

Ramp-function generator
with jerk limiting
RS flip-flop, R-dominant
(BOOL)
RS flip-flop, S-dominant
(BOOL type)
Date and time output

RTCCPU (Page 907)
RTCM (Page 683)
RTCM (Page 909)
RTCREL (Page 313)

Setting the module clock
System time broadcast
System time broadcast
Relative time output

Communication block
Communication block
Communication block
Communication block

Name

Designation

Type

S7OS (Page 853)
S7OS (Page 730)
S7OS (Page 999)
S7RD, S7RD_B, S7RD_I,
S7RD_D (Page 835)
S7RD, S7RD_B, S7RD_I,
S7RD_D (Page 966)
S7RD_P (Page 839)

OS Communication
OS Communication
OS Communication
Reading from the I/O area of
the S7-CPU
Reading from the I/O area of
the S7-CPU
Reading data from a
SIMATIC-CPU (P Bus)
Reading data from a
SIMATIC-CPU (P Bus)
S7 CPU operating state
Write access to the I/O area
of the S7-CPU
Transmitting data to a
SIMATIC CPU (P bus)
Transmitting data to a
SIMATIC CPU (P bus)
Value buffer (Real type)

Communication block
Communication block
Communication block
Communication block

SIMATIC TDC
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP
SIMATIC TDC
T400, SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP

Communication block

T400, SIMADYN D

Communication block

FM 458-1 DP

Communication block

T400, SIMADYN D

Communication block
Communication block

FM 458-1 DP
FM 458-1 DP

Communication block

FM 458-1 DP

Communication block

T400, SIMADYN D

Logic block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D

RDSYS (Page 750)
READSN (Page 762)
RFAW (Page 994)

RSR (Page 435)
RSS (Page 436)

S7CON (Page 728)
S7DB_P (Page 335)

S7RD_P (Page 968)
S7STAT (Page 837)
S7WR, S7WR_B, S7WR_I,
S7WR_D (Page 838)
S7WR_P (Page 841)
S7WR_P (Page 971)
SAV (Page 441)
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S7 communication
S7 DB for pointer blocks

Communication block

Logic block
Logic block
Communication block

Communication block
Communication block

FM 458-1 DP

Target system(s)
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Name

Designation

Type

SAV_D (Page 444)

Logic block

SAV_I (Page 445)

Value buffer (Double Integer)
Value buffer (Integer)

SAV_TR (Page 1001)
SBI (Page 114)

Save FB for NOV_RAM
Status byte input

Logic block
Input/output block

SBM (Page 767)
SBM (Page 892)
SBQ (Page 116)

Rotary encoder block
Rotary encoder block
Status byte output

Input/output block
Input/output block
Input/output block

SER (Page 578)

Service block

Service/diagnostics block

SER02 (Page 635)

WinCC-PCM block

SFC (Page 594)

List management and "actual" reading and writing connectors
SFC control block

SFCSI (Page 599)

SFC step information block

SFC block

SFCTI (Page 604)

SFC block

SH (Page 471)

SFC transition information
block
Shift block (Word type)

SHEAR (Page 236)

Cross cutter/cross sealer

GMC block

SII (Page 54)

Inverter

Arithmetic block

SIN (Page 56)

Sine function

Arithmetic block

SAV_B (Page 443)

Value buffer (BOOL type)

SLAV, SLAV_R (Page 869)

SIMOLINK receive block per
actual value
SLAV, SLAV_R (Page 1013) SIMOLINK receive block per
actual value
SLD (Page 871)
SIMOLINK delta evaluation
SLD (Page 1015)
SIMOLINK delta evaluation
SLDIS (Page 872)
SIMOLINK dispatcher
SLDIS (Page 1016)
SIMOLINK dispatcher
SLSV, SLSV_R (Page 874)
SIMOLINK transmission
block for one setpoint
SLSV, SLSV_R (Page 1018)
SIMOLINK transmission
block for one setpoint
SLSV2, SLSV2R (Page 878)
SIMOLINK transmission
block for 2 setpoints
SLSV2, SLSV2R (Page 1022) SIMOLINK transmission
block for 2 setpoints
SLSVAV (Page 876)
SIMOLINK transmission and
receive block for one slave
SLSVAV (Page 1020)
SIMOLINK transmission and
receive block for one slave
Selecting function blocks
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Logic block

Logic block

SFC block

Target system(s)

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP
T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D

SIMOLINK block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP

SIMOLINK block

T400, SIMADYN D

SIMOLINK block
SIMOLINK block
SIMOLINK block
SIMOLINK block
SIMOLINK block

FM 458-1 DP
T400, SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP
T400, SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP

SIMOLINK block

T400, SIMADYN D

SIMOLINK block

FM 458-1 DP

SIMOLINK block

T400, SIMADYN D

SIMOLINK block

FM 458-1 DP

SIMOLINK block

T400, SIMADYN D

Logic block
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Name

SNDPD (Page 794)
SNDPD (Page 677)
SNTPR (Page 686)
SOL (Page 1057)
SPLINE (Page 239)
SQG (Page 581)
SQGB (Page 583)
SQR (Page 57)
SSD (Page 584)

Designation

Send block
Send block
Time reception and redundant routing
Switch-over logic
Cam with 32 intepolation
points (calculation)
Square-wave generator
(Real type)
Clock generator for binary
signals (BOOL type)
Square-root extractor

Type

Target system(s)

Converter-specific block
GMC block

T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
FM 458-1 DP

GMC block
GMC block
Communication block

Service/diagnostics block
Service/diagnostics block
Arithmetic block

FM 458-1 DP
SIMATIC TDC
SIMATIC TDC

STATIS (Page 613)

Output to 7-segment display Service/diagnostics block
(WORD type)
Combinatorial logic with
Logic block
memory
Statistical evaluation
Special block

STG (Page 585)

Step function (REAL type)

Service/diagnostics block

SUB (Page 59)

Subtractor

Arithmetic block

SUB_D (Page 60)

Subtractor (Double integer
type)
Subtractor (Integer type)

Arithmetic block

Byte swapper for doubleword connections
Byte swapper for Word connections
Byte swapper for Real connections (input)
Byte swapper for Real connections (output)
System error field (WORD, 1
word length)
System error field (WORD
type, 4 words long)
Synchronizing the base
sampling time to an external
source
Synchronizing to T400
SYNC/FREEZE DP (PROFIBUS
DP coupling)

Conversion block

Communication block
Communication block

T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D

Name

Designation

Type

Target system(s)

TAB, TAB_D (Page 241)

Management of tabular
values
Cam in tabular format

GMC block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D

STATE (Page 486)

SUB_I (Page 58)
SWB_DW (Page 362)
SWB_W (Page 364)
SWBI (Page 365)
SWBO (Page 367)
SYF1 (Page 587)
SYF4 (Page 590)
SYN (Page 857)
SYNCT4 (Page 995)
SYNPRO (Page 317)

TABCAM (Page 245)
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Arithmetic block

Conversion block
Conversion block
Conversion block
Service/diagnostics block
Service/diagnostics block
Logic block

GMC block
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Name

Designation

Type

TFAW (Page 997)

Sending errors and warnings
from a TECHBOARD-T400 to
a BASEBOARD
Cut optimization for crosscutters
Analog trace acquisition
block
Single trace header block

Communication block

Communication block

USF (Page 592)

Single trace acquisition
block
TSAV…saving values to the
Technology Save area
(TSAVE area)
Up/down pulse evaluation
block (BOOL type)
User flags (WORD type)

VARIN (Page 488)

Input of variable data types

Logic block

VAROUT (Page 489)

Logic block

VC (Page 638)

Output of variable data
types
Visualization concentrator

VI (Page 640)

VM Manager block interface

WinCC-PCM block

VM (Page 642)

Manager block for processing WinCC jobs
Conversion of a status word
to 16 binary variables
Status word to status byte
converter
Conversion of two 16-bit
words to one 32-bit double
word
Measured value shift

WinCC-PCM block

Write data record PROFIBUS
DP and PROFINET IO
Write data record, PROFIBUS
DP
XOR gate (BOOL type)

Communication block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC

Communication block

FM 458-1 DP

Logic block

XOR gate for status word
(WORD type)

Logic block

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D

TAN (Page 61)

TRACK (Page 615)
TRCC, TRCC_I, TRCC_D
(Page 305)
TRHI (Page 308)
TRP, TRP_B, TRP_I, RP_D
(Page 309)
TSAV, TSAV_B, TSAV_I,
TSAV_D (Page 446)
UDI (Page 401)

W_B (Page 355)
W_BY (Page 356)
W_DW (Page 357)
WEBSFT (Page 248)
WRREC (Page 724)
WRREC (Page 828)
XOR (Page 388)
XOR_W (Page 389)

Tangent function
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Arithmetic block

Special block
Communication block
Communication block

Logic block
Logic block
Service/diagnostics block

WinCC-PCM block

Communication block
Conversion block
Conversion block
GMC block

Target system(s)

SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
T400, SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
SIMATIC TDC, FM 458-1 DP, T400,
SIMADYN D
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Index
@
@CEP, 912
@CMM, 913
@CPB, 832, 965
@CPN, 314
@CS1, 698, 915
@CS2, 700, 917
@CSD01, 918
@CSD02, 920
@CSD03, 922
@CSD07, 925
@CSH11, 927
@CSL2F, 800, 929
@CSL2L, 802, 931
@CSMPI, 933
@CSPAR, 978
@CSPRO, 804, 935
@CSU, 937
@DIS, 895
@DPH, 291
@DRIVE, 983
@FMPAR, 843, 981
@GLOB, 689
@LOCAL, 690
@MPI, 692
@MSC, 265
@NMC, 939
@PEER, 958
@PNIO, 702
@PRODP, 693, 806
@SL, 865, 1009
@SRACK, 695
@TCI, 296
@TCP, 300
@TCPIP, 697
@TRI, 303
@USS_M, 960
@USS_S, 962

A
ACOS, 21
ADC, 75
ADCAH, 568
ADD, 23
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ADD_D, 24
ADD_I, 25
ADD_M, 26
ADDAZ, 155
ADVIRT, 763
AENC, 79
AFC, 649, 885
ALMIF, 654, 771
AND, 374
AND_W, 377
AND12, 375
ANS, 407
ANS_I, 409
ASI, 569
ASIN, 27
ATAN, 29
AVA, 30
AVA_D, 31

B
B_DW, 338
B_W, 339
BF, 448
BF_W, 449
BII8, 89
BIQ8, 91
BIQT, 890
BNR, 359
BRAKE, 156
BRCV, 833
BSFILT, 565
BSR, 369
BSW, 410
BY_W, 341

C
CAM4, 473
CAMD, 158
CAMSW, 162
CAMSW1, 166
CAV, 1027
CBCONF, 845, 973
CBRFAW, 849, 977
CCC4, 254
CDC4, 257
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Index

CHK_R, 757
CI, 622
CNM, 425
CNM_D, 427
CNM_I, 429
COS, 32
COUPLE, 169
CPC, 1032
CPI, 1034
CPY_P, 320
CRV, 260
CRV_P, 322
CSP, 1038
CTR, 399
CTV, 262
CTV_P, 325

D
D_I, 342
D_R, 343
DAC, 93
DAT, 438
DB_P, 328
DCA, 63
DCA01, 66
DEL, 496
DEZ, 498
DFR, 431
DFR_W, 433
DIAPRO, 316
DIF, 500
DISA, DISA_B, DISA_I, DISA_D, DISA_W, DISA_T, 903
DISA1B, 905
DISS, DISS_B, DISS_I, DISS_D, DISS_W, DISS_T, 897
DISS1B, 901
DIV, 34
DIV_D, 35
DIV_I, 36
DIV_R, 38
DLB, 440
DLED, 1006
DPDIAG, 704, 808
DPEVT, 707, 811
DPI, 294
DPPEVT, 715, 819
DPSLDG, 717, 821
DRD, 329
DRD_8, 329
DRD_8D, 329
DRD_8I, 329
DRD_BY, 329
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DRD_D, 329
DRD_I, 329
DRVIF, 180
DRVIF2, 658, 775
DT1, 502
DTS, 451
DW_B, 344
DW_W, 345
DWR, 332
DWR_8, 332
DWR_8D, 332
DWR_8I, 332
DWR_BY, 332
DWR_D, 332
DWR_I, 332
DX8, 416
DX8_I, 418

E
EDC1, 184
EMF, 1040
ENC2, 189
EPE, 570
ETE, 453

F
FANOPH, 758
FCS, 1044
FGEN, 609
Filtering, 560
FMLED, 863, 1007
FRM, 39
FUI_W, 454
FUZ, 504
FUZ_I, 507

G
GEAR, 192

I
I_D, 346
I_R, 347
INI_B, 477
INI_DW, 477
INI_I, 477
INI_R, 477
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INI_W, 477
INT, 509
INT_M, 755, 861, 1004
INT_MR, 194

K
KINT, 558

L
LI, 624
LIM, 512
LIM_D, 514
LVM, 456

M
MAS, 43
MCSB, 196
MCSS, 200
MDCMP1, 203
MER, 273
MER_D, 273
MER_I, 273
MER0, 275
MER1, 277
MER16, 279
MERF, 281
MERF_D, 281
MERF_I, 281
MERF0, 283
MERF1, 285
MERF16, 288
MFP, 391
MIS, 44
MM, 629
Motion Control functions
Basics, 123
Example of an application with central position
control, 139
Example of an application with SIMOLINK coupling
to the drive, 127
Integrating drives by means of DSC method via
PROFIBUS, 152
Overview, 121
MSI, 268
MSIPRI, 270
MSTAT, 760
MSTATB, 761
MUL, 45
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MUL_D, 46
MUL_I, 47
MUX32, 479
MUX32B, 483
MUX32I, 481
MUX8, 420
MUX8_I, 423
MVS, 566

N
N2_R, 348
N4_R, 349
NANCHK, 765
NAND, 378
NATCON, 48
NAV, 95
NAVDP, 663, 780
NAVMC, 209
NAVS, 103
NAVSK, 118
NCM, 404
NCM_D, 406
NCM_I, 405
NOP1, 459
NOP1_B, 460
NOP1_D, 461
NOP1_I, 462
NOP1_W, 463
NOP8, 464
NOP8_B, 465
NOP8_D, 466
NOP8_I, 467
NOP8_W, 468
NOR, 380
NOT, 381
NOT_W, 382
NRI, 943
NSI, 946
NSL, 949
NSW, 411
NSW_D, 413
NSW_I, 414
NTC, 952
NTD, 956
Numbers table, 1069

O
OFSGEN, 218
OFSSAV, 220
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OR, 383
OR_12, 385
OR_W, 386
OVFHSK, 221

P
PA6, 1048
PAC, 491
PAI, 492
PAS, 494
PAS7, 856, 1002
PC, 516
PC6, 1053
PCL, 392
PDE, 394
PDF, 396
PHSFT, 224
PIC, 518
PIDCC, 527
PIN8, 469
PLI10, 49
PLI2, 69
PLI20, 51
PLIM, PLIM_B, PLIM_I, PLIM_D, 986
PNAME, 850, 989
PNEVT, 732
PNO, 571
PNPEVT, 740
POSMC, 225
POSREG, 229
POSRG1, 231
POW, 68
PSL, 572
PST, 397
PSTAT, 852, 991
PT1, 538
PTRANS, 992
PWM, 540

R
R_D, 350
R_I, 351
R_N2, 352
R_N4, 353
RAT, 371
RCVPD, 674, 791
RDREC, 720, 742, 824
RDSYS, 750
READSN, 762
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RFAW, 994
RFG, 575
RGE, 542
RGJ, 548
RSR, 435
RSS, 436
RTCABS, 312
RTCCPU, 907
RTCM, 683, 909
RTCREL, 313

S
S7CON, 728
S7DB_P, 335
S7OS, 730, 853, 999
S7RD, S7RD_B, S7RD_I, S7RD_D, 835, 966
S7RD_P, 839, 968
S7STAT, 837
S7WR, S7WR_B, S7WR_I, S7WR_D, 838
S7WR_P, 841, 971
SAV, 441
SAV_B, 443
SAV_D, 444
SAV_I, 445
SAV_TR, 1001
SBI, 114
SBM, 767, 892
SBQ, 116
SER, 578
SER02, 635
SFC, 594
SFCSI, 599
SFCTI, 604
SH, 471
SHEAR, 236
SII, 54
SIN, 56
SLAV, SLAV_R, 869, 1013
SLD, 871, 1015
SLDIS, 872, 1016
SLSV, SLSV_R, 874, 1018
SLSV2, SLSV2R, 878, 1022
SLSVAV, 876, 1020
SNDPD, 677, 794
SNTPR, 686
SOL, 1057
SPLFKT, 71
SPLI32, 72
SPLINE, 239
SQG, 581
SQGB, 583
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SQR, 57
SSD, 584
STATE, 486
STATIS, 613
STG, 585
SUB, 59
SUB_D, 60
SUB_I, 58
SWB_DW, 362
SWB_W, 364
SWBI, 365
SWBO, 367
SYF1, 587
SYF4, 590
SYN, 857
SYNCT4, 995
SYNPRO, 317

W
W_B, 355
W_BY, 356
W_DW, 357
WEBSFT, 248
WRREC, 724, 747, 828

X
XOR, 388
XOR_W, 389

T
TAB, 241
TAB_D, 241
TABCAM, 245
TAN, 61
TFAW, 997
TRACK, 615
TRCC, 305
TRCC_D, 305
TRCC_I, 305
TRHI, 308
TRP, 309
TRP_B, 309
TRP_D, 309
TRP_I, 309
TSAV, 446
TSAV_B, 446
TSAV_D, 446
TSAV_I, 446

U
UDI, 401
USF, 592

V
VARIN, 488
VAROUT, 489
VC, 638
VI, 640
VM, 642
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